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The Cover
As befits a first cover, Phil Geraci's
photo this month is fraught with deep
significance and symbolism.
Audio, like chess, is a challenging, stimulating and enjoyable pastime
to those who've learned the ins and outs of
the game. Those of you who know chess
(as well as audio) may conceivably
recognize specific chess men among the
audio fetishes on our chess board, and
may even notice that this game is just
getting under way.
As far as we're concerned, it is.
2

We are always embarrassed and a
little annoyed when a shopkeeper,
rubbing his hands obsequiously, bids
us tell all our friends about his little
establishment. If we liked what he
had to offer, we'd tell our friends
anyway.
If we didn't, we'd tell
them not to patronize him, if the
question should come up at all. But
we have always felt that asking us to
spread the good word was rather like
asking a politician to vote for your
favorite party. Your request won't
make awhit of difference.
Now we find ourselves in the
same position as the businessman of
limited means, convinced that he has
something of value to offer, but
unable to afford the full- page advertisements in the Right Magazines to
tell all about it.
Most of you who are now
STEREOPHILE subscribers received our
announcement simply because your
name was on amanufacturer's mailing list, and we thank you for your
support. The response to our announcement was encouraging, but it
was not so good as we thought it
should be, considering that all the
people we contacted were ones who
have actually purchased high-fidelity
components in recent years.
We know from our experience
at the now-defunct Audiocraft magazine that there are plenty of people
who are seriously interested in high
fidelity as ahobby. But it is evident
either that our mailing list didn't
include most of those people, or that
many whom we contacted, who
would be interested in THE STEREOPHILE, have just not gotten around to
subscribing yet, either through human inertia or await-and-see-whatit-looks-like attitude.
Well, this is what it looks
like. Heft it, notice the fine paper,
try apage or two in atossed salad if
you wish. Read it, even. If you
like it, we aren't going to ask you to
tell your audio friends all about it;
we know how it feels to have that
sprung on us. Instead, we ask that
you lend the thing around, so that
anyone who might conceivably be
interested in what we are trying to
accomplish wi th THE STEREOPHILE
can decide whether to subscribe.
There is a" rule" in publishing
to the effect that one's readers should
never be apprised as to the financial
status of the publication. Business
must always be Just Great. To ad-

mit otherwise is deemed negative
thinking.
Well, THE STEREOPHILE
isn't ashowcase for advertisers. It is
the readers' own publication, and
because of this, we feel obliged to
keep readers informed about what's
going on: business is good, but not
great. We hope it will improve.
Now, to the topic we had
originally scheduled for this editorial. If you read our announcement, you have apretty good idea of
what we stand for.
Honesty, integrity, and all that. We said there
were several things in dire need of
some straight talk, but we didn't
elucidate. We shall do so now.
Tapes and discs are the source
material for more than 90 per cent of
our listening, and as such, they determine at the outset the maximum
fidelity we can ever achieve, regardless of how good our systems are.
Yet those " hi-fi" tapes and discs
are more often than not carefully
tailored to offset the tonal deficiencies of the average lowfi boom box.
The net result, of course, is that
NARTB tape or RIAA disc equalization will not yield flat response from
these recordings.
Yet the record
jackets still advise owners of highfidelity equipment to " equalize to
the RIAA curve." Some of the things
that happen to recordings before we
buy them would make apurist's hair
stand up, which is why the hi-fi
press in general has never had much
to say about this monkey business.
We'll have agreat deal to say about
it in the future.
Stereo created an intense demand for compactness in speakers and
low cost in everything, and most
manufacturers have been happy to
co-operate. The past three years of
corner-cutting have been fruitful,
in that the average low- to mediumpriced component is far better than
it used to be. But the industry has
been so preoccupied with the mass
market that maximum quality standards, as set by the top- priced stuff,
are not significantly higher today
than in the late prestereo years.
Other things that need looking into are the service problem,
equipment testing standards, subjective criteria for evaluating fidelity,
and the question of precisely what,
if anything, high fidelity is supposed
to be trying to achieve.

Considering the amount of careful
research, cautious theorizing and
wild speculation that have been
lavished on the amplifier power
question, we should expect to be
considerably closer to the answer
now than we were five years ago.
This does not seem to be the case.
We have instruments for measuring sound pressure levels in the air,
for measuring electrical power, and
for analyzing distortion content to
the third decimal place, and the
literature is full of learned dissertations on the structure of musical
sounds, their behavior in concert
halls and living rooms, and the relationships between ears and the

low-efficiency types like the AR-I,
so he bases his estimate on its power
requirements.
All are legitimate approaches,
but it is obvious that no one of them
can supply auniversal answer. Hence
the compounded confusion.
Let's get one thing straight at
the outset: " Need" has no bearing
on the matter. It is senseless to ask
how much power we need, because
the answer is " none." We don't need
high fidelity, when it comes right
down to that. Nobody would die,
no governments would collapse, no
panics would ensue if, all of asudden,
high fidelity had never been.
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enough to background music to
notice its sound.
The only time we benefit from
high fidelity is when we concentrate
on the program, because that is when
we start to get finicky about the
sound. Our ears are most responsive
to upper frequencies when the sound
is loud, and it is at high levels where
ahi-fi rig's distortion is prone to be
most severe. If the amplifier is clipping the tops off peaks at high listening volume, the resulting raggedness of sound is much more
audible than it would be were the
amplifier doing the same thing at a
much lower volume level. This, of
course, helps to befuddle the issue,

POWER

How Much Is Enough?
sounds around them. Yet one audio
expert still maintains that 0.5 watts
of amplifier power is all you ever
need, while another says 50 watts is
barely enough. Who is right?
As is often the case in such a
diagonal disputation, both are partly
right. One source of the widespread
disagreement stems from the lack of
any standardized criteria for judging
power requirements. Thus, one expert may be stating how much power
we need to produce acertain volume
of sound during crescendos, while the
other may be telling us how powerful
an amplifier we must have before any
further increase in available power
ceases to yield any perceptible improvement in sound. On the other
hand, another expert (the field is
thick with them) might be figuring
power requirements on the basis of
ahigh-efficiency speaker system like
the Klipschorn, while yet another
expert may have decided that the
only speakers worth listening to are

All right, then, how much
power should we have? Simply stated,
we should have enough power to
reproduce the desired sound at the
desired level without exceeding acertain limit of distortion. This reads
like amasterpiece of evasion, but it is
astep in the right direction, for no
expert will disagree with it.
But what level is the " desired"
level? Background music level, foreground listening level, or the kind
of ear-shattering level that aconductor might hear from his podium?
The hi-fi system owner who does
not plan to use his rig for anything
except background music can just
forget all about power requirements.
At very low listening levels, the
ear's powers of discrimination are
poor, so any amplifier that is sold
under the guise of high fidelity will
do. A cheap 5-watter will be adequate, and it isn't too important if
its distortion is fairly high, because
nobody really listens attentively

because the higher the listening
volume, the lower the amplifier's distortion must be in order to sound
pleasant. And we all know that the
harder we push an amplifier, the
more distortion it generates.
So, for the purposes of this
article, we are going to assume that
you will, at least occasionally, play
your system at foreground level.
What about orchestra-in-theroom level? Although apopular advertising gambit, this is an absurd
notion. To be mundane about it,
there simply isn't room for a symphony orchestra in the average home,
so even if it were possible to re-create
the original volume of the orchestra
as heard from the conductor's podium
(which it is, but it takes scads of
power and ahighly efficient speaker),
the effect could not be realistic. It
would also be very unneighborly. A
solo performer, or achamber group.,
could be in your living room, and
sounds very convincing when so
3

reproduced. But recording engineers
realized long ago that orchestra
patrons listen from out in the hall
rather than from the podium, so they
do 'their microphoning to convey as
well as possible the illusion of listening from a mythical " best seat
in the house."
Their recordings
sound best when reproduced to scale;
higher volume levels make them
sound overblown and unnatural.
As sound waves travel away
from their source, their total acoustical power remains essentially the
same, but as each wave spreads out
over awider area, it thins itself out.
Thus, the actual intensity of asound
some distance from its source will be
considerably lower than its intensity
right at the source. For this reason,
we measure sound intensities in a
concert hall in terms of variations in
air pressure (or the sound pressure),
rather than in terms of watts of
acoustical power. The original power at the source can then be computed,
if desired, by asimple formula based
on the fact that sound pressure
weakens by asquare root function as
its distance from the source is
doubled.
Sound pressure readings are made
using a special microphone probe
and a meter that resembles a tape
recorder's VU meter but is calibrated
in dynes /cm 2of pressure or in decibels
above the threshold of human hearing. The sound meter shares the
same shortcoming as aVU meter in
that its indicator needle, having some
inertia, does not respond fully to
transients, but gives an average (or
rms) reading.
The rms level of sound during an
orchestral crescendo, as heard from
afairly close seat in the concert hall
(row C, for instance), measures about
100 db on asound level meter. The
acoustical power (not electrical,
please note) needed to create this
sound level, at a distance of 15 feet
from aloudspeaker in a10- by 15- by
20-ft. room, is on the order of 0.4
acoustic watts.
If we used a100% efficient speaker (which is unlikely, because there's
no such thi,ng), we could recreate the
rms power of the original sound with
0.4 watts of electrical power. To
find the amplifier power required to
get this acoustical power from a
practical speaker, we simply multiply
the reciprocal of the speaker's efficiency rating (in per cent) by 40.
Thus, for a10% efficient speaker, we
have: 40 x Vio ,which works out to
4 watts. For a typical " low-efficiency" speaker of about 1% cffi4

ciency, we would need 40 watts of
amplifier power to produce 0.4 acoustical watts.
The power figure derived by the
above calculation represents the minimum amount of rms power needed to
reproduce an orchestral crescendo
at its original measured sound pressure. The figure will apply as atotal
power requirement for both channels
of a stereo system, but it will not
apply for amonophonic system, because mono sound of a certain
measured pressure level does not
sound as loud as the same level when
the reproduction is stereophonic.
This means that, in order to reproduce monophonic material at the subjective level encountered in the concert hall, we need more power than
would be indicated on the basis of
sound level meter computations.
How much more is amoot point, because the disparity between stereo
and mono power requirements varies
with the program material, the way
it was microphoned, and the acoustics of the listening room. It usually
works out to about a1- or 2-db difference, which seems negligible until we
remember that it takes double the
power to raise the listening level by
a mere 3 db. To cope with a 2-db
increase, we must up our original
power estimate by afactor of about
1.6.
Hence, if our original figure
came out to 4watts, we would have
to multiply this by 1.6 to get our
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Distortion curves for two typical
amplifiers rated at 25 and 44 watts.
power requirement for monophonic
listening, and this would come out to
6.4 watts for the 10%- efficient
speaker.
The formula that we described
for arriving at our minimum rms
power figure assumed that the loudspeaker radiated its sound in all
directions away from the source.
In truth, some speakers don't. The
best loudspeakers for small-room
listening are direct-radiator types,
simply because they do radiate the
sound over abroad area. But horns,

which usually behave best in very
large rooms, tend to direct most of
their output forward, so a higher
proportion of the radiated sound goes
directly toward the listener. This
would tend to reduce the power requirement even more for a hornloaded system, but the high efficiency
of the average horn puts its power
requirement so low to begin with
that it is pointless to quibble over an
extra watt or two, even though this
may represent adoubling or halving
of the computed figure.
An orchestral crescendo, or afull
choral passage, contains transients
that are fully 10 db higher than the
average volume of the sound, as
measured by asound level meter. A
10-db increase in level represents
a100-fold increase in power, so how
can we possibly hope to cope with
this sort of thing? Fortunately, we
don't have to. Recording studios
and broadcast stations use peak
limiters to keep these huge transients
out of the received signal, and tape
recorders have their own built-in
limiting action. Transients are highfrequency phenomena, and tape will
saturate instantly if a strong treble
impulse is fed to it. The result is a
shearing-off of the peak, and if the
overload doesn't last too long, this
won't cause any more audible disturbance than a good peak limiter.
Thus far, we have fairly well
established the power that we must
have in order to avoid outright overload when reproducing original orchestral level through a speaker of
known efficiency. But it is not all
the power we should have on hand,
because there's more to fidelity than
just reproducing sound at the proper
volume.
Anyone who has perused an amplifier's power-versus-distortion curve
will have noticed that distortion
rises gradually with output until just
below the overload point, beyond
which the distortion skyrockets.
This is one reason why a highpowered amplifier is likely to sound
better than alow-powered one even
at every low power levels. They
may both be operating at well below
their overload point, but the fact
that the high-powered one is running
at 1/10 of full power when the other
is at 8/10 of full power will mean that
the former is contributing less distortion at all times, and this will
generally show up as cleaner, more
comfortable" sound.
There's a second reason why
high-powered amplifiers should outperform low-powered ones, even at

(qP) IndIn0

low output levels. It is customary
to equip an amplifier with an output
transformer that is no larger than it
has to be in order to yield full rated
power in the middle range.
The
British are still making low-powered
amplifiers with substantial output
transformers, but the prevailing attitude in the US seems to be that the
low-powered amplifier is sort of a
stopgap component, to tide the
buyer over until he can afford to
purchase something good. There is
rarely any attempt to design areally
o
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Output versus power at 2% distortion,
in an inexpensive 12- watt amplifier.
good low-powered amplifier. As a
result, the typical 10-watter, even
though it may well meet its rated
power at 1,000 cycles, is severely
limited in power capability at both
ends of the spectrum. The power loss
is usually most severe at the low end,
where there is often a great deal of
energy in the audio signal, so the
unit may only be able to deliver half,
or less, of its rated power before the
program material overloads it.
Even the biggest, costliest amplifiers exhibit this power loss at the
frequency extremes, but in these, the
losses don't usually start until well
beyond the audible range.
Let's assume now that we have
access to an amplifier's power response curve, and can see that it will
deliver its .full rated power to 20
cycles. Is this any guarantee that it
will sound the same, at low levels, as
ahigh-powered unit? It is not.
Power response curves show the
power levels at which different frequencies will generate the same 2%
distortion at which the midband
power is usually rated. What they
fail to show is distortion at less- thanmaximum power levels. An amplifier
that yields 2% distortion at full rated
output may yield 0.2% at half power,
or its distortion may never drop
below 1% regardless of how little
power we drive from it. And since
we do most of our listening at power
levels far below overload, the amplifier's minimum distortion, or " residual" distortion, is of considerable
interest to us. Here, again, is where
the typical low- powered job falls far
short of its heftier ilk.
The light output transformer in
most low-powered amplifiers is sus-

ceptible to core saturation at low
frequencies, and even though this
may be held low enough to meet
overload limits down to, say, 20
cycles, it nonetheless imposes a
severe limit on the amplifier's lowfrequency residual. Thus, typically,
the low end will exhibit increasing
distortion with decreasing frequency,
even at the very lowest output power
levels. At 1 watt, where the midband is contributing only 0.3% or so
distortion, there may be 1% distortion at 30 cycles.
Actually, it is a rare lowpowered amplifier that will produce
as little as 0.3% distortion at low
levels, even through the midband.
Most of them, sloppily designed as
they are, have enough distortion in
their earlier stages to hold their
residual at about 0.75% no matter
how good their output stage may be,
so they can never sound as good as
the more carefully designed highpowered units. The few exceptions
to this rule are so costly that one
might just as well buy a higherpowered unit and be done with it.
There are extenuating circumstances occasionally, though. Loudspeakers and amplifiers that are designed specifically for one another
should be used together regardless of
the amplifier's power rating. Some
speakers are fragile, and will burn
out if hard-hit by a hefty amplifier.
Fusing helps, but the series resistance
in the line reduces the electrical
damping applied to the speaker,
inhibiting the amplifier's ability to
prevent spurious cone vibrations.
Consequently, if you must use such
aspeaker, it's advisable to bypass its
fuse, and couple the speaker directly
to an amplifier that won't be able to
damage it.
High-power advocates have always claimed that one reason ahighpowered amplifier sounds better than
atop-notch low- powered job, even at
low levels, is because the big one's
reserve power gives it better control
of the speaker's voice coil. It was
reasoned that alarge reserve of power, operating through a tight negative-feedback system, could bring
more power to bear more rapidly for
suppressing spurious vibrations of
the speaker cone.
This sounded
plausible, until the first of the alltransistor amplifiers came along and
befogged the issue.
Transistors just do not behave
like tubes.
Transistor amplifiers
whose measured distortion is higher
than that of the cheapest " hi-fi"
amplifiers somehow manage to sound

much better than they should, and
the absence of an output transformer
from most transistor amplifiers (the
low-impedance transistors connect
directly to the speaker) eliminates
most of the annoyance value of
marginal overload on peak passages.
As a result, a transistor amplifier
seems to produce far more clean
power than a tube amplifier of the
same rated output.
Even more significant, however,
is the " transistor sound" at low
output levels.
Even the feeblest
transistor amplifiers we have heard
(a 3-watter, for instance) sound like
high-powered amplifiers when operating at low levels.
They are
transparent, crisp,and have the same
kind of bass solidity that highpower advocates have always attributed to the monster amplifier's
reserve of speaker-controlling watts.
So the superiority of the highpowered tube amplifier is not just a
matter of reserve power. Just what
it is a matter of is still open to
question, but we may be in a better
position to answer this when we get
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the opportunity of comparing highpowered transistor amplifiers with
their betubed competitors.
Tube
amplifiers have fouled up the power
question for years, because the lowpowered ones so often suffered from
shortcomings that had nothing to do
with the simple fact that they were
10- or 12- or 15-watt amplifiers.
Transistors may change the picture.
So, where do we stand? For the
nonce, let us say that computed
power may be taken as the power we
should have on hand if we use a
transistor amplifier or a high-powered tube amplifier. In the lowerpower categories, tube amplifiers in
general will not produce the best
sound that the average speaker can
furnish. They may be adequate, and
can nonetheless provide enjoyable
listening, but they do leave room for
improvement. Whether or not the
improvement is worth an additional
outlay of money to you is up to you.
But it's there for the buying.
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Antennas for Fringe- Area Multiplex
by Philip C. Geraci
To the fringe-area FM listener who
has waited impatiently for his favorite station to go multiplex, the
realization is often much less rewarding than the anticipation. This isn't
because of any inherent deficiency in
the fi of the stereo transmission, but
because multiplex can often make the
difference between adequate reception and hopelessly poor reception in
fringe areas.
Satisfactory FM reception is
simply a matter of getting enough
signal to the tuner to hold its noisegating system closed, and the amount
of signal needed to do this depends
on the tuner's sensitivity.
In a
strong-signal location, near the transmitting antenna, practically any
tuner will maintain full quieting
from the signal picked up by arudimentary dipole antenna. But as we
get farther from the transmitter, we
must increase either the antenna's
efficiency or the tuner's sensitivity in
order to retain full quieting. In the
deepest fringe areas, approaching the
limit of FM's carrying capabilities,
both the antenna and the tuner must
be as sensitive as possible, and every
precaution must be taken to see that
as much as possible of the antenna's
pickup is delivered to the tuner.
FM radio propagation beyond
line of sight is hopelessly unpredictable, so there is no way of telling in
advance that a particular location
will be an average fringe area, adeep
fringe, or a dead area. The only
thing that can be stated with some
certainty is that if a particular

antenna setup is marginally satisfactory for monophonic FM, it will not
be satisfactory for multiplex.
Modulation levels in astereocast are barely half those of amono
transmission, and this accounts for a
6-db loss of signal-to-noise ratio at
the outset. But the biggest problem
in long-distance multiplex is the
added complexity of the signal,
whose piggy-back subcarrier makes it
particularly prone to self-cancellation when multi-path reflections
introduce phasing differences. This is
why adistant station's conversion to
multiplex can put it out of reach of a
fringe-area listener who had little
trouble receiving it before.
There is no way of accurately
determining your antenna needs on
the basis of distance or topography
or any other measurables, because of
the capricious behavior of FM signals
over long distances. But two things
are certain: first, aTV antenna, or a
so-called broadband antenna, will
not do for fringe-area FM, because the
response of such an antenna to the
FM band is relatively poor; and
second, don't even bother trying to
use alow-sensitivity tuner in afringe
area, because it won't be adequate.
The extra cost of atuner rated at 3.5
microvolts or better sensitivity will
be far less than what you'll end up
putting into antenna equipment to
compensate for acheap tuner.
There is asimple way of checking the fringiness of your receiving
location. Equip your tuner with a
simple dipole antenna made from 300A
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An antenna's sensitivity is increased by concentrating its pickup beam. The
dipole (left) has a two-sided pickup, although this is not shown here.
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ohm twin lead, tack the antenna to a
long T-shaped piece of wood, and
stick the Tout of the highest window
of your house. Hold the cross piece
horizontal and at right angles to the
direction of your distant station, and
see what the tuner picks up. If you
can get the desired station at all, even
through a haze of hiss or fading,
you're in agood receiving location,
so amoderately sensitive antenna is
all you'll need. If the station doesn't
come in at all, you're probably going
56 IN.

300- OHM
TWIN - LEAD

ri

TO TUNER

A 300-ohm twin-lead dipole antenna.
to need all the antenna pickup you
can get, so you might as well face the
possibility of spending quite abit of
money for your installation.
The simplest, least expensive,
and least efficient antenna — the dipole — has a broad bidirectional
pickup pattern. Its field of pickup
comprises two fat lobes, one at each
side of the dipole, so any strong station that isn't actually in line with
the dipole will be received. There is
little that can be done to increase the
antenna's total sensitivity, but its
efficiency can be drastically increased
by directing its total pickup into a
focused beam.
Adding areflector element to
one side of the dipole kills its response from that side, but effectively
doubles its pickup from the other side
by directing both lobes in the same
direction. Adding extra elements in
front of the dipole narrows the beam,
and draws it out farther. Thus, the
more sensitive the antenna, the more
accurately it must be aimed at the
desired station.
These multielement " Yagi"
antennas come in two more or less
standard categories: 5-, 6-, and 7element Yagis, for average fringe
areas, and the 10- to 12-element
models, for the deep fringes. Your
choice will depend on the outcome of
your preliminary test with the dipole.
If yours is an average fringe
area, a5-7-element job will do fine,
and although its beam is quite nar-

row, you may not even need arotator
for it. If all the desired stations are
off in about the same direction, one
position of the antenna will do for
all of them. But if you're ringed by
stations, you'd better order arotator
when you get the antenna, because
you'll need it.
The 10- 12-element Yagi, for
deep fringe areas, has extraordinary
reaching-out capabilities and a concomitantly narrow beam, so unless
you intend to do all your listening to
one station, you'll probably have to
use arotator with it.
Install the antenna on a6- to
10-foot mast on the roof, bracing it
firmly with guy wires. Use outdoortype 300-ohm lead-in wire, rather
than the higher-loss 72-ohm coaxial
cable. (Low-loss 72-ohm cable is
available, but its losses are still greater than those of 300-ohm twinlead,
so it shouldn't be used unless interference from nearby stations or passing automobiles proves to be aproblem. Shielded 300-ohm cable is not
recommended, as its signal losses are
very severe.)
Make the lead-in run as direct
as possible, twist the cable about one
turn for every two feet of its length,
and pass it through stand-off insulators to hold it away from signalsapping wall and roof surfaces. Nearby metal objects like gutters and
down pipes should be avoided as
much as possible, and extra-long
stand-offs should be used whenever
the lead-in crosses them. Never run
the cable parallel to anearby metal
surface, as this will cause severe
signal losses.
An antenna mast is a prime
target for lightning, so make sure the
mast is properly grounded through a
stout cable and ametal stake driven
several feet into the ground. Additional protection is afforded by a
low-loss lightning arrester, installed
at the point where the lead-in enters
the house, and grounded to the same
metal stake.
If you don't plan to use arotator, aim the antenna by trial and
error rather than by the compass,
stationing an assistant back at the
tuner to notify you of developments
as you swing the antenna around a
few degrees at atime.
Now, what do you do if your
distant station still fails to come in
satisfactorily? Well, first you might
have your tuner carefully aligned by
aqualified audio service agency or at
the factory. Next, you might try
adding a 10-foot extension to your
mast (bracing it firmly), or try mov-

A stacked pair of 12-element Yagis. (Courtesy of Apparatus Development Co.)
ing the antenna to adifferent spot on
the roof. If this doesn't help appreciably, your next step should be to
add asecond, identical antenna to the
mast, using one of the special stacking kits that are sold by the antenna
manufacturer for that purpose.
Any further improvements beyond this point are going to cost you
alot of money, so this is the time to
decide whether or not you're licked.
If your station is still but afaint blob
of hiss on the dial, chances are it's a
lost cause. But if it comes through
well enough to allow you to tell
what's going on, or varies between
poor and almost tolerable quality
with changes in the weather, you're
on your way. All you have to do is
decide whether it is worth an additional outlay of $60 to $500 to pull in
that station.
Two things remain to be done:
adding an antenna booster preamplifier, and getting the antenna high in
the air, on atower. The booster is
the least costly, so it is advisable to
try that first.
The booster must be of the
type that mounts right on the antenna mast, where it will amplify the
signal before it starts down the leadin. Table-top models, that go at the
receiver end of the lead-in, are of
negligible value for use with agood
tuner, because their noise level is
often higher than that of the tuner's
own input stage, and they will amplify interference signals picked up in
the lead-in cable just as much as they
amplify the desired signal. Choose

your booster carefully, though. Most
of them are not very good, causing
more problems (like whistles and
spurious images) than they solve,
and few are adequately weatherproofed.
Most antenna preamps have a
300-ohm output, and this should be
used unless excessive automobile ignition interference indicates that the
shielding of a72-ohm coaxial cable is
needed. The preamp will more than
offset the higher losses of the coax.
If all else fails, ahigh antenna
tower is the last resort. Towers of
30 to 100 feet in height cost from $60
to $500, depending on their complexity and strength, but if they won't
bring in your distant station, nothing
will. The largest towers are too
heavy for roof mounting, so they
may have to be located some distance
from the house. When this is the
case, a mast-mounted booster will
almost certainly be needed, to offset
the signal losses in the long run of
lead-in cable.
Nine-foot wooden
poles, each topped with a standoff
insulator and spaced 20 feet apart,
will serve to carry the cable from the
tower to the house.
If this arrangement doesn't do
the trick, then the whole operation
has just been one whale of costly
experiment. You can always sell the
stuff at close to its purchase price, but
in the deepest fringe areas, you never
know whether FM multiplex is receivable unless you know of someone
near you who is receiving it, or barring this, try it yourself.
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aliow to W44:14 a« teicie
by Lucius Wordburger*
Everyone knows that advertising
people make more money than ordinary people, but many assume that
the high pay is because ad writing is
so difficult. This is not true. Lowincome people can write advertisements, too, so just in case somebody
should accost you on the street and
ask you to write an advertisement,
here is how you may go about it.
There are three basic points
every ad writer should bear in mind.
First, no advertisement may tell alie.
Lying in ads is dishonest. It is also
illegal, so don't. Second, if you have
areally good product, tell the truth
about it, in tedious detail.
And
third, if you're trying to peddle a
third-rate product, be as persuasive
as you can without actually committing yourself to anything. Remember these points.
The purpose of an advertisement is to self something. To do
this, you must convince the prospective buyer that he needs your product
more than he needs any other product, even if he doesn't. This is the
secret of advertising.
The Display Ad
Before writing the ad, you
must first decide what kind of an ad
to write. The most common these
days is the display advertisement,
which is a picture of something interesting, accompanied by as few
words as possible. The picture must
accomplish two things: It must catch
the eye, which is why sleek female
models are used in so many display
ads. And it must also create the
desired impression. It is not good
practice to show Fidel Castro using
yout product, even if you have five
unsolicited endorsements from him
in your files. Endorsements are In,
but Castro is Out.
The words in adisplay ad are
important. They must be carefully
chosen because there are so few of
them that they have no place to hide.
They must be appropriate, succinct,
and short.
Four-letter words are
useful, but watch the ones you use.
Longer words are fine, too, if you
know how to cope with them.
Words that have stood the
test of time are " luxurious," " de'This is anom de plume for the author. J. Gordon
Holt, who wishes to remain anonymous.
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luxe," " outstanding," " rich,"
"silky," " superb," ' delicious," and
"hifi" (often hyphenated in print,
but never pronounced that way).
Always make sure you use the right
word. Automobiles are not delicious.
Neither are most phonographs hifi,
but it is all right to call a phonograph hifi because, to the average ad
reader, aphonograph is aHiFi, just
as avacuum cleaner is aHoover. One
very important word is the manufacturer's brand name. Make sure you
include it.
The Text Ad
The other kind of ad is the
text ad, which is verbiage with a
message. The text ad is much more
fun to do than the display ad, because words offer far more opportunity for ambiguity than do pictures.
(Regardless of what the FCC had to
say about TV advertising.) A text
ad sometimes has apicture, too, but
it is smaller, and it doesn't have to
mean much of anything, just as long
as it is eye-catching and creates the
Remember,
intended impression.
though, that the intended impression
need not necessarily be the right impression. This depends on whether
or not you can be frank about the
product you're advertising.
The Top-Notch Product
For instance, if your product
is indisputedly better than anybody
else's, you can probably prove its superiority without too much trouble,
so this is the thing to do. Publish
hard, cold facts, including all the
technical data you can lay your hands
on. Show charts, graphs, and photos
of your product doing its stuff, and
then sit back and wait for the orders
to roll in. This is the easiest kind of
ad writing, because all you have to
do is to tell the truth. Of course,
nobody will believe you, because
who's to know your competitors
aren't telling the truth when they
publish their specs?
Spec Stretching
A time-honored technique for
making a product seem better than
it really is is the simple expedient of
stretching your specifications. Spec
stretching can be done in several
ways. You can pull afew dozen units

off the assembly line, test them all,
and publish the best measurements
you get. Or, you can pick an outstandingly good production unit,
have it carefully peaked for top performance in your design lab, and
publish its performance specs.
If you really want to get an
edge on the competition, you can
devise your own set of test procedures, using measuring techniques
and reference standards that are much
less stringent than those used by your
competitors. If you do this, however, do not list your test conditions.
Just omit them, and publish only the
measurements.
It is not usually wise to invent
specifications, except in those cases
where it would be difficult for anyone
to disprove them.
The Calculated Omission
If the product you are advertising is really quite good in most
respects, but has afew less attractive
features, play up its positive qualities to the exclusion of everything
else. It is bad practice to try and
explain that the aspects in which it
is inferior aren't really important,
because this will only draw attention
to the fact that competing products
are better in these respects. Publish
a factual-looking spec sheet, but
omit the specs that wouldn ' tlook too
good on paper. This isn't lying about
the product. It is just being evasive,
and there's nothing dishonest about
that.
The Mediocre Product
Advertising the product that
isn't really any better than the competition demands acertain dexterity
with words. To claim for it things
that simply aren't true is illegal. Yet
to be truthful about it would defeat
the purpose of the ad. So, you must
endeavor to give the impression that
you are making certain claims for the
product, while actually avoiding any
outright statement that could be
proven false.
The safest course of action here
is to lean heavily on opinions —
assertions which, if questioned, can
be passed off as somebody's " honest
opinion."
Most adjectives, like
"high-quality," " deluxe," and • hifi" are safe to use as opinion words.
(Continued on page 17)
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This is acolumn of controversy, wherein anyone with alegitimate point to make can
do so as he sees fit. THE STEREOPHILE refuses to assume any responsibility for anything
said in the " Forum," for it is the writer's privilege to say what he wants. We offer him this freedom in
the hope that his views will inspire discussion, comment, and arebuttal from anyone who feels like taking
issue with him. Continuing exchanges between contributors will be welcomed until we feel the subject
has been resolved or, unresolved, has been beaten to death.

Farewell to the Paper Cone
by Irving M. Fried
Irving M.

Fried (as in Siegfried), a Harvard
law school grad and practicing " part-time"
lawyer, owns and operates Lectronics of City
Line Center, in peripheral Philadelphia.
Besides importing British audio components
and selling custom installations, Mr. Fried
also finds time to write numerous articles for
the hi-fi magazines and, more recently, for his
own Lectronics Newsletter.
Mr. Fried confesses to at least partial
responsibility for the development of the
Klipsch and Lowther horns and the ARJanszen combination, and for the introduction
of the Janszen electrostatic tweeter. He was
the first U. S. importer of the Quad full-range
electrostatic, and is currently doing consulting
work in the development of new loudspeakers
in Great Britain.

Ever since the first electrical loudspeaker — a glorified headphone
with ahorn on it — was outmoded
by the balanced-armature cone speaker, paper has been the standard
diaphragm material for speakers reproducing low frequencies.
The
Rice-Kellogg moving-coil transducer
replaced the balanced-armature driving system in 1925, but the paper cone
remained. And although many improvements have since been made,
were no more major changes in loudspeaker design for over 30 years!
Paper was cheap and readily
available, and when properly baffled
in alarge horn or bass-reflex enclosure, to minimize its excursions (by
maintaining efficient coupling to the
air) and damp out its bass resonance,
the paper cone seemed to be the ideal
woofer diaphragm.
But this was
only because it had never been compared with anything better.
When Britain's Peter Walker
demonstrated the first full-range
electrostatic speaker system in 1955,
the paper-cone systems sounded so
muddy by comparison that dynamicspeaker designers scurried back to
their labs to try to build dynamics
that sounded like electrostatics.
They might have had some
success, too, had not stereo .
created a
demand for compactness in speakers.
The small enclosure aggravated every
problem that had existed in large
enclosures, so instead of being able to
improve the dynamic-speaker sound of

the big systems, designers were hard
put to equal it from asmall box.
The effectiveness of the moving-coil loudspeaker depends on its
diaphragm's ability to follow the
motions of its voice coil. The ideal
diaphragm behaves like a piston,
whose surface moves as a unified
plane in accordance with the voice
coil's movements. Any cone motions that do not coincide with voice
coil motions represent distortion,
and this is paper's major weakness.
A paper cone is inherently
flexible, so the only part of it that
follows precisely the motions of the
voice coil is that immediately surrounding the voice coil. Beyond this
small area, flexure of the cone ab-

The British-made IMF styrene woofer.
sorbs increasing amounts of vibrations until, at the rim, much of the
original vibratory motion has been
lost. And because of this lack of
control over the whole cone surface,
large areas of the cone are left free
to break into spurious vibrations on
their own at certain frequencies.
Stroboscopic studies of cones
in motion have shown that this

breakup occurs at various frequencies
throughout the speaker's entire range,
and becomes worse as vibration
amplitudes increase. It is particularly severe at low frequencies, where
the cone must travel appreciable
distances.
This is why small enclosures
cause so much trouble. Without the
efficient bass coupling of amore ideal
enclosure, the speaker must be made
to yield increasing excursions with
diminishing frequency, to retain full
bass response. This means its excursions in the bass range must be at
least twice as great as they would
otherwise be, and this in itself aggravates the normal flexing of the
paper.
Some manufacturers, questioned about the boxiness, bass
deficiency and lack of clarity in their
small speaker systems, tried to talk
themselves out of the dilemma,
claiming that those little problems
really weren't problems at all —
stereo would restore the lost clarity
and bass, and the boxiness was just a
matter of personal opinion. Others,
hoping to retain at least some of the
quality standards that had been set
by the mammoth horns and reflex
systems, had to make some drastic
changes in their speaker designs.
Various stuffing materials were
used to eliminate the boxy sound of
the small enclosure, but these caused
some problems of their own, by
absorbing certain frequencies more
readily than others.
In attempting to ameliorate
the cone breakup problem, designers
tried stiffer cones, made of heavier
paper, but these reduced the system's
efficiency as well as the woofer's
upper frequency response.
The
choice then was between ignoring
the resulting midrange hole, or trying to design a crossover system to
work in the region where their design
problems are greatest (the 400- to
2,000-cycle range).
Variable-density cones—
heavy and rigid near the voice coil,
and tapering tct thin and light at the
(Continued on page 16)
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by Joel Tall
This is the " column for the tape
Specialty Apparatus Manufacturing
recordist" that was promised you in
Company (who made the first RCA
the birth announcement of THE
superhets, Faradon condensers, and
STEREOPHILE.
I've been looking
receivers for other manufacturers),
forward to doing something like this
we experimented with, among other
for a long time, for although I've
things, an early printed-circuit techwritten many articles on tape recordnique. We wired areceiver with silk
ing, the restricted length of a onethread, doused the thread in melted
shot piece forces one to leave many
rosin, and dipped the whole mess in
important things unsaid. In areguhot solder. It didn't work.
lar column, they can always be said
I was fired from my job at
next month. Also, a column may
Wireless Specialty for making an
become the medium for answering
unauthorized change in the wiring of
questions, and that can work both
the power pack for the superhet —
ways: you may be able to answer
what we called " the tomcat" (the
some of mine, too. Iam, therefore,
receiver was called " the catacomb,"
happy to be occupying this space.
because all the parts and wiring were
Since THE STEREOPHILE is being
buried in hot wax when completed).
published under the banner of honIlater found that my unauthorized
esty, Imust hasten to tell you that I
change was retained.
It had imdon't know all there is to know
proved " the tomcat."
about tape. In fact, compared with
A few years after that episode,
some of the people I have heard
I found my metier: I became a
about, Iknow very little. And when
trouble-shooter and repairman, at
Iread some of the claims of adverfirst for Kolster Radio. At that time,
tisers in the hi-fi magazines, Irealize
(about 1927) Iwrote my first article
sadly what a poor, ignorant man I
on radio. In it were afew sentences
am for not knowing, for instance,
condemning some manufacturing
that Telefunken " invented" tape
practices that resulted in frequent
recording! My remarks about that
breakdown of radio receivers.
phase of tape recorder advertising
Among these practices, as I recall,
will be reserved for a subsequent
was that of securing coil ends with a
column.
piece of medical adhesive tape. The
If you are expected to read
adhesive soon corroded the wire
what I write, and to place some
under it, which then shorted turncredence in it, you should know at
to-turn, causing noise and, ultileast something about my personal
mately, a complete burnout. The
history.
magazine that printed my piece
Ihave been experimenting and
deleted these few sentences, which
working in radio and audio since
probably would have offended some
1917, when, like countless other kids,
of their advertisers. And many manI made myself a crystal set and
ufacturers continued taking produclistened to police reports and phonotion " short cuts," that would show
graph records broadcast by " The
up in the radio repairman's shop
Voice of Amrad," in Medford Hillsome months later as aburnt-out coil
side, Mass. — about 10 miles from
or any one of a multitude of other
my Boston home. Ihad saved up my
readily avoidable defects. Some of
pennies for almost ayear to buy the
those manufacturers made money and
crystal detector, which was imported
stayed in business in spite of their
from Germany in alittle plush-lined
mistakes. Several went out of busibox, and for which Ipaid $5. The
ness when the number of defective
week after Ibought it, crystals were
receivers returning to the factory
found in Michigan, aid Icould buy
exceeded the number of new ones
them in chunks for a dime.
being shipped out.
In between the time that I
During World War II, when
spent building receivers for myself
the services were looking for radio
and my friends, Idid go to school. I
men, Itried several times to enlist in
graduated from Boston Latin school
Officer's Training School, but was
in 1923 and found work in, of course,
rejected for malocclusion (crooked
radio. As " wireman" with Wireless
teeth). Ihad not anticipated having
10

to bite the enemy. Right after this,
Iwent to work for CBS, and, after
four years (in 1946), Igot the job of
editing magnetic wire for the Norman Corwin series of broadcasts,
'We Went Back. When tape, and the first
Brush recorders, became available, I
recorded and edited tape. It was on
aBrush recorder (that Ihad remodeled) that Iedited the first of Edward
R. Murrow's " ICan Hear It Now!"
albums (Columbia LP ML-4095).
It was also on Brush recorders that I
edited and aired what Ithink was the
first live-and-taped network news
program: CBS's' The British Crisis,"
in 1947.
Ibecame increasingly interested in tape recording and began to
study it intensively. Ialso evolved
some tape-editing techniques, based
on hearing psychology, which were
described in a series of articles on
"The Art of Tape Recording" in
Audio Engineering magazine in 1950.
It was also in 1950 that Iimproved
upon the first crude tape-splicing
blocks Ihad made (the very first of
which was made for me in 1947 by a
CBS engineer, Victor Piliero), and
ended up taking out apatent on the
EdiTall Block.
In 1951, Ibegan researching a
book on magnetic recording methods.
Seven years later, the book was published by The Macmillan Company

The EdiTall tape editing block.
under the title " Techniques of Magnetic Recording."
In 1951-52, I
taught afew classes in the elements
of tape recording and editing at
N.Y.U.'s Radio Workshop, and in
the years since, I have kept busy
writing articles for magazines, working at CBS, selling EdiTall Blocks in
my spare time, and wondering if
people will ever learn that they can't
get something for nothing, especially
where fidelity of sound reproduction
is concerned.
Now that you know this much
about me, Ihope you will frame any
questions you may address to me with
this in mind: this fellow Tall is
basically an experimenter of the old
school, who knows little of AC
math, but has been through the mill
and remembers what has been
knocked into his head. If he cannot
answer your questions from his own
experience, he will find an answer
(Continued on page 18)

Since we did not have any STER EOPH ILE
readers prior to this issue, we do not have
any Baffle Board" letters from STEREOPHILE readers. So, this first " Baffle
Board" has been compiled from questions
directed at us in connection with our consulting work.
After this issue, we hope to devote the entire department to questions
from readers, and we're inviting you to
pass your audio bafflements along to us.
Letters not answered in the magazine will
be answered individually. But please be
reasonable, and do not ask us to do
complex design work for you, because we
won't. We just do not have the time or
the staff for it.

today uses Cannon XL-series connectors
or interchangeable equivalents.
The
connectors with pin contacts go at the
output ends of all cables, while connectors
with receptacles go at the input ends of
the circuit. (The designation'« male" or
"female" is ambiguous with these connectors, for the one containing sockets fits
into the one containing plugs.
The
former would, however, be correctly
classed as female, the latter, male.)
Pin 1of each plug is the shield
connection, pin 2 carries the black inner

Compatibility

MALE

Pyramid Points

What ever happened to the
"pyramid point" stylus that Iused
to see advertised? I've tried to get
one for my Shure M3D, but nobody
seems to sell them.

We don't know what happened to it, but
we presume it didn't prove practical.
Our own feeling was that, although this looked like the ultimate
answer to the groove-tracing problem, it
failed to consider the significant variations in groove shape from disc to disc.
We would also guess that the requirements for stylus alignment with respect
to the groove were so stringent as to make
the thing impractical for installation by
the average user. But why not get your
answer from the source? Write to Fidelitone, Chicago 26, Ill.

Microphone Standards

What, if any, professional
standards exist for plugs and connections for low- impedance microphones?
There are no official standards for either,
but unofficial standards based on common
usage are as follows:
Mike line impedance is 200-250
ohms, and the line is run through twoconductor shielded cable. The shield is
at system ground potential, and both
sides of the line are isolated from this up
to the preamp input. At the preamp, any
line connections to ground will be determined by the input circuitry.
Nearly all professional equipment

of redamping or a stylus replacement, or
(3) no good to start with. It is also
conceivable that excess amplifier distortion or a peaky tweeter is emphasizing
groove distortion out of all proportion to
its actual severity.
There are very few stereo discs that
will not reproduce cleanly on atop-notch
system, but there are only about three
pickups that can cope with the loudest
material being recorded on some current
stereo discs.

FEMALE
Cannon XLR-Series cable connectors for low-impedance microphones.
conductor, and pin 3carries the white or
red inner conductor.
The first plug in the line, nearest
the microphone, is phased so that inward
movement of the diaphragm (positive
sound pressure) yields apositive impulse
at pin 3. Connections to the preamp's
input transformer or transistor are phased
in any manner, so long as all in-phase
inputs yield in-phase outputs.
To check the polarity of an individual mike, connect its output leads to a
sensitive oscilloscope, pronounce the consonant " p" at adistance of about 4in.
from the mike, and note the displacement
of the ' scope trace. If the trace moves
upward, the mike lead that is now on the
'scope's HOT terminal should go to pin 3
of the mike plug. If the trace moves
downward, the mike lead that is now
on the ' scope's GND terminal should go to
pin 3.

Distorted Records

My pickup plays some of my
stereo discs cleanly, but most of them
sound horribly distorted during loud
passages, particularly in inner
grooves. Is this because most modern
records are overcut?
Nope. It's because your pickup is (1)
overloading the preamplifier, (2) in need

What makes some components
incompatible with others? Ithought
all components were supposed to be
pretty much interchangeable.
In theory, all similar components should
be interchangeable, but many actually are
not. Some of the reasons are obvious.
Many preamps designed for use with very
low-output pickup cartridges will overload if used with ahigh-output cartridge.
Others do not have enough gain to function
properly with very low-output cartridges.
Some amplifiers provide too high
or too low a damping factor for certain
loudspeakers, while some power amplifiers have too much noise in their latter
stages to provide low-noise performance
from high-efficiency speaker systems.
Less obvious incompatibilities include the cumulative effect of transducers
that introduce the same kind of coloration
to the sound. For instance, a pickup
with a slightly rising high end will
sound fine with a speaker that rolls off
at the upper end, but it will sound miserable if coupled to aspeaker that also has
a rising high-end response. These corn#4
+2
OD8 r' 2
loo
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I
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Similar mild colorations (dotted
lines) will add to produce severe
coloration of the sound (solid line).
ponents, although acceptable individually, would be mutually incompatible.
THE STEREOPHILE will carry a
full-length article on this important
topic in afuture issue.
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STEREOPHILE Reports on Equipment are
primarily subjective reports, based on
actual use of components in the home.
Instrument tests will be employed where
these are easily duplicated by the average
buyer, but we will rely mainly on subjective evaluations because components
that measure identically do not necessarily
sound similar, and because audio equipment is, after all, designed to be used and
listened to.
Components are taken from dealers'
stock or, when not available locally, are
obtained from the manufacturer, and
only one sample is tested unless indications are that that sample may be
defective. If a retest is necessary, our
experience with both samples will be
reported. The manufacturer is sent a
copy of the report prior to publication,
and may if he wishes append acomment.
He cannot however demand that the
report be changed or that it not be published.
STEREOPHILE Reports on Equipment are copyrighted and may not be
reprinted or quoted without permission.
Weathers PS- 11 Professional
Stereo Pickup System
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Amplified bridge, ceramic
capacitor. Frequency response:
1 db,
20-20,000 cps; * 3 db, 10 to 40,000 cps.
Separation: 40 to 35 db, 20-15,000 cps.
Output (1 kc at 7 cm/sec. velocity): 8 my
at constant velocity, 1.0 y RIAA-equalized.
Hum and noise: 60 db below 7 cm/sec.
Channel balance: Within 1 db. Compliance: 20 x 10-6 cm/dyne.
Dynamic
mass: 0.6 mg. Tracking force: 0.75 to 1
gram. Price: $129.50; convcrsion kit for all
Weathers viscous-damped arms, $91. Manufacturer: Weathers Industries, Division
of Teleprompter Corp., Box 215, Fellowship
Rd., Chcrry,Hill, N. J.

The writer of this report (JGH) was
employed by Weathers Industries during
the time when the product in question was
undergoing development, so in view of this
past association, and the doubt it may
cast upon the writer's impartiality, this
report probably should not be published,
even though the writer left Weathers
Industries over a year ago and is not
bound by any obligations thereto.
The product is not new, and has
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been written up in several other hi-fi
publications, but perhaps because Weathers is only one of several advertising
pickup manufacturers, the reports were
not as forthright as they might have been.
The pickup is one that deserves to be
brought to the attention of audio perfectionists, so despite the taint of association between the reporter and the product,
we are printing the report anyway.
When Paul Weathers finally released
his professional stereo pickup system late in 1960, the attendant publicity made it clear that this was not
a stereo version of the well-known
Weathers FM pickup, but it wasn't
very explicit about what this new
pickup was. It was described as an
"amplified bridge" system, using
ceramic capacitor" elements in an
arrangement that was likened to a
condenser microphone.
Well, the principle is not new,
but the application is. The ceramic
capacitor" elements in this pickup
are strain-sensitive; they emit voltage
signals when physically stressed.
But unlike the familiar ceramic
pickup, this one does not bend its
elements.
The low compliance and the
high dynamic mass of the typical
ceramic pickup are due to the rigid
coupling between its stylus and its
relatively stiff, massive elements.
This tight coupling is needed to bend
the elements in accordance with the
stylus movements, in order to get
enough output from them to drive a
high-level input. Weathers simply
gave up high output for tracing
ability.
Instead of trying to bend the ceramic capacitor elements, he evolved
a pickup that barely " tickled" its
elements. The only coupling between
the cartridge's stylus assembly and
its transducing elements is a tiny
rubber block at the base of the armature.
This holds the stylus just
rigidly enough to prevent it from
folding up, and movements of the
stylus are transmitted through this
block to the elements as minute
stresses. The elements are not bent
perceptibly
stress forces are all

that are needed to generate the
pickup's low output — and because
of the very loose coupling, the stiffness and mass of the entire moving
system should be barely more than
those of the stylus and armature
alone.
Like the FM cartridge, this one
will fit only aWeathers tone arm, and
must be used in conjunction with a
small " black box" (gold, actually).
This is asmall AC-powered " polarizing supply," containing two transistorized modules which provide equalization and some measure of preamplification for the pickup. The
"amplified bridge" circuit referred to
in Weathers' data sheets is an arrangement whereby the very highimpedance outputs from the cartridge
are matched to the inherently lowimpedance transistor inputs, by in-

The PS-1I Professional Stereo pickup
with its polarizing supply unit.
serting the signal into a feedback
loop around the transistors. Both
sides of the incoming signal circuits
are above ground, and are carried
through separate wires inside atiny
shielded cable from the tone arm to
the supply.
Two sets of outputs on the supply provide a1.0-v signal with RIAA
equalization, for feeding a TUNER
or AUX input, and a 8-mv signal
at constant velocity, for feeding a
magnetic phono input. There are no
adjustments on the supply, and
there's nothing to get out of adjustment. The only adjustment in the
whole system is the stylus force, and
since this is controlled by acounterweight, it is likely to stay put.
The tone arm's vertical pivots

are displaced asmall distance behind
the axis of the horizontal pivot tube,
so that while the vertical balance is
thrown toward the cartridge (to
provide tracking force), lateral balance is maintained, to reduce the
arm's susceptibility to jarring.
Recommended tracking force is
between 0.75 and 1gram. We found
that it would indeed trace many
records cleanly at 0.75 grams, and
most records cleanly at 1gram. But
we also found that setting the force

The inner workings of the Weathers
stress-sensitive stereo cartridge.
at ashade under 1.5 grams save an
added margin of tracing ability that
cleaned up most of the discs that were
only marginally clean at 1gram. The
extra force also reduced the tendency
for the stylus to " hang up" on accumulations of the waxy substance
that appears to be present in all
vinyl record grooves. We have been
using one of these pickups for over a
year at 1.5 grams, and have yet to
detect any audible wear of any of our
discs (some of which have been
played very frequently). And at that
force, the stylus should last at least
5years.
Performance claims like those for
this pickup are difficult to verify,
because they exceed the limits of most
available test media. The separation
figures, for instance, are better than
those claimed by Westrex Corp. for
their 1-A separation test record, few
frequency test discs go out to 20,000 cycles, and of those that do, their
response varies by much more than 1
db from one disc to another. Yet by
using a band-pass filter to suppress
rumble and surface noise, we did
nonetheless manage to better Westrex's own 25-db figure by over 5db
from 1to 15 kc, and avisual estimate
of crosstalk from aPacific Transducer
60-to-15,000-cps sweep disc did nothing to verify or refute Weathers'
claims.
Response checks using the Westrex 1-A and London's stereo test disc
showed a slightly rising top — up
about 0.5 db at 10 kc and 3db at 15 kc.
Both channels of two samples were
within their rated 1db limit of out-

put imbalance. Total unweighted
noise measured 56 db below a 7
cm/sec 1 kc signal, which is completely inaudible, and since there are
no inductive elements in the cartridge, it is not susceptible to hum
interference from poorly shielded
phono motors. The transistors in the
polarizing supply will, however,
start making thunderous grumbling
noises if the supply is placed where
other components can heat it up. So
keep this in acool place.
It is on listening tests, though,
where this pickup really shows its
capabilities. Separation, on widelymiked discs, is so so close to complete that we have never been aware
of separation as aconsideration. The
sound is as vast and spacious as that
from two-track tapes, there is no
instrument wander, and cross-channel splatter on " ping-pong" discs —
where one channel speaks while the
other goes dead — is as low as we
have heard.
The high-end rise is not severe
enough or sharp enough to cause
spitting or sizzling colorations, and
is in fact not even perceptible on most
loudspeaker systems. But when the
speaker is flat or slightly rising in
response above 10 kc, the rise is
audible as asubtle extra string sheen
and brass bite. A rolloff of 3db at
15 kc, from a treble control or a
simple R/C filter, will take care of it.
(We will describe one of these filters
in afuture issue of THE STEREOPHILE.
ED.)
More important than niceties of
frequency response (which are, after
all, easily equalized out) is a pickup's tracing ability, and this is where
the PS-11 excels. At 1.5 grams force,
this pickup will track, without
audible distortion, discs that throw
every other currently available cartridge for a loop. The small (0.4mil radius) stylus-causes some trouble
on early mono LPs with rounded
groove bottoms, and we did find a
few stereo discs that won't trace
cleanly on any pickup we have encountered to date. But the pickup's
freedom from sharp high-end peaks
holds the resulting distortion at a
tolerably low annoyance value, instead of exaggerating the distortion
and adding " spikes" to it. And if
you happen to own anumber of old
mono discs that give trouble, a1-mil
cartridge is available from the factory
on special order, as is a3-mil model
for 78-rpm discs.
We must admit that our PS-11s
did not perform this well as received.
The tone arm in two samples had too

much damping action in their vertical pivots, resulting in variations in
tracking cleanness with each revolution of awarped disc. We understand
the factory has been taking measures
to remedy this problem, and will
adjust any arms that are sent to them
with excessive damping, but the user
can do the job easily himself by
adding one or two drops of Weathers
turntable lubricant to the vertical
pivots until the arm, when dropped
from a height of 3in. (onto a soft
surface), takes about 1sec. to touch
down.
Like most good pickups, the
Weathers is rather fragile, and while
its stylus will retract into the case
when overloaded, to avert utter
destruction, the driving system may
still be displaced enough to cause
tracing problems. With the tone
arm lightly damped, stylus damage
through dropping is not beyond the
realm of possibility, so it's advisable
to cement a small wooden strip to
the motor board in such a position
that, regardless of where the arm
hits it, it will support the rear of the
cartridge, holding the stylus above
the motor board. If you drop the
thing onto a disc, and then start
noticing distortion, you'd better
return it to the factory for acheckup.
The PS-11 also shares with other
pickups atendency toward long-time
deterioration of its damping ele-

The PS-11's self-powered polarizing supply with its cover removed.
ments. The symptoms of this are
very much like those of aworn stylus
— distortion, rough-sounding highs
— and often prompt pickup owners
to discard perfectly good styli when
all the stylus needs is redamping. So
if this, or any other pickup that you
own, starts sounding less clean than
you remember it as having been, send
it back to the factory for redamping.
It's cheaper than anew stylus.
There are several pickups —
some of them more rugged than the
Weathers — that will play most
stereo discs without severe tracing
problems, and there are probably
some whose overall coloration will
(Continued on page 18)
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Several charter subscribers have written to
suggest strongly that we not waste
precious space on record reviews, because
at least three other publications in the
field are already doing a fine job of
record reviewing.
We disagree.
We find little to
gripe about as far as their musical
evaluations are concerned, but we do not
feel that any of them are sufficiently
critical of the sound of the discs they
review. After all, the best music reviewers are not usually very audiooriented, and often care little about the
sound as long as it is not downright
offensive. Critical evaluation of some
recordings that have been described by
critics as well engineered - bears this
out.
We will take the opposite approach.
We will mention our reaction to the
musical aspects of the recordings we
review, because not even the best sound can
make alousy performance worth listening
to. But most of our review space will be
devoted to discussions of the sonic aspects
of the recordings. After all, there's no
point in trying to evaluate the sound of
your high-fidelity system unless you can
be reasonably assured that its program
source is good to start with.
All reviews will be of stereo recordings, except in those cases where an outstanding release is available in mono
only, or where there might be some doubt as
to the advantage of astereo recording over
the mono recording of the same material.
Reviewers for this issue are James
W. Keeler and J. Gordon Holt. Mr.
Keeler i7 program director of Philadelphia's educational FM station,WHYY.
THE BACH FAMILY
BACH, CARL PHILIPP EMANUEL: Concerto for Orchestra in
D major (Transcribed by Maximilian Steinberg) ( 15:49):
BACH. JOHANN CHRISTIAN:
Sinfonia for Double Orchestra
in D major, Op. 18, No. 3 (Arranged for large orchestra by
Eugene Ormandy) ( 13:57).
BACH,
MANN:
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WILHELM
FRIEDESinfonia in D minor

recordings

for two flutes and strings ( 10:13).
The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene
Ormandy, conductor. Columbia disc
MS-6342. $5.98.
As the unending chain of Scheherazades, Pathetiques, and stylistically
inept programs of Johann Strauss
and the " pop" repertory continues
to be forged, the serious record collector must face the fact that the
world's most beautiful orchestra
is being wasted on the proliferation
of hackneyed masterpieces and on
music unworthy of its talents.
So it was that Iapproached this
new Columbia disc — devoted to
three wonderful scores by sons of
the great Johann Sebastian — with
mixed feelings of apprehension and
hope.
But they fare little better
than their father has in the past. As
usual, what we have here is magnificent orchestral playing, constrained by an interpretive style
which Iwill charitably call inappropriate, and topped off by a recording that is almost a travesty of
fidelity.
I often wonder what record
buyers living outside of Philadelphia
must think when they hear the orchestra in person for the first time,
for any resemblance between the
Philadelphia orchestra on records
and in the Academy of Music is, as
they say, purely coincidental.
Not only are the first violins
shrill and zippy, but as usual with
Columbia, one is always conscious
of the violins coming from asingle
point source rather than from an
area to one side of center. Instrumental balances are fine during orchestral tuttis, but whenever asolo
woodwind passage comes along,
someone felt the necessity for " spotlighting" them by turning up their
own microphone, so they rush to the
front for their moment of glory, and
then recede into the background
again.
There is ample spaciousness in
this recording — too much, in fact,
to suit the music, but perfect for the
ludicrously large forces employed by

the conductor.
It is fortunate that the musical
values of this disc are negligible. I
would hate to see this kind of technical mayhem committed on aworthwhile performance. J. W. K.
BERLIOZ: Symphonie
tique (48:40)

fantas-

Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Munch, conductor. RCA Victor disc
LSC-2608. $5.98.
It is easy to forget that the hi-fi
movements — the " March to the
Scaffold" and the " Dream of a
Witches' Sabbath — — comprise
barely a third of the music in the
Symphonie fantastique, yet when we
listen to most of the available versions of this, we can understand why
the first three movements are usually
passed up by the record listener.
Two are slow and brooding, one is a
wispy sort of waltz, and all three require acertain combination of flowing gentleness and grotesquerie that
few orchestras and fewer conductors
can carry off. It is in these first three
movements where most readings of
Berlioz' best-known work fall flat.
Either they are too sweetly pastoral
or too episodic and choppy, or they
degenerate into unrelieTed dullness.
Here, these three movements are
less tortured-sounding than the intent of the music would seem to require, but they flow with asubdued
langor that does seem to make acertain degree of sense and is probably
a valid interpretation.
Fine, but what about the last two
movements, the window-rattlers that
many hi-fi enthusiasts will buy the
record solely for anyway? The performances of these noisy tours de
force can best be described as inspired
or, rather, maniacially possessed.
This is some of the most thrilling
playing I have heard, under Mr.
Munch or anybody else for that
matter. The closing section is areal
hair-raiser, that makes you want to
stand up and shout Bravo, not only
for Mr. Munch, but for everyone

else who had ahand in this production, for it is quite possibly the finest
stereo disc of an orchestra that has
been made in the U. S. Thanks to
an almost complete absence of technical gimmickry, strings for once
sound like strings, brasses are round
and biting, and the whole sound has
the kind of richness and solidity I
haven't heard from adisc since London abandoned the RIAA curve in
1959.
The low end is deep and tightly
controlled, and the highs are sweet
and extended, with that rare combination of silky sheen and guttiness
that can only be reproduced through
real top-end response.
If there is
appreciable dynamic-range limiting
on this, Iwas not aware of it, so
overwhelming was the whole effect.
Surfaces were so quiet and groove
tracing so clean that it was easy for
me to forget that Iwas listening to
adisc.
This is one the record industry
in general might do well to look to
as a new standard of excellence by
which future orchestral stereo discs
can be judged. J. G. H.
MOZART: Requiem in D minor,
K. 626 (24:46).
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Vienna Singverein, Herbert von Karajan, conductor; Wilma Lipp, soprano; HiIde Roessl-Majdan, contralto; Anton Dermota, tenor; Walter
Berry, bass. Deutsche Grammophon
disc SLPM-138767. $6.98.
Herbert von Karajan and Eugene
Ormandy ere both superb orchestral
technicians, and each is chief conductor of one of the world's finest
orchestras. But while it might seem
unduly harsh to characterize each as
afirst-rate conductor of second-rate
music, it is nonetheless true, Ifeel,
that Mr. von Karajan is more successful in Also sprach Zarathustra than
in the Brahms First Symphony, and
Mr. Ormandy more successful in the
Rachmaninoff Symphonic Dances than
in the Eroica.
It is apleasure, then, for me to
be able to greet this new recording
of the Mozart Requiem with more
than anticipated enthusiasm. And
while Ifeel that there are other conductors who have spoken more eloquently in some sections of the score,
I find Mr. von Karajan's reading
deeply moving in its dignity and
superb in total effect, even though I

have heard from him performances of
greater excitement and tension. He
has at his disposal his own great
orchestra, the Viennese choir rises
notably to the challenge (although
we wish the basses were a bit
stronger), and the soloists, while
not uniformly of the quality set by
Mr. Dermota, are at least adequate.
However, Miss Lipp's troubles with
pitch, particularly at her first entrance, are not easily overlooked.
This recording does a remarkable job of capturing the massive
spread of sound provided by the ordiestra and chorus, and the soloists
are for once in proper perspective;
they are neither too close to the
listener, nor are they buried within
the ensemble. The directionality of
the choral pickup approximates what
one might hear in the concert hall,
but although an organ is listed
among the performing forces, it is
very nearly inaudible, and Imiss its
underlining of the harmonies. All
other aspects of this production are
praiseworthy.
Surfaces are quiet,
and inner groove distortion is virtually non-existent, even though side
2runs to over 26 minutes. Low frequencies are firm and strong and have
recognizable pitch. J. W. K.

LEONTYNE PRICE: Swing Low
Sweet Chariot. Fourteen Spirituals (
41:42).
Leontyne Price, soprano; Orchestra
and Chorus directed by Leonard de
Paur. RCA Victor disc LSC-2600.
$5.98.
This collection of fourteen spirituals
is amoving testimonial to the superb
artistry of Leontyne Price, and at the
same time a disturbing documentation of some of the tasteless practices
that are so characteristic of the recording business today.
Ifind nothing that Miss Price
has yet committed to records superior
to this. But how an artist of her
stature and obvious sensitivity can
condone the rank commercialism of
such orchestral-choral backgrounds
as these is beyond my ken.
The
persuasive power of the RCA Victor
promotion department must be very
strong.
Don't, however, let this
dissuade you from acquiring this
disc. As far as I'm concerned, it is
definitive, despite the arrangements.
Technically, the recording is
well accomplished.
Miss Price is
placed in the ensemble with just
enough prominence to highlight her

position as soloist, although there is
no sense of stereo spaciousness surrounding her voice. Orchestra and
chorus, however, are recorded in such
away that we do know were listening to astereo disc, and also that the
chorus is not very good. But what
they have to do is not important
anyway, so it matters little.
RCA Victor's surfaces, while not
the best in the business, are quiet,
and inner groove tracking problems
are minimal. J. W. K.
SZELL CONDUCTS WAGNER
Tristan und Isolde: Prelude and
Lovedeath (
16:55); Die Meistersinger: Prelude to Act 1 (9:30);
Tannhauser: Overture (
13:20).
The Cleveland Orchestra, George
Szell, conductor. Epic disc BC-1245
$5
Alistened
s.98.
I

to this new Wagner collection Iwas again made aware that
the only reason for an orchestra's
and a conductor's existence is to
serve the composer, and that whenever the listener is made more aware
of the performers than of the music,
he and the composer are being sold
short. I have heard more overtly
passionate performances of the Tristan music than this one, and weightier ones of the Meistersinger and
Tannhauser excerpts, but never have
I heard any in which Iwas more
conscious of the greatness of the
composer, the beauty of the scoring,
the warmth and humanity of the
music and, last, as it should be, the
sovereign integrity of the performers.
Iwish Icould be as enthusiastic
about Epic's recording, but this
Columbia product exhibits several
of the failings I have noticed in
other Columbia releases.
The dynamic range is limited, with no true
pianissimos, there is inner-groove
distortion in the Tannhauser Overture, and the emphasis placed on the
upper strings is a misrepresentation
of the orchestra's true sound. Low
frequencies are not clearly defined,
which results in muddiness in the
tympani and low strings.
On the credit side, Ifound the
directionality to be effective, without undue emphasis of right and
left, and the over-all miking was
tasteful and unobtrusive. There is
little spaciousness, though, and little
sensation of depth to the orchestra,
except for the excellent perspective
given the brass and percussion at the
rear of the orchestra. J. W. K.
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rim — were tried in an effort to
combine the advantages of lightness
and stiffness, but they suffered from
the disadvantages of both.
Their
upper-range response was poor, and
they, too, failed to operate like the
ideal piston radiator.
Polymerized paper, light in
weight but stiffened with a plastic
impregnation, was astep in the right
direction, but it tended to ring at
certain frequencies, coloring the
sound.
Impregnated linen cones with
corrugations or spiral compliance
rings, cambric cones with - dimples"
on them, and thin metal foil cones
all showed some promise, particularly the metal foil design, but the
best of them were prohibitively
expensive.
One of the most successful
papercone variants was the brainchild of Arthur Janszen, who needed
awoofer to complement his electrostatic tweeter. Instead of thickening
the cone paper, he reinforced it with
alarge conical " plug" of light, rigid
polyurethane plastic. The woofer
came closer to matching the electrostatic's clarity than had anything
before it, and is still used with
Janszen-designed electrostatic tweeters in systems made by Neshaminy
Electronic Co.
Another engineer named Paul
DeMars attached afoam plastic extension to a standard paper-cone
woofer, to yield a 30-in, job whose
main shortcoming was its lack of
consumer enthusiasm.
Research into the full possibilities of other cone materials was
not, however, the kind of project
that the average speaker manufacturer could undertake. Most of them
had been buying their cones and
magnets ready-made for assembly,
from the few suppliers of such items
in the U.S.A. and Great Britain. So
the initial research into new cone
materials was done by the large
speaker manufacturing outfits.
By late 1961, ElectroVoice
was ready to announce a 30-in.
woofer incorporating aradically new
cone material: polystyrene foam. Almost simultaneously, Jensen unveiled
their POLYTEC speakers, also with
expanded (foam) polystyrene cones.
Meanwhile, two British firms were
announcing the fruits of their efforts
along similar lines. Leak with a
sandwich" speaker, and ROLA
CELESTION with their " Colaudio"
speaker. Other designs followed.
In England, reviewers were
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highly enthusiastic about the new
speakers, but the " official" U.S.
reaction has been more tentatively
favorable, perhaps because our audio
press doesn't understand just what
the new cone material does for the
dynamic speaker.
All the designers are working
with the same material: some form
of expanded polystyrene. It is available in a wide variety of densities
and textures, it does not absorb water
in damp weather (as does paper), it
does not dry out and become brittle,
and it is chemically very stable. It
can be molded, turned, or formed into
practically any shape, and it can be
chemically treated during manufacture to provide virtually any frequency or damping characteristic.
But its most attractive feature is that
it can be made far more rigid than the
same weight of paper. Hence, it can
be both lightweight and stiff, to yield
much better piston action than the
best of the paper cones.
Let's look at some of its currently available forms.
ElectroVoice's 30-in, woofer has the standard cone shape. The Jensen POLYTEC
woofer uses a hollow " cantilever"
plug, with ashallow conical rear and
aflat front surface that is driven from
around its edge. Jensen's tweeter
has aPOLYTEC cone of fairly conventional shape, while the supertweeter
has aconvex dome-shaped diaphragm
that is driven from its outer edge.
The British IMF styrene woofer's
radiator is conical at the rear,
convex and dome-shaped in front,
and of solid foam all the way
through. The Leak " sandwich" is
conventional in shape, but its cone is
of 3/8-in.-thick styrene foam covered
with duraluminum foil. The British
KEF woofer (soon to be available
here), and the GE-GO Orthophase
speaker are " sandwich" systems —
flat on both sides, and driven over
their entire front surface by asystem
of duraluminum ribbons.
All polystyrene speakers do
not sound alike, but they do share a
certain clarity and freedom from the
turgid, mushy coloration of the
small-box wide-range paper-cone systems. Indeed, they sound much more
like electrostatics than do conventional dynamics, and have aquality
of crispness that we used to associate
only with the large horn or reflexloaded systems. The reason is obvious: the electrical energy is being
used for sound production, rather
than for cone flexing.
An A-B comparison with a
paper-cone speaker reveals another

interesting difference: the polystyrene's superior rigidity and lower
mass allow it to reproduce more of
the program's dynamic range, because
so much less of the voice coil's
movement is lost in flexure of the
polystyrene cone.
Are polystyrenes here? Definitely. However, as is true of electrostatics, the good ones are expensive. There are still some design and
production problems that must be
ironed out before they can be made
well and cheaply, but as the techniques are perfected, we can safely
predict that all high-quality loudspeakers will eventually abandon the
venerable, obsolete paper cone.

The Audio Mart will publish, free of
charge, Buy, Sell or Swap ads from
Stereophile subscribers. Nonsubscribers
may insert ads for circulation among our
highly concentrated readership at a rate
of 10 cents per word, including name and
address. Hyphenated words count as a
single word, as do initials. Ads are
published as received, so we cannot be
responsible for the condition or quality of
items advertised for sale in Audio Mart.
Wanted: Top-notch off- the-air tape
of Boston Symphony Orchestra
Tanglewood performance of Tchaikovsky's " Rococo Variations," with
Sammy Mays, Cello, from performance of 1960. Will pay up to $15,
depending on quality of tape. Box
RM, The Stereophile.

Down Membership Lane

A while ago, someone suggested that
we start some sort of aclub. " Everyone loves to belong to a club," we
were told.
So we thought about it. Perhaps there is aneed for abrotherhood
of knowledgeable audiophiles. We
might call it the American Society
for the Advancement of Dabbling in
Audio, or ASADA for short. We
might even manage to affiliate with
awell-known brewery, so that each
member could call himself ASADA
Budweiser one.
Come to think of it, maybe
that isn't such ahot idea after all.

Out-of-Tcns n Address
Sirs:
Why are you publishing THE
STEREOPHILE out of Wallingford, Pa.,
when the center of the hi-fi business
is New York?
H. C. Maynard
New York, N. Y.
Because we live here, and because we
think New York is a wonderful place to
visit, particularly during one week in
October.
Positive Feedback . . .
Sirs:
Ineed another magazine like I
need seven toes on each foot. Your
announcement, however, is irresistible, and Iam compelled to send my
check — very reluctantly, you understand — for enrollment as acharter
subscriber.
J. B. Campbell
Philadelphia, Pa.
Sirs:

It is about time we had an independent publication, free of advertiser pressures, which can publish the
truth concerning hi-fi equipment and
thus enable the tyro in the game to
avoid purchasing some of the junk
that now floods the market.
Here's wishing you the best of
luck with your publication.
Prentice E. Edrington
Washington, D. C.
Our thanks to the above and to the others
whose support, tangible and moral, is
helping to get this operation off the
ground.
. . . And Negative
Sirs:
You are out of your minds. Your
magazine is afailure before it starts,
and I'll tell you why. First, everyone
knows the hi-fi fad is dead. The doit-yourselfers who used to sustain
hobby magazines like Audiocraft have
turned to other, newer ways of wasting time and money. The only people
buying hi-fi now are music lovers,
and they don't care a hang about
tubes or volts or decibels.
Second, you should know it is
not possible for amagazine to exist
without advertisers.
Even the
Reader's Digest, with its millions of

readers, was finally forced to take
advertising, so what makes you
think you won't have to?
And finally, the last thing this
business needs right now is apublication that is going to criticise what
the manufacturers do?
The hi-fi
industry is supposed to be in trouble
already. Your condemnations of it
can only worsen' an already bad
situation.
R. Johnson
Newark, N. J.
You forgot to enclose your check.
Technological Regression
Sirs:
I had an early copy of the
London disc of Britten's Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra that I
played to death because of its rich,
warm sound, so Iwas happy when
London re-released the thing on their
Richmond label. But when Iplayed
the new disc, Ifelt sick. London's
engineers have thinned out the bass
and added ahorrible shrillness to the
treble on the remastered disc, so it
sounds worse than my old, beat-up
copy. Is this an advancement of the
audio art, or does someone at London
records have a perverse sense of
humor?
William Barnes
Houston, Tex.
This is known as tonal enhancement,
which is another way of saying that the
disc will sound better than most on most
of today's lowfi phonographs. See the
editorial on page 2.
Why Not?
Sir:
Why can't someone devise a
satisfactory way of producing prerecorded tapes, so we can listen to
some of today's finer singers without
an accompaniment of distortion? I'm
sure, for example, that RCA Victor's
master tape of Turandot doesn't sound
as poor as the four-track copy I
purchased.
Inoticed with amusement arecent audio advertisement that asked:
"Are you being cheated?" In my
opinion, we sure are.
Lt. John H. Westerbeke, Jr.
New York, N. Y.
There's nothing wrong with the tape
duplicating process, but it is harder to
maintain the same quality control with
tapes as with discs, because they cannot
be visually inspected for flaws. Bounce
your Turandot, or any other defective
tapes, back to the manufacturers for
replacement.

How to Write (from Page 8)
Nouns are risky, as there are dictionary definitions of most of them, and
the courts are happy to supply definitions where none already exist.
The Endorsement
The fact that some celebrity
owns and purports to like your
product will be -highly persuasive to
people who can't make up their own
mind, but unsolicited endorsements
come few and far between for the
maker of the mediocre. There's a
way around this, though.
Some
celebrities can be bought, if you can
meet their price. Most, however,
arc leary about' endorsing products
they've never heard of. But if you
would care to donate one of your
products to them, they won't be
averse to posing in apicture with it
and allowing you to state that they
own the product, which indeed they
do.
The Junk Product
You .may never be faced with
the problem of advertising a truly
worthless product, but it happens
occasionally to every practicing ad
writer, so you should know how to
cope with it when it comes along.
The secret of this kind of ad
is: The worse the product, the more
flamboyant the ad must be. Flamboyant ads will repel intelligent people,
but they won't buy the product anyway, so to heck with them. Aim
your ad at the clod mentality.
The clod can read, but he
swore off it ever since high-school
English class. So don't give him
text ads. Give him the loudest display ad you can dream up. Use a
gaudy picture — preferably in several
colors including red — and use vibrating circus-billboard type to get
across your message.
A little market research will
help here, to clue you in on your
prospective buyer's most pressing
needs and desires of the moment.
These are known as appeals. Some
effective appeals are those pertaining
to money (Save, SAVE, SAVE!),
prestige (The finest homes have . . . ),
comfort or pleasure (Satiate your
sensibilities!), and the herd instinct
(You gotta have it ' coz everybody
else's got it!). Appeals sell products,
so be appealing.
Finally, aword about evaluating your work. Anyone can write an
ad, but a good ad is more effective
than a bad ad. How can we tell
whether or not an ad is agood one?
This is easy. If it sells the product,
it's agood ad. It's that simple.
17

Weathers (
from Page 13)
better complement your speaker system than will the Weathers. But it
is on those few wide-dynamic-range
discs with very high groove velocities on them where the Weathers
shows its superiority. The price is
steep, you may not like its freedom
from coloration, and you may prefer
what a pickup with a falling high
end does to today's souped-up discs.
But if you're looking for something
that will really show you what's on
the records you're buying, the PS-11
will do the job better than anything
we have encountered thus far. This
will be our standard of comparison
until we find something better. We're
still looking.

Tall (
from page 10)
elsewheres and tell you where he got
it.
Right now, Ihave not decided
what my next column will be about.
There are so many topics that Idon't
know where to begin, so perhaps
some of you charter subscribers will
suggest something. If not, you'll
have to take what Itype.

Tinnitus for Tin Ears

Do your ears ring? Persistent tinnitus, or ringing in the ears, is sometimes asign of impending ear trouble,
and should be investigated.
A checkup by an otologist or
agood ear-nose-and-throat specialist
may prevent permanent impairment
of the final link in your hi-fi system.

Huzzah?

The Stereophile is the only audio publication that carries no advance information about the New York
Audio Show. This sort of thing is
straight news reporting, and the
other publications do it so thoroughly that we see no need to devote any
of our space to it.
We will, of course, be at the
show, with eyes and ears peeled, and
will report our reactions to the
exhibits in the next issue.

In the Next Issue:
The IMF Styrene loud-speaker system and the B & 0 stereo microphone.

Phasing Stereo Headphones
It seems reasonable to assume that if
a stereo headset is purchased with
plug(s) already installed, and is connected with the plug barrel grounded,
the phones will be connected inphase.
A reasonable assumption,
but not asafe one, because anumber
of the stereo headsets in use and on
dealers' shelves are out of phase.
When stereo phones are correctly phased, monophonic signals,
and the center components of stereo
signals, are heard as coming from
right inside the head, on astraight
line between the two ears. When the
phones are out of phase, this insidethe-head illusion disappears, and all
sounds appear to come from beyond
the phones themselves. The difference is readily detectable when the
phasing is switched in and out, but
not every system is equipped with a
phasing switch, and besides, there's
an easier way to check headphone
phasing.
If both of the phones are
placed like loudspeakers, side by side
and facing in the same direction, any
electrical impulse will move both
diaphragms in the same direction, in
synchronism. But since headphones
are normally oriented face to face,
this correct-phasing condition will
cause the diaphragms to move in
opposite directions — toward or away
from one another, depending on the
polarity of the impulse.
When the head is removed
18

from a headset, and the phones
placed against one another, the
reciprocal movements of in-phase
diaphragms will change the spacing
between them, compressing and rarefying the intervening air, and forcing
sound waves from the gap between
the phones. If the phones are out of
phase, the diaphragms will just
vibrate back and forth in synchronism, pushing the air between them
from side to side without disturbing
its pressure. This is how we can
check phone phasing without reversing phase.
With a monophonic signal
feeding one phone at moderate volume, hold both phones face to face,
with a nickel stuck between their

rims to provide a small air gap.
Place the gap as close to your ear as
you can get it, and then connect the
other phone to the signal source. If
they are in-phase, the sound issuing
from the gap will get slightly louder.
If they are out of phase, the sound
will diminish noticeably in volume
when the second phone is connected.
To change the phasing of
phones that have separate plugs, just
reverse the connections at one plug or
at one phone. If the phones have a
three-circuit cable and plug, the reversal will have to be done right at
one phone. And if one of the phones
has three wires connected to it, make
the reversal at the other phone, to
avoid confusion.

AIR MOVEMENT
PHONE CASE

OUT OF PHASE

IN

PHASE

When face-to-face phones are out of phase, they just push the air between them back
and forth. When they are in phase, pressure waves are set up between the diaphragms,
forcing sound waves out from between the phone.).
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The

first issue had taken us

almost 6 months

we had not yet announced a publication date,
needed to do everything the hard way,

to put together.

Since

we took all the time we

including drawing rather than

photographing the pictures of the innards of the Weathers pickup and
its polarizing supply. ( We had just bought an air brush for photo
retouching,

and the thrill of using it hadn't yet worn off.)

The editorial

content of that first issue was pretty tame by today's

Stereophile standards,

but one rather snide article -- a little piece

entitled " How to Write an Ad" -- was strong enough stuff in those days
to bring complaints of " poor taste"

from two manufacturers who may have

seen some of their own advertisements derided therein.
Our four staff members for that issue

included two who had worked

for High Fidelity magazine's short-lived spin-off Audiocraft
Geraci and Eleanore Wright)
expert and author Joel Tall,

(
Philip

and two " independents" -- tape-recording
and the program director of Philadelphia's

noncommercial FM station WUHY,

James Keeler ( now with Philadelphia's

definitely- commercial good-music station WFLN).

After that issue,

but

probably not because of it,

Eleanore Wright left us to take a job with

a magazine that paid money.

Hers was but the

We

still had a small backlog of articles

getting out issue

first defection.
left over from issue

1,

so

2 involved little more than writing the equipment

reports for it.

That it appeared on schedule ( and please note,

bimonthly then)

came as no surprise to anyone.

were expected to come out on schedule,

After all,

we were

magazines

and neither our readers nor our

innocent publisher had any inkling of the myriads of piddling little
disasters that could raise hell with the schedule of a small,
scriber- supported operation like

this one.

Our education in such matters was

just beginning...
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As We See It

The Weakest Link

When the Record Industry Association of America adopted its standard
disc playback equalization curve in
1954, hi-fi enthusiasts heaved asigh
Articles & Otherwise
of relief and bade fond farewell to
The New York Audio Show
3
years of confusion, doubt and virtual
pandemonium.
Before the RIAA
Tracing Distortion
curve there were six " standard"
and What to Do About It . . . 7
curves in use, and since nobody
Checking Stylus Gauge
seemed to know who was using
what, getting flat response from a
Calibration
18
disc was often more amatter of luck
than anything else. The adoption of
Departments
the RIAA standard playback curve
The Forum
9
heralded an end to all this.
If record manufacturers had enTall On Tape
10
deavored to install the best available
The Baille Board
11
playback equipment, and made their
records for use on this equipment,
Equipment Reports
there might be little to choose today
The IMF Styrene Speaker
between astereo disc and an original
System; The B&O Stereo
tape. But when hi-fi ceased to be a
Microphone
12
pursuit of quality and became apurRecord Reviews
. 14
suit of the Merry Megabuck, the
RIAA curve became just another obMiscellany
16
stacle between the product and the
consumer's wallet.
Letters
17
The whole trouble was that J. Q.
Audio Mart
18
Public's polished mahogany boombox had never heard of the RIAA
Stereophile Chart File
curve.
Cut a disc to sound natural
Crossover Network
when RIAA-equalized, and it soundDesign Chart.
19
ed muffled and distorted to the average record buyer. So, one manufacturer tried making afew minor " corrections" in the sound of his discs,
and by Golly, they did sound better
J. Gordon Holt
Editor c'7 Publisher
on JQP's console. Another manufacturer quickly followed suit, and
Philip C. Geraci
Managing Editor
the race was on.
Contributing Editors
Fli-fi enthusiasts and critics with
James W. Keeler, Joel Tall
good equipment noticed the change,
but most of them naively confused
THE STEREOPHILE is published bimonthly by
more highs with better highs, so the
J. Gordon Holt, Editorial Offices at P.O. Box
record makers figured they had carte
187, Wallingford, Penna. Publication office at
5800 N. Marvine Street, Philadelphia 41, Penna.
blanche to go hog-wild. They solved
Second class postage paid at Philadelphia,
JQP's distortion and turntable rumble
Pennsylvania.
problems by compressing dynamics
Subscription Rate $6.03 ( U.S.) for 12 Issues.
until some LPs and stereo discs had
Printed in the U. S. A., Copyright 1962 by
less volume range on them than
J. Gordon Holt. All rights reserved.
many 78-rpm shellacs. They minimized groove- jumping by filtering
out all deep bass, and brought out the
"presence" by whacking up the
treble, adding a 5-kc response peak,
This being Merry Christmas time, we
or moving their microphones right
submit our idea of afidelitarian's dream:
in on top of the instruments.
the moving-wall loudspeaker. SpecificaBy 1959, the gimmicking of discs
tions might include 1,000-watt power
had reached such proportions that no
capacity, one-ton magnet, and response to
tone control could begin to cope
half a cycle per second when properly
with these sonic horrors, so componbaffled in the wall of an airtight room.
ent buyers started choosing " sweet-

Contents

Staff

The Cover

2

sounding" — i.e., rolled-off— speakers and pick-ups, in an effort to tame
the screaming treble. Early LP discs,
that actually had been cut to the
RIAA curve, now sounded dull and
sodden, thus giving rise to the reassuring myth that modern recordings are better than ever before.
Today there are some encouraging
signs of a return to sanity, but to
pretend that the average stereo disc
is made to sound best when reproduced on the best equipment is to
practice self-deception. Most record
manufacturers still keep a sharp eye
on the limitations of the average
console phonograph, boosting here,
attenuating there, and generally making a mockery of their claims of
"highest fidelity" and their recommendations that owners of highfidelity systems should " equalize to
the RIAA curve."
If they all did the same things to
their discs, or specified on the jackets
what they had done, it might be
possible to design equalizers to offset
the effects of this messing around.
But the nature of the manipulations
is always a " trade secret' — most
manufacturers won't admit that they
do it all
which means that the
poor slob of ahi-fi listener is right
back where he started, only more so,
because now there are no standard
curves at all. There's only the RIAA
curve, which hardly anybody uses
any more.
In short, the relatively few record
buyers who are really interested in
getting good sound are being sold
down the river in order to cater to
the imagined needs of the vast, tineared public that can't tell good
sound when it hears it, and cares less.
Until the record manufacturers start
giving us the kind of sound they
could if they cared to, no amount of
expenditure on " perfect" playback
equipment is going to make modern
discs sound any better than mediocre.
There are too few audio perfectionists to have any effect on the sales of
recordings, but we can write letters
to record companies and the mass-circulation hi-fi magazines, and we can
tell less- knowledgeable record buyers
what's going on. Until we can pressure the record companies into thinking in terms of top audio quality
again, high fidelity's weakest link
will remain the first link in the chain.

T

'TWELVE years ago, 53 audio coml. ponent manufacturers rented some
rooms in the Hotel New Yorker, set
up impressive-sounding demonstrations, and opened their doors to a
public that was only just beginning
to realize that hi-fi was high-class.
The first Audio Show was, literally,
aroaring success, and newspapers all
over the country carried sensational
stories about the ear-shattering racket
and the strange, intense-looking
characters who stood around for
hours gesticulating and arguing in an
alien argot of decibels, kilocycles,
motorcycles and intermodulations.
Now there are annual audio shows
all over the country, but the New
York wingding is still the biggest
and noisiest of them all. Year after
year, it attracts more manufacturers,
dealers, and visitors than any of the
others (this year there were 86 exhibitors), and the fact that nobody
can really demonstrate much of anything at an audio show discourages
few of the participants. Gabbling
crowds, the booms and thuds from
adjacent rooms, and the acoustic
absorption of hordes of jostling

theme of some kind, and this year it
was " A New Dimension in Sound —
FM Stereo Broadcasting." Multiplex equipment was very much in
evidence, and one station — WTFM
— was even broadcasting a " Stereothon" — 24 hours a day of FM
stereo — from the second-floor mezzanine of the Trade Show Building,
where the Audio Shows have been
held for the past few years. But the
theme of this show might just as
well have been - A New Dimension
In Sight," for this was largely a
visual show.
Ever since the hi-fi industry concluded that the ladies don't really
care about good sound, the trend has
been toward compactness, slickness
and decor. The underlying idea is
that the wife doesn't really want the
stuff in the house at all, so the easiest
way to gain her accession is by making it as invisible as possible. If the
sound happens to suffer somewhat as
aresult, then that's just the price of
progress.
In truth, the sound at this year's
Show was better on the whole than
in any previous year, but in my

speaker manufacturers use Ttirgid
Audio Products' amplifiers may simply
mean that Mr. Turgid was the first
amplifier manufacturer at the show
to offer to loan his amplifiers to anyone who wanted them. Of course,
nobody will take him up on his offer
if his stuff is really pretty bad, if
only through fear of guilt by association, so the fact remains that widespread use of a certain component
often is an indication that it is, if not
The Best, at least very good.
For what it is worth, then, here
were the winners, according to my
unofficial survey: The most commonly used speaker system, in rooms
that weren't showing their own, was
the Acoustic Research AR-3. Marantz had the amplifier field to himself, as usual, and Scott's tuners were
all over the place. Ampex 1200-series
recorders and the Tandberg Model 64
vied for first place in that category,
and the Shure M33-5 cartridge took
first place for plenitude.
Audio
Empire's bulky tone arm led the
field there, while the Thorens TD-124
turntable had an easy margin as the
most-often-seen turntable. In head-

The Agony and the Ecstasy
of

The New York Audio Show
people raise hod with the ambient
noise level and the room acoustics to
the point where the exhibitor whose
stuff sounds even passably good considers himself twice blessed by fortune. Some exhibitors request specific
rooms ahead of time, but there are
never enough good ones to go
around, so the maker of really topnotch equipment is just as likely as
not to find himself in acorner cubicle
with floor-shaking elevators on one
side and, on the other side, a loudspeaker manufacturer who has just
discovered the tremendous emotional
impact of pistol shots reproduced at
three times their original volume.
Such are the conditions under which
good components can sound mediocre, poor ones can sound tolerable,
and the visitor who chooses what
he'll buy entirely on the basis of
what he hears there is asking for
trouble.
Every New York Show has a

meanderings from room to room, I
encountered only about four or five
really superb-sounding setups, and
some of the others were regressions
to the dark ages of pre-hi-fi. As I
mentioned previously, though, Audio
Show conditions can do some horrible things to what might normally
be perfectly acceptable systems, so it
is unfair to condemn a manufacturer's products solely on the basis of
the sound of his display installation.
On the other hand, no acoustical
environment can make a narrowrange high-distortion system sound
better than mediocre, so a system
that sounds extraordinarily good at
the Show probably is excellent.
By the same token, Ilearned some
years ago not to draw any hasty conclusions from the observation that a
certain brand of component was
being used by other exhibitors whose
own lines don't include any such
component. The fact that ten loud-

phones, Iwas surprised to find the
largest number to be those of afirm
that didn't even have aroom at the
show: E. J. Sharpe.
There was, as Isaid, more to see
than to hear at this show. One interesting innovation was anew kind of
tuning indicator for multiplex tuners:
asmall oscilloscope screen that shows
the phase and intensity of the stereo
signals as variations of a lissajous
pattern.
Marantz and McIntosh
were both showing tuners with these
intriguing indicators on them.
Audio Empire, who has always
made afetish of static balance, had
one of their turntables mounted on a
device that slowly turned the whole
unit end over end while playing a
record. Ihave wondered how they
prevent the record and the platter
from falling off, but Ididn't think to
ask. Actually, any tone arm that
uses a counterweight for dynamic
balance and a spring to apply the
3

tracking force will operate upside
down, if you happen to be planning
an installation on your living room
ceiling.
Other interesting-looking devices
that come to mind, without referring
either to my notes or my pile of data
sheets, were Rek-O-Kut's " Autopoise" — an automatic tone arm lifting mechanism, anew line of British
Radford amplifiers (Lectronics), a
Swedish condenser microphone (made
by afirm called PML, and imported
through Ercona Corporation), and a
unique " Universal Music Tree" —
an attractive floor-to-ceiling wooden
column sprouting shelves, for components. There were a number of
promising-looking tape recorders, including atiny battery-powered portable about the size of aGideon Bible
(Citroen Electronics Corp.), and fullsized, fully transistorized stereo

The Rek-O-Kut AP-320 Autopoise atm.
models from Rek-O-Kut and SonySuperscope. Sony's in particular attracted my attention, partly because
of its looks, and mainly because of
its $595 price tag. Superscope also
has a six-channel input mixer, fully
transistorized, at $175. If these are
as good as their specifications suggest, they'll both be very good buys.
Rek-O-Kut, who showed more
new kinds of products than any of the
other old, established firms, also
introduced a " Sonorama" loudspeaker, which brings us to the subjective
aspects of our tour de fair. With all
duc respect to the vagaries of room
acoustics and the other problems of
Audio Show presentation, Iwas disappointeçl with the sound of many of
the newer products. Perhaps the
public does want small or " invisible"
speakers, but I heard very few of
these ultra-small speakers that I
would give house room to. Small
loudspeakers, even the few with
fairly adequate bass response, sounded
small, and the ARs, KLHs, and the
Weathers units were the only ones we
heard at the show that seemed to be
putting out any real bass to speak of.
The comparison between Bozak's
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smallest unit — the B-2000 — and
the massive B-310A was embarrassing; the B-310A's robustness and
richness put the smaller speaker to
shame. Much the same small/largespeaker difference was noticed in
every room where manufacturers
were switching from their biggest
model to their new" compacts," and
if John Q. Public didn't get the
point, there must have been plenty of
critical listeners there who did get
the point. I, for one, have never
before been so conscious of the bass
thinness of most of the small speakers, yet to look at their specification
sheets, you would never guess they
were any less wide-range than their
big brothers. Moral: Don't believe
all you read about a loudspeaker,
particularly if the manufacturer
wrote it.
Marantz was blessed with a very
large room, and took advantage of it
to produce what was probably the
best sound at the show. One " demonstration," an FM stereocast of a
live chamber music broadcast, from
WQXR, Ibelieve, was so incredibly
realistic it was almost unnerving.
The fact that Marantz was using two
complete KLH Model 9 full-range
electrostatics, carefully concealed behind wall drapes, doubtless had
something to do with the amazing
lucidity of the sound, but I did
notice that when the next radio program — of prerecorded tapes — came
on, the sound was not quite as
transparent.
American Concertone, also in a
large room and using aKLH Model
9, one half per channel, shared
Marantz's honors for having the best
sound at the show, but it is significant that they too were (naturally)
using tape as their signal source.
1CLH's own exhibit, with Marantz
amplifiers, was less impressive, even
when their Model 9 was working,
possibly because of their room, or
because they were using records much
of the time as their signal source.
Some other brief comments on the
sounds of the Show, based on the few
minutes Iwas able to spend in each
exhibit room:
Grado: Clean, but atrifle tipped up
at the high end. Grado was claiming
65-kc upper response limit for his
new MK-1cartridge (his spec sheet
says 50 kc), but Ididn't bring my
dog with me, so Icouldn't argue. It
did sound better than his lesser-range
models, but I suspect this was because the low-mass stylus was tracing
more cleanly, rather than because of
its superior upper-range response.

Superscope: Pleasant, clean, but
rather undistinguished sound. So,
live music is undistinguished. What
do Iexpect, anyway? Ave Maria with
tambourines?
Shure: Somewhat muffled, subtly
grundgy sound. Pleasant, but sort of
obscured.
Goodmans: The speakers in this
room were concealed behind an
acoustically transparent partition,
and as was true of all the other concealed-speaker setups, this gave an
excellent stereo illusion.
There's
something here that could stand
looking into. Sound in this room
was piercing — aquality Iobserved
in practically every exhibit where the
speakers were mounted at or above
ear level.
EMI-Scope: The so-called " dangerous loudspeaker" was no danger to
anybody in this demonstration, except possibly to the manufacturer.
Sound here was piercingly strident,
and something seemed to be overloading every time aheavy bass note
came long. Again, Inoticed that the
speakers were placed some distance
above the floor. EMI was using
their own pickup, and since I'm not
familiar with that unit, Iwouldn't
hazard a guess as to how it was
affecting the over-all sound.
McIntosh: Excellent sound from a
pair of concealed speakers that
sounded like Bozak B-310As. Rich,

The Universal Music Tree.

natural and very clean.
Slowly
changing colored lights from behind
translucent curtains kept many visi-

Tandberg's Model 64 stereo recorder.
tors seated, transfixed, for minutes at
atime.
Harman-Kardon: Nice sound here
— well balanced and clean, but not
terribly wide-range.
Neshaminy " Sound without fury"
has been Neshaminy's slogan for
some time, but they have finally succeeded in de-furying their speakers to
the point of indolence. Through the
years, Neshaminy's systems, incorporating JansZen's electrostatic
tweeter elements, have gone from
four tweeter elements to two elements and, now, at last, there's only
one element left in the latest model,
the Z-500. The tweeter is placed
edge- on in a short pseudo-horn, a
condition that makes it impossible
to phase with the woofer, but will
undoubtedly do away with the slight
tendency for the flat radiator element
to beam its highs. Iwould not care
one way or the other about Neshaminy's latest bit of corner-cutting were
it not for the fact that Ifelt their
Z-300 unit — with two tweeters —
to be one of the best systems ever
made, bar none.
I see that this
system is no longer listed on Neshaminy's brochures. Ihope it has not
been discontinued.
Weathers:
The best
sound
Weathers has had for a long time.
A new "Sound Studio" speaker,
bookshelf size, was putting out some
remarkably sweet yet wide-range
sound, with none of the loose, soggy
bottom of the original Weathers bass
speaker, and considerably better highend response than Weathers' Harmony book speakers.
Sound was
clean, natural, and musical during
the relatively few moments when
music records were being played.
All in all, the program material
at this show was pretty miserable.

The industry may claim that music is
the sole justification for high fidelity,
but there was little evidence of this
conviction in the demonstrations.
Most of the exhibitors were playing
Audio Fidelity discs, whose many
positive attributes do not, unfortunately, include much of any musical
worth.
Scott: Two entirely different kinds
of sound here. In one room, where
the speakers were near floor level, the
sound was very nicely balanced,
albeit alittle obscured and hazy, and
abit boomy in the middle lows. In
the other room, featuring Scott's kit
line, the speakers were up high, and
the sound was thin and annoyingly
tipped up at the high end, with a
sizzling, spitty quality.
Koss: There's less bass boom and
more high-end range in the latest of
the standard-model SP-3Koss headphones. They are, in short, quite
natural-sounding.
A new model,
designated the PRO-4, had markedly
deeper, smoother low end and somewhat better transient response than
the standard phones.
University: Sound here was very
variable, depending on the speakers
that were being used. The smaller
"slim-line" ones sounded thin and
pinched. The largest (the Classic,
Mark II) was alittle boomy, rather
rough, and subtly obscured-sounding. The stereo model (TMS-2) was
deeper and more solid at the low
end, but sounded ashade more veiled
than the Classic.
Altec: Much improvement here,
over past years at the Show. Sound
was well balanced, crisp and forward, yet quite pleasant. Bass from
the largest model, the auditoriumsized A-7, was very deep and rocksolid. Smaller models had concomitantly thinner bass.
Superex: These woofer-tweeter headphones are surprisingly good. Each
phone contains asmall cone" woofer"
and a ceramic tweeter, and tweeter
balance is controlled by a pair of
knobs on an external matching box.
Mid-position of the knobs gave very
smooth, sweet, natural sound.
Omega: A new name, to me. Interesting-looking all-transistor amplifier and tuner, on separate chasses.
Sound in here was harsh and ragged,
suggesting a malfunctioning amplifier or pickup.
Audio Dynamics: Muffled, boomy,
sodden sound in this room. Maybe
room acoustics were responsible, or
maybe not. Ihad no way of telling.
Tandberg: Nice, easy-to-listen-to
sound in this room. Nothing spec-

tacular, but musical, which isn't as
common as you might think.
Pickering: Something about the
room or the equipment was swallowing up the sound in Pickering's
exhibit. The sound here was heavy,
sodden and lacklustre, qualities
which are not those of Pickering's
current cartridges. This is why I
don't pre- judge components on the
basis of Audio Show impressions.
Wharfedale: Bad room, bad speakers or bad associated components? I
couldn't tell, but something was
making all of Wharfedale's speakers
sound dull and boomy. Not afair
representation, Isuspect.
Zenith: This was a surprise. The
only commercial packaged console
manufacturer with the courage to
exhibit at acomponent high-fidelity
show, Zenith was demonstrating
their new " Micro-Touch" pickup in
ashockingly graphic way. The pickup, which retracts into its tone arm
shell at forces of more than about 4
grams, was being rubbed back and
forth across astereo disc, to show its
inability to damage the disc as aresult of mishandling.
Zenith was
claiming " virtually no record wear"
from their 2-gram pickup, a sales
pitch that would have carried much
more conviction had they thrown
out the horribly worn-looking disc

Bozak's biggest: The B-310A system.
they were using for demonstration.
Sound in this room was quite pleasant, more so in fact than in many of
the component exhibits. No deep
bass or high highs, but at least balanced and tolerably clean. Zenith,
by the way, is to be commended for
the forthright honesty of its advertising brochures.
Would that all
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component manufacturers were as
circumspect as this.
Ampex: London 4-track tapes (by
UST), played through headphones,
sounded hissy but otherwise rather
good. Nothing startlingly new in
Ampex's line this year, but I was
gratified to see a 601-2 recorder on
display. Iunderstood this machine
had been discontinued.
Acoustic Research: As usual, nice,
pleasant, rather soft-timbre sound,
with AR's characteristic deep, fat
low end that seems to make all bass
instruments sound like organ pedals.
Crown: These are beautiful-looking
tape recorders, with a number of
features that will appeal strongly to
professional and professionally-inclined amateur users, but Crown's
exhibit was marred by some of the
most shrill, biting sound at the
show. Room acoustics or associated
equipment were the culprits, Isuspect.
Hartley: Fairly good sound here —
sweet highs, but some bass boominess and anoticeably hollow quality.
Hartley was reproducing thunderous
bass from an organ record, but Icould
not believe that the " 16-cps" note
Iheard was actually 16 cps. Recording equipment just doesn't go that
low, and it is impossible to get a
usable 16 cps from a10-inch speaker
without using a huge horn. This
sounded to me like a modicum of
32 cps. with considerable 64 cps.
Rek-O-Kut: Again, two different
kinds of sound. One display, using
tape as a source, was clean, fairly
well balanced, and rather pleasant.
The other display, using discs to feed
the
Sonorama" speakers, yielded
thin, nasal sound. Iwould hesitate
to blame either the room or the
equipment.
Fisher: This was ashocker. Sound

The Marantz Model 10 multiplex tuner.
here was shrill, strident and boomy,
with no deep bass or extreme high
end. Itrust this was another case of
poor room acoustics or injudicious
speaker placement.
Pilot: Pleasant, rather veiled, heavy
sound here. Pilot's console phonographs sound like packaged consoles
— i.e., like high-quality juke boxes,
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although one of the units was putting out some of the deepest bass I
heard at the show. It was soggy and
loose, but extremely deep, rather like
early models of the Weathers bass
speaker. Other Pilot systems on display didn't fare quite so well in the
bass department, so it may have been
afreak combination of room acoustics and program material.
KLH: One of the better-sounding
exhibits, KLH was producing very
clean, musical, wide-range sound.
Everything here sounded natural and
uncluttered.
Bell: Brittle, nasal, shrill sound in
this room, almost completely devoid
of low end. Bell's speakers (their

Sony's new recorder, mixer and
monitor speaker-amplifier units.
own) were mounted almost at eye
level, which is amistake at best.
Lectronics: Spectacular, high-powered sound here — not the kind of
thing Iassociate with British merchandising. Anyone who doubts the
Quad electrostatic speaker's ability
to belt out high-level sound should
have heard this exhibit. Two systems incorporating the IMF styrene
woofer (one with a Kelly ribbon
tweeter) sounded very nice, but all
the sound in here was a shade too
brilliant for my taste.
Viking: Some interesting-looking
tape equipment, but rather mediocre
sound. No real top or bottom, and
somewhat obscured.
EICO: Loud, but otherwise undistinguished sound.
Eric: Another name that rings no
bells for me.
Attractively styled
amplifiers and tuners, some with
transistorized front-end circuitry.
Very good sound in this room — unusually transparent, clean and well
balanced.
Dynaco: The best sound in here was
via the E. J. Sharpe headphones that
were sprouting out of every tuner
and portable radio on display. Ex-

cept for the ambitious headphone
setup (there were, on a rough estimate, twelve headphone stations in
operation simultaneously), this was
primarily avisual display. The loudspeaker sound, with the speakers at
ceiling level, was clean and wellbalanced, but remote-sounding and
rather undistinguished.
ElectroVoice: Variable sound, depending on the size of the speakers
used. The smallest were thin and
strident, the largest — the Patrician
700 — was stunningly good, with a
stentorian authority that defies indifference. Highs were smooth and
sweet, bass was very deep and firm,
and middles were round, clear and
lucid. E-V's compression tweeters
have come along way since the spitting, sizzling ones of afew years ago.
Acoustic Technology Labs: Another new name, this time on afully
transistorized dual 40-watt integrated
amplifier of impressive appearance
and phenomenal specifications. Very
good sound — crisp, lucid and rich.
Audio Empire: Nice sound, but
strangely confused. Something may
have been out of kilter in the installation or the associated equipment,
because although I could find no
specific faults with the sound in here,
it was vaguely discomfiting.
Fairchild: Not too good. Sound
was murky and a shade fuzzy, but
nicely balanced. Again, it's hard to
tell whether this was the room or the
components.
Audio Fidelity: One of the noisiest
exhibitors at every show, this record
manufacturer's penchant for monstrous size and ear-shattering levels
found them this year occupying a
corner of the mezzanine, one floor
below the rest of the component exhibits. Audio Fidelity had a real
honest-to-goodness merry-go-round
"band organ," one of those percussion-loaded cousins of the circus
calliope, set up and operating at full
blast.
Elsewhere on the second floor were
a full-sized mockup of the Telstar
satellite, some " hi fi decorated"
rooms (which looked far better than
Isuspect they would have sounded),
an automobile equipped with aradio
and a reverb unit for feeding a delayed signal to the rear-deck speaker
(to create a dubious illusion of
stereo), and an open-air studio setup,
from which WTFM originated its
"Stereothon."
All in all, it was not aparticularly
inspiring show, but it did reflect
some trends that we'll be interested
to watch in the future.

And
Of all the problems that plague the
record listener, tracing distortion —
otherwise known as hash, fuzz,
rattle, and some other, less printable
terms — is the most common and
the most exasperating.
One of its most frustrating aspects
is the fact that no one has yet devised ameasurement for it, so no clue
to it ever shows up in a pickup's
specification sheet. Some tests will
reveal its presence, but no measurement or combination thereof will
give any inkling as to how clean a
cartridge will sound, because the
severity of its distortion depends as
much on the other components in
the system as it does on the pickup
cartridge itself. A given cartridge
may produce practically no audible
distortion under some conditions,
yet may cut your ears off flush with
the temples under other, seemingly
identical conditions. Some records
will play cleanly, others won't. Is
it the records? Maybe, except that
the same records will play cleanly on
other systems, so maybe not. Try
the cartridge with another system, or
move your own system into another
room, and the tracing distortion may
virtually disappear. Or, again, it
may become worse.
How can we cope with anything
as capricious and unpredictable as
this? Well, we can always give up
and switch to four-track tape. But
tapes cost about adollar more each
than do stereo discs, and a tape
player that will outperform agood
record player is likely to cost almost
twice as much. And tapes have
their own problems. Their hiss level
is higher than discs, and they may
dry out and become brittle with age.
And while an original two-track (or
half-inch three-track) tape is far
superior on all counts to a stereo
disc, afour-track tape has so many
duplicating steps behind it that its
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electrical distortion is higher than
that of the best stereo discs. Yet
despite their higher harmonic and
IM distortion, four-track tapes usually sound cleaner than discs. How
come? Because the distortion that
plagues us from discs is mechanical,
not electrical, and is best described
as an annoying form of rattle.
It is customary to blame tracing
distortion on the so-called pinch
effect and on the wave-form distortion that results from poor tangency
to the groove. Indeed, many researchers have gathered distortion
figures that prove beyond a doubt
that both these things cause distortion, particularly in inner grooves.
But there has never been much corSTYLUS
VERTICAL
FORCE
A

LATERAL
FORCE
GROOVE
VERTICAL
FORCE

Figure I.
The total downward
fone (A) of a stylus is divided
equally between the two groove walls,
each of which gets an equal amount
of lateral (B) and vertical (C)
force. As long as the vertical forces
exceed the lateral, the stylus will
stay seated in the groove.
relation between the magnitudes of
measured distortion and the severity
of the audible distortion.
Some
pickups sound worse than these
measurements would indicate that
they should sound, while others persist in sounding better than their
distortion measurements would sug-

gest. The reason is, simply, that
these meàsurements do not single out
the one thing that makes tracking
distortion so repellent: discontinuity impulses.
Some cynic stated recently that
the only thing wrong with disc
reproduction is that it is impractical.
In a way, this is true, because the
success of the medium depends on its
ability to circumvent some of the
immutable laws of physics. It is the
only recording medium in use that
demands that a rapidly vibrating
object—the stylus—maintain perfect
contact, through force alone, with
another object—the record groove.
The stylus, with its rounded tip,
rides between the walls of a90-degree
V-shaped groove (Figure 1), which
it contacts at two points. The total
downward force applied to the stylus
is, theoretically at least, divided
equally between the two contact
points. And because of the sloping
groove walls, each contact point
presses against the groove in two
directions: vertically, because the
stylus can't go any deeper into the
groove, and laterally, because the
opposite wall prevents the stylus
from moving any farther toward
that side.
As long as the vertical force exceeds the lateral force, the stylus will
stay firmly seated between the sides
of the V. If the lateral force exceeds
the vertical, the stylus will slide up
one side of the sloping groove walls.
Hence, perfect tracking of an unmodulated groove is no problem at
all. All we need is atone arm with
free-moving pivots, and we can trace
the groove perfectly at 1/10 of a
gram. But as soon as we start trying
to push the stylus from side to side
too rapidly for the inertia of the
arm to follow, something's got to
give. If the stylus isn't free to follow the bend in the groove, it will
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apply increasing force to the groove
wall until the lateral component of
force exceeds the vertical, and the
stylus starts to climb up out of the
groove, losing contact with the
other groove wall. When the groove
swings back in the other direction,
the stylus falls back into place, hitting the other groove wall with a
sharp click. If the groove starts to
exert too much force in the other
direction, the stylus will ride up
that wall, and when it regains contact with it ; it will do so with
another click. A whole series of
these clicks, each corresponding to
agroove undulation, is what causes
the overlay of fuzz or raggedness
that makes discs sound like discs.
Each one of these clicks contains
energy components spanning awide

Anything that exaggerates the
high frequencies in a system will
emphasize whatever tracing distortion may be present. If the pickup
or loudspeaker has a high-frequency
resonant peak in its response, each
tracing click will cause ringing at
that frequency, thus exaggerating
the clicks out of all proportion to
their actual severity. A rising high
end will do much the same thing,
although here the added noise is distributed over afairly wide range instead of being concentrated at certain specific frequencies, so the effect
is not quite as disturbing. This is
why agiven system's tracing distortion will change when it is moved
from room to room. Changing room
acoustics will affect the system's
treble response.

Figure 2. A spoon sitting in a saucer of maple syrup illustrates the principle
of viscous damping. Lift it rapidly, and the syrup hasn't time to pull apart —
it lifts the saucer, too. Lift it slowly, and the syrup pulls apart, leaving the
saucer on the table while the spoon lifts with a minimum of resistance.
range of frequencies, from the fundamental of the recorded signal that is
causing it, all the way up to the
highest frequency the cartridge is
capable of passing on to the preamp.
This is just the start of our tracing
problem, though, because if there is
any distortion in the subsequent
amplifying stages, the energy in
these noise impulses will intermodulate with spurious harmonics of the
signal, creating difference tones that
splatter the noise down through
most of the audible spectrum. This
is why asharp-cutoff low-pass filter
in apreamp is never quite as effective
a distortion filter as an identical
filter located between the cartridge
and the preamp. The latter removes
most of the noise energy before it
has achance to mix with the signal
harmonics that are added by the
preamplifier.
Slight amounts of distortion in
later amplifying stages will also exaggerate these noise components, but
the later the stage in which the
distortion occurs, the less effect it
seems to have, possibly because distortion increases by an RMS function
instead of being purely additive.
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All right, so now we know what
causes tracing distortion.
What
cures it? In truth, nothing cures it,
entirely. All pickups produce some
tracing distortion; it is inherent in
the medium. As long as astylus has
some inertia, and has the necessary
restoring force to keep it centered
with respect to its transducing elements, it will exert some resistance
to groove modulations. But all is not
lost, for there are ways of reducing
tracing distortion, even from soupedup discs, to the point where it is
virtually inaudible or, at worst, is
inoffensive to the ear.
The place to start is at the source.
Anything that helps the stylus to
follow the groove more readily will
reduce tracing distortion, and there
are two ways of accomplishing this.
The most obvious, and also the most
obviously wrong way, is to increase
the tracking force until the stylus has
no choice but to remain tightly
wedged between the groove walls.
This was how they did it in the old
days of acoustic phonographs, which
is why there are so few of those old
discs in playable condition today.
The other, much more sensible

solution is to minimize the stylus
lateral resistance to the groove, so
that even at a record-saving low
tracking force, the vertical groove
forces will predominate.
To begin with, the tone arm must
have free-moving pivots. It takes
very little binding in the arm's pivots
to effect asignificant change in the
vertical/lateral groove forces applied by a pickup that is already
tracking at a low vertical force, so
today's lightweight cartridges demand an extremely free-moving tone
arm. For this reason, viscous-damped
arms, which use atacky fluid in the
pivots to inhibit rapid motion of the
arm, have earned disfavor among
many people who fail to understand
that aproperly-damped arm will move
just as easily in response to warped
or off-center discs as will aconventional dry-pivot arm. The damping
acts only to inhibit spurious vibration of the arm at audio frequencies,
where an arm should remain inert
(Figure 2). Overdamping is, however, just as detrimental as binding
in dry pivots, as it will cause wide
fluctuations in lateral stylus force on
off-center discs (and how many
aren't at least abit off-center?), and
will vary the tracking force over a
wide range on warped discs.
Correct tangency of the stylus
to the groove is another thing we
hear alot about these days, but the
reasons for its importance are rarely
explained.
Briefly, it is reasoned
that, since a disc cutting head traverses astraight line from the edge
toward the center of the blank disc,
the playback pickup will best reproduce the original sienals if it follows
the same path, maintaining its axis
exactly tangential to the spiral
groove.
Unfortunately, play-back
pickups (but for a few exceptions,
none of which proved practical), do
(to page 10)
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Figure 3. How the path of aplayback pickup differs from that of the
cutting head. The deviation from
perfect tangency is the tracking - rror.
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This is acolumn of controversy, wherein anyone with alegitimate point to make can
do so as he sees fit. THE STEREOPI1ILE refuses to assume any responsibility for anything

said in the " Forum," for it is the writer's privilege to say what he wants.

We offer him this freedom in

the hope that his views will inspire discussion, comment, and arebuttal from anyone who feels like taking
issue with him. Continuing exchanges between contributors will be welcomed until Ns e feel the subject
has been resolved or, unresolved, has been beaten to death.

Pro and Con the Paper Cone
In the last issue, Irving M. Fried of
Lectronics presented the case for polystyrene foam loudspeakers, asserting that
paper-cone woofers are doomed to extinction.
Since we got the magazine out
rather late last time, only one contributor
met this issue's deadline with arebuttal,
which we present herewith.
Mr. Fried's article championed progress in loudspeakers and, as such, was
laudable.
However, the point of
view expressed contained some calculated omissions of such anature as to
lead us to believe that we are actually
cheating ourselves by using papercone speakers. To be sure, there is
room for improvement in the field of
loudspeakers, but we are discussing
a field where there is no absolute
black or white, but just an infinite
number of shades of gray. Because
recorded sound is an illusion, perfection is impossible.
Let us, then,
examine some of the article's contentions to see how valid they are.
Bookshelf speakers came under fire,
the intimation being that they were
box-sounding, deficient in bass, and
lacking in clarity. By boxiness, it is
assumed that " size" of sound —
spaciousness, if you will — is insufficient. May I point out that a
certain amount of psychology comes
into play here: When the eye sees a
small enclosure, the ear is apt to
-hear" a small sound. It has been
established by Acoustic Research that
when two systems of equivalent
quality and efficiency, differing primarily in size, are played behind
some sort of screen, the ear is unable
to tell which is the bigger of the two.
The matter of bass deficiency can
be quickly dismissed by actual measurement and/or some critical listening. If the writer had in mind the
overpowering bass output of amultiwoofer system or the 30-inch ElectroVoice woofer, then the bookshelf
units will, by comparison, sound
shallow. The balance of frequencies
is far more important, though, than
mere propagation of bass.
The issue of - clarity" appears to
be amatter of lesser-quality mid- and
upper-range units. Inferior speakers

are prone to distortion and peakiness,
and will muddy the sound of any
system, regardless of size.
Next came cone compositions other
than paper. Polymerized cones were
accused, rather fatuously, of " coloring" the sound. Well, what speakers
don't? As long as speakers are electromechanical devices, involving vibration of asolid material, they will
always color the sound.
Paper cones were also claimed to
be susceptible to heat and humidity
effects. They probably are, and if
exposed to blistering sunlight or live
steam for a while, they would undoubtedly suffer damage.
But although researchers can no doubt
show that an average living room
environment will cause measurable
changes, Ihave never heard anyone
claim that the changes are audible.
So confident are many speaker manufacturers of the stability of their
speakers that they will not charge
for repairs unless some abuse is evident. This is an unofficial policy of
ElectroVoice and an advertised one
of J. B. Lansing, and I understand
they are not the only ones who do
this.
It was also claimed that styrene
cones will reproduce more of the
dynamic range of the program material, and while Mr. Fried offered a
logical reason why this might be the
case, the contention remains to be
proven beyond all doubt to the purchasing public. And at that, is the
difference sufficient to warrant scrapping an expensive paper-cone system?
I'm sure the man who owns a $500
conventional system is going to demand some dramatic proof of the
styrene cone's superiority before he'll
consider atrade-in. Since no speaker
is a perfect transducer, there are
doubtless some problems with styrene cones that the article failed to
mention. A gain in one area means
asacrifice in another.
The subject of cone breakup was
discussed, but with undue emphasis.
This is an acknowledged problem,
but the efforts of manufacturers to
overcome it were given little credit.
The really good woofers were swept

under the rug with the statementhat they were '' prohibitively expent
sive." The JansZen Z-400 and the
EMI Bookshelf system utilize woofers that, according to the article, are
too expensive.
Really? Let's examine this for amoment. Since the
range of good bookshelf systems runs
from about $100 to about $230, the
two abovementioned units, each
costing in the vicinity of $160, are in
the medium- price range. Neither of
them uses an expanded polystyrene
woofer, but this doesn't stop them
from being really good bookshelf systems. These, and many other systems
in their price range, will not - shatter" until they are called upon to
deliver a signal far in excess of the
average listener's needs. They may
be loaded with cone breakup, but as
long as the breakup is not audible,
and the speakers sound as natural as
these, its existence becomes apurely
academic matter.
None of this is intended to belittle
the new cone designs. Any attempt
to improve speakers is always welcomed. There are three of these systems on the market now, Ibelieve:
the estimable Leak Sandwich" system, the impressive ADC system, and
some British- made styrene woofer
whose name eludes me for the moment.* These entries may mark an
incipient revolution in our listening
habits. But on the other hand, those
of us who now own conventional
speaker systems are not in as dire
straits as we would be led to believe.
The article would have better served
the readers of THE STEREOPHILE had
the pros as well as the cons of paper
woofers been discussed.
As the
article was presented, it came as close
to being an advertisement, without
actually being one, as THE STEREOPHILE' Spolicy would allow.
Polystyrene cones, like transistors,
are interesting developments, but
considerable research remains to be
done. As apractical matter, conventional cones and tube- transformer
circuits will remain with us for some
(to page 18)
*Don't forget Jensen and ElectroVoice. And
as for the other unit, see page 12 of this issue.
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Controlling Some Variables
Mr. Tall was laid up temporarily with
a malfunctioning back, so this column
was written by Ye Editor, from an outline submitted by Mr. Tall, who assures
us he will be back at the typewriter for
his next column.
Lives there a shutter-bug who has
not shot aroll of film — every frame
perfectly exposed — and then wondered, after examining the bleary,
discolored prints, what on earth had
gone wrong? The analogy to tape
recording is obvious. While you're
recording, you say to yourself " This
is going to be great! A masterpiece!"
When you listen to it afterwards at
home, it all sounds pretty dull.
There is no brilliance, no definition,
the lows- are shallow, and the whole
thing is shrouded in ahaze of confusion. What went wrong?
There is no single answer to that
question.
Just as shooting good
photos requires taking infinite pains
with small details, so does recording
good tapes. Not one link in the long
chain of events that takes place during a recording session can be neglected without jeopardizing the
result. It is only after years of experience with completely familiar
equipment that arecordist can walk
into an auditorium, make a quick
survey of the acoustics and the problems on hand, make afast check of
his equipment, and go ahead to record a nigh-on-to-perfect tape. He
is in the same category as the veteran
cameraman who can shoot perfect
exposures in sunlight and candlelight even though his light meter
has been chewed up by Man's Best
Friend.
His judgment of light,
tempered by long experience, is probably more accurate than the meter.
Nobody .I know has ever learned a
technique from someone else's experience. You can read all about the
principles and practices of tape recording until the cows come home,
but you'll never be able to make
good microphone recordings, consistently, until you have had the
opportunity to put these things to
work yourself. We still like to speak
of the recording art, but the fact is,
the art comes last. The techniques
10

must be mastered before art can be
brought to bear on the matter, and
mastery of technique comes only
through practice.
To the beginning recordist, the
most discouraging thing about the
whole business is the vast number of
variables that must be considered.
The size of- the performing group,
the acoustics of the room or hall, the
individual characteristics of the microphones, all contrive to complicate
matters. Add to these the possible
variations in tape oxide coatings and
th- frequency response of the recorder
and the playback system, and we
have what appears at first to be an
impossible task. How can we cope
with all these things at once?
We don't have to. Room acoustics
and microphone characteristics are
quite enough to worry about by
themselves. The other variables can
be handled simply by eliminating as
many of them as possible.
One source of the confusion here
is the fact that you must judge the
sound of your tapes by ear, so what
you hear will be influenced by the
quality of your playback system.
If your tapes have too many highs,
is this because of some fault in your
recording equipment or technique,
or are your tapes actually all right
but are being tipped up by a treble
rise in your amplifier or loudspeaker?
If discs sound all right, this does not
necessarily mean the amp and speakers are beyond reproach, for the
pickup may be rolling off treble
enough to compensate for the rise in
the other components. You could of
course compensate for the rise when
you make your tapes, but if you ever
upgraded your speaker, all your
tapes would then lack treble.
So, what can we use as astandard?
A standard alignment tape such as
the Ampex # 5563B has frequency
test tones on it, for calibrating the
playback response of any 7.5-ips
recorder. When so calibrated, any
professionally-made tape will play
back with measured flat response
from the recorder, and if any further
corrections are needed to make the
signal sound right, these should be
made during playback.

Once you know that your system
will play tapes as they should sound,
that's the time to check its recording
capabilities. Put a tape on the recorder, copy off along section of a
disc recording — one with plenty
of massed strings and deep bass on
it, as string tone is acritical test of
treble response and bass clarity is an
indication of over-all distortion —
and then play the tape and the
original disc together, adjusting them
for identical volume and then switching back and forth between them.
If they do not sound the same, either
the recorder's bias current or recording equalization or head alignment is out of adjustment.
If you have the instruments and
the inclination, you can match the
recorder to the brand and type of
tape you plan to use for all your recordings. If you'd rather not do
this, you can try matching the tape
to the recorder. Decide what length
of tape you will use for most of your
recordings (extra-play is best for
most applications) and what kind
of base material you wish to use, and
then buy one reel of every available
Name-brand variety in that thickness and backing, and repeat the
record/play test until you find one
(or more) that yields a tape that
sounds identical to the original disc.
Oxide formulations vary from brand
to brand, and even between different
types made by asingle company, so
once you've found the right tape for
your recorder, use it exclusively for
all important taping jobs.
Next, your monitoring facilities.
Whether you use headphones or
portable loudspeakers for on-location
monitoring of what your mikes
pick up, it is not likely that your
monitors will sound anything like
your main playback speakers, so you
must make mental corrections for the
difference between them in order to
tell what your mikes are receiving.
This is something that can only be
learned through practice, so it's wise
to do your practicing at home, where
mistakes in judgment won't spoil
arecording. Whenever you are listening to records or radio, or even
to your own tapes, switch from your
main speakers to your monitoring
phones or speakers and note the difference. After awhile, you will become accustomed to relating the
sound of one source to that of the
other. Stereo separation in particular is highly exaggerated when
heard through headphones, as there
is no blending of the left- and right(to page 16)

Unmentionables?
In your report on the Weathers PS11 stereo pickup (Sept.-Oct. 1962),
you mentioned that " There are several pickups — some of them more
rugged than the Weathers — that
will play most stereo discs without
severe tracing problems," but you
did not elucidate.
Again, in " The Baffle Board," you
said " . . but there are only about
three pickups that can cope with
the loudest material being recorded
on some current stereo discs." And
again, you did not name them.
This is the kind of calculated
evasiveness for which Ihave cursed
the other hi-fi publications from
time to time, but having no advertisers, you have no excuse for doing
this. You may redeem yourselves by
naming the pickups you had in mind.
Lewis Halloran, Jr.
Chicago, Ill.
The fact that some components are cited
as illustrations of acertain characteristic
is no indication of their performance in
other respects. Bear this in mind while
we redeem ourselves.
In the first reference, the pickups we
were thinking of were the Shure M-22 or
M-33 (with either stylus), the Grado
MK-1, the Empire 880P, and the Ortofon. Others that might just as well have
been mentioned are the London-Scott, the
latest of the Pickerings, and the ADC-1.
In the second reference, we were thinking
of the Shure, Grado and Empire cartridges mentioned above.
In listing these, we must point out
that most of them suffer from one or more
shortcomings in other aspects that are
not directly related to tracing ability.
Some have significant response deviations, some have poor separation, and
some require what we consider to be excessively high tracking force.

Reflex Tuning
Ijust built a very rigid, 8-cubic-

foot enclosure for my Altec 604-C
speaker, but the bass is too boomy.
Icalculated the size of the port on
the basis of speaker size and internal
volume, subtracting what Iestimated
to be the volume occupied by the

speaker, but I'm afraid my computations didn't work out right, because
the port is barely six square inches
in area.
Is there any way Imight cut the
port oversize and then reduce it experimentally until it works the way
it should?
W. Landis
San Francisco, Calif.
First, make the port about the same area
as the speaker cutout.
For a 15-inch
speaker, this would be about /32 square
inches, so the port might be 9 by 15
inches.
Your next step will depend upon the
test facilities at your disposal. If you
have access to an AC VOM or VTVM,
and an audio signal generator, connect
them as shown, adjust them so that the
meter reads full scale when a 1,000-cps
signal is at comfortably low listening
level, and then sweep the generator

Test setup for tuning areflex port with
an oscillator and a VTVM or VOM.
through the range of 20 to 200 cps. The
meter needle will be seen to make two
sharp dips. One of these represents the
cone resonance, the other represents the
enclosure resonance.
Use a flat, rigid panel to close off
varying amounts of the port area until
both of these dips give the same meter
reading.
Then tack different thicknesses and
densities of cloth — nylon, burlap, or
cotton — across the port opening until
the sharp dips have almost disappeared.
It may be necessary to readjust the port
size slightly in order to keep the dips at
about the same amplitude.
If no test equipment is available, you
can do apretty good job of tuning using a

1.5-volt dry cell as a signal source.
Touching the battery to the speaker leads
will produce a sharp - tick. - Disconnecting it will cause a - bong - as the
speaker, returning to its at-rest position,
resonates momentarily.
Adjust the size of the port until the
make sound and the break sound are as
much alike as you can get them.
Finally, note the port area that you
arrived at, and install a board behind
the port to close it off by the requisite
amount.

High-Efficiency Hum
I am planning to buy a pair of
Altec-Lansing A-7 " Voice of the
Theater" speaker systems to replace
the Acoustic Research ones I have
been using, but Iwonder if the considerably higher efficiency of the
Altec systems might not reveal
amplifier hum that was inaudible
through the ARs?
Ihave been using a pair of Dyna
Mark III amplifiers with Dyna
PAM- 1 preamps, and while there is
no audible hum now, I am afraid
there might be when I install' the
Altecs. What do you think? Am I
in for trouble?
Harry Hydal
Glendale, Calif.
Speaker efficiency affects signal-to-noise
ratio in the same proportion as the difference in efficiency, for noise originating
after the preamp's volume control. Whether or not you will hear residual noise
when you install the A-7 s.depends on
how far the present hum level is below
the threshold of audibility.
Dyna Mark Ills have lower hum
than the Mark II units (which lacked a
filter choke), but if the ambient noise
level in your listening room is very low,
you may have to select output tubes (for
balance) or install a6-db attenuator pad
between the amps and the speakers in
order to reduce hum to inaudibility.
The Mark III's 60-watt capacity is almost dangerously high for this 30-watt
speaker system, anyway, so an output
attenuator might be a wise precaution
even if hum proves to be no problem.
Perhaps a dual-35-watt Dyna Stereo
70 would be a better choice for driving
the A-7s.
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The IMF Styrene Pressure
Loudspeaker System
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Two-way system in air-release
enclosure. Frequency response:
5db,
20 to 16,000 cps. Impedance: 16 ohms.
Power capacity: 30 watts. Dimensions:
2534" H by 16
W by 11
D. Price:
$200. Manufacturer: Lectronics of City
Line Center, 7644 City Line Ave., Philadelphia
51, Pa.

The foam plastic speaker cone, a
molded mass of polystyrene plastic
bubbles, is considerably stiffer than
an equivalent weight of paper, making it possible to combine lightness
(low mass) with unusually high
rigidity, for superior piston action.*
In the British-designed IMF woofer, the " cone" is alarge plug of this
strange-looking material, with aconical rear surface and aslightly domed
front surface.
The woofer itself is a12-inch unit
and, in this Lectronics-built system,
is housed in a compact enclosure
along with asmall compression-type
tweeter having an impregnated fabric
diaphragm and radial slot loading.
The enclosure is not totally sealed,
but uses what are described as " air
release ports" — a number of small
holes which are supposed to reduce
the load on the cone at subsonic
frequencies.
Crossover between the drivers is
at 1,600 cps, and is applied electrically to the tweeter only. The woofer
is designed to roll off automatically
above the crossover frequency. Woofer-tweeter balance is fixed, but this
is one of those rare cases where lack
of a balance adjustment is of little
consequence, because the drivers are
extremely well matched.
The manufacturer claims that this
speaker is not room sensitive, which
is absurd.
All speakers are room
sensitive, some less so than others,
*See " Farewell to the Paper Cone," Sept.Oct. 1962.
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and this one does appear to be less
so than most.
But it does sound
different in different rooms, and like
all other speakers, it is fairly critical
of room placement if you demand its
maximum performance.
Outdoors, where room effects are
absent, the system's response sounded
very smooth. Interstation hiss from
an FM tuner was reproduced with a
barely perceptible " ooh" coloration,
but there was no bass boom or treble
"siss." Sweeping an audio oscillator
through the speaker's range (with
the speaker at the base of aflat wall,
to simulate room placement), subjective response was flat from 60 to
about 12,000 cps, above which there
appeared to be a rapid rolloff. A
barely perceptible rise at around 300
cps was all Icould hear that might

correspond to the " ooh" quality
noted previously. Below 60 cps, the
response slid off increasingly rapidly
until, at 40, it was virtually silent.
No doubling was audible.
In our standard listening room, the
IMF system appeared to reflect the
room's known characteristics. The

speaker is extremely smooth and
musical, with excellent balance and
an almost total lack of the spit,
sizzle and crackle that we have come
to associate with compression tweeters.
Blending between the driver
units was excellent, and there were
no perceptible crossover effects. With
truly linear program material, the
system's high-end limit was perceptible as aslight dulling of transients
and high overtones, but when playing most commercial recordings,
with their tipped-up top, the rolloff
was judged to
an advantage.
Bass was tight and well-defined,
but not very deep.
Most of the
musical range was excellently reproduced, but the really deep material,
which gives the sound its foundation, was missing. We were told by
the manufacturer that this low-end
rolloff was designed into the enclosure, to reduce the audibility of
turntable rumble, but if this is the
case, we object. We feel that aproduct should be as good as the manufacturer can make it, and if some
others don't happen to be good
enough to match it, it's up to the
other manufacturers to improve their
own products.
If, as Lectronics
states, it is easy to restore the missing bass, we hope it will be done.
The IMF system is what would be
described as awarm-sounding speaker. It does not have quite the focused
lucidity of the best electrostatic
systems, but sounds very slightly
gray by comparison — a little like
the difference between a closed-circuit live transmission and a 15-ips
master tape of the same thing.
Neither does it yield the close-up,
high-pressure sound of ahorn system.
It gives " Row- H" sound, aquality
that we, personally, like, but which
may not appeal to listeners who like
to sit on the conductor's podium.
It is not intended to " bring the performers into the room," but to " take

you into the auditorium." It does,
in fact, re-create with considerable
accuracy the sense of actual distance
between the recording microphones
and the performers.
As stereo pairs, these are extraordinary speakers. Not only is the
pressure tweeter highly nondirectional, but the woofer, too, has noticeably less tendency to beam its
upper range than have conventional
concave-cone woofers. As a result,
the speakers give remarkable center
fill-in, even when spaced aconsiderable distance apart, and they produce
no perceptible swimming or wandering of the stereo images. All instruments, including dead-centered ones,
stay put. A center fill-in speaker with
these would b.: superfluous. Stereo
pairing helps the system's extreme
low end, too, but not enough.
The efficiency of the IMF system
was estimated to be about 2per cent,
which means that a 30-watt amplifier will drive it to ear-shattering
level.
The system actually listens
better at very high levels than an
electrostatic, for the slight high-end
rolloff minimizes surface noise and
tracing distortion (both of which are
severest at high levels), and the compression tweeter provides a better
match to the amplifier at very high
frequencies, where electrostatics will
often drive an amplifier to severe
overload at even moderate levels.
This is an eminently natural, musical-sounding speaker, and an astounding stereo 2erformer, but it
could do with a Dit more range at
both ends of the spectrum. There are
others in its price class with significantly wider range ( the Neshaminy
units, for instance), but there are
few in any price range that sound
as natural.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The
review attests completely to our primary design objective: To make a speaker that is
usable, and good, with the wide variety of
input material, equipment and listening rooms
that is prevalent. A note about the frequency
response: A given series of design parameters
can be altered within certain limits. The limit
we set is " best over-all musical quality.'' Our
literature, contrary to this report, shows a
relatively flat response from 25 cycles to 14 kc.
This curve was run with elaborate automatic
data recording equipment, and it is stated
that the curve represents only one series of
conditions of test! Since that curve was run,
we have, admittedly, moved the low-frequency
cutoff up to 30 cycles, for the following
reasons, which make sense to us:
1. A great deal less ** feedback - problem
with equipment having subsonic resonance
problems and lacking a suitable subsonic
filter. While we deplore the existance of such
equipment, we must realize that it does exist,
in the homes of most speaker users.
2. By moving up the cutoff, we have been
able to smooth the middle-bass region even

more, and this is where the music is, and where
clarity is so sadly lacking in some highlytouted compact speakers.
3. We have the assurance of the world's
leading recording authorities that the present
bass limit of recordings is, at best, 40 cps.
When and if response below 30 cps becomes
important, we can change our parameters.
We have no argument with subjective reactions. Let us state clearly, though, that we
have been told by various critics that our bass
is " too heavy, - " too light," " too muddy,"
and " too bare." Iam reminded of a famous
reviewer who, at first, thought the bass of our
Quad electrostatic " too light," and now assures us that it is the only ideal bass propagator he knows. How our minds do change,
as we gain experience. For those who want
more-extended treble, we make the IMF
woofer available with the incomparable IMF
ribbon tweeter (slightly higher price), with
flat treble to 20 kc.

The Dynaco- B&O 200
Stereo Microphone
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Dual ribbon velocity. Frequency response:
2db, 30 to 13,000 cps;
db, 20 to 15,000 cps. Impedance: 150/
200 ohms. Sensitivity (RETMA Gm): — 156
db. Price: $ 149.95. Distributor: Dynaco
Inc., 3912 Powelton Ave., Philadelphia 4, Pa.

The Danish-made B&O
Model 200 stereo microphone consists of two
ribbon units mounted one
above the other in a
single case, with aswivel
coupling enabling them
to be aimed as much as 90
degrees apart.
Stereo
separation is derived from
the polar patterns of the
mikes. Both have a figure- 8 pattern, so when
aimed outwards, one favors the instruments it is
aiming at, and the other
favors those on the other
side of the stage. Centered sounds are picked
up at half volume by each
mike. This is the theoretical ideal for obtaining
a continuous curtain of
sound across the " stage. The resulting " intensity
stereo" can yield agreater sense of realism from
adequately-spaced loudspeakers than any other
arrangement,
and
the
single unit is easier to
handle than two separate mikes.
A three- position switch on the
lower mike selects flat response (M),
bass attenuation (T), or an Off position. Another switch reverses phase
between the mikes.
The 200 comes with a20-ft. dualchannel cable, one end of which plugs

into the mike (and fits a stand
adapter, if you choose not to suspend
the mike from its cable). The other
end terminates in five wires, and instructions are supplied for connecting
these to the two output plugs that
are needed.
We encountered no installation
difficulties.
The mike's output is
low — although quite enough for a
good professional or semipro recorder — but hum was no problem.
Preliminary checks tended to confirm the manufacturer's response
specs, except for abass rise to about
5db at 50 cps in the upper mike when
the unit is stand-mounted. This unbalances the VU meter readings,
so if you do not suspend the mike,
channel balancing is best donc via
monitor phones. The lower mike of
the pair is available separately for
$89.85, though, as the Model 100,
and two of these would eliminate
the rise and allow greater miking
flexibility. The total cost would still
be less than one would expect to pay
for two mikes of this quality.
Despite the low-end rise, we
found this to be one of the most
natural, smooth and wide-range
mikes we have encountered.
Its
closest competitor is B&O's own
Model 53, whose tendency toward
high-frequency beaming makes it
much less satisfactory as a stereo
mike. The Model 200 shows none
of this tendency.
In comparison with our current
standard, the Sony C-37A condenser
system ($295 per mike), the lower
half of the B&O had a softer high
end, and ashade less definition, but
it was no less smooth or natural, and
actually bettered the Sony on strings,
voice and piano.
If a pair of the Model 100s cost
$400, they would be an ideal choice
for the professional. At $180, they
are too good a buy for any serious
recordist to pass up.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Bang
& Olufsen's tests on this mike did not reveal
any bass rise in either unit. We will, however,
check to determine whether or not the reported
effect is peculiar to aparticular mike or stand
mount. The transducing elements of the upper
and lower microphones arc identical, though,
and should yield similar response.
We arc particularly pleased that the reviewer
noted the naturalness of this microphone, for
specifications all too often stress frequency
range, without regard for smoothness.
Intensity stereo is highly advantageous for
stereo broadcasting, since it yields afully compatible mono signal. Spaced microphones
cause phase interference in the combined signal.
The 200-ohm output impedance is standard
for professional microphones. For recorders
with high-impedance mike inputs, a stereo
matching transformer is available for $24.95.
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BACH:Organ Music
Toccata and Fugue in D minor
(8:14); Prelude & Fugue in E
flat (
St. Anne's) (
14.07); Toccata
and Fugue No. 8 in D minor
(Dorian) (
12:47); Toccata No. 3
in E (9:43).
Carl Weinrich, Organ.
disc LSC-2557. $5.95.

RCA-Victor

Mr. Weinrich starts out this program in the approved commercial
manner with the Bach Warhorse and
Fugue in D minor, and follows this
with three other works that don't
sell records, but should. The famous
Toccata and Fugue in D minor is
played with all the appropriate dynamics and tempi, plus a little
sloppy footwork here and there, but
the performance leaves me cold.
Fortunately, the other works redeem the program. The " Dorian,"
more familiar by sound than by
name to this reviewer, is superbly
carried off, as are the other, lesserknown works. Mr. Weinrich plays
the three with evident relish.
Unfortunately, his efforts to
turn out a good recording for his
RCA-Victor premiere were sabotaged
in the engineering department.
Either through electronic manipulations or an injudicious choice of microphones and their placement, the
organ comes through with virtually
no deep bass and apredominance of
spectacular treble. The lack of anything below about 70 cycles robs the
sound of the breadth and power it
should have, and underscores the
excess brilliance to the point where
it all becomes intensely annoying
after afew minutes of listening. As
if this weren't enough, the disc
shows evidence of excessive radius
compensation, manifested by a progressive increase in shrillness as the
pickup approaches the label. Side
1on my copy was at least clean, but
side 2was badly distorted.
Perhaps Victor will see fit to
rerelease this eventually in a highfidelity recording.
J.G.H.
BRAHMS:
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Concerto for Violin,

recordings

Cello and Orchestra in A minor,
Op. 102 (35:03).
Wolfgang Schneiderhan, violin;
Janos Starker, cello; Berlin Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Ferenc Fricsay, conductor. Deutsche Grammophon disc SLPM 138-753. $6.98.
Although Istill retain great affection
for the Francescatti-Fournier-Walter
reading of this work for Columbia,
it must now take an honored second
place below this superbly integrated
performance.
The SchneiderhanStarker-Fricsay conception affords a
welcome relief from the high-powered virtuoso performances which
seem to be the fashion these days.
Tempi throughout are judiciously
chosen, allowing the music time to
sing and breathe, and Mr. Fricsay
provides an orchestral backing of
great strength which, fortunately,
does not overlook the music's more
intimate qualities. The Berlin Radio
orchestra outdoes its usual competent self.
Deutsche Grammophon's superbly balanced pickup of the orchestra should be an object lesson to
all recording companies. For once,
the woodwinds are heard in proper
relation to the rest of the ensemble,
even during solo passages. Directionality is there, but it is so subtly
employed that the homogeneity of
the sound is never disturbed. The
spacious Berlin hall is not my favorite recording locale because of the
dank, rather nasal quality during the
very last moments of echo decay,
and Deutsche Grammophon has not
really solved the problem of proper
balance between soloists and orchestra. Particularly during crescendos, the soloists are too far forward.
But these are hardly major matters,
and do not detract from my enthusiasm for this recording.
Deutsche Grammophon's surfaces
are immaculate, tracking problems are non-existent, and the dynamic range of the recording, with
its rich, full, natural bass, should
satisfy the most demanding listener.
J. W. K .

BRITTEN: Noye's Fludde (48:00)
Owen Brannigan, Sheila Rex, Trevor
Anthony, Children's Chorus, an East
Suffolk Children's Orchestra, Members of the English Chamber Orchestra, Norman Del Mar, conductor.
London disc OS-25331, $5.98.
This musical setting of the Chester
miracle play about Noah, his ark,
and the problems attendant thereof,
if one of the most movingly beautiful
recorded works I have ever heard.
Its simplicity and sincerity are a
stinging rebuke to those contemporary composers who have forgotten
that music is basically an expression
of emotion, without which its appeal can be only to the logic-oriented
'
mind" of a computing machine.
Recorded at an actual public performance, this is an absolute tour de
force; the word " incredible" crossed
my mind several times as Ilistened.
Ido not hesitate to place it among
the supreme technical achievements
of disc recording, and Ifind it almost
impossible to pick any specific qualities of the sound for analytical evaluation. The only word that comes to
mind is " natural," and how can one
describe an impression such as this in
terms of technical details? Ican say,
though, that if alive performance in
stereo is categorically this much
better than a recording session, I
would be all in favor of outlawing
recording sessions, for Ido not recall
having heard any disc with such a
remarkable sense of realism as was
captured on this one. For reasons
which Ifail to understand, the bass
on this disc is astounding; no sodden
boom, but some of the deepest,
tightest lows Ihave heard from any
disc, stereo or mono. The entire
sound is lucid and detailed, and
tracking is so clean that it is hard to
imagine that the master tape could
have been any cleaner.
This is a record you must have,
regardless of your musical tastes, for
not only is it ajoy to listen to, it is
all the proof that anyone could ever
need of the superiority of good stereo
over the best mono sound.
J.W.K.

DVORAK: Cello
minor (37:50)

Concerto

in

B

Pierre Fournier, cello; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, George Sze11,
conductor. Deutsche-Grammophon
disc SLPM-138755, $6.98.
DVORAK: Cello
minor (38:00)

Concerto

in

B

Janos Starker, cello; London Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, conductor.
Mercury disc SR-90303,
$5.98.
Ifind it difficult to choose between
these two superb performances. Dorati's is more immediately arresting,
although this may be a result of
Mercury's closer microphoning. Dorati is more extroverted than Sze11,
but the suavity and nuance of the
latter's reading must elicit equal
respect, and the greater polish of the
Berlin Philharmonic's playing cannot be overlooked, either. Both of
the distinguished soloists are quite
capable of meeting the stringent demands of the score, and turn in
eminently satisfying performances.
So, the choice here must boil down
to achoice of recording, and in this
respect there is little similarity between the DGG and the Mercury.
The DGG is typical of that firm's
conservative approach to recording.
It is rather distant and warmly
spacious, although I am still not
enamoured with the slightly dank
sound of the Berlin hall. Directionality is very subtly handled — most
of the stereo effect here is utilized to
convey the sense of concert-hall
space and roundness — and the woodwinds, which are so important in
this score, are heard in their proper
perspective.
There is no obvious
sweetening" of orchestral choirs
except for a moment or two in the
first movement when the cellos and
basses are abit more prominent than
they should be. Dynamic range is
fairly wide but not outstandingly so
and, perhaps for this reason, tracking
problems on my sample were nonexistent. The solo cello is rather
more prominent than it might be in
the concert hall, and Idon't feel the
sound of it to be altogether true.
Lows on the disc are firm and somewhat larger than life, but not conspicuously so.
Surfaces were immaculate on my review copy.
Ever since the first " Living Presence" recording of Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition earned critical plaudits all over the place, Mercury has favored a close-up mike
placement that, while succeeding in

putting you in the front row, often
succeeds also in roughening the
sound of the orchestra to the point of
annoyance. Iam glad to note that,
in this recording, Mercury saw fit to
back off abit, so while we are much
closer than in the DGG disc, we get
less coarseness than is customary
from Mercury's discs. The recording
locale was awarmly resonant hall —
ideal for cello — and the miking
superbly delineates the depth of the
orchestra. Balance between the various parts of the orchestra is excellent,
revealing the interplay of the instruments without upsetting their perspective. String tone is considerably
less shrill than on most Mercurys,
lows are solid and clean but not
terribly deep, and the dynamic range
of the disc is very wide. There is not,
however, the sense of strain in fortissimos that I have grown accustomed (unhappily) to hearing from
wide-dynamic range discs.
As in the DGG disc, Mercury's
cello is larger than life, but it does
sound like acello. Directionality is
very effective, without exaggeration
or confusion.
Everything considered, my choice
here would be the Mercury, but you
may prefer amore distant seat in the
hall, so take your pick.
J.W.K.
MILHAUD: La Creation du Monde
(15:38); Suite Proveneale (16:40)
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Munch, conductor.
RCA-Victor
Soria Series disc LDS-2625, $6.98.
These are two of Milhaud's most
listenable works, and both are typical of the kind of music that Mr.
Munch does better than anyone else.
Leonard Bernstein's Creation (
on Columbia) exploited more fully and
more idiomatically the jazz elements
in this work, but it lacked the
suavity and sophistication that Mr.
Munch brings to it.
The RCA-Victor engineers, after
some years of experimentation, have
finally come up with what Ifeel to
be anearly perfect representation of
the Boston Symphony's sound at its
best. The excess reverberation that
marred many recent BSO releases is
under control here, and provides a
spacious aura for the uniquely FrenchAmerican sound of this orchestra
under Charles Munch.
The dynamic range of this recording is very wide, yet tracking was no
problem at all, possibly because the
rather short sides keep the pickup
out of the often-troublesome inner
grooves. Directionality is natural,

there is anice sense of depth and perspective to the sound, and the orchestral choirs are well differentiated
and in excellent balance. Highs are
sweet and wide-range, lows solid and
unobtrusive.
All in all, two excellent performances, very well recorded.
J.W.K.
MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusik ( 15:34); Impresario Overture (3:58); Cosi fan Tutte Overture (4:50); Marriage of Figaro
Overture (4:39); Magic Flute
Overture (7:29); Masonic Funeral Music (7:40).
Columbia Symphony Orchestra,
Bruno Walter, conductor. Columbia
disc MS-6356 $5.98.
These performances, which include
the last recordings made by Bruno
Walter (March 8 and 31, 1961),
speak with asimplicity and warmth
of spirit which make me wonder how
anyone could ever play Mozart in
any other way. Yet Ihave never
heard those pert wind passages in
the overtures played with such
grace and humor, and the delicacy
and nuance of the string playing,
while not of the calibre of that exhibited by the winds, forms an almost perfect complement to the spirit
of the occasion.
I wish that I might speak as
glowingly of Columbia's recording,
but the same old bugaboos are here,
and they are made doubly exasperating because of the quality of the
music making. The miking of the
woodwinds, while it does give us a
chance to listen closely to the playing, is entirely out of proportion to
the rest of the orchestra. Violins are
zippy, they come from apoint source
rather than from atwo-dimensional
plane, and Ifind directionality as insistent as it is in this recording to be
an intrusion, especially when the
lower strings on the right here seem
to be much closer to me than do the
upper strings on the left.
General processing of this disc
is disappointing. Clean tracking was
a continuing problem, particularly
in the inner diameters of the Cosi fan
Date Overture.
Surfaces on my
sample disc were periodically noisy,
and Iencountered pops during most
of the fortissimo passages. The illdefined low end of this recording is
another of the disc's liabilities. All
in all, it seems that Columbia is determined to drive us to tape, although for all Iknow, their 4-track
release of this may be just as had.
J.W.K.
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Distortion (
from page 8)
not travel along a straight line.
They arc pivoted at one end, and
thus describe an arc across the
grooved surface (Figure 3). Consequently, the best they can do is to
approximate the path of the cutter.
Improper tangency, also known as
tracking error, is apotent source of

FRICTION
PULL

tracing distortion, not only because
of the harmonics and IM products
that it creates, but because it unbalances the lateral forces applied to
the groove walls by the stylus
(Figure 4). We will discuss this,
and the requisites for low-distortion
pickup and system performance, in
the concluding part of this article in
the next issue.

A
VERAGE
-GROOVE "
PATH

AGAINST THIS
GROOVE WALL

DIMINISHED FORCE
AGAINST THIS GROOVE WALL
Figure 4. When the groove moves past the stylus, friction between them creates
aforce in adirect line between the stylus and the tone arm base. If the cartridge
is perfectly tangential to the groove at the point of contact (upper diagram), this
force tends to pull the stylus directly along the average path of the groove (dotted
line), so that when the groove pushes the stylus from side to side, the stylus presses
against the groove wall with equal force on both halves (A and B) of the modulation cycle. When the tangency is off (lower diagram), some of the frictional
force is directed against one wall of the groove, increasing the lateral force on that
wall and encouraging the pickup stylus to ride up that side of the groove.

Miscellany
Help
Several subscribers have written
to ask what they can do to help this
noble venture in Audio Publishing.
We appreciate the thought. There is,
however, only one thing that we
need urgently at this point, and that
is more subscribers. So, anyone who
wishes to help can best do it by becoming an Unofficial Booster, First
Class. The more new subscribers we
get, the sooner we can go on aregular monthly publishing basis and
the better our future will look.
Stop the Music!
We note that many of the amplifier
manufacturers who were solid supporters of the IHFM's ridiculous
'Music Power" rating system have
stopped mentioning it in their current data sheets.
Instead, the spec sheets now refer,
simply, to " IHFM Power." Don't
be misled, though.
It's still the
"Music Power" rating; only the
16

name has been changed to protect
the advertisers.
What We're Missing
Our record critic, Jim Keeler, received ashipment of English Columbia stereo discs that he ordered directly from adealer in Great Britain,
and we spent an evening comparing
them with Angel Records' domestic
releases of the same performances.
Our suspicions were confirmed.
The British discs had wider dynamic
range, considerably deeper, fuller
bass, and the kind of sweet, clean,
completely natural high end that we
have always associated with good
"tape sound." In short, we were
forced to conclude that we in the
United States are being gypped out
of much of the inherent quality of
Angel's master tapes, and we strongly
suspect that Angel isn't the only
label in the U.S. that issues secondrate discings of first-rate master tapes.
We're scheduling an article on our
findings for the next. issue, and will
list therein some of the sources
through which American buyers can
obtain these superb European discs.

Tall (
from page 10)
channel signals before they reach
our cars.*
Finally, your microphones. Few
recordists realize that microphones,
particularly
the
modestly-priced
ones, color the sound more than do
many loudspeakers, and usually vary
in response depending on the direction they are aimed. Most mikes are
non-directional at low and middle
frequencies, becoming increasingly
directional at higher frequencies,
and this treble " beam" can be used
to control the high-end response of
your recordings. Aiming the mike
squarely at the source will give maximum treble response, but whether
"maximum" yields flat response or
a rising high end depends on the
microphone.
The best way of checking your
mike's directivity is by having a
friend speak into it while moving
slowly around it (facing toward it
at all times) and describing his position as he moves.
His recorded
voice won't sound natural to him,
but you will find it acritical test of
your microphone's (and, incidentally, your whole system's) performance.
One final tip: Keep the recorder
and the tape as cool as possible when
recording. Prolonged operation of
the recorder may allow heat from
the motors to travel through the top
plate to the heads, and when heads
heat up, they can cause several different kinds of trouble, all of which
spell bad recording. The hotter the
tape, the less readily it will accept
magnetism, and the more it will tend
to stick to the heads, causing distortion and squealing. If the heads
get hot enough, the magnetic gaps
may even become distorted, causing
loss of highs and additional distortion of the sound. There's no need
to pack the whole head assembly in
dry ice, unless of course you're working in the midday heat of the Mojave
desert.
But a small exhaust fan,
installed where it will circulate air
past the underside of the head assembly, will usually be enough to
avoid problems due to heat. Just
make sure, though, that the ventilating louvres in the bottom of the recorder's case aren't stopped up by
whatever the recorder is sitting on.
Thick rugs and upholstered seat
cushions are very effective ventilatorstoppers.
*Jensen Loudspeakers makes a "Space Perspective" device that can be used with some headsets
to simulate the effect of loudspeaker listening.

Disclaimer
Sirs:
Your introduction to Irving Fried's
"Forum" piece (Sept.-Oct. 1962)
states " Mr. Fried confesses to at
least partial responsibility for the
development of the Klipsch and
Lowther horns. .
The undersigned would like very
much to know what the basis for
such claims could be. The first time
Iever heard of Mr. Fried was in one
of the audio-hi-fi magazines in perhaps the mid-1950s. The basic designs of my horns were laid down in
1940-1941.
Paul W. Klipsch
Klipsch & Associates, Inc.
Hope, Arkansas
Plastic Cones
Sirs:
Irving Fried's " Forum" piece, although plainly asales pitch for the
foam-plastic-cone speakers he sells,
made its points well but failed to
raise one interesting question.
If these woofers are so much better
than the paper-cone types for use in
compact speaker systems, would
they not be equally superior in large
systems? Has anyone tried using a
plastic-cone speaker in one of the
"big" speaker systems that Mr.
Fried admits are the standards by
which compacts are judged? If the
plastic-cone speakers are so good,
they should allow a big system to
be better than anything we have
heard to date.
Dale Warren
Washington, D. C.
Electrovoice uses a 30-inch polystyrenefoam woofer in their massive Patrician
700 system, and it does sound better
than any paper-cone driver they have
used previously in their Patricians.
Reports Reports
Sirs:
I think the first issue of THE
Szintnopinui was great. Idon't see
how you can keep it that good, but
I'll be happy to sec you try.
Ido have a couple of criticisms,
though, mainly about your " Stereophile Reports." Iown a Weathers
PS-11 pickup, so Ican't argue with
your evaluation of it. But why de-

vote so much space to one product?
At the rate of one review per issue,
six issues per year, you aren't going
to scratch the surface of the available
components. Let's have less detail
and more reviews per issue.
Your record reviews, too, are much
too long, and waste far too much
space talking about the music and
the conductor.
I can read High
Fidelity and HiFi /Stereo Review if I
want to learn all about the music.
You said your reviews would concentrate on the sonic aspects of the
recordings. Why don't you do this?
Make the reviews shorter, and stick
to the technicalia.
Jack Tippett
Los Angeles, Calif.

mitting advertisers, but I suppose
you know what you're doing.
I
hope so, anyway, because after publishing " How to Write an Ad, ' in
your first issue, you certainly won't
get any advertisers even if you do
decide to accept them.
This kind of thing needed to be
said, and Ithink you chose aperfect
way of saying it. Advertisers have
been sacred cows for so long that
some of them have gotten the impression there is no deceit or misrepresentation they can't get away
with.
Don Mortimer
Bronx, New York

Sirs:
I enjoyed your first issue very
much, and Iparticularly like your
approach to the equipment reports.
Every other magazine gives test
results and a superficial evaluation
of subjective performance, and by
the time I finish reading their reports Idon't know any more than
Idid before. Your analysis in depth
of the Weathers PS- 11 pickup was
the most thorough equipment report
Ihave seen. Let's have more just
like it.
Incidentally, Ihave ordered a PS11 system from my dealer.
W. Miller
Columbus, Ohio

Sirs:
What the h— is the point of the
cartoon on page 18 of your first
issue? I have studied it from all
angles, and Ican't see what you're
driving at. Please explain.
Gary West
New York, N. Y.

The consensus among our readers was
that reports should be shorter but, if
possible, just as detailed. It isn't possible, but we'll do our best. IVe will
try to average two to three equipment reports per issue and, starting with the
next issue, will see what we can do
about increasing drastically our coverage of new recordings.
Vexed Gothamite
Sirs:
I am sick and tired of hearing
people say what a nice place New
York is to visit, but they wouldn't
want to live here (" Letters," Sept.Oct.). Ilive here, and Iwouldn't
swap its theaters, concerts, art exhibits and restaurants for any suburban rabbit warren, in Wallingford,
Pa. or anywhere else.
You may keep Wallingford, thank
you very much.
L. Michaels
New York, N. Y.
You're welcome
No Advertising
Sirs:
Ido not see how you expect to
make amagazine pay off without ad-

Add-A-Part

Study it again. The playback system
comprises a super-tweeter and a midrange speaker. The gentleman is playing a cello, which is a bass instrument
of sorts. Get it?
Sirs:
If the man in the cartoon is supplying the bass, why is he playing a
'cello instead of abass fiddle?
Helen Williamson
Washington, D. C.
Don't be so particular.
A Wiser Bad-Punning One
Sirs:
Your suggestion that amember of
the American Society for the Advancement of Dabbling in Audio,
affiliated with a brewing company,
might consider himself ASADA Budweiser one, sent me into Piels of
laughter.
If you think Heinekentrary sort
for indulging in such a Lowenbrau
sport as punning, actually Iam just
more or 1F.sslingering over something
you started. If my Millerfluous puns
are Carling your toes, then you Ortlieb them alone yourself. But then,
Iguess Pabst the way it goes.
George Bell
St. Louis, Mo.
Oh, good show, stout fellow!
Certainly we can't beer a grudge or
come to lagerheads with you over aspot of
punning, because ' tis said that neither
pilsner tonics are as quick acure for what
ales us.
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Forum (
from page 9)
time to come, and we will continue
to enjoy them.
Polystyrene cones
and transistors represent progress, to
be sure, but let's take the time to
decide . how significant is this progress before we scrap all our oldfashioned" conventional components.
C. J. Dougherty, Jr.
Philadelphia, Pa.
To which Mr. Fried replies:
It was not the intent of my article
to imply that expanded polystyrenes
produce " perfect" bookshelf speakers, but only to point out that new
cone materials are making it possible
to produce better loudspeakers than
could be made from paper.
Why? Because they make better
pistons. Mr. Dougherty did not take
issue with my explanation of why
expanded polystyrene should be a
superior cone material, so his main
gripe seems to be that there is no
sense getting excited about polystyrenes when paper-cone systems are as
good as they are. This, of course, is
amatter of personal taste.
One's judgment about this kind of
thing can only be subjective. If, in
direct comparison, Mr. Dougherty
cannot hear the difference between a
good styrene system and one of the
popular brands of compact papercone system, or doesn't feel the difference to be worth mentioning, then
all this talk about superior naturalness and transient response is awaste
of words. He's satisfied with the
state of the art as it now stands. If
he, like most other listeners, can
detect the superior musicality of the
styrene-cone system, then it is entirely up to him whether the improvement warrants replacing his

present paper-cone system.
Certainly, the styrene cone is not
the end of all speaker research. But
it has opened up new avenues of development beyond the dead end that
paper cones had brought us to. Even
if another, superior material comes
along to replace polystyrene, the
point of my article still stands:
Paper cones are already obsolete.

Audio Mort
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TEST EQUIPMENT SALE: EICO Model
400 5-inch oscilloscope, needs new rectifier
and amp tubes, otherwise in good condition,
pix tube OK, $15. Radio City Products
VOM, 1000 ohms/volt, 1Ma to 10 Amp DC,
Ohms to 1Meg, DCV to 2500, ACV to 1000,
like new, $10. Heath AG-7 sine 8c square
wave generator, 20 to 20,000 cps, functionally
like new but with redesigned front panel, $20.
All instructions supplied.
Dept. EP, The
Stereophile, Box 187, Wallingford, Pa.
WANTED: Top-notch off-the-air tape of
Boston Symphony Orchestra Tanglewood performance of Tchaikovsky ' Rococo Variations," with Sammy Mays, 'cello, from performance of 1959 or ' 60. Dept. RM, The
Stereophi le.

e1,
1.
The Audio Mart will publish, free of
charge, Buy, Sell or Swap ads from
Stereophile subscribers. Nonsubscribers
may insert ads for circulation among our
highly concentrated readership at a rate
of 10 cents per word, including name and
address. Hyphenated words count as a
single word, as do initials. Ads are
published as received, so we cannot be
responsible for the condition or quality of
items advertised for sale in Audio Mart.
FOR SALE: Concertons NWR-1 network
recorder, full-track, 7.5 and 15 ips, in two
portable cases, room for additional heads;
$200.
Magne-Cordette record-playback
tape preamplifiers, 3 available at $10 each.
R. O. Sherbahn, 9941-B Young Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
FOR SALE: Roberts 990 deck, three heads,
automatic stop, superior quality, like new;
two RA- 100 recording amplifiers, excellent:
All for $160. Also have Electro-Voice 630
microphone, at $20. Will consider trades for
radio amateur equipment. J. Foy Guin, Jr.,
Box 26, Russellville, Ala.
STEREO DEMONSTRATORS at ridiculous prices. Cleaning house on stereo cartridges, arms, speakers, tuners, recorders and

Calibrate Your Stylus Gauge
The very low tracking force of modern pickups puts unprecedented demands on the accuracy of the gauge
that is used to set the force. Many
of these gauges were designed for
use with pickups tracking at 3grams
or more, where inaccuracies of 0.5
grams are insignificant. But a 0.5gram discrepancy can make the difference between clean and fuzzy
tracking in a pickup whose recommended force is between 0.75 and 1.5
grams, so it is useful to have some
means of checking the accuracy of a
force gauge down near the bottom
of its scale.

other new but discontinued models. STEREO
ASSOCIATES, 1424 Quinwood Street, Hyattsville, Md. Write for quotes.

A new 10-cent dime weighs 2.145
grams, which is quite close enough to
2 grams to act as areference standard. To check the accuracy of your
force gauge, adjust the tone arm's
tracking force to zero, so the arm,
when lowered to the height at which
the reading will be taken, is perfectly balanced. Then place adime
on the pickup head, directly above
the stylus tip, and measure the resulting imbalance with your gauge.
The reading should be taken with
the arm at exactly the same height as
it was when balanced, and should
register between 2and 2.25 grams.

A Glossary of
Advertising Terminology
Lifetime stylus
A needle that will last for the
entire life of its tip.
Spine-tingling brilliance
Stridency. Also called screech,
shriek, or hi-fi.
Stereo spaciousness
A curtain of directionality extending all the way across the
two-foot space between the
stereo speakers.
Absolute speed accuracy
A term used to describe aprecision turntable whose speed is
accurate to within ± 5% of
33% rpm .
Inaudible distortion
Distortion that is inaudible to
some people, such as deaf people,
dead people, and figments of
imagination.

To check the gauge at 1 gram,
measure the imbalance with the dime
resting (or fastened with asmall strip
of cellulose tape) on top of the tone
arm at apoint precisely midway between the stylus tip and the pivots
about which the arm moves vertically. Finally, reset the arm's force
to the recommended value, according to your revised estimate of the
gauge's accuracy.
Suspension-type-gauges such as the
Weathers " postage-scale" variety
can be checked at 2grams by fastening the dime directly to the gauge's
suspension arm with asmall piece of
cellulose tape. The tape should not
affect the reading by more than about
0.1 gram.
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into the capacitance you read off the chart, to determine
the capacitance (in microfarads) you will need.
A three-way system has two crossover frequencies,
between each overlapping pair of speakers. Follow the
steps described above, for each crossover frequency. The
components whose values you will arrive at are designated as A (for the higher crossover frequency) and B.
415 )
moo

Capacitance ( Mf

Choose the appropriate crossover network circuit, above,
and note the L and C number designations on it.
Locate the desired crossover frequency at the bottom
of the graph, below, and follow this upward until it
intersects the slanted line corresponding to the numbered
L or C component. From this intersection, read inductance (L) to the left, or capacitance (R) to the right.
Divide 10 into the impedance of the speakers you will
be using (all must be the same) to derive the conversion
Multiply this factor by the inductance value
you read off the graph, to determine the inductance (in
millihenries) you will need. Then divide this factor

12

10

100

Crossover Frequency ( CPS)
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With issue Number 3,

the Problems started.

ing and Informative)

articles was exhausted; we were starting to receive

Our backlog of I+I ( Interest-

a slew of components for testing; we had hired and were trying to break
in Eleanore Wright's replacement (!); and the Post- Office department
seemed determined to sabotage us at every opportunity. But we were
starting to get into the swing of things, with articles like " Tracing
Distortion and What to Do About It" and " Service? You Jest," by a nonexistent Harry Teesdale ( a nom de plume for someone who felt his employer would not appreciate that kind of extra- curricular authoring). Despite it all, 3 got out on schedule.. . almost.
Issue 3 contained only two full-length equipment reports, but these
were abetted by 11 short reports grouped under the heading " Once Over
Lightly." The reader reaction was unanimously enthusiastic,

but we did

not see how we would be able to test enough equipment in a given period
of time to make that a regular feature. We were to change our mind about
that some time later.
Shortly after this issue came out, Joel Tall decided he had been a
contributing editor to this strange publication for long enough, and
joined the ranks of the defectors.
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As We See It

Too Good to Be True

Two letters from readers (page 17) started
us thinking again about something we've
mulled at, off and on, for the past year or
so: Does today's high-fidelity equipment,
for all its vastly improved performance,
Articles & Otherwise
actually sound that much better than the
best of the early components?
Tracing Distortion (Conclusion). . . 3
Certainly, the best of today's pickups,
Service? You Jest!
amplifiers and loudspeakers are objectively
far superior to anything available ten, or
by Harry S. Teesdale
6
even five years ago. Pickups trace more
Once Over Lightly
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cleanly at lower forces, amplifiers have
lower distortion and higher stability, and
speakers have wider range, smoother reDepartments
sponse and lower distortion than ever beThe Forum
fore. Yet increasing numbers of long-time
Paper Cones Again
7
audiophiles are complaining that today's
sound reproduction is not as natural as it
Tall on Tape
8
used to be during the golden age of monoThe Baffle Board
9
phony. Some have even suggested that
maybe we need a bit of distortion and
Equipment Reports
peakiness to make things sound right, but
Empire 880P Cartridge;
good sense would seem to suggest otherHartley 220MS/Holton
wise. After all, fidelity is accuracy, and
Speaker System
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distortion and peaks are inaccuracies. Yet
by comparison with yesterday's systems,
Record Reviews
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today's crop is often accused of sounding
Letters
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rather gray and flat and, somehow, not
quite realistic.
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Reader Burks claims electrostatics just
Audio Mart
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don't sound natural, despite the fact that
the best of them measure better than anyStereophile Chart File
thing hitherto available. Reader VanderSensitivity Conversion Chart . 19
bilt harks back to an old Brociner-BrookFairchild system that he recalls as having
been more natural than anything he's
heard since.
Of course, it's easy to dismiss all this as
the embellishments of memory, which can
J. Gordon Holt
Editor & Publisher
turn a fifteen-inch snowfall during our
childhood into the biggest blizzard in hisPhilip C. Geraci
tory. No doubt, this does account for
Special Features Editor
some of it, but it isn't the whole answer.
Florence W. Schroeder
There are still alot of excellent, old monophonic systems in use today, several of
Editorial Assistant
which we have heard recently. We must
Contributing Editors
admit that some of them do have acertain
quality of realism that is lacking in many
James W. Keeler, Joel Tall
of the "best" modern setups—a quality
that not even stereo can provide. They
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Perhaps even more disturbing, however,
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is the number of times we have observed
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this intangible quality of realism from
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crummy little table-model radios that
could not qualify as high fidelity by any of
the standards we normally apply.
Does this mean our standards for evaluating components are all fouled up? Not
basically, because distortion is still distortion, whether it makes the sound worse or
Phil Geraci's cover design on this issue
better. However, it is possible that we
is a photogram of several objects all of
have been forgetting or ignoring some "miwhich pertain to audio except one, which
nor" factors that are actually more impordoesn't. Don't ask us to explain why,
tant than we suspect.
because toe won't.
Hearing is simply our reaction to apat9
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tern of pressure waves in the air around us.
If we can get exactly the same set of air
vibrations to our ears in the living room as
would have reached our ears in the concert
hall, we will hear a perfect replica of the
original sounds. Hence, the search for
smoother response, lower distortion, wider
range, better transient response, and all
the rest of it. Many loudspeaker designers,
for instance, have long claimed that their
field was an art as much as ascience, which
is another way of saying that their speakers
somehow seem to sound better when they're
designed with a couple of response deviations in them than they do when they're
made to be linear by measurement. In
other words, perhaps it is necessary to
compensate for some peculiarities of room
acoustics or of amplifier coloration in order
to produce linear response at our ears.
We won't attempt to volunteer any provocative theories about this at this time,
but we will bring up a couple of points
that might bear looking into. High fidelity started in movie theaters, and horn
speaker systems became the standard of
quality because, when used with contemporary amplifiers, they provided just
the right amount of brilliance and "presence." But when audiophiles brought
these components into their living rooms,
the sound was far too brilliant and shrill.
Some slightly insane audiophiles, including
the partially deaf, liked that kind of sound,
but musically-oriented listeners soon concluded that, while horns were fine for auditoriums (and palatial living rooms), they
had no place in the average home. Directradiator speakers became the accepted
standard for in-the-home use, because of
their "smoother, sweeter" sound.
"Presence" became a dirty word, and
most of the improvements in components
that were made in subsequent years were
aimed at "smoothing out" and "sweetening" their sound. We may have overshot
the mark though, hence the recent complaints about the "sogginess" and "muted"
quality of modern systems, and the upsurge of interest in speakers with more
"presence."
We can't advocate areturn to the sound
of yesteryear, but we would like to know
what it had that most of today's equipment lacks. Does anyone have any ideas
on the subject?
Reealibrate Your Stylus Gauge
In preparing the last issue's article,
"Calibrate Your Stylus Gauge" ( Page 18),
we had alocal druggist weigh some dimes
for us. He came up with 2.14 grams,
which turns out to be about 0.5 grams
inaccurate.
The correct weights should have been
listed as 2.5 grams at the end of the tone
arm, and 1.25 grams at the midway point
referred to in the article.
Moral: Weigh your own dimes.

There is some confusion as to the significance of "minimum tracking error," for
the tone arm position that gives the
smallest deviation from perfect tangency
— i. e., the least error — does not necessarily yield the lowest tracing distortion.
The minimum-error position is that where
the maximum deviation from perfect tangency, from the edge of the disc to the
inner grooves, is as small as the design of
the arm will allow. The tracking angle
will deviate slightly in one direction, at a
point about two thirds across the playing
surface, and will deviate by about the
same amount in the other direction, in the
inner and outer grooves.
This minimum-error location overlooks
the fact that tangency is most critical in
inner grooves, where the modulations are
much sharper and, hence, harder for the
stylus to follow (Figure 1). Thus we have
as an alternative the so-called "minimumdistortion" arm location, in which the arm
holds the cartridge perfectly tangential to
the inner grooves, and lets the less critical
outer ones take care of themselves (Figure
2). This arrangement is preferred, because
it gives thé cleanest average sound
throughout the whole disc.
A cartridge can best maintain its tangency to the groove when it is offset at an
angle to the axis of the tone arm. The
offset, however, creates another problem:
a tendency for the tone arm to pull in
toward the center of the rotating disc
(Figure 3), thus unbalancing the lateral
forces applied by the stylus to the groove
walls.
This inward pull is least pronounced in arms which use a small offset
angle and depend mainly on a long tone
arm to minimize tangency variations. But
for any given arm design, inward pull is
lessened as tracking force is reduced, because the lower force creates less of the
contact friction that develops the inward
pull component.
The inward pull is
usually negligible in pickups that track at
less than 2grams, but where higher forces
are required, it can be severe enough to
cause appreciable inner-groove distortion,
particularly in the right stereo channel
(which the stylus will be pulling away
from). Several ingenious countermeasures
have been devised to compensate for inward pull, but slightly tilting the whole

record player will accomplish the same
end, if the tone arm isn't statically
balanced.
All of these details will be of little importance if the pickup cartridge itself is
incapable of tracing groove modulations,
and most of the prerequisites here are old
hat to audio cognoscenti.
At low and middle frequencies, where
the groove vibrates relatively slowly, the
compliance of the stylus assembly determines how easily it will follow the undulations. The higher the stylus compliance,
the more readily it will trace these frequencies, but there is a practical limit to
the amount of compliance we can use.
The stylus compliance and the inertia
of the arm and cartridge constitute a
resonant system, like a weight suspended
at the end of a spring. The stiffer the
spring, the more rapidly it will be able to
move the weight and, hence, the shorter
its period of natural vibration or resonance.
At resonance, a pickup system will normally exhibit a large response peak and
will tend to jump grooves. Below resonance, the whole arm and cartridge will
vibrate along with the stylus, causing
drastic loss of output. Performance above
resonance is normal, so the resonance frequency should be made quite low.
It can't be too low, though, for the

Figure 1. Why inner grooves are critical of tracking error. In 1/1000 see.,
a disc will rotate through an angle
that includes one full cycle of 1-kc
modulation. Thus, the smaller the
groove radius, the more each cycle is
compressed, and the sharper the angle
its walls present to the moving stylus.

stylus must be able to move the arm and
cartridge with it, in response to a warped
or off-center disc. Ideally, the system
resonance should fall between about 5and
15 cps for best results.
If the arm is
viscous-damped,* resonance may safely
take place as high as 50 cps (Figure 4), but
regardless of the type of arm used, 30-cps
resonance should be avoided, as this is the
natural vibrating frequency of most turntable motors.
This is one advantage of integrated armand-cartridge designs; the arm mass and
stylus compliance can be balanced against
one another for optimum resonance characteristics. For "universal" cartridges, it
is safest to use the manufacturer's own
tone arm, or follow his recommendation
as to acompanion arm.
High- frequency modulations involve extremely rapid undulations of the groove,
so if the stylus is to trace these without
building up excessive lateral force, it must
be light enough to change direction almost
instantaneously. High inertia will make it
hard to start moving rapidly, and will try
to keep it moving once it gets going. In
either case, it will fight the groove wall,
and the result is loss of intimate groove
contact. This is why some of the most
compliant pickups on the market nonetheless have trouble tracing loudly recorded
treble passages; their moving mass is too
high to enable them to follow the violent
high- frequency excursions.
Unlike compliance, though, low mass is
something that we can't get too much of.
The only limiting factor here is the durability of the stylus assembly, for this must
be rugged enough to support the arm and
cartridge and to withstand the rigors of
normal usage. Tiny diamonds and lightweight armatures have enabled designers
to reduce moving mass to unprecedentedly
low figures, but the necessity of including
coils or amagnet in the moving system has
limited the minimum attainable figure in
most designs.
Excessive vibrating mass causes the
most trouble in inner grooves, where the
sharpened treble undulations (Figure 5)
give rise to pinch effect. The pinching
"Damping must be applied vertically and laterally when the pickup is on the record in order for
the damping to suppress the arm resonance.
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takes place twice during each cycle of
modulation, so the stylus is required to
vibrate twice as rapidly as it would
to trace the same frequency in an outer
groove. It is this double-frequency vertical vibration, rather than the rapid lateral
modulations, that makes moving mass so
important for tracing ability.
Until pickup manufacturers adopt standard methods of rating compliance and
moving mass, the ratings of competing
pickups are best ignored. Some of the
highest-rated cartridges are outperformed
by ones whose specs are considerably more
modest, which is why magazine test reports are necessary.
Tracing distortion is nearly always asign
that record damage is taking place. The
pressure exerted on the groove walls as a
result of the pickup's tracking force is
negligible in comparison with the pressures
that result when the stylus cannot yield to
groove undulations. In an unmodulated
groove, each groove wall is subjected to
just half of the pickup's total tracking
force, so as long as the stylus is well
polished, a tracking force of as much as
4 grams will do little more than emboss
smooth, shallow indentations along the
walls of the groove, even after repeated
INNER GROOVE

TONE ARM

THIS CORNER
DIRECTLY ABOVE
PICKUP STYLUS

FILE CARD

Figure 2. Orienting a tone arm for
minimum-distortion tracking. The
edge of the card is lined up with the
axis of the cartridge, the corner
directly over the stylus tip.
The
arm should he located so that, when
the stylus is 2.5 in. from the platter
spindle, the end of the card lines
up with the center of the spindle.
playings. But if the stylus resists groove
motions, the sidewall forces may build up
to hundreds of pounds, and when this
happens, the vinyl just rips apart. This is
why aheavy pickup is so hard on records.
It isn't the high tracking force that does
most of the damage; it is the lack of compliance and the excessive mass that make
the high force necessary to hold the stylus
in the groove. This is why apickup that
butchers records always wears out the
loudest passages first, leaving the quiet
sections relatively undamaged.
The groove wall suffers its worst beating when it tries to bring the stylus to an
instant stop. This happens whenever the
stylus slams against it, after having
bounced off it afraction of asecond previously. Consequently, the lowest rate of
record wear from any given cartridge will
result when it is tracked at a force just
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STYLUS
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HEAD
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Figure 3. How an offset arm (angle is
exaggerated here) causes inward pull.
high enough to maintain contact with both
groove walls during heavy modulations.
Reducing the force to the point where the
stylus starts to rattle back and forth between modulated groove walls will increase
record wear, so minimal tracking force is
not always conducive to minimal record
wear. A pickup that will track cleanly at
a low force will be easy on records, not
because of the low force itself, but rather
because of the qualities of high compliance
and low mass that allow clean tracing at
that force.
As a matter of fact, extremely light
tracking force is not always practical, even
for those cartridges whose mass and compliance would seem to make this possible.
The trouble this time is not with the pickup, but with the discs.
Many records come through with their
grooves coated with a very fine layer of
some waxy substance, that comes off on
the stylus as the record plays. The average
pickup, tracking at 2grams or more, is able
to push through the waxy deposit, so this
doesn't impair the pickup's contact with
the groove. When tracking force is below
1.5 grams, though, there isn't enough
weight to force the wax out of the way, so
it accumulates until it starts to lift the
stylus away from the sides of the groove.
The result is appalling fuzziness, often
during quiet passages as well as loud ones.
Wax accumulations on the stylus will
not brush off with adry brush; they must
be dissolved away with asuitable solvent.
A small watercolor paint brush (Size Si)
dipped in isopropyl alcohol or lighter fluid
will do the trick, but the solvent must be
used sparingly, or it may soften the
cement used to hold the stylus or its
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Figure 4. The normal bass resonance
of an arm and cartridge (solid line) is
smoothed out by viscous damping in
tone arm's lateral pivots (dotted line).

armature in place. As a precaution, it is
wise to write to the pickup manufacturer
and ask which of the abovementioned solvents would be safe for cleaning the
stylus in his pickup.
A cartridge manufacturer's recommended tracking force is asuggested range
of forces, and nothing more. The better
the tone ann, the lighter you will be able
to track any given cartridge in it, but
tracking force should be set by ear rather
than by a force gauge. Start with a low
enough force to cause bad distortion, and
increase this to the point where tracing
sounds clean on the loudest discs. Then
use the force gauge to check the final result. If this falls above the upper limit of
the manufacturer's recommended force
range, something is the matter with the
arm or the cartridge.
And incidentally, for the benefit of some
of the other audio publications, a stylus
gauge does not measure tracking pressure;
it measures tracking force. Pressure is
force per unit of contact area, and in the
case of a stylus, this would have to be
measured in tons, not in grams.
All stereophiles (and most of their monophonic ilk) know that, for minimum distortion and maximum stereo separation,
the stylus and cartridge should be precisely vertical to the surface of the disc,

NARROWED V- GROOVE
FORCES ROUND STYLUS
UPWARD IN GROOVE

TRIANGULAR
CUTTING STYLUS
CAUSES NARROWING
OF GROOVE ON
SHARP SWINGS

Figure 5. How the pinch effect occurs.
when viewed from in front (Figure 6).
But for clean stereo tracing, the stylus
angle as viewed from the side is important
too. This isn't too critical when reproducing mono discs; a slight trailing angle
will be just as good as a slight leading
angle or perfect verticality, just so long as
the straight sides of the stylus never touch
the groove walls.
Some stereo discs,
though, have very sharp vertical modulations cut into them (Figure 7), and these
may hit the front of the stylus if it is not
angled inward toward them. This angle
is, or should be, carefully set by the cartridge manufacturer, but if the cartridge is
not oriented parallel to the record surface,
the angle will not be correct. This is one
reason why record changers are not recommended for highest-quality stereo reproduction: the stylus angle changes as the
stack of discs builds up on the platter.
Distortion due to pinch effect and vertical bouncing can be reduced by using a
smaller tip radius on the stylus, but this
can cause other problems. Because its
improved groove tracing gives increased

high-frequency response, a small tip may
create arising high-end response, which is
no higherfi than acollapsing top. Slightly
increasing the tracking force will often
help to offset the high-end rise to some
extent when using small tip radii.
If the tip radius is made much smaller
than about 0.4 mils, it will contact the
bottom of the groove of some old LP discs
(Figure 8), causing horrible distortion and
high surface noise. There is also some
evidence that asmaller stylus radius may
drastically raise the contact pressure between the stylus and the groove walls, but
this has yet to be proven to anyone's
satisfaction.

Figure 6. A mirror placed under the
cartridge will reveal any tilting, by
doubling the apparent angle of tilt.
These, then, are the things that determine how cleanly a pickup will trace
grooves. No pickup meets all of the requirements well enough to trace the loudest modulations with perfect cleanness,
but some come very close. The less perfectly a pickup meets these requirements,
the more distortion it will produce, but it
is what happens to the distortion after it
leaves the pickup that determines how
bad it will sound.
Each of the impulses caused by a
rattling stylus contains noise energy spread
through a wide range of high frequencies.
If nothing emphasizes the impulses, they
will come through as nothing more than a
mild overlay of smooth fuzz which, while
audible, is not offensive to the ear. But
practically every shortcoming normally
found in hi-fi components acts to emphasize and add harshness to the fuzziness,
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Figure 7. An extreme vertical modulation may hit the leading edge of the
stylus unless this is angled back
against the direction of the groove.
and it is the compounding of these "minor"
deficiencies that can change that smooth
fuzz to a raucous, ear-shattering racket.
Rising high-end response anywhere in
the system will emphasize tracing distortion, by adding extra sharpness and crispness to it. Sharp treble peaks in either of
the transducers will concentrate the noise
energy at those frequencies, giving it a
particularly annoying harsh, ragged edge.
Most loudspeakers tend to direct their
high frequencies outward in a straight
"beam," and if the listener happens to sit
in the way of this, it will have the same

effect as a rising high end, and will make
any treble peaks in the speaker conspicuously noticeable. So, speakers that have
a tendency to beam their highs should be
placed where their beams aim well above
or below the heads of the listeners.
Small amounts of IM distortion in the
amplifier will create difference tones between the fuzz impulses and the harmonics
of the program material, splattering the
noise components all the way down
through much of the audible range. A
reduction from 0.1% to 0.05% IM in an
early preamp stage can cause aperceptible
reduction of tracing distortion, but later
stages appear to be less critical in this
respect. A power amplifier introducing
0.5% IM will have about the same effect
on tracing distortion as a preamp with
0.2% IM, but 0.1% (at normal listening
levels) seems to be about the minimum
practical figure for power amplifiers.
Further reductions here do not seem to
have any effect.
Marginal overload of amplifier input
stages will cause exaggerated tracing distortion, in equipment whose volume controls are located after the first amplifying
stage. Thus, it is best to adjust all input
levels so that the main volume control
normally operates at afairly high setting,
so that the early input stages won't be
driven any harder than is necessary to overcome their background noise level.
Stylus wear is a well-known source of
tracing distortion, but since the hi-fi industry adopted the diamond stylus as the
standard tip for pickups, stylus wear is
less often aproblem than it is believed to
be. At 5 grams, a diamond will usually
last for a year before it starts to damage
records, assuming two-hours-per-night
usage. At 1.5 grams, 5 years is not an
unreasonable life expectation.
There are several devices available for
checking stylus condition, but a highpowered microscope is still the best, although it must have at least 100 times
magnification in order to be of much value
in spotting flats on the stylus tip. A good
shadowgraph device such as the Robins
"Syl-A-Scope" will do the job, but it
won't reveal the wear until it has started
to roughen up the sound. In general, a
stylus should be discarded when flats are
first observed on ashadowgraph, or when
a microscope shows them to be about
the diameter of the stylus tip (Figure 9).
An increase in apickup's tracing distortion is not necessarily a sign of a worn
stylus, even if replacement with anew one
clears up the distortion. The amplifier's
distortion may have risen (as its tubes
near the end of their lives), or the pickup's
stylus damping blocks may have become
dried out and stiff with age. In the latter
case, stylus replacement will cure the
trouble, because the new stylus has fresh
damping material on it. But it is often
far cheaper just to have the damping
material replaced. Most pickup manufacturers offer a redamping service at a
nominal charge.
Severe tracing distortion in abrand-new
system is a sign that one of the components is defective or is just no good to

Figure 8. A very small- radius stylus
will ride along the bottom of some
early LP grooves, rattling back and
forth between modulated groove walls.
begin with. If the pickup radiates very
loud needle talk, chances are this is the
worst offender, for loud needle talk is
usually a sign of poor tracing.
If needle talk is audible from the listening position in the room, this too will help
to emphasize the annoyance value of
tracing distortion, even though the needle
talk may be barely audible when the
speakers are turned off.
Placing the
record player behind apiece of upholstered
furniture or in front of heavy drapes will
help to reduce its radiation of needle talk
into the room, but the best solution is to
house it in a cabinet with a closeable lid,
or place it in another room in the house.
This may not completely cure a bad case
of tracing distortion, but rarely will any
single thing cure it.
As long as the pickup and the amplifier
(and preamp) and speaker are not as good
as they could be, better ones will reduce
tracing distortion. Replacing one component will improve the situation; replacing more than one will improve it even
more. But there is usually no such thing
as a simple "cure" for tracing distortion,
because it is rarely a "condition," remediable by asingle corrective measure, like a
burned-out tube. It is always present to
some degree, and while a good, sharpcutoff scratch filter will help significantly,
the only way of controlling it without
sacrificing the treble range you paid for is
by reducing the distortion to a minimum
at the source, and then making sure
nothing else in the reproducing system
exaggerates it beyond this level. Like
high fidelity, clean disc tracing is purely a
matter of paying due attention to anumber of small details, no one of which is very
important by itself, but all of which add
up to produce the desired result.

Figure 9. tmicrophotograph of awear
flat on a0.7- mil diamond. When flats
exceed this size, they start causing
groove damage and tracing distortion.
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Service? You Jest!
by Ilarry S. Teesdale
There comes a time in all our lives when
we turn the system on, wait for it to warm
up, and are dismayed to hear a big, fat
nothing appear from the loudspeakers. No
residual hum, no noise, no tube hiss, just
nothing. You double-check the program
selector switch; yes, all the tubes are glowing and an input signal is indeed being
fed in.
An hour or two of ultimately fruitless
trouble-shooting follows.
Still nothing
comes out. The best you have been able
to do is to isolate the reluctant component, be it tuner, preamp, amp, tape player
or phono cartridge. (Only once have I
met a speaker that produced absolutely
no sound at all. It had been plugged into
a 110-volt wall outlet, with startling results. A jagged hole in the grille cloth was
mute testimony of what had occurred, and
the opposite wall had to be redecorated.*)
There are those occasions, too, when you
switch on and do get sound, but with a
distortion content up around 78 per cent.
Obviously, the time has come for (more)
expert help.
Now let's face it, the stereophile without
acomprehensive knowledge of electronics
and abattery of test instruments to match
feels about "servicemen" the way agambler feels about the Internal Revenue
Service. Apprehensive, to put it mildly.
But let's start at the beginning, the way
most of us did, putting together a kit.
Mine was the Heathkit FM-3 tuner.
Modest price (important), modest specs
(we weren't too ambitious). Performance?
Finally the moment came, the switch was
turned on and the crystal phones plugged
in — Ihad carefully set the pointer midscale at around 96.5 — and there was the
satisfying hiss of interstation hash. Gingerly, Ituned to one side. Nothing. All
the way left. Nothing. All the way to the
right. At last, a station. Strange, the
audio quality was non-FM in character.
Ilistened to the program and suddenly it
dawned — aTV station miles outside the
88-to-108-mc band!
Service? A new hi-fi emporium gladly
took my $5to align the tuner, and thereafter it worked fine, provided Iconstantly
retuned it. That's when Ilearned about
drift. Next came wooden blocks, to raise
the unit some two inches and allow better
air circulation. But the quality of the
audio deteriorated almost visibly. Itook
to realigning it by ear — honestly! Surprising what you can do if just one station
satisfies your musical tastes. Finally I
had the answer to this particular service
problem. Ibought anew tuner for more
than five times the price of the Heathkit,
and then began to listen to music.
Is this the answer to the general problem of service? Junk the full ashtray and
buy a new car? Sometimes, of course,
'PI aril skeptical.
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this is the most sensible solution. But
when the equipment is good but just temporarily out of whack, what's to be done?
You can telephone your dealer (who
should have his own service facilities on
the premises), who will give you a glib:
"Bring it in and we'll take care of it," to
the tune of $8 an hour minimum labor
charges. The first catch is the very bringing of it in; then the waiting; then the bill
and the bringing of it home. Frightening?
Normally, you can forget about going
direct to the manufacturer unless he's a
friend and lives around the corner. He
has "authorized service agencies," remember? This is another way of saying
"Don't bring your piddling problems to
me." There are exceptions, of course,
Dynaco, for one. Hold it a moment,
though; who wants to ship one of their
monster amplifiers all the way to Pennsylvania? Isure didn't when one of mine
started acting up. The speaker began
emitting pistol shots, sometimes followed
by machine-gun bursts of the same caliber
— big-bore at that.
I changed tubes,
checked wiring (having successfully isolated the power amp as the offender),
all to no avail.
In despair Ifound aserviceman in the
Yellow Pages. His daytime job was repairing cheap and nasty tape recorders.
Needless to say, he took away the amplifier for three days, brought it back with a
bill for $17 and the observation that he
thought it was cured. He'd replaced the
electrolytic (". . . never seen one like that
before . . . had a terrible time getting a
replacement . . .") and added some extra
solder to a ground connection. The following morning my wife screamed in audio
agony as she walked by the Ch. 2speaker.
It had just shot her! Bang went $ 17.
Out with the screwdriver and off with the
amplifier's protective cover.
First, I
changed the first stage tube, a 6AN8.
Miracle! No more blasts. Believe it or
not, both the serviceman and I each
thought we had checked (and changed)
the 6AN8.
Once upon atime Iowned ahigh-priced,
professional-quality tape recorder for exactly four weeks. The first week was
spent in checking it out and coming to the
realization that it wasn't quite right. The
final three weeks were spent in the local
"authorized repair" shop. The proprietor,
adelightful but harassed man, made room
for me at the bench, gave me free access
to his facilities, and turned me loose on
my own equipment with the words "I
won't pay you, and Iwon't charge you
either." Ilearned a great deal, but not
how to make the recorder meet its specs.
The manufacturer silently and swiftly
returned my check.
The answer to the service problem is
not an easy one, but there is an approach
that does involve less heartbreak and fewer

bank-breaking aspects than the above.
First, decide whether your audio dealer is
located close enough for you to deliver the
faulty component yourself; next, decide
if his service is fast, reliable, and not outrageously priced. If so, then stick with
him. But if this is not your particular
answer, then find alocal TV repairman —
preferably ayoung man still trying to establish himself. He needs the business,
any business, and will jump at the chance
of working on a decent design that will
extend his electronic horizon beyond the
worlds of transistor portables and console
TV sets.
Find him, and then cultivate him.
This takes tact, kindness, intelligence,
and patience. A first suggestion is to
visit his shop for achat (and aglance at
his test equipment) — even when your
equipment is 100 per cent — and sound
him out on taking you on as a patient.
Then pay him to make ahouse call. It's
$5 well spent to let him listen to what you
expect to hear when everything is working
right. If your equipment is respectable,
or better, he will be duly impressed and
will care a good deal more when he's
needed in earnest. Then when a component quits on you, pamper him. Take
the unit to him, together with its schematic
and an accurate report of the symptoms
and any items you have been able to
eliminate as possible causes. Pamper him
well and he'll return it in kind with quick
service, quality repairs, and modest
charges.
Since most TV-type repairmen expect
to be scorned, hated, and considered as
gyp-artists, turn the tables on the guy of
your choice. Treat him as an honest, sincere, and competent expert.
In other
words, put as much faith in him as you
do in your doctor, dentist, and lawyer.
The results will be surprisingly gratifying.
Remember another thing: all of us at
one time or another have put on ademonstration tape or disc to impress a friend
who knows nothing of hi-fi, or some poor,
well-heeled idiot who has spent afortune
on a department-store stereo. Yet, how
often have we done the same for aneighborhood serviceman? Never, I'll wager.
Play it smart: convince and convert him
to the philosophy of fi.
You'll know you are on the way to success with him when he stops tearing in
half the cobbler's double-numbered card
in return for defective equipment and,
instead, fills in arepair form (in duplicate)
listing equipment name, model, and serial
number. The serial number does have a
special significance: occasionally amanufacturer will make a circuit change and
identify it on the schematic together with
the before-and-after serial number. The
good serviceman needs to know this before poking around in the chassis.
Be sure to send all your hi-fi friends to
your serviceman, and tell him you are
doing this because, thank God, you've
found him. But, just as the local doctor
may call in aspecialist, urge your man to
call on the manufacturer if and when he
has to admit defeat. This time the manu(to page 14)
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issue with him. Continuing exchanges between contributors will be welcomed until we feel the subject
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has been resolved or, unresolved, has been beaten to death.

Paper Cones Again
Irving Fried's elegy on the paper-cone
loudspeaker ("Farewell to the Paper
Cone", THE STEREOPH1LE Vol. 1, No. 1)
brings to mind Mark Twain's comment
upon reading his own obituary: that the
reports of his death were greatly exaggerated.
The editor should be complimented,
however, for having had the good sense to
place this article where he did: directly
facing "How to Write an Ad." The piece
contains perfect examples of common advertising devices: unwarranted generalizations, misleading and meaningless jargon,
plausible but improper assumptions, and
faulty logic.
For example, Mr. Fried bases a great
deal of his condemnation of paper cones on
the alleged fact that breakup is particularly severe at low frequencies, where the
cone must travel appreciable distances
(especially when mounted in directradiator enclosures).
Anyone with an
elementary knowledge of loudspeaker behavior knows that it is at low frequencies
that cone breakup is least likely to occur —
whether the cone be of paper, polystyrene,
or metal.
C,orrington's classic study
showed no significant breakup in paper
cones below 200 cycles, where cone excursion for agiven power output is 1/25th of
what it is at 40 cycles.
Another assumption used by Mr. Fried
is that stiffening the cone ameliorates the
breakup problem, aproposition that seems
reasonable but happens to be incorrect.
Increasing the stiffness of a resonant
system (all cones are resonant systems
unless they have zero mass or infinite
stiffness) raises the frequency of resonance,
but if the amount of internal friction in the
material remains the same, the violence of
breakup is increased. It is more difficult
to damp astiff material than amore compliant one. This is why flicking a fingernail against a hard paper cone or against
some polystyrene diaphragms produces a
sharper ring than would occur with a
softer paper cone.
Cone stiffening would get rid of the
breakup problem only if the lowest frequencies of breakup resonance were moved
up to well above the woofer's range. This
would mean increasing the stiffness of
typical paper several hundred times. So
far, no woofer cone material has even
approached success in moving the frequencies of breakup resonances out of the
audio range.
It is standard practice to use stiff cones
in table-model radios, expressly because
the increased violence of cone breakup
gives a greater illusion of loudness and

"projection." To the extent that polystyrene or any other cone material works
well, it is because of its good damping
(internal friction) characteristics, not its
stiffness. Since all practical cones break up
in the low treble range, the trick is to
minimize the violence of this breakup by
choosing amaterial with effective internal
damping.
Two years ago, Acoustic Research investigated polystyrene as acone material.
We rejected it, for the same reason that
we haven't used other potential substitutes for paper in woofer cones: we haven't
been able to make them work as well as our
paper cones. They "ring" more than
paper does. Paper is an ancient material,
this is true, but it is also an honorable and
versatile one. We haven't found anything
yet that can match a properly treated
paper cone for the combination of proper
stiffness, light weight, and internal damping properties. If we do find such a material we will use it. But we won't use
polystyrene simply because it is new,
when we can make abetter woofer with a
paper cone. We do not mean to imply that
paper is the only material that should be
used for woofer cones.
Perhaps some
other manufacturers have had, or will
have, better results than we have had with

Disclaimer II
The introductory paragraphs prefacing Irving M. Fried's "Forum"
article (Sept.-Oct. 1962) were prepared from biographical data supplied by Mr. Fried. In this preface,
we stated "Mr. Fried confesses to at
least partial responsibility for the development of the Klipsch and Lowther horns and the AR-Janszen
combination. . . ."
Paul Klipsch's denial of association was published in the Nov.-Dec.
"Letters" column. More recently,
we heard from Acoustic Research,
Inc., which stated "that the ARJanszen system was a joint project
of AR and Janszen personnel exclusively, and that Mr. Fried had no
part whatever in its development.
Our apologies to whoever is right.
polystyrene at the upper end of the
woofer response curve.
Mr. Fried mentions an A-B comparison
test between a polystyrene speaker and a
paper-cone speaker. Has he tried an A-B
comparison test with live music as the
"A"? We have, many times, in large and

small concert halls, auditorinms, and home
living rooms, and during the past few
years, some ten thousand listeners have
heard these demonstrations. When the
sound of a live string quartet was alternated with arecording of itself, the switchovers, although visible, were rarely detected by ear. AR-3 speaker systems are
used for the " B", or reproduced, parts of
these A-B tests.
AR-3 speakers have
paper-cone woofers; the diaphragms of the
mid-range and tweeter units are made of
phenolic-impregnated cloth backed by
Fiberglass.
If the speakers had the
"turgid, mushy coloration" that Mr. Fried
imputes to their type, the Fine Arts
Quartet must suffer from the same defect.
It seems to us that such demonstrations
point up the proper goal of speaker design
and are the acid test: reproduction of the
original sound so accurately that the
original cannot be distinguished from the
duplicate when compared side by side. If
aspeaker system can accomplish that (and
is acceptable in other respects, such as
cost and reliability), then it doesn't matter
what design approach is taken, or what
cone materials are used.
Roy F. Allison
Chief Engineer
Acoustic Research, Inc.
To which Mr. Fried replies:
I do not know where Mr. Allison got
the " facts" with which he attacked my
statements about cone breakup at low
frequencies, but he cited one reference,
so Ishall, in turn, refer him to any of the
strobe light studies that have been conducted, to the classic article by Barlow in
Wireless World (1958), to the article by
McShane in the February 1963 Electronics
World, to various recent articles by the
technical editors of The Gramophone, and
so on. These were all based on very recent
studies of cone breakup.
Corrington's
work was done over ten years ago, some
time before the advent of the long-travel
high-compliance woofer principle.
Certainly, stiffening acone changes the
breakup modes, but it does make the cone
behave more like a piston at low frequencies. Variable-density cones do not. The
problem is in getting great stiffness with
minimal higher-frequency breakup modes.
Using new materials, we are trying to increase linearity and piston action .without
messing up the mid-band. This you cannot
do with paper cones, any more than it has
already been done, and when you try to
cross over in their mid-range region, you
introduce even more serious problems.

(to page 14)
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Choosing a Tape
Fifteen years ago it was a very simple
matter to choose which tape to use for
any particular recording. You just chose
black-oxide paper-base tape, because that
was the only tape readily available in
the U. S. at that time. Of course, as now,
there were those who imported their tape
from Germany, and readjusted the bias
on their recorders so that it would record
properly. But the rank and file of recordists worked with Brush paper-base
tape and, later on, with the same type as
made by Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
However, it wasn't long before the first
plastic-base tapes were on the market, and
our problems with noisy, distorted, paperbase tape were at an end. Instead, we
had anew set of troubles: oxide shedding
and shredding, squealing because of unlubricated coatings, bad winding because
of poor slitting methods, and a host of
other major and minor problems.
Today there are dozens of kinds of tape
on the market, each with some particular
characteristic that makes it best for one
application or another. There is extrathin tape, for extra-long play, low-print
tape, tape on cellulose acetate base, Mylar
base, polyester base, and so on. In short,
with such a profusion of tapes to choose
from, you should be able to find at least
one that is ideal for the use you intend to
put it to.
When a recorder is carefully set up to
perform at its best with one kind of tape,
it will not work as well with most other
tapes. This is particularly true at the 7.5
and 3.75-ips speeds, where bias and equalization settings have a profound effect on
treble response. So you should decide at
the outset what tape you are going to use
in your recorder, set up for that tape,
and use it exclusively for all your important recordings. Amassing acollection
of different brands and varieties of tape
will make for a colorful looking library,
but it is asking for all sorts of technical
problems.
To the amateur recordist, who cannot
usually afford two good recorders for continuous taping, playing time will be the
first consideration in choosing tape. The
thinner the tape, and the slower the running speed, the longer the playing time.
But it is not wise to use the slowest speed
and the thinnest tape just to "play it
safe," for both of these measures are
costly in terms of ultimate performance.
Some recorders will do very nearly as
good ajob at 7.5 ips as at 15 ips, but 3.75
ips is still considered to be rather marginalfi. The few recorders that can turn out
8

good treble response at 3.75 ips do it at
the expense of noise and distortion, and
their response is not as linear through the
useful audio range as it is at the 7.5 ips
speed. So unless you're just taping speech,
or a musical program whose fi is already
poor enough that a bit more degradation
won't hurt, 7.5 ips is the minimum speed
you should use. If the program material
warrants it, 15 ips is worth the doubled
tape consumption, but playing time may
be a real problem at this speed, particularly if your recorder is limited to 7-inch
reels, so thin tapes are worthy of consideration.
The professional uses nothing but
standard 1.5-mil tape, for several good
reasons.
It handles best on most recorders, it winds smoothly and evenly, it
has the highest physical strength for a
given base material, and it has the lowest
print-through.
The base material that is most popular
in this country is cellulose acetate. This
is acast plastic that has reasonably high
physical strength, and breaks cleanly if
jerked too hard. Cellulose acetate contains
avolatile plasticizer that evaporates over
a long period of time, leaving the tape
stiff and brittle, a condition that gives
poor head contact and encourages accidental breakage. Storing tapes in their
original boxes, in a cool, slightly damp

place will delay the loss of the plasticizer
for anumber of years, but once it is gone,
there is no way of restoring it. It is, however, possible to restore some of the tape's
flexibility by placing it where it can absorb moisture from the air. Don't overdo
this, though, as excess humidity will
make the tape swell and buckle.
H. V. Braunmuhl, one of tape recording's pioneers (
he re- invented ultrasonic
bias) once told me about his technique for
keeping tapes pliant. He equipped aroom
with linen cloths dripping water at acontrolled rate. Circulation of air in this
room was maintained so that the air had
enough humidity to inhibit loss of the
tape's plasticizer and to keep it appropriately limp. Of course, it isn't necessary

to go to these extremes in order to get
many years of life from acetate tape, but
on the other hand, it is not very smart to
store one's tapes on top of hot radiators,
as does one radio station Iknow.
Cellulose acetate tape survives normally high temperatures — say up to
120°F or so — but it is the most "humidity-conscious" of the current plastic bases.
It readily absorbs moisture ( which is why
dampness can restore some of its flexibility), and when it does, it swells. The
change isn't visible in a single strip of
tape, but when 1800 feet of the stuff are
wound onto areel, asmall change in each
layer can cause severe bunching and buckling and ruffled edges. On the other hand,
if damp tape is wound tightly onto a reel
and then allowed to dry out, it will stretch,
and this too will cause ruffled edges that
create severe dropouts when recording or
reproducing the tape.
Polyester-base tape performs as well as
cellulose acetate and has much to recommend it over acetate base. It slits well
and therefore winds evenly, it is much less
allergic to humidity variation than is acetate, and it functions equally well at high
temperatures.
DuPont's "Mylar," the best-known of
the polyesters, makes about the best tape
base you can get for most purposes. It
is much stronger than acetate, it is very
pliant, and it does not dry out and embrittle with age. Its only fault, if one
can call it a fault, is that when pulled
with enough force to break it, it elongates
into a tough, tubular string before it
finally parts. And then, brother, there's
nothing you can do to salvage what was
recorded on that string!"
For any given backing material, the
thinner the base, the weaker the tape.
The better recorders, carefully adjusted,
will handle even double- play (0.5- mil)
acetate tape without damaging it, but
this is too much to ask of most home machines. If you must use double- play tape,
you'd be safer to choose Mylar or a
similar polyester base material.
There are two ways of thinning atape.
It can be made with athin layer of oxide
and a comparatively thick base, or the
base can be thinned down and a thicker
oxide coating used. Either solution is not
without its shortcomings.
Thin coatings yield more high- frequency
output than the thicker ones, but at the
expense of low- frequency response. This
does not bother the average home user,
who confuses more highs with higherfi
and hasn't the means to reproduce deep
bass anyway, but it bothers the critical
user. Or at least it should.
On the other hand, athin base material
brings the tape layers in closer proximity
to each other, so the thinner the base, the
more layer-to-layer print-through we will
get. Some tape is specially coated and
processed for "low printing." which re(to page 15)
*DuPont has recently introduced a prestretched
Mylar material that has the same physical strength
as regular Mylar but gives less elongation prior to
breaking. Designated Mylar " T." the new backing is
already being used by several tape manufacturers
for "tensilized" extra- play and double- play tape. En.

Rum and Humble
Irecently bought aused Garrard RC-88
changer and a GE GC-7 stereo pickup
from a local dealer, but they don't seem
to be working the way they should.
There's too much rumble when I'm listening to stereo records, and there is an annoying hum that gets progressively louder
as the pickup nears the end of arecord.
The rumble almost vanishes when I
turn the MODE switch of my preamp to
Mono A -FB, but the hum is there all the
time except when the phono motor is
turned off.
The dealer says this is normal, and that
the components are working the way they
should, but if this is high fidelity, I've had
enough. I'm going back to my old Golden
Throat console.
Bob Nelson
Denver, Colo.
Since the rumble largely disappears when
you combine stereo channels (for mono
discs), it is mostly due to vertical vibration
of the turntable. The RC-88 is not noted for
having excessive rumble, vertically or laterally, so acleaning and some lubrication will
probably clear up this trouble in your unit.
Remove the platter and clean the idler surface,
the motor shaft, and the platter's drive surOIL

The higher the bias frequency, the less beating will occur between it and the harmonics
in the program material and, hence, the more
transparent the sound of the tapes will be.
But at the same time, raising the bias frequency increases the reactance of the erase
head, reducing the current through it. To
offset the frequency increase, more erase
power must be applied to the head, and this
calls for aheftier bias supply, which ups the
cost of the recorder.
FM on the Road
Is there any reason why Ican't install
my Fisher FM tuner in my car, power it
from avibrator supply, and use it to feed
the audio section of my car's AM radio?
William Parks
Washington, D. C.
You can, but we wouldn't recommend it, because it probably won't work too well.
The average FM tuner is not built to withstand the kind of constant vibration it would
be subjected to in a» automobile. 11 would
probably shake itself out of alignment, and
may not even retain its dial setting for very
long.
You'd do better to use an FM set
specifically designed for auto installation.

SPINDLE HOUSING

The RC-88's NI • Ile lubricat"

Bias Frequency
I understand that the higher the frequency of atape recorder's bias oscillator,
the better the machine will work. If this
is the case, why do most manufacturers
use between 50 and 60 kc instead of a
megacycle or so? Only one manufacturer
I know — Ampex Corporation — uses a
frequency of over 80 kc.
L. March
New York, N. Y.

point.

face with gasoline. It may be necessary to
replace the idler wheel if ils rubber tire has
hardened with age. Put one drop of sewing
machine oil in the top and bottom bearing of
the idler, and work about six drops into the
platter bearing, between the inner and outer
sleeve surrounding the removable spindle.
The hum is another matter altogether. The
GE GC-7cartridge was not well shielded, so
was prone to pick up inductive hum radiation from any turntable that did not have an
extremely well shielded motor. With most
turntables, it would hum with rigah.
We would not advise going back to your
old Golden Throat console, but you might
well trade in your cartridge for one that is
less hum-sensitive.
If your dealer is as
ethical as most, he will make good on the
full price of the GC-7.

Wandering Gain
My Ampex 601-2 stereo recorder has
screwdriver adjustments for setting the
playback level of each channel to the
same standard value, but every time I
check their settings one of them seems to
have drifted out of adjustment. Also, I
notice that sometimes, when recording,
flipping the A-B selector switch causes a
change in the volume level reading on
that channel. Sometimes the playback
gain is higher than the input gain, and
sometimes it is lower. It just seems as if
it wanders all over the place, for no apparent reason at all.
The condition does not seem to have
anything to do with the warmup of the
recorder. It will vary whether the machine has just been turned on or whether
it has been on for three hours. The playback level pot is okay, and all circuit

voltages seem okay.
suggestions?

Have you any other
Don Seavey
Tampa, Fla.

Since the gain variations show up as differences between the A and B positions of
the recorder's output selector, the trouble is
ahead of the switch. And since they show
up when you check your playback levels
(presumably with a test tape), the trouble
must be in the playback circuit. This narrows it down to two tubes and their associated circuitry.
If the change in level is gradual, and is
never accompanied by crackling or thumping noises, it is probably due to a leaky
capacitor or a drifting resistor.
If the
change is sudden and accompanied by noise,
look for an intermittently open cathode bypass or adefective tube or resistor.
The most likely cause of this drifting in
the Ampex 601 is capacitor C-118, a . 022Mfd coupling capacitor between the first
.022
V104
6F5

The 601's critical coupling capacitor.
and second stages of the playback preamp.
Because of the very high gain of the second
stage, it takes very little leakage through this
capacitor to cause an appreciate gain change
in that tube. Replacing the capacitor with
a Mylar type should clear up the trouble
permanently.
Incompatibility
Recently Ipurchased a Janszen Model
130 tweeter to replace the tweeter section
of my AR-2speaker, but Inow find that
record surface noise, which never used to
be aproblem, is driving me crazy.
Records that used to be quiet are spitting and hissing at me, and discs that were
fairly clean during loud passages are overlaid with harshness.
I thought the Janszen tweeter was
smooth enough to avoid this trouble. Certainly, my other components are about as
good as you can get. They include an
ESL Professional arm and cartridge,
Marantz mono preamp, and a Dyna
Stereo Mark II amplifier.
R. K. Richman
Denver, Colo.
Many of ESL's magnetic cartridges, when
(to page 15)
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Empire 880P Stereo
Cartridge
SPECIFICATIONS (
furnished by manufacturer): Type: Moving magnet stereophonic.
Frequency range: 6to 30,000 cps. Separation: More than 30 db. Output: 8my
per channel. Compliance: 30 x 10 -6 cm/
dyne. Dynamic mass: 0.5 mg. Tracking
force: 0.5 to 3grams. Total weight: 10
grams. Recommended load: 47,000 ohms
per channel. Stylus: 0.6-mil-radius diamond.
Price: $47.50.
Manufacturer: Empire
Scientific Corp., 845 Stewart Ave., Garden
City, L. I., N. Y.
The 880P is a moving-magnet stereo cartridge for use in transcription arms and
the few high-quality record changers now
available, such as the Garrard Model A
and the Lesa units. It has standard 0.5inch mounting centers, and the pickup requires the 47,000-ohm termination provided by most preamplifierF. The 8-mv
output, too, is about ideal for nearly all
preamps.
We tried the 880P in Empire's own
Model 98 arm, adjusting the stylus force
initially for the manufacturer's lowest
recommended force: 0.5 grams.
The
pickup did trace some lightly cut discs at
this force without significant breakup, but
the wiry, spitty high end, the persistent
troubles with wax buildup on the stylus,
and the shattering distortion on heavily
cut discs suggested that the 0.5-gram
figure may have been a figment of somebody's overoptimism.
At 1 gram, tracing was tolerably clean
on most discs, but some rising high-end
response still added spits and ticks to
surface noise and imparted a harsh, grating quality to whatever breakup did occur
during loud passages. The pickup seemed
to perform best at 1.5 grams, so subsequent tests were run at this force.
Preliminary tests showed the 880P to
have as high channel separation as any
pickup we have encountered. Like the
Weathers PS- 11 system (reported in the
Sept.-Oct. 1962 issue), this one's separation was so high that measurements were
swamped by turntable rumble and surface
noise. The best reading we could obtain
was around 25 db, but sweep tests (visually monitored on a 'scope) suggested
even better separation at all but the high10

est frequencies. At 10,000 cps, we started
getting readings of less than 20 db, and
were measuring about 15 db at 15,000 cps,
where we don't trust our test records
anyway.
Channel balance on our sample was off
by a little less than 1 db — enough to
cause abarely perceptible shift in balance
when switching from stereo to blended
monophonic operation. Needle talk was
exceedingly low, being on apar with that
from the PS-11, and hum sensitivity was
acceptably low. With a reasonably wellshielded phono motor, inductive hum pickup was well below the limit of audibility.
We had no way of testing the pickup's
response with any accuracy out to 30,000
cps, and as far as we're concerned, response beyond 15,000 cps isn't very important anyway. We did however find
the cartridge to be within * 1db from
20 to 15,000 cps, which is excellent. As
for the 6-cps lower-range claim, this is not
as remarkable as it looks, for any magnetic
cartridge will reproduce at constant velocity down to the point where its compliance
resonates with the mass of the tone arm.
This one's very high compliance would
put the arm resonance well below 20
cps with the lightest tone arm, and if
the preamp equalizes down to the resonance point, the pickup will produce its
full output down to this frequency. This
is not an unmixed blessing, for although
there was no difficulty when using Empire's arm, some tone arms develop a
nasty response peak at resonance, and if
there happens to be any turntable rumble
at this frequency, as there often is, the
power amplifier may be driven rather hard
in arange where its power-handling ability
is virtually negligible. If the system has
a subsonic filter (not the type of rumble
filter that lops off some of the useful bass
range), we would advise using it with
any pickup whose compliance carries its
arm resonance as low as this one does. A
viscous-damped arm would avoid the
problem by eliminating the bass rise at
resonance.
On program material the 88013 had an
unusual admixture of softness and subtle
brilliance. In comparison with our reference standard, the Weathers PS- 11, the
880P was a shade less full at the extreme
low end and not so lucidly detailed. In

actuality, the 880P is flatter through the
low-bass range than the PS- 11, which has
a slight rise centered around 30 cps, but
all discs seem to need some bottom lift in
order to make them sound like master
tapes. Obviously, this is the fault of the
discs, but when they're all that way, we
have to learn to live with the situation,
like it or not.
When both pickups are tracked at 1.5
grams, the Empire did not exhibit the
slightly riFing high end that was observed
in the Weathers, so its surface noise was
ashade lower, and it had asofter, sweeter
sound on some discs. On heavily cut discs,
however -- and this encompasses most of
the current releases — the PS- 11 was
slightly cleaner than the 880P. We would
judge the 880P to be among the best of
the magnetics as far as tracing ability is
concerned, but it shows signs of stress on
material that doesn't begin to bother the
Weathers, and, when it starts to break up,
its distortion is quite a bit more offensive
to the ear. The difference isn't too noticeable when the rest of the associated components are free from distortion and treble
peaks, but the worse the system, the
greater the observable difference between
these pickups.
Empire claims higher compliance and
lower dynamic mass than Weathers claims
for the PS- 11. We are in no position to

Empire's 8801' magnet ic cart ridge.
verify either manufacturer's claims, but
the fact remains that the Empire 880P did
not have the Weathers' high-frequency
tracing ability when both were tracked at
1.5 grams. On the other hand, neither
pickup has shown any sign of stress on the
most heavily recorded bass passages.
The 880P appears to be one of the most
rugged high-performance stereo cartridges
we've encountered. We dropped it, and
bounced it off a record a few times, but
the stylus just retracted between the
shoulders of the cartridge, and no per-

ceptible damage was done either to the
record or the pickup.
All in all, this is probably the best
magnetic cartridge we have tested to
date, but as for the manufacturer's
contention that it is "the last cartridge
you'll ever buy," we would not advise audio enthusiasts to give up this
easily.
There are better cartridges, if
you're willing to pay for them.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: This
very fine review of the Empire 880P confirms
facts that we had established in our own extensive laboratory and listening tests.
The cartridge's ability to reproduce, without distortion or coloration, all the frequency
response and channel separation that it is currently possible to cut on arecord, leads us to
agree that the Empire 880P is about the best
of the magnetics.

Hartley 220MS/Holton A
Speaker System
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Single-cone wide-range 10inch speaker in infinite baffle. Frequency
response: 16 to 20,030 cps. Impedance:
8ohms. Power capacity: Not specified.
Dimensions: 34" H by 24" W by 13" D,
over-all. Price: $245. Manufacturer:
Hartley Products Co., 519 E. 162nd St., New
York 51, N. Y.
A long-standing difficulty in loudspeaker
design has been that of providing adequate
restoring force to return the cone to its
at-rest position between modulations,
without unduly limiting its movement during heavy excursions.
The typical loudspeaker derives its restoring force from the springiness of a
corrugated or slotted ring fastened around
the apex of the cone, but this "spider"
suspension has a definitely limited travel,
and whenever the speaker approaches
this limit, the suspension pulls tight,
limiting the peaks of each excursion and
introducing nonlinear distortion.
With horn or reflex-type loading, suspension nonlinearities are rarely a problem, for the cone's excursions don't have
to be very great to produce adequate bass
response. But when consumers demanded
bigger bass from smaller enclosures, designers were forced to build bass boost
into the speakers themselves, to offset
the small enclosure's low- end inefficiency.
This meant drastically increased cone excursions at low frequencies, and the conventional spider suspension could not provide the necessary linearity over this
distance.
The first major breakthrough came
when Ed Vilkhur utilized the springiness
of the air pressure in atotally sealed, small
enclosure to provide most of the restoring
force needed by the speaker.
Harold Luth of Hartley Loudspeakers
came up with an alternate approach.
Instead of depending on air pressure for
the restoring force, he utilized the loudspeaker's own magnetic field, by adding
to the voice coil along cylinder of magnetic
material. The voice coil's field tries to
hold the cylinder centered in the gap, but

since the cylinder is much deeper than the
gap, it can move a considerable distance
back and forth before the magnetic field
begins to lose control of it. This provides
apotent source of restoring force, without
the inherent nonlinearity of the conventional spider.
The 220MS speaker, which uses this socalled "magnetic suspension," has a
molded tripolymer plastic cone with a
polished hemispherical dome at the apex,
to aid in high-frequency dispersion. Two
of these speakers, each mounted in a
Holton A enclosure, were tested. The
enclosures are completely sealed, very well
braced, and carefully treated internally
with sound-absorptive materials.
Preliminary checks with an audio
oscillator showed the speakers to be very
smooth and clean throughout the entire
audio range. One of the speakers, alone,
produced subjectively flat response down
to about 50 cps, and rolled off gradually
below that. Two of them together sounded
flat to 40 cps, and rolled off less rapidly,
producing what was judged to be useful
response down to 30 cps.
No significant response peaks or dips
were detected anywhere throughout the
speaker's range, and its upper end was
still going strong at beyond 15,000 cps.
Overload occurred at 15 watts continuous
(400 cps), so the speakers are safe to use
with any amplifier of up to about 40 watts
rated power. Efficiency was estimated at
2%. At normal levels, no distortion prod-

The Hartley 220MS/Holton A.
ucts were audible at any frequency. At
35 cps, there was a barely audible flutter
coming from the woofers, but there was
enough bass pressure out in the room to
shake windows. Response in our listening
room slid off rapidly below 30 cps, but the
violent motions of the cones suggested
that a larger room (of over 30 feet in
length) or an amplifier with a less- controlled low end might carry the system
down as far as 27 cps. Perhaps it might
even be possible to squeeze the claimed 16

cps out of the system, but its level would
be so low as to be useless, even if recordings ever went that deep.
Listening tests showed the Hartleys to
be remarkably lucid and detailed, with a
crispness that we normally associate with
brilliant speakers, yet with none of their
harshness. Highs were extended. but with
a slightly wiry quality. Lows were very
tight and well defined, and seemed to be a
bit weak most of the time, except when a
bass note actually came along. This may
not be enough bass to suit many listeners,
but it is more natural than the "rich, full"
bass we're accustomed to.
We wish we could be as enthusiastic
about the 220MS's middle-range performance, but we must admit that a subtle
hollowness and nasality, barely audible
on first listening, became increasingly disturbing to us over the two-week period that
these speakers were in use. The colorations noted—aslight "awk" quality in the
lower middles and a "nyeh" quality in the
lower highs — were not reflected in the
speakers' response checks, and did not
show up conspicuously in white noise
tests, so we are unable to explain what
might cause them. On the other hand, we
tend to be overly critical of middle-range
performance, and we don't wish to imply
that this is apoor speaker in this respect,
because it isn't. Every speaker has some
mid-range colorations, and the 220MS
has less than do most. Many listeners
may be able to overlook them in favor of
the speaker's remarkable bass performance, transparency, and freedom from
harshness.
The system did not seem to us to have
the openness and airiness that we have
come to expect from good direct- radiator
systems, and as aresult, the spaciousness
of large- hall stereo did not appear to come
through as convincingly as we have heard.
On the other hand, center fill-in was quite
good, doubtless because of the speaker's
unusual freedom from treble beaming
effects. Centered instruments were clearly
located, and stayed firmly put, without
the wandering that is typical of peaky or
beaming speakers.
Spanning the entire useful audible range
with a single cone is no mean feat, and
this system does it remarkably well. But
while performance at the frequency extremes is important, there's alot more to
listen to within the modest 50-to- 10,000cps range, and anyone who pays almost
$250 for a speaker system is justified in
expecting a great deal of it. If atiny bit
of the Hartley's sub- bass and extreme
high-end range could be traded for some
additional middle-range naturalness, we'd
be glad to make the swap.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT:
Generally, this report confirms the claims we
make for the speaker, but we would like to add
just afew notes. We will admit that a16-cps
fundamental comes through pretty feebly, and
that it is through the presence of overtones
that it makes itself heard and felt at all. But
every 220MS made is tested for distortion at
18 cps, and the output is displayed on a scope
(to page 16)
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BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra ( 36:19).
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf, conductor. RCA-Victor disc LSC2643, 88.98.
Ever since Erich Leinsdorf filled the gap
left by Charles Munch's retirement, I
have been hearing all sorts of intriguing
rumors about Leinsdorf's dissatisfaction
with previous BSO recordings, and about
the new innovations that were being tried
in an effort to make the Boston Symphony
on records sound like the BSO in person.
The liner notes for this first BostonLeinsdorf release piqued my curiosity
even more with their references to "over
thirty" test takes, various experiments
with seating arrangements and the size of
the stage, and critical listening sessions
involving top-level RCA- Victor executives
and BSO personnel. Perhaps Ihad come
to expect too much, because although this
is a very good recording, it is not much
better than the best of the Munch-BSO
efforts.
The sound here is liquid. Maybe limpid
would be a better word. The woodwinds
and lower strings are beautifully represented, brasses have agolden quality that
is almost too rich to be real, and the recording is lucid and, most of the time,
quite clean. Some rather bad distortion
shows up during loud violin passages, but
it sounds more like peak clipping than
tracing distortion.
On the other hand, the whole thing is,
to me, abit too saccharine for the Bartok
Concerto, which calls for acertain amount
of sharpness and bite, not only in the recording but in the interpretation. This is
arow-M recording, and for Bartok Iprefer row H. The disc is also rather lacking
in dynamic range, or perhaps I should
rather say "impact," for while aVU meter
indicates some respectable dynamic range,
the ear registers less. There is also less
deep low end on this disc than I have
heard from some recent Munch recordings.
It sounds like a slow rolloff below about
70 cps, and there isn't much of consequence
coming through by 45 cps, so doublebasses can be heard getting weaker as
they play descending progressions of
notes. A bit of boost below 60 cps helps,
but it still doesn't make the orchestra
sound the way it does in its natural
habitat.
Center fill-in is good but not outstanding, and while the over-all sound is clean
and transparent, Inote that RCA- Victor
12
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is still mastering their discs from a copy
of the original tape. I'd like to have heard
the original of this one.
All in all, recording is not much better
than the very best of the previous BSO
discs.
But it is far better than their
average, and if all the subsequent releases
are this good, it will represent asignificant
advance.
The performance is detailed and meticulous, with some beautiful passages in the
more relaxed sections, but as Iintimated
before, it is a bit too restrained for my
taste. Iam still looking for a stereo release of the Bartok Concerto with the bitter-sweet irony of the old 78-rpm Van
Beinum-Concertgebouw reading. Iwould
buy the Leinsdorf as a landmark of sorts
in recorded sound, but I'll wait for a
definitive performance.
J.G.H.
HANDEL: Music for the Royal
Fireworks (21:55); Concerto No. 2
for Two Wind Bands and Strings
(26:00).
Orchestra conducted by Charles MacKerras. Bach Guild disc BGS-5046, $5.95.
What? A Royal Fireworks Music without
strings? Who ever heard of such athing!
Handle would never have heard of it. He
liked strings. As amatter of fact, he scored
the Fireworks Music for strings, plus a
large complement of brass, woodwinds and
percussion. But he was obliged to change
everything at the last minute, because
King George II, who commanded this
work to be written, liked not the sound of
strings. He hated strings. He liked brasses
and woodwinds and percussion, as well as
fireworks, and who was Handel to displease The King. So, out came the strings,
and in went some more brass, woodwinds
and percussion.
Having been weaned on the Sir Hamilton Harty arrangement of this, with
strings, Ifound this recorded performance
of the original score somewhat of ashock.
What surprised me as much as anything
was the fact that the original scoring is
fully as thrilling as the familiar one, if not
more so.
The Concerto for Two Wind Bands and
Strings was new to me, but this, too, was
a pleasant surprise. The music is bright,
spirited, and above all, lots of fun, and the
antiphonal effects between the two wind
bands are anatural for stereo.
Both recordings are generally fine.
There's a bit of nasality to the sound of

the Fireworks Music, possibly due to some
acoustical quirk of the hall, and both recordings are a bit shy on deep bottom.
But the pickup of all the instruments is in
very good balance, instrumental timbres
are unusually natural, center fill-in is excellent, and the whole thing has a nice
quality of natural spaciousness.
The last grooves on side 1of my copy
were not too clean, apparently because of
a combination of groove distortion and
cutterhead overload, but the trouble lasted
but briefly, and did not mar the over-all
effect of the disc, which is adelight.
J.G.H.
KHACHATURIAN:
No. 2 (52:20).

Symphony

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Aram
Khachaturian, conductor.
London disc
CS-6323, $5.98.
A recording like this raises again the
question of whether we want literal
realism or something better than the real
thing, if that can be possible. London has
been gimmicking up their discs for as
long as anybody, but recently they have
been doing it so tastefully and musically
that the recording is more often enhanced
than spoiled by their ministrations. It's
fine to maintain a purist attitude about
this sort of thing, but when the gimmicking serves the music as well as it does here,
there is little valid basis for complaint.
This is orchestral sound as Ihave never
heard it in the concert hall, yet it creates
the illusion of live music as do few other
recordings Ihave heard. To be specific,
the bass is larger than life and tends
toward hangover; it is deep and very rich,
and it doesn't unbalance the sound,
mainly because the highs are a bit up,
too, with some of the violin steeliness that
makes practically all discs sound like discs.
The over-all sound here is fat, transparent,
and sumptuous, but if your system already
makes most discs sound full in the lower
bass, you may get too much from this
recording.
This kind of music is not normally my
cup of Tetley's, but there is no denying
its sincerity or its emotional impact. It
was composed during Russia's most critical
years of World War II, and although it
isn't program music, the moods of its four
movements might well chronicle the developments of those years. Neither is this
what could be called atuneful work. It is
heavy, brooding music, but deeply moving

if you happen to be in a receptive frame
of mind. Both the performance (by the
composer) and the recording conspire to
make this an emotional experience, so if
you aren't categorically against all music
written after Stravinsky's "Firebird," this
is arecord you should own.
J.G.H.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 1 in
D ("The Titan") (52:15).
Columbia Symphony Orchestra, Bruno
Walter, conductor. Columbia disc MS6394, $5.98.
This is one of those rare combinations of
a superb recording and a stunning performance. As far as I'm concerned, it is
the best Mahler First that Bruno Walter
committed to discs during his lifetime, including the last one that he made with
the New York Philharmonic. And the
fact that this recording is far superior to
that accorded Walter when he conducted
the New York Philharmonic does not detract one bit from my feeling about this
new release.
The playing is certainly
equal to that of the New York orchestra,
and something — perhaps the change of
environment — inspired Bruno Walter to
turn out a reading that is, if anything,
even more dramatic and moving than his
own recent effort with the New York
Philharmonic.
There is, in truth, some of Columbia's
characteristic steeliness in the violins here,
but there is much less of it than usual —
hardly enough to quibble about. The bass
is phenomenal: awesomely deep and solid,
and other instrumental timbres and balances are eminently natural, while the
whole thing is framed in an aura of open,
airy spaciousness. There is no sense of
the acoustics of the hall, which is to say
there is just the right amount and quality
of reverberation. Stereo separation is natural, but not exaggerated, and for once,
there seems to be practically no receding
of centered instruments into the background. Tracing was so clean and surfaces
so quiet on my copy that it was easy to
forget this sound was coming from a disc.
Even the dynamic range is quite respectable — something that can rarely be said
of aColumbia stereo disc.
All in all, this is one of the finest productions Columbia has given us in stereo.
Let's have more just like it, or better,
even.
J.G.H.

MUSIC FOR ORGAN AND
ORCHESTRA
POULENC: Organ Concerto in G Minor ( 19:40); BARBER: Toccata Festiva, Op. 36 ( 13:48).
E. Power Biggs, Philadelphia Orchestra,
Eugene Ormandy, conductor.
STRAUSS: Festival Prelude for Organ
and Orchestra, Op. 61. (9:41).
E. Power Biggs, New York Philharmonic
Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein, conductor.
Columbia disc MS-6398, $5.98.

This is an interesting disc on several
counts. One side of it pairs one of the first
recordings made in New York's new,
acoustically controversial Philharmonic
hall with one of the few recent Philadelphia
Orchestra recordings made in the Academy
of Music. Thus we have the unusual opportunity of comparing the sound of these
two great orchestras in their natural
habitats.
Surprisingly, the difference is not as
great as Ihave heard between different recordings of the same orchestra in the same
hall. Both recordings have some of Columbia's usual violin steeliness and overbrilliance in the upper organ stops, and
both are rather deficient in deep bass and
in dynamic range. There is, however, a
nice sense of perspective and cohesion to
the stereo effects, center fill is unusually
good, and most of the instrumental timbres
are quite natural.
As represented here, both halls have a
rather dry sound. The Academy comes
through with alighter, richer quality, and
sounds abit closer and more focused than
Philharmonic hall. The latter recording
sounds rather more distant and reverberant, and gives abetter sense of roundness
and perspective. Oddly enough, the electronic organ in Philharmonic hall sounds
more like apipe organ than the pipe organ
in the Academy of Music, which proves
nothing at all. Surfaces on my copy were
quiet, and the only tracing problems encountered were in the last grooves of the
Poulenc.
The music is modern, but not aggressively so. The Strauss and Barber works
have their first recorded performances here,
so while no comparisons are possible, they
seemed to be carried off nicely. The
Poulenc is available in several versions.
Bigg's earlier one on mono LP is still the
best performance, and although this latest
one is abit perfunctory in comparison with
his first effort, it is the best of the nowavailable stereo versions.
J.G.H.

OUR MAN IN BOSTON
Mack the Knife ( from "The ThreePenny Opera") (3:00); March of the
Charioteers (from "Ben Hur") (3:36);
Theme from " Exodus" (3:37); Never
on Sundey (2:55); Hey, Look Me Over
(from "Wildcat") ( 1:50); Theme from
"The Apartment" (4:30); "And Now
a Word from Our Sponsor" (4:48);
Music from " Guys and Dolls" (8:23);
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes (4:19);
Bugler's Holiday ( 2:18).
Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler,
conductor. RCA Victor disc LSC-2599,
$5.95.
This is another release in the familiar
Boston Pops tradition: sparkling arrangements, spirited if slightly frenetic performances, and polished playing.
All of the selections are well known to
most of us, except for one entitled "And
Now aWord from Our Sponsor," which is
a pastiche of singing commercial jingles.

The idea of arranging these little ditties
for full orchestra was an inspired one, but
this effort was not. Evidently, the arranger couldn't figure what to do with
each theme once he'd had the orchestra
play it through once.
The recording is one of those infuriating
cases where crystalline sound and astuningly full, deep, solid low end are more
than offset by a strident, ear-shattering
top. This could have been a superb recording, but thanks to Victor's monkeying
with the high end, it sounds best on my
system with the tweeters turned off.
Phooey!
J.G.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker Ballet (Complete) (1:
10:29).
London Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, conductor. Two mercury discs, SR29013, $ 11.86.
This is the eighth complete recording of
Tchaikovsky's unflaggingly popular Nutcracker Ballet, and it is Dorati's second
for Mercury. It may not be the best performance of the lot, but it is certainly the
loudest.
After a brief backing-off period, Mercury seems to be moving its microphones
in on the orchestra again. This recording
is brassy, brilliant, ultra-close and razorsharp and, for this reason, it must be
played at pretty high volume in order to
preserve the proper relationship of closeness to loudness. There's a nice sense of
perspective in the recording, and center
fill-in is moderately good, but the flutes
sound so close-up you can hear the players'
breath sounds.
Could Mercury have
switched to multi-miking, or was it just
that the axis of their center-channel mike
was aimed dead-on at the flutes?
The brasses come through very satisfyingly, violins are a bit on the shrill,
wiry side, woodwinds and lower strings
sound rather cold and astringent, and
there is no deep bass worth mentioning.
Despite everything, the recording is clean
most of the time, and there is no denying
the tremendous impact of this kind of
recording. Unfortunately, it doesn't suit
this kind of music. The Nutcracker is a
fairy tale, not a Norse saga, and Tchaikovsky's ballet is intrinsically light music.
It isn't supposed to be shot from guns!
Mercury should learn to be a bit more
flexible with their recording technique.
Dorati turns in asprightly, flowing performance here — better in most respects
than his last effort. But perhaps because
of the high-powered recording and its
shocking deficiency of bass, my impression
of this recording is one of heaviness and
tense, hard-driving energy. With my bass
controls almost full up, and the treble
about halfway down, Icould begin to enjoy this, because parts of it are delightfully done. But Istill prefer the Ansermet
recording for London, for while his version
lacks Dorati's spirit, it is at least graced
by a light, well-balanced and appropriate
recording.
J.G.H.
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facturer will definitely help.
Finally, if all else fails and the component appears to be a lost cause, look
your wife squarely in the eye and buy a
really good, expensive piece of equipment.
Remember this sage bit of advice Ioverheard at Harvey Radio the day Ispent
$90 on a pair of Beyer headphones:
"What's so special about Marantz? I'll

Forum

(
from page 7)

Mr. Allison should well know this, since
he has access to the machine-run curves
on the loudspeakers his company makes.
As for the use of these new materials,
the companies I work with have been
developing new cone systems for over
seven years. Had they been as happy
with paper cones as Acoustic Research
seems to be, they would have saved a
great deal of money, and they, too, would
probably feel obliged to belittle publicly
any new techniques that showed promise
of outperforming their own designs.
Finally, the matter of A-B tests. My
article in High Fidelity* for April 1963
reviews the history of such tests as these.
I've attended many of them, and Iam
also a constant concertgoer, and while I
have been impressed with the results of
some recent live-versus-recorded demonstrations, Ihave not succeeded in deluding
myself that the age of absolute verisimilitude is with us. Ifear that Mr. Allison is
beginning to believe his advertising rather
than his ears, because although there were
people as far back as 1890 who "couldn't
hear the difference" when such A-B tests
were conducted, critical listeners can still
hear appreciable differences. To my mind,
all such demonstrations are interesting
technical feats, and highly effective promotional displays, but as Gilbert Briggs
has often pointed out, they involve special
tricks and orientation, and do not really
bear any relation to the prc blems of reproducing sound in the home.
I must take issue with the "Forum"
article by Irving M. Fried in your Sept.Oct. 1962 issue.
Writers who presume to challenge the
world should at least know their facts.
Mr. Fried's presentation is not only
loaded with technical errors, it is clearly
slanted to promote the product he is selling, for he uses wishful thinking, subjective
judgment and personal feelings in place
of objective data.
His article's technical errors are too
numerous to take up in detail in the space
of this letter, but let's examine a few of
his premises. Mr. Fried seems to consider
the electrostatic speaker as the presentday standard of quality. Granted, the
electrostatic speaker has much merit when
constructed in push-pull form, but its
principal use has been as amid-range and
high-frequency reproducer. On the basis
* The magazine, that ie.
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tell you. You can switch it on today, and
your great-grandchildren can switch it off
if they want to, but it'll still be working
perfectly."
The best is awful damn good, and part
of the price you pay is for not having to
bother with service problems — ever.
Well, hardly ever.
The English Earl and his Lady were
driving across the Sahara Desert in their
chauffeured Rolls Royce. The back axle

broke. They were sitting there waiting,
with upper-class aplomb, when a plane
landed and out stepped three mechanics
bearing anew back axle. When the job
was done, the belted earl drew out his
check book and asked:
"How much do I owe you for the repairs, my man?"
"What repairs, mlud?
Rolls Royce
axles never break." Apocryphal but true,
as they say.

of equal radiating area, an electrostatic
unit is about three octaves narrower in
bandwidth at the low-frequency end than
is a dynamic speaker. The smaller permissible diaphragm excursion of the electrostatic necessitates larger piston area in
order to equal the air volume displacement
of the dynamic. Full-range electrostatics
with bass range comparable to that of a
good cone system are of necessity very
large (because the extra surface area is
needed to offset their limited diaphragm
travel) and exceedingly costly. For instance, the KLH Model 9 utilizes about
10 square feet of radiating surface. Then
there are the matters of durability and
life, qualities in which the dynamic system
has proven itself over a period of fifty
years. Practical electrostatics have not
been around that long, but their added
complexity and their need for a highvoltage polarizing supply raises anumber
of questions as to their long-term reliability.
In v;e,,v of the paper cone system's
proven quality, versatility, low cost and
reliability, it is difficult tl see why Mr.
Fried is Exi anxious to flush it down the
drain, unless his impatience with it is
abetted by his enthusiasm over the expanded polystyrene-cone speakers he is
importing. Ve have tried polystyrene as
a potential cone mat<zial, and were not
overly impressed. What we, and every
other loudspeaker manufacturer, are looking for is asubstance that has the minimum possible mass per unit of piston area,
consistent with the necessary rigidity to
meet the desired acoustic output requirements. A properly designed paper cone
still does this as well as anything we have
come across to date.
Mr. Fried refers to the "boxiness and
loss of clarity" in small speaker systems.
Here he is confusing cabinet problems with
cone problems.
So-called "boxy" or
"honky" coloration is not a symptom of
paper diaphragm breakup; it is more
often due to response aberrations contributed by improperly designed or inadequate enclosures, particularly the slim
types having closed backs.

curious to know in just what respects Iam
"all wet," because if this is so, then most
of the textbooks on loudspeakers that I
can quote, as well as British engineers and
critics, and the technical editors of the
British publications, must share my "wetness." Since Mr. White did not see fit to
be any more specific than that, however,
there isn't much Ican do to refute his
allegation, except to say that Iam in the
best of company.
Mr. White seemed upset because Ilike
electrostatic speakers, and devoted considerable space to enumerating their real
or imagined weaknesses. Ido like them,
and in researching the articles about them
that Iwrote for High Fidelity and RadioElectronics, Icame to know their few bad
points as well as their good ones. But to
criticize any component simply because it
is expensive, or may not last indefinitely
without service, is to preach the same kind
of hyperdemocracy that argues that nothing is worth while unless it is suitable for
the mass market.
In my "Forum" article, Iwas talking
about fidelity of sound, not price or simplicity of design. Mr. White may argue
price until doomsday if he wishes, but as
long as this attitude ties us to "compact"
or "budget" speakers, the audio field will
never go anywhere, except possibly to pot.
In view of the fact that my article was
about polystyrenes rather than electrostatics, Mr. White's attack on the latter
was pointless anyway, but it does reflect
acertain attitude.
I do not quarrel with Mr. White's
premise that paper cones are cheap and
serviceable. All I maintain is that the
newer cones offer promise of better performance.
The expanded- polystyrenecone unit that Iimport is not my brainchild; it is the result of seven years' basic
research by Rola-Celestion, one of the
world's largest and most capable loudspeaker manufacturers.
This research
cost an incredible amount of money, and
Ican assure Mr. White that it would have
been abandoned early in the game if the
designers had not felt the new material to
be significantly better than paper. When
Ifirst heard the new speaker, Iwas selling
paper-cone systems, but Iwasn't manufacturing them. If Ihad been, perhaps I
too would have been as unwilling to
acknowledge the new material's potential
as are Messrs. Allison and White.
Fortunately I have no such vested
interest, and can adopt new techniques
whenever I feel they improve the end
result: the fidelity of the sound.

Saul J. White
Chief Engineer,
Audio Division
Rek-O-Kut Co., Inc.
To which Mr. Fried replies:
Iam sorry that Mr. White did not explain fully the "technical errors" that he
asserts I made. But I am particularly
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suits, the manufacturers claim, in about
8 db less layer-to-layer printing. Ithink
it is a good idea to use low-print tape for
all important recordings, since, even if no
distinct printing is observed with regular
tape, faint print-through nonetheless
causes what sounds like distortion. There
are not as yet any low-print thin- base
tapes on the market, but it's about time
there were, for print- through is much
more pronounced with thin-base tape
than it is with 1.5-mil tape.
The point is clear, I think. For best
possible recording, I would pick 1.5-mil
Mylar (or similar polyester) base, with
the thickest obtainable coating of lowprint oxide, and I would record at the
highest speed my recorder was capable of.
When the program is too long to allow this
kind of no-compromise recording, compromises must be made either in thickness or
running speed or both. If there's achoice,
your choice should depend on your recorder's performance at low speeds. If it
isn't too bad, it is generally best to use the
lower speed than to go athinner tape.
Well-made tape exhibits none of the
defects that used to plague recordists a
dozen years ago. Unlubricated tape, oxide
shedding, layer-to-layer adhesion—all are
things of the past with standard-brand
tapes. If you get a tape that squeals or
sheds, return it to the manufacturer for
replacement, after you have ascertained
that the tape is actually at fault. Squealing on arecorder that does not use pressure
pads to hold the tape against the heads is
generally a sign of dirty heads, excessive
supply reel holdback tension, or severe
head wear. In machines that use head
pressure pads, dirty pads is the usual cause
of squealing.
Although Idisapprove of pressure pads,
Irealize their necessity in low-priced recorders, because without them, getting
good contact between the tape and the
heads requires careful and rather costly
design of the transport mechanism.
If
your recorder does use pads, clean them
very frequently with alcohol, and make
certain, by measuring, that the pressure
they apply is as specified in the recorder's
service manual.
When you have decided what kind of
tape to use, you may still have some
choice between competing brands. Here
is where you might buy one reel of each
likely variety and conduct some homegrown comparison tests to determine
which one would be your best choice.
I'll discuss these tests in my next column.
Meanwhile, any questions, criticisms or
gripes? If so, let me hear from you.

Sustenance for Cerebration
The audio perfectionists, who have always
led this field because of their refusal to be
satisfied with anything, are often referred
to as "the lunatic fringe."
Under the circumstances, we feel it
only right and fitting that audio should
become known as "the hobby with the
fringe on top."

Baffle Board

(
from page 9)

tested according to conventional procedures,
exhibit a markedly rising high-frequency
response. This might not bother you too
much if your speaker system rolled off a bit
at the high end, but the Janszen is one of the
few tweeters that, in most listening rooms,
actually give aslightly rising response above
about 5,000 cps. This, combined with the
pickup's high- end rise, is what is causing
your surface noise problems.
Your best bet would be to add one of the
high-frequency filters that ESL made available for taming the high end of their cartridges.

Which Two of Four?

Of the four recorded tracks on a quarter-track tape, which two are being reproduced when the tape is run from left to
right?
Lou Mason
Albany, N. Y.
With the tape's oxide coating facing away
from you, the track at the upper edge of the

tape, and the lower one of the middle two
tracks, will be reproduced.

Pop Goes the Freezer

Every time qur deep freezer turns on,
it sends a lotia pop through die stereo
system. The, pop is quite loud, and it
seems to come equally through both channels, but its intensity varies with the setting of the préamp's volumelcontrol.
I have tried putting a filter capacitor
across the freezer's ' AC leads, but to no
avail. If it's any help to you, Ihave a
Dyna PAS-2 preamp and a Dyna Stereo
70 amplifier.
Any suggestions will be welcomed.
William R. Smith
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Dynaco, Inc. makes available a technical
bulletin on the subject of interference in
audio systems, specifically for their own
preamps but generally applicable to any
units. We would advise writing to them at
3912 Powellon Ave., Philadelphia 4, Pa.,
and asking for acopy of this bulletin.

Dubious Fisher

My old Fisher 80-AZ amplifiers have
given excellent service for along time, but
recently one of them has been sounding
very sick and making strange noises.
When all the system gain controls are
off, Ican hear an odd sort of a whining
sound coming faintly from the speaker in
the bad channel. When playing music,
that channel is terribly harsh and strident,
yet it still seems to have the same gain as
the other channel. Also, Inotice that the
"powerscope" neon indicator on the dubi-

ous amplifier stays lit all the time, instead
of just flashing occasionally on power
peaks.
Adjusting its threshold control
has no effect on this.
I have tried replacing tubes, to no
avail. Can you suggest anything else?
Ralph Lieberman
Bronx, N. Y.
Your description of the behavior of that
"dubious" amplifier pretty well pinpoints
the trouble as high-frequency oscillation.
The fact that the "powerscope" indicates full
output when practically nothing is audible
shows that there is considerable ultrasonic
energy present at the amplifier output. The
extreme distortion is also a symptom of
high-frequency oscillation.
The cause is probably a defective component in the Z-Matic variable-damping
circuit. These things are tricky to work
with, though, so we would advise letting one
of Fisher's authorized service agencies do
the repair.

Addavac
My system is comprised of 2 KLH
Model 7speakers, a Harman-Kardon Citation 120-watt amplifier, Dynakit PAS2preamp, Dyna-kit FM-3tuner, Thorens
turntable, Ortofon arm and cartridge, and
aTandberg Model 64 tape recorder.
If Iwere to add the DuKane Ionovac
tweeter to the KLH 7s, would Iget better
highs and better stereo spread?
Also,
would the system be any easier on the
ears when operated at high levels? In
other words, do you think I would gain
any substantial benefits from the addition
of apair of these tweeters to my system?
Russell W. Anderson
Morton Grove, Ill.
Like most such questions, this is an iffy one.
The DuKane lonovac tweeter is far superior to that in the KLH 7, so adding a
couple of lonovacs would certainly give you
more-extended, 4noother highs than you get
now. But the lonovac's transient response
is such that, if there is already any distortion
being fed to the speakers from the rest of the
equipment, this will be reproduced even
more crisply than it is now. Another factor
to consider is that, since the lonovac will not
reproduce as low as the KLH's crossover
frequency, it will not serve alone as a replacement for the KLH's own tweeter. On
the other hand, if you just hang the lonovac
across the KLH tweeter, any distortion or
upper-range peaks that are in the latter will
offset the cleanness and smoothness of the
lonovac. So for best results, you will have
to add alow-pass filter to the KLH's tweeter,
and use it to fill the gap between the woofer's
upper limit and the lonovac's lower limit.
The distortion you notice now at high listening levels is probably due to marginal
overload of the power amplifier, and the
lonovac will probably make this sound
worse rather than better. The lonovac is
worth the investment, but it will require some
modifications in your present setup, and it
may force you to replace your pickup
system.
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Hartley

(
from page 13)

screen for evaluation. We have been looking
and listening to this 18-cps output for some
yeaes, and we spot-check every so often by
dropping down to 15 cps (and checking the
frequency against the 60-cps AC from the line).
We. appreciate the reviewer's underlining
the fact that this speaker's bass output is
actually more natural than the usual "full,
rich bass," but we are puzzled by the remarks
about mid-range coloration. The report states
that the speaker has less mid-range coloration
than most, yet the reviewer states that he

''hears" aslight '' awk" and ''nyeh" quality.
(Perhaps these are leftovers from a United
Nations broadcast.) We have built in aslight
rise of 3db in the mid-range region, to compensate for the acoustical characteristics of the
average living room, with its rugs, drapes, and
stuffed furniture. If the reviewer's listening
room does not fit this category, it might explain what he found it so hard to account for.
The fact that white noise tests and response
checks did not show any irregularities suggests
that this may have been the case.
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: The living

Once

Over

room in which these speakers were tested does
have a thick rug, drapes, and upholstered
furniture. This may explain why the 3-db rise
in mid-range response was not detected on
white noise or subjective response checks, but
it does not explain to us the slight colorations
that were observed.
As stated in the report, the speaker does
have less mid-range coloration than most, but
it was the nature of the coloration that bothered us rather than the severity of it. This is
amatter of personal taste, which is why we
suspect that many listeners will not be as
bothered by it as we were.

Lightly

Capsule reports on several components which have been around for some time, 80
will probably not receive full reports in the magazine, but should nonetheless be
brought to the attention of our readers, for various and sundry reasons.
Ampex 601-2 Tape Recorder: This has
been around for along time, but won't be
for much longer, judging by the recent
price cut.
For all of its infuriating (but remediable) flutter problems, and the fact that
few of them are ever delivered in peak
operating condition, this still stands as
the best semiprofessional recorder available. Properly adjusted (and there are
all the necessary provisions for doing this),
its reproduction is indistinguishable from
that of a big professional Ampex running
at the same 7.5-ips speed.
The same
comments apply to the monophonic 601
recorder, but who records mono nowadays?
B&O 53 Microphone:
We have not
found another microphone in its price
class ($60) that will touch this for smoothness and naturalness. Bidirectional pattern, voice-music switch, and switch-selected high-, medium- or low-impedance
outputs.
Dyna Stereo 70 Power Amplifier: At
$99 in kit form, this is without adoubt the
best buy in the amplifier field. Its sound
is indistinguishable from the Marantz
dual-35-watter — generally acknowledged
as the best available — and conservative
tube operation ensures long, dependable
life.
Less flexible than the Marantz (it has
no metering facilities, for instance), it requires periodic readjustment of its bias
adjustment (once every 6 months, or
thereabouts) to maintain its peak performance, but it has none of the tubeeating or capacitor-blowing problems of
earlier Dynakits. An unqualified recommendation for this one.
Dyna PAM- 1 and PAS- 2 Preamps:
These leave something to be desired as
far as control flexibility is concerned, and
their slide switches are prone to act up
after some use, but their performance and
dependability are phenomenal. Very low
noise, rich, transparent sound, and incredible tube life put these in the Stereo
70's class as best buys. Only two others
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we have tried (the McIntosh C-20 and
the Marantz Model 7) can equal the Dyna
preamps' sound, and both of those are
very costly. We have not tried the new
Citation transistorized preamp.
Garrard 301 Turntable: Slightly higher
rumble than the Thorens TD- 124, but
equally low speed variation and high dependability. New ones may require some
break-in and occasionally some adjustment when purchased, but from that time
on, occasional lubrication is all they will
need for avery long time.
Heath SS- 1 and SS- 1R Speaker System:
This four-way system, in two
cabinets, had rather loose, ill-defined bass,
but when its drivers were properly balanced, it had a smooth upper range, and
was one of the most realistic-sounding
"row-A" speaker systems we have heard.
Marantz Model 9A Power Amplifier:
Outrageously priced, but worth it if you
have the money.
The extra goes into
beautiful-looking wiring and the highestquality parts obtainable. Very slightly
crisper sound than the McIntosh, but
otherwise in the same class.
McIntosh MC- 60 Power Amplifier:
This is an old-timer, but for a very good
reason. It sounds excellent when new, and
it goes on and on and on and on working.
Don't use it in asystem where it is likely
to be overloaded, because it has a relatively slow recovery time, but for any
other application, including the driving of
electrostatic systems, it is ideal.
Neshaminy Z-300 Speaker System:
This cone-woofer/electrostatic-tweeter system is still one of the best such pairings
we have encountered. The drivers blend
well, and although the woofer does not
go quite as deep as that of the AR- 1or
AR-3, it spans the recorded range equally
well, and appears to have superior definition and crispness throughout its whole
range. The upward-slanted tweeter elements tend to beam their highs, though,

so the speakers should be far enough
away or high enough above the floor to
direct these beams above the heads of the
listeners.
Like all good electrostatics, the tweeters
in these have astounding transient response and treble range, so they must
be fed extremely clean program material.
With most amplifiers, they will sound
worse than just about any other speaker.
With a Dynakit, Marantz or McIntosh
amp, for instance, they are excellent.
Weathers FM Pickup: Still the bestsounding monophonic pickup ever made,
the FM pickup earned a reputation for
orneriness that it never lived down, even
years after the cause of the trouble was
remedied. Most of the subsequent problems with this pickup stemmed from wax
accumulations on its stylus, rather than
from oscillator instability. The FM pickup's tracing ability has finally been surpassed by several of the newest stereo
pickups, but the transparency of its sound
is still unequaled.
Thorens TD- 124 Turntable: Like all
mechanical devices, this needs occasional
servicing to keep it in peak condition, but
it is very durable, its rumble and speed
variation are exceedingly low, and the
manufacturer's quality control is excellent.
The removable side panel that mounts the
pickup will appeal strongly to those who
like to experiment with different pickups_

The Thorens TD- 124, without base.

Backward View?
Sirs:
Ihave been waiting for a publication
such as THE STEREOPHILE to come out!
There are and have been publications
which have given unbiased ratings of audio
components (Consumers Union and Audio
League), but Ialways felt that their reports were for the mass market rather
than for the audio perfectionist. Topquality equipment was seldom tested,
presumably because the average audiophile would not be interested. Those of
us who were interested in the finest equipment had to be content with superlatives,
and very little in the way of comparison or
criticism of the equipment.
One of the things that sold me on your
publication was the statement in your announcement, ". . we began to realize that
there was areal need for some source of
forthright, down-to-earth information for
the audio perfectionist who wasn't satisfied with being told that 'all amplifiers
sound pretty much the same.' " Ihave
heard this statement, and have even read
it in a high-fidelity magazine recently.
Iwas beginning to think that Ihad the
world's only 24-karat golden ear, because
Ican hear adifference between amplifiers,
especially preamplifiers. Inow own the
supposed "best" in amplifiers, Marantz,
but Iand most of my friends agree that
it doesn't sound as good as the mono
Brook equipment Ihad previously. Nor
is the Marantz Model 7stereo preamp as
transparent-sounding as the Marantz
monophonic audio consolette. I understand that the real perfectionists are buying up the Marantz mono preamps and
using them in pairs for stereo, with the
Marantz stereo adapter.
My goal in stereo, ironic though it
may be, is to have the quality of sound I
had 10 years ago with aBrociner-Klipsch
corner horn, the 30 watt Brook amp and
preamp, and a Fairchild 220 cartridge.
It had arealism which made you unaware
that you were listening to asound system.
Even in mono, it had depth. Perhaps the
new transistorized components are what
I'm looking for. Ihope Iwill be able to
find some of the answers in THE STEREOPHILE.
Richard Vanderbilt
Rumson, N. J.
See "As We See It," on page 2.

Record Reviews
Sirs:
Mr. Tippett has agood point ("Letters,"
Nov.-Dec. 1962) in criticizing the amount
of space your record reviews devote to

discussions of the music and the conductor.
If the true aim of this publication is to
satisfy the serious audio enthusiast, and
you are sincere about doing this, Ithink
the most sensible thing to do is not only
to limit this type of information, but to
discuss only the very best records, technically and performance-wise, that are on
the market today.
I think the main
reason the audiophile reads these reviews
is to discover which are the best-sounding
recordings. Ireally don't think he's interested in reading about those that are
not.
Also, Ibelieve your reviews should encompass more than one field of music.
Robert DeSalvo
Franklin Square, L. I., N. Y.
All right, all right, we're making the reviews
shorter and cutting back on the music discussion. We're not going to ignore the performances altogether, though, because apoor
one isn't worth listening to regardless of how
good the recording is.
As for discussing only the best records,
nix on that, for two reasons. First, we get a
fairly limited selection of discs for review to
start with, and if we weeded out all but the
excellent ones, we would be hard put to fill
even one page in some issues. And second,
tf afine performance is marred by an intentionally messed- up recording, we're being
gypped, and our readers have a right to
know it.
We're casting about for some more reviewers, to handle other fields of music, but
we have no intention of devoting any space
to Pops (which aren't supposed to sound
realistic) or to records whose sound quality
is relatively unimportant, like spoken word
and the majority of humor records. We plan
to cover shows, some "audio spectaculars,"
light music, semi-classics, and an occasional
outstanding jazz release. But our emphasis
will continue to be on the material that
benefits the most from technical excellence.
Reporter on the Spot
Sirs:
What is the matter with your reporter
who wrote up the New York hi-fi show?
Speaking of Zenith's exhibit, he said, and
Iquote: "Zenith is to be commended for
the forthright honesty of its advertising
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Fabulous performance? These curves
show frequency response and stereo
separation. Which curves are which?
brochures." Ihave seen some of Zenith's
recent efforts along these lines, and I
cannot recall when I have come across
such ridiculous hogwash!
One of their ads, purporting to show
the "fabulous performance" of their

"free-floating" cartridge, has the craziestlooking response curves I've ever laid eyes
on. Another ad states that Zenith's "new
bass-boost switch provides thrilling booming effects to bass."
What manner of high fidelity is this?
Was your reporter writing with tongue in
cheek or foot in mouth?
Spencer Mathieson
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Neither tongue nor foot was out of place.
After all, how much more embarrassingly
honest could an advertiser be?
Musical Paper
Sirs:
Re Irving Fried's pronouncement of
doom for the paper-cone loudspeaker
("The Forum," Sept.-Oct. 1962):
I've spent hours listening to full-range
electrostatics. Fine transient response and
clarity, but the piano didn't sound like a
piano, the clarinet didn't sound like a
clarinet, the cello didn't sound like acello.
The characteristic timbres of the instruments were missing.
I've spent hours listening to expanded
polystyrene foam speaker systems. They
are extremely accurate reproducers but,
unfortunately, unmusical reproducers.
Listening to paper cones and live music
has ruined my ears. Pity, really.
G. E. Burks
Denver, Colo.
If transient response, clarity, and accuracy
are unmusical, then why fidelity? Back to
the acoustical horn?
Bleary Query
Sirs:
Iam interested in your hifis. Please
send me your cataloge. Are you making
discounts?
M. Lbstixt (?)
New York, N. Y.
We are discounting cataloges this month.
We also have specials on honeydoos and
wattermellans, but hifis are out of stock
because of the big freeze in the middlewets.
Encomium (Misc.)
Sirs:
Having procrastinated until Isaw the
second issue, through the auspices of an
affluent friend, Inow enclose my check to
start my subscription with the first issue.
Your record reviews may start me buying records again, albeit records of works
I would never have requested before.
Your editorial on the RIAA standard
(sic!) hit the nail on the head, and is
something other magazines have ducked
time and again.
Now let's see about
getting some of those British discs, for
comparison.
Iam starting a permanent file of THE
STEREOPHILE, to take over where The
Audio League Reports left off.
Robert Tucker
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Miscellany
New Faces of 1963
If this issue of THE STEREOPHILE looks
significantly different from the last two,
it is because we have changed to asmaller
type face. The 10-point type we were
using before was nice and readable, but we
found it was taking up too much space.
The new, 8-point type is abit harder to
read, but anyone who can read a record
label should have no trouble coping with
it, and it will allow us to get much more
information in each issue of the magazine.
We'll change back to the larger type if
enough readers want us to, but we'll have
to do so at the expense of audio coverage.
And please don't ask us to just add another page to the magazine, because this
is like adding another wheel to a freight
train. It's just as costly to add one as
it is to add four.

Mail Mangling
We've had some complaints from subscribers about the way we mail STEREOPHILE copies, without envelopes. Evidently, some copies arrive rather the worse
for wear, somewhat diminishing the publication's effectiveness as a coffee-table
ornament.
We could mail THE STEFtEOPHILE in envelopes or in paper wrappers, but it would
cost us significantly more per copy to do
this, and we're already a bit pinched in
the budget. So, we would have to ask
more from you for the magazine. A subscription would then cost $6.50, but if
you'd consider the extra 50 cents to be
worth receiving the magazine in mint
condition, we'll go along with your wishes.
Let us know how you feel about this.

Nothing may ever come of this, and the
whole thing may be the result of someone's
wishful thinking, but we hope we'll see
something tangible along these lines before
too long. It's an intriguing idea.

Vocal Feedback
If your tape recorder allows you to
monitor from a separate playback head
while recording, try this on your friends:
Plug in a microphone and a headset, adjust for fairly loud but comfortable volume
in the phones, and then try speaking a
simple sentence into the mike while
listening to yourself from the third-head
playback. Chances are you'll become a
babbling idiot.
We normally control our speech by
listening to it as it occurs. When we hear
it a fraction of a second later, as is the
case when monitoring from a tape playback head, this vocal feedback control
system is thrown out of kilter, and the
whole speech production mechanism falls
apart at the seams.
The best way to pull this off at aparty
is by adjusting record and playback monitors to the same level, letting the victim
start on record monitor, and switching
him to playback in the middle of a
sentence.
This technique can be used as apositive
proof of deafness, in cases where there is
reason to doubt that a person who claims
to be deaf actually is deaf. A deaf person
can speak normally regardless of the delay
in the headphone sound. A person who
can hear finds it absolutely impossible to
continue speaking in his normal voice
when he hears the delayed sound.

Caveat Emptor?

While we're on the subject of reader reactions, we'd like to hear from more of you.
We said in our advertising blurb that we
would try to give you the kind of publication you want, but we aren't psychic. If
you have some gripes, criticisms, or suggestions, don't sit on your hands. Write
and let us know what's on your mind,
otherwise we have no choice but to follow
our collective nose, and the result may or
may not be the kind of magazine you
want.
We're short-iianded, and we may take a
while to answer your letter, but we'll read
it and take note. As a matter of fact, if
it requires an answer, you can expedite
our reply by enclosing a self-addressed
post card. We'll use it if the answer can
fit the space.

In response to our rave report on the
Weathers PS- 11 pickup system, some
readers have written to report that the
stylus in their new PS- 11 systems has
folded up into the cartridge after a few
hours of use.
We checked with the factory on this,
and found that they had been having some
trouble with this sort of thing recently,
but that they were replacing free of charge
all cartridges returned for this complaint.
If they haven't solved the problem, the
replacement cartridges may do the same
thing. But since there is not to our knowledge another pickup that can match the
cleanness and smoothness of this one, we
urge PS- 11 buyers to be as patient as they
can under the circumstances, and keep
returning defective ones to the factory
until they get one that is all right. It's
worth the bother in the long run, in terms
of record life and sound quality.

Uncut Discs

Postponement

Don't Just Sit There!

We have heard from two different
sources that a European firm is experimenting with atechnique for making disc
records by an embossing rather than a
cutting process. If this is true, and if the
research bears fruit, it would be possible
to make discs without any of the groovenarrowing that causes pinch effect in the
inner grooves of present-day discs.
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In the last issue, we sort of promised an
article about the results of some listening
tests pitting English Columbia recordings
against Angel's U. S. releases of the.same
recordings.
Well, we didn't make it by this issue,
for various and sundry reàsons which we
won't go into. So, we're scheduling this
piece for the next issue, with the hope that

by then we will have collected all the necessary materials, like parallel releases of a
goodly variety of discs. To date, we've
compared three sets, which isn't really
enough to base any sweeping generalizations on. The fact that all three of these
put the British discs in the lead is beside
the point.

The Audio Mart will publish, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile subscribers. Nonsubscribers may insert ads
for circulation among our highly concentrated readership at a rate of 10 cents per
word, including name and address. Hyphenated words count as a single word, as do
initials. Ads are published as received, so
we cannot be responsible for the condition or
quality of items advertised for sale in Audio
Mart.
SELL: McIntosh C-8 preamp, $35; McIntosh
C-108 preamp, $20; Viking Model 85ESQ recorder, $85; Heath TS-4A TV sweep generator
with 10.7-Mc crystal for FM alignment, $35.
All in working order, with manuals. E. Dell,
307 Dickinson Ave., Swarthmore, Pa.
CANADIAN SALE: The following equipment, used for two years, is available at 40%
below current Canadian list prices: JBL Metregon enclosure, oiled walnut; Two JBL 075
tweeters, with 7-kc crossovers; McIntosh C-20
preamp; Shure M216 Studio Dynetic arm with
0.5- and 0.7-mil styli and cartridges. N.
Metal, 2090 Comox Street, Vancouver 5, B. C.
SALE: Concertone NWR-1 network recorder,
full-track, 7.5 and 15 ips, in two portable
cases. Room for additional heads. $200.
Magnecordette record-playback tape preamplifiers, 3 available at $10 each. R. C. Sherbahn, 9941-B Young Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
FOR SALE: Roberts 990 deck, three heads,
automatic stop, superior quality, like new;
two RA-100 recording amplifiers, excellent;
all for $160. Also have ElectroVoice 630
microphone at $20. Will consider trades for
amateur radio equipment. J. Foy Guin, Jr.,
Box 26, Russellville, Ala.
AR-1W woofer, unfinished cabinet, perfect
condition. Will sell for $85, or best offer.
R. W. Olsen, 1316 Barbara St., Tyler, Tex.
WILL SELL either DuKane Ionovac 30
speaker system (walnut, less than 100 hours
use) for $125, or AR-1W-Janszen 130-B8 system (blonde) for $170. Also, Janszen 65-B8
electrostatic tweeters at $55 each. N. J. McNamara, 2Winfield St., Staten Island 5, N. Y.

No. 3

stereophile chart file

Sensitivity Conversion Chart
Power amplifier sensitivity ratings
are usually expressed as the amount
of input voltage needed to drive the
amplifier to full output, so they must
be reduced to a common reference
value before it is possible to compare

the sensitivity ratings of amplifiers
of dissimilar power.
The graph below shows conversion
factors for relating any sensitivity
specification to an output power of
1watt.

100
90

To determine how much input
voltage it will take to drive an
amplifier to 1 watt output, first
locate on the vertical scale the power
figure at which the amplifier's sensitivity is rated. Read across to the
sloping graph line, and read downward from the intersection point to
the conversion factor on the horizontal scale. Finally, multiply the
amplifier's rated sensitivity figure by
the conversion factor.

80

70

60

50

To compare hum specifications
which are listed as decibels below
full output, apply the conversion
factor as a voltage ratio on adecibel
table, and subtract the equivalent db
f, gure from the rated hum figure. For
instance, ahum rating of 60 db below
50 watts would require aconversion
factor of 0.14. As a voltage ratio,
0.14 represents 17 db, which would
be subtracted from the rated 60 db.
The amplifier's hum would be 43 db
below 1watt output.
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With issue
ers.

4,

we ran the first of what we came

These were

at first glance but contained at least one
our ( then)

to call our Hamm? cov-

audio- type photographs that looked perfectly innocent
little glitch.

looking up the " answer." And judging by incoming letters,
ers still

couldn't find it.

By now,

Only two of

1,300 subscribers detected the glitch in that photo without

everything was perking but our schedule.

ing to be a bi-monthly,

and our cover dates

ance of healthy regularity,

We were still claim-

still maintained the appear-

but the growing clamor of complaints

subscribers showed that they were not being fooled.
confound things even more,

a lot of read-

Can you?

a cryptic note

from

And as though to

in our " Miscellany"

section

announced that issue 6 would be late getting out, leaving it to the
reader's imagination when or even if 5 would appear.
Issue

4 also carried what turned out to be our declaration of war

against a new and sonically grisly development from RCA called " Dynagroove." Subsequent developments proved us wrong on one point of
criticism out of eight.
It was about this

time that,

in trying to place advertisements

for Stereophile in the mass- circulation commercial hi-fi magazines,
we
us,

learned that space was not available
in a moment of rare candor,

to us.

One publisher told

that it wasn't because we constituted

a threat to them that they refused our ads,

it was because we were a

source of embarrassment. They did not, in other words, want their
readers to see us describing as " shrill" or " boomy" a product that
had gotten a rave review in their own report.
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The Cover
Our cover this time is . a literal translation of a schematic diagram.
There's
something amiss in the picture. Can you
find it? If not, see page 18.
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Down With Dynagroove!
In a press release dated February 8,
Goddard Lieberson, president of
Columbia records, aimed an unprecedented broadside at Columbia's
biggest competitor, RCA- Victor.
Speaking of Victor's new, flamboyantly- promoted Dynagroove process,
Mr. Lieberson said " An analysis of
this so-called system by our engineers
has convinced us that it represents,
not a forward step in our industry,
but a backward step, because it is a
step away from the faithful reproduction of the artist's performance."
He went on to elucidate at length,
his main point being that in applying a " continuously varying frequency characteristic" to the signal,
the Dynagroove system introduces
"limitations upon artistic expression." This seemed like a strange
statement, coming from the head of
a record company that has been
souping up their highs, compressing
dynamics, and manipulating spot
mikes during most of their recent
recordings, but after listening to
three of the initial Dynagroove releases, we must say we are in complete agreement with Mr. Lieberson.
Columbia has committed some monumental insults to musical taste, but
on the whole, their discs have at
least managed to preserve most of the
original musical relationships intact.
We cannot say this about Dynagroove.
Two of the Dynagroove releases
we auditioned were so bad that our
record critic, James Keeler, simply
refused to review them. The third,
an operatic recording, was less conspicuously gimmicked and was a
good enough performance to draw
our attention away from the constant comings and goings of bass and
treble. (A review of these discs appears on page 14, and some further
observations about Dynagroove occupy this issue's " Forum" page.)
But Mr. Lieberson is right in asserting that Dynagroove is inimical to
musical integrity, for not only does
it constantly " rearrange•' the original bass/treble balance of the music,
it evidently excuses the use of more
dynamic compression than we have
encountered since the latter days of
the 78-rpm disc. If this constitutes
"an evolution in the art of recording, — to quote RCA- Victor, then we
are obliged to incite the industry to

counter-evolution, for this is one
kind of hanky-panky that no hometype tone control will ever be able
to compensate for.
Dynagroove discs, although allegedly intended for use on topnotch systems, are nonetheless modeled on the assumption that " nobody
listens at full concert- hall volume."
We do listen at concert- hall volume
-- at least at the volume one might
hear from the twentieth row in a
concert hall -- and we bristle a bit
at being rejected as a " nobody."
This, of course, is the old story all
over again. The serious listener, who
listens to music instead of using it as
a pleasant background for conversation, is anobody as far as the record
industry is concerned, and does not
warrant its consideration.
\Ve hope Dynagroove is abandoned, and the sooner the better.
But if it isn't, we have two suggestions.
For the serious stereophile, who is interested in getting
the best available discs, we suggest
purchasing them directly from dealers in Great Britain, where EMI is
still cutting natural-sounding, un gimmicked stereo discs.
We have
compared a number of EMI's releases with their U.S. counterparts,
and in each case, the EMIs were
cleaner, wider-range, and considerably more musical-sounding.
The
Gramophone, HiFi News, and other
British record publications available
here carry ads for several mail-order
record shops in England, many of
which will be happy to fill orders
from the U.S.
For the American record manufacturers, we suggest apremium line of
stereo disc releases, paralleling the
releases they now put out for the
mass market, but cut with full dynamic range, full frequency range,
and miked so as to produce the best
stereo illusion when reproduced
through speakers with adequate
spacing between them. We, personally, would be happy to pay abuck or
so more for recordings that would
justify the expenditures we have
made on high-fidelity equipment, and
if the premium line wouldn't play on
the mass-market phonographs, the
customers might start asking some of
the right questions. Such as, why
won't a premium disc play on my
Magnificent Console?
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Why HiFi Experts
The high-fidelity initiate, bewitched,
bothered and thoroughly confused by
the staggering selection of components he must choose from, often
turns to a high-fidelity expert to
assist him in assembling his dream
system. The expert may be a local
consultant, a dealer, or a magazine
that the prospective buyer trusts as a
source of accurate, down-to-ear information.
If this seeker of high-fidelity truth
is wise, he will consult one expert and
no more. The more expert opinions
he gets, the more confused he will
become, because every expert opinion
will be different from all other expert
opinions.
About the only thing that all highfidelity experts agree about is that
high-fidelity is supposed to be realistic sound reproduction. They may
even agree that Marantz amplifiers
are pretty good, and that Thorens
makes apassable turntable. But try
to pin them down about pickups, or
other amplifiers, or tuners, or particularly loudspeakers, and one expert's preference is another one's
anathema.
Of course, any expert worth his
salt can tell you why there is so much
disagreement. The reason? Well, the
other experts, although very nice
guys, don't really know what they're
talking about. Oh, they're pretty
good technical men, mind you, but
they don't really have the perceptive
ear that's needed for a truly valid
musical evaluation of reproduced
sound.
This is the crux of the matter.
Measurements can help to describe a
component's performance, but the
final criterion for judging reproduced
fidelity has always been the ear, and
when we start to fall back on subjec-

tive judgments, we always end up
with adiversity of opinions.
It isn't just that " different people
hear things differently." Everybody
who hears is responding to aset of
pressure variations in the air around
him, and if these are the same in the
living room as they would be in the
concert hall, each listener will hear
an absolutely realistic replica of the
original sounds, regardless of the
idiosyncrasies of his own hearing.
His ears may have a few response
peaks and no response at all above
4,000 cps, but these weirdities will
affect his hearing whether he listens
to the original or to the reproduction,
so they shouldn't influence his evaluation of the reproduced sound. Except for one thing: The listener with
non-existent hearing above 4,000 cps
will be oblivious to any system irregularities above that frequency.
The human ear differs in its degree
of tolerance to distortion, too. Obviously, the person with highfrequency hearing losses will miss
any distortion that is limited to the
upper range, but even people with
identical hearing acuity vary in their
sensitivity to small amounts of distortion that fall within their range
of response.
A listener can train his ears to pick
out all kinds of details in the reproduced sound — peaks, dips, phase
shift, imbalance and the like — but
many such trained ears have never
heard a live orchestra, so they are
hardly qualified to tell you what is
and what is not realistic. Also, if
they have never heard asystem with
really low distortion or really smooth
response (which many " experts"
have not), they will be oblivious to
small amounts of muddiness or
roughness that will be quite evident
to someone who is accustomed to

isagree
listening to a truly top-quality
system.
Listeners with identical hearing
acuity and identical standards of
judgment will usually be highly
critical of different aspects of a
system's performance. Thus, expert
A may be terribly, terribly critical of
what happens in the high treble
range, expert B may be hypercritical
of bass, and expert C may have
aThing about middle-range smoothness or " coloration."
We can see how this might influence their judgment of, say, aloudspeaker system. If it is abit rough at
the top, smooth through the middle
range, and bass-shy, expert A won't
like it much; it will offend his
critical ear for treble. Expert Cwon't
be too crazy about it either, because
of the low-end deficiency, but expert
B, even while admitting that " the
top isn't as smooth as Ihave heard,"
and " the low end leaves alittle bit
to be desired," will just as likely
sum it up as " one of the most
natural, musical-sounding speakers"
he has tested.
They can all hear the speaker's
shortcomings, in the sense that the
treble peaks and bass thinness will
register on their hearing mechanism,
but each picks out that aspect of its
performance that is of particular concern to him, and tends to judge it
mainly on the basis of that aspect.
No equipment critic worth his salt
will judge acomponent solely by one
criterion, but it is not at all unusual
for an equipment reporter to " slant"
his evaluations on the basis of afew
things which he considers to be of
particular importance. As amatter
of fact, it is almost impossible for
him to avoid doing this, at least .to
some extent.
High fidelity may be ascience, but
3

it isn't an exact science. There are
enough things about it that aren't
understood to leave room for a
goodly amount of educated opinion.
This is one field, though, where one
man's opinion is not as good as
another's.
Many writers of books and articles
about high fidelity advise the prospective buyer merely to choose what
sounds good to him. Certainly, there
is no sense in anybody's choosing a
music system whose sound he doesn't
like, but in a field where definite
standards of quality exist, simply
liking something does not necessarily
mean that it is good, by those standards. A person who likes abstract
art, for instance, may be judging it
by any number of criteria, but resemblance to the original scene is not
one of them. If it were evaluated on
the basis of its -fidelity," or resemblance to the original scene, it
would have to be adjudged a very
poor copy. Similarly, the listener
who prefers his sound shrill and
brassy is perfectly entitled to his
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preference, but he is not choosing on
the basis of fidelity, either.
This raises the old question of
whether high-fidelity can, or should
be, better than the real thing. Certainly it can be made to sound richer,
or bigger, or more highly detailed in
arecording than it ever is in the concert hall, and the net result may
actually be more exciting than anything heard at a live performance.
The gimmicked recording may even,
on occasion, serve the intent of the
music better than aconcert hall performance, but whether it sounds
better or worse than the original, it
is not true to the original, and thus
cannot be considered as a highfidelity reproduction.
Sound recording may eventually
become a creative art in its own
right, producing musical sounds that
bear no relation to any natural
4

sounds. Indeed, some branches of it
— pops and so-called electronic music
— are already well on their way in
that direction.
This is not high
fidelity, though, and there's no sense
pretending that it is.
As long as we are concerned with
the realistic reproduction of sound,
the original sound must stand as the
criterion by which the reproduction
is judged, and most hi-fi experts
agree that this is as it should be.
The problem, however, lies in defining this original that is to be
duplicated.
F'rinstance, take one symphony
orchestra, place it on-stage in one
concert hall, and then try listening
to it from (a) the front row, (b) the
twentieth row, and (c) the fourth
row of the second balcony (or peanut
gallery). The orchestra will sound
quite different from each location, so
which of its sounds is the one that
best represents the orchestra? Obviously, the sound that is heard from
the best seat is the best representation of the orchestral sound, but who
is going to claim that his preference
for a seating location is the only
valid preference, and that anyone
who prefers to sit elsewhere has bad
judgement? Nobody but a dyed-inthe-wool nut will take this attitude.
You may prefer aclose seat because
you hear more sonic detail from
there. Somebody else will prefer a
more distant one because the sound
blends better farther out in the hall.
Another may choose the balcony because, in that particular hall, the
brasses or the strings or the woodwinds come through more clearly or
more richly when heard from ahigh
vantage point. In other words, your
best seat is best for you, but not necessarily for everyone else.
Where does this leave us? Well, it
leaves us on slightly less firm ground
when it comes to judging the original
sound. There is an out here, though.
If asystem reproduces arecording the
way it was intended to sound — that
is, if it makes distant miking sound
distant and close miking sound as
close as it actually was — then we
can justifiably say that the system is
reproducing this aspect of the recording with fidelity. If the other aspects
of the sound — frequency range, instrumental timbres and so on — come
through as they were recorded, then
the reproduction is a high-fidelity
one.
In other words, as far as the reproducing system is concerned, it is
fidelity to the recording that counts,
rather than fidelity to the original

sound. In order to judge how accurately the system is reproducing the
recording, it is necessary to know
precisely how the recording was
made, and how the recording microphones affected the sound (which
they always do to some extent).
These, though, are things that are
almost impossible to find out about
commercial recordings, which is why
equipment testers who are really

serious about their calling make
their own recordings, using the best
microphones and recorders they can
lay their hands on, and use these recordings for judging the playback
equipment they are testing.
A tape that is recorded through
microphones of known characteristics, and is then played back
through a carefully calibrated professional-quality tape recorder, will
provide the most dependable audio
signal source available for listening
tests. The reproduction will never
sound exactly like the original, because no living room has the same
acoustics as a concert hall, but orchestral timbres should sound natural, the full frequency range of the
orchestra should be there in proper
balance, and the sound will be clean
enough to reproduce without muddiness on a system that is free from
distortion.
Discs cut from such a tape, under
carefully controlled conditions, can
provide apretty good test for pickups
and pre- amps, too, but there is less
certainty about the sound of a disc,
because too many variables — processing problems and playback styli,
to name but two — can affect the
way it will reproduce.
It is entirely possible to assemble a
very fine-sounding system from components that are intrinsically thirdrate, by balancing one component's
colorations against those of another.
But replace any of these components
with one that is actually superior, in
that it introduces less coloration than

the " standard" unit, and the system
will sound worse than it did before.
Much the same thing can happen if a
mediocre loudspeaker, which was
effectively masking distortion that
was being fed to it, is replaced by one
with wider range and better transient
response. The better speaker, revealing all the sonic flaws that the other
one obscured, will sound worie than
the mediocre speaker.
This is how many experts get
themselves in trouble.
They assemble components that compensate
for one another's deficiencies, with
the result that each time they substitute anew one for comparison purposes, their judgments of it are valid
only insofar as that component is
related to the rest of their own particular system.
Non-sonic factors, like durability,
control flexibility and appearance
will often influence areporter's feeling about a new component, too,
even if he doesn't happen to have any
private axes to grind.
The few experts in the field who do
have axes to grind are of little value
to the seeker of advice, because they
think in terms of their own interests
rather than in terms of your needs.
Axe-grinders are pretty easy to spot
if you know what to look for,
though.
The slide-rule worshipper, for example, believes that fine measurements are conclusive evidence of fine
performance, so he chooses and
recommends components solely on
the basis of their test results. His
system sounds terrible to people who

aren't impressed by its wonderful
specifications.
The drum beater tested several
components a few years ago that
were all made by one manufacturer
and were all quite good, and ever
since then, he has remained staunchly
loyal to that brand, even though the
manufacturer's recent products may

have become very mediocre.
The I-am-more-musically-sensi tivethan-thou expert attends concerts
regularly, always sitting in the same
seat in the same hall, and assembled
the only really musical reproducing
system in existence back in the early
days of monophony.
He usually
hates stereo because " it is so unmusical," and is prone to writing impassioned, dogmatic letters to newspapers and magazines, condemning
everything.
The I-have-found- the-answer expert assembled his dream system in
the mid-1950s, and if there is abetter
one, he would rather not know about
it. Like the musically-sensitive expert, he is agin' stereo, but not
passionately so. He is often partially
deaf in one ear.
So much for the people who can't
help you. Who can? Professional
musicians aren't as much help as one
might think, for most of them are
less critical of fidelity than the average high-fidelity enthusiast, and
those that are critical generally prefer the kind of close-up, highpowered sound one hears from the
middle of the orchestra.
Recording engineers generally have
very well-trained ears, and are among
the best judges of reproduced sound.
Their main shortcoming is their lack
of familiarity with currently available home-type components.
The listening panel — a multithreat symposium of " selected" listeners, may turn in some excellent
judgments or may be hopelessly misguided, depending on who comprises
the panel. A mixture of audio engineers, concertgoers and serious audio
enthusiasts will, if they agree about
anything, come up with about as
good an evaluation of reproduced
sound as you can get, but they will
be judging the end result rather than
the individual components involved.
They may be just as easily taken in
by a balanced system of poor but
complementary components as may
the lone equipment reviewer.
Audio dealers can be an excellent
source of dependable information,
but they can also be as crooked as a
dog's hind leg. It is difficult to tell
whether adealer's component recommendation is based on honest conviction about its worth or stems
from more commercial considerations
such as high profit margin or overstocking or rumors about impending
obsolescence.
Even in establishments where the owner is basically
sincere, some salesmen may misdirect you simply because they col-

lect a " fee" ( known as aspiff) from
certain manufacturers for each one of
their products they can sell you. In
general, a dealer who services the
equipment he sells will at least try
to steer you to equipment that is dependable, if not sonically excellent,
because he must put up with your
subsequent harrassments if the stuff
acts up on you. If he has no service
facilities at all, he is not likely to
feel much responsibility for the
equipment he sells you.
The best source of information
about equipment is someone who (1)
attends concerts fairly regularly, (2)
uses good master tapes of his own
making for listening tests, (3) has the
equipment and the know-how to
check measurements against subjective reactions, (4) has frequent access
to new components, preferably on the
service bench, and (5) has the good
judgment to know that his taste in
sound may not be the same as yours.
This seems like a tall order, but
there are many such experts to be

found in the better hi-fi shops and
behind the pages of some hi-fi publications (such as THE STEREOPHILE, of
course).
The best that any expert can do is
to lead you to components that are
intrinsically excellent. You will still
have to make up your own mind
about such matters as cost and appearance and flexibility, and you
should try out afew different loudspeakers in your home to find out
which ones suit your acoustical environment and your taste in reproduced sound. The expert cannot, and
will not if he has any sense, choose
the components for you, because your
ear is the final judge in the last
analysis. If no combination of really
good components sounds good to
you, then you probably don't really
want high fidelity, and can forget all
about the expert opinions.
They
don't agree anyway.
5

De-Fluttering the Ampex

(E•11)
In all respects but one, the Ampex
601 and its stereo cousin, the 601-2,
has stood for some years as the best
nonprofessional tape recorder available at any price. Its triple head
lineup, fully adjustable electronics,

In the 601, this holdback braking
is applied by atoothed metal wheel
on a pivoted bracket, mounted so
that it rides on a rubber-tired drum
that is slip-clutch coupled to the
supply reel shaft. When the supply

Figure 1. Intimate head contact is achieved without pressure pads by wrapping
the tape around the heads and applying holdback tension to the supply reel.
and professional-type monitoring facilities combine to produce tapes that
are indistinguishable from those
made on the big studio Ampexes at
7.5 ips, most of the time. The rest of
the time, the 601 produces some of
the most horrible flutter heard from
any tape recorder, which is one
reason the machine has not gained
the acceptance it could have among
critical users.
Any recorder will flutter if oxide
lumps are allowed to build up on its
capstan, or if its braking tensions get
too much out of adjustment. But the
flutter that afflicts 601 decks is intermittent, it is not curable by adjusting
operating tensions, and it is appallingly pronounced. Fortunately, it is
remediable, by two fairly simple
measures that should have been done
by Ampex in the first place.
Two things are likely to cause the
flutter: slippage of the holdback
brakes and cinching of the tape on
the supply reel. Eliminating both of
these faults will do away with about
99% of the 601's flutter problems.
Ampex Corporation has, wisely,
always avoided using pressure pads
to maintain contact between the tape
and the heads. Tape contact is obtained by arranging the heads in a
slightly curved line, wrapping the
tape around the curve, and applying
holdback braking to the supply reel
(Figure I).
6

reel turns in one direction — when
rewinding — the toothed wheel is
pushed away from the drum (Figure
2). When the reel reverses, in the
record or play mode, the toothed
wheel, which itself is not free to rotate, catches on the tire and swings
in against it, becoming jammed between it and the bracket's pivot
(Figure 3).
This is supposed to
lock the rubber-tired drum to prevent

it from turning, while the slipping
clutch applies the holdback tension
to the unwinding supply reel. Usually, the drum does remain immobilized, but sometimes the toothed
wheel will slip on the tire, allowing
the drum to rotate momentarily.
This loss of grip causes asudden loss
of holdback tension, followed by a
sharp jerk on the tape as the drum
locks in place again. The result is a
severe speed interruption, sometimes
accompanied by asignal dropout as
the tape loses its intimate contact
with the heads.
Examination of the toothed wheel
will readily reveal the cause of the
trouble: The teeth are little more
than ridges across the wheel, and are
barely capable of gripping the rubber
tire, even when jammed against it.
The solution here is obvious: Sharpen
the wheel's teeth.
To do this, remove the recorder
mechanism's bottom frame plate (as
described in the 601's service manual),
and detach both of the brackets
holding the toothed wheels. Mark
each wheel with apenciled L and R
before removing it, because although

I
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Figure 2. Rotation of the brake drum away from the toothed wheel's bracket
pushes the wheel out of the way, allowing it to slide easily on the drum.

they are identical at this point in the
proceedings, it is essential that they
go back in the same locations they
came from.
Hold the wheel marked L with its
lever tabs away from you, and use a
square jeweler's file to shave alittle
bit from the right-hand side of each
tooth, as shown in Figure 4.
Hold the wheel marked R with its
lever tabs toward you, and do the

the 601 rewinds tapes under rather
light tension, to minimize hcad wear
and to prevent the wound layers from
buckling due to changes in temperature and humidity. When the supply
reel's holdback tension is applied,
however, the loosely-wound tape
will sometimes slip, layer on layer,
feeding the tape out in a series of
jerks while the supply reel stands
still. The resulting flutter is shock-

Figure 3. In record or play mode, the toothed wheel becomes jammed against
the rubber tire, immobilizing the drum. Aslip clutch allows the supply reel
to continue turning, while the clutch's friction provides holdback tension.
same thing to the right-hand side of
each of its teeth. Finally, replace
both assemblies in their original
locations, as shown in Ampex's
mechanical assembly drawing.
Supply reel cinching is abit more
difficult to cure, but it can be done by
adding adevice that Ampex normally
includes in their more expensive recorders: aflutter filter.
Like most high-quality recorders,
FLAT FILE

TOOTHED

WHEEL

Figure 4. A flat jeweller's file is
used for sharpening the ridges on
the " toothed" wheel. The metal is
soft, so each tooth will require
only a few strokes of the file.

ingly severe, but it lasts only until
the tape has tightened somewhat on
the reel and the reel has started to
turn again. This cinching may occur
several times during a single reel,
causing bursts of flutter that disappear as suddenly as they start.
The cinching problem could be
eliminated by using higher rewind
tension or by easing off on the holdback tension, but either of these
solutions would cause other troubles.
The ideal answer, and the one
adopted by most designers of professional recorders, is to provide a
means of absorbing the jerks in the
tape before they can reach the head
assembly. A suitable flutter filter is
aspring-loaded guide post (Figure 5)
that puts a kink in the tape path
between the supply reel and the main
head guide assembly.
The kink slightly lengthens the
tape path when the tape is feeding
smoothly, but each time a jerk is
imparted to the tape, the springloaded guide swings out to relieve
the extra tension, rather than passing
it along the length of the tape to the
head assembly.

Since there is little space available
to install the flutter filter, its dimensions are rather critical. The filtet
arm should be cut from 21-gauge
sheet steel, and shaped exactly as
shown in Figure 6. Cut the piece out
by means of a hack saw, and then
bring it to its final shape with afile.
Metal shears will bend the piece and
will curl its edges, and it is important
that the arm be as straight and flat
as possible.
The guide post is made from a
3/32-inch-thick brass machine screw,
lathe-turned or shaped with afile as
per Figure 7. This fits into hole Bon
the filter arm, and is sweated into
place with solder applied from the
other side of the hole. It is essential
that the guide post stand vertically
from the filter arm, otherwise it will
twist the tape that passes over it,
throwing it out of alignment.
The round washer must be barely
thicker than the filter arm. The 21gauge sheet steel is 33/1000 inch
thick, so the washer should be about
35/1000 or 36/1000 inches thick.
This dimension is best obtained by
starting with a washer that is too
thick and shaving it down to the
proper thickness on an oilstone. Use
the oilstone to remove any roughness
from the edges of the washer, and
check it for fit in the filter arm's hole
A. It should fit easily but without
excessive play. The spacer washer,

Figure 5. The filter prevents the
tape from pulling taut when it is
jerked momentarily, keeping the feed
irregularities away from the heads.
with the flat sides, should be about
40/1,000 inch thick, and very smooth
on both surfaces.
The tab with hole C in it should be
bent as shown, at a45-degree angle.
This tab will hold one end of the
tension spring.
The spring is a standard Ampex
7

spring, listed in the 601's service
manual as part # 9368-1. The other
end of this spring fastens to asolder
lug of the size shown in Figure 6.
The lug is held by the corner mounting screw for the 601's deck assembly, thus allowing for some adjustment of spring tension.
To install the filter, remove the
601's ball-bearing guide assembly (at
the left of the head assembly), and
discard the bottom one of the steel
guide bars, and all of the small metal
washers on the screw. Use afine flat

Future lubrication should never be
necessary.
Ampex's recommendation for holdback tension during record and play
modes is 7.5 to 8.5 ounce-inches.
Since the flutter filter adds some additional friction to the tape supply
path, the holdback tension applied
by the clutch brake should be reduced to between 6 and 7 inchounces.
This is accomplished by
moving the supply reel's clutch plate
slightly on its shaft, to reduce the
tension applied to the clutch's leaf
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Figure 6. Actual- size details of the filter arm and washers. Hole A should
fit easily but without excessive play around the round ‘rasher. Hole B should
be a snug fit for the guide post. All circular dimensions are diameters.

file to smooth off the wrinklefinished surface that mounts the
guide assembly. Loop one end of the
spring through the arm's hole C, and
assemble the parts as shown in
Figure 8. Start the mounting screw

Figure 7. Detail of the guide post.
The only critical dimensions here
are the 0.270" and 0.465" ones.

into its threaded hole in the recorder's top plate, and draw it up
until it starts to tighten. If the arm
is not free to move, work it over its
center washer to free it, and turn the
flat-sided washer until it fits into the
groove in the motor plate. Then
orient the filter arm and the top steel
guide strip as shown, and tighten the
screw. Finally, apply three drops of
fine machine oil (3-in-1will be fine)
between the filter arm and the surface
behind it, and work the arm back
and forth to spread the lubricant.
8

spring.
When replacing the motor deck in
its carrying case, mount the filter
spring's solder lug under the head of
the lower left-hand mounting screw.
Before tightening this screw, loop
the free end of the spring through the
end of the lug, and swing the lug
arm down to the position shown in
Figure 9.
Finally, place afull reel of the tape
on the supply reel, and thread it as
shown in Figure 9. Run the machine
in the play mode, and notice the
angle of the kink in the tape. This
should be as shown.
If it isn't,
loosen the screw holding the solder
lug and rotate the lug until the tape
follows the path shown. This completes the assembly.
The flutter filter will not entirely
eliminate all severe irregularities in
tape feed, but it will do away with
MACHINE SCREW

GUIDE BAR

FILTER ARM

\

SPACER

GUIDE CORER

BEARING

WASHER

Figure 8. Assembly of the flutter
filter. The spacer fits into the
recess for the discarded guide bar.

Figure 9. When feeding from a full
reel, the tape path and filter arm
angle should be as shown above.

the vast majority of them, it will
greatly reduce the severity of the
worst ones, and it will eliminate
most of the problems that normally
arise from sticky tape splices. The
result will be a 601 whose mechanical stability matches its excellent
electronic performance.

The Gospel
According to Commerce
* Stereo is better than mono because
it costs more.
* Two distorted channels are more
saleable than one clean channel.
* Women control the purse strings,
so all high-fidelity equipment
must be designed for them.
* Three full-color advertisements
are more persuasive than ademonstration.

The FORUM This is acolumn of controversy, wherein anyone with

a le g
itimate point to make can
do so as he sees fit. THE STEREOPHILE refuses to assume any responsibility for anything

said in the " Forum," for it is the writer's privilege to say what he wants. We offer him this freedom in
the hope that his views will inspire discussion, comment, and arebuttal from anyone who feels like taking
issue with him. Continuing exchanges between contributors will be welcomed until we feel the subject
has been resolved or, unresolved, has been beaten to death.

The Dynagroove System
RCA-Victor terms their Dynagroove process " the most significant advance
in the recording art since the introduction of the LP." Significant it may
well be, but whether or not it is an advance is another question altogether.
In response to a telephoned query,
RCA-Victor's recording department
filled us in on some details about
their new Dynagroove recording
process. Allowing for the possibility
of some confusion on our part, here
is the story we got.
In a nutshell, Dynagroove is a
process for correcting automatically
certain " inherent" deficiencies in the
tracing and the aural balance of disc
recordings.
A cutting stylus, having chisel
edges, can cut modulations that are
smaller than the radius of the playback stylus. In playback, the stylus
cannot trace these modulations, but
simply bounces over the high spots,
causing distortion and rapid disc
wear. Dynagroove's computer modifies the signals that would normally
create these untraceable modulations,
and converts them to modulations
that the playback stylus can trace, and
which elicit from the pickup signals
similar to those it should produce
from these signals. This sounds like
agood idea, in theory at least.
The second function of Dynagroove is to provide what was described as asophisticated variety of
"automatic loudness compensation,"
which is supposed to correct for the
ear's changes in frequency response
at different volume levels. When the
orchestra plays softly, the Dynagroove computer boosts bass response. As the orchestra plays more
loudly, the bass boost is removed
and the upper frequencies are boosted.
The adjustments are made almost
instantaneously, so that asingle bass
note in the brief pause between two
loud trumpet notes is boosted.
The loudness compensation is evidently intended as ameans of restoring some illusion of wide dynamic
range to a disc with rather narrow
dynamic range on it, but if this is its
intent (that is, if we got the story
straight), there would seem to be
some errors in Victor's reasoning,
because Dynagroove's action would

tend to reduce the illusion of wide
dynamic range.
Manipulating frequency response
in accordance with the FletcherMunson constant- loudness curves
could help to give an impression of
more dynamic range than is actually
present, by introducing the response
changes that the ear would normally
exhibit with large changes in volume. But this would call for increasing bass during crescendos and reducing it during soft sections. Dynagroove does just the opposite, although it does boost highs during
loud passages, which is consistent
with the Fletcher-Munson curves.
We were assured that Dynagroove
was not predicated on the limitations
of the average lowfi phonograph,
but the fact that these compressed
Dynagroove discs do fare so well on
limitedfi phonographs (we tried
them on aboom-box and aportable
stereo set) makes us wonder about
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Part of the Dynagroove system is
the "Dynamic Stylii Correlator,"
which modifies the waveform of the
input signal to compensate for distortion caused by inability of the
playback stylus to trace the groove.
this. Cutting bass during crescendos
does put less demands on phonographs
of limited tracking ability and limited power capacity, and boosting
bass during every quiet section does
help to give the impression of more
bass than is actually there. But the
workings of this ingenious Dynagroove contraption are plainly audible, and disturbing, when the

discs are played on agood system.
One thing is clear, though. The
"loudness compensation" is an attempt to offset the subjective effects
of extreme volume compression.
which in turn is predicated on
Victor's contention that, and we
quote: " Nobody listens at concerthall volume." Our comments about
that are reserved for the editorial in
this issue. If we have misunderstooJ
RCA-Victor's intent or reasoning
anent Dynagroove, we hope to publish their side of the story in the next
"Forum" column.

Paper Cone Wrapup
The discussion about paper cones
versus plastic cones in the preceding
three issues of THE STEREOPHILE
proved inconclusive, mainly because
of asemantic misunderstanding.
Most of the criticism aimed at Mr.
Fried's original exposition attacked
his contention that plastic cones produce less breakup at low frequencies.
Messrs. Allison and White pointed
out that cone breakup is afunction of
middle and upper frequencies. Evidently, what Mr. Fried called breakup was a phenomenon of flexion,
where the flexibility of the cone prevents some voice-coil movement from
being imparted to the entire cone
area, and allows the perimeter of the
come to vibrate independently of the
voice-coil region.
This is an acknowledged problem, regardless of
what you call it, and foam plastic
cones, being stiffer than paper, would
flex less than paper cones.
Besides that one point, however,
it was not proven that plastic cones
have any inherent advantage over
paper cones, so the success of the new
material will depend upon how well
specific formulations of it can achieve
this rigidity without incurring more
problems in the higher frequencies
than are encountered in paper-cone
designs.
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Choosing a Tape II
Joel Tall is no longer lowmg for us, so
this and subsequent -On Tape - columns
in the foreseeable future will be written
by Ye Editor, who already has his hands
full, thank you.'
It will not come as news to most
of us that some tapes do abetter job
of recording than others, but one
thing that is not widely understood
is the fact that most of the " poor recording" problems encountered with
some tapes are due to nothing more
than incompatibility between the
tape and the recorder's electronic
adjustments.
At slow running speeds (and 7.5
ips is still considered slow) atape's
performance is drastically affected by
the bias current fed through the recording head. A tiny change in bias
current will produce amarked loss of
or increase in treble response, so the
recording bias must be very accurately set in order to get flat response
from the tape.
So critical is this adjustment that
minor differences between oxide coating formulations will produce audible changes in treble response, so if
arecorder is set up for flat response
from one kind of tape, other kinds
probably won't give flat response.
Consequently, a recorder that was
adjusted at the factory to yield flat
response from aspecific tape must be
used with that tape only, otherwise
its treble response will not be flat.
Unfortunately, recorder manufac+4
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Response of Scotch 190 (curve A) and
Sounderaft " Golden Tone" (C) tapes
when biased for Scotch Ill tape (B).
Curves are for 7.5-ips running speed.
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turers do not specify the tape they
adjust to, and few of them take the
trouble to warn users of what will
happen if they use different tapes,
so the average user finds the recorder boosting treble like mad or
rolling off all his precious highs.
Since these problems vary appreciably from tape to tape, he is likely
to conclude that most tapes are
really pretty horrible. Eventually,
he will find a " good" tape and will
thereafter recommend that brand to
all his friends, none of whose recorders are set up as his is, and none
of which will work properly with
that tape.
To the recordist who has neither
the equipment nor the inclination to

Bias and equalization setup for a
recorder with third-head playback.
adjust his recorder's bias (and equalization, if adjustable), finding the
best kind of tape is purely amatter
of trial and error. If his recorder
happens to be made by afirm that
also makes recording tape (Ampex,
for instance), the choice of tape is a
simple one. Ampex machines are
set up for Ampex (and Irish) tape,
so that is the tape to use with them.
When in doubt, though, the only
thing to do is to buy one reel of each
kind of tape that meets your requirements for playing time and base
material, and try each one on your
recorder. One, or possibly two, will
outperform all the others, deciding
the issue for you once and for all.
A simple listening test will determine which tape is best suited for

your recorder. Select adisc recording with plenty of massed violin passages on it, and run off about five
minutes of this on tape. Then play
both the disc and the tape, as nearly
synchronized as you can get them,
adjust both to the same volume, and
switch back and forth between the
disc and the tape copy, listening particularly for any difference in the
sound of the string passages. If the
recorder is good, at least one kind
of tape that you try will produce almost exactly the same high-end balance as the disc, and this is the tape
you should use.
If you have on hand an audio signal generator and aVTVM, and are
not averse to digging into the inner
workings of your recorder, you'll
be able to adjust your recorder for
optimum performance from any kind
of tape, so you can afford to be
choosy about the relative quality of
different brands.
Adjusting record bias and equalization is no problem on a machine
that has aseparate head and preamp
for playback, for changes in output
level can be observed directly as they
occur when the adjustments are
made.
For bias adjustment, the VTVM
is hooked to the playback preamp, a
500-cps signal is fed to the record
amplifier at Zero-db level on a VU
meter (or at slightly below the
"Normal" level on amachine with
a " magic eye" or neon bulb indicator), and the bias is adjusted to produce maximum output from the
tape. This should be done extremely
carefully, for a 3/2-db deviation in
measured output, due to bias change,
will cause several db of deviation at
10,000 cps.
If the recorder has adjustable playback equalization, this sho uld
checked next with a standard test
tape (such as the Ampex # 5563 for
7.5-ips machines) and adjusted for
maximum response linearity. Then
the recording equalization control
(if any) should be adjusted until the
measured output at between 8 and
10 kc is the same as at 500 cps.
The record equalization adjustment, as well as all other frequency
response measurements, must be conducted with the recording level set
at least 15 db below Zero level, to
avoid saturating the tape at high
frequencies, where there is appreciable treble boost when recording.
(This is automatically rolled off in
playback by the head itself.)
If you have a well-trained ear, a
(to page 16)

Four-Track Crosstalk
When are tape manufacturers going
to do something about the interference between reverse channels on
their tapes?
Nearly every one of the four-track
tapes Ihave bought is plagued with
this, and in some cases it is bad
enough to spoil the tapes. Iknow it
isn't the fault of my tape deck (a
Heathkit) because the tapes Imake
myself don't have any of this trouble
at all.
Chad Smith
Milwaukee, Wis.
This may still be the fault of your recorder, and probably is, because most
current commercial four-track tapes are
adequately free of crosstalk interference.
Your trouble is more than likely due to
vertical misalignment of the record/play
head or the tape guides. There is very
little space between the tracks on afourtrack tape, so all it takes is a tiny

I have had no trouble doping out
most of the inputs, outputs and controls, but one switch puzzles me.
It is labeled, simply, PRESENCE, and
turning it on makes the sound more
brilliant, as if the middle highs are
peaked.
What does this switch do, and
why?
R. M. Meeker
Chicago, Ill.
It makes the sound mort brilliant, by
introducing abroad resonant peak in the
middle highs (centered around 3,000 cps).
This is supposed to bring the sound
forward, as it were, to give it more
intimacy or '' presence.''
Most loudspeakers don't need any more
presence than they already have. A few
just might benefit from the use of the
presence switch, but think twice before you
decide to use it most of the time, for it
will exaggerate record surface noise and
distortion as well as intimacy.

HEAD

»MI

LEFT

RIGHT

Vertical misalignment of a 4- track
head brings its pole pieces in contact with the reverse tape tracks.

vertical shift to bring the edges of the
reverse tracks into contact with the head's
pole pieces. The tapes you make are recorded from these same pole pieces, so
these will be in perfect alignment when
played on that head, which explains why
they are free from the crosstalk.
There is an adjustment on the Heath
recorders for head height. Set this for
minimum crosstalk from a half-dozen or
so commercial tapes. Then, if you find
the recorder no longer erases its own tapes
completely, adjust the height of the erase
head until it does.
Presence Switch
Irecently bought aused mono preamplifier (aFisher) that came without its original instruction manual.

Warped Discs
Has anyone devised asafe way of
straightening warped records? Ihave
several discs that are in need of attention, not so much because they
are badly warped, but because my
lightweight pickup's force is already so low that a little warpage
interferes with its tracking.
Can you recommend a technique
that will remove the warp without
hurting the records?
R. Benner
Hartford, Conn.
There is no absolutely safe way of
straightening warped discs, because the
straightening requires that the disc be
warmed, and the resulting softening of
the vinyl makes it extremely susceptible
to scratching until it has cooled again.
One technique that works, and is about
90% safe, calls for two 12-inch aluminum-base recording blanks (available
from any large radio parts store) and
about 16 spring-type clothes pegs.
Make sure the warped record and one
side of each of the blanks is free from
dust, and then sandwich the record between the clean sides of the blanks. Place

two clothes pegs on opposite . edges of the
sandwich to hold it together, and then
fasten the rest of the clothes pegs around
the rim of the sandwich, spaced about an
equal distance apart. Finally, clamp the
center of the sandwich between a large

The de- warping sandwich is held together with clothes pegs and a bolt.

bolt and nut, drawing the nut finger
tight.
Light akitchen stove burner and hold
about
feet above
the sandwich bottom
this until the
blank becomes warm
to the touch. Turn the sandwich over and
repeat this. Expose each side about five
times in this way, and then lay the
sandwich on a nonconducting surface
(such as abook) in acool (but not cold)
place. Leave it there for about six hours,
by which time it will have hardened about
as flat as you're going to get it.
Visual Balancing
I have noticed a device on the
market that uses ameter to allow for
visual balancing of stereo channel
levels and phasing. How effective is
this? It is relatively inexpensive, and
looks as if it might be a useful
addition to my system.
Charles Andrea
New York, N. Y.
Perhaps we are being a bit sticky about
this, but it is our contention that if a
stereo system doesn't sound out of balance, it doesn't matter whether it is or
not. If it does sound unbalanced, then
you don't need a meter to correct the
condition.
Phase checking is no longer essential
in a stereo system. Out-of-phase discs,
tapes and stereocasts are extremely rare
these days, so once asystem is phased for
(to page 16)
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Dynaeo-B&O Portable
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: 12-transistor, battery-powered. Wave bands: FM-88-108 Mc; AM
Std-560-1600 Kc; SW 1-2.5-6.2 Mc; SW 26.2-16 Mc. Controls: Pushbutton channel
selectors (4); pushbutton switch for external
antenna; volume; bass; treble; tuning. Antennae: Telescoping antenna for SW 2; telescoping dipole for FM; ferrite antenna for AM
and SW 1. Connections: Jacks for Tape
Output ( 35 mv), External Speaker ( 1 watt
max), External Antenna. Battery complement: six 1.5-volt D cells. Battery drain:
25 to 40 Ma, depending on volume. Dimensions: 12 %" W by 8 1/16 " H by 4,4" D.
Weight: 8lb. net, including batteries. Price:
$149.95. Manufacturer: Bang and Olufsen,
Denmark. Distributor: Dynaco, Inc., 3912
Powelton Ave., Philadelphsa 4, Pa.

Several transistor portables have appeared in recent years with FM facilities, but their sound has never
been much to interest the serious
audiophile. The B&O portable is
the first exception to this rule that
we have found to date.
One of its most unusual featu es is
the versatile antenna setup.
The
telescoping antennae are pivoted at
the bottom, so they may be swung
outward in line with one another.
Spring-loaded detents hold them in
place.
The pushbutton channel selectors
automatically connect the appropriate antenna array for the chosen
band.
Depressing the fifth pushbutton connects the external antenna
socket to the FM and standard
AM inputs, and the receptacle just
happens to be the standard type used
in automobiles.
A special feltlined bracket is available for installing the set under an auto dashboard, and the set can be installed in
or removed from this in amatter of
seconds, without tools. Thus, it can
easily double as a regular portable
radio and an auto radio.
A small meter serves as both a
tuning indicator and a battery con12

dition indicator. When tuning stations, maximum deflection indicates
on-the-nose tuning. Depressing two
of the channel selectors at once connects the meter to read battery
condition.
The manufacturer claims 200 to 300
hours of battery life, depending on
the average volume at which the set
is run. We used it at a variety of
levels, and after atotal of about 100
hours, the batteries showed hardly
any loss of voltage.
Using its own antennae, the set
received, and easily separated, standard AM stations from all over the
continental U. S. and Canada. Shortwave reception was less impressive,
although local transmissions and

some powerful overseas stations were
pulled in satisfactorily. A larger external antenna improved SW reception to the point where the radio
compared favorably with amoderatepriced communications receiver. We
encountered afew local AM broadcast stations on the SW 1band, indicating that some image interference
was taking place.
On FM, with the dipole fully extended, the B&O portable pulled in
every FM station within about a
50-mile radius, with exceptionally
low distortion and full quieting.

Some stations on clear channels
came in from as far as 90 miles away,
still at low distortion and with tolerable quieting, but we did have
some occasional problems with local aircraft transmissions leaking
through all over the FM band when
the dipole was extended. Folding
up the left antenna killed the interference without impairing reception
of any but the weakest stations.
With the set in an automobile,
sitting on the seat and using its own
built-in antennae, reception was almost as good as outdoors. FM and
AM stations from up to 12 miles
away came in strongly enough to
override nearly all of the ignition
noise in several autos that did not
have noise suppressors, and reception was completely quiet in one car
that did. Using a standard fendermounted auto antenna plugged into
the set, reception was better than
that from the vast majority of auto
radios, and ignition noise was minimal, even in normally noisy cars.
The loudspeaker aims downwards
when the set is mounted under the
dash, so the sound tends to become
muted. Connecting the speaker output to adash-mounted speaker eliminates this problem.
On FM, the B&O portable's sound
is outstanding—a trifle hollow, but
not annoyingly so. Its high-end response is as good as that of some
full-sized speaker systems, and there
is more, and deeper, bass than we had
thought it possible to get from aunit
this size. Over-all sound is musical
and very nicely balanced, and the
tone controls, although fairly subtle
in action, afford adequate control
over the balance variations encountered in broadcasts. AM sound,
on the other hand, was quite hollow
and rather muffled, particularly on
the SW bands, but intelligibility was
deemed good. In most cases, slight

detuning brought in satisfactory
high-end response.
There is adequate power for fulllevel listening in acar with its windows shut or travelling at moderate
speeds, but 1watt is not enough to
compete successfully with loud wind
or traffic noises when driving with
the windows down. A large external
speaker can provide a considerable
improvement in bass response, but
the set cannot be expected to drive
an inefficient speaker to anything like
full room volume.
The tape output is at too low a
level to feed the line input of most
recorders, and is too high to feed to
most microphone preamplifiers. The
best idea would be to pad it down to
about 5 millivolts and feed it to a
Hi-Z mike input. FM signal output
from the Tape Out jack is abit tipped
up at the high end (no de-emphasis?), but is otherwise indistinguishable from that of a top-notch component tuner. AM output has the
same hollowness that was noted
previously, but almost adequate high
end.
This is no substitute for a good
component tuner, but it is the only
transistor portable we've found that
we would even bother to compare on
this basis. The price is steep, but
good sound is never inexpensive. We
stretched a point and bought one.
We like it.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The
report is eminently fair, and the last paragraph
sums up our own feelings. The separate tone
controls are particularly useful in suppressing
interference, or for boosting the treble to
compensate for the downward-facing speaker
in a car. The tape recorder jack, or tuner
output as it would best be described, has
adequate level to drive the high-level inputs
of apreamplifier or the typical European tape
recorder for which it was admittedly designed.
Although a remarkably versatile receiver, it
was expressly designed as a high-quality FM
portable, and the prospective purchaser should
so evaluate it.

Gallo FM Antenna
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Nondirectional indoor FM
antenna system.
Power requirements:
110 VAC, 60 cps, 1watt. Transistor preamp: one 21494. Dimensions: 6 %" L
by »,/&" W by 13/16 " D. Price: $29.95.
Manufacturer: Gallo Electronics Corp.,
12 Potter Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

This is an omnidirectional FM antenna system with a built-in transistorized booster preamp, for use in
place of conventional dipole or yagi
antennas. The unit is powered from

all desired stations were off in the
same direction, so a single location
of the dipole brought in all stations
very well. The best position we
found for the Gallo yielded good
results, too, but its output ranged
from slightly higher (in the middle
and lower parts of the band) to
slightly lower (in the upper range)
than that from the dipole.
Multipath distortion was no more
or no less from the Gallo than from
the dipole in the suburban location,
but the dipole did a better job
of pulling in distant upper-band
stations.
As a final check, we tried the
Gallo with a tuner that had previously been operated only with its
own " line cord" antenna, in the
same suburban area.
Here the
improvement was astonishing, but
again, we found that asimple dipole
did equally well with most stations.
The Gallo FMS-101 is probably
the best antenna you can use in a
city, where signals are strong, stations are off in all directions, and
landlords may prohibit rooftop antennae.
There may also be some
cases where it will outperform a
dipole in outlying locations, but
whether or not the improvement
would be worth the wide difference
in cost is another matter. It is howfor optimum pickup of one station,
ever sold with amoney-back-if-notand it will bring in most of the others
satisfied guarantee, so there is nothequally well. The transistor preing to be lost by trying it in circumamp is used to overcome the loss of
stances where it might be the best
signal level due to pickup of only a
antenna for your location.
portion of the transmitted wave.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: ReWe tried the Gallo FMS-101 in a
garding your comments about the sensitivity
center-city apartment and a subof our unit on the high end of the band, we
urban home, comparing it with a
think you must have received a unit which
simple indoor dipole antenna made
was im,erfectly tuned at the factory, because
the FMS-101 has shown itself to be very
up from twin-lead cable.
In the
effective from 103 MC to 108 Mc. We would
apartment building (where rooftop
like to send you another unit if you'd care to
antennas are not permitted), the
test it.
Gallo unit ran circles around the
Most important is the reference to its power
to pull in suburban areas. You may have
dipole. There were so many reflecfollowed the instructions and used the tertions and interference patterns in the
minating resistor in all cases. This would
apartment that the dipole had to be
have adetrimental effect upon the signal gain.
reoriented for optimum receptidn of
Our new instructions indicate that the user is
not to attach the resistor unless signal overload
several stations. Locating the Gallo
appears. The new instructions also spell out
unit for optimum pickup of one midthe positioning of the antenna in amore lucid
band station brought in the rest of
fashion.
them with no trouble, although
Testimonial letters from other editors, conits sensitivity appeared to diminish
sumers, radio stations, and customers of ours
seem to prove that the Gallo will pull effecslightly near the upper end of the
tively on monaural up to an average of 70
FM band. At best, its output level
miles with excellent reception, and up to an
was comparable to that from the
average of 30-40 miles on stereo. We would
like you to give it a distance test again, aldipole in its best location, and there
though we are quite pleased with the thorough
was no evidence of overloading from
and professional test to which you have put
the strongest stations.
our product.
In the suburban location, about 15
miles from center-city, it was anREVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: We will retest a second FMS- 101 antenna and report
other story. Here, reflection interour findings in the next issue.
ference was less severe, and nearly

the AC line, and its output terminates in three spade lugs, two for connection to the antenna terminals and
the other to the tuner's chassis.
Constructed on a printed circuit
board, the antenna unit consists of
a single-turn tuned pickup loop
feeding a single-transistor preamp.
Two LC circuits limit the pass band
to the FM range, to minimize pickup
of TV and communications FM transmissions. Because of its small size
(a fraction of the wavelength of FM
transmissions), the loop picks up
only a portion of the RF energy in
any one location, but it does not span
enough of the transmitted wavelength to produce significant out-ofphase cancellation when the loop is
lined up with the transmitted wave.
Consequently, it does not have the
directional characteristics of a conventional FM antenna. Locate it
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BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 9
in D Minor (67:43)
A Pierre Monteux Documentary
(27 :42)
London Bach Choir and London
Symphony Orchestra; Elizabeth Soederstroem, soprano; Regina Resnik,
contralto; Jon Vickers, tenor; David
Ward, bass; Pierre Monteux, conductor.
Rehearsal segment with Pierre Monteux and London Symphony Orchestra.
Westminster disc WST 234,
$11.96.
Were it not for the fact that Pierre
Monteux is the conductor of this new
set from Westminster, this recording
would be disqualified from serious
critical consideration by virtue of its
inept engineering and flawed processing. Let it be said, however, that
from amusical point of view, at least
what can be heard of it through the
wall of engineering folderoll, this
reading by Monteux is of a calibre
one would expect from such amaster,
and deserves to be counted among the
finest interpretations the work has
ever had on records.
But, and this is avery big " but",
Maitre Monteux and his forces have
been dealt such a disservice by the
engineers and those responsible for
the purely physical processing of the
discs that this recording cannot be
considered competitive with the
other stereo versions, including those
of Reiner, Sze11 and Krips, let alone
the classic mono recordings by Weingartner, Toscanini, Furtwaengler and
Klemperer.
Let's consider first the more obvious processing flaws.
Surfaces
throughout are noisier than Ihave
heard in years — pits, ticks, swishes
— you name them; they're there.
Side one, which contains the first
two movements and runs to over 27
minutes, is so plagued with groove
echoes or something that each sudden
increase in dynamics is aggravatingly
anticipated by a harsh crackling
sound. Let it be said however, that
tracking is generally good, but this
14
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may just be aresult of the lack of any
deep bass, rather than because of any
miracle wrought by the cutting technicians at Westminster.
But now, to the real fun. In the
folder bound into the album is, first,
adiagram of the seating arrangement
used for the orchestra. Unconventionally, the cellos are seated to the
left of the conductor, in front of the
first violins, while the double basses
are placed to the right of the conductor in front of the second violins.
This is the way the recording sounds.
But now, turn the page in the
folder and look at the picture of the
orchestra and soloists during the recording session. The seating arrangement, diagram to the contrary, is the
one Monteux always uses: first and
second violins disposed to the right
and left of the conductor, cellos to
the right of center, with double
basses to the right rear.
Maybe
that's the way they actually were,
but that's not how they come through
on the records. But, then, what do
conductors know about stereo recording anyway? That, it seems to
me, was the attitude of the engineers
throughout this session.
Balances are repeatedly upset by
the sudden accenting of inner voices.
Here and there Idetected spots where
someone apparently forgot to turn on
the accent mikes for the first violins,
and then suddenly remembered that
they are important and brought them
in with all the subtlety of abulldozer.
For all that, however, they always
remain in back of the cellos. On
occasion the tympani blanket the
sound with awooly muddle which
just serves to emphasize the recording's lack of true bass.
Middle distance is the general run
of perspective here, and there is nice,
unexaggerated spread to the orchestra and large chorus. Soloists, when
their mikes are turned on ( 0, are at a
good distance, but they are so widely
spaced across the stage that you
wonder how they could keep together. At one incredible moment
the contralto seems to run from one
side to the other, perhaps looking for
the baritonc and tenor who seem to

have retreated suddenly to the backstage area.
Well . . . why labor the point? I
have but two questions to ask,
though: How, with the art of recording at its present state, can an
atrocity like this be perpetrated?
And second, and more to the point,
how could Pierre Monteux have
sanctioned the release of this grotesque recording?
The rehearsal segment, which ends
with anone- too-rousing performance
of La Marseillaise, is afrustratingly
brief sample of something we still do
not have on records: adocument of a
great conductor building a performance from the ground up. Like other
similar issues, this one is an inadequate montage which whets our
appetite for a complete rehearsal
series beginning at the moment the
conductor steps on the podium for
the first time, and ending as he says:
-Now Iam ready to record." J. W.K.
MAHLER: Symphony No. 1 (52:
52)
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Erich
Leinsdorf, conductor. RCA-Victor
disc LSC-2642, $5.98.
PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly
(2:8:23)
Leontyne Price, Richard Tucker,
Rosalind Elias, Philip Macro, Opera
Orchestra and Chorus of RCA Italiano, Rome, Erich Leinsdorf, conductor.
Three RCA-Victor discs
LSC-6160, $ 17.85.
RAVEL: Bolero ( 15:02); Pavan
for a Dead Princess (5:33); La
Valse ( 10:58)
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Charles
Munch, conductor. RCA-Victor disc
LSC-2664, $5.98.
The inner sleeve for these first Dynagroove records carries a long discourse entitled " Dynagroove—What
It Is and What It Does." Iread it
through twice, but all Icould glean
from it was that Dynagroove (1) adjusts the shape of the cutter modula-

tions so that the groove shape conforms to the tracking requirements of
the playback stylus, and (2) applies
some kind of signal level control that
is supposed to coil:press the dynamic
range without making the signal
sound compressed.
Both " explanations" raised more
questions than they answered. A
phone call to Victor provided some
further details, which are the basis
of this issue's " Forum" piece, and
which may or may not elicit further
discussion. Certainly the sound of
Dynagroove is open to some discussion, for of these three discs, two
were pretty miserable and one was
quite good.
To be specific, both the MunchRavel and the Leinsdorf-Mahler discs
sound shockingly gimmicked. During low-level passages, the sound is
rich, warm and transparent, with the
full, deep low-frequency response I
normally associate with original
master tapes.
But the louder the
orchestra plays, the worse the sound
gets. Bass becomes increasingly thin,
highs start to scream, and there is a
progressive increase in electrical distortion — muddying bass and fuzzing highs — as the recorded level
increases. This might be understandable were RCA-Victor laying an unprecedented amount of dynamic range
on their new discs, but the fact is,
these have less dynamic range on
them than was on some 78-rpm discs
that Victor released in the early
1940s.
The Puccini is no better, as far as
dynamic range is concerned, but its
lack of dynamics is much less distressing than in, say, the Bolero,
which is supposed to be acontinuous
crescendo. The Puccini is also far
cleaner-sounding than either of the
others, its tonal gimmickings are less
pronounced, and the performance is
so movingly beautiful that the whole
thing emerges as a very enjoyable
recording. Puccini and Dynagroove
are reasonably compatible, because
the score puts most of the heavy bass
notes on the off-beat during loud
sections, so Dynagroove's computer
can let the bass through when it isn't
clamping down on the loud strings
and brasses. There is still no deep
bass during orchestral tutti, but the
recording managed to come off convincingly, albeit despite of, rather
than because of, Dynagroove.
RCA-Victor asks that Dynagroove
be compared with " the best possible
disc recording available on any label,
anywhere." Icompared, using the
Puccini as the " standard," and as far

as I'm concerned, Dynagroove lost
out to anumber of Londons, Columbias, Vanguards, Mercurys, and
Deutsche-Grammophons, not to mention a few " old-fashioned" RCAVictor discs. If Dynagroove is the
sound of the future, I'm going to
become a fanatical reactionary .
J- •
H•

the orchestra. Despite all of this, I
am willing to put up with the recording because of the music contained
thereon and in view of the wonderful
playing of the Solisti di Zagreb.
But is it too much to ask that RCAVictor stop sticking their technical
fingers in every musical delicacy they
serve us? J.W.K.

MUSIC FOR STRINGS

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony
No. 71
/ (The "All Is Lost"
2
Symphony) (43:20)

Couperin: Concert Pieces for
Cello and Orchestra ( 13:05);
Mozart: Divertimento in D, K.
136 ( 11:21); Corelli: Concerto
Grosso No. 4, Op. 6 (9:05);
Britten: A Simple Symphony
(15:25)
Solisti de Zagreb, Antonio Janigro,
cello and director. RCA-Victor disc
LSC 2653, $5.98.
From the standpoint of content and
musicianship this is asuperb collection of delightful music performed
with the consummate authority and
artistry for which Mr. Janigro and
ISolisti de Zagreb are justly famous.
The recording too, while by no
means perfect, is at least pre-Dynagroove, which as far as I'm concerned
is now a compliment to any RCAVictor release.
Surfaces are immaculate and, despite the well-filled sides, Ifound no
noticeable inner-groove problems.
The low end is firm and full, and the
dynamic range is adequate for the
music. But someone on the engineering staff decided that here was a
chamber orchestra which could be
easily made to sound larger, and so
what we hear is not unlike the sound
of afull string orchestra. As aresult,
the delicacy of the performance is
spoiled by acavernous acoustical environment that would be ideal for a
recording of The Planets, but is
hardly appropriate to this kind of
music.
Directionality is unobtrusive, and
the placement of Anton Heiler's
harpsichord during the Corelli concerto is well thought out. But the
first violins suffer from a case of
zipitis which is only partially correctable by means of the left-channel
treble control.
In the Couperin pieces there is a
gross miscalculation in balance. Mr.
Janigro's cello is placed right in our
lap, while the orchestra is much too
far in the background. In addition,
the violins always sound as if they
are coming from amuch greater distance than the lower instruments of

Sibling and Leblanc, balalaikas.
Plethora disc PS-100547, $5.95.
Published one year after his 'controversial seventh symphony, the "All
Is Lost" symphony is most remarkable for having been composed eight
months after Tchaikovsky's death.
The theme of this monumental work
for chorus, soloists, and full orchestra
is the futility of practically everything, including this performance by
Sibling and Leblanc. The arrangement of the original score for two
balalaikas leaves something to be
desired, in this critic's opinion.
Incidentally, this a compatible
stereo disc, in which sounds from the
left and sounds from the right are
mixed together so they all come
from in the middle. A.F.*

Once Over Very Lightly
A couple of items that should have been
mentioned in January-February 's " Once
Over Lightly" report are mentioned kere
and now, to correct the oversight.
Beyer DT-48 Headphones: Probably the highest-priced headphones
available ($79.50 plus $18.50 each
for matching transformers), these
German-made audiometry phones are
reasonably comfortable to wear, and
except for some low-end loss, will
put the best loudspeaker systems to
shame for naturalness and smoothness. Each phone has 4 ohms impedance, and their matching transformers raise this to 2,000 ohms, for
bridging a600-ohm line.
Heathkit Test Instruments: A
blanket recommendation here, for a
line of moderate-cost test equipment
that has not to our knowledge included one lemon.
Many highfidelity equipment manufacturers use
Heath test equipment for their design
and production testing, which is
endorsement enough.
*April Fool!
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Tape (from page 10)
simpler but equally effective way of
adjusting record equalization is by
feeding FM interstation hiss through
the recorder at about 15 db below
normal record level, adjusting the input and playback signals to the same
measured level, and switching back
and forth between them, varying
the record equalization until their
high ends sound as similar as possible.
Recorders which do not have a
separate playback head and preamp
are a major problem because they
must be rewound and played every
time something is adjusted, in order
to observe the effects of the adjustment. The service manuals for these
machines generally recommend setting the bias by adirect measurement
of the bias voltage appearing across
the record head, but this does not
take into consideration differences in
oxide formulation from one tape to
another, so it's apretty hit-and-miss
way of doing things.
The best way of adjusting a twoheaded recorder is in conjunction
with another recorder. By 'using two
machines, in tandem, the second one
can be made to play back from the
tape while the first is recording.
Thus, the bias adjustment on the
first machine can be made while
watching the output level from the
second one. When using this arrangement, it is advisable to deactivate the second machine's pinch
wheel by propping it slightly away

confusing, not to say irrelevant,
measurements. Recording equalization adjustments on these machines
must be made by adjusting, recording, and playing back a sample of
program material, comparing it with
the original, and making repeated
A- B tests until B sounds like A.
Once you've set up the recorder for
the tape, copy off a variety of program sources containing deep bass,
solo instruments, percussive treble
and massed violin passages, and run

Hookup for A- Btesting atape. Both
signals must he at the same volume
for avalid comparison between them.
the recorded tape onto asmall reel,
for future reference. Then play the
whole thing back, listening critically for such things as fuzziness in
the middle range, roughness at the
upper end, and muddiness or fluttering sounds in the lower range. If
the tape compares unfavorably with
the original, lay it aside and repeat

'
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A passive divider network for 6db/
octave biamplifieation. The HF output cable must be less than 6inches
in length to avoid loss of highs.
as they introduce no distortion and are
entirely trouble-free.
The network can be built into asmall
Mini-Box — and located beside each
pair of power amplifiers. Output leads
must be fairly short to avoid cable losses.
To obtain other crossover values, change
the values of the capacitors. The crossover point will occur at that frequency at
which the capacitor's reactance equals the
resistance of the resistor having the same
number designation on the schematic.
For capacitive reactance values, see
STEREOPHILE Chart File No. 1.

AC VTVAA

\

.--4D(1)

tsecond recorder can provide playback facilities for monitoring bias adjust'Dents on a recorder that lacks its own third- head playback facilities.
from the capstan, so that if there are
any differences between the speeds
of the recorders, they won't stretch
the tape or spill it all over the floor.
This is not the way to conduct
equalization tests, though, for recording equalization must be matched to
the particular record/play head that's
in the circuit, and adifferent head, as
one on another machine, will yield

Electronic Crossover
I would like to biamplify both
channels of my stereo system, but
my Bozak speakers require 6-db/
octave crossover slopes and I have
been unable to locate an electronic
crossover of this type. So, I was
wondering if you could suggest one
or give me the schematic of one.
The system is 8 ohms throughout,
and requires crossovers at 400 and
2,500 cps.
R. V. Borden
Tulsa, Okla.
Here is the schematic for a —dry — electronic crossover providing 6 db/octave
slopes from 400 and 2,500 cps. So-called
dry (or passive) networks are superior to
tube types for gradual-slope crossovers,

THIS PINCH WHEEL
PROPPED OPEN
OSCILLATOR

Baffle (
from page 11)
the bulk of program material, phase
checking and switching is rarely necessary
again.

the foregoing adjustments and tests
on one of the other kinds of tape
you're considering. If all the tapes
you try sound pretty sick, you need
a better recorder. If you don't notice enough difference between tapes
to worry you, choose your tape on
the basis of price or some other nonperformance factor like packaging
or reel shape.

No Wear Nohow
Has anyone ever determined how
lightly apickup must track before it
ceases to wear records?
R. Clement
West Chester, Pa.
There has not been adefinitive study made
of record wear, but indications are that
wear drops off very sharply when apickup's stylus is light enough and compliant
enough to allow clean tracking at 1.5
grams or less.

Flutter Follow-Up
Sirs:
In re-reading your report (on the
Hartley 220-MS speaker), I came
across one item that we followed up
and solved, thanks to your mention.
Irefer to the flutter you reported at
35 cps, which was traced to an excessively dense grille cloth. We have
changed this to one that is betterlooking and more open, and the improvement is marked.
Fortunately, only four systems had
gotten out in the field when we made
the change.
Best wishes, and may your circulation climb.
Robert Schmetterer
Hartley Products Co.
New York, N. Y.
Stereophobia
SIRS:
Isay that stereo is afirst class fake
and the biggest fraud ever put out by
American Mfr. Ihave never found
anyone who knows audio engineering or music that did not agree with
this. All those who disagree just
don't know enough to know the
truth or they are liars engaged in selling stereo equipment.
The only
reason that most people have gone
for stereo is that they have not had
time, and will not take the time to
get all of the facts, so they are victims
of advertising, the biggest con game
in the world, and Iam not so sure
that they don't deserve what they
get.
What Ithink about stereo is based
on the engineering facts, not on my
opinion. You should know that just
to begin with it is impossible to even
hear stereo except with earphones.
If you don't know this Isuggest that
you get all of the facts. Then you
will have an accurate basis to start
off on your evaluation of stereo
versus mono.
In any magazine the man who
writes the ans to the technical questions sent in by the readers does not
know it all and he usually knows
only a very small part of it. If he
knew it all he would be avery high
paid designer for some mfr or have
his own factory. And that is why

these published ans to technical
questions are as bad as the advice
given by the newspapers to letters
sent in. The people who ans them
are just not qualified to ans them, if
they were they would not be doing
such ajob.
Anyone who thinks that you can
tune aspk cabinet with aflashlight
battery should not be permitted to
publish anything. Just to begin with
you need to know the fall-off rate of
the woofer as well as its free air
resonance and frequency response
curve.
Then you have a starting
point to pick out the frequency that
you want to tune it for.
You also have to know the best
shape for the type of enclosure you
are going to build, and take into
consideration that there will be a
peak in the frequency response curve
at ahalf wave length of every measurement of the inside of the cabinet.
Then you have to know what shape
to make the opening or openings and
where to locate them. You must not
only tune the cabinet you must also
correctly dampen it (which requires
a 'scope). And if you tune it too low
you loose the mid range bass of the
woofers response.
P. S. Montgomery
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Good grief, Charlie Brown.'
Fried and Service
Sirs:
If Irving Fried's head, though
bloody, is still unbowed, Ihope you
will encourage him to speak his
mind on other matters in the future.
He's inclined to go overboard at
times, but he is obviously competent
and dedicated, and the controversy
he evoked (" Farewell to the Paper
Cone," etc.) made for reading that
was not only interesting but informative.
Mr. Teesdale's " Service, You
Jest!" touches on something that is
indeed aproblem. You ought to din
into your readers the fact that their
best long-range interest lies in buying
their equipment from anearby competent audio specialist (assuming of
course that there is one nearby). We
approach the problem by considering
access to servicing as part of a
"package" the customer pays for
when he buys equipment from us.
What we sell, we service. Labor
charges are nominal, and all kits are
checked free after completion to see
that they meet specs.
Service is
prompt, because our shop isn't
cluttered with stuff we didn't sell,

and because everything we work on
is something in which we have a
personal interest. We would hate to
think that we are unique.
William H. Burke
The Sound Room
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Unique, no!

Unusual, si!

Call for Condemnation
Sirs:
One reason I subscribed ,to your
magazine was because Ihoped you
would tell the truth about all the
crummy equipment that is on the
market, but I have yet to see you
call any product really bad.
Ithought that, having no advertisers, you would be able to do this,
but all your equipment reports to
date have ranged between raves and
semi-raves. Is it that you have not
yet tested any poor equipment, or are
you afraid to condemn something
bad when you come across it? Let's
see you put some teeth in your test
reports. The manufacturers of cheap
junk have been protected for entirely
too long by all the audio publications, but you have no excuse for
doing this.
R. Schwenk
Allentown, Pa.
We don't have the space to devote to reports on junk, and we do not believe our
readers are interested in junk. We do not
see our equipment reports as a medium
for venting our spleen, but rather as a
means of alerting our readers to components they might be interested in.
We will report on junk products only
when their advertising is so blatantly
misleading as to demand refutation. We
have a couple in mind, and will report
on them in future issues.

Once Over Again
Sirs:
Your " Once Over Lightly" in the
last issue contained the most forthright, definitive statements about
components that I have ever read
anywhere. Ihope this will become a
regular feature in every issue.
John Whipple
Rochester, N. Y.
Why in every issue? We named what we
believe to be the best components available; jou want a listing of seconds,
thirds and fourths, too?
We are planning a -Once Over
Lightly - on recordings for afuture issue,
but these truncated reports cannot be repeated very often, because we don't have
the staff to do all that much testing
every couple of months.
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Miscellany
A Pause for Hiatus
July and August are the low points
of the audio year, when everyone is
outdoors or away on vacation, so we
too are going to observe this hi-fi
hiatus by skipping an issue of THE
STEREOPHILE.
Volume 1Number 6, which would
have been dated July-August, will be
dated July-October. And with luck,
it will be out by mid-August, so
that you'll receive it before the end
of that month.
We'll have extra
time to work on that issue, so we're
planning some unusual features.
Our dropout will not affect your
subscription, except to make it last
two months longer than you thought
it would.
You'll still receive 12
issues for your $6subscription.
Cover Story
In case you didn't notice, there's
a small jarring note in our cover
photo.
Look carefully at the resistor(s) near the center of the
picture.
In future, every conventional-looking photo on our cover will have at
least some such inconsistency. We
won't always call attention to it.
Demos, Anyone?
A press release that crossed our
desk recently quoted Bill Colbert, of
New York's Audio Exchange, as de-

Audio Mart

The Audio Marl will publish, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile subscribers.
Nonsubscribers may insert ads
for circulation among our highly concentrated readership at a rate of 10 cents per
word, including name and address. Hyphenated words count as a single word, as do
initials. Ads are published as received, so
we cannot be responsible for the condition or
quality of items advertised for sale in Audio
Mart.

crying the lack of " ademo record of
top quality" for use in showing off
high-fidelity (presumably in stereo)
equipment. Mr. Colbert would like
to see something with — about 20
bands on it," and featuring all sorts
of music in short snatches and, presumably, all carefully chosen to show
off such things as separation (avocal
duet), bass response (organ pedals),
treble response (triangles and castanets, probably), and all the other
things that the general public associates with hifi and stereo
This is a fine idea, but if some
record manufacturer decides to take a
crack at it, let's for heaven's sake
hope they do it right. Sure, put some
widely-separated stuff on it, and include some bands with grunting
organ pedals and scintillating percussion, but make the thing alegitimate demonstration record for really
good equipment. In other words, cut
it to the RIAA curve, without bass cut
or extra treble boost, put some really
wide dynamic range on it, and include at least afew bands of honest
musical recording of the calibre that
English firms give their domestic
record buyers as a matter of course.
Old Faces of 1963
We thought readers would appreciate the smaller type face that we
used in the last issue, because it gave
us more room to work within our
18 pages.
Judging by the letters
we've received, most readers disagree. The larger type is easier to

or best offer and you do. Or will trade for
blonde AR- 1.
B. Plotnick, 364 Woodbine
Rd., Stamford, Conn.

Phone 203-322-1304.

WILL SELL either DuKane Ionovac 30
speaker system (walnut, less than 100 hours
use) for $ 125, or AR-1W-Janszen 130-B8 system (blonde) for $ 170. Also, Janssen 65-B8
electrostatic tweeters at $55 each. N. J. McNamara, 2Winfield St., Staten Island 5, N. Y.
AR-IW woofer, unfinished cabinet, perfect
condition. Will sell for $85, or best offer.
R. W. Olsen, 1316 Barbara St., Tyler, Tex.
SALE: Concertone NWR-1 network recorder,
full-track, 7.5 and 15 ips, in two portable
cases.
Room for additional heads. $200.
Magnecordette record-playback tape preamplifiers, 3 available at $ 10 each. R. C. Sher-

read, and since it also costs us a bit
less, we won't argue. We're back
with the 10- point type again, as you
may note by comparing this issue
with the last, and we will stay with
the larger type, for the sake of consistency if nothing else.
Martinsburg Multiplex
A brief note from a Mr. Golliday
at station WEPM-FM, Martinsburg,
West Virginia, informs us that said
station is slated to start multiplexed
stereocasting " no later than midApril or the first of May, 1963.''
Here's some pertinent data about
WEPM-FM, for the benefit of those
who may be within receiving range:
The station is at 97.5 Mc on the dial,
with 4.7 KW power, and a transmitter location 1,550 feet above sea
level.
Their equipment includes
Gates stereo console, turntables, dual
limiters, transmitter, stereo generator and five-bay cycloid antenna.
Arms and pickups are Empire units.
Noncompetitive System
There's aplatitude in the business
world that goes " It pays to advertise."
We have tried to advertise, in the
logical places where our potential
readers would see our ads: in High
Fidelity, Audio, and Hi-Fi/Stereo Review. Our ads were rejected. The
reason?
We are, and we quote,
"competition" for these mass-circulation magazines.
Oh, come now!

CANADIAN SALE: The following equipment, used for two years, is available at 40%
below current Canadian list prices: JBL Metregon enclosure, oiled walnut; Two JBL 075
tweeters, with 7-kc crossovers; McIntosh C-20
preamp; Shure M216 Studio Dynetic arm with
0.5- and 0.7- mil styli and cartridges.
N.
Metal, 2090 Comox Street, Vancouver 5, B. C.
FOR SALE: Stereo pair of Janssen -crossfired .'utility array electrostatic tweeters, from
"Jankit 41" systems (same as model 65); $75
for the pair. Perfect working order. A. J.
Armbrust, 1841 Lyndon Rd., San Diego 3,
Calif.
FOR
1- mil
paid.
P. O.

SALE: Shamrock recording tape. 1800'
acetate on 7" reel, $ 1.69 per reel postQuantities welcomed. Roger Bartlett,
Box 342, Columbia, Missouri.

bahn, 9941-B Young Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
SELL OR TRADE: Two - Electrostat 3speaker-xover units. Used very little because
of rotten room acoustics.
Also a 78-rpm
record cabinet, designed for 110 records, ten
or twelve inch. This is for collectors only.
Discs are held firmly yet gently in velvet-lined
slots. Glass front. $ 100, and Ipay expenses,
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SELL: McIntosh C-8 preamp, $35; McIntosh
C-108 preamp, $20; Viking Model 85ESQ recorder, $85; Heath TS-4A TV sweep generator
with 10.7-Mc crystal for FM alignment, $35.
All in working order, with manuals. E. Dell,
307 Dickinson Ave., Swarthmore, Pa.

FOR SALE: Roberts 990 deck, three heads,
automatic stop, superior quality, like new;
two RA- 100 recording amplifiers, excellent;
all for $ 160. Also have ElectroVoice 630
microphone at $20. Will consider trades for
amateur radio equipment. J. Foy Guin, Jr.,
Box 26, Russellville, Ala.
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The ear's perception of loudness depends upon the frequency of asound as well as its actual intensity. When
the sound is intense, our perception of the loudness of
different frequencies is almost directly related to their intensity. For softer sounds, however, the ear's sensitivity
to bass and, to alesser extent, to treble tones diminishes
progressively.
The Fletcher- Munson curves of equal loudness show
the tonal compensation below and above 1,000 cps that
is needed to make all frequencies sound equally loud. All
intensity figures on the graph are expressed as decibels
above the threshold of hearing, which is taken as 0 db.
Thus, the bottom curve shows the response characteristic
that will make all frequencies barely audible, while the
upper curves show the compensation that is needed to
produce linear perceived response at levels of 10, 20, 30
etc. decibels above threshold.
Note that these are not response curves of the human
ear, but are the complementary curves needed to offset the
ear's own frequency discrimination. The curves represent averaged test results gleaned from anumber of human subjects, some of whom had impaired hearing at

5KC

IOKC

20KC

very high frequencies. This explains the upward tilt at
the right of each curve, in the shaded area.
The ear's response deviations are normally applied to
all perceived sounds of acertain intensity, whether the
sounds are live or reproduced. Thus, asound that is reproduced at its original intensity, through asystem with
flat frequency response, will be heard as having the same
tonal balance as the original sound. Variations in perceived balance that occur as the result of dynamic contrasts in music are, similarly, observed in both the concert hall and the home reproduction, so no tonal compensation should be applied to these, either. Only when
the reproduction is louder or softer than the original do
we need " loudness compensation" in order to restore to
it its natural tonal balance.
The shape of the loudness compensation curve required
at various playback levels can be read from the graph as
the difference, in decibels, between the curves representing the intensities of the original sound and the reproduction. Relative levels of typical live and reproduced
sounds will be found on Stereophile Chart File No. 5, in
the next issue.
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The appearance of issue 5 clarified our mystery " Miscellany"
5 arrived late,
though,

and 6 it seemed was to be very late.

5 was worth waiting for,

our " Recommended Components"
readers

liked the idea,

it contained the

first of

The reaction was mixed;

most

but many were offended because their favorite

components weren't listed.
Issue

because

listings.

item:

For many readers,

That situation hasn't changed since then.

5 also aired ( an appropriate term under the circumstances)

Dynagroove question,

the

and revealed most of RCA Victor's " revolutionary"

new system as nothing more than a sophisticated way of bringing higher
fi to record buyers who don't care enough about hi fi to invest in a
decent playback system.

As of

1974,

the best we can say for Dynagroove

is that there is no audible evidence of it on current RCA releases. ( We
will grant one exception:

The " pre- distortion" added by Dynagroove's

"Stylus Correlator" may not work perfectly,

but the technique has

proven its ability to provide cleaner inner-groove tracing than was
previously possible.)
With issue

5,

we had another new editorial assistant,

us get the magazine out just a little less
otherwise.
And,

oh yes.

which helped

late than it might have

What about the cover on issue 4? Did you notice the

three- ended resistor? Okay,

now test your perceptions on covers

7 to 12.
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The Cover
It will probably be summer by the time
you see this issue, but since the cover
does say May-June, that's Spring enough
for the traditional floral cover.
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Thirty-Three Critics Can Be Wrong
We have watched with avid curiosity
the reactions of the other hi-fi publications to the new RCA Victor
Dynagroove system and, up to the
time of this writing, we have yet to
sec any of them raise any serious
questions about it.* As amatter of
fact, record critics appear to be almost unanimous in their praise of it,
judging by the reviews we have
seen, and by the critical accolades
quoted in a brochure that RCA
Victor is circulating.
RCA Victor's pamphlet cites reviewers in High Fidelity, HiFi/
Stereo Review, the New York Times,
the San Francisco Chronicle, the Washington Post, the New York Herald Tribune, United Press International, and
Time magazine, to mention but a
few. The critics who were quoted
included such respected personages
as Messrs. Harold Schoenberg, Herbert Kupferberg, Paul Hume and Raymond Ericson, so we can't dismiss
all this favorable comment about
Dynagroove as ' bad judgment."
These critics didn't build their reputations on bad judgment.
So, how Come THE STEREOPHILE
appears to be alone in its opposition
to Dynagroove? We can excuse the
editors of the audio publications for
keeping quiet about Dynagroove, for
RCA Victor helps to pay their salaries. But what about the record reviewers, who are pretty much free
to say what they please? We think
we know the answer, because it is
for this very reason that we felt
obliged to run record reviews in
THE STEREOPHILE: record reviewers
may know their music, but most of
them don't know audio.
Many of the record critics do
their listening on department-store
consoles. Some of them, who work
for publications that demand some
sort of editorial integrity from their
reviewers, may be persuaded to
install acomponent system for record
reviewing. But because of the critic's
basic lack of interest in and knowledge of audio, he will usually allow
a local " expert" to choose and install his components, and will then
forget about them until such times
as a burned-out tube or asour cartridge necessitates a repair. Because
his occupation does not usually pay
very well, and because of his pro*As we went to prese. Audio came out with a
vitriolic Dynagroove review by Chester Santon.

fessed disinterest in things technical,
his system is likely to be of only
moderate quality to start with, and
it is not likely to be updated as the
state of the art advances. In short,
his system will usually be incapable
of reproducing an intrinsically fine
recording with maximum realism,
yet he will think nothing of passing
judgment on the fidelity of the discs
he reviews.
The critic with the second-rate
component system, as well as the one
with the typical home-type console,
does hear a truer sound from Dynagroove discs than from other discs,
because his playback equipment is
what Dynagroove is aimed at. But
the more we remove from a playback system the deficiencies that
Dynagroove compensates for, the
more we end up hearing the compensations themselves, thus creating
the interesting but discouraging situation whereby the better the playback system, the worse the sound.
Certainly, the end result is important, for that is after all what we
listen to. If the sound of a Dynagroove disc through a mediocre
phonograph were as good as or
better than the sound of areally good
disc played on areally good system,
we could all buy mediocre phonographs and consider ourselves one
step closer to perfection. But the
fact is that no reproducer can restore
to Dynagroove sound the original
tonal balance, frequency range or
dynamic range of the original performance. The Dynagroove process,
in effect, makes it absolutely impossible to re-create the original musical
sound, and if this isn't agiant step
backwards in fidelity, we don't .know
what is.
If our feelings about Dynagroove
were based purely on opinion, we
would be far less willing to go out
on alimb about it. But judging by
RCA Victor's own description of it
(See The Forum"), it violates the
most fundamental precepts of high
fidelity as a science, and falsifies
original musical values to a degree
that is unprecedented in the history
of microgroove recording.
If Dynagroove becomes accepted as
anew standard of fidelity, and other
record manufacturers follow suit
with their own variations on this
nofi theme, high fidelity as we know
it will be athing of the past.

Loudspeaker
MPEDANCE MATCHING
A loudspeaker should always be matched to the amplifier, except when mismatching will give better
performance. Here's how to obtain proper matching for optimum results from any loudspeaker.
If you've ever tried to water alawn
with the wrong-sized nozzle on the
hose, you will have seen one of the
effects of impedance mismatching.
If the nozzle is too coarse, water will
pass through it too easily to build up
any back pressure, so the spray won't
carry any distance. If it's too fine,
there'll be plenty of pressure in the
hose, but the spray jets won't be
heavy enough to carry any distance.
The analogy to a loudspeaker is
pretty far-fetched, but the principle
is the same: One hookup will give
the maximum transfer of energy from
the amplifier to the speaker; any
other will not. The degree to which
a hose nozzle holds back the water
could be considered its impedance,
for in audio, impedance is simply resistance to the flow of alternating
current.
If aloudspeaker had no impedance
at all, it would short-circuit the
signals fed to it, no magnetic field
would be set up in its voice coil, and
the cone would remain motionless.
If the impedance were infinitely high,
no current would pass through the
voice coil at all, and the cone would
still be motionless. Somewhere between these extremes is a range of
impedances where the speaker will
wok, and there is one impedance
value at which it will work at its
best.
Actually, loudspeaker matching is
not as critical as it is sometimes
claimed to be. Mismatching prevents
the most efficient transfer of power
from the amplifier to the speaker, and
amismatch of 100% — 4ohms connected to 8ohms — will waste about
half of the power the amplifier delivers. But since half power represents only 3db of level, the effect may
be barely noticeable. If the amplifier
would normally be worked at less
than half power, it could afford to
lose 3 db of output without being
driven to overload, but since the

amplifier would then have to work
harder to produce a certain volume
level, its distortion may increase. A
50% mismatch, as when a nominal
12 ohm speaker is connected to an
8- or 16-ohm amplifier tap, would
give only 1.5 db of power loss, so it
is doubtful that any adverse effect
could be detected under any circumstances.
Multi-way speaker systems are
more critical of impedance matching
than single, wide-range speakers,
because amismatch will change the
crossover frequencies adding some
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Figure 1. The impedance curve of a
two-way system rated at 8 ohms.
peaks and dips to the system's response. Again, though, the effect
will depend on the degree of mismatch, as well as on the impedance
characteristics of the speaker itself,
so the mismatch may or may not
produce an audible change in the
sound.
The electrical damping applied to
the loudspeaker also is affected by
impedance matching, and this may
actually cause more change in sound
when there is amismatch than will
the loss of power. A loudspeaker
functions equally well in both directions. Just as its voice coil will move
when a voltage is applied to it,
movement of the voice coil will cause
it to generate its own voltage. If
anything acts to prevent it from
generating its output when the voice
coil is moved, the resulting counterforce will tend to prevent the coil
from moving. This " braking" effect
is utilized to prevent the cone from

taking off and vibrating on its own
when reproducing an audio signal.
The braking or damping action is
provided by the amplifier, which
puts an effective short circuit across
the speaker connections. The short
circuit is strictly a one-way affair,
however; it shorts out signals coming
back from the speaker to the amplifier, but it has no effect on signals
going to the speaker. The amplifier
is thus said to have a low source
impedance, even though its optimum
matching or terminating impedance
may be quite high. A typical amplifier may have 1.6 ohms source impedance at its 16 ohm tap, and is then
said to have adamping factor of 10.
Some modern amplifiers have adamping factor as high as 20, which means
that the source impedance of each
output tap is 1/20 of its nominal
matching impedance.
It is customary to think in terms
of 4-, 8- and 16-ohm loudspeakers,
but all of them actually vary in impedance depending on the frequency
of the signal fed to them. A speaker's
nominal impedance is generally a
statement of its impedance at 400 cps,
but there may be several rises and
dips in the impedance throughout the
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Figure 2. Response variations for
two different conditions of damping.

audio range, particularly if the system is a multi-way arrangement
using crossover networks ( Figure 1).
As aspeaker's impedance rises, the
voltage across its voice coil will tend
to rise, and so, generally, will its
acoustic output, which is another
reason why current practice favors
3

the use of high damping factor amplifiers. Their low source impedance
acts to stabilize the voltage applied
to the voice coil, regardless of its
change in impedance, thus tending

Figure 3. The basic output circuit.
to smooth out the loudspeaker's response.
This smoothing action must not be
overdone, though, for most directradiator loudspeakers need a bit of
low-frequency resonance in order to
maintain acoustically flat response
into the deep bass range. Excessive
damping will, consequently, cause a
loss of deep bass from such systems.
Too low a source impedance can
upset things at crossover points, too,
introducing response dips at the
crossover frequencies (Figure 2).
In general, amplifier designers and
loudspeaker designers keep close tabs
on one another's activities, so that
one can take into consideration the
damping characteristic required by
the other's products. There are variations galore, of course, but most
amplifiers and loudspeakers are now
designed for low-source-impedance
operation, when nominal impedances
arc matched.
If the foregoing suggests away of
controlling to some extent the behavior of a given speaker, through
purposeful mismatching, the intima-

Figure 5.

their individual impedances (Figure
4).
If two identical valves are connected in parallel, the water will
flow through two separate and equal
paths, so the total impedance will be
equal to half the impedance of each
valve (Figure 5). If there are three or
more identical valves in parallel, the
total impedance will equal the nominal impedance of each one, divided
by the number of valves.
Now, let's dispense with this
ridiculous valve business and discuss
speakers, which behave the same
way. We can state our observations
to date accordingly:
For series-connected speakers, their
total impedance equals the sum of
their individual impedances.
For paralleled speakers of identical
impedance, Z = Z/n, where Z
equals the impedance of each speaker

= Z, + Z 2

Figure 4.

Series

Etc

connection adds all the impedances in the circuit.

To get back to our water analogy
for a moment, we can visualize a
loudspeaker circuit as a plumbing
system, with a pump circulating
water around acircle with avalve in
it, which impedes the flow of water

Parallel identical impedances are divided by their number.

tion was intentional. We'll get to
that subsequently. For the present,
let's worry about getting correct
nominal matching, which is enough
of aproblem in itself.
First, a parenthetical note about
4

the whys of 4, 8or 16 ohms. Output
tubes have arather high output impedance, so why not just use ahighimpedance voice coil, directly coupled
to the output tube plates, and do
away with the costly, bulky output
transformer with all its inherent
shortcomings. The reason is simple:
A high-impedance voice coil would
require many, many turns of wire,
and if this were to handle the necessary power, the wire would have to
be quite heavy. This would yield a
rather massive coil, with too much
inertia to respond to rapid vibrations, and too much bulk to fit into
anarrow, high-density magnet gap.
Perhaps modern design techniques
could make such avoice coil system
practical, but the around-10-ohms
value was arrived at years ago, and
the 4-, 8- and 16-ohm values evolved
because they happened to yield round
figures in impedance calculations.

by acertain amount (Figure 3). If
two or more of these valves are connected in tandem, so that one feeds
the other, each will impede the flow
by its specified amount, making the
total impedance equal to the sum of

and nequals the number of paralleled
speakers.
Parallel connection of speakers of
different impedance is a bit more
complicated, because each passes a
different amount of current, depending on its impedance. For this arrangement, the formula is:
Z1 X Z2 . . etc.
Zt =
Zi + Z2 . . . etc.
Now, let's see how this works.
Suppose we have two 8-ohm speakers
that we wish to match to an amplifier.
We could connect them in
parallel, to get 4ohms, and connect
them to the amplifier's 4-ohm tap.
Or, we could series them and connect
them to the 16-ohm tap. Two 16ohm speakers could be connected to
give 8or 32 ohms, but since very few
amplifiers have a32-ohm output tap,
we have no choice this time; they
must be parallel- connected, for
matching to 8ohms.
Larger numbers of identical speakers may be combined in series-parallel

Figure 6.

A symmetrical

hookup for matching

hookups to provide proper matching
to each speaker as well as to the
amplifier. Figure 6shows how four
8-ohm speakers can be arranged to
yield a total of 8 ohms.
Each
pair in tandem yields 16 ohms impedance, and parallel operation of

four 8- ohm speakers.

Figures 4, 5 and 6, the total power
fed to the system will be divided
equally between all the speakers in
the circuit, so each speaker's acoustic
output will depend entirely on its
efficiency.
Asymmetrical arrangements, like that in Figure 7, will

Figure 7. An asymmetrical hookup for matching three speakers of different impedances.
The 16-ohm one will draw half the total power.

the two 16-ohm pairs makes the
whole thing equal to 8ohms.
We have assumed thus far that the
speakers we are using arc identical
units, because nonidentical speakers,
even ones with the same impedance,
can introduce problems of efficiency.
In symmetrical hookups like those in
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Figure 8. A T- pad attenuator control with its schematic diagram.

divide the power disproportionately
between the speakers in different
parallel legs of the system, confusing
things even more. The circuit of
Figure 7can actually be put to good
use where it is desired to operate a
number of fairly efficient speakers in
conjunction with one inefficient system — anot uncommon requirement
in these days of ARs, KLHs and
JansZens. In general, though, it is
not wise to combine speakers of
different types in asingle parallel leg
of a multi-speaker system, unless
they are all equipped with individual
volume controls.
Loudspeaker controls should be of
the T or L-pad variety, in 4-watt or
higher power ratings. T-pads (Figure
8) are used when it is important that
impedances remain constant at both
the input to and the output from the
control. L-pads ( Figure 9) present a
constant impedance at their input,
but the impedance they present to the
speaker depends on their setting. For
best results, T-pads should always

be used, for regardless of their setting, they will always present their
nominal load to the line from the
amplifier and to the loudspeaker they
connect to. L-pads are satisfactory
for use with speakers whose quality
isn't very good to begin with, but
they shouldn't be used to feed good
speakers or systems that incorporate
crossover networks.
If possible, avoid inserting pad
controls between the main speaker
and the amplifier. Even though the
pads may provide proper matching,
their resistance in series with the
speaker circuit will raise the source
impedance presented to the speaker,
and will degrade the amplifier's control over the voice coil. For the
same reason, the main speaker should
not be connected in series with any
other speakers in the system. The resistance of the other voice coils will
reduce the damping applied to the
speaker.
The main speaker should be connected directly to the amplifier, and
all others should be connected in
parallel to it (Figure 7). The others
may be arranged in whatever combination of series and parallel configurations will yield a total impedance that, when paralleled with
the main one, will give a standard
impedance value that will match the
amplifier.
In any properly matched loudspeaker distribution system, the amplifier's total output is divided
equally between each paralleled leg
of the system. Thus, even if there are

2

Figure 9. An I.- pad attenuator control with its schematic diagram.

only two paralleled sections - a
main speaker and one auxiliary hookup — the extra one will always be
drawing off half the amplifier's total
output power unless there is some
provision for disconnecting the aux(Continued on page 16)
5
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This is acolumn of controversy, wherein anyone with alegitimate point to make can
do so as he sees fit. THE STEREOPHILE refuses to assume any responsibility for anything
said in the "Forum," for it is the writer's privilege to say what he wants. We offer him this freedom in
the hope that his views will inspire discussion, comment, and arebuttal from anyone who feels like taking
e

FORUM

issue with him. Continuing exchanges between contributors will be welcomed until we feel the subject
has been resolved or, unresolved, has been beaten to death.

Dynagroove In Detail
We forwarded a copy of our initial reactions to RCA Victor's new Dynagroove system (as published in the last
issue) to RCA Victor, with the request
that they provide some answers to questions we raised therein. In reply, we
received aseven-page brochure quoting 33
record critics from leading newspapers
and magazines all over the country, all
of whom praised the new process in terms
ranging from sedate approval to unbridled enthusiasm.
RCA Victor suggested that we publish
some of these quotes in answer to our
comments in the last issue, but we do
not feel this would serve either to answer
our questions or to clarify RCA Victor's
stand on the Dynagroove system.
Instead, we are reproducing in condensed form a detailed explanation of
the Dynagroove sytem, as described by
RCA Victor's John F. Pfeiffer, with
our own appended comments keyed to
parenthetical numbers throughout the
text. The comments should make it clear
why, despite the critical accolades heaped
on the Dynagroove system, THE STEREOPHILE feels obliged to oppose it in
principle.
Administrator of RCA Victor Red Seal
Audio Coordination, Mr. Pfeiffer is responsible for the sound of all Red Seal
recordings, and for the past two-and-onehalf years has worked closely on the development of Dynagroove. Mr. Pfeiffer
has an electrical engineering degree from
the University of Arizona and has taken
graduate courses in engineering at Columbia University. He is aprofessional
pianist aad oboist.
Music is written to be performed in
large concert halls or opera houses for
classical music, and in auditoriums,
dance halls, night clubs, and theaters
for popular music. Listeners expect
to receive the same musical message
in the home, from records, as they
do in the live-listening environment,
but this is asking a great deal, for
home listening conditions represent
an artificial set of circumstances,
quite unlike any of the " live" listening conditions.
It is the obligation of the recording process, first, to recreate in the
6

home listener's mind a vivid recollection of his experiences in the concert hall, and, second, to give him a
realistic musical experience with
every type of music, whether he has
had live listening experience or not.
This then is the criterion by which
we must judge arecording.
Dynagroove takes into consideration the listener, his listening habits,
his listening environment, and his
listening equipment, including every
type of home phonograph. The requirements for Dynagroove specify
that the recording of every type of
music must have monumental clarity
(1). This demands freedom from extraneous noises and distracting distortion, the delineation of the distinctive timbre of each instrument,
and afocus of attention on those details of orchestration which convey
the musical message with the greatest possible prominence (2).
Dynagroove further specifies that
sound must have its characteristic
weight—arequirement whereby each
instrumental force contributes just
enough to the mass of sound to
project the musical ideas (3). Dynagroove also specifies a feeling of
presence or intimacy with the performing forces, because the listener
cannot be detached from the sound if
he is to feel some personal participation in the musical story which is
unfolding (4). Dynagroove also demands that the listener be aware of
(1) Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary
defines "monumental" as: "(3) As the nature of a monument; hence, massive and
lasting, impressive. (4) Colossal; notable."
The orchestra director may hear this kind
of clarity at a live performance, but the
audience never does. Composers know
this, and orchestrate to produce their intended effect as heard by the audience, not
by the conductor.
(2) Again the emphasis is on prominence
rather than on musical intent or faithfulness to the original hearing experience.
What happened to the "realistic musical
experience" idea that Mr. Pfeiffer cited
earlier?
(3) The word "project" would seem to
imply that the music is to be shot at the
listener as from a needle spray.
(4) Again, we see the assumption that the
listener cannot respond fully to music

site in the room where the music can
realistically be reproduced. And it
relegates to anew position of great
importance the dynamic contrast between the softest sound and the loudest sound, to give these two exextremes their natural proportions
within the perception of the listener (5).
Dynagroove specifies finally that
all of this must be accomplished with
the average volume and conditions of
playback provided by the listener,
his habits, and his equipment (6).
In planning aDynafroove recording, the musical score is examined in
minute detail, and the acoustic environment necessary to project this
score is determined. The sound of a
musical organization is not only the
sound produced by its members, but
is also influenced by the sound of the
hall where it plays. A penetrating
examination of every studio's acoustical characteristics determined what
had to be done to obtain the ideal
reverberation period, frequency content, and total frequency response
characteristics for the type of music
to be recorded (7).
RCA-designed consoles and carefully tested microphones of virtually
every make in the world are available. These provide every possible
degree of control over the sound emanating from the studio, and insure
distortionless, full-dynamic-range recording (8). Recordings for Dynaunless he is hit over the head with it. An
image of Mr. Pfeiffer's "typical" listener
is beginning to emerge from all this.
(5) This is an important point. Note the
qualification "within the perception of the
listener."
(6) The listener is the key to Dynagroove,
which seems to be RCA Victor's main
selling point. But what kind of listener?
This is brought out subsequently.
(7) This is the first time we have seen, in
print, a public admission by a record
manufacturer that it takes liberties with
frequency response in the recording
process.
(8) There is no such thing as distortionless
recording. And while full-dynamic-range
recording is possible with good equipment,
it is not "insured" unless the equipment
is used without any form of volume compression.

groove are taped at 30 ips (twice the
normal speed) on three separate
tracks, to achieve maximum frequency response, highest signal-tonoise ratio, and maximum speed constancy. Any special equipment required for unusual orchestral or vocal
effects is obtained or built specially.
No opportunity for improving clarity
is overlooked. For instance, anew
electronic device is used to reduce the
ambient noise which exists in every
recording environment, so that no
disturbing noises will interfere with
the music before it begins and after
it ends (9).
A study of the locations of the performers in the recording area is made
to assure maximum clarity (10),
ideal separation (11), presence, and
proper location of the performers on
the stereo stage." Even the acoustics of the monitoring room are controlled, so that judgments of balance
and sound quality can be made with
certainty.
An original master tape provides,
in essence, the raw material from
which the finished product is ultimately obtained.
Since the consumer product is not a triple-track
30-ips tape, the sonic quality and
content of the master tape must now
be organized in such a way as to
project to the listener the purely
musical qualifications of the sound,
when the final record is played on a
home instrument.
At this point the purist will say,
"Don't touch that sound" or " Leave
the sound which is on the tape exactly as it is, because this is the
purest representation of the sound as
it was obtained in the studio." A
good master tape will, of course,
transfer unchanged to make an effective disc. This is not denied. But
the question is " Will it sound like
the music when played back on a
consumer's home instrument in his
living-room?" The answer is " No"
(12). It will be no more than an
approximation, in which many of
the assets of the original tape are
lost and much of the music is corn(9) This would not be necessary if soft
musical passages were allowed to remain
soft, instead of being raised appreciably
above their natural level in the recording
process.
(10) It is clear by now that "clarity" is
deemed the most important single consideration in Dynagroove.
There are
other things in live sound.
(11) Ideal for what? For realism from a
good reproducing system, or for showing
off stereo on a console with its speakers
two feet apart?
(12) Not even sometimes? Or is it tacitly
assumed that good home reproducing systems just don't exist.

pletely obscured.
This is where
Dynagroove explores the full potential of modern electronics and psychoacoustics to provide anew answer
(13).
It is necessary to translate those
ideal tape values to adisc in such a
way that they can be efficiently perceived by the listener in his home
listening environment and at his
home listening level. To accomplish
this, a unique and exclusive RCA
device has been developed which,
in the broadest terms, translates the
sound (14) of the original performance into stimuli which will project
that performance into the perception
of ahome listener with the greatest
possible proficiency.
Music must be heard at the same
loudness at which it was performed
if we are to perceive the proper quality of that music. Only those with
the highest-quality equipment can
approach these playback levels, since
the dynamic extremes of afull symphony orchestra are enormous (15).
Even then, the listening room must
approximate the size and acoustics of
that in which the music was originally performed (16). This is an almost unrealistic demand. We must
assume that music will be reproduced
in a considerably smaller room and
at various, but always lower, volume levels. One approach to the
(13) Finally, it's out of the bag. Dynagroove "corrects for" the deficiencies of
the average home listening situation, and
average does not mean good.
(14) I.e., changes or converts the sound
from what it was originally to what RCA
Victor thinks it should be, in order to
offset the losses incurred in "home playback."
(15) This is a half-truth. To sound natural, music must be heard at the original
volume at which it would have been heard
in the concert hall, and this volume is far,
far lower than the original performance
volume—i.e., the actual volume of the orchestra, as heard from the conductor's
podium. There are many home phonograph systems capable of reproducing
sound cleanly at the volume one might
hear out in the auditorium.
(16) Absolutely wrong!
Mr. Pfeiffer
pointed out earlier that the sound of a
musical group is influenced by the sound
of the hall where it plays. A second concert hall, at the reproducing end of the
chain, would add its own reverberation
and acoustical characteristics to those of
the performing hall, distorting the original
sound. Recordings made for playback in
large halls must be made with aminimum
of original reverberation in order to sound
natural. The ideal record-listening room
should be large enough to support the
longest recorded wavelengths, free from
pronounced resonances or standing waves,
and just acoustically live enough to provide adequate dispersion and blending of
the signals coming from the speakers.

solution of this problem has been the
installation in playback equipment
of aloudness control, which strengthens those frequencies that appear
to be lacking when the playback
volume is reduced. This device considers the static characteristics of
hearing and the psychological judgment of sound at various levels, but
it influences loud music and soft
music in the same way, and has
no dynamic discrimination. Dynagroove now inserts into the recording acontinuously-variable frequency
response characteristic which changes
with the dynamics of the music (17).
It gives the most suitable frequency
response to each dynamic level of
music so that its loudness qualities
are at once apparent in their natural
proportions at any desired playback
level (18).
Is this some measure to make up
for deficiencies in poor equipment?
Are dynagroove records made only
for the average machine? Of course
not—to both questions (19). The
qualities of Dynagroove records will
still be apparent in proportion to the
quality of the system on which they
are played, but they will decidedly
boost the apparent quality of any
phonograph (20).
(17) This is aserious error in logic. Certainly, the ear's frequency response varies
in the concert hall when the orchestra
plays more softly or loudly, but this is the
way we hear, and is the way we are accustomed to hearing live music. Compensating for these variations on the basis
of musical dynamics means introducing
"corrections" which are never heard in
any concert hall, and which consequently
falsify the sound of the reproduction.
When music is reproduced at lower-thanoriginal level, both the loud and the soft
musical passages are reduced in volume
by the saine amount, so the amount of
frequency correction needed to offset the
change in the ear's characteristics remains
constant, regardless of how loudly the
orchestra was playing.
(18) This is patently an impassibility.
The tonal corrections on a Dynagroove
disc, although varying with the music, are
irrevocably fixed on the record.
Since
the ear's characteristics vary according to
volume, it is impassible for any given set
of tonal compensations to be correct for
all playback levels. Either they are correct
for loud listening, soft listening, or medium- level listening, but they cannot provide "natural" balance at all listening
levels.
(19) As described thus far, Dynagroove
helps playback equipment which "loses
many of the assets of the original" sound,
which "completely obscures much of the
music," and which cannot approach the
dynamic range of the original performance. If this isn't apicture of the average,
mediocrefi phonograph, what is? Perhaps
Dynagroove isn't only for the average
machine, but it certainly caters to it.
(20) This is a matter of opinion. To our
7

The question can arise " Isn't this
tampering with the flat frequency
response which contributes so much
to high fidelity?"
The answer is
vety apparent to anyone who is
familiar with the processes of recording (21). To begin with, the
acoustics of different concert halls
create vast differences in the frequency response of musical sounds,
and changes in temperature and
humidity can cause appreciable
changes in the response of any hall.
The recording process vastly complicates matters, because the frequency
response and polar pattern of amicrophone affect its sound, as does
the proximity of other microphones.
The finest amplifiers and tape recorders have frequency response personalities which affect the sound,
and even different batches of tape
from the same manufacturer can
vary slightly in response. The most
carefully controlled record processing causes some changes in the
sound, too, but when the record
finally ends up at ahome instrument,
the nonlinearities increase by leaps
and bounds. The degree of frequency
response personalities involving each
individual home instrument are so
extreme that it is almost a miracle
that the sound obtained from them
bears any recognizable resemblance
to the original performance (22).
The essence of any advancement is:
Base it on solid scientific principles,
and carry it through without introducing unwanted side effects. This
ears, Dynagrooves sound best on "con-

sole" phonographs, and very unnatural
on systems that are capable of reproducing natural sound from discs that were cut
without "enhancement" from good tapes.
"Boosting the quality of" is avalue judgment, based on preconceived notions of
what constitutes quality, and need not
necessarily mean the same thing as
"boosting the realism or naturalness of."
(21) To anyone familiar with the processes of recording, the answer is "yes."
(22) Well stated. Now, please hark back
to the existence of something called the
RIAA curve, which is specified as a playback characteristic which, when applied
to adisc recording, will make it sound the
way the record maker intended it to sound.
This takes into consideration every possible nonlinearity in the recording equipment, and it specifically rules out variations in the final sound that may result
from failure of the home reproducer to
provide the proper RIAA playback characteristics. The original idea of the RIAA
curve was that record companies would
evaluate their discs strictly on the basis
of how they sound when all controllable
aspects of the studio monitor playback
system were adjusted to provide maximum acoustical linearity when reproducing adisc cut precisely to. the RIAA curve.
In other words, Mr. Pfeiffer would seem
to be contradicting his preceding state8

is precisely what this phase of the
Dynagroove process has done (23).
The soft passages of the music are
given full body and minute detail,
but a breadth and an expansion
which offers the listener acomplete
appreciation of softness. Throughout the full dynamic range of the performance the music grows in natural
structure and sonority, and the
change in harmonic content which is
so characteristic of every instrument
with change in volume is immediately apparent. The loudest sections
of the music are projected with extreme intensity (24). The full realization of this dynamic range, which
gives to music its dramatic impulse
and its sonic stature, is perceived by
the listener in his home surroundings with unique impact and realism.
The only side effect of this alteration
comes about as an advantage, since
as far as the record is concerned, the
dynamic range has been reduced, to
allow for a better mechanical and
plastic system in which the recording processes operate (25).
"Does this alter the playback
characteristic of the record as specified by the manufacturer of the instrument?"
The answer is again
"No." The same static recording
characteristic is contained on the
record as always (26). The dynamic
characteristic is altered to achieve
realistic perception of music under
home playback conditions.
This operation is performed in
conjunction with an exclusive RCA
development which calculates the
degree of difficulty the pickup stylus
will have in tracing the groove, and
indicates this on ameter. The limitations of the mechanical system can
then be anticipated in advance, and
maximum disc recording levels can
be established for proper tracking,
ment, wherein he denied that Dynagroove

was making up for deficiencies in poor
equipment. If RCA Victor were actually
producing these discs for top-notch equipment, "the response personalities" of
home phonographs would not be a consideration at all.
(23) This is open to question.
(24) Does this read like a description of
live musical sound?
(25) This is an interesting statement. How
can the listener perceive "afull realization
of . . . dynamic range" when "the dynamic range has been reduced"? Wide
dynamic range on adisc is no problem for
a good phonograph with low turntable
rumble and high tracing ability, so reducing the dynamic range from its original
value reduces the fidelity of sound obtainable from such aphonograph.
(26) How can this be, when the frequency
response varies all over the place?

It was in the development of this
unique device that the researchers
obtained clues for another device
which contributes immeasurably to
the Dynagroove system. The mechanical problem of a playback
stylus following amodulated groove
has existed to a greater or lesser
extent as lone as the phonograph
system has existed. Problems have
arisen duc to the extreme differences
of linear speed from the outside to
the inside of the record surface, the
difference between the chisel shape
of acutting stylus and the ball shape
of a playback stylus, and the demands for the high-level groove
modulations that are necessary for
avery high signal-to-noise ratio.
The distortion of musical sound
created by all of these inherent mechanical difficulties in the phonograph system has been reduced by
improvements in the record material,
cutting techniques, the design of
phonograph pickups and arms, and
improvements in the material and
quality of playback stylii. But at
the same time, the effects of the remaining mechanical problems have
been made more apparent by extension of amplifier and loudspeaker
frequency response and by the advent of stereo, which yields much
more complex groove excursions
than does lateral recording.

When the scientists of the RCA
Laboratories devised a measuring
system which would continuously
indicate these mechanical tracking
problems, they also built an instrument to eliminate them. It analyzes
the sound that would be obtained
when the record is played back under
normal conditions, and then introduces signals to the cutting mechanism which automatically compensate for the effects of groove radius,
to give the groove aform which, at
that specific linear speed, will produce a true signal without distortion and without erratic movements
of the playback stylus.
Since the form of the groove is
changed, doesn't this in itself constitute a distortion of the original
sound? No, it does not. The listener
is not concerned with the shape or
form of the groove; his only concern
is the sound which reaches his ears.
If the groove modulation is such
that the signal produced by the pickup yields atrue sound pressure from
the loudspeaker, the groove has fulfilled its requirement.
There is a
degree of sophistication among record makers which implies classically
(Continued on page 17)
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Be Prepared!
How many times have you sallied
forth with zeal and enthusiasm on a
live recording job, only to have it
turn into a nightmare of tangled
mike cables, mismated plugs, and
wires that don't quite reach from
here to there? Anyone who can
truthfully answer " never" to that
question has probably never made an
on-location recording, for even the
most experienced recording engineers sometimes find themselves on
the spot because of lack of adequate
preparation. A small screwdriver,
left inadvertently on the workbench at home base, can sabotage an
entire on-site recording project simply by not being on hand when a
cable connector starts to fall apart
or acontrol knob gets loose enough
to behave sloppily.
You can't hope to anticipate all
exigencies, but you can at least
avert ninety per cent of your on-site
problems by paying due attention to
a few simple details before leaving
your home. For example, your living room may be well equipped with
AC outlets, but how about the place
where you'll be recording? Some
older buildings, notably churches,
are almost totally devoid of AC outlets, and what few there arc may be
a long, long way from where you
must set up your recorder. So, if
you ever expect to do any on-location taping, some long AC extension
cables are anecessity. These should
be of the heavy-duty type used for
power tools, to minimize the voltage
drop duc to the resistance of the wire.
You should never need more than
100 feet of extension cord for any
indoor recording job, but it's more
convenient to have this in two 50foot lengths than in asingle heavy,
cumbersome 100-foot roll.
Inadequate mike cable is something else that can frustrate aremote
recording job. A total of 50 feet per
mike is an absolute minimum for
most remote recording jobs, and if

you're ever obliged to locate your
recorder in a backstage room or at
the other end of the auditorium, 100
feet per mike may not be too much
to have on hand, either. Again, it's
best to build up a stock of 50-foot
extensions rather than a few monstrous lengths of cable, for the
smaller the roll, the easier it is to
handle.
As any seafaring man can tell you,
rope coiling is an art. Sailors coil
their ropes neatly when they're fin-

There's an easy way of doing this
(Figure 1).
Before coiling up a
cable, lay it along the floor in a
straight line, stand at one end of it
so that the rest extends out to your
right, and pick up the free end in
your left hand. Then reach out with
the right hand, grasp the cable, and
hook it over your open left hand,
rolling it between the right-hand
thumb and fingers as you pull in the
extended cable. The cable will automatically assume asmooth, kinkless loop, hanging from your left
hand. Repeat this twisting motion
every time you pull in another length
of cable; the twist will be passed
easily along the entire length of the
stretched-out cable.
Finally, plug
the two ends of the cable together
and use afoot-long piece of clothes
line cord to tie the coil firmly together near the plugs.
To uncoil the wires at a later
date, simply place both wrists
through the coil and walk, moving
the hands with adog-paddle motion
to keep the roll turning as you walk.
With a little practice, this will be-

Figure 1. The correct—i.e., non-tangling—way to coil mike and AC cables.
ished using them, for the same reason
you should coil your cables neatly:
They'll uncoil much more easily
when next you need them. It's quick
and easy to bundle all your cables
into aspaghetti-like clot and heave
it into the trunk of your car, but be
prepared for alot of sweat and profanity next time you go to use them.
Cable bends easily, but it stubbornly resists twisting, and will develop into a tangle of kinks if you
twist it more than a few degrees.
Consequently, it should be stored
untwisted, and in such aform that it
will unwind without twisting.

come almost as easy as bunching the
wire up in a heap, and it will save
alot of time and misery at the next
recording session.
Presumably, all your mike cables
will be equipped with mating plugs
and sockets, but if they aren't, you'll
need a selection of the necessary
adapters. It should be possible to
interconnect every mike cable you
own in any combination, and adapters should be chosen to facilitate
this.
Switchcraft and Labtronics
make awide variety of adapters, but
you can always fabricate your own,
using about afoot of shielded cable
9

between each plug and socket. You
may also, on occasion, wish to
borrow additional mikes or cables
for more ambitious recording projects, so it is wise to have some
adapters to match other " standard"
plugs to your own. Most low-impedance mike equipment* uses Cannon XLR-Series connectors or their
equivalents, and it may pay you in
the long run to adopt these as your
own standard. Remember however
that the receptacles with the connecting pins are always located at the
output end of each cable.
AC cable adapters are sometimes
essential, too, as when an old building is equipped with lamp bulb receptacles but no regular AC outlets.
You should have at least one straight
candelabra-so-AC-socket, and one
two-way - 1
7. " candelabra that will
accommodate both your AC cord
and alamp bulb (Figure 2). Get a
"Y" adapter with as long astraight
section as possible, so the sides of
the Y will clear alamp shade. When
buying the simple candelabra-tosocket adapter, try inserting an AC
plug into it to make sure you get one
with afairly tight fit. This adapter
will often have to support the weight
of the AC cord from ceiling to floor,
and a loose plug may fall out at a
crucial moment.
Cube taps are another essential
accessory (Figure 3). These should
be of the molded plastic variety

Figure 2. Two useful AC adapters.
rather than the rubber type, as the
latter tend to give poor contact
when one plug has thicker pins than
the oth'ers. At least one of your
cube taps should have its pins
oriented in adifferent direction from
that of the other taps, for use in
double wall outlets where its connections would tend to obstruct the
other wall outlet (Figure 4).
What else are you likely to need
for on-location jobs? A bottle of
head cleaning solution and a small
box of cotton-tipped " Q Tips" are
nice to have on hand in case you note
any buildup of tape coating on the
capstan, pinch wheel or heads. And
*High-impedance mikes aren't suitable for onlocation taping, because they can't be used satisfactorily with long cables.
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it's an idea to take your head degausser along, too, just in case an
accidental overload magnetizes the
record head during the operation.
A bright red china-marking pencil is always useful for marking tape

Figure 3. Acube tap AC receptacle.
tees and boxes as you work, so you
won't inadvertently re-use one of
the tapes you just recorded. And a
couple of sharpened pencils and a
scratch pad will often come in
handy, too, for making notes that
you never expected you'd have to
make.
What about tools? If you know
your recorder well enough to be able

Figure 4. Two varieties of cube tap.
to make speedy on-the-spot repairs
when minor troubles develop, there's
no reason why you shouldn't take
along afairly complete repair kit in
asmall carrying box. But in most
cases, all you're ever likely to need
are small and medium-sized flatblade screwdrivers, perhaps a medium Phillips-head driver, a pair of
needle-nose pliers with cutting jaws,
apair of slip-joint " gas pliers," and
aset of spare tubes. If anything goes
wrong that can't be fixed with this
rudimentary tool kit, you probably
won't have time to complete the repair before the concert has started
anyway, so there's no need to burden
yourself unnecessarily with atraveling workshop.
Other useful items to include in
your kit might include aroll of 3%
inch masking tape, for tacking cables
to walls, fixtures and so on, acouple
of 2 by 5-foot hunks of old carpeting, for covering exposed cables on
the floor that might otherwise trip
people, and some extra foot-long
pieces of clothes line rope, for tying
coiled cables. And come to think
of it, you might also remember to
include some reels of blank tape, for
your recording.—J. G. H.

Hello to Pico

Times change, and with them change
the words of the times, and who are
we to fight progress?
The scientific fraternity decided
some time ago that the language of
zeros was getting unwieldy, and instituted some changes. Most of them
don't affect the audio field, but one
of them certainly does. So, let us all
observe aminute's silence in memory
of beloved old " micromicro," retired in 1961 by a young upstart
named " pico."
"Pico" means a millionth of a
millionth, and has been an accepted
prefix substitute for " micromicro"
in Europe for some years. Now it
has been adopted as the world standard, and such terms as " micromicrofarad," " mmf," and " ipf" are now
old hat. Instead, we use the word
"picofarad" (abbreviated " pf") or
"picohenry" (abbreviated " ph")
where once we said " micromicrowhatever-it-is."
We will use the prefix " pico" in
THE STEREOPHILE from now on (
except on those few occasions when
our mmf-oriented editor forgets himself), so if you're puzzled by our
"pf's" and '" ph's " when you run
across them, don't say you weren't
forewarned.
Incidentally, does anyone know
the derivation of this prefix? We
don't.

COMING UP
In the Next Issue of
THE STEREOPHILE
How Hi-Fi Are Stereo Discs?
Not very, as readers of past issues
of THE STEREOPHILE are already
aware.
But some of the things
that are committed by record
manufacturers in the name of " hifi" would make an audio perfectionist's hair stand on end.
The Home Recordist—
Hobbyist or Hoodlum?
You may be breaking the law
every time you use your tape recorder, or you may be within your
legal right to make reputedly illegal recordings. This thoroughly
researched article was rejected by
two other hi-fi publications because it is " too controversial."
Headphone Roundup
Comparative evaluations of most
of the available stereo headphones,
listed in order according to quality.

Battery Tuning
The letter from Mr. P. S. Montgomery in your last issue was almost
amusing in its flamboyant vindictiveness, but he did raise one question
that I've had in the back of my
mind, too; namely, how can you tune
abass-reflex enclosure by means of a
flashlight battery.
It would seem that there are too
many factors involved here for anything as simple as your battery test
to be of any great value. Can you
please explain the principle of this
test?
Bob Metzner
San Francisco, Calif.

The slight remaining " bong" may
then be further damped out by applying
layers of porous material over the port
until the — tick" and the — bong" sound
virtually identical.

Granted, there are many factors to consider in designing areflex enclosure, and
Mr. Montgomery mentioned several of
them. But the battery test assumes that
certain things, such as the total volume
of the enclosure and the mass and compliance of the speaker cone, are fixed
values (since we are working with an
enclosure of fixed size and we don't
usually plan to redesign the speaker),
and that the only variables in the system
are the port size and its damping. The
purpose of the test is simply to allow
these two factors to be optimized against
all the other " variables" over which we
have virtually no control.
The flashlight battery provides a
source of low-resistance (that is, highdamping-factor) driving energy to produce a single, heavily-damped impulse
of motion. When the battery is connected
to the speaker leads, the cone moves forward until its restoring force equals the
opposite force applied by the voice coil,
and then it comes to adead stop. Because
the battery's low internal resistance
damps out virtually all tendency for the
cone to resonate, the audible result is a
sharp click or tick" sound.
Disconnecting the battery allows the
cone to return to its at-rest position, but
since there is no external damping applied to it now, it is free to resonate as
part of the resonant enclosure system, and
the slight resonance is audible as abrief
tone (or — bong" sound).
Since the
optimum adjustment of the bass reflex
port is that which produces the least
system resonance, the adjustment which
makes the —bong" sound the most like
the tick — will be the ideal one.

Just dismiss it from your mind. Speakers
are almost universally rated on the basis
of the amount of program power they will
handle (because this gives the highest
power rating), whereas amplifiers are
rated on the basis of continuous power
output. Consequently, it is usually safe
to use any speaker with an amplifier of up
to twice the speaker's rated power, as
long as you don't turn the amplifier up to
the complete overload point and let it run
that way for awhile.
If the amplifier is several times more
powerful than the speaker's rating,
switch to alower-powered amplifier or a
higher-powered speaker. Fuses or powercutting attenuator pads introduce series
resistance into the speaker circuit, impairing the effect of the amplifier's damping factor.

Power Discrepancy
My Knight transistor amplifier is
rated at 16 watts per channel, but my
speakers are rated at 10 watts power
capacity.
Can you suggest something that
will protect the speakers from accidental overload?
David Ginsburg
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pickup Hum
Ihave aGarrard 301 turntable, a
Pickering 190 arm, aPickering 380A
cartridge, and a bad case of hum
which occurs only when playing
records.
This hum is present in all operating
modes except mono.
I have run
separate grounds from the arm and
turntable to different ground points
on the preamp, and have tried reversing AC plugs on all components, but
all to no avail. The hum level stays
the same when the turntable is
turned off, and it does not vary with
the position of the arm.
When the cartridge leads are removed from the amplifier, the hum
vanishes. But when Iplug in one

phono input only, the hum becomes
ear-shattering.
Any suggestions?
Joel Slater
Bronxville, N. Y.
The fact that the hum becomes earshattering" when only one phono input is
connected suggests that the ground side of
that input is not being connected to the
preamp. The fact that you do get signal,
and reduced hum, when both are connected indicates that the grounds are then
connected. Ergo, your arm must be wired
so that the left-channel output cable
shield is carrying the ground return for the
right channel, and vice versa.
To locate the mixup point, follow both
the " hot" and the ground circuits of one
output cable all the way back to the

One spot where grounds may get
crossed is at aterminal junction.
cartridge. Chances are you'll find that
they part company at the terminal strip
under the tone arm's base. If they don't,
the mixup is at the cartridge, and interchanging the ground connections to it will
do the trick.
Stereo Rumble
Iam finally about to convert my
monophonic system to stereo, but I
have some misgiving about the suitability of my Garrard 301 turntable
for stereo.
An expert that Italked to told me
that the 301 was designed for monophonic use, and that if Iused it for
stereo Iwould get too much vertical
rumble. Yet Ihave seen photos of
stereo installations using 301 turntables, so Iwonder if he was right.
Can you shed any light on this?
E. M. Perou
Detroit, Mich.
Your — expert" is wrong. Many turntables that came out during the mono era
had too much vertical rumble for stereo,
but the Garrard 301 wasn't one of them.
Yours may need acleaning and lubrication if it rumbles too much, but it is not
an inherently noisy stereo table.
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Audio Dynamics
ADC- 1Stereo Cartridge
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Moving-magnet. Frequency response:
2db, 10 to 20,000 cps.
Separation : 30 db, 50 to 7,000 cps. Output:
7 mv @ 5.5 cm/sec. Stylus: 0.6-mil diamond. Compliance: 20 x 10 -6 cm/dyne in
all directions. Recommended tracking
force: 0.75 to 3grams. Price: $49.50. Manufacturer: Audio Dynamics Corp., Pickett
District Road, New Milford, Connecticut.

We tested two samples of the ADC- 1,
both of which were taken from a
dealer's stock. One was a demonstrator that had been in use for some
months. The other was brand new,
right off the shelf. Both were tested
in an Empire 98 arm and in a Gray
108-C arm with its damping lightly
adjusted, but results with both cartridges were for all intents and purposes identical in both arms.
The ADC- 1 requires the standard
47,000-ohm input termination, and
its output voltage is about ideal for
all current preamp designs. We adjusted the ADC-1's tracking force
for the cleanest possible tracing of
the most heavily-cut musical recordings in our collection (some Command discs and some recent Londons), and arrived at an optimum
force 6f 1.25 grams in the Gray arm
and 1.5 in the Empire arm. Unlike
many wideband cartridges, the ADCl's treble response was not audibly
influenced by tracking force.
Preliminary checks showed the
ADC-1's frequency response to be
well within ± 1db from 20 to about
8,000 cps. Above that, one of our
test samples rose to 3.5 db up at
10,000 cps while the other hit + 2.5
db at the same frequency. Above
12,000 cps, both started to roll off
rapidly, being respectively — 3 and
—4 db at 15,000 cps.
Separation
measured over 25 db, all the way up
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to 9 kc, and was still reading 12 db
at 15,000 cps.
Hum sensitivity was rather high
for a cartridge of this general quality, so it should not be used with a
turntable that has a reputation for
causing hum problems. (Most transcription
tables
and
top-notch
changers would be satisfactory.)
Sonically, the ADC-1's middle and
low-end sound was identical to that
of our current testing standard—the
Weathers PS-11, and its over-all
sound was remarkably clear and
transparent. At the high end, however, the response hump caused a
subtly snarling and distinctly spitty
quality in the sound.
At 1.5 grams force, its ability to
trace very high groove velocities,
even in inner grooves, was surpassed
only by the Weathers pickup, and
was comparable to that of the Empire
880P (which we tested two issues
previously). But when it did break
up, it did so less pleasantly than did
the 880P, which in turn was adjudged inferior to the Weathers in
this respect.
The 880P sounded
harsh when breaking up; the ADC- 1
had agrating, " skritching" kind of
breakup, even through a system
with very low distortion and a
smooth speaker. Some preamp distortion and afew upper-range peaks
in the speaker would make the ADCl's breakup sound pretty painful.
Actually, the ADC-1 had hardly
any more response rise at the upper
end than has the Weathers PS- 11,
but in the Weathers, the rise starts
at a higher frequency and continues
to rise above that, instead of falling
off again to produce the equivalent
of amild peak. Evidently, this plus
the superior high-level tracing ability of the Weathers (probably due
to lower-moving mass) accounts for
the latter's superiority.
As far as compliance is concerned,

the ADC-1appeared to have a clearcut edge over the Weathers.
Although the PS-11 does have very high
compliance, it has it over arelatively
small amplitude of stylus movement,
while the ADC-1's stylus is free to
flex over an almost alarming distance. As a result, the ADC-1 was
clearly superior in tracing extremely
wide groove excursions, as are found
on the loudness-compensated side of
the Cook " Chromatic Scale" test
record. On the other hand, we have
never encountered any recording of
natural sounds—musical or otherwise—that has half the low-frequency level of the Cook disc, so for
all practical purposes, the extreme
flexibility of the ADC-1's stylus
seems of questionable advantage. It
may even be somewhat of a disadvantage, for although we were unable to hear any separation problems,
the measured separation tended to
diminish momentarily with each
revolution of the slightly eccentric
test disc, as the stylus was flexed out
of its normal symmetrical position
with respect to the pole pieces.
For this reason, we would advise
using the ADC-1 with a relatively
lightweight tone arm, whose inertia
is low enough to follow the normal
motions of warped or eccentric discs.
ADC's own " Pritchard" arm would
be a good choice, as would, for instance, the Weathers " Universal,"
the Shure M-232, or the Ortofon
RMG-212.
Our standard pickup has yet to be
equaled, but the ADC- 1and the 880P
are close contenders for second place
in the current field. Of these, we
would choose the Empire 880P,
simply because our electrostatic
tweeters are unmercifully accurate
reproducers of high-end distortion.
The ADC-1 does however have a
slightly fuller low end than the
880P, so your choice here will de-

pend upon which aspect of performance you are more critical of.

Gallo FMS-101
FM Antenna (Retest)
In our report on the Gallo FMS101 nondirectional antenna system
in the last issue, we noted that the
unit appeared to have slightly diminishing sensitivity at the upper
end of the FM band, and found it to
be significantly better than asimple
dipole antenna only in locations
where reflections were aproblem or
where desired stations were located
in several different directions.

At the suggestion of the manufacturer, we tested a second unit
sent from the factory, following the
new, revised instruction sheet.
We repeated our initial tests on
the second sample FMS-101, and
added a few others. The new unit
did provide uniform response over
the entire FM band, but it was not
significantly more sensitive than the
first sample. We are still obliged to
conclude that, while there are conditions under which the FMS- 101 will
significantly outperform a simple
dipole ( see the full report in the last
issue), many listeners can do equally
well with a much less costly twin-

lead dipole antenna, or far better
with a directional Yagi. We still
suggest trying the FMS-101, though,
because there is no predicting FM
receiving conditions in your area,
and the unit is sold with arefundif-not-satisfied guarantee.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Wc
feel that your reactions were clearly and objectively stated.
The only new information which is of significance is the fact that, as of June 1, the
FMS-101 Antenna System's price has been
dropped from $29.95 to $ 14.95. This price
change is the result of vast economies we were
able to realize through the excellent sales of
this product and through the reduction of the
promotional campaign required to sustain
said sales.

Recommended Components
Many readers have asked why we
don't maintain a permanent listing
in each issue of THE STEREOPHILE of
those components which we feel to
be the best available, with or without qualification.
So, we are following our readers'
suggestion, and will list in each issue
groups of components which, at
publication time, we feel are ones
from which our readers would be
well advised to assemble their systems.
The list will change from
time to time, as new products appear,
old ones are obsoleted, or manufacturers change their quality control
standards.
Components will be
added to or dropped from the list
without advance notice if we see
adequate reason for doing so, but
each change in the list will be explained in the magazine at the time
the change is made.
We will also furnish, upon request from listed manufacturers,
written permission to use their listing in connection with their promotional activities, because we are
just as anxious to see good components make money for their manufacturers as we are in directing our
readers to them.
We cannot be responsible for the
failure of systems using these components to perform as expected. All
we can do is list in each group those
components which we know to be
intrinsically excellent.
Components listed here are categorized as follows: Class A—Highest
ireprice, quality, and prestige value;
Class B—Sonic quality about equal
to Class A, but lower in cost; Class
C—Slightly lower-quality sound, but
far better than average home hi-fi;

Class D—Good, musical sound, better than the average component system, but significantly less than the
best sound available.
It is assumed that the buyer will
select his loudspeakers on the basis
of room size, acoustics, and personal
preference, and will make the necessary system adjustments correctly.
A speaker should be driven by the
amplifier in its same quality class
whose power capability meets or
exceeds the speaker's needs. Speakers
are listed in order of brilliance and
efficiency; power amplifiers are listed
within each category in order of increasing power output.
Some unlisted components may
well provide equivalent quality in
the categories listed above, but
buyers will choose unlisted ones at
their own risk. The list contains
only components which we know to
be outstanding in their categories.
Turntables
(A) Thorens TD-124
(B, C) Garrard 301 or Gray PK-33 1
(D) Garrard Type A
Tone Arms
(A) SME 3009-2
(B, C) Weathers Universal
(D) Garrard (Above)
Cartridges 2
(A, B) Weathers PS-11
(C) Weathers LDM
(D) Audio Dynamics ADC-2
Tape Recorders
(A) Ampex 350-2 3 or Ampex 354 3
(B) Ampex 602-2 3 or Sony 777
I. 33.3 rpm only.
2. Add General Electric 4G-061 for 78 rpm discs.
3. Two-track only.

(C) Sony CS-300 or DK-300 deck
(D) EICO RP-100 or Viking 86
Tuners
(A) McIntosh 10FM or Scott 4310
(B, C) Dynaco FM-1/FMX-3
(D) Pilot 208
Microphones
(A, B) Sony C-37A, Neumann U-67
(C) B&O 100
(D) B&O 53
Headphones
(A) Beyer DT-48
(B) E. J. Sharpe HA-10
(C) Superex ST Series
(D) Koss SP-3
Preamplifier-Control Units
(A) Marantz 7, McIntosh C-20
(B, C) Dynaco PAS-2
(D) Eric 3160T 4
Power Amplifiers
(A) Marantz 8B
McIntosh MC-60 5
Marantz 9A 5
(B, C) Dynaco Stereo 70
(D) Eric 3160T 4
Speaker Systems
(A) Altec A-7
E-V Patrician 800
Bozak B-310
KLH 9
(B) Janszen Z-400
Hartley 220MS
Acoustic Research AR-3
(C) KLH 6, 7
Acoustic Research AR-2A
IMF Styrene
(D) Wharfedale W40
4. Integrated urearnp-amplifier.
5. Mono amplifier.
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stereophile
reports
on
BACH: Passacaglia and Fugue
in C Minor ( 14:05); MESSIAEN:
Dieu parmi nous (6:37);
FRANCK: Grande Piece Symphonique (23:39)
Virgil Fox, playing the Philharmonic Hall Organ at the Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts.
Command disc CC-11018SD, $5.98.
What could and should have been
the finest stereo organ recording to
date is very nearly ruined by breakup
in loud treble passages, which becomes increasingly severe as the
stylus approaches the label. This is
unfortunate, because Mr. Fox gives
a truly stunning display of his virtuosity, and the Philharmonic hall
organ comes through very well via
this recording.
Thirty-five-mm film, with its lower flutter content, is ideal for organ
sound, because many organ stops
are much more susceptible to flutter
than is piano tone. The results of
its use in this recording speak for
themselves. Because of this and the
wide dynamic range, Igot the impression, at least in quieter passages,
of listening to alive performance.
The low end of the recording, too,
has none of the fake bass which
passes for bottom on so many stereo
discs these days, and this, too, adds
to the illusion of alive performance.
The surfaces are easily the best I've
heard from Command, too, but some
of this is undoubtedly aresult of the
same extremely high cutting levels
that cause the tracing distortion I
mentioned previously. The sense of
space is well handled, although it
may not please those who like abillowing, Madison Square Garden
effect in their organ recordings.
Until Command learns how to
handle the cutting of heavily modulated stereo grooves, at least in their
organ recordings, we'll have to wait
for the finest stereo organ recording.
I would not be at all surprised,
though, if it came from Command.
J. W . K .
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recordings

MENDELSSOHN:
Symphony
No. 4in A (27:44); Hebrides Overture ( 10:53); WEBER: Oberon
Overture (9:07)
The Cleveland Orchestra, George
Szell, conductor. Epic disc BC 1259,
$5.98.
This is as fine an Italian Symphony
as I've heard in a long time, and
while the two overtures receive immaculate, at times exciting readings,
Iam not partial to Szell's excessively
romanticized Hebrides. Any doubts
about the greatness of the Cleveland
orchestra or its conductor will however be at once dispelled by asingle
audition of this new disc.
Technically, the recording is one
of the most successful to come out of
Severance hall since its renovation a
number of years ago. The low end is
handled much more successfully than
in other recent Cleveland discs, as
evidenced particularly by the more

No More
Dynagrooves
Since we do not feel that RCAVictor's new Dynagroove process offers anything of interest to
the serious audio enthusiast, we
are not going to waste valuable
record review space on future
Dynagroove releases.
If you do not find any RCAVictor records reviewed in future issues of THE STEREOPHILE,
that's why.

clearly-defined tympani. Although
the side containing the symphony
runs beyond twenty-seven minutes,
tracking is no problem except for a
few very brief moments in the finale.
Balances between orchestral choirs
have been excellently achieved, without the usual undue emphasis on the
winds. Stereo spaciousness, while
not startlingly apparent, gives an
added size and spread to the sound,
but a real sense of depth is evident

only when the rear sections of the
orchestra are heard.
Fortunately,
Epic has seen fit not to zip up the
high end as they often do, but Iam
not much happier with the rather
cold, harsh sound which is heard
instead. Perhaps alittle less " sweetening" of the first violins would
help.
Surfaces in the Symphony are excellent; less so in the two overtures
that occupy the reverse side. The
dynamic range, although not very
wide, is adequate for the music, but
Ido long for something approaching
atrue-to-life balance between pianissimo passages and fortissimo tuttis.
J.W.K.
MOZART: Serenade No. 10 in B
flat, K. 361, for 13 Wind Instruments (43:30)
Members of the Bavarian Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Eugen Jochum,
conductor. Deutsche Grammophon
disc, SLPM-138830, $6.98.
Mr. Jochum is among the finest Mozart conductors, and he has at his
disposal here an excellent group of
wind players who combine their
talents to produce some of the most
delightful sonorities Ihave heard.
Again, Deutsche Grammophon has
provided engineering artistry very
nearly on apar with that of the performers.
The recording hall sounds like one
of those superb radio studio concert
halls that German acoustic engineers
seem able to produce on order. My
only complaint is that, as such, the
hall itself lacks any real character
and is a bit too antiseptic for my
taste. Ialso felt on first hearing that
the somewhat distant microphone
placement and the rather considerable reverberation seemed to obscure
some of the lines, but comparison
with amono recording wherein the
miking was very close proved that
my impression was groundless.
So, once again, hats off to Deutsche
Grammophon. Like some European
manufacturers—specifically EMI and
English Decca (London), DGG seems

to be making an honest effort to
provide really good stereo recordings
that do not insult the intelligence of
the critical record buyer. Just when
I'm getting ready to chuck my whole
library of stereo discs, DGG comes
along with another release that renews my faith in the mcdium by providing technical as well as musical
satisfaction. J.W.K.
CARL NIELSEN:
No. 5, op. 50 (33:10)

Symphony

New York Philharmonic Orchestra,
Leonard Bernstein, conductor. Columbia disc MS-6414, $5.98.
This is surely one of the most exciting works written in the twentieth
century, and if there is going to be
an upsurge of interest in the works
of this great Danish composer as a
result of this recording, then Mr.
Bernstein and the Philharmonic will
have rendered music lovers an invaluable service.
Idon't recall another recording by
these artists which Ican greet with
greater enthusiasm than this one.
We are fortunate, too, in that Columbia has provided perhaps its finest
stereo recording of the Philharmonic
to date. There is an excellent sense
of space here, with an effective but
not intrusive directionality, and this,
coupled with areasonable amount of
dynamic range and good low end,
gives a sense of realism to this recording which has not been in evidence in other recent Philharmonic
recordings.
While tracking distortion is generally no problem, it does occur in
some of the heavy passages where the
all-important percussion is involved.
Also, there was some breakup toward
the end of side two, where the engineers were forced to compress dynamics at acrucial point in the coda.
But even this miscalculation cannot
detract from such an overpowering
performance by Mr. Bernstein and
his orchestra.
We can be grateful, too, that the
Columbia engineers have tempered
their usual habit of zipping up the
first violins, but Ido not like the excessive violin sweetening which places
them outside the orchestral body.
These comments should not deter
you from acquiring this record, however, since it offers awonderful performance of afine work that would
be a welcome addition to the tired
repertoires of many more of our
major orchestras. But we all know
by this time that it's possible to cut
a truly fine stereo disc, clean and

natural in sound, with wide dynamic range, silent surfaces, and a
solid low end. Deutsche Grammophon has shown us that this is possible, and it's about time American
manufacturers began producing comparable stereo discs. J.W.K.
OTHMAR SCHOEK:
Buried
Alive. (Fourteen Songs Based on
Poems by Gottfried Keller) (42:
13)
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone;
Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Fritz Rieger, conductor. Deutsche
Grammophon disc, SLPM-138821,
$6.98.
From out of left field comes arecording of awork unknown to most concertgoers, and it turns out to be one
of the most interesting new works
that Ihave heard in along time. Unfortunately,
although
Deutsche
Grammophon saw fit to include the
original German texts and an English translation, they did not include
one bit of information about the
Swiss composer, Othmar Schoeck
(1886-1957). Despite this inexcusable oversight, the record is one
which Ican recommend to anyone
who enjoys discovering an exciting
work, and who likes to have it
superbly recorded to boot.
The title is self-explanatory; these
are the meditations of a man who
has been literally buried alive. (Remember Poe's " The Premature Burial"?) But despite the subject matter,
the music is often very beautiful and
should please all who react to the
dramatic, declamatory style
of
Strauss, Mahler, et a/. This is not to
say that the music is totally derivative; it has adefinite style of its own,
and it is exciting.
This is an astonishingly beautiful
performance by Mr. Fischer-Dieskau,
and the recording is generally excellent, too. Surfaces, as usual with
DGG, are immaculate.
Tracking,
even in the heaviest passages, is
never a problem, even though the
dynamic range is quite wide. Fortissimo passages come through effortlessly, and the low end is clean
and natural, although there were
moments when Ifelt it could have
been abit fuller. There is anice sense
of space around the sound, and the
spread of the orchestra and the
chorus, which latter is used briefly
near the end, fills in around the
soloist very nicely.
Mr. FischerDieskau is somewhat closer to us
than we might hear him in the con-

cert hall, but at least he isn't right
in our lap, and we can hear his superb
handling of the German text with
great clarity.
Differentiation of orchestral choirs
is particularly noteworthy in quiet
passages, somewhat less so in louder
sections, where the orchestra seems
to lose its impact. And Ido feel that,
when the orchestra lets go, there is
some restriction of the dynamic
range. What compression there is,
though, is handled tastefully, in
stark contrast to the cruder efforts in
this direction that we have heard
recently by some prominent American manufacturers. J.W.K.
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 2
in B flat (26:54); Symphony No.
3in D major (21:28)
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Lorin Maazel, conductor.
Deutsche
Grammophon disc SLPM 138790,
$6.98.
Nearing the end of acomplete cycle
of Schubert symphonies, Mr. Maazel
has produced what Ifind to be his
most successful disc in the series, and
he draws wonderful playing from the
Berlin Philharmonic. If you don't
know these two early Schubert
works, you're missing agreat deal,
and Ican think of no better way of
making their acquaintance than via
this fine new record.
There are, I'm glad to report,
nothing but good things to be said
about the technical aspects of this.
It is an example of present-day
stereo discing at its very finest.
Separation is excellent, with a natural sense of space surrounding the
orchestra. The low end is rich and
full, tympani are clean and forceful,
and the cellos and double basses,
which have such great fun in this
music, are recorded with a clarity
which Ihave yet to hear surpassed.
What sweetening was done was
masterfully handled; although the
lower instruments are heard clearly
at all times, Iwas never conscious of
their being out of the orchestral
context.
Deutsche-Grammophon's way
with woodwinds is absolutely unmatched.
The dynamic range is
adequate for the music, and tracking
is no problem across the entire surface of either side. Surfaces are up
to the usually high DGG standard,
which represents about the best in
the industry. In short, the sound
from this disc is such that it might
very well be mistaken for avery good
original master tape. J.W.K.
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Impedance

(
from page 5)

iliary hookup when it isn't needed.
This holds true even when all the
remote speakers are fed through Tpad controls which are turned all the

AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT

[A] IMPEDANCE
SELELTCR
[B3 PARALLELING
SWITCH
[C] SPEAKER
SELECTOR

Figure 10. A 3-deck switch changes
impedance as speakers are selected.
way off. The speakers will be off,
but each T- pad will still be drawing
from the line the same amount of
power that would normally go to its
speaker when this is fully operative.
Thus, when the main speaker is
not very efficient, or when the amplifier hasn't much reserve power, best
results will be obtained from the

MAIN
SYSTEM

cc
L7- al'
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main speaker when all the other
speakers are entirely disconnected
from the system.
This requires a
switching system that will not only
disconnect the auxiliary speakers,
but will simultaneously make any
necessary adjustments at the amplifier output taps, to retain the proper
impedance match (Figure 10).
A few simple varieties of these
multi-function switches are available
for controlling up to three speakers,
but more complex hookups will
necessitate making up your own
switching array. Speaker switching
is simplified if acommon ground can
be used for all speakers (Figure 11).
Then only the tap connections need
be switched to adjust impedances.
Each position of the switch may be
considered as a permanent hookup
for purposes of figuring out the necessary hookup.
As was mentioned earlier, there are
times when some degree of impedance
mismatching is beneficial to the
sound of a loudspeaker, as when a
highly-damped amplifier is driving a
speaker that requires somewhat less
electrical damping. When this is the
case, connecting the speaker to the
next highest (to reduce the damping)

a
o,

[I] REMOTE SPEAKERS ONLY
re ALL SPEAKERS
[3) MAIN SYSTEM ONLY

Figure 11.

A comprehensive system for one main and four remote speakers.

Why Not?
If you subscribe to our views, why
not subscribe to our magazine? You
could probably continue to borrow
it from a friend, but that wouldn't
help to keep us in business.
We depend on your support, so
please support. We do not have a
post card bound into the back of the
magazine for your convenience, because this sort of extravagance would
up the cost of the publication. And
besides, we assume that our readers
are capable of addressing an envelope. A check or money order for
$6 will bring you twelve issues, if
mailed to THE STEREOPHILE, BOX 187,
Wallingford, Pa.
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or next lowest tap on the amplifier
can often improve its bass performance enough to offset the slight
degradation in quality due to increased distortion.
In many cases, moving the enclosure an inch or so away from or
toward the wall of the room, or
putting it in another room altogether, will effect the necessary correction in bass response, and if this
will do the trick it is by far the best
solution. Intentional mismatching is
something that should be considered
only as a last resort, for a loudspeaker, and its amplifier, will generally perform at its best when all
impedances in the system are correctly matched.

Dynagroove Denigrator
Sirs:
I have read the Dynagroove ads;
I have heard the commercials; I
have read the press releases (and the
counter- press releases); Ihave tuned
in FM stereo broadcasts of these
discs; Ihave watched their effect on
a pair of matched and calibrated
4%-inch VU meters.
Ihave listened carefully and with
an open mind. And Ihave formed
my conclusion.
So long as this process remains in
use by RCA-Victor, Iwill never, repeat, never buy another of their
records.
I am sorry for my local record
store.
His business will suffer, if
only a little. I shall apologize to
him for this loss of business—and
explain why. Maybe he will tell
RCA.
Maybe other record stores
will, too, if other STEREOPHILE
readers do the same.
Charles B. Cochrane
New York, N. Y.
Tape Reviews
Sirs:
I enjoy reading your record reviews, but Iam interested in tapes,
too, and you don't review these. Do
you plan to, and if so, when?
Lewis Fletcher
Long Island City, N. Y.
We do plan to, as soon as our tight
.
finances will allow us to invest in atopnotch 4-track tape player.
Filter Builder
Sirs:
The flutter filter you described in
the last issue looks as if it might be
just what is needed for my own
Ampex 600, except for one thing: I
have neither the tools nor the skill
to build one.
Do you know of someone who
might build me one of these devices,
for areasonable price?
Edward O. Clark
Chalfont, Pa.
Not off-hand, we don't, but maybe some
of our other readers would be interested
in doing the job, or know of someone who
would.
How about it? Any takers on this?
Someone who could turn these filter arms
out in moderate quantities at afair price

might stand to make some extra pocket
money from them.
I
ile' 11 publish the
names of any interested persons in the
next issue, so readers may get in touch
with them directly.
Reader Feedback
Sirs:
When you stated in a recent issue
that delayed sidetone could be used
as apositive test for deafness ('' Vocal
Feedback," page 18, Jan.- Feb. 1963),
you overstated the matter.
Iam an experimental psychologist,
employed in a laboratory at which
the delayed sidetone was developed
some years ago. We have found a
few individuals with normal hearing
who are completely unaffected by
sidetone delay.
Thus, if a person
claiming to be deaf exhibits the
effects of delayed sidetone, we know
he is malingering. However, if the
person does not exhibit these effects,
we have not confirmed the fact that
the individual is malingering. Other
malingering tests
are available,
though.
James K. Lang
Columbus, Ohio
Abrupt Reply
Sirs:
I was a little bothered by what
struck me as unnecessary abruptness

The Audio Mart will publish, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile subscribers.
Nonsubscribers may insert ads
for circulation among our highly concentrated readership at a rate of 10 cents per
word, including name and address. Hyphenated words count as a single word, as do
initials. Ads are published as received, so
we cannot be responsible for the condition or
quality of items advertised for sale in Audio

in your reply to Mr. Whipple's letter
in the last issue.
All he did was ask if you couldn't
repeat your " Once Over Lightly"
column in each issue, and that hardly
seems like the kind of thing you
should bite his head off for.
I
thought you said in a recent issue
that you wanted suggestions from
readers. Is that how you respond to
them when you get them?
H. Dixon
Palo Alto, Calif.
We re-read our reply to Mr. Whipple,
and are forced to agree with Mr. Dixon.
There are times when Ye Editor views
the entire world around him with bitterness and vetch (and Dynagroove didn't
help matters, either), and it is evident
that he answered Mr. Whipplc's letter
while in one of those moods. So, the
aforementioned Editor apologizes for his
ill-tempered reply, and hereby promises to
try and keep his black moods to himself
in future.
We still want to hear from our
readers, and all suggestions, criticisms,
etc. are welcomed and appreciated, despite our immediate reaction to Mr.
Whipplc's suggestion. As for our later
reaction (bolstered by other similar suggestions), see page 13 in this issue.

Model 500A amplifier, excellent condition.
Best offer takes them, or will trade for tape
deck.
John J. Kempel, 1154 Irwin Dr.,
Pontiac, Mich.
WANTED: Used Dynaco Mark Ill or Mark
IV and PAM- 1. Also AR-2or AR-2A. Dick
Feenberg, 7123 Princeton Ave., St. Louis
30, Mo.
FOR SALE: Surplus vinyl scraps, mixed
with wax, dust and diamond particles.
Gleaned through years of stylus cleaning, this
material when melted down, is suitable for the
pressing of low-quality vinyl discs, or can be
stored in airtight bottles if desired. Packed
in 50-1b. polyethylene bags, $7.50 per bag.
Guaranteed as advertised. Boy BS.
FOR SALE: Stereo pair of Janszen " crossfired" utility array electrostatic tweeters, from
"Jankit 41" systems (same as model 65); $75
for the pair. Perfect working order. A. J.
Armbrust, 1841 Lyndon Rd., San Diego 3,

Mart.

Calif.

WILL SELL two Dynaco-B8c0 53 microphones, brand new and unused, for $50 each.
as mentioned in THE STEREOPHILE Number 3.
Also, table stands for above mikes, at $4each.
John E. Lauer, Audio Consultant, 1032 13th
Street, Boulder, Colo.
WANTED: A reasonably complete set of
Audio League Report magazines.
The set
must be in good condition. Iwill buy at the
lowest price submitted. Send price quotes to
James W. Greene, P. O. Box 1289, Auburn, Ala.

AR- 1W woofer, unfinished cabinet, perfect
condition. Will sell for $85, or best offer.
R. W. Olsen, 1316 Barbara St., Tyler, Tex.

FOR SALE: Audio Dynamics ADC- 1stereo
cartridge and ADC-40 arm, less than 1 year
old, just factory-checked, A-1 condition, $50
for both. Also Radio-Craftsman Model 800
AM-FM tuner, preamp, and separate 15- watt

FOR
1- mil
paid.
P. 0.

SALE: Shamrock recording tape. 1800'
acetate on 7'' reel, $ 1.69 per reel postQuantities welcomed. Roger Bartlett,
Box 342, Columbia, Missouri.

CANADIAN SALE: The following equipment, used for two years, is available at 40%
below current Canadian list prices: JBL Metregon enclosure, oiled walnut; Two JBL 075
tweeters, with 7-kc crossovers; McIntosh C-20
preamp; Shure M216 Studio Dynctic arm with
0.5- and 0.7-mil styli and cartridges.
N.
Metal, 2090 Comox Street, Vancouver 5, B. C.

Forum from page 8)
that a groove must always have a
certain form to obtain a specified
signal from the loudspeaker. This
is no longer of any distinguished
concern.
A groove of exceedingly
diverse characteristics can now produce a signal of extremely pure
sound.
And this is true for any
pickup and, in proportion, any
phonograph needle. In reality, this
is adeparture from the classic record
cutting methods, which adds infinitely to the effectiveness of every
machine in reproducing a Dynagroove disc (27).
(27) The fact that there are, at present,
stereo pickups which can reproduce ungimmicked conventional discs with almost perfect quality casts doubt upon the
validity of the foregoing.
If distortions
and amplitude restrictions are added to
make things easier for inferior pickups,
the really good ones will be operating at
a level of performance far below their capability and, hence, will never be able to
deliver from a Dynagroove disc a signal
worthy of a high-fidelity reproducing
system. Also, what happens when " average" pickups are improved? ( As they
might be if all records don't come down
to Dynagroove's level.)
As tracing distortion is reduced, the compensatory distortion on the discs will not cancel out,
and the disc's playback distortion will

increase.

SELL OR TRADE: Two " Electrostat 3"
speaker-xover units. Used very little because
of rotten room acoustics.
Also a 78-rpm
record cabinet, designed for 110 records, ten
or twelve inch. This is for collectors only.
Discs arc held firmly yet gently in velvet-lined
slots. Glass front. $ 100, and Ipay expenses,
or best offer and you do. Or will trade for
blonde AR- 1.
B. Plotnick, 364 Woodbine
Rd., Stamford, Conn. Phone 203-322-1304.
SELL: Audio Empire 108, brand new, $8.95;
Pickering 380C, $9.50; Pickering 380A, brand
new, $ 11; pair of Richard Allen " Golden
Eight" wide-range 8-inch speakers, sealed
cartons, $ 12 each; Bozak B-199 woofer, $25;
Bozak B-200 tweeter $ 15; Norelco " Continental 200" recorder, sealed carton, $ 110;
Webcor Microcorder with accessories, $68.
Can use Hart or Head Skis (swap basis) 6'
1" to 6'6". Gerald Shirley, 111 Lake Ave.,
Tuckahoe, N. Y.
SALE: Two University 15CW woofers R.
Beling, 4484 30th Street, San Diego 16, Calif.
Phone AT 2-8414. Sorry, no shipping.
SELL: McIntosh C-8 preamp, $35; McIntosh,
C-108 preamp, $20; Viking Model 85ESQ recorder, $85; Heath TS-4A TV sweep generator
with 10.7-Mc crystal for FM alignment, $35.
All in working order, with manuals. E. Dell,
307 Dickinson Ave., Swarthmore, Pa.
WILL SELL either DuKane Ionovac 30
speaker system (walnut, less than 100 hours
use) for $ 125, or AR-1W-Janszen 130-B8 system (blonde) for $ 170. Also, Janszen 65-88
electrostatic tweeters at $55 each. N. J. McNamara, 2Winfield St., Staten Island 5, N. Y.
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Miscellany
Errata
The last issue contained two errors,
one minor, the other less so.
The diagram for the flutter filter
(Fig. 6, Pg. 8) had the dimensions
for the round washer interchanged,
which shouldn't have confused anybody because the center hole is always smaller than the outside
diameter.
In " The Baffle Board," the dry
crossover schematic shown on page
16 showed an incorrect capacitor
value, and didn't agree with the accompanying text.
The corrected
schematic is shown below. This is

.004
MF
100K
AUDIO
TAPER

.0056
MF
LEVEL
CONTROL

for a 400-cps two-way crossover,
which was what Mr. Borden had
asked for in the first place.
The
2,500-cps crossover was to be handled
by acrossover network supplied by
the speaker manufacturer.
Going Somewhere?
Selling your house? Planning to
move?
Thinking of defecting to
Russia (where the stereo discs are
pretty bad, we understand)?
If so, please notify us of your
change of address at least three
weeks in advance, to ensure that you
won't miss any subsequent issues of
THE STEREOPHILE.
Audio Mart Repeats
Our free Buy, Sell or Swap department is going to have to undergo a
slight operational change.
It's still free to subscribers, but
after this issue, all ads will be run
once only, in the earliest issue we can
get them in after they're received.
If your first ad doesn't bring results,
send it in to us again and we'll run
it again. If we don't hear from you
about the re-run, we'll assume the
first ad did the trick. We'll accept
any number of repeats on an ad,
but you'll have to notify us prior to
each issue. All we need is a post
card requesting a re-run of your
original ad.
Mono Multiplex
Some multiplex FM stations occasionally transmit monophonic program material without shutting off
their multiplex subcarrier signal.
Ther_nothing dishonest about

this (as long as the stations don't
claim they are transmitting stereo),
but it is likely to cause some confusion and consternation when a
tuner's " stereo beacon" indicates
stereo and no stereo is forthcoming.
If you suspect that your tuner
isn't separating stereo transmissions,
though, there's an easy way to check
it; just phone the radio station and
ask if they are transmitting stereo.
If they are on stereo but you aren't,
that's the time to start wondering
about the condition of your tuner.
Authors, Arise!
We have finally reached astate of
solvency where we can afford to pay
for free-lance contributions to THE
STEREOPHILE, so we are now soliciting suitable articles from anyone who is (1) knowledgeable in the
field, and (2) passably literate.
We want articles of between 1,000
and 2,000 words in length, and our
base rate is 3cents aword, although
we'll go higher than that for unusually good material. Contributors
may be audio hobbyists, consultants,
equipment designers, or representatives of manufacturing firms, and
the views expressed need not neces-

What Is It?

The above photo recently fell out of
an old wallet of ours, and struck a
note of nostalgia or something for
the "good old days" of audio, when
homes were built around monster
woofer horns, and concrete creations like the above were never
likely to be confused with fallout
shelters. We don't know how this
bass-reflex enclosure would have
sounded (we never heard it, we just
received the photo in the mail some
years ago), but we're willing to bet
its walls didn't vibrate at low
frequencies,

sarily agree with those of THE
STEREOPHILE. We have practically
no editorial taboos, so here is your
opportunity to say, in print, some of
the things you feel ought to be said
about anything pertaining to audio.
We'll consider straight technical
expositions, construction articles,
humor,
and
philosophical (or
"think") pieces, but please query
us before submitting finished articles,
to make sure we do not already have
asimilar topic in the mill.
We're in the market for cartoons,
too, and these will bring $5or more
each. We demand pretty good art
work, so no doodles, please. Don't
bother to query us about cartoons;
just send them in, with astamped,
self-addressed return envelope.
Tube Testing
Many drug stores, gas stations and
other cultural centers are equipped
with do-it-yourself tube testers, for
the benefit of home handymen who
feel they are just as qualified to fix
their own TVs as is the local service
agency, and many audio enthusiasts
take " advantage" of these devices
for checking out their system tube
complement.
If you're wise, you will avoid
these do-it-yourself tube testers, for
whatever they offer in convenience,
they make up for in misrepresentation.
Most of these are emission
testers, which tie all the positive
elements of the tube together, apply
an operating voltage, and measure
how much current the cathode emits.
Not only is this an inaccurate test, it
can also damage some tubes permanently.
A rectifier can be tested accurately
on an emission tester.
The only
accurate test for any other type of
tube is replacement with anew one
of the same type, and if you don't
have the necessary test equipment to
measure the effect of asubstitution,
you'd best have the job done by an
audio service agency that does have
the necessary test equipment.
Expiration Codes
Recent subscribers may have noticed the hyphenated numbers appearing at the bottom of their address on the magazine's mailing
label. In case you wondered about
this, it identifies the issue of the
magazine with which your subscription expires.
Thus, 1-12 means that Volume 1
Number 12 will be the last issue of
THE STEREOPHILE covered by your
subscription.
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Sound Levels
130

THRESHOLD

OF PAIN

AIRCRAFT ENGINE [SINGLE], 20 FT.
120
ORCHESTRAL CRESCENDO, PODIUM
I10

100

THUNDER
ORCHESTRAL CRESCENDO, 15 FT.
SUBWAY TRAIN
RIVETING MACHINE, 35 FT.
ORCHESTRAL CRESCENDO, 30 FT.

90

"FULL ROOM VOLUME" REPRODUCTION
HEAVY STREET TRAFFIC, 15 FT.
ORCHESTRAL CRESCENDO, 70 FT.

80
STENOGRAPHIC OFFICE
ORCHESTRAL CRESCENDO, 200 FT.
70

60

AVERAGE AUTO
CONVERSATION, 3 FT.
"BACKGROUND" MUSIC
AVERAGE OFFICE
QUIET RESIDENTIAL STREET

50
MINIMUM STREET NOISE
40

CITY HOUSE
QUIET OFFICE

This scale expresses the loudness of
various natural sounds in terms of
decibels above the threshold of
normal hearing.
Values shown are approximate,
since different test and environmental
conditions will yield wide variations
in sound level meter readings. The
chart is however accurate enough to
provide data for determining amplifier power requirements for the reproduction of certain sounds in the
home, and to serve as a frame of
reference for estimating the intensity
of perceived sounds.
Figures at the left of the scale are
decibels, related to a 0-db level at
the threshold of hearing. Measured
sound pressure at the 0-db level is
.0002 dynes/cm', and sound pressure
increases by a factor of 10 with
every 20-db increase in loudness level.
Thus, a level of 100 db represents 5
20-db increases, so the sound pressure
at the 100-dh level will be . 0002
multiplied by 10 5 times, or 2.0
dynes/cm'.

VERY QUIET LIVE MUSIC, 15 FT.
30

20

COUNTRY HOUSE

AVERAGE WHISPER, 5 FT.

I
0

LEAVES RUSTLING IN GENTLE BREEZE

o

THRESHOLD OF HEARING
19

We had warned readers that issue Number 6 would be
but no one had any idea it would be as
to the Post Office
mailing 2nd- Class

late getting out,

late as it was.

just before Christmas of 1963,

in those days ( and may again if the

continue to spiral)

It finally got

but since we were
1st- Class rates

and our total circulation made a pile small enough

for the Post Office employees to step across

and thus did not get in

their way, themagazines apparently didn't even start on their jouney to
subscribers until after all of the
been cleared out.
decline because

James

mail had

to friends instead of browbeating them into sub-

Unfortunately,

Finally,

1st- Class)

our income was on the

increasing numbers of our subscribers were big-heartedly

loaning their copies
scribers.

Important ( i.e.,

And as if that weren't enough,

that is another problem which is still with us.

just to make our New Year a real

Keeler informed us

treat,

our record reviewer

that he would no longer be able to contribute

to the magazine, and we had yet another editorial assistant to break in.
Our " earphone"

cover on that issue elicited a surprisingly negative

reaction from readers,

for reasons that a psychologist might be better

qualified to explain than we.
bodied ears.
Inside,
the

Audiophiles,

it seems,

do not like disem-

our survey report on a group of stereo headphones contained

first wholeheartedly unfavorable reviews we had published,

thus

more or less demonstrating to most manufacturers that we hadn't started
the magazine merely as a vehicle for venting our editorial spleen.
They also demonstrated to our readers,

some of whom had been clamoring

for blood ever since we started,

that we

when the

But we had vowed at the outset that

situation warranted it.

could call a trowel a trowel

we would never be nasty about a manufacturer's stupid mistake,
haven't done it yet.
stupidity,

On the other hand,

when it comes

and we

to calculated

like making an innocent error and then trying to justify

it instead of correcting it,

we deem that

fair game

for ridicule.
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Capitol Imports

By the time you read this (proba bly
amonth after it is written, judgi ng
Articles & Otherwise
by the speed with which the U. S.
mails speed second-class matter on
The Home Recordist:
its appointed rounds), Capitol r
ccHobbyist or Hoodlum?
3
ords will have announced the fi rst
bit of really good news for the hig hDepart men. s
fidelity perfectionist in years: t
he
On Tape
release of imported disc pressings
The Revere- 3M Tape System
6
taped, cut, and stamped in Euro pc.
London has been importing for
The Baffle Board
7
years—all the Londons you buy are
Equipment Reports:
pressed by Decca in England. But
this will be the first opportunity we
Headphone Round up
8
will have of sampling the produc ts
Record Reviews
12
of some of London's overseas compctitors.
Recommended Components
14
Some time ago, we mentioned t
he
Audio Mart
17
fact that the British EMI releases
of the same works that Angel was
Miscellany
18
releasing in this country had conSTEREOPHILE Chart File No. 6
siderably better sound than the doFrequency Spectra
19
mestic versions. Since then, we ha ve
auditioned some more EMI disc s,
and while we have run across a
couple that were pretty sad-soun ding, we confirmed our initial impression that the majority of these dis cs
do have cleaner sound, wider range
J. Gordon Holt
Editor r..7 Publisher
and quieter surfaces than their d
oPhilip C. Geraci
mestic counterparts. Now, with th is
initial release of about 800 imported
Special Features Editor
discs to choose f
rom ,S
TEREOPHIL
E
Victoria di Zerega
readers will be able to find out f
o
✓
Editorial Assistant
themselves what we '
ve been talkin
g
about.
Capi
tol was very un happ
James W. Keeler Contributing Editor
y
about what we sa id about thei
✓
Angel
releases,
accor di ng to a l
ette
Robert Naujoks
Cartoons e..7 spots
✓
from their l
ega l
department. But w
e
THE STEREOPHILE is published bimonthly by
suspect that they are go i
ng to b
e
J. Gordon Holt, Editorial Offices at P. 0: Box
even unhappier when the record crit
187, Wallingford, Penna. Publication office at
ics in American publi cat i
ons star
5800N. Marvine Street, Philadelphia 41, Penna.
t
reviewing the imported di scs. W
e
Second class postage paid at Philadelphia,
can guess what th e cr i
ti
cs w ill say.
Pennsylvania.
Most of these imports will almost
Subscription Rate $8.00 ( U.S.) for 12 Issues.
universally be cri ti
ci
ze d f
or " over l
y
Printed in the U. S. A., Copyright 1963 by
distant, hazy, un f
ocuse d,
boomy
J. Gordon Holt. All rights reserved.
,
muffled, ill-defin ed soun d." We can
predict this wi th al
most 100% cer tainty, for the simpl e reason that
practically non e ofour cr i
ti
cs have
even
so
much
as
ra i
sed an eye b
row
Even the best of headphones somehow fail
about
the
i
ncreas i
ng shrill ness and
to duplicate the sensation of natural
thinness of our own domest i
c di scs.
hearing. We submit that this may be
Not until Dynagroove ,w i
thsome of
because they are the wrong shape, and
the most shockingly str id ent sound
present herewith our suggested solution
ever committed to di scs ,did any of
to this knotty problem. Please note, for
the sake of semantic accuracy, that the
the record critics suggest that ,perdevices shown should be termed earphones,
haps, these dis cs m i
g ht b
c a li tt l
e
not headphones.
too brilliant. Th e f
act th
at pract i-

Staff

The Cover
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cally all ou r domest i
c di scs h
ave
tipped-up high end s has not penetrated to these people at. all, but
when the fir st Capi to li
mports start
coming in, no cr i
ti
c wort h hi s sa l
t
is going to be able to miss the f
act
that they do have l
ess hi g h
s an dmore
deep ba ss than our domest i
c re l
eases.
We are willi ng to bet, though,
that vi
rtua ll y every record critic
will assume that the domest i
c di scs
are right and the imports wrong, and
will crow tr i
um ph ant l
y ab
out th
e
advanced st ate ofthe recordi ng art
in the U. S. Bef
ore th
ey cli m b out
too far on alimb, thoug h, we hop:
they will pause f
or a moment to
consider (1) how cl
ean l
y th
e i
m ported discs reproduce in the inner
grooves, w ithout the ass i
st ofDyna groove techni ques ,(2) how si
m il ar
the "boomy" bass of these di scs
sounds to the bass f
rom a good tape
reproduced on pro f
ess i
ona l equ i
pment, and ( 3) how muc h qu i
eter
the surfaces are on these di scs, w hen
compared to domest i
c ones hav i
ng
the same dy nami
c range. Th ei
r sur f
aces
should not be com pared w i
th those
of Dynagroove discs, because anyone can produce qu i
et soun di ng di scs
by reducing the dynamic range and
raising the average level to the
point where the disc must be played
at alower volume control setting.
We commend Capitol for making
this move to bring better-quality
discs to us, even at the risk of maleing their own discs sound rather
sick by comparison. But we do hope
the European firms producing these
discs will have the courage to stick
by their guns despite the roasting
they will get from most of our record
critics, because these imports arc
the last hope for the disc medium as
a source of high-fidelity program
material. If their manufacturers succumb to the temptation to tailor
their discs to the American norm, it
will no longer be possible to buy
discs that can do justice to a really
good high-fidelity system. If, however, the imports manage to establish themselves as the standard by
which domestic discs are judged, it
is entirely possible that the RIAA
curve may again come to have some
meaning, and that the money spent
on good phono equipment may not
have been wasted after all.

The Home Recordist...

Hobbyist or Hoodlum?
by Philip C. Geraci
Legal treatises by laymen are always
suspect, because the writer, unlike a
lawyer, has no moral or ethical obligation
to defend his opinions in court. Because
of this, however, the layman is in a
unique position to examine the status of
contemporary law in agiven field and to
draw from it conclusions that a lawyer
would hesitate to commit himself on.
Mr. Geraci's article was checked by several attorneys, all of whom agreed that it
was avalid interpretation of the law as
it now stands, but none of whom would
venture a "legal opinion" as to Mr.
Geraci' sconclusions.
We present this, then, not as aprimer
of Dos and Don'ts for the home recordist,
but as adiscussion of some of the legal
technicalities that could cause arecordist
trouble or could make a seemingly risky
act perfectly legal. Mr. Geraci, the layman in question, reminds us that, just
because there are few laws affecting home
recordists specifically, you could establish a new one by winning or losing a
court case. Either way, it would cost
money, so you'd better get alegal opinion
before taking aquestionable point before
ajudge.
of the " sophisticated" home
B
tape recorders began to appear, Ihad
ACK about 1953, when the first

an idea for anation-wide club of tape
enthusiasts who would record events
indigenous to their localities and
exchange the tapes by mail. To
launch my brainstorm, I wrote
letters to the editors of all the publications catering to the then-fledgling
high fidelity market.
Some were
printed, and soon Ibegan to receive
replies.
Before very long I was
corresponding, by letter, with home
recordists from all over the United
States and Canada, and from as far

away as Japan and Australia. Some
readers sent tapes, some of them with
fascinating collections of exotic
sounds.
It was my plan to build alibrary
of tapes by copying those Ireceived,
erasing them, and recording gems
from my own collection before mailing them back. Ultimately, Iplanned
to mimeograph lists of offerings,
with names and addresses, and mail
the lists to " members," so they
could arrange swaps among themselves. As aresident of Washington,
D.C., Iexpected that my contributions would consist primarily of
music, most of it recorded off the air.
The Budapest Quartet, National
Gallery Orchestra and the National
Symphony Orchestra frequently were
aired by WGMS, Washington's good
music station. Ialso looked forward
to recording, live, the Air Force
Orchestra concerts at the Watergate,
the Army and Marine Corps bands
on the steps in front of the Capitol,
and the choral groups which perform
frequently in churches and schools
throughout the area.
My concept of the legalities of
such a tape exchange doubtless was
that of the average amateur. Iknew
it was unlawful to sell recordings
made from discs or copied from radio.
But since profit never was agoal of
my tape exchange, Iinnocently assumed that was all that mattered.
Iwas just out of college, immersed
in my first job, dabbling in photography and high fidelity, and buying
records as fast as Icould afford them.
Iwas attending graduate school at
night, in pursuit of amaster's degree,
and the topic Ihad selected for my
thesis was the law and photography.
Two events made me change that
topic. One was publication of abook

by a
photographer-lawyer that pretty
well covered the subject. The other
was atelephone call.
Exploring the legal hazards of
photography had taught me caution.
If my tape exchange was to proceed
unhindered, it seemed prudent to get
permission from the radio stations
before Ibegan recording, purely as a
formality.
Itelephoned WGMS. As soon as I
had the station manager on the line,
I revealed my plan for a tape exchange and said that Iwas just calling to let him know in advance that
Iplanned to record so there wouldn't
be any question about it.
And I
thanked him very much.
He was flabbergasted.
When he finished talking, so was I.
Iwas informed, politely if brusquely, that if Irecorded anything from
WGMS and attempted awidespread
distribution, it wouldn't matter
whether Isold the tapes or gave them
away; I could prepare for a legal
battle.
Iasked how. He said by injunction. Iasked if it was " against the
law" to record from radio. He said
no, but it would be against his interests for me to do anything with the
tapes except listen to them in my
own home. He said he even disapproved of that, but didn't see how
he could do anything about it.
And that was that. WGMS was
only one phase of my tape exchange
plan, but it was the source of most
of the music Ihad hoped to record.
Still, there were other stations. Perhaps they would react differently.
They did. Some station managers
said Icould record commercials and
news broadcasts, but nothing else.
Others objected to recording of any
sort. None of them said, " Yes, we
definitely will prosecute." But none
of them said they wouldn't, either.
With the off-the-air phase of my
tape exchange thoroughly scotched,
I studied the alternatives. I telephoned the Air Force Orchestra and
stated my request — for permission
to record, either in their studio during rehearsals, or at an outdoor concert. After some hesitation, Iwas
referred to the Pentagon. Instead, I
called Army Band headquarters. An
officer heard me out, then suggested
I call the Pentagon. I called the
Marine Band headquarters. Iknew
in advance what the officer-in-charge
would say: call the Pentagon. I
didn't bother calling the Navy Band,
but Idid call the Pentagon.
The Radio and Television Branch
of the Public Information Division,
3

Department of Defense, serves as
mouthpiece for all of the service
bands and orchestras.
The office
makes or interprets administration
policy, and sits in judgment on requests such as mine. Iexplained my
case, and received amildly encouraging response.
Instead of a blunt
"No," I was asked to put my request in writing.
The reply came from the office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Washington, D.C. It was carefully
worded, neither granting nor denying
the permission Isought. It pointed
out in vague phrases how the Defense Department exercises " no control over the activities of a private
citizen within his home," and went
on to quote from legal documents
which, the letter said, might have
some bearing on my request. Ultimately, it passed the buck to the Register of Copyrights, across town,
with the comment that many of the
works performed by the service bands
are protected either by statutory or
common law copyright. It took another phone call to confirm my suspicion that the letter really meant,
off the record please, "No." Much of
the music played by these groups was
copyrighted, in one way or another.
Iretreated to the church choirs and
choral societies. But before calling
them I telephoned Paul Hume,* at
the Washington Post and Times
Herald, to ask which groups he
would recommend recording.
He
wanted to know more. Itold him
about the tape exchange. His advice:
Forget it! All of the groups " worth
recording," he said, would be comprised of union musicians " on leave"
for one performance only. Some of
them would be service musicians,
who would regain their union affiliation when their enlistment was up.
Others would be borrowed from the
National Symphony or from the
pool" of so-called pickup musicians
found in every large city. The fact
that they were performing in a
church, free, wouldn't affect their
permanent union affiliation.
First I had been warned against
recording music which was copyrighted. Now Idiscovered Icouldn't
record union musicians even when
they were playing uncopyrighted
music.
Then a Washington newspaper
published areport that broadcasters
and record companies were seeking
ways to keep home tape recordists
*Who may be remembered as a music critic
whose review of a presidential daughter elicited
a very unstatesmanly reaction.
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from building up collections of free
paid for. The necessity is economic,
music by dubbing it off the air. The
vital to their interests and to those of
article quoted the chief of the Refertheir stockholders. But " seeking to
ence Division of the Copyright Office,
discourage" is a far different thing
Richard MacCarteney, as saying it
from having the legal power to
"might" be possible for a record
prohibit.
company to prove unfair competition
Essentially, two legal matters are
in the taping of abroadcast or record
involved in home recording: copypurely for home consumption, on the
right and unfair competition.
grounds that this would " forestall a
The Copyright Act of 1909, several
potential sale." Of course, he added
times
amended in the 50-plus years of
hastily, this was not a " legal
its existence, is the document that
opinion," which was not at all surestablished the procedures whereby
prising. Finding a quotable " legal
copyright is secured and enforced.
opinion" in Washington proved to
The Act is United States Code 17, and
be extraordinarily difficult.
the sections pertinent to music are
The article went on to say that a
sections 1 (e) and 2.
spokesman for " one major recording
The key phrases are these: " the
company" was seeking a licensing
author shall have the exclusive right
system where " the burden would be
. . . to perform the copyrighted work
on the applicant for atape recorder,
publicly for profit (italics mine) if it be
to show that it would not be used to
a musical composition. . . ." In
dupe records."
Section 2the author is granted total
At this point my tape exchange
rights, at common law, to any of his
appeared dead, at least for the time
music which has never been pubbeing. But on the other hand, while
lished.
Ihad corralled many opinions, Ihad
The distinction here is very imgotten precious few facts. Perhaps
portant. The common-law doctrine
even the " experts" were unsure of
of " total rights" gives the composer
themselves. That's when Ichanged
absolute control of his unpublished
my thesis subject.
works, which means that nobody can
In an attempt to unearth some
record them, for any purpose whatsofacts, Isent a form letter to every
ever, without the permission of the
radio and television broadcaster,
composer.
But when one of his
equipment manufacturer, and otherworks is published, and copyrighted,
wise interested party Icould think
the composer actually loses some
of. Iwrote the musicians' union, and
copyright protection, for all he can
soon had a two-page letter from
do then is exercise control over public
James C. Petrillo, which said essenperformances of it for profit. Music
tially that the union really didn't
that has been published may be rehave anything to do with my quescorded strictly for fun by anyone,
tion; it was between the " artists
without permission, so long as the
involved" and the recordist.
So
tapes are not played in apublic place
Hume had been wrong But Petrillo's
operated for profit. Restaurants, for
letter, too, was nebulous — full of
example, may not play background
ifs and usuallys.
music without first securing alicense
Ivisited Capitol Hill, to talk with
from ASCAP or BMI, the performing
legislators. Istopped by the Federal
rights societies which collect and
Communications Commission, Isaw
dispense music royalties.
Yet by
lawyers at the National Association
some strange quirk, high-fidelity
of Broadcasters, and I spent many
dealers, who depend far more on
days at the Library of Congress,
copyrighted music for their business
searching in the law library for
than do restaurants (One can, after
pertinent cases and conferring with
all, eat in silence!), are not required
Edward Waters in the music division
to secure alicense or to pay royalties
and Richard MacCarteney in the
for its use.
Copyright Office.
Playing a tape in the Grand
When Iwas finished, Iwas more
Central Station waiting room, of a
than ever convinced that copyright
work that is available as sheet music
would not be a bar to the average
in any store, is clearly a case of
home recordist.
public performance of a published
It is natural, my informants pointed
work. But entertaining four guests
out, for officials of amusicians' union
in your home, by playing a tape
or of a performing rights society
whose original score was duplicated
(such as ASCAP or BMI), or someone
only twenty times by photostat, may
from arecord manufacturer or broador may not be the same thing. In
cast station, to seek to discourage
such borderline cases, the legal defiany use of music which has not been
nition of publication is left to the

judges, and as no such cases have
reached the supreme court, the definitions differ in different states. Consequently a composer may retain
total control of acomposition in one
state whereas, in another state, the
music may be in the category of published repertoire.
There is a " compulsory license"
provision in the Copyright Act of
1909 which states, in effect, that once
a composer has allowed anyone to
record one of his copyrighted works,
he is obliged to give permission to anyone else who wishes to copy it.
Anyone else may go then and do likewise, so long as he pays the composer 2 cents for each copy of the
work that he makes.
So, let's say that John Q has
written a song, and Calamity Records, Inc. has released it on discs.
You're taping a party when one of
your guests bursts into abewhiskied
rendition of it, for your tape. Does
this violate the copyright? Yes, unless you send John Q his 2cents. If
you forget to send the 2 cents, and
John Q catches up with you, all you
have to do is pay him his 2cents per
copy. If you refuse, and he chooses
to haul you into court, your statutory
penalty can run as high as three
times the recording " fee," or all of
6 cents for each illegal copy! Of
course, there would also be the court
costs to pay, too.
Be careful, though, if your impromptu performer sings asong that
he heard somewhere but which had
not been legally published. If John Q
can prove that your recording deprived him of a recording contract,
he can collect a healthy- sum from
you by way of personal damages.
Just because a work is performed
in public, say, at aband concert, is
no guarantee it has been published,
in the legal sense. If the work is
listed in arecord catalogue, you're in
the clear.
But if it isn't, you'd
better get permission to record,
beforehand, from the composer. If
you can't contact the composer, ask
thc conductor. It's his business to
know the legal status of every work
he plays.
Would the military bands and
orchestras, tax-supported and thus
theoretically owned by all of us, be
within their legal right to prevent us
from making live performances of
public domain music? Probably, but
not on the grounds of copyright infringement. They simply would not
want to set a precedent, for in permitting one person to record, they
would be obliged then to permit

everybody to record, thereby turning
the performing site into a forest of
microphone stands and twisted vines
of cable. If you decided to stand up
for " your legal rights," chances are
you would be threatened with forcible expulsion from the premises and
possible arrest by the local constabulary for " disturbing the peace" or
"creating anuisance."
But recording live musicians, while
absorbing, is only one way of building atape library. The richest source
of free music is the radio. Can you
get into trouble recording a radio
program? Not from the standpoint
of copyright, as this author sees it.
The electrical substance of radio
programs, records and tapes cannot
be copyrighted. The Regulations of
the Copyright Office state (Section
202.8b): " A phonograph record or
other sound recording is not considered a ' copy' of the compositions
recorded on it, and is not acceptable
for copyright registration." This is
one of the oddities of the 1909 Act,
and it came about because, when the
Act was being debated, around 1908,
piano rolls were all the rage. Through
a still-standing decision of the U.S.
Supreme Court' piano rolls and other
"sound" recordings are denied copyright because they do not resemble
the original musical score in appearance.
Everything which is broadcast is
either copyrighted or in the public
domain; common-law rights are
legally terminated by broadcast, because of a 1931 Supreme Court decision that aradio broadcast constitutes a public performance.' If not
previously copyrighted, the copyright must be registered immediately
after the broadcast, otherwise the
music becomes public property.
Remember, though, that it is not
likely to be the recording of copyrighted music which will -bring the
home recordist grief, but the recording of unpublished, privately performed music of which the composer
has total common-law control. This
cannot happen with a radio broadcast, as pointed out, but paradoxically, it can happen with alive performance, because this does not necessarily terminate the composer's
common-law control.
Once awork has been copyrighted,
the copyright stands for 28 years,
and is renewable once. After 56
years the music falls into the public
domain, where it may be used by
IWhite- Smith 11. Apollo, 209 U.S. 1
2 Buck v. Jewell- LaSalle, 283 U.S. 191

anyone, live or recorded, without
payment of royalty.
Most music written by the " old
masters" is in the public domain, as
is anything published prior to enactment of the Act of 1909, although
new arrangements of public domain
music may be copyrighted.
All
music of living composers in countries which are not signatories of the
International Copyright Convention,
such as Russia, is deemed to be within
the public domain. If you are ever in
doubt about a specific composition,
consult the Catalog of Copyright
Entries at your library. Issues of the
Catalog may be purchased by mail
from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D.C. (not
from the Register of Copyrights).
Needless to say, any attempt to
sell copyrighted material recorded
without permission is dangerous.
Prosecution inevitably means conviction, and the fine may be very stiff.
How could all of this affect my
nearly-forgotten tape exchange plan?
According to my examination of the
Copyright Act, exchanging tapes of
copyrighted music, for free, would
not constitute an infringement of
anything. Certainly the exchange
would be public, but lacking profit
it would seem to me that it would
avoid copyright infringement.
All over Washington, I asked
whether this was true. None of my
contacts wanted his answer quoted,
because it is a legal area which is
largely unexplored. But all agreed
that, certainly, that was one way to
interpret the Copyright Act.
I asked the same question with
respect to the other legal aspect of
home recording: the matter of unfair
competition. There have been cases
where injunctions have been brought
against home recordists who attempted to sell off-the-air recordings
of musical performances, but as far as
Icould determine, no cases involving
non-profit use of aired material have
been heard in the courts. And until
one comes up, who is to say how it
would be decided?
Most authorities agree that nonprofit dubbing is OK. John Koshel,
Jr., a copyright attorney registered
in New York, and counsel for SESAC,
Inc., a performing rights society,
wrote (in HiFi /Stereo Review) that
"what you do in your own home,
without other people being involved,
is pretty much your own affair."
But he advised recordists to keep
their hobby within their home, to
(Continued on page 16)
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The Revere- 3M System
Several years ago, CBS Laboratories
created quite a flurry of excitement
with apress demonstration of anew,
fully automatic tape cartridge system
that they had designed under 3-M
sponsorship, and which was claimed
to be capable of true high-fidelity
performance at the recognized nofi
speed of 1% ips. The demonstration
resulted in some cautiously enthusiastic press reports, and hi-fi enthusiasts, recalling that CBS Labs had
spawned the LP record, waited anxiously for the first of these wondrous
devices to appear on the market.
Evidently, though, there were still
some bugs in the works, for time
passed and we heard no more about
the fabulous CBS tape cartridge system. We never did hear about the
CBS system again. Instead, we read
announcements to the effect that the
Revere-Wollensak division of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co. was introducing arevolutionary
new stereo tape cartridge system
which looked very much like the
CBS original. And lo and behold,
most of the first pre-recorded tape releases were from Columbia's library.
The Revere-3M unit records or
plays special cartridge tapes. Each
cartridge is about the size of a fat
Graham cracker, and the tape, with
anew fine-particle low-noise oxide, is
on a . 146-inch-wide base, with avery
stout plastic leader tape at both
ends. The tape is wound between
the flanes of a small reel, but the
leader at the start of the tape lies
around the rim of the reel.
The change mechanism consists,
visibly, of two platforms, side by
side, in a recess at the rear of the
deck.
The left-hand platform is
normally sli&htly lower than the
right, to facilitate loading. Up to
20 cartridges can be piled on the lefthand platform, to give a maximum
playing time of 15 hours.
Actuating the mechanism moves a
6

roller against the rim of the bottom
cartridge's reel, and starts it turning
so as to unwind the tape. The wide
leader, being quite stiff, is forced out
of aslot at the side of the cartridge,
where it is grasped by the capsan
and pinch wheel and fed past the
heads and between the flanges of the
large takeup reel. There, friction
draws the leader in and wraps it
around the hub.
When the tape
reaches its end leader, which is fastened to the reel hub, the leader
pulls tight and trips a sensing
switch that throws the device into
its rewind cycle until the front
leader is withdrawn into the cartridge. Then the change cycle starts.
+10
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Record/play response of the Revere3M machine, using the recommended tone control setting (A) and the
flattest-response setting (curve B).
A set of supports move in to hold the
rest of the stacked cartridges in
place, while the right-hand platform
lowers and both platforms tilt to
form acontinuous incline. The cartridge slides down this onto the
right-hand platform, the platforms
straighten, and the right-hand one
lifts to its original position while
the next cartridge is dropped onto
the left-hand platform. Then the
whole process repeats itself, but this
time a set of supports holds the
right-hand cartridge elevated too,
so the next one can slide under it. As
the cycling continues, the left-hand
stack diminishes while the righthand one rises, until all the cartridges are stacked in a pile on the
right-hand side.
In theory, there is no limit to
the number of cartridges that the

unit could accomodate. In practice,
the mechanism is not powerful
enough to lift more than about 20
of them on its right-hand platform.
The tape may be stopped, started,
rejected or shuttled in fast forward
or reverse at any time during its running cycle without damaging anything. There are only three simple
precautions to be observed, and
these are clearly spelled out in the
instruction manual.
Each channel has avolume control
and asingle tone control. The volume control affects both record and
play, but the tone control affects
only the playback response. Record
level indicators are a pair of twosection neon bulbs.
Half of each
bulb fires at normal maximum recording level, while the other half indicates overload.
Two receptacles double as mike
and line-level inputs, depending on
which of two sets of plugs are used.
The mikes supplied are the usual inexpensive (and mediocre) ceramic
types, suitable for speech and uncritical musical recording.
Outputs are provided for connection to external loudspeakers, via
the recorder's own 9-watt-per-channel amplifiers, or to an external highfidelity system.
The input to the
recorder can be monitored either
through its own loudspeakers or
through the external system before
starting to record.
Blank 45-minute cartridges are
available from 3M for $4.75 each, for
making your own tapes. Recording
and playing back according to Revere's instructions, the unit's frequency response was as shown in
Curve A. Cutting the tone control
back to aposition half way between
the "HiFi" and the "Balanced Tone"
settings yielded curve B, which
would be remarkable in an average
recorder running at 33
% ips. At
ips, it is almost unbelievable.
When used to drive ahigh-fidelity
system, the Revere's sound was quite
respectable. Using Revere's recommended tone control settings (Treble
when recording, HiFi on playback),
the high frequency rise was markedly
evident as a brittle steeliness on
strings and an aggravation of surface
noise and tracing distortion from
dubbed discs. Setting the tone control about half way between the HiFi and Balanced Tone positions offset the high-end rise quite well, and
gave very good over-all response.
When reproducing Columbia's prerecorded tapes ($7.95 to $8.95), at
(Continued on page 17)

FM Sensitivity
In the September-October 1963
issue of THE STEREOPHILE there appeared an article on multiplex antennas. The author, Philip Geraci,
recommended the use of " outdoor
type 300-ohm lead-in wire, rather
than the higher-loss 72-ohm coaxial
cable." He further stated that " Lowloss 72-ohm cable is available, but
its losses are still greater than those
of 300-ohm twin-lead."
However, looking at the technical
specifications of my recently-acquired
Fisher R-200 AM- FM- multiplex
tuner, Ifind the following FM sensitivity (20 db quieting) figures: With
72-ohm antenna, 0.6 microvolts;
with 300-ohm antenna, 1.2 microvolts.
Could you explain this seeming
contradiction?
K. A. Willison
Columbus, Ohio
Sensitivity ratings based on 72-ohm antenna inputs are in much the same
category as " peak-power" amplifier ratings; they are superfluous, meaningless,
and obviously intended mainly to mislead the incautious buyer.
It is true that a tuner is twice as
sensitive when fed from its 72-ohm antenna. But it is also true that a72-ohm
antenna delivers just half the voltage
that a300-ohm antenna delivers, so you
end up with exactly the same usable
sensitivity.
Mismatching a 300-ohm
antenna to a 72-ohm input, in an effort
to utilize the higher gain from that connection, will cause severe reflections along
the antenna lead-in, and these will result in worse distortion and noise than
will the correctly-matched but lowersensitivity connection.
Universal Arm
My question pertains to the best
all-purpose tone arm, if such athing
exists. Ihave long been agatherer
of cartridges, from the earliest to the
latest. Some of the newer ones — the
Empire 880-P, the new Grado, the
Shure M33 series, for example —
make some rather interesting claims
as to tracking capabilities. They are
claims which my present Shure 232

tone arm will not justify. The arm
is mounted on a Thorens 124 turntable.
Is it possible that another tone
arm would materially help the older
cartridges I have — cartridges designed to track at three grams and
more? If not, what arm is best for
light-tracking cartridges?
If you
will not or cannot be that specific,
list several that you think would do
better for me than the 232. Ifind
that it will not track satisfactorily
when used at much less than two
grams.
If there is areally good all-purpose
tone arm, of course, Iwant it. If,
however, there is not — that is,
none that will work better with the
heavier-tracking cartridges than what
I have — I could probably save
enough money on heads for the new,
light-tracking arm to buy another
turntable for use with it. Incidentally, if that seems to be the wisest
course, what turntable would be
better than the Thorens TD-124? If
there is a better one, I personally
have not seen it.
Vernon W. Roberts
Louisville, Ky.
There is no such thing as an all-purpose
arm, despite the claims of some manufacturers. Extremely compliant cartridges
require alow-inertia arm; less compliant
ones should have afairly massive arm,
and preferably one with viscous-damped
pivots.
For cartridges that normally call for
3grams or more of tracking force, the old
Gray 108B or C, or one of the Japanese
copies of this arm, is still the best thing
we have found, but the viscous damping
must be properly adjusted for optimum
performance. For cartridges capable of
tracking at between 3and 1.5 grams, the
Ortofon (Thorens) units or the SME
arm are excellent.
Lighter-tracking
cartridges, intended for aforce range of
between 1.5 and 0.75 grams, are best used
in arms designed specifically for them,
which is why we advise buyers to purchase
integrated arm-and-cartridge combinations when choosing a very lightweight
pickup.
Hang on to your Thorens turntable.
If it doesn't function satisfactorily, either

it is malfunctioning or there is something
amiss with the rest of your system. We
do not know of a turntable that is that
much better than the Thorens to warrant
replacing the TD-124 with it.
Budget-Fi
Iam interested in obtaining apair
of really good speaker systems, but
at present my speaker budget is
limited to around $100 for both
speakers.
Are there any excellent speaker
systems available for around $50 per
unit?
Sol Perry
Amarillo, Tex.
If there are, we have yet to find them.
We're still looking, though.
If you can wait until you can afford a
pair of unfinished AR-2systems, perhaps
as kits (from Heath Company), we'd
suggest doing that.
European Tuners
Why do so many people advise
against the use of European tuners?
They seem to be excellent units, yet
every expert I have talked to has
tried to steer me to American tuners
instead. They said something about
lack of sensitivity, but this doesn't
make sense, because some of the
European units have just as high
rated sensitivity as the best American
ones.
F. Lee Wesley
Amarillo, Tex.
It isn't amatter of input sensitivity, but
of output level.
In the U.S., the " standard" highlevel input signal level is between 0.5 and
1.0 volt, so control units are designed for
this input level and tuners are (usually)
designed to produce this much output.
The European standard high level appears to be around 0.15 volts, so their
tuners put out much less signal output
than American units. Some American
control consolettes have enough reserve
gain to produce adequate output from a
0.15-volt tuner input, but most of them do
not, and there are very few tape recorders
that can be driven to full recording level
with a0.15-volt " high-level" input.
7
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Headphone Roundup
In preparing this report, the names of
eleven headphone manufacturers were
culled from current catalog listings, and
letters were sent to all of them, requesting
the loan of representative samples of their
products for "an evaluative report."
We did not receive areply of any sort
from Collins-Farley, Koss, Marcor or
Telex. Since Koss is one of the major
manufacturers of high-fidelity headphones,
we queried them again a month later.
This request also elicited no reply, but
since we considered it necessary to include
them in this listing, we managed to
borrow a set of their popular SP-3and
their new PRO-4phones locally.
Since no headset was found to excel on
all counts, we did not attempt to rate
them in order of absolute quality. Instead, the tabular listing and the individual reports are arranged in alphabetical order according to manufacturer.
Rating Criteria
The headings shown below correspond to those across the top of the
tabular listing on page 11.
Cable
Cable types, designated H, Iand
Y, are shown below.

ni

)

Connections
The designations 2P or 3P in the
headphone listings mean that the
phones in question are supplied
connected to a pair of 2-conductor
plugs or a3-conductor plug.
Phones supplied without plugs,
but with four wire leads, are designated as 4W.
R-L Identification
Some manufacturers use a colorcode (CC in the tabular listing) to
distinguish the left-hand phone from
the right-hand one. On other phones,
the cable (C) may lead out of one
phone only, identifying it as the
right- or left-hand one.
Channel designations may also be
8

printed (Pr) on the phones, as Right
and Left, or as indications of the
Front or Back of the phones, or may
be suggested by the shape (S) of the
phones.

sounds in the room.
For the home listener, high noise
rejection is useful when listening in
aroom full of rambunctious children,
or when others are watching anoisy
television program. For the recordist
who tapes live material, noise rejection enables him to hear only what
is being picked up by the mikes,
without interference from the direct
sounds.
For our tests, we used anoisy air
conditioner as the interference source
(because its sound is constant, and
covers awide frequency range). We
observed the degree to which this
was audible when the phones were
seated normally on the ears (under
pressure from the headband) and
with the phones pressed firmly
against the ears by hand.

Construction
All phones were rated on the basis
of esthetic appeal (a purely subjective judgment), apparent solidity,
and quality of workmanship.
Construction was rated from Poor
through Good to Excellent.
Ruggedness
Physical durability was judged by
"feel" and on the basis of those
stresses that might be applied to the
phones and the headband in normal
(or abnormal) use. Units were downgraded for such things as rivets which
appeared to lack adequate anchoring,
friction devices that looked as if they
would soon lose their friction, cables
Impedance
or headbands that could be easily
These are manufacturers' ratings,
broken, or phone cases that could
and the impedance values shown are
break or impart severe shocks to the
for each phone of the pair. Precise
internal elements if dropped.
impedance matching is unnecessary
Handling
with headphones because they do not
A relatively minor but nonetheless
put any demands on an amplifier's
valid measure of aheadset is the ease
output power capabilities and they
with which it can be handled. This
are unaffected by amplifier damping, .
was judged on the basis of the relaThus, 4- and 8-ohm phones may be
tive difficulty involved in carrying
interchanged at will without causing
the phones and placing them on and
more than aslight change in volume.
off the head. The best units here were
Mismatches of over 200% may, howones which could be lifted by one
ever, cause a headset to function at
phone without the other one swingwell above or below its normal sensiing around backwards or upside
tivity, and may degrade the phone's
down.
frequency response.
Comfort
Sensitivity
This is important when headphones
We did not measure the input
are to be worn for long periods of
signal required to produce a certain
time, for what may seem like mild
amount of output from aheadset, but
discomfort when the phones are first
we
did make comparisons of this.
donned can develop into acute soreSensitivity is relatively unimportant
ness of the ear lobes or head after an
when using a power amplifier to
hour or so. In general, those phones
drive the phones, but when they are
which applied their pressure to the
to be used for monitoring the linesides of the head rather than directly
level outputs of atape recorder, the
to the ear lobes were found to be the
phones should be sensitive enough to
most comfortable.
allow the monitored signal to overNoise Rejection
ride the ambient noise that comes
This is the measure of aheadset's
through as the result of imperfect
ability to block out extraneous
noise rejection.

Sensitivity is rated on acomparative basis from Low through Medium
to Extremely High.
Power Capacity
Since we did not wish to return all
our sample headphones with their
coils blown out, we did not determine their burnout point. Instead,
we listed the manufacturer's rating
for power capacity, where such
ratings were provided.
We did, however, establish that,
without extra bass boost, every headset tested was capable of producing
painfully high volume without
audible indication of stress.
Sound
The performance of each headset
was judged on the basis of listening
tests, using musical program material and an audio oscillator.
Commercial recordings were used
for the musical tests, as were a
variety of " live" master tapes that
were made under known conditions.
Volume was adjusted to the same
level for each phone, and the sound
was evaluated for freedom from response deviations (smoothness), frequency range, over-all balance, naturalness, reproduction of sonic details,
and perspective.
Perspective, which is largely a
matter of frequency response, refers
to the sense of " distance" from the
sound source that the phones seem to
convey. For instance, if arecording
was miked from a certain distance,
the headphones should, ideally, give
the illusion of listening to the performers from that distance. From a
more practical standpoint, headphones which do not seem to move
the source away somewhat will sound
less like loudspeakers than will
phones with " perfect" perspective,
because we normally listen some distance from the speakers. Thus, the
buyer must often make the choice
between an intrinsically excellent
headset and one which, as aresult of
depressed middle range, sounds rather
more like a typical loudspeaker
system.
This is, consequently, a
matter of personal choice, so rather
than attempt to rate headsets on this
basis, we are simply reporting the
apparent perspective of each phone.
The music listening came first, and
served as the major basis for evaluating each phone's sound. Then the
audio oscillator was used to confirm
or refute our reaction to the music
reproduction, and a subjective response curve was drawn up for each
headset.
Please note that these
curves are not the result of measurements, but of estimates of the extent

of the frequency deviations that were
observed.
Hence, the decibel
scale on each curve must be taken
with agrain of salt. The curves are
avalid representation of trends in response, and of audible differences between phones, but they are not to be
taken as literal response measurements.
For all tests, the phones were
driven by aDynaco Stereo 70 amplifier, coupled through Jensen's Model
CC-1 headphone control adapter, a
purely passive device which includes
only the necessary amplifier output
load resistors and aresistive attenuator to control the level going to the
phones.
Price
Prices shown are manufacturer's
net, or average hi-fi shop prices.
Some retail outlets may charge more
than the listed prices, others may
offer additional discounts.
Beyer DT- 48
These German-made phones were
designed for audiometry work and
precision psychoacoustical measurements, and are priced accordingly.
They are extremely well made, quite
durable, and look rather like medical
instruments.
The most sensitive phones tested,
they appear to be almost perfectly
linear in response from the upper
bass range to well beyond audibility,
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and are free from audible peaks and
dips. Noise rejection is only fairly
good, and the over-all sound has the
thin bass that was noted from just
about every headset tested. Sonic
details are reproduced with almost
microscopic clarity. The phones are
somewhat brilliant-sounding, tending to move the listener slightly
closer to the sound than the microphones were placed. This quality,
plus their extraordinary transparency, makes them ideal for analyzing
the cleanness and smoothness of program material.
Because the ear pads press directly
on the ear lobes, these phones were
comfortable enough for listening
periods of ahalf an hour or so, but
became increasingly uncomfortable
thereafter. Bending the headband to
reduce the pressure helped matters,
but at the expense of the air seal and,
hence, of some bass response.
"Deluxe" ear pads are available,

to distribute the pressure around the
ear instead of right on the lobe, but
while these make the phones quite
comfortable and slightly improve the
bass response, they also introduce
some high-frequency rise.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Because of the flat ear cups normally supplied
with the phones, the phones are likely to be
worn slightly toward the front of the ear
lobes, rather than directly centered on them.
As aresult, the treble output from the phones
is directed obliquely at the ear canals instead
of straight into them, and the phones are designed to produce linear treble response under
these conditions.
The larger cups hold the phones centered
over the ears, directing the treble almost
squarely into the ear canals, which accounts
for the slight increase in perceived high-frequency response.

Beyer DT-90
A less expensive version of the
DT-48 headset, these are a bit less
professional-looking but are nonetheless very well made and evidently
very durable. They are identical to
the DT-48 phones as far as comfort,
sensitivity and response smoothness
are concerned, but they have markedly superior noise rejection characteristics. Although they sound quite
similar to the DT-48 phones, they
were judged to have somewhat less
high-frequency range but slightly
more natural sound.
The DT-90
phones have a shade less brilliance
than the DT-48s and afuller low end,
and they do an almost perfect job of
re-creating the original microphoneto-source distance.
The DT-90 does not have quite the
phenomenal transparency of the DT48, so it is not as well suited for
critical evaluation of sound. On the
other hand, its over-all sound is
somewhat richer than that of the
DT-48, aquality that we found we
preferred for less critical entertainment listening.
These were the only bass-shy
phones tested which responded to
electrical bass boost in a wholly
+5
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satisfactory manner. About 8db of
boost at 50 cycles, from aBaxandaltype bass control, produced excellent
over-all balance, without boominess
or muddiness, and pushed the phones'
useful response down to almost 35
cycles.
The ends of the connecting leads
(supplied without plugs) are marked
to indicate polarity, for correct
phasing, but there is no identification
of Right or Left at the phones or the
9

cables.
If a three-circuit plug is
used, the Left channel will be carried
by the tip of the plug, and the Right
phone may be marked with asplotch
of paint (white or red) or apiece of
adhesive tape. If separate plugs are
used, the Right-channel one should
have ared cover or should be marked
with paint or tape.
Heath (Roanwell)
These phones, sold exclusively
through the Heath Company, are
businesslike in appearance and look
quite durable. They are very com+5
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fortable for long periods and have
good but not outstanding noise rejection characteristics.
As supplied, they terminate in four
color-coded wires, but the instructions fail to designate which leads
are the " hot" ones for each channel.
Correct phasing is obtained when the
Green and Red leads are " hot."
Their sound is bass-shy and alittle
hollow, but otherwise rather good.
Highs are somewhat rough, details
are well reproduced, and perspective
is quite accurate. Over-all sound is
slightly harsh, apparently because of
some transient distortion.
Jensen HS- 1
Neat, slick appearance, well put
together and apparently quite rugged.
They are not very easily handled, for
the phones tend to swing around
backwards when laid down or pulled
apart.
They are very comfortable, partly
because of light contact pressure,
which causes some loss of bass and of
noise rejection. Bending the headband helps, but not much; a stiffer
spring might be the answer here.
With the phones pressed lightly but
firmly against the head (by hand),
these have fairly good noise rejection
qualities and very good sound: quite
smooth and rich, with a slight
upper-end edge and spittiness, much
like the on-axis sound of an electrostatic tweeter. Bass is a bit on the
boomy side and not very deep, but is
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nearly as full as that of the Koss SP-3
phones, and is considerably better
defined. Some electrical bass boost
10

(from the amplifier) improves the
over-all balance, but aggravates the
boomy quality.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The
disparity noted between our claimed low-frequency response and the subjective impression
can most likely be traced to two factors:
1. Our claimed low-frequency limit is
measured with amicrophone by the well-established ' flat-plate" coupler method. For
these measurements, no air leaks are allowed.
This makes the measurements repeatable and,
therefore, meaningful. With the introduction of air leaks, the extreme low-frequency
response of any earphones—ours included—
will fall off drastically according to the basic
physics of earphone operation. Thus, any
slight air leaks present while listening to earphones—such as those introduced by long hair,
glasses, earrings, etc.,—will cause the bass
response to suffer. We employ asecond mesh
in the acoustical network design, which partially corrects for air leak bass loss. It consists of acomplementary small air leak in the
diaphragm's back air chamber. (This was invented by Jim Novak, and is thus called the
"Novak Hole.")
2. Flat bass response is likely to sound
somewhat less exciting than the grossly resonant response which unavoidably accompanies
loudspeaker listening in the presence of room
modes.
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: The fact
that atest yields repeatable results does not
necessarily mean that the test is avalid measure of subjective performance.
To us, flat bass should sound as full as the
bass heard in the concert hall. If this, too,
is grossly resonant, due to standing waves in
the auditorium, then the speaker or headset
should be so designed and operated as to
produce anatural amount of bass in its particular environment, whether this environment emphasizes or reduces low-end response.
Incidentally, the reviewer does not wear
long hair, glasses or earrings.

Knight KN-845
Among the least expensive phones
tested, these were rather cheap looking, and had what were deemed to be
inadequate headband pivots. Each
of these was asmall rivet swaged into
the yoke, and in our sample, both
were already beginning to come loose.
The phones are quite comfortable
for prolonged listening, but noise rejection is only fairly good. Sensitivity is moderate. Their sound is
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conspicuously hollow and raucous,
due to a large response hump just
above 1,000 cps. This is unfortunate,
for the phones have unusually good
bass response, they reproduce sonic
details fairly well, and their over-all
sound is quite nicely balanced.
If Knight could do something
about that hollowness, they would
have an excellent buy on their hands.
As they are now, the phones are of

dubious value to the critical listener.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Except for its external styling, this headset is
identical to one of the others that you tested.
Both use the same transducing elements, and
their performance is identical, as proven by
our own tests. Since, however, your report
rated the other phones as acceptable, we can
only speculate that the phones we sent you
may have been defective, and it seems to us to
be most unfair to condemn aproduct on the
basis of one possibly defective sample.
Further, the review seems to us to represent quite a paradox, insofar as the writer
uses such phrases as " quite comfortable,"
"fairly good noise rejection," " unusually good
bass response," and " over-all sound is nicely
balanced," and then goes on to use terms such
as "raucous" and " of dubious value."
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM:
We reported on the KN-845 as we heard it, and
since it seemed unlikely that both phones of
a single headset would be defective in the
same way, we did not guess that the phones
may have been defective. We will be pleased
to accept asecond set of these phones for retesting, and if they are found to be better than
the first sample, we will inform our readers of
this in the next issue.
Raucousness is a function of middle-range
response smoothness, and has nothing to do
with comfort, noise rejection, bass response
or over-all balance. And finally, we did not
state that these phones are " of dubious value,"
period. We said we felt them to be " of dubious value to the critical listener," which is a
different thing.

Koss PRO-4
Almost adead-ringer for the earlymodel Sharpe HA-10, Koss's PRO-4
is readily distinguishable by alarge
knurled protuberance sticking out of
the lower part of the right-hand
phone. This, in case you 've wondered, is a mounting for a " boomtype" lip microphone, for use in
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speech labs and for communication
purposes. (Sharpe and Permoflux
also provide facilities for attaching a
lip-mike.)
It is handsome, well constructed,
and apparently quite durable. Noise
rejection is extremely high, but the
PRO-4is not quite as comfortable for
long periods as the Sharpe HA-10
(because of asmaller car cushion).
The PRO-4's sound was judged to
be about midway in character between the new Sharpe HA-10 and the
Jensen phones. The PRO-4 has a
shade more bass and somewhat less
brilliance than the HA-10.
Some
roughness was detected at the high
end, but the phones otherwise appear
to have a very neutral perspective,
moving the sound only very slightly
farther from the mikes than it originally was. Details were very well
reproduced, and the sound was
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Lafayette F-767
The lowest-priced phones tested,
these are better-looking, better-built
and more substantial than they have
any right to be. They are quite comfortable for long periods of wear, and
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Monarch ES-300
These inexpensive phones, also
sold (for the same price) by Lafayette
Radio under the name of Pioneer, are
neat-looking, and cleanly if not too
substantially put together.
Their
foam rubber pads are abit too hard
for comfortable long-period listening, and their noise rejection isn't
too outstanding, either.
Their sound is strangely muted, as
if everything, including fairly respectable highs, were coming through
(Continued on page 15)
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Unfortunately, their sound is not
good — harsh, metallic, very thin
at the low end, and with rather high
distortion.
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Superex phones, these lack the other's
detail and high-end sheen, but they
were judged to be a hair more
natural in timbre, possibly because
they have less of the broad middlerange dip of the Superex phones.
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Koss SP-3
These phones have probably done
more to popularize headphone listening than any other, combining as
they do a moderate price with an
over-all balance that is quite similar
to that of the popular Acoustic Suspension loudspeaker systems.
They are ugly-looking phones,
cheaply but substantially constructed,
and they appear to be very durable.
They wear well (comfort-wise, as
they say on Madison Avenue), and
despite a very dull-sounding high
end, some bass boominess, and a
rather hollow sound, they are nonetheless very listenable. Balance is
excellent and bass is almost too full
(even though the extreme bottom is
completely absent), and the over-all
sound is unfocused and lacking in
detail.
Similar in sound to the

NS

$19.95

sharply focused, but as with most
other phones, bass was quite thin.
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stereophile
reports \fir
on
recordings
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 3 in F
major; Tragic Overture
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra,
William Steinberg, conductor. Command disc CC-11015-SD, $5.98.
In adding another fine performance
to his growing list of recordings for
Command, Mr. Steinberg here gives
an unforced, lyrical and well-controlled interpretation of these
Brahms works. Iwas surprised at
the conductor's omission of the expositional repeat in the first movement of the symphony, but Imust
nonetheless recommend this as afine
performance.
In contrast to some of their recent
close-miked Pittsburgh discs, Command seems to have moved their
microphones back from the orchestra, so it no longer sounds as if it is
in our laps. There is also better control of hall reverberation, and woodwinds are more naturally placed
in the orchestra. Directionality here
is sufficient to give breadth to the
orchestral perspective, and the dynamic range is wide, with easy, unforced tuttis. The low end is not as
full as it should be, however, and
Command has yet to solve the problems of clean tracking at inner diameters. Surfaces are above average.
J.W.K.
DUKAS: The Sorcerer's Apprentice;
SMETANA: The Moldau; SAINTSANS: Danse Macabre; ROSSINI:
William Tell Overture; BRAHMSDVORAK: Hungarian Dances No.
17-21; STRAUSS: On the Beautiful
Blue Danube; BIZET: Carmen Suite
No. 1; PONCHIELLI: Dance of the
Hours; SOUSA: The Stars and
Stripes Forever
NBC Symphony Orchestra, Arturo
Toscanini, conductor; 2RCA Victor
"Stereo" discs VCS-7001(e), $6.98.
It's no secret by this time that the
sale of Toscanini recordings has
dropped off alarmingly since his
death and the advent of stereo. This
is true of all recordings made before
12

the development of the new medium,
but as aresult, many of the greatest
recorded performances are passing
into oblivion, to be replaced by
second-rate interpretations in up-todate sound.
It is to RCA Victor's credit that
they have attempted to keep some of
the great Toscanini recordings in
their catalogue, even if they did find
it necessary to "modernize" them by
adding asynthetic stereo effect to the
old mono masters. This new album
is far more successful than the first
such attempts. There is a sense of
reverberant spaciousness which was
lacking in both the old mono editions and the early "stereo" rereleases, but the addition of considerable high-end preemphasis raises
the dickens with Toscanini's marvelously controlled balances. Adjusting
the treble control can take away
some of the sizzling, but not all of it.
In an attempt to create a sense of
directionality, the RCA "stereo" recording has placed the instruments in
the customary stereo manner, with
high strings to the left and lower
strings to the right. Actually, Toscanini's seating plan placed the low
strings on the left with the first
violins, and the violas and second
violins to the right.
My own inclination would be to
buy the mono version of this album,
but if RCA Victor feels it is necessary
to stereophonize Toscanini 'srecordings in order to keep them in the
active catalogue, then I'll happily go
along with them. Ido hope, though,
that the original mono editions are
retained also, because these, in their
own way, are abetter representation
of these wonderful performances.
J.W.K.
Erich Kleiber Dirigiert
Vol. I: MOZART: Symphony No.
39 in E flat; Five German Dances;
WEBER:
Symphony No. 1 in C
Vol. II: SCHUBERT:
No. 9in C

Symphony

Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra,

Erich Kleiber, conductor. Amadeo
discs, mono only: AVRS-5010 (Vol.
I); AVRS-5012 (Vol. II), $5.98 each.
These Amadeo discs were cut from
tapes of broadcast performances by
Mr. Kleiber, who was fated to die
just as stereo was in its infancy (his
only stereo recording is the classic
performance of Mozart's Marriage of
Figaro, issued by London), and they
are further evidence of how much
superb material is preserved in the
tape archives of radio systems
throughout the world.
There is often a buoyancy and
spontaneity about live-performance
recordings that is sadly lacking in
most of the slick, note-perfect performances that are made in the dispassionate atmosphere of arecording
session. Most broadcast tapes are
still monophonic, but if the public is
willing to forego stereo occasionally
in exchange for superb performances,
these Amadeo discs could well herald
an exciting new era in the history of
the phonograph. The recordings lack
the slickness of the usual commercial
product, but they are disarmingly
natural.
These can be obtained from almost
any shop which stocks imported
discs, such as Discophile and The
Record Hunter, in New York City.
J.W.K.
MOZART: Divertimento in B flat,
K. 287. MICHAEL HAYDN: Divertimento in G major
Members of the Vienna Octet. London disc CS-6352, $5.98.
The great Mozart divertimento and a
pleasant short work by Joseph
Haydn's younger brother are both
performed here with the loving
warmth and virtuosity so typical of
this fine Viennese ensemble, and
London's technicians have accorded
them some of the finest recording
of asmall ensemble that Ihave heard-.
The airy acoustics of the live
Viennese hall are a perfect complement to the music and the performances. Even though the hall has a

great deal of liveness, microphone
placement has been skillfully accomplished so we do not lose the basic
intimacy of the ensemble. Instrumental balances are almost perfect,
and the two horns, which often play
high in their range, never overpower
the remaining five strings. Directionality is effective and natural.
The dynamic range is very wide,
and the low end is warm, firm and
natural. Throughout, surfaces are
excellent and tracking is no problem,
except for abrief moment toward the
end of the Haydn. All in all, highly
recommended. J.W.K.
SCHUNIANN: Symphony No. 2in C
New York Philharmonic Orchestra,
Leonard Bernstein, conductor. Columbia disc MS 6448, $ 5.98.
With only the Spring Symphony remaining to complete arecorded cycle
of all the Schumann symphonies, Mr.
Bernstein has produced aperformance
here of considerable lyric beauty, and
with his usual and sometimes excessively driving enthusiasm.
Ifind this recording less successful
from atechnical standpoint than the
Neilsen Fifth reviewed in the last
issue. Again, Columbia seems unable
to give true focus to the sound of the
Philharmonic in the Manhattan Center auditorium. The excessively reverberant acoustics tend to cover up
and blur many sections of the
orchestra.
The recording has a nice sense of
spaciousness, however.
Orchestral
balances are very well handled,
woodwind miking is excellent, and
there is enough separation and directionality to be effective without
being intrusive. There is no real low
end, and consequently the lower instruments lack impact. Tracking was
no problem, except briefly in the
inner grooves. Surfaces were satisfactory, give or take a few ticks and
pops. J.W.K.
JOHANN STRAUSS, JR.: Vienna
Blood; Artist's Life; Roses from the
South; Thunder and Lightning
Polka. JOSEF STRAUSS: My Life is
Love and Laughter
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz
Reiner, conductor. RCA Victor disc
LSC 2500, $ 5.98.
What may be the last recording we
can expect from Fritz Reiner in
Chicago turns out to be awinner all
the way around. Reiner's way with
aStrauss waltz is fondly remembered

by those who heard him perform
them with the Pittsburgh Symphony
many years ago, but here he has not
only amuch finer orchestra, playing
in atruly Viennese style, but has also
the benefit of some of RCA Victor's
finest pre-Dynagroove recording.
It is discs like this that underscore
the tragedy of Dynagroove, for they
illustrate that RCA Victor was fully
capable of cutting wide dynamic
range, full, solid bass and clean
natural highs in astereo disc, without resorting to the shenanigans of
their much-publicized Dynagroove
process. This disc provides agraphic
demonstration of The Truth About
Dynagroove, in that it sounds more
natural and realistic on agood system
than do the best of the Dynagrooves
to date, yet would probably fail
miserably on a cheaper system that
would make Dynagrooves sound fine.
Indeed, the inner grooves of the
Polka (an aural blockbuster of staggering proportions) arc hard for even
an excellent pickup to handle cleanly,
but I suspect that a Dynagroove
would fare no better, even with its
"dynamic stylii correlator," were its
crescendos cut at anything approaching this level. My pickup did break
up slightly during the wilder parts of
the Polka, but as aresult of the very
thing — the wide dynamic range —
that makes this recording such a
stunning tour de force.
The rich, live acoustics of Chicago's orchestra hall here form a
perfect setting for the wonderful
sound of the orchestra under Reiner's
baton. RCA Victor has not always
been this successful in controlling the
highly reverberant character of the
hall in their other Chicago recordings.
Directionality is very effectively handled, and the surfaces
throughout are excellent. J.W.K.
STRAVINSKY: Divertimento from
Le Baiser de la Fee; Etudes for
Orchestra; Suite No. 2 for Small
Orchestra
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande,
Ernest Ansermet, conductor. London
disc CS-6325, $5.98.
In yet another disc in his already impressive list of Stravinsky recordings,
Ansermet here presents some of the
composer's most amusing scores in
performances of great refinement, but
with little humor. This is ashame,
for while the broad, almost slapstick
comedy in some of this music does
not require much subtlety or understatement, it does demand a light-

handed approach, which Mr. Ansermet fails to bring to it.
London's Geneva recordings are
nearly always of very high quality,
and this one is no exception. As a
matter of fact, I found this record
well-nigh flawless. The depth and
the richness of sound of the Suisse
Romaiide Orchestra are beautifully
captured here. The balance between
orchestral choirs is natural, with a
slight but tasteful accenting of the
woodwinds to add a touch of extra
color. The dynamic range seems very
wide, the low end is clean, solid and
deep, and tracking was no problem,
even in the most heavily modulated
passages. Surfaces were immaculate.
J.W.K.
Music of EDGAR VARESE, Vol. 2:
Arcana, Deserts, Offrandes
Dona Precht, soprano, Columbia
Symphony Orchestra, Robert Craft,
conductor. Columbia disc MS-6362,
$5.98.
In electronic music, the sounds of
musical instruments, natural noisemakers and electronic signal generators are recorded on tape, modified by
running them at higher or lowerthan-normal speeds and manipulating their tonal content, and then
combined in rhythmic and tonal
patterns to create entirely new forms
of music.
This Columbia recording is one of
the few discs of full-length electronic
compositions, and is an outstanding
example of the virtually limitless
range of tonal colors available to the
electronic music composer. As for
the music itself, Ido not pretend to
comprehend it. Ieven hesitate to
grace it with the designation "music"
at all. Perhaps in so doing, Ilabel
myself as astick-in-the-mud reactionary, but Imust admit that repeated
listenings have not made this any
less alien to my ear than it was on
the first playing.
There is, however, astrange fascination about its shimmering, iridescent patterns of sound. It is also,
incidentally, quite a demonstration
record for top-notch equipment, for
it has some of the highest- and lowestfrequency tones recorded on it that
I've heard in some time. The recording is one of Columbia's best, although Idefy anyone to tell whether
it is high, low or mediumfi. How
hi-fi can arecording be, when none of
the sounds on it are supposed to sound
natural?
This is a must, even if only as a
tonic for jaded ears. J.G.H.
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Recommended Components
Our initial listing of Recommended
Components in the last issue stirred
up somewhat of ahornet's nest, judging by the letters and phone calls that
came in, condemning some of our
choices and demanding to know why
we hadn't included this or that or the
other "excellent" component.
We
will answer some of these and other
specific questions here.
Are these listings of satisfactory components, or are they what THE STEREOPHILE feels to be the best ones available?
They are what we feel to be the
best available for use in systems of
four levels of quality (A to D).
Categories B to D are supposed to
represent diminishing steps of quality.
How, then, can acomponent be listed in
two different categories?
The quality categories refer to the
performance of systems comprised of
the listed components, rather than to
the performance of the individual
components. Thus, an amplifier listed
in categories B and C will provide
B-type sound when coupled to other
Bcomponents and C-type sound when

We cannot be responsible for the
failure of systems using these components to perform as expected. All
we can do is list in each group those
components which we know to be
intrinsically excellent.
Components listed here are categorized as follows: Class A—Highest
in price, quality, and prestige value;
Class B—Sonic quality about equal
to Class A, but lower in cost; Class
C—Slightly lower-quality sound, but
far better than average home hi-fi;
Class D—Good, musical sound, better than the average component system, but significantly less than the
best sound available.
It is assumed that the buyer will
select his loudspeakers on the basis
of room size, acoustics, and personal
preference, and will make the necessary system adjustments correctly.
A speaker should be driven by the
amplifier in its same quality class
whose power capability meets or
exceeds the speaker's needs. Speakers
are listed in order of brilliance and
efficiency; power amplifiers are listed
within each category in order of increasing power output.
14

coupled to other C components.
Some of the components listed are discontinued models. Why waste space on
them?
Because they are still available,
even if used, and they are still excellent components.
Why were the following units listed?
Garrard Model A
It's arecord changer, and it isn't
as good as the better transcription
tables, but some users insist on a
changer, and this is the best combination of table and arm of any
changer we know.
Sony 777
This was listed on the basis of a
brief first-hand encounter, and the
reports of several very satisfied users.
It has been dropped from the listing,
for reasons mentioned below.
Why were the following not included?
Acoustic Research Turntable
Samples of this that we examined
had an oversized platter spindle.
Many discs were difficult to get onto
the platter and to remove, and at-

Turntables
(A) Thorens TD-124
(B, C) Garrard 301 or Gray PK-33
(D) Garrard Type A
Tone Arms
(A) SME 3009-2
(B, C) Weathers Universal
(D) Garrard (Above)
Car tridges2
(A, B) Weathers PS-11
(C) Weathers LDM
(D) Audio Dynamics ADC-2
Tape Recorders
(A) Ampex 350-2e or Ampex 354 3
(B) Ampex 602-2 5 or Ampex F-44
(C) Sony CS-300 or DK-300 deck
(D) EICO RP-100 or Viking 86
Tuners
(A) McIntosh MR65B, Scott 4310
(B, C) Dynaco FM-1/FMX-3
(D) Pilot 208
Microphones
(A, B) Sony C-37A, Neumann U-67
(C) B&O 100
(D) B&O 53
1. 33.3 rpm only.
2. Add General Electric 4G-061 for 78 rpm discs.
3. Two- track only.

tempts to push the discs onto the
platter caused it to rub on the motor
board, eroding the paint from it. In
addition, the tone arm appears to
require from many cartridges ahigher tracking force than will yield
clean sound from them in some
other arms.
Empire 880P Cartridge
Too compliant for use in arecord
changer, not as smooth a high end
as the Weathers LDM, and some
sensitivity to induced hum.
Magnecord 728 Recorder
We haven't tested one of these, and
neither have we heard any reports
about it from owners.
Ampex 960, 1260 Recorders
Most of these that we have encountered ran sufficiently off-speed to
cause anoticeable shift in the pitch
and tempo of prerecorded tapes, and
the single VU meter, with athrowover switch, was felt to be inadequate for maintaining accurate channel balance while recording.
Fisher 400CX Preamp
Rather harsh, slightly

obscured

Headphones
(A) Beyer DT-48, DT-90
(B) Koss PRO-4or Beyer DT-90
(C) Superex ST Series, Sharpe HA10, Jensen HS-1
(D) Koss SP-3
Preamplifier- Control Units
(A) Marantz 7, McIntosh C-11
(B, C) Dynaco PAS-2
(D) Eric 3160T 4
Power Amplifiers
(A) Marantz 8B
McIntosh MC-60 5
Marantz 9A 5
(B. C) Dynaco Stereo 70
(D) Eric 3160T 4
Speaker Systems
(A) Altec A-7
E-V Patrician 800
Bozak B-310
KLH 9
(B) Janszen Z-400
Hartley 220MS
Acoustic Research AR-3
(C) KLH 6, 7
Acoustic Research AR-2A
IMF Styrene
(D) Wharfedale W40
4.
S.

Integrated preamp-amplifier.
Mono amplifier.

sound. The Dynaco PAS-2, although
less flexible in the control department, was judged to give better
sound at amuch lower price.
Acoustech IAmplifier
Not tested as yet.
Harman-Kardon
Citation A Prcamp
Not tested as yet.

Headphones (
from page 1
1)
avelour curtain. Perspective is quite
distant, but without the richness
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Scott 2990 Amplifier
Slightly soggy sound. Again, the
Dynaco PAS-2 and Stereo 70 give
better sound — at the same price in
ready-built form, and at a significantly lower price in kit form.

that Superex, for instance, gains
from this quality. Actually, these
are fairly agreeable-sounding, despite
some slightly harsh distortion. Bass
response is thin, but definitely there.

Karlson S-15 Speaker System
Very highly colored, unfocused
sound, quite wide in range but with
shockingly poor transient response.

Permoflux DHS Series
Very professional-looking phones,
these are businesslike and- sturdily
constructed. They are quite comfortable for ahalf hour or so, but then
begin to bother the cheek bones.

The following changes are being
made in the listing, as of this issue:
Sony 777 Tape Recorder
Dropped from the list, until the
new, "improved" model is released
and tested.
Ampex F-44 Tape Recorder
Added to the list, as the best available machine in its price class. A
complete report on this new unit is
scheduled for the next issue.
Beyer DT-90 Headphones
Added to the list, as one of the
best headsets in its price class. See
the Headphone Survey in this issue.
Koss PRO-4Headphones
A close competitor for the Beyer
DT-90 in some respects, this may or
may not suit your needs better. See
the report in this issue.
McIntosh 10-FM Tuner
This was an erroneous listing in
the last issue. The listing should
have read McIntosh MR-65B, and is
shown correctly in this listing,
at the left.
McIntosh C-20 Preamplifier
Dropped from the list. Superseded
by the McIntosh C-11, which has
somewhat more lucid sound and a
lower price tag.
E. J. Sharpe HA-10 Headphones
Dropped to class C. Replaced in
class B by Koss PRO-4. See the report in this issue.

Refreshments, Anyone?
When was the last time you attended
a live concert, to refresh your
critical ear?
Or do you have aremarkably good
memory?
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Their sound is a shade on the
brilliant side, with a rather hard,
wiry-sounding high end and the
usual thin bottom.
Low end response is similar to that of Sharpe
HA-10, and although the over-all
sound is very lucid and free from distortion, the high-end roughness exaggerates any high-frequency distortion that may be present in the
signal.
Sharpe HA-8
These are identical in most respects to Sharpe's HA-10 phones, but
they have considerably less effective
noise rejection. The HA-8's sound is
somewhat thinner at the low end
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than that of the HA-10, and has a
subtly hollow quality and a fairly
rough-sounding high end.
Sharpe HA- 10
Although there has been no change
in model number, these are a new
version of the HA-10 phones, and
differ from the original model both
in appearance and sound.
Like the old ones, these are very
handsome, ruggedly constructed, and
apparently very durable. The old
phones had green ear pads, with the
Right and Left phones identified by
printing inside each phone. The new

ones are a uniform light gray in
color, with a red and a blue insert
inside the phones to identify Right
and Left. The pads are slightly contoured, so right-left orientation affects their comfort and their noise
rejection as well as their channel
orientation.
They are exceedingly comfortable,
even for very long periods, and their

noise rejection is almost total. Sound'
is smooth, rather brilliant, and
very thin at the low end. Highfrequency response is excellent, as is
the reproduction of sonic details.
Over-all sound is quite similar to
that of the Koss PRO-4, but with a
shade more brilliance.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: We
have introduced an improved Model HA-10
phone, with about 10 db more low-frequency
output at 50 cps and below, and are sending
you aset of the new phones for testing.
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: They did
not arrive in time to make this issue, but will
be reported on in the next issue.

Superex STM
These unique phones are true twoway reproducers, each incorporating
atiny cone " woofer" and aceramic
tweeter.
A small knob on each
phone allows the tweeter balance to
be adjusted to personal taste, or to
correct for certain deficiencies in the
associated equipment or sound source.
Unfortunately, however, the manufacturer did not see fit to provide any
indication of the flat-response setting,
so the listener who wishes to use the
phones as asound standard for judging absolute balance is out of luck.
Our efforts to establish the flat response setting were hampered by the
fact that the tweeters in our sample
were badly mismatched, one being
considerably " hotter" than the other.
The best way we found of setting
these was by listening to interstation
FM hiss with both tweeters turned
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off, advancing each control in turn
until an increase in highs was barely
perceptible, and then advancing the
knob to 60 degrees past that point.
When so adjusted, these produced
rich, full sound with very nearly the
bass balance (but not the range) that
we have come to associate with good
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low-efficiency loudspeaker systems.
Middles were slightly depressed,
yielding a somewhat distant sound
perspective, rather like that of Janszen or AR speakers, but with less
upper-end smoothness than either of
these speakers. Over-all sound was
subtly hollow, although sonic details were quite well reproduced.
Incidentally, the instructions for
these phones contain one bit of misinformation. It is pointed out that
these phones may bring out excessive
hiss in program material, which is
quite true, when the tweeters are set too
hieh. The instructions blithely dismiss this noise as asign of " wear of
the records or tape," or as tube
noise, adding that the phones are a
"completely passive device," which
is not altogether true.
Boosting
treble to well beyond its normal
"flat" level will always exaggerate
hiss out of all proportion to its
actual intensity, whether the boosting takes place in apickup, an amplifier, a loudspeaker or headphones.
If you're troubled by hiss from these
phones, particularly from local FM
transmissions ( which should be
noise-free), chances are the phones
are out of adjustment.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: We
wish to commend you and your staff on an
excellent, informative, and very inclusive
article concerning the state of the art in headphones.
We can only agree with your description of
the ST-M as having richness and perspective,
and would like to explain that this is due to
the separate low- and high-frequency reproducers incorporated exclusively in Superex hifi stereo phones. While it is true that we do
not calibrate the tweeter controls, we do run
afrequency response curve on an XY plotter,
match tweeters, and check each phone soverall response.
The maximum tweeter setting produces flat
response, and at no point do the tweeters peak
the high end over the low-end response of
the phone.

Summing Up
There are several interesting observations to be drawn from our examination of these headphones. First,
and most obvious, is the wide disparity between frequency response
claims and actual subjective performance.
Not a single headset tested
came anywhere near meeting its
claims for low-frequency range. No
manufacturer quoted afigure higher
than 30 cps as the lower limit of his
phones.
Yet not a single headset
tested produced any audible output
at this frequency when the input
signal had flat response and the level
was set for comfortable listening
from program material. As for the
claims for 20- and 10-cps response,
these proved to be so fanciful that
16

we wonder where the manufacturers
ever got their figures.
Possibly, some of the headphones
tested could meet their low-end
specifications if coupled to a probe
mike through an airtight seal, and if
the definition for low-frequency limit
was taken as the lowest frequency at
which any output at all could be
measured. If this were the case, then
it is about time someone established
headphone testing standards that
bear at least some relation to subjective performance.
The IHFM has
managed to do this for amplifiers,
tuners and loudspeakers. Why not
for headphones?
Actually, the over-all balance of
all the bass-thin phones could be
improved by turning up the amplifier's bass controls, but only two of
these headsets — the Beyer DT-90
and the Jensen HS- 1 — could be
brought up to what was judged correct balance without incurring severe
boominess or bass overload at fairly
high listening levels. Even with the
bass boost, though, neither these nor
any of the other phones produced any
usable output below 30 cps, and most
were down and out by 50 cps. The
effect of bass boost on agiven headset's over-all response may be judged,
roughly, by comparing its subjective
response curve with the bass boost
curves provided by any given amplifier. Remember, though, that most
phones will overload at moderate
listening levels if fed more than about
10 db of bass boost at 50 cps. A
phone's power-handling specification
will give some indication of how
much bass boost it will take.
Second point: While there are
certainly some benefits to be gained
from headphone listening, it is by no
means true that all headphones provide better listening than loudspeakers. Some are smoother than
loudspeakers, and have lower distortion. But nearly all of them have
at least as much coloration as agood
loudspeaker system, and all of them
provide an artificial, albeit impressive, stereo illusion when used with
commercial stereo recordings. Jensen's " Space Perspective" device
(which we'll discuss in the next
issue), is a step in the right direction, but not a completely satisfactory one.
Perhaps more basic research is needed before we will come
up with a gadget that will permit
headphones to recreate an accurate
illusion of live listening.
In the next issue, we'll discuss
some of the available accessories for
headphones.

Hoodlum? (from page 5)
avoid publicly antagonizing either
the composer, the performer, the
broadcaster or the record manufacturer.
It's reasonable to assume that,
unless competition from anon-profit
tape exchange were to become so
severe that it was deemed a serious
economic threat to the commercial
interests involved, their protestations would be verbal, not legal.
Fighting a case in the courts is an
expensive gamble, particularly when
the plaintiffs are not at all confident
of victory.
As Isee it, a home recordist can,
legally, record virtually anything he
chooses. And he can do practically
anything he wants with the tape
except make a profit at another's
expense.
Like many unexplored legal territories, opinions here are rampant.
It's impossible to say how a case
dealing with non-profit use of homerecorded music would be decided by
a court, and one court may disagree
with another. The final arbiter is the
U.S. Supreme Court.
Just because there's no " law"
against it, don't think you can lug
your battery-powered transistor recorder into the park next time there's .
a concert and make a tape. On the
other hand, don't leave it home because you think it's " against the
law." There isn't any law — yet.
The Copyright Act of 1909 is long
overdue for revision, to take into
account all the new technological
ways of duplicating creative works.
Several years ago, Congress voted
funds for a survey of copyright
matters. A careful analysis of the
studies, plus talks with legislative
leaders, Copyright officials and others
in government and industry, leads
the author to the conclusion that
revision of the 1909 Act, when it
comes (perhaps within the next few
years) will probably favor the home
recordist more than the businessman.
The new law undoubtedly will,
however, make things a lot tougher
for the genuine infringer. Stiff fines
almost certainly will be levied
against out-and-out record pirates.
But in the meantime, those of us
who record for fun can rest assured
that, so long as we don't try to make
our hobby pay off financially, we can
legally record virtually anything
within reach of amike cable or apair
of alligator clips.
If anybody tries to threaten you,
tell him to sue you. He just might.

Tape

(from page 6)

the predetermined flattest-response
position, the sound was generally
pleasant, with full but slightly
soggy low-end response and a nice
sheen at the high end, but it had a
rather veiled, hazy quality that
tended to obscure sonic details. As
a matter of fact, tapes that were
made on the Revere, from clean input material, sounded better than
the prerecorded tapes sold for use
on it. Its own tapes had much the
same over-all balance, but the sound
was more transparent.
We did find that the Revere was

quite critical of recording level.
The overload indicator is just that.
One flicker of the overload half of
the neon bulbs, and the signal records
with audible distortion. Even at recording levels which do not fire the
overload bulbs, some marginal muddiness was evident during heavy bass
passages, and high frequency transients caused trouble, too. Triangles
came through sounding like breaking
glass instead of ringing metal, even
at levels far below the maximum permissable recording level, and vocal
sibilants occasionally ripped "holes"
in the rest of the sound. Tape hiss
was quite low, but hum was clearly

SME 3012 tone arm with bias adjuster. Will
sell for $57 (originally $99). Will return to
mfr for complete checkup at my expense.
L. Lanese, 295 Angell St., Providence 6, R. I.
McIntosh MC-60 power amplifier, serial
number 5439. Sixty watts, excellent condition. All parts working like new. $ 110, plus
shipping chgs. James T. Strong, Jr., 3644
Corey Rd., Toledo 15, Ohio. ,
The Audio Mart will publish, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile subscribers. Ads are published as received, so
we cannot be responsible for the condition or
quality of items advertised for sale in Audio
Mart.
WANTED
Conrac "Fleetwood" TV unit. Please state
all pertinent information and price. Also want
Heathkit or Dech speedwinder. Give price
and information. Bob Meyers, 1518 Owassa,
Ft. Worth 7, Tex.
Old back issues of hi-fi publications. State
name of magazine, describe contents, give
number of issues, including beginning and
ending dates, and quote price. Sets must be
complete within series, and in good condition.
I will buy at lowest price quoted for each
series. James W. Greene, P. 0. Box 1289,
Auburn, Ala.
Used Bozak B-199A and B-200X speakers, up
to four of each required. Send price quotes and
approximate age to R. L. Bell, No. 3 Los
Conejos Rd., Orinda, Calif.
FOR SALE
Calbest 8150 tuner. Still in top shape after
two years. Excellent for background music
systems. Price $85. J. Lucas, 2253 Coral Sea,
Youngstown 11, Ohio.
Fairchild Model 510 Compander. Used only
3weeks, and in perfect condition. $45, postpaid.
Larry Stout, 2540 Winchell Ave.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Fisher KX-200 amplifier, with manual, in
perfect condition.
Bought and constructed
less than 4 months ago. Walnut cabinet included. Best offer, or will trade for Dynaco
PAS-2 preamp and Stereo 70 amplifier, if
fairly new or in kit form. Patricia Miskelly,
3304 Willoughby Rd., Baltimore 34, Md.
FOR SALE: The Gramophone, March 1934
through December 1953, with indices. Best
offer (including postage). Walter Diehl, 9
Gilchrest Rd., Great Neck, N. Y.

Best offers for: Grado ' ' Lab" cartridge (new);
Audio Empire 880P, slightly used, still
under warranty. Also Pampa electrostatic
360-degree speaker, $10; Fairchild SM-1
cartridge and arm, $ 10; Shure M-33-7,
almost new, under warranty. Carl E. Miller,
182 West Paccmont Rd., Columbus 2, Ohio.
Miracord Studio 10 automatic turntable,
complete w/original PW10 base, dust cover,
Audio Empire S108 stereo cartridge, Grado
Minot, extra plug-in head, all additional
accessories.
Cartridge used 1 month at 3
grams; turntable less than 1 year.
Perfect
working order. $50 complete, and you pay
shipping.
Carl I. Iverson, 724 40th St.,
Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
FOR SALE: Stereo pair of Janszen " crossfired" utility array electrostatic tweeters, from
"Jankit 41" systems (same as model 65); $75
for the pair. Perfect working order. A. J.
Armbrust, 1841 Lyndon Rd., San Diego 3,
Calif.
Scott 222C (22 watts/channel) amplifier,
1year's use, newly checked out by competent
hi-fi shop; brand-new Bogen B-61 variablespeed turntable w/new Empire 88 cartridge,
walnut base; 2 walnut-enclosed E-V Leyton
spkr systems with separate ebony-cased
University super-tweeters ( 1 year's use);
connecting cables, etc. Am selling to make
room for a more ambitious system. Worth
over $500 list when new; will sell whole
system for $275. Allen B. Madans, Apt. 5C,
310 E. 4th St., New York 9, N. Y. Phone:
YUkon 2-5695 at home; ORegon 9-7070, Ext.
855 at work.
Sell or trade for McIntosh: Pickering
electrostatic tweeter, 1 kc crossover.
Best
offer. Bill Case, Box 66, San Antonio, Tex.
Two Audax 15-inch full-range coax speakers,
Model A- 150X, matched resonance. Guaranteed perfect condition. $ 140 for the pair.
R. McGillicuddy, 315 N. 7th St., Council
Bluffs, Iowa.
Weathers PS- 11 Professional Stereo pickup
system, less tone arm.
Also, Acrosound
Acro II 60-watt mono amplifier, new output
tubes. Make offer for either or both. Ed Bell,
Marion, S. C.

audible at full listening levels.
One distinct disadvantage of this,
and of any cartridge tape system, is
the fact that the tapes cannot be
edited. This would not be too much
of a drawback were it possible to
do some sort of erase-editing on the
recorder itself, but each time the
Revere was started in the record
mode, it left aloud pop on the tape.
Tests with a (borrowed) flutter
meter indicated an over-all RMS
flutter of around 0.2%, which is
within specifications, but is nonetheless quite perceptible on certain kinds
of program material. (An Ampex
601 read 0.1% on the same test, and
its flutter is barely audible.)
In truth, it must be said that the
Revere's sound is much better than
that of the average pickup playing
the average stereo disc. But then its
price is hardly competitive with the
average phono unit, and commercial
stereo discs, for all of their tippedup high end, are still considerably
clearer-sounding than the prerecorded tapes that are currently available
for this unit.
It cannot really be classed with
the long-playing record, as a revolution in home music reproduction,
because its fidelity is no higher than
that of existing machines, and it does
not provide any more continuous
playing time than other tape media.
Each of Revere's cartridges can run
for 45 minutes continuously, but
then so can a 7-ips tape machine
using extra-play tape. At 33
/4-ips
and with double-play tape, a conventional machine can rack up over
twice as much continuous playing
time as the Revere, and will record
for the same time in the opposite
direction on the same reel.
So there it is. A truly remarkable
performer, for what it is, but clearly
no match for a top-notch 4-track
7%i-ips- machine. There is no doubt
that this does represent asignificant
advancement in home music reproduction, but the advance is in convenience, not in sound.
Just as
many people are willing to accept
the convenience of arecord changer
in exchange for some loss of fi, there
are many who will gladly swap 15
hours of music for afew measures of
fidelity. Its present price of $399* is
likely to put it out of the reach of
most casual home music listeners,
but restaurants and professional people with waiting rooms will probably latch on to this with some
enthusiasm.
*Revere has announced three new models, all of
which are less expensive than this one.
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Miscellany
Errata Encore
Again we goofed!
The formula for parallel connection
of loudspeakers of different impedances (Page 4, May-June '63) was
correct for two speakers, but would
not apply when there are more than
two speakers in the circuit.
The correct formula for three or
more paralleled impedances of different values is:
1

zt =

1

1

1

z2

1
,etc.
z3

where Ztequals the total impedance,
and Z1, Z2 etc. are the impedances of
the individual speakers.
Our thanks to the several readers
who brought this to our attention.
We missed it completely.
Disc Deferral
The article "How HiFi Are Stereo
Discs?," originally scheduled for this
issue, got bumped out by the "He adphone Survey," which ran quite abit
longer than we had anticipated.
We had the choice of curtailing the
headphone piece or postponing the
disc article, and chose the latter,
simply because we figured that, if we
were going to do the headphone
piece at all, we might as well do it
right.
Progress (?) Report
We promised to keep you informed
as to the status of this worthy venture, so we present herewith aprogress report, of sorts.
To be blunt about it, business is
lousy. We are managing to keep our
head(s) above water, financially, but
barely.
If you have already subscribed, we
thank • you.
You've already done
your bit, although you could help
some more, if you wished, by browbeating some of your friends into
sending in their $8 checks. But if
you're reading this thing free, having borrowed it from a friend, you
are doing adisservice to us and, ultimately, to yourself.
We are trying to make ago of this
magazine without advertising because we want to maintain the consumer's point of view. But if the
people we are trying to represent
won't help us, we are going to have
to sell out to Madison Avenue, and
you know what that means.
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If this sounds like aswitch on our
first editorial, it is. We thought
all our readers would get the point:
i.e., that without their support, this
can't be their magazine. Evidently
we were wrong. A hint isn't always
enough. So we'll spell it out. The
more unsolicited subscriptions we
get, the better our future will look,
and the longer we will be able to
maintain the kind of no-advertiser
independence that allows us to call
the shots as we see them. If each of
our readers could bring in but one
new subscription, it would help immeasurably. Any additional converts
would help even more.
Enough said?
One Down
Our printer informs us that the
stock of STEREOPHILE Number 3has
been exhausted. So please do not ask
for that back issue, because we can't
supply it.
Pickup Tests
We were interested to note the
very thorough survey of some available stereo pickups, in the June and
July issues of HiFi/Stereo Review. We
raised our editorial eyebrows,
though, at some of the conclusions
that were drawn from the report, and
at some things that we considered to
be rather important omissions.
In the section entitled "How to
Interpret the Curves," it was stated
that "Deviations from flat response,
unless they exceed 3 db, are not
usually detectable when music material is being played."
Our own
observations do not agree. To begin
with, two adjacent deviations of 3db
from flat response, one above and the
other below the zero-db line, will be
heard as a6-db total deviation. This
represents a doubling or halving of
output, which is conspicuously audible. It has been our experience that
a total deviation of 1 db — which
can range from ± to —
db — is
enough to cause aperceptible coloration of sound when listening to
musical material. We would be inclined to judge HiFi/Stereo Review's
published curves on this basis.
Second, we are very skeptical about
the validity of distortion tests on
pickups, as related to audible distortion. The fact that some pickups
which measured well in the distortion tests are ones that, to us, sound
quite bad, tends to confirm this.
Finally, we feel that some additional observations are in order with

regard to the published frequency response curves. None of the pickups
tested showed any tendency toward
low-frequency rolloff.
The bass
curves (with but one exception,
which deviated all over the place)
all varied from flat to slightly rising.
The pickups, on the other hand,
reproduce musical discs with bass
response that varies from slightly
deficient to just about flat. Question:
Are the musical recordings bass-thin,
or does the CBS STR-100 test record
have a slightly rising low-frequency
characteristic? We would be inclined
to trust CBS's test record. But, on
the other hand, what good is a test
record that does not reflect the performance obtained from musical
discs?
One significant point that was not
brought out in the report was the behaviour of different pickups at their
high-frequency limit. Most of them
cut off quite sharply above the frequency of their stylus/vinyl resonance, usually about 12,000 cps. The
result was asmall peak that looked
for all the world like the peak of a
tuned circuit, which in effect it was.
Four pickups did not have this sharp
peak-and-cutoff characteristic within
the audible range: Sonotone's Velocitone Mark III, The Dynaco Stereodyne II, the Weathers LDM, and the
Ortofon SPU. Is it so strange, then,
that these should happen to be the
sweetest-sounding of all the cartridges tested?
Cubes and Candelabra
Subscriber Edwin Schwarz (Cranston, R. I.) wrote to set us straight on
two things that were mentioned in
the "On Tape" department in the
last issue.
First, he informed us, the designation "candelabra" is not the proper
term to describe the screw base on a
standard light bulb. A light bulb
normally has what is called a
"medium screw base." "Candelabra" designates a screw base of a
smaller size than is normally used in
the home.
Second, Mr. Schwarz pointed out
that the objection we raised to
rubber cube taps was not common to
all such cube taps. He enclosed some
catalogue sheets showing two GE
taps, one of vinyl, the other of an
unspecified plastic, which use socalled double-wiper contacts and,
hence, do not lose contact when all
three outlets are in use. Catalogue
numbers are GE-1739-1 and GE1735-1.
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FREQUENCY IN C/S
This chart shows the frequency range
spanned by various musical instruments and some natural sounds, as
compared with the range of human
hearing (top) and the fundamental
range of a standard 88- key piano
(bottom).
The solid part of each line indicates
the range of fundamental frequencies
commonly spanned by the sound; the
dotted line indicates the distribution
of overtones ( musical partials) and

noise components which normally
accompany the sound. A reproducing
system must be capable of flat response out to the upper limit of an
instrument's overtone range in order
to reproduce its sound without perceptible change in quality.
Note that the upper limit of human hearing is shown as 15,000 cps.
This is a conservative figure for
young children, some of whom respond as high as 30,000 cps, but male

adults over age 40 may have considerably less high-end range than
15,000 cps. There is some evidence,
however, to suggest that a listener
whose hearing is restricted to, say,
8,000 cps is nonetheless capable of
detecting the difference between 10,000- and 20,000-cps reproduced range,
possibly because the ear's response
to transients does not atrophy as
readily as does its response to continuous tones or repetitive impulses.
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By issue 7,

all pretense of a bimonthly publishing schedule had gone by

the board. That issue, which was dated 6 months after the previous one
(and came out a couple of months after that) carried an editorial succinctly entitled " Merry Christmas

Indeed!" And the little note under

our " Staff" listing now read "... published every 9 weeks." At least we
were acknowledging the situation.
Business was looking up a bit though, and we had taken on two new
staffers: Robert Naujoks, who contributed some of the nicest art work
we've seen in any magazine,

and DuPont Company tape expert Robert Kerr,

who took over the "On Tape" column that Joel Tall had bowed out of
several issues back.
Also in issue

7 was an article by two young electronics engineers,

Lew Brown and John Koval, reporting on some original research they had
done on the relationship between pickup measurements and subjective
performance. No part of the article has ever been quoted in any scholarly treatise on the subject,

but we doubt that it was pure coincidence

that, shortly thereafter, a number of pickup manufacturers started citing " dynamic mass" figures for their pickups.
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Our cover this time was suggested by a
cartoon submitted by readier Adrian
DiCyan, who seems to have an eye for
the whimsical.
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Itirrrll ( 11,rietinae .litûreht
Those of you who have a mind for dates
may have noticed that this issue of THE
STEREOPHILE is very, very late. This, the
seventh issue, was supposed to have been
a Merry Christmas November-December
issue, but as things worked out, it doesn't
even deserve the title of January- February
issue. So, we think a few words of explanation are in order.
As you may have guessed, we ran into
financial problems. The post office department fouled us up on alarge mailing,
sitting on the things for several weeks
before sending them out, and one of the
other hi-fi publications (which shall remain nameless) agreed to take an ad from
us, mulled over it for a couple of weeks
after we submitted it, and then had a
change of heart, just in time for us to miss
the deadlines of all the other monthly
publications. As a result, there were
several weeks during which our income
dropped practically to zero, and we had
to say goodbye to what little full-time
office staff we were able to hire when there
was some money coming in. This meant
the Ye Editor and some part-time help
were forced to run the whole cottonpicking operation -- writing the staffwritten material, filing, typing, answering
correspondence (including an avalanche of
inquiries as to wha' hoppen to the magazine?), preparing illustrations, proofreading, laying out the pages, adjusting copy
length to fit the assigned spaces, warding
off creditors and, occasionally, organizing
the piles of paper on the desks into neat
piles to make room for more piles of backlogged work. So, while we apologize profoundly for having made you wait over
four months for this issue, we think you'll
understand why the thing is so late, and
we hope you'll bear with us if the next
issue takes longer than its nominal two
months to get out.
We're glad to say, though, that the
crisis is past, we're out of danger for the
foreseeable future, and we should be able
to hew a bit closer to our publishing
schedule (such as it is) for future issues.
We still aren't out of the woods as far as
back work is concerned, though, which
may explain why we've been taking longer
than usual to answer your letters. But if
you did write to us, about your subscription or about anything else, we can assure
you that we will answer your letter some
time in the near future. Now that issue
Number 7is out of the way, we're catching
up on our backlog of correspondence, and
if you wrote to us some time ago, your
reply is probably in the mail now, if it
hasn't already arrived.
We have made one change in the magazine, as aresult of this recent fiasco. We
are no longer putting the issue date on the
cover, but will identify future issues by
number only, until we are certain we can

meet our deadlines on all subsequent
issues. After all, all it takes is a half a
week of delay per month to throw our
cover dates entirely out of whack for a
whole year. With numbers on the cover
(and dates in small, fine print on page 2,
so you'll have some idea of the publication
date), we are hoping that nobody will
mind too much if it takes us nine weeks
to publish each issue for the next few
months.
On the other hand, we do occasionally
get fouled up in the circulation department, and copies of the magazine sometimes get lost in the mails, so if you find
yourself waiting four months for the next
issue, we'd suggest dropping us a post
card asking what's up, just in case you
did somehow miss an issue.
This, then, might be considered our
New Year's issue (it is the first in '64), but
before we close the door on '63, we would
like to say thanks to all the STEREOPHILE
readers who've put up with our growing
pains, and have even taken the trouble to
round us up some new readers and to
write us their suggestions for improving
THE STEREOPHILE. The "Roundup"-type
articles (of which "Headphones," in the
last issue, was the first of aseries) and the
"Recommended Components" section are
adirect result of readers' suggestions, and
some of our upcoming articles and departments were suggested by readers. So, if
you haven't written to us, and have some
ideas of your own, let us hear from you.
This issue introduces acouple of changes
that should be welcomed by readers.
First, we are finally equipped to review
4-track tapes, and are devoting this issue's
"Recordings" section to catching up on
reviews of the UST tapes for the past few
months. And second, we are welcoming
Robert J. Kerr, a genuine tape expert, as
a regular contributor to the "On Tape"
department.
We are also planning to
branch out into the field of construction
articles, partly because a number of
readers have requested these, and partly
because there's a need for certain specialized, high-quality devices which no manufacturers appear to be interested in producing commercially.
One of these will be a comprehensive
equalizer-control unit to provide the
maximum possible equalization accuracy
with a hitherto unheard-of minimum of
distortion. Another will be a versatile
headphone control center for the hobbyist
who wants to do more than just listen, and
a third one in the mill now, but still a
long way from completion, is a deluxe
version of a top-notch power amplifier,
with built-in test facilities and a rocksolid power supply. But then, that's all
for the future. Which, come to think of
it, is something we weren't at all sure we
had, as of acouple of months ago.
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"Disc Sound"
....and Why It Sounds That Way

by
and

Lew Brown
John

The following was submitted to us, out of
the proverbial clear blue sky, by a pair of
electronics engineers who work for Philco
Corporation but undertook this investigation
on their own time and initiative, for their
own edification.
We must emphasize that this article is
not — repeat, NOT — intended as an evaluative report of available pickups, and that
THE STEREOPHILE had no prior knowledge
of, or control of, the authors' tests or conclusions.
The article is primarily concerned with high-frequency tracing, since
this appears to be the most serious shortcoming of pickups. Since not all available
pickups were tested, however, the authors'
ratings must not be construed as definitive
evaluations. They are comparative ratings,
between the pickups tested.
THE STEREOPHILE was not in any way
involved in the preparation of this report,
so although we could find no fault with the
authors' lest procedures or reasoning, we
cannot vouch for the accuracy of the measurements or the validity of the conclusions
based thereon.
We are publishing the
article with the hope that it will shed some
light on the problems facing the pickup
designer, and will prompt pickup manufacturers to bring some vestige of pertinence to
the rating of their products.
Phonograph records and pickups have advanced a long way since the days of
Edison's tinfoil cylinder, but neither one
has succeeded in keeping up with other
developments in the field. Microphones,
amplifiers and speakers aren't perfect, but
the sound quality that is attainable from

Koval

them— via a closed-circuit hookup or
from the professional tape machines — is
vastly superior to that which emanates
from record reproducers, most of which
persist in sounding quite atrocious. Practically all phono reproducers add an overlay of fuzz or harshness to loudly-recorded
passages, and the resulting sound is so
distinctive that it has come to be known
as "the disc sound."
The "distortion" which causes this "disc
sound" is actually a complex series of
clicking noises, with each click representing an instance where the stylus, after
having lost contact with the groove wall,
slams back against it afraction of asecond
later. Thus, the problem is due to imperfect groove contact, and the solution,
CANTILEVER

FLEXIBLE
STYLUS MOUNT

TRANSIDUCING
ELEMENTS

A hypothetical magnetic pickup, showing main parts of transducer system.
obviously, lies in finding away of keeping
the stylus snugly between the groove walls
without engraving permanent indentations
in the soft vinylite.
The trouble, at present, is partly the
fault of the recordings, many of which are

overmodulated to the point of insanity.
But since that topic is slated for a future
issue of THE STEREOPHILE, we'll restrict
most of this discussion te the other half of
the trouble: underdesigned pickups. For
although today's stereo pickups look just
marvellous on paper, with compliance
figures of 30 x 10 -6 cm/dyne and moving
mass specs of 0.5 milligrams, the fact is
that most of these pickups are not actually
what they're claimed to be. And what
they are is, by and large, wholly inadequate for the job at hand. So, while the
following is not intended to be acomprehensive comparative report on stereo pickups, it is what we believe to be the first
published attempt to evaluate current
pickups in terms of the demands that are
made on them by commercial disc recordings.
Groove Geometry
First, some basics. Although stereo
disc modulations occur as motions at an
angle of 45 degrees from the plane of the
disc surface (Figure 1), it will simplify our
discussion if we think of the resulting
groove (and stylus) motions in terms of
lateral modulations (for equal, in-phase
signals in both channels) and vertical
modulations (representing the intrachannel
differences that supply the stereo information). A pickup that is to trace these
modulations perfectly must have a stylus
assembly that has enough compliance to
yield easily with the modulations, and
has low enough mass to follow the most
rapid modulations that the groove will
present to it. We can calculate both re-
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Fig. 1. Stereo groove modulations.
quirements on the basis of three groove
parameters: amplitude, acceleration, and
velocity.
The amplitude of a groove modulation
is ameasure of the distance that it deviates
from the average path of the groove.
Thus, a lateral (side-to-side) modulation
having an amplitude of .005 cm will
swing that distance to both sides of the
groove path. This .005-cm figure, by the
way, is generally accepted as the international standard for maximum amplitude
on commercial discs of natural sounds.
(Test records are obvious exceptions.)
As the stylus swings from side to side
in tracing a sine-wave modulation, its
swing will stop momentarily at each peak
of the cycle, as it prepares to change
direction and swing back the other way
(Figure 2).
Its swing will reach its
maxitnum speed just half-way between
(to next page)
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first by erasure of high fréquencies from
the groove. Figure 3shows the maximum
tracking force that a groove can tolerate
without permanent indentation, when
using styli with different tip radii. 2
If tracking force is not high enough to
prevent the stylus from skittering around
in the groove, this too will cause rapid
record wear, because each time the stylus
regains contact with a groove wall, it is
brought to a sudden, jarring stop. If a
choice must be made, it is better to err on
the high side when setting stylus force,
but it is best to use a pickup that will
maintain groove contact at forces that are
well below the permanent-deformation
limits set by Figure 3.
Using our .005-cm amplitude limit, and
an acceleration figure of 1000 g's, and
assuming a tone arm that is optimized to
the pickup, we can calculate the minimum
requirements for a state-of-the-art stereo
pickup. Such a pickup would have a
stylus tip radius of 0.6 mils, a tracking
force of 2.5 grams, a stylus mass of 0.8
mg, and acompliance of 7x10-2 cm/dyne.
Remember, though, that these are minimum specifications, for a pickup that
would trace most recorded material. Since
some discs may have groove accelerations
as high as 3000 g's on them, the pickup
would have to have amoving mass as low
as 0.27 mg; roughly equal to the weight
of the smallest diamond stylus, minus its
mounting. Obviously, the record manufacturers are going to have to cooperate
somewhat before the tracing distortion
problem is entirely licked.

each peak, and since it has to swing
through acertain distance (the amplitude
of the modulation) in a certain time
(1/1000 of a second for a 1000-cps tone),
the maximum speed (or peak velocity)
that it attains during its half-way phase
will be a function of both the amplitude
and the frequency of the modulation.
In the low-frequency region, the limitation on recorded velocity is the amplitude
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Fig. 2. Groove velocity and amplitude.
of the signal; excessive amplitude will exceed the range of playback stylus compliance. In the mid range, the velocity must
be low enough to prevent the back of the
cutting stylus from touching the groove.
At the high end, another restriction enters
the picture; the curvature of the modulations must be less than the radius of the
playback stylus, otherwise the stylus will
just ride over the highlights of the modulations.
Recording companies usually make some
effort to avoid these high-frequency cutting excesses, at least on their classical
recordings, but Hunt' found, nonetheless,
that stylus accelerations well in excess of
1000 g's were quite common on commercial discs, and suggested this figure as an
indication of the minimum moving mass
that an acceptable pickup would have to
have. We used this 1000-g figure in our
own computations.
Pickup Parameters
Vinylite has a certain amount of elasticity, which allows it to yield slightly to
pressure without incurring a permanent
dent. If too much pressure is applied,
the elastic limit of the vinyl will be exceeded, and the groove will take on a
permanent deformation.
Thus, while
tracing distortion can be minimized by
increasing tracking force to a very high
value, this "solution" to the problem will
cause rapid record wear, characterized
1.

F. V. Hunt, Journal of the Audio Engine ering

Society, Oct. 1962.
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Test Procedures
To determine how closely various cartridges approached the minimum specifi75
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Figure 3. A graph of maximum
permissible tracking force versus stylus radius, for avoidance
of permanent vinyl deformation.
cations we arrived at, we used electrical
measurements and listening tests, with the
latter playing the major role in final
evaluation.
One of our primary objectives was to
ascertain whether the audible cleanness of
apickup's sound could be predicted on the
basis of objective measurements alone.
To date, there has never seemed to be
much correlation between performance
and measurements, but we do not see any
reason why it should not be possible to
predict a pickup's sound if the proper
tests are used and correctly interpreted.
Although the authors' main concern
was groove-tracing distortion (especially in
2.

J. Walton, Wireless World, July 1961.

the high-frequency range), the effect of
frequency response could not be ignored,
for it had asignificant effect on the audible
distortion characteristics of the pickups.
A dip or a rolloff at the high end tended
to mask the distortion products, while a
high- frequency peak tended to exaggerate
them. Such irregularities could introduce
apsychological bias into the listening tests
if not compensated for.
We found that very slight differences
in high-frequency response (as little as
1db) could make one pickup sound harsh
Pickup

Compliance

Tracking Force

Sonotone Mark I
Shure M77

3.0.10 -'cm/dyne
0.9

Dynaco 8LO

3 grams
5

2.0
3.3

3
2
2
4

ADC- I Mark a
ADC- 3
Weathers LDM

2.9
1.8

Knight KN-505X

2.5

Pickering 480AA
Pickering 48IAA

4.7
5.5

Elac 322

2.8
4.7
1.6

Ortofon SPU
Fairchild F-7

3
I
1.5
2.5
1.5
2.5

Table I.
Dynamic compliance
figures for 12 hi-fi pickups, computed from data published in
a recent Hirsch-Houck report.
in comparison with another, so before
checking the audible distortion from each
pickup, we equalized its response curve
as well as was possible with the equipment on hand. We were not able to match
all the pickups to within * 0.5 db (since
there were too many small deviations),
but the effects of broad dips and rises
could be largely offset by the use of
equalizing networks. The response curves
shown here, unless otherwise noted, are the
"raw" curves of the pickups themselves,
without compensatory equalization.
For the purposes of our investigation, a
pickup which had poor frequency response
but which showed superior distortion
characteristics when equalized would be
chosen over one which had excellent frequency response but slightly higher distortion. However, a pickup with low distortion will generally provide more extended high-frequency response than lesser
models, simply because areduction in the
dynamic mass - which is one of the main
causes of high-frequency distortion automatically extends the high-end response.
The electrical measurements were made
using the CBS Technical Series test
records number STR 100, Ill and 120.
Although these are generally acknowledged
to be of the highest quality, one anomaly
became apparent in all the tests: When
using the frequency tests on the STR-100,
the right channel of several pickups
seemed to have slightly more output in
the 15-to-20kc range than did their left
channel.
CBS Labs subsequently informed us that this deviation is on the
disc, and amounts to +0.5 db at 15 kc and
+2.5 db at 20 kc. The curves published
here (Figures 4 to 12) incorporate the
necessary correction.
Special test equipment was designed
and built when required. This included
amplifiers, attenuators and filters. The

frequency response of all test equipment
was maintained essentially flat from 30 to
20,000 cps, and 0.5 db down at 20 and
40,000 cps.
All tests were monitored
with an oscilloscope to observe waveform
distortion, mistracking, or any other
peculiar effects.
A high-quality custom-made walnut
tone arm, compensated for side thrust and
statically balanced in all planes, was used
for testing all pickups except the London
Professional and the Ortofon, which were
tested in their own arms. The tapered
wooden tone arm was chosen because of
its highly effective suppression of spurious
resonances, plus its unusually free-moving
pivots. The lateral pivot friction was
.015 grams and vertical pivot friction was
.0013 grams, referred to the stylus tip
(and including wire drag). This low pivot
friction would have made it less than ideal
for use with the London Professional and
the Ortofon, as they require either viscous
damping or controlled friction in the
pivots to suppress the low-frequency
resonance which invariably occurs when
the inertia (mass) of the arm and pickup
reacts with the compliance of an undamped
stylus.
The pickups were tested for frequency
response, channel separation, low-frequency tracking, and square wave performance. Of these tests, the channel
separation figures were the most difficult

sounded, we did not include these measurements in this report. With suitable equipment, however, IM distortion tests can be
used to determine the vertical tracking
angle of the pickup, and they can also
provide a means of measuring dynamic
compliance. This was one of the measuring techniques we used.
Consider the IM curves shown in the
pickup tests in the June and July 1963
issues of Hi-Fi/Stereo Review. The upswing in the distortion curves is simply an
indication of the compliance of each pickup, reflecting as it does the point at which
the pickup starts mistracking the highamplitude low-frequency groove. Using
the data supplied with the Hirsch-Houck
reports, we computed the dynamic compliance of the pickups in question, and the
results are shown in Table I. If you
happen to note that these figures fall far
short of the manufacturer's claims for
compliance, you'll begin to see what we're
driving at in this article.
Stylus mass is a bit more difficult to
measure, as a certain amount of interpretation is required to glean meaningful
figures from the test results. An indication of the moving mass of the stylus
system can usually be obtained by measuring the frequency at which the stylus
resonates with the slight compliance of the
groove walls. The resulting peak, which
(to next page)

to obtain, because record surface noise
tended to override small amounts of crosstalk. Some of the pickups which had
considerable output beyond 20kc were
especially troublesome in this respect;
reliable data on them could only be obtained by measuring trace heights on the
oscilloscope. Even with this method, the
error may have been as great as * 2db at
frequencies where the channel separation
was greater than about 15db. Separation
was not measured below 500 cps, as the
signal in the main channel is rolled off at
a 6db per octave rate below 500 cps
(a test record characteristic), pushing the
crosstalk further into the background
noise.
Three groups of low-frequency test
bands (200, 300 and 400 cps), were used
to determine the dynamic compliance 3 of
each pickup. Each group contained bands
of progressively increasing amplitude, and
the compliance of the pickup at each frequency was derived from the tracking
force that was needed to maintain intimate contact with grooves of a certain
modulation amplitude.
Intennodulation distortion tests were
performed on the pickups, but as it was
found that the measured values of IM
bore no relation to the way the pickups
3. We use the term " dynamic compliance" to describe the pickup's compliance under actual use
conditions, for reasons that will become clear
later on.

Table II
Published Specifications Versus Test Results for Eight Current Pickups.
Pickup Brand
and Model,

Recommended Tracking
Force in Grams
Specs.

Meas.'

Compliance in
Millionths of acm/dyne

Dynamic Mass in
Milligrams

Specs. 2

Meas.'

Specs.'

Subjective Evaluation

Meas.

3.5

3.5

Lat. 10
Vert. 2

9
1.8

>0.5 (Tip)
>1 (Tip)

1.1
2.4

Very clean - subjectively well-controlled breakup on very loud peaks.
No fuzziness.

1-2

3-3.5

10

3-5

1
(Dynamic)

0.85

Somewhat fuzzy ; similar in sound to
Weathers LDM.

Weathers LDM

1.5

2-3

15 ® 1.2
grams

3

0.3 (Tip)

1.3

Continual fuzziness on loud passages.
No sharp breakup on loudest passages,
but judged less clean- sounding than
London Professional.

Empire 880p

>0.25

3

30

3-6

0.5
(Dynamic)

1.6

Best of the moving- magnet pickups, but
noticeably less clean than Weathers
LDM. Poor frequency response, fuzzy.

London Deram

2-4

3.5

Lat. 7.5
Vert. 2.8

2
1.1

0.6 (
Tip)

Very slightly inferior to Empire 880p.
1.25
IC) 14kc Poor separation, noticeably fuzzier
than Weathers.

Audio Dynamics
ADC-1

0.75-1.5

1.5-2

25

6

0.5
(Dynamic)

1.75

Shure M7/N21D

2

2

9

6.5

Not rated

1.75

Pickering 380A

2-5

3.5

Not rated

2-3

Not rated

2

London Professional

Ortoion

SPU/GT

1. The " measured" tracking force is that recommended by the
authors on the basis of theoretical minimum record damage ( see
text).
2. These ratings are evidently derived by gauging stylus displacement per unit of applied force at zero tracking force.

Samples were highly variable, with
some sounding very poor and others
average. All had significantly more
breakup than London Deram.
Broke up more frequently than all
others tested. Poor frequency response.

3. The authors' measurements of compliance are for the frequency
range of 200 to 400 cps. Some pickups will measure slightly higher
compliance at very low frequencies.
4. Tip mass ratings are meaningless. The only valid figure for stylus
mass is total effective (dynamic) mass.
3
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(
from preceding page)

occurs above 12,000 cps in the average
hi-fi pickup, will actually be about 1000 to
2000 cps below the frequency where it
should appear, were the stylus mass and
groove compliance the only factors to consider. The slight downward shift is the
result of perturbations in the cantilever,
and since the shift will vary from one
design to another, we were inclined to depend more upon the ringing frequency that
was observed in square wave tests, as an
indication of actual stylus mass. The
London Deram pickup, in particular, was
notably difficult to test for moving mass
via the measurement of its high- frequency
peak, for it uses adecoupled stylus , (as do
the Grado cartridges, incidentally), and
hence did not exhibit any marked vinyl
resonance peak. When the stylus system
is decoupled, the effective moving mass
will decrease with increasing frequency, so
the stylus impedances must be determined
to obtain a true picture of the pickup's
tracking ability. One method of doing
this is by determining the minimum tracking force required for proper tracking at
each frequency. The stylus impedance
will equal that tracking force divided by
the recorded velocity. A curve of stylus
impedance versus frequency is very valuable in assessing the quality of a pickup,
since the combined effect of dynamic
mass, cantilever resonances and excessive
stylus damping will be readily apparent.
An even more useful curve, as far as the
consumer is concerned, would be one obtained by multiplying the pickup's impedance at each frequency by the maximum groove velocity that is likely to be
encountered at that frequency. The resulting curve would show the tracking
force required for proper tracking of the
loudest, properly-cut discs — that is, discs
cut within the limits recommended in the
first part of this article.
Test Results
Table II shows a listing of manufacturer's compliance and mass specifications
as compared with our findings for the
same pickups. The discrepancies, in most
cases, are almost unbelievable, but the
comments pertaining to the sound of each
pickup tend to confirm our test results.
Without exception, the pickups with the
lowest measured mass and the highest
compliance were the cleanest-sounding, so
it is possible to gain some insight into a
pickup's sound if the proper specifications
are provided.
The compliance specification is the most
highly touted, and is probably the one
that is most respected by the buying
4. A decoupled stylus system is one in which the
stylus is coupled to the transducing elements via
a flexible cantilever. At low and middle frequencies, where stylus mass is of no consequence, the
cantilever behaves like a rigid member. At high
frequencies, though, where the inertia of the
transducing elements and the rear of the cantilever
prevent them from following the rapid groove
motions, the cantilever begins to flex, allowing the
stylus tip to vibrate more than the rest of the
system. As a result, the pickup's total effective
moving mass will be only slightly greater than that
of the stylus and the tip of the cantilever.
5. The stylus impedance is its resistance to groove
motion at different frequencies.

6

public. Aside from the fact that compliance alone is apoor measure of apickup's
quality, the specification as quoted by
most manufacturers is virtually meaningless, since it is measured at zero tracking
force and at very low frequencies.
The compliance specification ought to
denote the maximum modulation amplitude that the pickup can trace at its
recommended tracking force. But as tracking force is increased, the compliance of
the stylus assembly may decrease quite
markedly, and the rate at which the compliance changes depends on the type of
flexible mounting that gives the cantilever
its flexibility.
Thus it is possible for
pickup A to have a higher "zero- force"
compliance than pickup B, and yet have
a lower compliance than pickup B at a
tracking force of, say, 1% grams. (This
is why we made apoint of using the term
"dynamic compliance" a while back.) It
isn't that the published specifications are
false; they're just meaningless. Weathers
appears to be the only manufacturer that
publicly acknowledges the existence of this
Stylus
Radius

Maximum
Tracking Force

Maximum
Dynamic Mass

.7 mil.
.6
.5
.4
.35

3.75 grams
3.25
2.75
2.5
2.25

1.25 milligrams
1.1
0.95
0.83
0.76

Table Ill. Maximum permissible limits of force and dynamic mass for clean tracing with
styli of several different sizes.
phenomenon; the compliance for the LDM
pickup is advertised as 30 x 10 -6 at h
gram and 15 x10-6 at 1.2 grams.
The "measured" tracking forces listed
in Table II are the authors' recommended
forces, based on the fact that a 0.7-mil
stylus tracking at a force as high as 331.
grams imparts no permanent damage to
the record grooves, as long as the stylus
maintains perfect contact with the groove
(Table III).
Note that, in referring to stylus mass,
we specifically identified this as "dynamic
mass." Again, this is to distinguish the
actual effective mass under normal-use
conditions from the "tip mass," which is
generally nothing more than the weight
of the diamond chip, minus the armature
and anything else fastened to it. Evidently, most of the published stylus mass
specifications are for tip mass (some of
them actually specify this), so although
the specs may not be false, they just
aren't of any particular significance. Even
when "dynamic mass" is quoted, the
We would be very interested to know how
Empire's and ADC's "dynamic mass"
figures were determined.
It is clear from Tables II & III that,
since very few pickups have a dynamic
mass as low as 1.25 milligrams, most of
them should be tracked at as high a force
as is permitted by the stylus size. Many
pickups will not work at these forces,
though, because their high static (advertised) compliance allows their styli to
retract into the pickup body before the

vertical force has reached the point where
they can readily track high-frequency
modulations. Therefore, if you purchase
apickup with adynamic (
not tip) mass of
greater than a milligram, be sure it can
track at something near 3grams in order«
to minimize record damage.
Subjective Evaluations
It is significant that the subjective
quality of apickup is nearly always closely
correlated to its measured dynamic mass,
with the sound getting worse as dynamic
mass increases. One jarring note here,
however, was the high vertical dynamic
mass of the London Professional. This
inconsistency is partially explained by the
fact that recorded groove velocities in the
vertical plane are usually lower than those
in the lateral plane. In general, they will
be equal only when the recorded separation
is infinite — a near impossibility. This
may also explain why there appears to be
little problem with the low vertical compliance of this pickup.
A direct comparison between the
Weathers and the London Professional
(on very loud, massed violin passages)
showed the London to be far superior to
the Weathers LDM, in that it was almost
completely free from high-end fuzziness.
Only when an additional loud percussive
sound occurred in concert with the massed
violins did the London break up. The
breakup was very sharp and loud, and
seemingly well correlated with the loudest
portion of the music, but it was subjectively well controlled — recovery was instantaneous. The Weathers, on the other
hand, put acontinual overlay of fuzziness
on the massed-violin sound. There was
no sharp breakup on the loud percussive
sounds; just a general increase in the
"fuzz level." We do not yet know what
might cause this fuzziness, but possibilities
include: intermodulation of the record
noise, the so called "cantilever effect," and
excessive damping.
Other suggestions
from readers will be welcomed. It is our
feeling that a further reduction in the
vertical dynamic mass as well as an increase in the vertical compliance of the
London would result in aconsiderable reduction of the percussive breakup mentioned above.
One disturbing aspect of the London
Professional was that it was easily upset
by recorded frequencies in the vicinity of
its low-frequency resonance, because of
the lack of damping in the pickup itself.
As amatter of fact, the frequency response
test actually caused it to jump out of the
groove at 25 cps (although it never did
this on music recordings). According to
the manufacturer, the damping for this
resonance is supposed to be in the tone
arm pivots, but the arm is damped only
in the lateral direction, and at least in our
sample unit, the damping was inadequate.
Perhaps the pivots in that unit needed an
extra shot of the silicon damping fluid.
We should point out that the London
seemed to be the only pickup we tested
which came close to meeting its rated
compliance specification under actual-use
conditions. This is evidently inherent in

the design of the pickup, because its compliance is obtained by the flexing of avery
small, tapered metal cantilever plate,
firmly attached to the pickup body at one
end and with the stylus at the other end.
The use of a flexing metal plate has the
advantage that its compliance is essentially independent of the downward force
applied to it. Most pickups obtain their
compliance by mounting a virtually rigid
cantilever in a viscoelastic material such
as rubber or "viscaloid." Besides supplying compliance, this material is often used
to damp the stylus/vinyl resonance as well
as troublesome cantilever resonances. Unfortunately, the amount of damping
needed to suppress these resonances
usually causes a considerable increase in
stylus impedance in the 4-to-8-kc range,
and the elastic material is prone to harden
with age, reducing the pickup's compliance
and upsetting its high-end smoothness.
The London Professional, the EMIEPU100 and the GE units are the only stereo
pickups we know of which derive their
compliance from a flexing metal strip.
The London, however, is the only one of
the three that is completely undamped.
And most of us will recall that one of the
major problems with the old GE pickups
was hardening of the damping blocks.
Interestingly enough, all of the abovementioned pickups are variable-reluctance
types. With careful design, this kind of
oickup can probably provide the least
signal coloration of any type, because the
stylus vibrations can be picked up very
close to the stylus tip. Other designs -ceramics, moving-coil pickups, etc. - transmit the stylus vibrations through a
cantilever or a mechanical linkage, either
of which is likely to add its own spurious
resonances. Of course, other techniques
for picking up signal from the stylus tip
could be just as successful as the V- R
approach, but the design problems have
so far only been solved for the variable
reluctance principle.
The London Professional yielded very
clean waveforms (on the oscilloscope) from
the frequency test bands, and was excelled

in this respect only by the Deram. This
is not altogether unexpected, since the decoupled stylus system of the Deram probably provided a lower impedance to the
groove, as well as a filtering action for
distortion products above 20 kc. The
Empire was a close third, in terms of
waveform purity.
The Ortofon and Weathers LDM gave
by far the most distorted and unstable
'scope traces, with the Weathers providing
somewhat cleaner waveforms than the
Ortofon. The distortion in the 10-20-kc
region stems partially from the fact that
the Weathers and Ortofon have considerable response beyond 20kc, whereas most
pickups (other than the London) filter out
these harmonics. The distortion was observed in signals of well below 10kc, however, and would therefore produce audible
harmonics. This might explain the fuzziness of the Weathers and Ortofon, as compared to the London. The only explanation we can suggest for this distortion, especially in view of the fact that the London
Professional exhibits very little of it, is
unsuppressed cantilever resonances. Unlike the London Professional, the Ortofon
and Weathers pickups transmit their
signals through acantilever.
This waveform distortion has been of
concern to the authors for some time.
Only recently, special low-pass filters were
constructed to greatly attenuate the harmonics of 10-to-20kc test signals. The
result, of course, was cleaner waveforms in
this region, along with amarked reduction
in the high end rise exhibited by some
pickups. An example of this can be seen
in the curves for the LDM pickup. We did
not get the opportunity to test the Ortofon
with this filter, but we suspect that the
20-kc rise would be almost entirely eliminated if the distortion was filtered out.
The characteristics of the test equipment
will determine how much the harmonics
will influence the measured response, so
this may account for some of the high-end
discrepancies between various published
response curves for pickups.
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The Empire 880p was the best of the
moving-magnet pickups tested. It did not
track quite as well as the Weathers, but
when it did break up it did not sound as
annoying as the other moving-magnet
pickups. The 880p, however, does suffer
from abroad dip of 3-4db in the 6-10-kc
region. This can be compensated for with
a conventional treble control, but the result will be a 5-7db peak in the 12-20kc
(to page 17)
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The London Professional was quite remarkable in terms of record surface noise,
as viewed on the 'scope. Although it had
considerable measured response beyond
20kc, it showed much less noise energy
than the Ortofon and Weathers. This
might be explained in the case of the
Ortofon on the basis of its more extended
high-frequency response, but the high- end
range of the Weathers is comparable to
that of the London, yet it seemed to
generate the most visible noise of all the
pickups tested. Perhaps this additional
noise is greatly exaggerated on largeamplitude signals by intermodulation between the various frequency components
of the noise. This might also account for
the fuzziness of the Weathers, as compared
with the London Professional. That's
another of those questions which remain
unanswered, but which the authors plan
to investigate further.
The London Deram is an interesting and
yet confusing pickup. Because of its decoupled stylus, it does have much lower
effective high-frequency mass than do
most other pickups, so we can only surmise that the reason it does not perform
as well as expected is because of its poorer
tracking capabilities in the low and midfrequency range. Its designer, J. Walton,
has presented considerable evidence (in the
form of special microphotographs') to
show that this pickup probably does little
to harm the record, so it is probably a
good contender for use in record changers,
where moderate compliance is an asset.
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Figs. 4to 12 Measured frequ ency response and channel separation of eight pickups tested, with curves corrected for rightchannel rise on STR-100 test record. Solid lines re present left-channel measurements; (lotted lines are for right channel.
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Sacred Cowshoot
by Robert J. Kerr

Robert J. Kerr, who takes over most of
this department as of this issue (Ye Editor
will add a few additional notes from time
to time, too.), is a development engineer
in the DuPont Company's Wilmington
experimental station, where he works in
the film lab — the department that is
directly concerned with, among other
things, the development of base materials
for magnetic tape. In his spare time, such
as it is, he serves as a magnetic recording
consultant for the Oppenlander HiFi
Studio, in Swarthmore, Pa., in which
capacity he repairs and modifies tape recorders, as well as lending ahand occasionally on particularly ornery tuner and amplifier servicing jobs. He is an ardent
tape recordist with a staggering array of
equipage, and divides his recording activities between live-performance taping
and preparing (and running) taped sound
effects for some local theater groups.
Because he devotes most of this column
to paeans of praise for Mylar, we feel
rather obliged to point out that DuPont
also manufactures the acetate film that is
used by several tape manufacturers.
As my first effort in this editorial slot,
I'm going to deal with a few popular misconceptions about tape, none of which
justifies an entire column. We'll shoot a
couple of sacred cows; some, I hope,
mortally.
Mylar* Versus Acetate
Practically every book on tape recording contains statements to the effect that
polyester-base (such as Mylar*-base) tape
has higher noise than acetate tape, and is
just "not used" by professionals because
it stretches before breaking instead of
snapping clean as does acetate.
Let's consider this higher-noise business
first. The books explain, very carefully,
that this is because Mylar's surface is not
as smooth as that of acetate, and therefore causes slight variations in the thickness of the coating. True, the Mylar that
is made for recording tapes isn't as smooth
as acetate. It has aslight surface "roughness," which acts to reduce its surface
friction in much the same way as would a
coating of fine talcum powder, and this
"roughness" is visible in the uncoated
Mylar as aslightly hazy appearance. But
the surface "roughness" on the Mylar base
•DuPont's registered trademark.
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that causes this haze is far finer and
smoother than the oxide surface of the
finest-grain, most highly polished recording tapes. A microscopic examination will
show this, but asimpler way of determining it is by just noting that the base side
of a polyester tape is much shinier than
the best oxide surface. Perhaps the most
convincing proof, however, is the fact that
neither measurements nor listening tests
reveal any difference at all between the
noise levels of identically coated polyester
and acetate.
Now, to the polyester stretch myth.
There are two kinds of Mylar used for
magnetic tape, and the first and most
common of them is so-called "A" film. It
takes more force to permanently stretch
"A" film than it does to break the same
thickness of acetate, so a properly adjusted and operated tape transport won't
injure either acetate or polyester tape. If
a mechanism consistently breaks or
stretches tape, it should be repaired, operating habits revised, or the machine disposed of.
The strength of 1-mil Mylar "A" is
entirely adequate for all properly functioning transports, but early in the game
some tape manufacturers offered tape on
0.5-mil Mylar "A". Half-mil acetate was
never made available because of inadequate strength, and at the time of its
introduction, 0.5-mil Mylar "A" wouldn't
operate on many transports, either.
Stretched edges and elongations were common. So, the higher-strength Mylar "T"
base (identified as "Tempered," "Tensilized," or "Extra-Strength") was introduced.
Tape on "T" film will work well in most
machines, although the very high flexibility of 0.5-mil "T" film will cause the
tape to slip out of the guides in some
machines that aren't in perfect longitudinal alignment. Half-mil tape on "A"
Mylar, though, may cause problems on
machines that use 7-inch or larger reels
because of the fairly high operating tensions, so buyers should make sure that the
0.5-mil tape they buy is clearly labeled
"Tempered," "Tensilized" or "Extra
Strength."
The physical properties of Mylar (its
strength, flexibility, etc.) are inherent in
the polyester itself and the way in which
it is made. Acetate, on the other hand,
must be treated with liquid plasticizers to

make it soft and pliable. The coating,
too, contains liquid softeners and lubricants which can, and do, migrate to the
acetate base as the tape ages. The net
result is that, in time, the acetate's physical properties will change, and the tape
will begin to stiffen and lose its strength
as the plasticizers evaporate. Acetate
also absorbs moisture in humid weather
and loses it again in dry weather, and this
causes its thickness to vary slightly with
changes in the weather. If the humidity
change is sudden, the rolled tape will suffer
"humidity shock," causing the exposed
edges of the wound layers to expand or
contract much more rapidly than the
middle of the tape, and resulting in edge
warpage.
Moderate edge warp won't
cause too much trouble on a full-track or
2-track recorder, but because the left
track of a 4-track machine is right at the
edge of the tape, edge warp will make that
channel's volume fluctuate all over the
place unless there's ahead pressure pad to
maintain proper contact.
"Standard-play" ( 1-mil) acetate tape
is less susceptible to edge warp than 1-mil
film, but almost all 4-track prerecorded
tapes are currently on 1-mil acetate for
reasons of economy. Mylar film has no
plasticizers and absorbs very little moisture, so there is nothing to change with
time or with normal temperature and
humidity cycles. For 4-track recording, I

A "flutter-free" tape reel.
use nothing but Mylar-base tape, on 1-mil
"A" or "T" or 0.5-mil "T" base, but if
you prefer to use acetate because of its
lower cost, do not accept for 4-track use a
roll of acetate that is streaked with radial
bands, for this is asure sign of a "humidityshocked" tape.
While I'm on the subject of acetate
versus Mylar, Imight as well add acouple
of additional reasons why I use Mylar.
Acetate tends to squeal on heads or
pressure pads more than does Mylar, and
the squeal becomes worse as the acetate
ages. Mylar retains its original superiority in this respect, because it doesn't
dry out. Also, Ilike to keep my tapes, and
often re-use them after some years, and
since much of the taping Ido is 4-track, I
appreciate the fact that the old tape is
still as fresh and pliable as new, and
causes no more left-channel fluctuation
than does fresh tape.
Flutter-Free Reels
For most people, the first introduction
to the so-called flutter- free reel has been
their purchase of a prerecorded tape.
Often, the initial reaction to the reel's
oversized hub is one of irritation at the
(to page 18)

Connoisseur Discs
Sirs:
Every once in a while, Icome across
an oasis in this desert of Dynagrave,
Phase 4, and Doctored Super-Stereo commercialism — a product that appears to
reflect an honest effort to deliver what
high fidelity is supposed to promise:
natural sound. In this case, I refer to
the record releases of the Connoisseur
Society.
Ihave never before heard commercial
discs sound so clean, ungimmicked and
natural.
Their two-channel mastering,
plus the heretical reversion to 45-rpm
speed (on 12-inch discs) produces results
that make the best competing products
sound pallid and tinny by comparison. In
fact, my only criticism of their efforts is
that they release far too few records.
Connoisseur Society has shown that
stereo records can be musical-sounding.
Isn't it about time some of the other
record companies wised up to this fact?
James F. Kregg
Chicago, Ill.

Anatomical Allergy
Sirs:
Your cover on the July-Oct. issue was
the most disgusting thing I've ever laid
eyes on. This is one copy of THE STEREOPHILE that isn't going to grace my coffee
table. A few more covers like that, and I
for one am going to cancel my subscription.
W. Bradley
Syosset, N. Y.
What do you have against ears?

BBC Discs
Sirs:
We have all heard rave reports about
the sound of OiseauLyre, English Decca,
British EMI and Deutsche Grammophone
discs, but the best stereo records Ihave
ever heard were some BBC transcriptions
aired by ahigh-quality FM station. Their
sound was utterly transparent, clean,
clear, and unbelievably natural.
Itried to buy some of these discs, but
found that the BBC lends them to radio
stations for royalties; they are not for
public sale. After acertain time, the stations receiving the discs must solemnly
destroy them. Any audiophile who has
assiduously cared for his record collection
should cringe at the idea of this, and yours
truly is no exception. But concerted public
action may, possibly, persuade the BBC
to change its policies to the extent that
the radio stations will be permitted to
keep and program these discs indefinitely.
Better still, perhaps the BBC might see

fit to make these magnificent discs available for sale to the general public. Many
of us would be willing to pay top prices
for this kind of quality.
If STEREOPHILE readers are interested in
exerting a little pressure to this effect,
write to: Head of Transcription Services,
British Broadcasting Company, Shirland
Road, Maida Vale, London W9, England.
Adrian B. DiCyan
Chicago, Ill.
We have heard some of these discs, and we
couldn't agree more. Their sound is beyond
belief, and it seems almost criminal to destroy them after abrief period, when serious
audiophiles are unable to get discs of this
calibre from any other source.
So, we
second Mr. DiCyan's motion, and urge
readers to write to the BBC and ask if
there is any way of obtaining these broadcast transcriptions after the stations are
finished with them.

Batar?
Sirs:
Your Stereophile Chart File in the last
issue ("Frequency Spectra") referred to a
bat's "guidance system" as "radar."
This is incorrect terminology.
"Radar" is an abbreviation for "Radio
Detection and Ranging." Bats navigate
by means of audible reflections from highpitched chirps, which are sounds rather
than radio waves. Thus, the bat's guidance system should be termed "sonar,"
not "radar."
E. E. Willis
Chicago, Ill.
You are embarrassingly correct.
covered with rue.

We are

Dynagrooves Again
Sirs:
Congratulations on the editorial
stand taken re Dynagroove, and for
your point-by-point rebuttal of what
seems to have been a juiced-up publicity release from the Victor '
engineers." I have listened to these
awful discs on one of the finest playback systems I have ever heard
(Weathers PS-11, Marantz amp and
preamp, EV Georgians) in what
must be one of the best rooms ever
used for listening, and can only come
to the same conclusions as you, only
more so.
John Hood
New York, N. Y.
Call for Contacts
Sirs:
As along-time audio hobbyist, Iwould
like to contact others in the Philadelphia
area with the same interest. Ihave afully
equipped audio lab.
Lewis J. Thomas
40 Rockglen Rd.
Philadelphia 51, Pa.
Phone Midway 2-5321

Miscellany
Errata Peut Etre?
We were just beginning to feel terribly
proud of ourselves for having turned out
an issue of THE STEREOPHILE without a
single error in it when we received aletter
from amanufacturer berating us for having wrongly accused his turntable of having an oversized spindle. We wrote and
said Okay, we were wrong, and we'd be
happy to print his letter, to which he
replied We would not print his letter, or
any part thereof, because he didn't want
his name associated with amagazine that
published misinformation. So, we won't
mention his name.
Just to set the record straight, though,
we were wrong in stating that his turntable had an oversized center spindle.
Actually, his turntable is about the only
one available whose spindle conforms to
the NARTB standard for spindle size.
Practically all other turntables have
undersized spindles, and practically all
records have undersized center holes that
fit these undersized spindles quite nicely.
We are sorry we misstated the case.

Fine Print Again
Last year, we tried printing one issue
of THE STEREOPHILE in smaller type, to
allow us to get more material into these
19 pages, and we asked our readers what
they thought of the change. Very few
bothered to register a vote, but the few
who did seemed unenthusiastic about the
change. And since the finer print was
more costly (because it gave the printer
more work), we decided to switch back
again to the larger type.
Ever since then, we've had editorial
material accumulating faster than we
could get it into the magazine, so as of
this issue, we're going to the smaller type
again, despite the higher cost. And we're
going to stay with it, so there. We consider the issue closed.
We still had some copy on hand in the
old, larger type, so rather than waste
money by discarding this and having it
reset, we decided to use it up. So, if you
notice some items in this and future issues
that look as if they're printed in oversized
type, it's because they are in oversized
type.

Flutter Filter
One of our readers, a Mr. Howard
Lundy of H. L. Enterprises (50 Green
Street, New York 13, N. Y.) informs us
that his firm is now in limited production
of the flutter filters we described in
STEREOPHILE Volume 1Number 4 ("Defluttering the Ampex 601").
The flutter filters, together with all
necessary hardware and an instruction
sheet, are available from the above address
for $ 12.50. We received asample kit, and
it worked fine. It looks adarnsight neater
than our old hand-made one did, too.
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Stereophile Reports on equipment are copyrighted,
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The "Headphone Roundup" in the last
issue covered 13 models of phones.
This
addendum to that "Roundup" adds two
more phones to the list, and covers a sampling of the available headphone accessories.
R-Columbia Type A Headphones
At first sight, these look abit like some
of those inexpensive imports that mailorder houses stock for people who can't
afford top quality phones.
Even their
price would seem to bear out the impres-

Columbias have even better low-end
range than the Koss phones, and are a
bit smoother through the mid range.
Highs are somewhat more extended than
those of the SP-3's, too, but are still quite
audibly rolled off. The R-Columbias lack
the over-all detail that is necessary for
critical evaluative listening, but they are
highly listenable, and are easier to take
for long periods than phones with more
extended highs but thin bass. These are
undoubtedly the best phones available in
their price class, and are an ideal choice
for the person who just wants to listen via
headphones for enjoyment.
An unusual and attractive feature of
these phones is the fact that replacements
for all parts are readily available and
easily installed by the user without the
use of tools. The most costly item — the
right-hand phone, with its six-foot cable
and plug — costs all of $6.95. Don't get
any clever ideas, though; the total cost
of all parts adds up to exactly $ 17.95.
Sharpe HA- 10 Headphones

sion of modest merchandise, but this is
one case where appearances are deceptive,
for these are in fact remarkably sturdy
and well made, and they sound very good.
Rating them according to the table in
the last issue's "Headphone Roundup,"
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these would be listed as follows: Cable —
I; Connections — 3-Circuit plug; R-L
identification — Cable enters R phone;
Construction— Good; Ruggedness— Very
good; Handling — Excellent; Comfort —
Very good; Noise Rejection — Fair; Impedance — 8 ohms per phone; Sensitivity
— Extremely high; Power capacity — Not
specified; Sound — Very good; Price —
$17.95.
Their sound most closely resembles that
of the Koss SP-3 headset, but the R10

The sample of this headset that was
tested for the last issue's "Headphone
Roundup" was found to be rather brilliant,
with impressively extended top but almost
nonexistent low end. A subsequent, modified version (which looks exactly like the
previous model) was submitted later by
the manufacturer, and was found to have
considerably better low end than its
predecessor. The new one still does not
match the low-end fullness of a good
loudspeaker system, but bass is audible
now, and asmall amount of bass boost can
produce satisfactory balance. In all other
respects, the new phones appear to be
identical to the previous model, and the
price remains unchanged at $43.50.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT:
Since the time when you were sent your last
HA-10, other changes have come about in this
model. The new 1964 model can be recognized
by its rugged cord and molded plug, entering
the left-hand phone through a molded-on
strain relief. The crossover cable between the
phones has amolded strain relief at both ends.
Also new is the foam-filled vinyl headband
cover, in place of the previous extruded vinyl
cover. The new cover is attached by means of
a press-type plastic zipper, to facilitate removal of the headband cover for cleaning.

Headphone Accessories
These devices are intended to match the low
impedance and high sensitivity of the average headset to a power amplifier output or
to the high- or medium-impedance output
from atape recorder or acontrol unit.
Connecting headphones directly to a
power amplifier incurs the risk of damage
to the phones (and the ears) due to accidental overload. In addition, the high
sensitivity of the phones will make the
normally inaudible hum and hiss of a
power amplifier conspicuously evident.
Consequently, it is customary to use some
sort of attenuator hookup between the
phones and the amplifier.
Most headphone manufacturers make simple junction boxes with the necessary attenuators
and a three-circuit phone outlet on them,
but we will list only those devices which
include additional control facilities like
volume controls and aswitch for selecting
headphones or speakers.
Some amplifiers can be seriously damaged through operation without a load,
so acontrol box that switches the speakers
off must have some provision for maintaining proper amplifier loading at all
times.
Transistorized power amplifiers will
require a special hookup for headphones,
since most such amplifiers can be seriously
damaged if any interconnection is made
between the Left- and Right-channel outputs. For details on hooking phones to
transistor amplifiers, see the box on
Page 12.
Deck-type tape recorders ( without their
own power amplifiers) and control consolettes usually require that their outputs
connect to ahigh-impedance (20,000 ohms
or more) load, even though the outputs
may be from a nominally low- impedance
source like a cathode follower or a transistor, so special impedance-matching devices are needed to operate low-impedance
phones from them. Recorders having a
600-ohm transformer output can be monitored with high-impedance phones or with
600-ohm phones.
Beyer TR-48 Transformers
These are extremely high-quality transformers for bridging a 600-ohm trans-

former-fed line (on a professional tape
recorder, for instance). Input impedance
is 2,000 ohms — too low to match a
cathode-follower output.
The transformers have a secondary impedance of
5 ohms, which will match any headset of
from 4to 8ohms impedance.
Each transformer is equipped with a
2-circuit plug and jack, and two of the
3- CIRCUIT
JACK

AC "ZIP CORO"

Figure 1.

2- to 3-circuit Y adapter.

transformers (at $18.50 apiece) are needed
for stereo phones. The phones must be
equipped with apair of 2-circuit plugs, or
an adapter (Figure 1) must be made up to
feed the transformer outputs to a 3circuit jack.
Jensen CC- 1Headphone Control
The most versatile and expensive
($39.95) headphone control center we
have seen, this fully passive device has
more controls on it than have some
amplifiers.
Controls are:
SPEAKERS (
On-Off);
CHANNEL (
L only, R only, Stereo Reverse, Stereo); M ODE (
Mono, Regular
Stereo, Space Perspective); BALANCE;
and VOLUME (
ganged).
Two 3-circuit
phone jacks are mounted on the front panel,
and the unit is housed in an attractive
walnut cabinet.
The CC- 1 provides proper loading for
the amplifier outputs at all times, and its
30-db insertion loss requires the use of an
amplifier with at least 10 watts power
capacity in order to drive the average
headset to full volume.
"Space Perspective" is Jensen's trademark for the CBS-licensed cross-feed network developed by Benjamin Bauer as an
answer to the left-right exaggeration that
normally takes place when phones are
used to listen to stereo that was microphoned for loudspeaker playback. Loudspeaker reproduction, like live listening,
allows a certain amount of cross-feeding
to take place between the ears. The right
ear picks up some of the sound coming
from the left side, and vice versa. The
degree of cross-feeding that occurs is
largely a function of frequency, the effect
tending to diminish with rising frequency.
Headphone listening directs all of the
sound from each phone into each ear, preventing the cross- feeding from taking
place. The resulting stereo effect is one
of vast, overblown spaciousness and disembodied side sounds, as if half the instruments were crowded around one ear
and the other half around the other ear.
The vastness is hair-raising, which is no
doubt one reason why so many people
prefer headphones for stereo listening.

But it is, in many respects, wholly unrealistic, because none of the reproduced
sounds have any location toward the front
of the listener. Extreme right- and lefthand instruments appear at opposite
sides of the head, while "centered"
sounds, which would normally come from
midway between the reproducing loudspeakers, locate themselves behind or
above the head or along a line between
the ears, right inside the head, depending
on how the recording was miked.
The Bauer cross-feed system attempts
to simulate from headphones an illusion
of loudspeaker listening, by introducing a
controlled amount of left-right channel
blending that approximates the blending
that normally takes place between "open"
ears. The network which accomplishes
this is included in Jensen's CC- 1 control
center, as an alternate Stereo position on
the M ODE switch, where the listener can
make A-B comparisons between straight
stereo and "Space Perspective" stereo.
We were impressed by the reasoning
behind "Space Perspective," but were
rather less enchanted by its performance.
Switching from Stereo to "Space Perspective" did indeed reduce the exaggerated
spaciousness to amore realistic level, and
seemed to move the sounds toward the
front of the head. But to our ears, the
sounds still did not seem to be coming
from somewhere out in front of us; they

were still "contained," as it were, within
the confines of the skull. We liked the
effect of the reduced hyperspaciousness,
but we also found that the "Space Perspective" network caused significant treble
boost and, on some recordings, a marked
loss of bass. Jensen explains the bass loss
logically enough, but we found no such
explanation for the treble boost. Perhaps
a slight reworking of the network design
might solve the treble problem, but the
bass loss on some stereo recordings (ones
with separation at low frequencies) appears to be inherent in the cross-feed arrangement, as it now stands.
Jensen CFN-1 Cross- Feed Network
Headphone listeners who wish to use
Jensen's "Space Perspective" system
alone, without the other control facilities
afforded by the CC- 1control center, may
purchase the CFN-1 "black box" (priced
at $ 19.50) for permanent connection to
their system.
The CFN-1 contains only the crossfeed network components and a threecircuit output jack. There are no internal
load resistors, so if the CFN-1 is ever used
with the main stereo speakers switched
off, the switch should be rigged up to
connect the necessary resistive load when
set to the Speakers Off position.

Knight KN-846 Control Unit
This has two stereo outlet jacks, separate channel gain controls, a speaker OnOff switch, and a $7.95 price tag.
Output loading, via the two 50-ohm
level controls, is probably adequate for
most amplifiers, but we would advise hanging another 50-ohm 2-watt resistor across
each control (between the two outside
contacts), just to be on the safe side.
Koss A-1220 Headphone Amplifier
This is an AC-powered device that uses
three tubes plus a rectifier to match any
high-impedance output ( from a tape recorder, tuner or control consolette) to any
low-impedance headset.
It has two 3circuit output jacks and apair of volume
controls on it for adjustment of Left- and
Right-channel level. Price is $34.95.
With its controls wide open, 0.1 volt of
input signal will drive most headsets to
full volume.
Distortion was audibly
negligible, but our test sample had enough
hiss to be distinctly audible on phones
with agood high end (such as Koss's own
PRO-4's).
Its very high input impedance makes
the 1220 ideal for monitoring a tape recorder in cases where it is impractical to
use loudspeaker monitoring, but if you
are in the habit of judging stereo balance
through the phones, you'd better calibrate
the 1220's level control settings. On our
sample, identical control settings did not
always provide equal gain through both
channels.
R-Columbia "Phone Mate"
This neat, compact gadget consists of
a pair of tiny impedance-matching transformers housed in asmall brass tube, with
a 3-circuit plug at one end and a 3-circuit jack at the other end, to mate with
the typical stereo phone plug. Output to
the headset is 8ohms (4to 16 ohms would
do), and the input impedance to the
"Phone Mate" is 40,000 ohms per channel,
which is high enough to work from the
high-impedance cathode-follower output
of a tape recorder or control consolette.
It will, of course, serve equally well for

bridging a 600-ohm transformer output,
and with a little over 1 volt of input
signal (standard line level) it will deliver
comfortable listening volume to any
reasonably efficient low-impedance headset.
Despite the extremely small size of its
transformers, the "Phone Mate" did not
audibly degrade the sound in any way,
but it shares with the Beyer units the
mild disadvantage of requiring an adapter
cable (Figure 1) for most applications.
Most recorders provide separate 2-circuit
output jacks for the Left and Right
channels, and the adapter is needed to
bring these together to a standard 3circuit stereo phone plug. Even so, its
(to next page)
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$9.95 price plus the cost of parts for the
adapter still add up to avery inexpensive
way of matching Lo-Z phones to a Hi-Z
source.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT:
The Phone Mate" is also available with
primary impedances of 100, 500, 2.000 and
10,000 ohms, and experience has shown that
the 10-k model best matches cathode-follower
outputs.
The standard "Phone-Mate" (Model 80) is
for connection to a standard 3-circuit stereo
phone jack, and sells for $9.95. An alternate
type (Model 82) " Phone Mate Cord Assembly," for $11.95, is available for connection
to aseparate pair of 2-circuit outlets, as are
found on most stereo tape recorders.

Sharpe LTCS-816
Headphone Control
This is aspeaker-headphone switch box
(priced at $21.95) with a volume control
for each channel, two 3-circuit phone outputs, and fuses for both phone channels.
The unit can be connected to select between speakers and phones, or to turn the
phones on and off while leaving the
speakers connected. Impedance loading
adjustments are made automatically when
the switching takes place.
Our sample unit was not wired according to its instructions: all three wires
were interchanged. The white wire was
the amplifier "hot" connection, red was
the "hot" lead to the speaker, and the
bare twisted braid was the common

Phone Adapter For Transistor Amps
Stereo headsets are usually supplied with
a 3-circuit cable plug, using a common
ground circuit for both phones. This arrangement is fine for use with most tubetype amplifiers, where one side of each
speaker circuit is already tied to the system ground, but many transistorized
power amplifiers will be seriously damaged
if any interconnections are made between
the two pairs of loudspeaker output
terminals.
So-called OTL (output transformerless)
transistor power amplifiers often use a
bridge-type output circuit that "floats"
both sides of the speaker line above
ground, to provide a self-regulating system that maintains the push-pull output
transistors in balance and at their proper
operating current. Any interconnection
between the two output channels will upset the self-regulating functions of both
output stages, causing the transistors to

"run away" until they burn out or pop
their fuses.
For this reason, stereo headsets that are
to be used with transistorized power amplifiers must be connected via isolated circuits, with apair of leads running to each
phone.
Beyer and Heath (Roanwell)
headsets are normally provided with the
necessary 4-wire connections, and some
other types are available this way on
special order. Conventional headphone
control units, of the types described in
this issue of THE STEREOPHILE, all utilize
the standard 3-circuit common-ground
hookup, so owners of transistor amplifiers must buy or build a special 4-circuit
control for their headsets. The Heath
Company sells such a device (not listed
in this issue) for $9.95 in kit form. People
who would rather build their own, from
scratch, may do so from the schematic
diagram, below.

MI CM
PHONES ONLY
DPDT SLIDE SW.

Schematic diagram of a 4-circuit headphone control box for use with transistorized power amplifiers. The unit may be constructed in a small plastic
case or a small metal chassis. If metal is used, the output jacks must be
mounted in insulated washers to isolate them from the chassis, and no circuit connections may be tied to the chassis. Before putting the control box
into service, a continuity check should be made to determine whether all
output circuits are insulated from the chassis. The headphone's connections to its 2-circuit plugs should be phased according to the instructions
given on Page 18 of STEREOPHILE Number 1. The control circuit shown
above has a speaker/phone selector switch and a level control for each stereo
channel, and is suitable for any headset of between 4 and 25 ohms impedance.
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ground lead to amplifier and speaker. If
both phones and speakers go dead in one
position of the switch, try connecting the
box as described above. Our sample was
pretty sloppily wired, so it may have been
a preproduction prototype. This could
explain the wiring error, too.
Sharpe also makes a variety of simple
outlet boxes (for connecting to amplifier
outputs) and extension cables for stereo
headphones, some with remote volume
controls on them.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT:
The LTCS-816 is in permanent production with
the wiring changes noted in your report. The
original units were supplied with a4-conductor cable in asingle jacket, which limited the
unit to use with stereo units having selfcontained speakers. The new " zip" cables
permit connection to speakers that are detached from the sound source. Revised instructions are included with all units.
Superex SC-2
This speaker/phone control box has two
3-circuit phone jacks, a level control for
each stereo channel, and a two-position
switch to select speakers or phones.
The amplifier outputs are permanently
connected across the unit's 25-ohm volume controls, to provide adequate loading
for any amplifier with reasonably good
high- frequency stability.
The SC-2is priced at $6.95.

Addenda
Since practically all headphones make
their connections via a three-conductor
plug, both channel grounds are carried by
acommon conductor. For this reason, the
phase reverse switch on many amplifiers
will no longer function properly when the
phones are connected. Speakers must be
connected so that phasing is correct with
the phasing switch in its Normal position,
and the phasing switch must be left there
at all times. This is particularly important
with transistor power amplifiers, some of
which will burn out if their speaker outputs are shorted.
If phase reversal provision is needed,
the switch must be installed on one of the
wires running from the headphone junction box to one of the loudspeakers.
Some stereo systems will oscillate if a
connection is made between the amplifier
output grounds. In such cases, omitting
one of the ground connections to the headphone junction box will usually solve that
problem.

Ampex F-44 Recorder
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Four-track stereo recorder and
playback unit. Speeds: 7% and 3% ips.
Frequency response:
2db, 50 to 13,000
cps at 7% ips;
2db, 30 to 8,000 cps at 3%
ips. Signal/noise ratio: 53 db at 7% ips;
48 db at 3% ips. Flutter and wow: below
0.15% at 7% ips; below 0.2% at 3% ips. Tim-

ing accuracy:
1Çc. Inputs: 2 microphone (0.5 millivolt at 2.2 meg); 2line (0.15
volt at 500,000 ohms). Controls: Selector
(Mono 1, Mono 2, Stereo, 1-2 Add, 2-1 Add);
playback level, function (Off, Tape, Input);
line level, mike level, fast wind, record lock,
record/play, speed shift. Automatic shutoff,
dual VU meters, synchronous motor, digital
counter. Outputs: Cathode followers to
high-fidelity system. Dimensions: 9inches
H X 15 D X 17 W. Price: $595. Manufacturer: Ampex Corp., Audio Division,
1020 Kifer Rd., Sunnyvale, Calif.

The F-44 is the third evolutionary
step from the original "A" series recorder that Ampex first released in
the mid- 1950s as an instrument for
the recordist with professional standards but a nonprofessional budget.
The earlier machines were capable
of very high-quality recording, but
they lacked some of the electronic
adjustments and monitoring facilities that were demanded by many
perfectionists, and used a shadedpole induction drive motor.
The F-44 has overcome virtually
all of the objections raised against
its predecessors, and thus bridges the
gap, as it were, between the semiprofessional Ampex 601 and 602. recorders and the " home- type" 960 and
1260 models.
The shaded- pole induction motor
that drove previous Ampex home recorders has been replaced in the F-44
by a hysteresis-synchronous motor,
thus allowing complete interchangeability of recorded tapes between
different machines, without significant changes in pitch or musical
tempos.
Like all Ampices, this has three
heads, for erase, record and play,
and separate amplifiers for recording
and playback.
An INPUT-TAPE
switch allows A- B comparison between the input signal and the signal
coming from the tape.
Like the earlier units, the F-44
is constructed for maximum ease of
servicing.
All mechanical adjustments can be made without even
withdrawing the unit from its carrying case; removal of its top motor
plate is all that is necessary. Electronic adjustments do require pulling
the deck from its case, but the adjustments are accessible through holes
in the amplifier's bottom cover, and
with the cover removed, electronic
servicing can be done while the deck
is operating.
There is a full complement of adjustments that are normally found
only on the big professional machines. These include record equalization, playback equalization (including aseparate pair of head damping pots to trim the playback re-

of Ampex's later home units, have
an automatic shutoff to turn everything off when atape breaks or runs
out. The F-44's however, will also
control the recorder's motor, amplifier, and an AC receptacle. When
the F-44's AC switch is ON, the
shutoff merely stops the mechanism,
leaving the motor running. If the
unit is playing or recording, though,
turning the switch to OFF has no
effect on anything, until the tape
runs out, at which time the whole
recorder, and the main amplifier or
tuner or whatever else is plugged
into the AC outlet is turned off.
The recorder handles very well.
The controls are firm and tight
without being stiff, all functions
and switching are very quiet, and
the unit runs with a minimum of
mechanical noise. The gain controls
for the A and B channels are concentric, with slip-clutch couplers, and
although the pointers on our sample
did not line up perfectly, gain track+10
ing was maintained to within 1 db
O
PLAYBACK RESPONSE -AMPEX .? 132-01 TAPE
throughout their entire range.
10
On preliminary instrument tests,
+10
the F-44 that we tested exceeded all
O
of the manufacturer's specifications,
RECORO-PL,AY 7,1/2 IPS
but we found that its performance
-10
could be improved slightly by careful
•10
electronic adjustment. With the bias
0
RECORD[PLAY 3-,3/4 IPS
peaked for maximum output from
10 20
50 100
250 500
IK
2.5K 5K 10K 01'.
Ampex/Irish 941 tape (the best 7ips tape we have found), total harnot room either for low-impedance
monic distortion measured 0.8% at
mike receptacles or matching trans15 db below tape saturation level,
formers. Thus, the recordist who
cross-talk interference (between adwishes to use low-impedance mikes
jacent tracks on the tape) was —38
(and this should include all who do
db at 10 kc and —45 db at 3 kc and
any live recording away from home)
below. Channel separation was unmust use external matching transmeasurable (the tape hiss swamped
formers in series with the mike
it), and signal/noise ratio measured
cables. Each input has its own gain
an unbelievable 56.5 db below the
Lontrol, allowing mike and line
tape's 3% distortion point (which
signals to be mixed and controlled
occurred at 7.5 db above the VU
individually.
meter's Zero-level reading). Flutter,
The Model 1260 Ampex had a
measured on an ACA flutter meter,
sound- on-sound feature that permitwas 0.1% at 7 2 ips and 0.17% at
-cd material recorded on the A track
33
/1 ips.
Frequency response is
to be rerecorded off onto the B track,
shown
in
the
curves, above. The
along with whatever new material
averaged response of both channels
you wished to superimpose on it
is shown, for they did not deviate by
through the A channel's inputs. The
more than 0.5 db at any point.
F-44 goes a step further, and proAs might be expected from the
vides sound-on-sound transfer in
curves, the F-44's sound was quite
either direction, from B to A or A
bass-heavy when reproducing most
to B, allowing you to construct a
commercially prerecorded tapes. At
full multi-part choral or instruips, its own tapes were barely dismental work from one voice or one
tinguishable from the original proversatile instrumentalist. The limitgram material in even the most critiing factor here is, of course, the procal listening comparisons.
Again,
gressive deterioration of the first
.bass was slightly up, and there was
"takes," due to the accumulation of
a barely detectable haziness to the
individually small amounts of dissound, but there was actually less
tortion and response deviation.
(to next page)
Many recorders, including some

sponse above 8,000 cps), bias current,
bias balance, and meter calibration.
The VU meters cannot be switched
to read output level from atape, but
they can be used for on-the-spot calibration adjustments in the field by
feeding the output from one channel
into the input to the other channel,
and using the other channel's meter
for measuring the first channel's
playback level and response.
The earlier Ampex home recorders
all used a single VU meter, switchable between channels.
The F-44
uses dual meters, with their needles
swinging parallel to one another,
for easy, accurate indication of channel balance. The meters are not calibrated in volume units, but they do
have markings indicating the zero,
—10 and —20—db points.
All inputs are at high impedance,
via phone plugs (for the mikes) or
standard phono plugs, and there is

I1
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loss of transparency than we have
heard from some of the professional
Ampices. At 33
4 ips, there was a
perceptible loss of detail, sheen and
crispness, but again, the over-all
difference between the original and
the playback material was less than
that of most recorders operating at
iPs•
Only time will show how the F-44
compares with the professional Ampex units in long-term durability
and stability, but if it does prove
to be as dependable as, say, the 1260
units, it could set new performance
standards for even the professional
machines.
We liked it so much that we gave
in and bought one. Now, we can
start reviewing 4-track tapes.
R.J. K. & J. G. H.
Follow- Up Report
Since the above report was written, we have
had the opportunity to live with an F-44 for
several months, and we turned up some additional points that may be of interest to readers.
First, after amonth or so of use, the polish
on the head surfaces was slightly improved by
the mild abrasive action of the tape (something
that always occurs with anew machine), improving the unit's high-end response. In the
case of the F-44, however, the resulting rise
was almost too much for the unit's equalization adjustments to cope with, so it was barely
possible to adjust for flat high-end response.
We also found that the ballistic characteristics (motional damping) of the record level
meters bore no resemblance to the NARTB
standard for VU meter damping. The F-44's
meters proved to be highly underdamped, so
that meter indications of slight overload on
many kinds of live material actually yielded
tapes that were below normal recording level.
The underdamped condition does not show up
on conventional instrument tests, and since
the F-44 ' shiss level is extremely low, we were
not aware that it was recording program
material at subnormal level until one time
when the meters registered a severe overload
which was not subsequently audible on the
tape.
Some experimentation showed that these
minor problems, as well as the slight low-end
rise that is mentioned in the report, are simply
and easily remediable by the user, and we plan
to publish details of the necessary modifications in. the next issue.
We stand corrected on one point mentioned
in the report. There is room in the F-44 for a
pair of tiny mike input transformers, and there
are holes drilled in the chassis to accommodate
these special transformers, which are available
on order from Ampex Audio Division.

Argus X-3 Speaker System
SPECIFICATIONS (
furnished by manufacturer): Frequency response: 28 to 20,000
cps. Impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions:
25" W by 14" H by 11" D. Price: $180 list;
$135 net. MANUFACTURER: ArgusX
Electronics, 315 West End Ave., New York
23, N. Y.

This compact system contains two 2- inch
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super-tweeters and apair of 8-inch woofers,
each with a "whizzer" cone affixed to the
apex of the main cone. The enclosure is
hand-rubbed, oiled walnut, finished on all
four sides. A single capacitor provides
crossover to the tweeters at around 6,000
cps. Crossover from the woofers is purely
acoustical, as a function of their falling
response at the high end. Tweeter level
is not adjustable.
Preliminary oscillator tests showed the
X-3 to be unusually smooth throughout
most of its range (see response curve, below). No low-frequency doubling was observed, and the upper range was free from
audible harmonics or buzzes. On music,
the X-3 was very well balanced, sonic details were well reproduced, and the system
sounded quite neutral, if a tiny bit brilEven FM interstation hiss — a
liant.
critical test for mid- and upper-range
smoothness — failed to reveal any definite
vowel-like colorations or high-frequency
sizzle. Only in the middle-bass range did
we detect anything resembling aresonant
condition, and this slight response hump
added a somewhat "drummy" quality to
most bass sounds.
An earlier Model X-3 that we heard had
apronounced resonant hump in this midbass range. The later model, which we
tested for this report, had far less of the
problem, but it was still there. It must
be said in all fairness, though, that the

latest X-3 had noticeably less mid-bass
boom than about 90% of the compact
speakers we have heard. Unfortunately,
the new X-3 looks just like the previous
model, which makes it a bit difficult for a
buyer to know whether or not he's getting
the boomy model.
Low-bass response from the X-3 was
not very impressive. The deeper musical
fundamentals were there, albeit rather
feebly, but their audibility was further
impaired by the masking effect of the
stronger signals in the 80-to- 100-cps range.
High-frequency dispersion was excellent.
No audible change in treble output was
detected throughout a90-degree radiating
angle, and this broad dispersion contributed to very good stereo localization and
center fill-in when the systems were paired.
Highs were sweet and quite musical-sounding, and the subdued sound of record surface noise indicated that the system's high
end was free from serious response peaks.
The X-3 did not have anything like the
crystalline transparency or sheen of a
good electrostatic system, but its middleand high-frequency performance were superior to the majority of cone-type sys-

tems, including some more costly ones.
The X-3 is priced competitively with
both the KLH 6 and the Janszen Z-400
systems, neither of which it can match in
low-frequency performance. Our own preference would still be the Z-400, but for
those who prefer the softer high end of
45
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non-electrostatic tweeters, and want something whose sound is a bit more light and
open than the KLH 6, the Argus X-3 is
well worth consideration.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The
earlier X-3 was discontinued early in December
1963, so there is no problem in distinguishing
it from the new X-3.
We agree with most of your findings, but we
are astonished by your observations about the
low frequency response of the X-3. We have
repeatedly demonstrated, with records and
test equipment, that the lowest bass frequencies are reproduced with greater definition and
more energy than they are on other famous
shelf speakers. If you or any of your readers
are interested, you can visit our showroom at
315 West End Avenue, New York City, (SU
7-4362) from 2to 7P. M., and we will demonstrate how the Argus X-3 sweeps down to 30
cps very smoothly, while other shelf speakers
have prominent dips and peaks down to 40
cps, then fall off sharply below 40 cps. Our
audio generator was calibrated by Audio
Workshop as being even more accurate than
the instruments used to test it. (We will also
demonstrate with records famous for their
fundamental bass content). We respect your
publication for its integrity, so we are profoundly puzzled by the discrepancy in our tests
for bass response. C'est la vie!
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: Subsequent
checks showed that the X-3 would indeed produce considerable output when driven fairly
hard with a 30-cps tone. The output, however, was comprised almost entirely of harmonic distortion products, a fact that was
readily verified by means of agood condenser
microphone and an oscilloscope.
When conducting our listening tests, we did
not drive the system this hard. We set the
mid-range level for fairly high volume, and
swept upward and downward from there, keeping the level constant. Under these conditions,
virtually no sound was heard from the speaker
below 40 cps, and harmonics were not audible
at any bass frequency.

Ad Quotes
"This is the only turntable designed for
the stereo record." — Grado Labs, advertising the Lab Series turntable.
Good Heavens, man! You mean we've
been playing stereo on amono turntable all
these years?

"This exclusive triple-length tape offers
3600' lengths on 7" reels. That's three
times the footage possible with standardlength tape on a7" reel." — The 3M Company, in an ad for their 290 triple-play
tape.
. . . And one-third the thickness possible
with standard- thickness tape!

2"3,11011'

stereop ni e
reports
on
Well, we finally got ourselves equipped to
review 4-track tapes, via a slightly modified
Ampex F-44 (the modifications lo be described in the next issue) and an arrangement with UST to receive all their new
tapes for review.
During the long interim between the last
issue and this one, we accumulated agoodly
backlog of review tapes, so we'll endeavor to
cover as many of them as possible in this
issue. In future, we will carry reviews of
tapes and discs in each issue. This time,
it's all tape.
All 4-track tapes we have auditioned had
noticeably higher hiss than the average
stereo disc, but this was not loud enough lo
be distracting except when the tapes were
reproduced at very high levels. Even then,
we found the smooth, even hiss to be less
objectionable than the ticks and pops from
some discs played al the same level. On the
other hand, quiet discs were significantly
quieter than the best 4-track tapes. Discs
are generally (although not always) more
tipped up at the high end than their tape
equivalents, and may be susceptible to distortions (due to poor groove tracing) that are
not present in tape playback, while processing variations may cause some tapes to have
slightly more or less high-end response or
distortion than the samples we review. So
the fact that a tape merits a rave review for
ils sound does not necessarily mean that its
disc equivalent, or other tape copies of il,
will sound exactly like the ones we review
in this column.
Joan Baez In Concert, Part 2
Joan Baez, accompanying herself on the
guitar. Vanguard tape VTC-1679, $7.95.
Either you like Joan Baez or you don't.
Ihappen to, so Ithoroughly enjoyed this
second collection of songs recorded at
live concerts during her recent tours. If
you aren't a Baez enthusiast, what can I
say? Except to add that, if you've never
heard her, you should.
This is one of the most startlingly
realistic, convincingly natural recordings
Ihave ever heard. It is simply alive, and
to try and describe it beyond that would
be awaste of verbiage. There is no sense
whatsoever of the mechanics of recording,
and there are precious few recordings I
know of of which this is true.
The "jacket notes" for this are an embarrassment, though. The whole thing is
devoted to a very long poem by Bob
Dylan (another, slightly less known young
folk singer) about how he found Faith
through " Joanie." It's all very touching,
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but it belongs in Miss Baez's desk drawer,
not on arecord liner. J.G.H.
BORODIN: Symphony No. 2 in B
Minor; Symphony No. 3in A Minor;
Prince Igor Overture
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, conductor. London stereo tape
LCL-80102, $7.95.
Ernest Ansermet is one of the greatest
living conductors of impressionist music,
but he is not what Iwould have called a
versatile conductor. His impressionism is
appropriately light-handed and etheral,
but he tends to approach everything he
conducts in this same way, and the results
are all too often low-key, almost dull performances of works that demand highspirited buoyancy or marked dramatic
contrasts. These Borodin works require
touches of both, so Imust admit Iwasn't
expecting much when I started to play
this tape. Iwas pleasantly surprised.
Maybe it was the Swiss weather, maybe
it was the simple fact that these are abit
off the beaten track of standard concert
repertoire. But whatever the reason, Mr.
Ansermet has turned in as delightfully
spirited performances of these as I've
heard.
The recording is superb. My sample
tape was clean, rich, and stunningly natural, with some of the fattest trombone
sound that's ever been recorded. The
music is as Russian as Borscht, with a
strong flavor of Rimsky-Korsakov.
An excellent tape, on all counts.
J.G.H.
BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 8 in
C Minor
Munich Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans
Knapperstbusch, conductor. Westminster
Twin-Pak* tape, WTP-165, $ 11.95.
This is an awesome, moving performance
of Bruckner's monumental 8th, and is
probably by far the best available in
stereo at present, but the recording sounds
strangely unnatural.
Strings are abit steely, but not enough
so to complain about. Bass is deep, full
and very solid, orchestral balances are
excellent, and the stereo spread and center
fill are excellent, but the whole thing
seems oddly two-dimensional, as though
all the instruments were exactly the same
'Containing the contents of two separate discs.

distance from the listener. The acoustics
seem distressingly dead and, possibly because of this, there is very little sense of
spaciousness in the sound. Isuspect that
abit too much engineering went into this.
The results might have been better with
nothing more than a pair of mikes hung
in front of the orchestra.
My review tape had some channel imbalance, amounting to about a3-db difference between left and right. (Left was up
on side 1, right was up on side 2.) Also,
there was a small amount of overload
during the loudest crescendos, but then the
tape does have very wide dynamic range,
and it's hard to put dynamics like that on
a4-track tape without incurring marginal
overload or excessive hiss. This tape
treads that fine line very adroitly. J.G.H.
Burgess Test Tape for
Tuning Recorders
Monophonic, 7M ips (Side A) and 33
%
ips (Side B), made by Burgess Battery
Co. Price: $4.50, available only with 1
reel of Burgess virgin tape at regular
price.
Ostensibly intended as a test and demonstration tape for the home recordist,
parts of this would be hilariously funny
were it intended as a parody of all such
test tapes. Unfortunately, it is not supposed to be funny, which makes it without
adoubt the most ill-conceived mishmash
of misinformation and meaningless drivel
that has ever been foisted on the public
by amajor tape manufacturer.
Burgess may well make good recording
tape (we used our "Test Tape" for a recording job and it seemed to work very
well), but they should be ashamed of
themselves for producing anything as
naive and inaccurate as this. J.G.H.

DVORAK: Symphony No. 4 (No. 8)
in G; Symphony No. 5 in E Minor
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Istvan
Kertesz, conductor. London Twin-Pak*
tape, LCK 8013, $ 11.95.
This tape is a rare item, combining as it
does two superb performances with unusually good recording.
Kertesz brings to the 5th avitality and
warmth that makes it sound almost like
a new work, instead of the hackneyed
chestnut it has become.
Tempi and
phrasing seem just right, neither mannered
(to next page)
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nor capricious, giving the impression that
the music is playing itself.
The lesser-known 4th Symphony is a
beautiful but poignant work, utterly unlike the 5th in mood but, in many respects, more typical of the Dvorak we
associate with the "Slavonic Dances."
The recording is representative of London's best recent efforts — not really very
natural, but slickly polished and richsounding, with anice sense of spaciousness
and good stereo distribution. Some of
London's earlier mono discs sounded more
realistic, but then it is obviously too much
to ask in these times that recordings be
felicitous to live sound. J.G.H.

GABRIELI:
Saerae Symphoniae
and Canzoni for Double Choir,
Organ and Brass
Choir and Brass Ensemble of the Gabrieli
Festival, Hans Gillesberger, conductor;
Anton Heiler, organist. Vanguard tape
VTC-1680, $7.95.
It is beginning to look as if Vanguard is
the only American record company that
still makes an honest effort to turn out
recordings that sound like live music. This
one shows no signs of souping-up, it has
a natural sense of perspective, from a
row-M vantage point, and the acoustics
and stereo distribution are unobtrusive
but thoroughly convincing.
The performance, however, is subdued
and overly reverent, as though the participants were afraid of offending their
God by rejoicing joyfully. They adore
Him solemnly and sing His praises earnestly, but they sing of a stern, unsmiling
God. The result does not do justice either
to the God we worship or the music
Gabrieli wrote. J.G.H.

Film Themes of Ernest Gold
London Symphony Orchestra, Ernest
Gold, conductor.
London tape LPM70079, $6.95.
Film composing has done a lot of growing
up in the last ten years, when the average
movie score was a potpourri of blaring
fanfares, rolling drums, crashing cymbals
and the inevitable solo viola love theme.
There are still the "Ben-Hurs," the
"Cleopatras" and the "El Cids," but increasing numbers of film scores are able to
stand on their own merits, without benefit
of a written program or a memory of the
film plot. Such is the music of Ernest
Gold, whose name nobody had ever heard
until he walked off with an Oscar for his
score for "Exodus."
This tape includes sections from 11 film
scores, including music from "Judgment
at Nuremburg," "Inherit the Wind," and
"On the Beach," not to mention, of
course, "Exodus." And if you came to
know "Exodus" through Ferrante and
Teicher's arrangement of it, you'll hardly
16

recognize it in this recording, for these are
not "arrangements";
they're played
"straight," as they were for the film
score. And which one is the hit of this
collection? I'll nominate "It's a Mad,
Mad, Mad, Mad World," which is one of
the most delightful pieces I've heard. It
could become ahit. It should.
The recording, like most recent Londons, is stunning but not terribly realistic.
The sound is rich, full-bodied and, at least
on my copy, very clean, with plenty of
depth and some real subterranean bass
that I'm willing to bet won't be audible at
all on many systems. Listen to the last
part of "On the Beach," and see if you
pick it up. It's subtle, and it sounds as if
someone turns it on suddenly, but it's
there, and it is very deep.
This is areal sleeper. Get it, or get the
disc equivalent. On London, the disc
should be at least as good. J.G.H.
GROFE: Grand Canyon Suite
London Festival Orchestra, Stanley Black,
conductor. London Phase-4 tape, LCL75002, $7.95.
This super-dramatic, high-powered rendition of Grofe's southwestern warhorse has
almost everything the hi-fi nut could want
— thundering bass, screaming strings,
scintillating percussion, razor-sharp detail,
and all the drama of a Wagnerian crisis.
Unfortunately, the conductor treats the
whole thing as if he's just in a dreadful
hurry to get it all over with, and the recording is as flamboyantly juiced up as
anything I've heard in the classical field
since Dynagroove came along. A real
turkey.
Ormandy's Grand Canyon is
still the best on stereo. J.G.H.
HAYDN: Symphony No. 60 in C
("Il Distratto"); Symphony No 52;
in C Minor
The Esterhazy Orchestra, David Blum,
conductor.
Vanguard Stereolab tape,
VTC-1674, $7.95.

Every time Ibegin to suspect that musical
values are dead in the recording field,
along comes something like this to renew
my Faith. And Imust add that Vanguard
has been providing more such refreshments
lately than any other record company.
This tape is a joy and a delight. The
"Esterhazy Orchestra" — which sounds
like another name for one of those pickup
orchestras that are gathered together for
arecording session and disbanded immediately after — is actually a new group,
organized in 1961 for the specific purpose
of presenting Haydn's music, the obscure
as well as the popular.
Neither of these works was familiar to
me, but both are immensely enjoyable,
the 60th in particular, and the performances have just the right amount of graceful swagger and buoyant vivacity.
The recording is superbly natural;
smooth, sweet strings, full, solid lows, and

arichness that is becoming more and more
scarce in these days of the ever-higherfi
recording. The perspective is about that
of a good row-M seat, the acoustical environment is appropriate, and there is a
smooth, even distribution of instruments
across the stereo "stage."
If this is your kind of music, it should
certainly be your kind of recording. J.G.H.
MONTEVERDI: Lagrime d'amante
al sepolcro dell'amata, and other
madrigals by Monteverdi, Gesulado,
Marenzio, Areadelt, Rore, Costeley,
Jones and Passereau
The Deller Consort, Alfred Deller, conductor. Vanguard tape VTC-1678, $7.95.
This is a rare combination of superb performance and stunning recording! The
Deller Consort sings these as if they were
enjoying every moment, and the result is
adelight.
The chorus is quite small and is closely
recorded, but the voices are so pure and
unstrained that there is none of the
brittle hardness that is usually characteristic of close-miked choral recording.
The stereo is very effective, and there is
just the right amount of reverberation,
but center fill-in is not quite what it
might be. The side voices sound a shade
closer than the centered ones, giving
somewhat the "horseshoe" effect that was
common in earlier stereo recordings.
Otherwise, there is no fault to be found
with the recording. My sample tape was
very clean and lucid. J.G.H.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker Suites
Nos. 1 and 2; Swan Lake Ballet
(Highlights)
Orchestre de la Suisse Raymonde, Ernest
Ansermet, conductor. London Twin-Pak
tape LCK-80131, $ 11.95.

Maybe it's the environment of arecording
session, or maybe it's just the fact that
these works have been played to death,
but there's something lacking from these
performances that I can't quite put my
finger on. The playing is excellent, most
of the tempi seem just right, the accents
are fitting and proper, and the relative
emphasis of the melodic lines sounds fine,
while the recording is typical of London's
recent best.
But somehow neither the
Nutcracker nor the Swan Lake highlights
seems completely convincing. Ithink the
one thing that is missing is spontaneity,
but then how often does a recorded performance have this? Rarely. And when
one does come along, it is rarely well recorded.
When both are combined, the
result is acollector's item.
These renditions by Ansermet are certainly among the better available performances, but to me, the Fistoulari-Concertgebouw Swan Lake highlights (on London CS-6218 — disc only) is the best on
stereo to date. I'm still waiting for the
definitive stereo Nutcracker. J.G.H.

Disc Sound (
from page 7)
region. Whether or not this peak sounds
objectionable will depend on the speaker
system used. Although the frequency of
this peak varied from 12 to 20 kc in different samples of the 880p, it did not appear
to significantly affect the over-all sound
of the pickup.
The ADC- 1 and Shure pickups arc
listed above the Pickering only on the
basis of the best samples we found. Some
samples of these were by far the poorest
pickups tested.

Conclusions, Comments, Etc.

The first series of listening tests were
performed in stereo using either AR or
KLH speakers. For later tests we used
the Quad full-range electrostatic. Some
pickups which were acceptable on the
acoustic suspension systems sounded almost atrocious on the more revealing
Quad, and differences between all the
pickups were much more apparent. It is
therefore recommended that comparative
evaluations of any pickups be performed
using aspeaker system such as the Quad,
Janszen Z600 or some other speaker having
an extremely clear middle and high end.
The loudspeaker situation resulted in
some confusion as to the comparative
quality of the Ortofon pickup. In listening
tests through the acoustic suspension

speakers, the Ortofon was felt to be
slightly superior to all the pickups evaluated. However, the London Professional
was evaluated only on the Quad, in direct
comparison with the Weathers and Deram.
On the whole, the London Professional
was found to be far superior, in that it
completely lacked the fuzziness of the
Weathers, the Deram and the Ortofon.

Summary

In our opinion, there are two especially
important points to note concerning the
meaning of published pickup specifications. First, the only important compliance specification is the dynamic compliance, which is the compliance of the
pickup at its normal tracking force. And
second, the stylus mass specification must
be for total dynamic mass, and must be
factual rather than a figment of somebody's imagination in order to be of any
value at all. Actually, a much more
meaningful specification for stylus behavior at high frequencies would be a
factual statement of stylus impedance, as
this would include the effects of every
factor which influences a pickup's performance at middle as well as high frequencies. We would like to see these
specifications become a part of every
pickup manufacturer's published data,
perhaps taking the place of some of the
meaningless specs which now appear.

It is encouraging to note how close, by
our measurements, the Ortofon came to
our minimum specifications. However, it
is felt that, on the whole, the London
Professional is a more listenable pickup,
since it lacked the fuzziness which the
Ortofon exhibited. This is adirect indication that there are other factors to consider besides those which we measured;
i.e., cantilever resonances, damping and
longitudinal compliance.
In addition to developing better laboratory tests with which to determine pickup
quality, we hope to apply the present tests
to other pickups of promise. Among these
are the EMI EPU 100 and the Weathers
Professional. A brief listening test, conducted after we had completed this report,
indicated that the Weathers Professional
did have markedly less fuzziness than the
LDM pickup, but we did not have the
opportunity to compare a Weathers Professional with aLondon Professional. We
hope to do so for afuture follow-up report.
We are also aware of the fact that, in
the interests of brevity, we were forced to
gloss over some rather fundamental aspects of pickup behavior. So, if certain
concepts or terms are not clear, and you
are concerned about them, please jot
down some of your puzzlements on apostcard and send it to us, care of THE STEREOPHILE. Your queries will serve as the
basis of future pickup articles.

Recommended Components
We cannot be responsible for the
failure of systems using these components to perform as expected. All
we can do is list in each group those
components which we know to be
intrinsically excellent.
Components listed here are categorized as follows: Class A—Highest
in price, quality, and prestige value;
Class B—Sonic quality about equal
to Class A, but lower in cost; Class
C—Slightly lower-quality sound, but
far better than average home hi-fi;
Class D—Good, musical sound, better than the average component system, but significantly less than the
best sound available.
It is assumed that the buyer will
select his loudspeakers on the basis
of room size, acoustics, and personal
preference, and will make the necessary system adjustments correctly.
A speaker should be driven by the
amplifier in its same quality class
whose power capability meets or
exceeds the speaker's needs. Speakers
are listed in order of brilliance and
efficiency; power amplifiers are listed
within each category in order of increasing power output.

Turntables
(A) Thorens TD- 124
(B, C) Garrard 301 or Gray PK-33 1
(D) Garrard Type A
Tone Arms
(A) SME 3009-2
(B, C) Weathers Universal
(D) Garrard (Above)
Cartridges2
(A, B) Weathers PS- 11
(C) Weathers LDM
(D) Audio Dynamics ADC-2
Tape Recorders
(A) Ampex 350-2e or Ampex 354 3
(B) Ampex 602-2 5 or Ampex F-44
(C) Sony CS-300 or DK-300 deck
(D) EICO RP- 100 or Viking 86
Tuners
(A) McIntosh MR65B, Scott 4310
(B, C) Dynaco FM- 3, Sherwood
S- 3000-V

(D) Pilot 208
Microphones
(A, B) Sony C-37A, Neumann U-67
(C) B&O 100, E-V 666
(D) B&O 53
1. 33.3 rpm only.
2. Add General Electric 4G-061 for 78 rpm discs.
3. Two- track only.

Headphones
(A) Beyer DT-48, DT-90
(B) Koss PRO-4or Beyer DT-90
(C) Superex ST Series, Sharpe HA10, Jensen HS- 1
(D) R-Columbia Type A
Preamplifier- Control Units
(A) Marantz 7, McIntosh C-11
(B, C) Dynaco PAS-2
(D) Eric 3160T 4
Power Amplifiers
(A) Marantz 8B
McIntosh MC-60 5
Marantz 9A 5
(B. C) Dynaco Stereo 70
(D) Eric 3160T 4
Speaker Systems
(A) Altec A-7
E-V Patrician 800
Bozak B-310
KLH 9
(B) Janszen Z-400
Hartley 220MS
Acoustic Research AR-3
(C) KLH 6, 7
Acoustic Research AR-2A
IMF Styrene
(D) Wharfedale W40
4. Integrated preamp-amplifier.
5. Mono amplifier.
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Cowshoot ( from page 8)

thinly-veiled effort to make the reel look
as if it has more tape on it than it really
does.
The truth is that the manufacturer has
done the buyer aservice. One-mil acetate
film is, as Imentioned previously, used as
a base for most prerecorded tapes for
reasons of cost plus the fact that 1-mil
film works better on 4-track machines
than does 1.5-mil tape. ( It's more
flexible, and thus maintains better contact
with the critical left-channel head.) When
winding on astandard 2-inch reel hub, the
initial winding tension is very high, and
as layer after layer is wound onto the
takeup reel under this tension, it builds up
tremendous pressure on the layers near the
hub, providing a perfect setup for ruination of the tape if the wound reel should
be subjected to humidity shock. The
flutter-free reel has a 4-inch hub, which
means it will wind the tape at half the
initial tension of aconventional reel. And
because the circumference is greater to
start with, it takes fewer turns to store the

same footage of tape as with 2-inch hubs,
so there are fewer layers to compound the
pressure buildup.
So, why the name
"flutter-free"? Simply because the same
halving of takeup and holdback pressures
tends to reduce the effect of irregularities
in the takeup drive and the holdback
brakes — irregularities which often cause
flutter in even the best recorders.
Of course, it is possible to adjust any
of the better recorders to reduce operating
tensions to a safer level when using conventional reels, but since the majority of
home machines have highly excessive tensions, the flutter-free reel is an ideal
medium for recording tape. It won't hold
as much tape as a conventional reel (the
limit is about 1440 feet of 1-mil tape), but
on any recorder, the flutter-free reel provides safer storage, faster winding in highspeed modes, and gentler braking. Buy a
couple; you'll like them.

Editor's Addendum
We will agree, generally, that Mylar is
the best base material currently available
for tape, but we do not share Mr. Kerr's

Fairchild Model 510 Compander. Used only
3 weeks, and in perfect condition; $45, postpaid.
Larry Stout, 2540 Winchell Ave.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

The Audio Mart publishes, free of charges
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from STEREOPHILE
subscribers. Ads are published as received,
so we cannot be responsible for the condition
or quality of the items advertised for sale
in Audio Mart. Each ad received will be
run once, in the earliest possible issue. Ads
may be repeated any number of times, but
we must receive specific notification each
time you wish us to rerun your ad.
FOR SALE

The following equipment, used for two years,

is available for 50% below current Canadian
list prices: JBL Metregon enclosure, oiled
walnut; McIntosh C-20 preamp; Shure M216
Studio Dynetic arm with 0.5- and 0.7-mil styli
and cartridges; two JBL N-400 crossovers (500
cps); two JBL H-5041 cast aluminum exponential horns; two JBL N-7000 crossovers (7000
cps). N. Metal, 1020 West 71st Ave., Vancouver 5, B. C., Canada.
Stromberg-Carlson Danish modern walnut stereo phono hi-fi console cabinet, Model
ST-951, 31 inch high by 50 wide by 193/2
deep. Lift tops, space for changer/turntable,
preamp/amplifier, tuner, speakers, record
storage. This is a new cabinet, never before
sold separately; $115. Stromberg-Carlson
AM-441 AM tuner, new. Case, ferrite antenna; originally $54, sell for $25. Mahogany
base for Garrard Type A changer, excellent
condition, $3. Clear plastic cover (fitted) for
Garrard Type A changer; small crack in one
side; $2. Plug-in shell for Garrard RC-88;
75e.
GE VR-II mono cartridge, diamond
stylus, good condition, $8.50. Shure M-7D
stereo cartridge, .0007 diamond, new, in
original box; $15. Dynaco Mark HI 60-watt
power amplifier, new; $60.
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EICO HF60 60-watt power amplifier, $40;
two Dynaco PAM-1 preamps, $15 each; Dynaco DSC-1 stereo control adapter, $5; Dynaco
PS-1dual power supply (for one or two Dynaco preamps), $5. Stephen C. Poch, 85 Old
Field Lane, Milford, Conn.
Shure Dynetic arm with cartridge, used only
30 hours, $50 postpaid, with original instruction booklet. Must sell; going into the army.
Glenn A. Commons, 1918South West E
Street, St., Richmond, Ill.
Two Kelly ribbon tweeters, 16 ohms, 2,500 cps
to beyond audibility. Used only one week; $23
each. R. R. Lanese, 615 E. Town St., Columbus
15, Ohio.
Two Janszen Model 65 electrostatic tweeters,
mahogany cases; Maranta electronic crossover;
GE multiplex adapter; Lafayette KT-220 multiplex adapter; Knight KN-4000 tape deck and
ICN-4002 record/play preamp, with carrying
case; Ampex 121 portable recorder; Concertone
tape deck, minus electronics; Sony 2621D tape
deck, base, and recording preamp; EICO ST-70
amplifier; eight 8-inch extension speakers; two
Dynakit stereo controls; Madison-Fielding
multiplex adapter (Crosby system); over 300
2- and 4-track prerecorded stereo tapes for exchange, plus other items. Write or phone for
details and prices. Lewis J. Thomas, 40 Rockglen Rd., Philadelphia 51, Pa. Phone Midway
2-5321.
15-inch Wharfedale woofer, $40; Karlson
speaker enclosure for 15-inch speaker, finished
in limed oak formica, $40; Rek-O-Kut Rondine
Jr. Model L-34, 2-speed transcription table
with limed oak formica base, $30; 16-inch
Audax tone arm, $5; Shure M-232 tone arm,
$15; Fairchild SM-1 stereo cartridge, $5; Audio
Empire 108 arm, sealed carton, $9. Best offer
takes any of the above. Ronald W. Weinert,
530 Memorial Park Terrace, Jacksonville 4,
Fla.

obvious distaste for acetate-base tape.
Our office collection of tapes includes
some 1.5-mil acetate rolls dating back to
1950, and a number of commercially prerecorded tapes (on 1-mil acetate) that
were made in 1956. The outer three or
four layers of these are pretty stiff, but
the rest of each reel is still flexible enough
to permit satisfactory playback on either
a 2- or 4-track machine. The 1.5-mil
tapes are useless for 4-track recording and
not so good for 2-track recording on a
machine without pressure pads (dropouts
are pretty bad, as a result of poor head
contact), but the 1-mil tapes will still
record satisfactorily even on a 4-track
machine. Not one of them has become
excessively brittle or developed edge warp,
and we've never taken any special precautions in storage, either.
On the other hand, some of Mr. Kerr's
1-mil acetate tapes, dating back only afew
years, are dried out and edge-warped, and
he does not take any more or less care of
his tapes than we do. So, while acetate
is susceptible to the ills described by Mr.
Kerr, it doesn't always succumb to them.

Sherwood S-3000 IV FM-MX stereo tuner.
Less than ayear old, A-1 condition; $100, including cabinet. Will trade for tape deck. J.
Shin, 133 Linden Ave., Ithaca, N. Y.
McIntosh MC-60 power amplifier, serial No.
5439; 60 watts, excellent condition, all parts
working like new; $100, plus shipping charges.
James T. Strong, Jr., 3644 Corey Rd., Toledo
15, Ohio.
Almost-complete set Audiocraft magazines, less
two or three issues; total of 35 issues. Also,
50 issues of High Fidelity, beginning with first
issue. Best offer for each item, including postage. E. C. Marshall, 17 Marion Rd., Upper
Montclair, N.J.
Fairchild Model 510 Compander, factory
wired. Unit in perfect, like-new condition.
Original cost $75; asking $35, including shipping. Audio Dynamics ADC-40 stereo tone
arm with ADC-1cartridge, less stylus. Perfect
condition; $25, including shipping. James T.
Strong, Jr., 3644 Corey Rd., Toledo, Ohio,
43615.
Almost-new Audio Empire 880P cartridge in
perfect condition. Make offer. Paul S. Montgomery, 9508 Ridgeview, Oklahoma City,
Okla.
One genuine Klipschorn, natural cherry, excellent condition and care; $350. Tom Groom,
120 West College Street, Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Stereo pair RCA 15-inch LC1A monitor speakers in specially constructed walnut cabinets
with
inch-thick walls; $125 each. Cost
over $500 with cabinets. Am living in ahotel,
and cannot make use of them. Alan Edelman,
Hotel Alden, 225 Central Park West, New
York 24, N. Y. Phone TR 3-7300.
WANTED
Used microphones, condenser or high-grade
ribbon, in good condition. John J. McBride,
1204 Ipswich Dr., Wilmington, Del. 19808.
Acrosound TO-370 output transformer, new or
used. Robert L. Schoenicke, R. R. 2, Antwerp,
Ohio, 45813.
Original Unicorn release ( g UNS1) of Handel's Messiah (NOT the Kapp pressing). New
only. P. Aldin, 457 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
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Sound waves travel through air at aspeed
of about 1,100 feet per second, so each
compression wave of a 1,100-cps sound
will follow 1 foot behind the preceding
compression wave. Thus, a 110-cps sound
will have a wavelength of 10 feet, and an
11,000-cps sound will be comprised of
waves 1/10 of a foot long. The wavelengths of other audio frequencies may be
read from the graph above.
In a multi-way loudspeaker system,
drivers that are electrically in phase may
produce acoustical misphasing if the sound
from one driver unit must travel farther to
the listener than the sound from another.
If the difference in path length equals one
half of the wavelength of the crossover

frequency, the tweeter's rarefaction waves
will coincide with the woofer's compression
waves, causing cancellation. Multi-way
systems should be constructed so that all
driver element diaphragms are the same
straight-line distance from the listener's
head.
In the listening room, sounds reflecting
from between parallel walls set up standing waves at frequencies which are related
to the distance between the walls, producing zones of exaggerated pressure and zones
of reduced pressure in the room. The deepest standing wave occurs at that frequency
whose wavelength is twice the distance
between the reflecting walls which are
farthest apart. Other standing-wave reson-

ances occur at multiples of the lowest-frequency resonance, and these combine with
the standing-wave patterns of other room
boundaries to create acomplex pattern of
"hot spots" and " dead spots" at different
frequencies throughout the listening area.
Judicious loud-speaker placement and
acoustical treatment can usually minimize
standing-wave response irregularities, but
if two or more room dimensions are the
same, the augmented standing wave patterns are almost impossible to smooth out.
The best possible listening room will be
dimensioned in aratio of 1to 1.25 to 1.6,
as this will give the broadest, smoothest
distribution of standing-wave patterns.
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Issue

8 had one of the most popular covers we've ever used -- a photo

of a $ 30,000 Ampex " home - entertainment center"

flanked by a high-

fashion model with an acute case of strabismus and a conspicuous
of underpinnings ( courtesy of our retoucher).

That was the

lack

first time

we realized that a substantial number of our readers had actually been
looking at the covers.
The lead article in that issue was intended to be a rabble-rouser,
as it spelled out in no uncertain terms how record manufacturers were
purposely degrading the fidelity of the

recordings they make in order

to make them sound better on cheap- and- dirty phonographs,
pense of the high-fidelity listener.

at the ex-

We had hoped the article would in-

spire outraged audiophiles to write scathing letters to the guilty
record companies,

demanding an end to these sonic hi-jinks,

but for

some reason or other,

the whole thing went over like the proverbial

lead balloon.

forced to wonder if audiophiles hadn't somehow

We were

lost the ability to be righteously indignant.
As of this issue,
colored stripe)
identity.

we also changed our cover description ( in the

to reflect a certain coalescing of our editorial

And we had still another editorial assistant.

And what of our publishing schedule? We did better that time.
8 was dated 4 months

later than issue

than that in getting out.

7,

Issue

and was only a month later

But every 9 weeks? You jest!
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The Cover
The trend toward ever more ambitious "console-type' systems continues unabated, but
we doubt that Ampex's Signature V " home
entertainment console" will be topped for
some lime to come. Complete with a video
recorder and camera, color receiver (with
tube), a second black-and- while receiver, an
audio recorder, and stereo amp, preamps,
tuner and speakers, the Signature V was
introduced as an "exclusive" for Dallas's
Neiman-Marcus department store, with a
modest $30,000 price tag. We were informed
that there is no discount for quantity
purchases.
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Don't Just Sit There!
Like every sensible publication, THE
STEREOPHILE keeps track of the questions
raised by readers who write to us, so
we can get some idea of what most of
you would like to see in future issues of
the magazine.
To date, the list looks
like this, in order of diminishing interest:
transistor amps and preamps, loudspeakers, pickups, tape equipment, tuners
and, way at the bottom of the list, recordings. We are devoting most of this
issue to a discussion of commercial recording practices.
This is not because we are just naturally
perverse. It is because we have the unusual (in publishing) idea that, when
there's a choice between something our
readers are curious about and something
they should know, we are inclined to give
precedence to the latter.
Okay, so you're more interested in
components. Fine, so are we. But above
all, we are interested in hearing really
musical, natural — all right, we'll use the
term — high-fidelity sound.
And this is
one thing that the record manufacturers
seem determined not to give us.
Face it, equipment has been improving
during the past few years. Pickups are
smoother, more compliant, lower in mass
and better in tracing ability than they've
ever been. Some of the new ones surpass
even the old Weathers FM pickup when
it was working right, which is saying
something. And the new ones are stereo,
too.
The best transistor amplifiers are
cleaner and more lucid-sounding than
most of the tube amplifiers that used to
lead the field, and speaker systems like
the KLH 9 and the experimental Harried
full-range electrostatic are setting new
standards for detail and transparency.
But look at what's been happening to
the stuff we play on these improved components: the commercial discs and tapes.
What's new in recordings?
Apart from a brief flurry of 45-rpm
stereo discs, there has not been a single
move to produce for the consumer higherfidelity recordings than he was getting
five years ago. Instead, the existing media
have been getting worse (See the article
in this issue), while the only new media
that have been introduced represent steps
backward in sound quality.
Stereo recordings on tape and disc
have, with but few exceptions, been getting increasingly gimmicked, and bear less
and less resemblance to live musical sound.
The only truly significant technical advance in the disc field — Dynagreeve's
predistortion technique, which appreciably reduces high- frequency tracing
distortion from an average disc — was
adopted by the sales and promotion interests as ameans of cutting unprecedentedly
higher levels on the discs without incurring
more distortion than before.

What about the new media, then? Revere-3M introduced a tape cartridge system some time ago that ran at 14
7 ips,
and it was abig step backwards, sonically
speaking. Now Ampex ( UST) announces
a new series of 4- track tapes of music at
ips ( for the new Ampex automated
recorders), and while these sound much
better than Revere's cartridges, they
aren't as good as the 7.;-ips tapes, either.
So, equipment improves while the recordings deteriorate. And the better our
equipment, the more it reveals the flaws
in the recordings. Few of us, as amatter
of fact, have any idea how good our music
systems really are, because there is not,
to our knowledge, a single commercial
stereo recording on the market that portrays asymphony orchestra as it actually
sounds from agood seat in aconcert hall.
The millennium of high fidelity might be
with us already, for all we know. But we
won't find out until we start getting recordings that are equal to the quality of
our systems.
If you don't mind being cheated blind
by record manufacturers, then just sit
back and be happy with what you're buying in the name of high-fidelity recordings.
If you do care, we'd suggest you read the
article that starts on the opposite page,
work up agood head of steam over it, and
then take some concrete action, as suggested, to do something about the situation.

Help, Dommit!
Several loyal subscribers have brought it
to our attention that a number of their
friends borrow their copies of THE STEREOPHILE instead of paying for them. To all
persons guilty of this dastardly practice,
we point the bony finger and say For
Shame! You could put us out of business
this way.
When we say, incessantly, that we need
subscribers, we kid people not, to paraphrase somebody. All of our income must
be from subscriptions, and since this
estimable publication costs about $ 1,500
per issue to produce, for printing and
promotion alone, we need more than just
a little income to keep paying for it. As
long as we carry a horde of nameless
readers who enjoy the magazine without
assuming any responsibility for it, we
can't hope to continue publishing for
very long.
The reader reaction to date indicates
that you do enjoy THE STEREOPHILE, but
moral support isn't quite enough. If you
want to see us continue, and haven't yet
done your bit to help make that possible,
then please do. We're trying to help you;
please help us, even if you can only
afford a $4, 6- issue subscription.
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• small but enterprising record manu/
facturer played host to a near"riot some years ago when it unveiled a new "compatible stereo" disc
system before a gathering of musicians,
magazine editors, recording engineers and
record reviewers. The compatible stereo
disc was received with mixed feelings, but
it wasn't the demonstration that caused
the ruckus; it was the ensuing questionand- answer period that, in the words of
one observer, "had aspects of a street
brawl at times."
One reason for this was that many of
the "outsiders" present — that is, people
who weren't actually associated with
record companies — had evidently been
under the impression that all records
made since 1955 were equalized to complement the " industry-standard" RIAA
playback equalization curve, and were
serenely confident that today's records
were as hi-fi as the state of the art would
permit. So when they heard manufacturers of some reputedly superfi records
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admitting unabashedly that they messed
around with the frequency response, dynamic range, stereo separation and orchestral balance on all their discs, the
"outsiders" disillusionment was abetted
by an uncomfortable feeling that they had
been the victims of a grand hoax. The
record critics were particularly miffed
about it, probably because they recalled
the reviews they had written extolling the
magnificent fi of these discs that had just
been revealed as cleverly contrived artifices. Yet when they voiced their objections, the record manufacturers seemed
honestly surprised that anyone would
question their sonic shenanigans on the
grounds that they degraded fidelity, since
the manipulations were done solely to
make the records sound better.
"Sonic enhancement," otherwise known
as "artistic engineering," has always been
apart of the record maker's bag of tricks.
Early recording and playback equipment
was not capable of approximating abroad,
smooth frequency response, so the record-

ing engineer had to augment his craft with
a great deal of art in order to make the
end result sound similar to the original.
By the mid- 1940's, though, high fidelity
from discs was beginning to look like a
real possibility. The general public was
still getting pretty shoddy sound for its
record dollar, but research labs were turning out some amazingly good disc sound,
and afew avant-garde record buyers were
discovering that imported English Decca
ffrr 78's had sound on them that put our
domestic releases to shame. It was, in
fact, just about this time that audiophiles
discovered that the equalization on the
best discs was accurate enough that the
discs sounded most natural when reproduced via an accurate complementary
curve, and were demanding equalization
controls on their preamps. With the advent of the LP disc, in late 1948, the last
remaining technical problem — surface
noise — was pretty much solved, and by
the time heated styli and feedback cutters
came into widespread use, the disc medium
3

had reached the stage where it could transcribe, and play back, just about anything
that the best microphones could pick up.
Up until that time, the objective of
audio was absolute fidelity: sound that
was indistinguishable from the original.
Recording engineers worked to re-create
the illusion of listening to a live orchestra
from "the best seat in the house," and
the better discs from the late 1950s were
evidence that the recording art was really
starting to approach its ultimate goal.
But somewhere along the line something
went amiss.
The record industry continued to talk in terms of concert- hall
realism, but there was an increasingly
false ring to all the passionate avowals of
absolute fi.
A couple of quotes from arecent article
by Hans Fantel ,serve to illustrate the notso-subtle changes that have been taking
place. Mr. Fantel states that "The novelty of stereo has worn off. Record buyers
are tired of hearing music jump back and
forth between speakers.
Realism, not
ping-pong sound, is the new goal." Then,
to illustrate this new goal of realism, Mr.
Fantel quotes "a technician" as saying
"It's like being all over the place at once.
Till now, we were satisfied if we could
make the listener feel he was hearing the
music from the best seat in the house.
Now with the new multichannel methods
we can do better than that. No seat in
the house gets as much of what's going on
musically as (does) a multi-mike pickup.
That's like having extra ears everywhere."
This is realism?
The "classic" two- or three-mike stereo
recording setup in a concert hall passed
into limbo years ago, except among small,
dedicated record companies that still believe that realism will sell records. This
simplest of mike techniques yields the
most natural stereo illusion, but the majority of record companies demand something that will give them much more control over instrumental balances, timbres,
and the acoustical environment. Hence,
the multi-channel recording system.
In multichannel recording, the performing group is divided into its basic instrumental or vocal sections, which are then
spread out all over the floor of a large
studio or hotel ballroom. (Concert-hall
stages are too small.) Each section is assigned its own microphone and, because
of the directionality of the mike and the
physical isolation of the different sections,
that mike picks up practically nothing but
its own section. In some cases, there may
also be a pair of general-pickup mikes, to
pick up the blended, reverberant hall
sound and add over-all perspective, and
every mictophone (and there may be as
many as fifteen of them) feeds a separate
input on acomprehensive control console.
Each input has individually adjustable
equalization, artificial reverb, and volume,
while so-called " pan pots" allow each
signal to be fed in any desired proportion
into the two main stereo channels, to
"place" the section anywhere across the
"stereo stage." This wondrous array of
controls is presided over by one or more
1. HiFi Tape Systems, 1964 Edition, page 125.
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technicians, under the supervision of a
supreme commander, called the recording
director, who decides which instruments
shall be spotlighted, which ones need extra
reverberation, which ones will be placed
where on the stereo stage, and what tonal
corrections are needed to produce a "good"
recording.
This is a case where the techniques of
recording are being used to create, almost
from the ground up, something whose resemblance to the real thing is, frankly, a
fabrication; the real thing does not exist
to begin with. The "hall" is not aconcert
stage, the placement of the performers is
not like that at an actual performance,
and the balances and timbres of the instrumental sounds are almost entirely
under the control of the recording engineers, who may or may not have the same
ideas about such matters as the conductor
or the composer. If the recording director
knows his stuff, and really tries to turn
out anatural-sounding recording, the multichannel technique can still yield a very
natural-sounding recording.
Vanguard
uses multichannel recording, and the results have often been very musical and
startingly realistic. But as Mr. Fantel's
"technician" implied, natural sound does
not seem to be of much concern to the

average recording director.
Many recording engineers feel that,
since music is comprised of instrumental
(or vocal) sound, the more instrumental
sound they can record, the more music
they are bringing to the record buyer.
(This explains why so many recordings
seem to put every instrument in the orchestra under a sonic microscope, revealing every subtle rasp, scrape and wheeze
that is the inevitable byproduct of music
making.)
These "raw" instrumental
sounds serve as the building blocks from
which the recording engineer assembles
the total musical sound, adding brilliance
here, accentuation there, and reverberation all over, to "enhance the intent of the
music." Evidently, the conductor is not
felt to be capable of doing this, and the
listener is believed incapable of perceiving
it, for the "enhancement" is rarely subtle.
Triangles clang, violins shriek, and trumpets and woodwinds zoom to the foreground for their moment of glory and then
recede into the ranks again.
This "re-forming" of the original musical sounds, the better to "project the
musical ideas" (to quote RCA's "Dynagroove" press releases), is aperfectly valid
approach, in principle. But since its purpose is to point out, as it were, every

A Portrait of the Recording Engineer
as a

An engineer is supposed lo be an intelligent,
logical individual, acting on principles of
scientific knowledge and common sense.
Below is abrief catalogue of recording practices that make us wonder about the practitioners.
• It is considered Standard Operating
Procedure at most major studios to monitor recording sessions at ear-shattering
volume levels. Engineers explain that this
is necessary because the ear's frequency
characteristics are less linear at reduced
volume levels, but the practice has several
other interesting results. First, it provides
listening conditions totally unlike anything heard either in the concert hall or
in the home. Second, it drives the listener's ears to such high levels of distortion
that they are incapable of perceiving even
moderate amounts of distortion in the
program material. And finally, it is likely
to cause progressive deafness in those who
constantly expose themselves to this kind
of aural trauma — an impairment that
recording engineers, of all people, should
try to avoid.
• Excessively close miking of vocal
soloists with mikes having a peaked high
end causes exaggeration of vocal sibilants.
The industry has attempted to solve this
problem, not by using smoother mikes,
but by designing costly electronic devices
to limit the amplitude of sibilant sounds

in the recorded signal.
• Much of the "professional" equipment
used by recording studios is inferior in
some respects to the best home equipment.
RCA Victor's John Pfeiffer, in explaining
the "Dynagroove" system, said "Even
the finest of microphone preamplifiers,
studio consoles and their associated amplifiers and tape machine electronics,
along with the tape itself, have frequency
response personalities which under the
best of circumstances influence the quality of the (musical) instruments as they
are performing." There are home-type
preamps and amplifiers that do not have
audible " frequency response personalities;" why shouldn't professional equipment be at least as good?
• The best available tape recorders produce a minimum of 1% IM and 0.5%
harmonic distortion — as much as a good
amplifier on the verge of overload. Yet
most record companies cut their discs
from copies of the master tapes, stoutly
maintaining that the copying has no
effect on the sound.
• It is almost universal practice, in record
processing, to play the metal mother all
the way through (to check it for cutting
and plating defects).
Unfortunately, a
certain amount of groove deformation inevitably takes place, and this is flawlessly
conveyed to every vinyl pressing that ends
up in the record shops.

detail of the musical score, with shadings
dictated by the "meaning" of the music,
it deprives the listener of his right to
interpret the music according to his own
tastes, and it does not produce what could
be considered a sonic replica of any concert-hall sound. In short, it lifts recordings out of the realm of reproductions and
into the category of original creations,
whose resemblance to natural concert-hall
sound is purely incidenta1. 2
Popular music and that vast area of
bland noodlings known as background
music have their own special recording requirements.
Most of these discs are
played on the worst imaginable phonographs, they must of necessity have very
restricted dynamic range (so they'll always be loud or soft, depending on where
the listener sets his volume control), and
since much of their desired effect is
achieved through electronic "distortions"
of various kinds, it is pointless even to
consider them in terms of the original. It
is equally futile to apply such idealistic
standards to stereo show-off records —
the ones Mr. Fantel stated, optimistically,
that the public is becoming tired of —
because these are intended to startle and
to entertain, rather than to convey any
illusion of reality.
There are, however, certain kinds of
musical material that, having been carefully planned to yield a certain sound in
live performance, are best reproduced as
realistically as possible. Intrinsically fine
voices, good jazz performances, and most
classical music fall into this category, and
here is where high fidelity finds its real —
indeed its only, meaning. Yet material
like this has suffered just as much as the
fun-and-effects stuff at the hands of the
compulsive dial twisters.
John G. McKnight (of Ampex Corporation), writing in the Journal of the
Audio Engineering Society,a said "Although we might have difficulty in finding
anyone who would admit it, it is not uncommon practice in (cutting) disc masters
to use a 70-cps high-pass (bass cutoff)
filter, except for organ recordings.
It
is generally found that the elimination of
these very low frequencies gives an improvement in over-all sound quality, since
the low-frequency noises (in and about the
studio) are eliminated, and no significant
musical content is removed."
This deserves some comment. First, it
is asimple matter for the home listener to
kill "low-frequency noises" with a rumble
filter or certain types of bass control, but
if the extreme bottom isn't on the record
at all, there is no possible way of recovering it at the listening end. As for the
"improvement in over-all quality," and
the lack of "significant" musical content
below 70 cps, these are matters of opinion.
There is aconsiderable amount of program
material below this frequency - - one third
of the string bass's total range lies below
70 cps -- and composers who wrote
2. It is rumored that the recording director of
one major record company was fired for permitting
a piano recording to sound like a real piano, but
this has not been confirmed.
3. April 1962, page 107.

double-bass passages for this low range
presumably would not have bothered to
do so had they felt the deepest notes were
not "significant." This is only a specific
objection to bass restriction, though. Of
more fundamental interest to us is the
fact that many of the recording companies have taken it upon themselves to
dictate to the record buyer what fraction
of the total original sound he will get when
he buys a "high-fidelity" recording.

So, where does this leave the "industrystandard" RIAA equalization curve? The
record industry's attitude toward this was
evidently pretty well summed up by an
executive of one major company who we
talked to in connection with this article.
"Yes," he said, "we do use the RIAA
curve to cut our discs, but it's all a big
laugh because the master tapes have their
frequency response doctored up all over
the place."
(
to next page)

More Dope On Dynagroove
The April 1964 issue of the Audio Engineering Society journal carried a detailed
article by RCA's Dr. Harry F. Olson*
which shed considerable new light on the
controversial
RCA-Victor Dynagroove
system. On the basis of this, plus some
other recent articles on the subject, THE
STEREOPHILE is now obliged to retrench
on one point with which we originally took
issue, but we are even more firmly convinced that most of the other aspects of
the system represent a giant backward
step in the recording art.
The predistortion phase of Dynagroove
— the adding of complementary distortion
to offset the effects of stylus tracing distortion — appears now to be based on
sound engineering principles, even though
the amount of predistortion that is added
is predicated on the normal amount of
tracing distortion produced by a 0.7-mil
stylus, a size that has been generally
abandoned by the high-fidelity industry.
The IM that results when the predistorted
groove is traced by a smaller stylus is,
however, still less than that obtained when
the same stylus traces a normal groove.
This has been proven mathematically and
demonstrated subjectively.
We applaud RCA's extraordinary efforts
to eliminate acoustical problems in their
recording studios (even though "well
engineered" studios have areputation for
being characterless and antiseptic-sounding), and we are impressed by the measures
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RCA took to avoid overmodulation of
their discs. But we continue to be appalled at the reasoning behind the " Dynamic Spectrum Equalizer."
The three response curves shown above
*Director, RCA Acoustical and Electromechanical
Labs, Princeton, N. J.

(Figures 1 to 3), which were included in
Dr. Olson's article, represent the tonal
compensations that are added automatically to Dynagroove discs (and 4-track
tapes) for three different intensity levels of
orchestral playing, ranging from almost
full-orchestra volume ( 100 db) to quiet
solo-instrument volume (40 db). These
curves are added to the RIAA recording
curve, so when a Dynagroove disc is
reproduced via the "industry-standard"
playback curve, the over-all response of
the signal will be as shown, according to
the volume at which the orchestra is
playing.
At no time is the resulting
playback response even remotely linear.
According to Dr. Olson, these tonal
corrections are added to offset ( 1) the lowfrequency masking effects of background
noise in the average listening room, (2) the
fact that home listeners listen at lowerthan-concert-hall volume levels, (3) the
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tendency for an average listening room to
exaggerate bass response, and (4) the
tendency for the average loudspeaker to
radiate its treble in anarrow beam rather
than a broad field. Dr. Olson then goes
on to explain that the loudspeaker used as
RCA's "reference system" in a " typical"
room was an RCA LC-1A, whose performance characteristics, as reported in the
article, reveal neither alow-end rise nor a
tendency to beam treble.
All of which leads us to the conclusion
that people who like the sound of Dynagroove recordings must either have very,
very average systems and listening environments, as described by Dr. Olson, or
are very poor judges of natural sound.
Incidentally, one of the basic requirements listed by Dr. Olson for the Dynagroove system was that the recording
microphones should have response characteristics falling within the limits of the
curves shown in Figure 4, above. Please
note that these allow for aresponse deviation of almost 5 db — a total variation
of nearly 10 db — with all of the deviations as bass attenuation and treble
accentuation. We have often remarked,
half jokingly, that the engineering mind
deems it better to be up 10 db at 10,000
cps than down ahalf adb. Suddenly, we
don't think that remark is very funny.
5

This is as though someone had crept
into your living room in your absence,
loosened your preamp's tone control
knobs, and re-tightened them in different
positions, so that when they said Flat, the
response was far from flat. The record's
jacket notes never specify what tonal
"corrections" were used, and it would be
impossible for any home playback system
to correct for them anyway. The recording studio's resonant equalizers can produce response-curve shapes that no conventional R/C tone controls can complement, and even if we did use studio
equalizers at home, no playback curve
could restore the signal to flat response.
Different amounts of equalization are
used in each individual mike channel, so
once the channels are mixed into the final
left- and right-hand stereo channels, there
is no way of separating them again for
individual tonal corrections. And audio
perfectionists worry about maintaining
preamp equalization to within plus or
minus ahalf adecibel! The recording executive was right; it's all a big laugh, except to those who still believe reproduced
music should sound like the real thing.
To the high-fidelity perfectionist, the
most infuriating thing about all this is
the fact that modern recording and playback equipment could reproduce virtually
all the frequency and dynamic range of a
live orchestra to within a decibel or so, if
given half a chance.
A super-disc like
this, with * 1db 30-to-15,000-cps response
and 50 db dynamic range, would reproduce more cleanly , and more realistically through good, modern playback systems than anything we've ever heard.
Yet what do we get for our hi-fi record
dollar? Typically, a frequency response
of
6 db from 60 to 10,000 cps, with negligible response below 60 cps and a total
dynamic range of less than 20 db! And
it's all done intentionally, in the name
of better recordings.
The one consistency underlying all
this appears to be the prevailing idea that
whatever sounds good is high fidelity.
Since it is generally conceded that the end
result — the sound — is the only criterion
by which we can judge the fi of a disc,
anyone responsible for the sound of adisc
feels he has the prerogative, if not the
obligation, to do to it whatever he feels
is necessary to produce a "good" recording. And this is where all the trouble
starts, because " good" does not necessarily mean "high-fidelity."
High-fidelity sound is, literally, highly
accurate sound — sound that is very
similar to that heard under actual liveperformance conditions.
Thus, a highfidelity music recording would be one carrying information which, in playback, is
translatable into sounds that are an accurate replica of those that might have
been heard in the concert hall.
Fidelity is accuracy, and has little to do
with personal preference. " Good" implies
a value-judgment of liking, as opposed
4. The "overcutting" that causes distortion
from most modern discs is mainly the effect of excessive treble boost, which causes groove accelerations that no stylus has low enough mass to follow
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to non-liking. Consequently, any sound
that creates a pleasant impression on a
listener may be judged by him as "good"
sound. The fact that he may not like the
actual, live sound of a violin means that
he would judge a high-fidelity reproduction of it as being bad, whereas a muffled, lowfi reproduction, erasing the gutty
sheen that he dislikes, would be adjudged
a "good" sound.
By the same token, a " good" recording
may embody other positive virtues that
have little to do with its actual sound. A
disc that skips grooves on most phonographs, or has inadequate stereo separation, or becomes inaudible some of the
time may be judged a "poor" record, even
though the disc itself may have the potential of producing virtually perfect
fidelity.
The record manufacturers realized some
time ago that, since John Q. Public had
learned that hi-fi was desirable, he expected his records to sound good. This
posed a dilemma, for the most intrinsically perfect record in the world would
not sound as good on the average phono as
would a disc with carefully built-in "corrections" to compensate for the phonograph's short-comings. In fact, our ideal
disc might not even track on JQP's console, and it doesn't take a sophisticated
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longer considered the end result of the
record maker. Instead, it succumbed to
Organization Thinking and became part
of a system, whose ultimate objective was
to reproduce music — not the concert-hall
sound of music, but the " totality," the
meaning, of the music.
This "systems" concept reached its
culmination with RCA Victor's " Dynagroove" system, , which considered eve7ything—from the musical score to the
ambient noise in the listener's home — in
terms of its effect on the ultimate musical
"projection." This vast amount of data
was poured into the hopper, as it were,
and out came a formula for producing the
optimum "projection of the musical
ideas" under all these varied and conflicting conditions.
The recording director
consults with the conductor, to see whether
they agree about the meaning of the
music, but he is, in effect, the ultimate
artistic arbiter of the music. This leaves
the conductor and the musicians in the
position of being little more than production-line workers, cranking out the raw
materials from which the music is ultimately shaped by the computers, the
recording director, and his banks of complex manual controls.
The only trouble with this "systems"
approach is that really good playback
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A 22-channel input mixer for multi channel recording.
(Courtesy RCA Victor Records.)
listener to know that groove-skipping
ain't hi-fi.
Since record making is, first, and last, a
business, it is not surprising that the majority of record manufacturers decided to
make a few compromises with perfection,
in deference to JQP. Low-frequency amplitudes were held to within limits that
his pickup could track, stereo spaciousness
and separation were juiced up so they'd
be audible from his closely-spaced loudspeakers, and a few db's of treble boost
were added, to brighten up the dull top
from JQP's console.
Unfortunately, though, once the first of
these compromises had been made, the
dam was breached. If it was all right to do
these things just a little bit, why not do
them even more? After all, they did make
the records sound more natural on the
majority of phonographs, and wasn't it
the whole idea of high fidelity to produce
natural sound? The answer, clearly was
Yes on both counts, but this was the
turning point in high fidelity: the realization that carefully calculated deviations
from the intrinsic fidelity of a recording
could yield truer sound, under average
conditions. The recording itself was no

systems, which are capable of reproducing
virtually everything on a disc, will show
up every one of these built-in "compensations" to whatever degree they were
added. Lacking its own built-in deficiencies, it will reproduce every bit of treble
boost, bass boost, and shift in over-all
instrumental emphasis, and since each of
these leftover "enhancements" represents
something that would not be heard in a
concert hall, the unnaturalness of the
reproduced sound will be heard in adirect
relationship to the quality of his system.
The audio perfectionist would, it seems,
do better to ditch his costly component
system and buy an "average" console
phonograph (whatever that might be),
were it not for the fact that the resulting
sound would still not be nearly as good as
is obtainable from a top-notch system
with ungimmicked program material.
Compensatory recording can give an
illusion of wider frequency and dynamic
range and improved sonic detail, but the
illusion is never as convincing to the ear
as the actuality. Besides, no amount of
compensation on adisc can offset the high
IM distortion, the poor transient response
5. See page 5.

and the generally muddy sound of a
typical console phonograph. The basic
situation hasn't changed from what it was
twenty years ago; the most realistic sound
is still obtained from the best playback
equipment, if the recordings themselves
contain the most natural sound that the
manufacturers can get onto them.
The concept of concert-hall realism —
the sound of an orchestra as heard in a

concert hall — is necessary to provide a
standard for evaluating reproduced sound.
But the "best seat in the house" may still
not be as good alistening location, from
the standpoint of musical enjoyment or
understanding, as, say, a spot eighteen
feet in the air above Seat 46, Row D.
Some concert halls don't have apassably
good listening seat in the whole building,
so should the recording engineer use the

best seat in these houses as his sound
standard? We should hope not. Yet once
he decides that no seat in agiven house is
good enough, he is entirely justified in trying to create the illusion of listening from
a "perfect" seat, which doesn't exist anywhere.
And, once again, we're at the
mercy of the recording director's own concept of what the music listener should hear
from the orchestra.
(
to next page)

Stereophile Record Ratings
Every record company turns out an occasional lemon and an occasional masterpiece,
and most of them manage to produce passable
discs most of the time. Some, however, have
an unusual record for producing substandard or better-than-average discs, and it is on
the basis of each firm's average output that
we have prepared the following list of record
ratings, with record brands listed in order of
descending quality, on the basis of the criteria discussed in the article on these pages.
BBC Broadcast Transcriptions
Without a doubt the most realisticsounding, musically natural recordings we
have heard.
Extremely wide dynamic
range, full frequency coverage, and a
minimum of audible gimmickry. Some of
these have set standards that no other
commercial discs have approached. Unfortunately, they are available only to
radio stations; consumers can't buy them.
English Columbia/EMI
Similar in over-all sound to the BBC
discs, but with rather less dynamic range.
Quiet surfaces.

rich, with good low-end range and fairly
wide dynamics.
Dyer-Bennet'
This label must be included here for the
simple reason that Ye Editor is responsible
for the mastering and processing of folksinger Richard Dyer-Bennet's records.
All of Dyer-Bennet's discs, from Number 1002 to the latest, were taped and
disced "straight," without any tonal compensation of any kind (except for RIAA
equalization). Differences that exist between different discs stem from the use of
different microphones, different recording
locations, and different disc mastering
services. The latest two releases — Numbers 9 and 10 — have the best sound on
them, although they are quite dissimilar.
Number 10 is probably closest to being
a perfectly natural representation of the
singer's voice.

Vanguard
Natural, musical-sounding, with very
wide frequency range and fairly wide
dynamics.
Good surfaces, few tracing
problems. Most Vanguards have an easy,
ungimmicked quality that allows the listener to enjoy the music without having
his attention continually drawn to the
fact that he is listening to a "hi-fi"
recording.

Rittenhouse 2
This small, shoestring operation has
produced only two discs to date, one on
mono only, the other on mono and stereo.
Neither one has fully captured the sound
of the master tapes (which we had an opportunity of hearing), but they both have
asense of spaciousness and openness that
indicate that the producers are definitely
trying to make honest, natural, musical-sounding discs. The stereo disc (of
Dubois' "Seven Last Words of Christ")
has a more natural illusion of depth and
spaciousness than any commercial disc we
have heard for along time.

Deutsche-Grammophon
Generally good balance, with nice sense
of perspective and wide frequency range.
Dynamic range moderate (comparable to
domestic Columbia). Surfaces very good,
generally clean tracing.

Kapp
Brilliant, razor-sharp sound, but surprisingly natural nonetheless.
Fairly
wide dynamic range, good surfaces, realistic stereo illusion. Recordings are larger
than life, but appropriate to the music.

London
Some high-end tip-up and low-end boost,
with obvious but not usually offensive
evidence of multimiking. Very wide dynamic range; widest dynamics of any
commercial firm. Full-range, very slickly
recorded, not entirely natural-sounding
but, in general, musically appropriate.
Very quiet surfaces.

Westminster
The first releases from this company
were excellent on all counts. Later efforts, particularly the more recent stereo
releases, have been very variable, ranging
from quite natural but rather lacking in
depth, to shockingly gimmicked, with sudden and drastic manipulations of instrumental balance.
Surfaces generally good, tracing generally clean, over-all frequency range good
but not spectacular. Dynamics about on
apar with domestic Columbia.

RCA Victor
Until Dynagroove came along, Victor
was close to the top of the list for sound
quality among U. S. manufacturers.
Some sizzle at the high end of most discs,
but sound was generally natural and

1. Box 235, Woodside 77, N. Y.
2. 405 S. 21st St., Pitiladerphia 46. Pa.

Command Classics
Super-high-powered sound, but not very
natural. Low bass attenuated, highs hard
and wiry, with frequent tracing problems.
Little or no sense of instrumental perspective. Excellent surfaces.
Mercury
Rather close-up, hard sound, with
slightly steely high end and rolled-off
low end. Wide dynamic range (almost
comparable with London's discs), quiet
surfaces, and nearly always some tracing
problems, particularly in inner grooves.
Everest
A few of these are excellent, but many
are plagued with very severe distortion,
which sounds like acombination of tracing
problems (due to poor cutting or processing) and plain, ordinary electrical overload distortion.
Wide dynamic range,
good surfaces, but generally hazy, grainy
sound despite razor-sharp highs.
Domestic Columbia
Very variable. The best are rich, warm,
and very natural-sounding, with fairly
respectable dynamic range. The average
is shrill, steely, and plagued with shockingly conspicuous manipulations of microphone balances.
Surfaces only moderately good.
Angel
Much the same as Capitol, but with
good sense of perspective. Surfaces generally good.
Capitol
Relatively limited dynamic range, thin
low end, and an artificially brilliant, steelysounding high end, with tracing problems.
Surfaces variable. Orchestral sound has
no perspective.
Vox
This firm has the dubious distinction of
having never produced a really good recording. Stereo illusion is often good, but
all Vox discs we have heard have had a
grainy, veiled quality and limited dynamic
range.
RCA Victor Dynagroove
These have varied from horribly shrill
and distorted to quite pleasant-sounding,
but none of them has ever come close to
re-creating the sound of a live orchestra.
Surfaces good, tracing clean (most of the
time), and dynamic range almost nonexistant.

Obviously, we can't ask that the resupposedly superior sound quality, are
cording directors and engineers be abolusually subject to the same "enhanceished. Their judgment is needed in such
ments" as their corresponding discs — the
matters as mike placement and instrufluctuating balances, the tipped-up high
mental balances, and they are expected to
end, the volume compression, the overlydo as good a job as they can. What is
close miking, and all the rest of it.
necessary, though, if we are ever to have
Commercial tapes still have some inrecordings that do justice to good reproherent performance limitations, but discs
ducers, is a return to the old idea that
are capable of extremely high quality
the ultimate quality of the sound in the
now, which is what makes the sound of
home should be the responsibility of the conmost of them so intensely frustrating to
sumer, not of the record manufacturer.
the high-fidelity perfectionist. For it isn't
The RIAA standard equalization curve
the state of the recording art that's the
was not intended as a standard for disc
stumbling block, it's the art of recording.
recording; it still left a manufacturer all
It must, of course, be an art, but if we are
the leeway he wanted for boosting treble
to preserve any semblance of sanity in the
or "adjusting" separation or compressing
high-fidelity field, the recording compandynamics. But — and this is the crux of
ies are going to have to stop trying to asthe whole problem — it did specify that
sume responsibility for the buyer's refusal
every disc was to be made for playback via
to equip himself with half-decent equipthe standard RIAA curve.
ment. Recordings must be evaluated in
The assumption was that, as long as a
terms of how they will sound on the best
disc was reproduced on a system providavailable equipment, and should be made
ing accurate RIAA equalization (and this
to sound as realistic as possible on such
would include the "equalization" effects of
systems, because as long as better systems
speakers, pickups, etc.), it would sound
yield worse sound, there is not going to be
the way the manufacturer intended it to
any incentive for advancing the audio art.
sound. It was up to the manufacturer to
If aparticular record manufacturer feels
equip himself with the finest playback
better qualified to interpret a piece of
equipment he could obtain, so that he
music than the conductor and his orcould evaluate what was going onto his
chestra, this is his privilege. But whatdiscs, and it was left to the consumer to
ever he chooses to do to the sound, he
choose playback equipment that would
should judge the result in terms of the re
re-create as much of the inherent quality
cording itself, not in terms of how it will
of the disc as he cared to hear. It was this
sound on some statistically average
philosophy that gave impetus to the whole
phonograph.
high-fidelity movement, and it is the
Record companies that have sufficiently
death of this philosophy — the abandonstrong feelings about the limitations of
ment of the high-fidelity listener in favor
the average phonograph to continue treadof his know-nothing, care-nothing brethren
ing apath of placation could make avail— that could well flush the whole highable at least alimited number of "deluxe"
fidelity business down the drain.
recordings for the person who has paid
Increasing numbers of high-fidelity perthrough the nose for good equipment and
fectionists complain that they are "conwants to hear really good sound from it.
fused" by the plethora of new components,
Most of us would gladly pay a dollar or
conflicting claims, non-committal equipso extra for discs or tapes that we could
ment reports and recurrent disappointtrust to be ungimmicked and worthy of
ments with purchases of newer, supthe quality of our systems, yet these discs
posedly better components for their syswould cost less to make than the average
tems.
No wonder they're confused!
commercial products.
The orchestra
Every time they improve their systems,
would already have been paid for ( for the
they uncover more and more of the sonic
"main" recording session), and the deluxe
"enhancements" in their program marecording would not need the constant
terial.
The sound is cleaner and more
ministrations of ahost of dial twisters and
transparent, yet it seems to become less
high-salaried " musical technicians" imand less natural, until they happen to
posing their judgments on the music.
listen to one of those rare FM broadcasts
Good microphones, properly placed, judiof ungimmicked tapes or discs.
ciously mixed, and then left strictly alone
The Boston Symphony Orchestra broadfor the entire recording session would- often
casts, for instance, or of some of the fanyield just the kind of recordings we're
tastic BBC transcriptions, can restore The
after — ones in which the conductor and
Faith of the most cynical high-fidelity
the musicians would determine the aclistener, but they only aggravate his discents and shadings in the musical sound.
satisfaction with the sound from commerEven better, perhaps, would be aseries
cial recordings. They are, however, conof releases of live performances of some of
crete evidence that tapes and discs can
the country's major orchestras. These are
be extraordinarily realistic, when heard
often taped for broadcast, the sound qualthrough a good system. Yet there is no
ity is sometimes extraordinarily good, and
way (short of taping off the air) for the
some of the performances are considerably
critical listener to come by them. They
more spontaneous and exciting than the
are unavailable to the general public; who
ones that the same groups turn out at remust be satisfied with the complex of
cording sessions. Financial and legal concompromises and "artistic creations"
siderations are obviously no insurmountfoisted on him by the commercial recordable obstacle here, for RCA Victor was
ing firms.
Even 4-track tapes, which
able to arrange for the release of several of
command premium prices because of their
Arturo Toscanini's broadcast tapes. The
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sounds of the audience, including the final
applause, would tend to add rather than
detract from the impact of the performances.
Ungimmicked, full-range discs of, say,
some of the recent Boston Symphony Orchestra broadcast tapes could provide a
level of quality that would set the high
fidelity field, first, on its ear, and then,
very probably, back on its feet again. But
it is very unlikely that we will ever get
discs like this unless we make it clear to
the record makers that there's a demand
for them. There are several ways you can
help to do this.
First, and most important, support to
the best of your ability those American
record companies that have earned a
reputation for unusually natural-sounding
recordings. These would include the ones
listed near the top of the rating list on
page 7.
Second, patronize the European record
manufacturers whenever possible, which
is likely to be quite often. English Columbia releases practically everything
that's available here on Capitol, and
EMI/HMV releases many of the works
that appear on Columbia in the U. S.
Deutsche Grammophon, Parlophone, etc.
release works that are generally not available in the U. S. on any domestic label.
Third, explain to your record dealer
what you're doing and why you're doing
it, and ask him why more American firms
(to page 15)

From the Top of the Pile
A brief listing of some old and new recordings that show what can be done with the
medium, when anybody bothers to try.
Britten: Four Sea Interludes and Passacaglia from " Peter Grimes." London
mono, LL-917.
Britten: A Ceremony of Carols (and
Carols of Many Nations). Rittenhouse
mono, RM-1001.
Shostakovitch: Symphony No. 5. Westminster mono, XWN-18001.
Virgil Thomson:
Suite from "The
River," and "The Plow that Broke the
Plains."
Vanguard stereo disc, VSD2095, or tape C-1642.
Music for Bang, Baaroom and Harp.
(This is a stereo showoff disc, but the
sound is stupendous. Stereo is hyped, but
the frequency response does not appear
to be.) RCA Victor stereo disc, LSP-1866.
Vaughan Williams: A London Symphony. Vanguard stereo disc, SRV-134SD.
A Journey Into Stereo Sound. London
stereo disc, PS-100.
Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto Number
2. RCA Camden stereo disc, CAS-475.
Mahler: Symphony Number 1. Columbia
stereo disc, MS-6394.
Dubois:
The Seven Last Words of
Christ. Rittenhouse stereo disc, RS- 1002.

Those Service Monsters
by Robert J. Kerr
The scene is an obscure room in the depths
of the Max Products Company complex,
the time, midnight. Outside the door
stands an alert, steel-faced guard, his
right hand resting on the butt of his .357
magnum, the keeper strap loosened for a
quick draw.
Out of the shadows, two figures approach. One is anervous businessman in
a gray flannel suit. He glances furtively
into the murky darkness around him. The
other is a tall, thin man in a trench coat,
his pulled-up collar and low-drawn hat
brim surrounding his features in dark
obscurity.
The guard examines their papers and
passes them into the Inner Sanctum. A
large man with a big cigar looks up from
a dimly-lit table in the middle of the
room. The nervous one addresses him.
"Here he is, Boss, the best in the business.
He's so good he once smuggled Martin
Luther King into a Ku Klux Klan convention in a topless bathing suit!" The
fat man removes his cigar. "Good, I'm
glad you could come, Mr. —," he says,
his voice trailing off. The man in the
trench coat glowers at him. There is an
awkward silence. "Oh, I'm sorry," says
the Boss. "You're Mr. X to us. Well
then, let's get to work," he says with
forced joviality.
Hours later, they straighten up with an
air of satisfaction.
The Boss speaks.
"Excellent job, Mr. X. Ithink we're all
ready for the final production design.
We'll hide the top panel screws under this
escutcheon, as you suggested, and glue it
down with epoxy cement. It will look
lovely, and nobody will ever figure out
how to get it apart. Of course, we won't
breathe aword about it in the destruction
manual; we'll let Howard Sams figure it
out.
Anyway, even if anybody does
sleuth it through, we've got some more
booby traps. This screw over here — the
only one that's visible — loosen it three
turns and it drops the whole mechanism
onto the speaker cone. Now the tube
access panel we'll put in at such an angle
that only someone with double-jointed
fingers will be able to get at the tubes.
And when they do, the rectifier's a real
surprise; you can't get at it without touching the power supply connections. And
the speaker wires — we'll make them just
short enough that you can't possibly get

the unit far enough out of the case to
reach the speaker plug. Mr. X, you're a
genius. We can't thank you enough, and
we're confident that your invaluable contribution to this design will endear you to
service technicians all over the civilized
world. We'll hope to see you again next
year when we get ready for the new
model."
This little dramatization may give the
impression that I'm bitter. Well, I am!
Consumers have allowed the perverted
disciples of Raymond Lowey to bilk them
out of thousands of dollars a year in unnecessarily high maintenance costs. The

corder servicing requires atechnician with
a good mechanical sense, in addition to a
sophisticated knowledge of special recorder electronics, qualifications which are
not necessary for a serviceman working
primarily on TV, radio, amplifiers and so
on. Why, then, should the job be made
more difficult than it has to be? It is
more the rule than the exception that
most of the labor cost of recorder repairs
represents time spent in the disassembly
and assembly of things that shouldn't
have to be disassembled at all if the unit
were properly designed.
As agroup, the Europeans (the English
excepted) produce the hardest-to-service
radios and tape recorders. The mechanisms are difficult to remove from the case,
and parts are fragile and are distributed
in and around the mechanism on amultitude of interconnected and inaccessible
subchassis. Japanese products are variable, but generally much better in this respect.
And because Japan follows the
same basic EIA standards for electronics
as does the U. S., many more of their
repair parts are available locally.
My complaints would have very little
force were it not for the fact that there
exist two outstanding examples of good
design for maintenance. The first is the
whole line of Ampex home-type recorders,
from the original "A" Series machines

An Ampex 1260, stripped for servicing. Removing the top panel and chassis cover
exposes virtually all electronic and mechanical parts, and allows all service
adjustments to be made with the recorder operating normally on the test bench.
product that our conniving conspirators
were cooking up was a tape recorder, but
the same things seem to apply to agreater
or lesser degree to almost all consumer
products, be they mechanical or electrical.
A tape recorder, by nature, requires
more routine maintenance per hour of operation than most other audio, TV or
other electronics products, and good tape
recorder servicemen are hard to find. Very
few electronics service organizations specialize enough to be well equipped or
trained to cope with tape recorders. Re-

through the current-model F-44. All their
mechanical and electrical parts are readily
accessible, and the machines can be serviced electrically and mechanically with all
covers removed, while operating in their
normal position, right on the workbench.
The electronics are fully exposed for
measurement and signal tracing or parts
replacement, so a complete repair, checkout and calibration can be run on these
machines at less labor cost than a belt
replacement in many other machines.
(to poge 15)
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Electro-Voice Models Six
and Two Speakers
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Model 6—Four-way system with 18inch woofer, 8-inch cone-type mid-range, and
horn-loaded compression tweeter and supertweeter. Frequency response: 30 to 20,000
cps. Power capacity: 35 watts program,
70 watts peak.
Nominal impedance:
8ohms. Dimensions: 30" H x32 W x173'i
D.
Price: $300.
Model 2—Two-way
system with 12-inch woofer and horn-loaded
compression tweeter. Frequency response:
30 to 15,000 cps. Power capacity: 30 watts
program, 60 watts peak. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions: 14" H x 25
W x 13
D. Price: $ 120. MANUFACTURER: ElectroVoice, Inc., Buchanan,
Mich.
These are two of ElectroVoice's "middleground" speaker systems, filling the
quality (and price) range between the
huge Patrician 800 and the diminutive
Coronet system.
The Model 6 is a rather large four-way
system employing an 18-inch woofer with
a half-inch-thick cone of light, rigid foam
plastic (See "Farewell to the Paper Cone,"
in Volume 1Number 1of The S1ereophile),
an 8-inch paper-cone driver for the lowermiddle range, and compression-type horn
units for the upper ranges. Crossovers
are at 250, 800 and 3,500 cps. A fiveposition rotary switch provides treble adjustments in steps of about 2.5 db, hinged
at about 1,500 cps. Position 3 is the
Normal response setting, which we used
for our tests.
Oscillator checks on the Model 6 revealed something we had never before
encountered: The system's subjective response seemed to agree almost exactly
with the manufacturer's published response curve! The same was found to be
the case with the Model 2, so we are
publishing the manufacturer's own response data with this report as an aid in
interpreting our comments about the
sound of these systems. Like the other
subjective response curves published in
recent issues of The Siereophile, these
curves have their vertical scales adjusted
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so that aresponse deviation that is barely
perceptible to the eye will be barely
perceptible to acritical ear.
No spurious sounds were evident when
sweeping the oscillator through the
speaker's middle and upper ranges, but
at frequencies below 50 cps, some harmonics were audible even at moderate
input power levels. At levels corresponding to fairly high listening volume on program material, harmonic content was
readily apparent below 40 cps.
On music, the E-V 6 sounded big, rich,
and markedly boomy.
The boominess
sounded like the result of underdamping
I

E-V Model Six.
of the woofer, since it seemed to be induced by any deep bass note instead of
by a narrow range of frequencies. As a
result, the entire bass range was somewhat
obscure and deficient in detail, and the
very deepest notes (and some of them
were very deep) were significantly masked
by the higher-pitched boominess.
The system, like all E-V speakers we
have heard, was an excellent reproducer
of brass instruments, and at low-tomoderate volume levels, it was judged
completely free of the raucous brilliance
we have heard from early E-V speakers.
There was very little coloration, and what
there was consisted of a slight "snarl" in
the upper middle range and some mild
sizzle up around 10 kc which tended to
exaggerate record surface noise and added
asubtle wiry quality to string tone. The

tweeters were quite directional, previding
subjectively uniform treble over a range
of only about 40 degrees, so stereo center
fill-in was not very good until the speakers
were placed fairly close together. The
accompanying instructions show the optimum speaker spacing.
Sonic details were fairly well reproduced, but transient response was not
comparable to that of a good electrostatic system. At higher-than-moderate
listening levels (in an 8 by 20 by 13-foot
room), the Model 6 took on an edge of
shrillness and added an odd gargling
quality to the sound, as though some of
the elements associated with the upper
range were tending to ring or to go into
marginal overload.
For $300, we would have expected more
of this system. Admittedly, we have not
heard another system in this price range
that we would consider as good as the
E-V Model 6, but on the other hand, we
have heard less costly ones that, to us,
are better-sounding. For example, $240
will buy a Janszen four-element electrostatic tweeter and its mating 350 woofer,
with a suitable enclosure. And although
the Janszen tweeter, too, leaves something to be desired for stereo reproduction
(because of its multiple treble beams), the
over-all system performance would, in our
opinion, be superior to that of the E-V 6.
The E-V Model 2, at $ 120, has even
stiffer competition than the Model 6, for
there are more high-fidelity speaker
systems in this price range than in any
other, and some of them are very, very
good. The Model 2 has a 12-inch highcompliance woofer in a sealed enclosure,
and a horn-loaded compression tweeter
for the range above 800 cps. A threeposi tion slide switch controls treble

odd

Two.

balance above about 1,500 cps, in increments of about 5 db (at 10 kc) above
and below normal level.
Oscillator checks on the Model 2 did
not reveal any marked response irregularities throughout the audio range, and no
distortion products were audible above
50 cps. Below this frequency, the woofer
in the Model 2 seemed actually to have
less distortion than that in the Model 6,
at equivalent output levels.
Only at
quite high levels was some distortion
evident from the woofer, and this was
audible as a slight fluttering modulation
rather than as perceptible harmonic tones.
The Model 2's over-all sound was
similar to that of the Model 6, with
somewhat less high-end detail and less
low-bass output.
The differences were
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not, however, as pronounced as the differences in their response curves would suggest, and frankly, we rather preferred the
Model 2's softer high end, as it did not
emphasize surface noise and it lacked the
slight wiry quality that the Model 6
imparted to string tone. Like the Model 6,
the E-V 2was quite boomy, and this may
have helped to account for the relatively
small difference we observed between the
low-bass output of the two systems.
The Model 2 has a quality of " aliveness" and presence (and we don't mean
that in its derogatory sense) that is somewhat lacking in direct-radiator systems,
and many listeners may prefer it.
We
would still choose the Janszen Z-500 as
the best unit in this price class, if only
because our long-time exposure to good
electrostatic sound has spoiled us for anything with less over-all transparency and
detail.

Neumann DST-62
Stereo Pickup
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Frequency,range: 30 to 15,000
cps. Output: 0.5 Inv ® 5cm/sec. Channel
balance: within ± 2db, entire range. Separation: 25 db at 1kc. Compliance: 3.6 x
10-6 cm/dyne. Recommended tracking
force: 4to 6grams. Harmonic distortion at 1kc (14 cm/sec.): below 2%. IM
Distortion (
4000/400; 1:4): below 2.5%.
Tip radius: 0.55 mil. Price: $79.50.
DISTRIBUTOR: Gotham Audio Corp., 2
West 46th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
This dynamic cartridge is a plug-in unit
for use with standard tubular arms such
as the SME, Ortofon and Neumann's own
STA-12 arm. It has very low output—on
the order of 0.5 mv—so step-up transformers (available from Gotham Audio)
will be needed for use with most phono
preamplifiers.
This is probably a very good pickup;

it is beautifully made and looks like aprecision instrument, but it has one strike
against it at the outset, and as far as we're
concerned, it's astrikeout. Although very
nearly the most expensive cartridge available, the Neumann requires a recommended tracking force of 4 to 6 grams!
In the recommended Ortofon arm, our
DST- 62 took 6grams of force to get clean
tracing from most heavily cut stereo
discs, and even at that force, it did not
track the loudest passages quite as cleanly
as does the Weathers PS- 11 system at
1/
2 grams.
The manufacturer explains that, because
the stylus is extremely highly polished,
the reduced friction holds groove wear
to the same level as that of other, lighter
pickups with less perfectly polished styli.
This may well be true, but it ignores such
minor details as the abrasive action of
surface dust, vinyl deformation due to
pressure plus contact friction, and the
possibility that some lightweight pickups
may also have highly polished styli.
We found that the 6-gram force was
high enough to hold the stylus in good
contact with the groove despite a certain
amount of groove wear, so that a disc
sounded almost as clean after 50 plays as
it did when new. But we also found that
heavily cut grooves, which sounded acceptable on the Neumann after 10 plays,
had gained noticeably in distortion when
replayed on alightweight pickup. On the
other hand, some of our oldest, most beatup discs (dating from the era of the 15gram magnetic), and a few recent ones
with misshapen grooves, sounded cleaner
on the Neumann than we can recall ever
having heard them, so there is an advantage to this high tracking force. But we
can't swallow the claim that the DST-62
is easy on records. T'ain't so!
How does it sound? There was some
high-end roughness, which aggravated the
audibility of groove distortion when this
occurred, but the pickup is quite neutralsounding, lucid and excellently balanced,
and stereo separation seemed to be limited
only by the discs themselves. We did not
run objective performance tests, because
our test records are in new condition, and
most of the pickups we test in future will
be lightweight ones. We can't afford new
test records right now.

Sherwood S-3000 V
Stereo FM Tuner
SPECIFICATIONS (
furnished by manufacturer): Sensitivity: 1.8 uy for 30 db
quieting. Bandwidth: 200 kc. Capture
ratio: 2.4 db. Frequency response: * 0.5
db, 20 to 20,000 cps mono;
db, 20 to
15,000 cps, stereo. Distortion: below 03%
IM at 100% modulation. Hum and noise:
60 db below 100% modulation. Output: 1.2
volts max. Separation: 30 db minimum, 40
db typical, 40 to 12,000 cps.
Antenna
input: 300 ohms balanced.
Controls:
Level and AC On-Off; Tuning; Hush (Muting)
switch; Hush control. Dimensions: 14"
W bylOyt D by 4H, over-all. Price: $165.00;

with leatherette cover, $172. MANUFACTURER: Sherwood Electronic Labs, Inc.,
4300 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.
This all-tube FM multiplex tuner is priced
competitively with the Dynaco FM-3 in
ready-built form, which we have considered to be the best available at the
price.
The Dynatuner had three controls, for
tuning, volume and AC power. To these,
the Sherwood adds a STEREO/MONO
switch, a MUTING ("Hush") switch, and
a threshold control for the muting function. The STEREO/MONO switch deactivates the multiplex circuits to reduce noise
when listening monophonically to weak
stations, just in case the main control unit
doesn't include any A -I- B blending provision. The MUTING switch kills the loud
rushing noise normally encountered when
tuning between stations, and a rear-panel
control enables the muting to be set right
at the threshold of its effectiveness, for
minimal suppression of weak stations.
Even when properly adjusted, the MuT-

does weaken very feeble stations, so it
should be switched out entirely when tuning for long-distance stations. The M UTING has absolutely no effect on strong
stations.
The tuning indicator is a small nullcenter meter, and a tiny red light glows
to indicate reception of astereocast. The
light is actuated by the 19 kc multiplex
subcarrier, and does not respond to interstation hiss (as do many stereo indicators,
including the Dynaco one). Also unusual
is the fact that the tuning indicator, at
least in our sample, agreed almost perfectly with the results obtained when
tuning by ear, for minimum noise and distortion. Other individual samples may or
may not be as acutely aligned as was ours,
but our unit showed that the circuit design will at least allow the unit to be
aligned for proper indicator tracking.
The S-3000 V does not have AFC, and
it doesn't need it. Stability in our sample
was rock-solid, without a trace of drift
from a cold start through several hours
of use. As a matter of fact, everything
about the S-3000 V gave a distinct impression of smoothness and firmness, including the controls. Its sound was superb—clean, focused and transparent, at
least on those stations that were transmitting decent program material to begin
with. Stereo separation appeared to be
limited only by the transmissions themselves.
Sensitivity was as high as that of any
tuner we've tested. Our sample responded,
feebly and noisily, to four distant stations
that a Dynatuner couldn't pick up at all.
Slightly stronger stations that both tuners
barely picked up came through with equal
quieting and with very low distortion on
ING
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both tuners.
The Sherwood's capture
ratio was somewhat better than that of
the Dynakit, as evidenced by its ability
to pick out the stronger of two stations of
identical frequency when there was only a
slight difference between their signal
strengths.
The Dyna stereo tuner in kit form is
still by far the best we know of for the
price, but if we were choosing a readybuilt tuner in the $ 170 price class, the
Sherwood S-3000 V would now be our
first choice.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT:
The identical circuitry and performance is also
included in our Model S-2100 II FM Stereo/
AM tuner and Model S-8000 III FM Stereo receiver. The FM circuitry without the multiplex stereo circuitry is also included without
variation in our Model S-2000 IV FM/AM
tuner and Model S-3000 III FM-only tuner.

Trimming
In the report on the Ampex F-44 recorder
in the last issue, we mentioned the fact
that there were two simple modifications
that could improve the unit's over-all
performance.
The slightly rising low-end response
that was reported can be almost completely eliminated by bridging a 500 pf
(500 inmf) trimmer capacitor and aseriesconnected 3.3-meg -watt resistor (Figure 1) across the first equalization capacitor (C 4) in each playback preamp stage.
The resistor limits the playback bass
boost below about 100 cps, while the
capacitor offsets the effect of the resistor
below 60 cps, to maintain flat response
below that frequency.
Cut the resistor leads short (about
inch) and fasten a
inch lead to the uncommitted terminal of the trimmer. Connect the pair of components across the
1000pf ceramic capacitor that runs from
pin Number 1 of each of the two tubes

Electro-Voice
666 Microphone

Multi-element cardioids, besides being
costly, are often quite peaky and high in
distortion, because the peaks and distortion products from each element are not
cancelled out. E-V's "Variable-D" system
uses three behind-the-diaphragrn ducts
and acoustical delay lines to direct rearoriented sounds to the back of the diaphragm, out of phase with the same
sounds as they appear at the front of the
diaphragm. The result is highly effective
rear cancellation, without emphasis of
response peaks or distortion in the diaphragm itself.
The 666's pickup pattern is almost
ideally cardioid at frequencies below 5kc.
Above that, the pattern becomes increasingly narrow until, at 10 kc, the pickup
angle is about 60 degrees wide. This is
considerably broader than the highfrequency beam of most microphones, and
is one of the things that make the 666 so
admirably suited for stereo recording.
Like most professional dynamics, the
666's output is quite low, but it is entirely
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plate). Using an Ampex 7-ips test tape,
adjust each trimmer so that the measured
output in each channel is down at 50 cps

DECK FRAME

Figure 2.
by the same amount as it is up at 100 cps.
The underdamping of the VU meters is
remediable by bridging a small electrolytic capacitor across each meter movement. The time delay required for the
charging and discharging of the capacitor
provides adamping effect that is virtually
identical to that obtained by mechanical
means in aconventional VU meter.

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Type: Cardioid dynamic. Frequency
response: See curve. Output impedances: 50, 150, or 250 ohms, selectable by
internal connection. Output level: — 58 db
(re 1mw/10 dynes/cm 2); RETMA gm — 150
db. Price: $153.00. MANUFACTURER:
ElectroVoice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich.
This is a professional-type unidirectional
dynamic microphone with a cardioid
pickup pattern and a very high front-toback sensitivity ratio. The unit is unusual
in that it derives its cardioid pattern, not
from electrical cancellation between apair
of selectively rnisphased elements, but
from acoustical cancellation between the
front and back of a single diaphragm.

the

Figure 1.
directly under the playback head trim
pots (which are on a rectangular ceramic

adequate for any good tape recorder's
mike preamp.
Internal strapping provides a choice of three Low-Z output
impedances, so recorders that lack Low-Z
inputs will require a suitable matching
transformer.
We used the 666 for avariety of recordings over a period of months, and found
it to be an excellent dynamic. Its transient response and over-all clarity are
very nearly equal to that of agood capacitor mike, and its high end is actually
smoother than that of some of the most
highly-touted capacitor mikes (such as
the Telefunken U-47M). A subtle nasal
quality was observed on certain kinds of
program material (violin, voice), but the
666 was otherwise entirely free from
audible colorations.
The 666 does not have quite the highend sweetness of the B&O ribbon mikes,
and has noticeably less "snap" than the
Sony C-37 condenser mike. At the extreme low end, the 666 has less response
than either of those mikes. It is about 4
db down at 40 cps, and this (probably in-

Use two 15-mf 6-volt capacitors, with
both of their negative leads tied together
and grounded to the negative terminal of
the meter. (The meter's polarity is marked
on the tips of its terminal screws.) Connect
one of the positive capacitor leads to the
other meter terminal, and the remaining
positive lead to the center terminal of the
meter calibration potentiometer (next
to the meter) that is closest to the takeup
reel turntable (
Figure 2).

tentional) rolloff is noticeable as a loss of
foundation when taping pipe organ and
symphonic material. Most professional
users evidently prefer mikes with some
low-end rolloff, but we would prefer to
see this done (if it must be done at all)
in the associated equipment.
On the
other hand, the 666's slight bottom loss
could be easily equalized in the associated
equipment, too, so we won't quibble.
This is undoubtedly one of the best
cardioid dynamics on the market. It may
well be the best of its type; we haven't
yet encountered another one that can
touch it, and while we've tested most of
them (including RCA's premium-priced
line), we haven't tested them all. Choosing between the 666 and its closest competitors (
as mentioned previously) would
be a difficult task on the basis of quality
alone, for the B&O miles are bidirectional
(figure-8) and are susceptible to damage
from severe jarring or from outdoor
breezes, while the Sony costs $150 more.
The choice would have to be on the basis
of individual requirements and price.

stereophil re
eports
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,
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BEETHOVEN:

Concerto No. 2 in B

Flat; Concerto No. 4 in G
Julius Katchen, London Symphony Orchestra, Pierino Gamba, conductor. London tape LCL-80142, $7.95.
Considering the differences between these
two recordings, it is hard to believe they
are the work of the same performers and
the same record manufacturer.
The
second concerto is light, zestful and thoroughly ingratiating, with recorded sound
ot that is quite appropriate to the music.
There's anice sense of depth and distance,
stereo spaciousness is optimal, instrumental balances and timbres are natural
and appropriate, and the piano seems to
have just the right amount of weight.
The Fourth, on the other hand, strikes
me as being less satisfactory on all counts.
The performance is hurried and nervous,
and the sound is entirely too heavy, particularly with respect to the piano pickup,
which is almost soddenly muffled. True,
the Fourth does call for a richer texture
than the Second, but to me this recording
overdoes the richness almost to the point
of turgidity. There is no denying that the
orchestral sound is gorgeous, but it is just
ashade too gorgeous for the music.
My review copy was very, very clean,
lucid and quiet, but then this is generally
true of London's recent tapes anyway.
J.G.H.

BRAHMS: The Four Symphonies
L'Orchestra de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, conductor.
London "TwinPak" tapes, LCK-80134 (First & Second
symphonies), and LCK-80136 (Third and
Fourth), $ 11.95 each.
These are sweetly lyrical performances,
but they lack the excitement that most
people who like Brahms like about
Brahms. This is Brahms in the style of
Debussy.
J.G.H.

DVORAK:

Symphony No. 4 in G,

Op. 88; Scherzo Capriccio
Halle Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, conductor. Vanguard Everyman stereo disc,
SRV-132-SD, $2.98.

recordings

A comfortably straightforward, lyrical
reading of what Istill feel to be the most
enjoyable of Dvorak's symphonies, topped
off by asprightly, zestful Scherzo Capriccio,
and splendidly recorded besides.
Sound is natural, rich, and wide-range,
with fairly respectable dynamics and excellent stereo distribution. The sound in
the Scherzo seems somewhat more transparent than that in the Symphony, suggesting that it may have undergone one
less tape duplicating cycle between the
original master and the final disc, but
both are far above average in over-all
sound, and are clean to the last groove,
largely because of rather conservative
cutting levels.
J.G.H.

The King of Instruments
Catherine Crozier, Program No. 1
(Reubke: Sonata on the Ninety-Fourth
Psalm; Langlais: Arabesque sur les Flutes,
Dialogue sur les Mixtures; Alain: Deuxieme Fantaisie, Postlude pour l'Office de
Complies), Aeolian-Skinner tape ASC-502,
$7.95.
Two Great Organs: Philharmonic Hall,
N. Y. and Asylum Hill Congregational
Church, Hartford, Conn., (Dupre: Preludio, Deuxieme Symphonie; Buxtehude:
Prelude & Fugue in D Minor; Bach:
Kyrie, God Celestial Fire; Langlais: Ave
Maria, Ave Maris Stella; Willan: Introduction, Passacaglia & Fugue; Handel:
Suite in G Minor); Aeolian-Skinner tape
ASC-501, $7.95.
When the first Aeolian-Skinner-Washington records were released some time ago,
record critics went into ecstasies over the
sound thereon. Iwas never that impressed
with the discs for, although they were
very clean and had unusually wide dynamic range, the surfaces on my copies
weren't so terribly good, and the recordings lacked the full, massive low end that
makes the pipe organ such a hackleraiser. Ialways had the impression that
the discs didn't quite do full justice to the
original master tapes. These 4-track tapes
have confirmed that impression.
These do have the genuine "organ
sound" — really deep, rich, floor-shaking
pedal bass and even more awesome spaciousness than was on the discs, which is
saying something!
The performances are exemplary on both

tapes and, but for some slight low-bottom
mud and some perceptible flutter, the recordings too are superb. The mud appears
to be an inherent shortcoming of commercial tapes — they all have it to a greater
or lesser degree, but few loudspeaker systems have sufficient low-end detail to reveal it, so it rarely bothers anyone. The
flutter, too, is understandable, since certain pipe organ stops are far more susceptible to tiny amounts of flutter than is
piano sound, even though the latter has
earned the reputation for being the most
flutter-prone material of them all.
Hiss was abit higher than normal on my
copy of this tape, but it was within the
range of tolerance, at least until the
volume was cranked up to very high levels.
Unfortunately, most organ-sound devotees
like to listen loud, so they'll have to exercise a bit of psychological rejection to
derive full enjoyment from these otherwise superb recordings.
J.G.H.
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 9 in C
Major (The " Great"); Symphony
No. 8 in B Minor (The " Unfinished"); Overtures " Des Teufels
Lustschloss" & " In the Italian
Style."
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Istvan
Kertesz conductor. London tape LCK80141, $ 11.95.
Although well represented in the record
catalogues, the Schubert 9th symphony
has not had what Iwould consider acompletely satisfying performance on stereo
to date. As far as I'm concerned, though,
this Kertesz release is the best one I've
come across.
The interpretation and execution are a
bit on the heavy side — more so than in
the old mono one by Barbirolli and the
Halle orchestra, which is still my favorite
— but Istill find this to be avery satisfying performance, and the recording, for
once, has just the right amount of weight
for the music. Far too many releases of
this symphony have been marred by overblown sound that confused the details in
the scoring and destroyed the essential
lightness of much of the music.
Technically, the recording is one of London's best latter-day efforts. Timbres are
natural, balances equitable, and there does
not appear to be any restriction of low
end. There's anice sense of spaciousness,
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little depth, but a generally natural,
musical sound. Hiss was unusually low.
The 8th, so-called "Unfinished" symphony is acontender for the dubious title
of the most hackneyed symphony in the
standard repertoire. It is an absolute must
for every record company's classical catalogue, and some major firms seem to have
apolicy of releasing at least one new "Unfinished" every year. Under the circumstances, it is hardly surprising that most
available performances of this work are
dull, stodgy, or elaborately dramatized.
Mr. Kertesz plays the work as if it is a
fresh, new composition, and the result is
an unalloyed pleasure.
The recording, which was presumably
(?) made some time after that of the 9th,
is even better. The sound is generally abit
smoother (better microphones perhaps),
there's somewhat more sense of depth and
an over-all naturalness that does full justice to the music. Dynamic range is staggering — it sounds as if there is practically
no volume compression — yet tape hiss on
my sample was, if anything, lower than
on the reverse tracks.
The side fillers are delightfully done and
equally well recorded. This tape has that
rare combination of top-notch performances and recordings. Get it.
J.G.H.

SIBELIUS:
Minor

Symphony No. 1 in E

the article on stereo discs in this issue.
Everyone who is seriously interested in
really good, musical sound owes it to himself to listen to at least one of these two
discs.
J.G.H.

FERNANDO SOR:
for Guitar

Twenty Studies

John Williams, guitar. Westminster tape,
WTC-168, $7.95.
Considering the Ho-Hum title of this tape,
it was apleasant surprise. The "Studies"
are delightful in their utter simplicity and
tunefulness, and the playing is superb,
both technically and interpretively. The
recording is excellent, and is something
that should be heard by anyone who still
thinks stereo is futile when directionality
is unimportant.
Oddly, this is one of the few recordings
I've heard that serves equally well for attentive listening or for light conversational
background.
J.G.H.

TCHAIKOVSKY:
in E Minor
SIBELIUS:
Minor

Symphony No. 5

Symphony No. 1 in E

Halle Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, conductor. Vanguard Everyman stereo disc
SRV-132-SD, $2.98.

Vienna Philharmonic Orch., Lorin Maazel,
conductor.
London "Twin-Pak" tape,
LCK-80137, $ 11.95.

Ihave always considered the best recorded
performance of this to have been the old
Ormandy one with the Minneapolis Symphony on 78s (
That's going back some
years!), but was willing to acknowledge
that the more recent Anthony Collins one
on London mono was probably the best
combination, to date, of good recording
and satisfactory performance. Now I've
switched allegiances again.

These are mannered, highly dramatic
readings of two popular symphonies and,
to my taste, both of them come off quite
well. The Tchaikovsky is reminiscent of
Beecham's last 78-rpm effort, which I've
always liked.
The Sibelius, which is
treated in somewhat the same manner,
benefits less well therefrom.

This is not likely to be the definitive
recorded Sibelius First — the Scherzo is
taken much too slowly, for instance — but
I feel it is the best performance we are
likely to have for some time, and the recording is one of the finest Vanguard has
turned out, which is strong praise. This
has some of the deepest, richest low end
Ihave heard from any recording, disc or
tape, and the rest of the range is beautifully natural, spacious, and rich. Stereo
distribution across the "stage" is excellent,
there is virtually no "hole in the middle,"
and the total result is arecording that can
be enjoyed for its musical values as well
as for its sound.
Despite fairly conservative cutting
levels (which result in very clean crescendos) and unusually wide dynamic
range, surface noise on our sample disc
was quite low. As a matter of fact, this
recording and the Vaughan-Williams one
reviewed below sound remarkably like the
"deluxe" discs referred to near the end of
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The recording is rich, fat, and almost
overblown, but with a light veil of haziness over it. Other taped copies may be
better than mine; the stereo discs almost
certainly would be.
J.G.H.

VAUGHAN-WILLIAMS: Symphony
No. 2 (A London Symphony)
Halle Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, conductor. Vanguard Everyman disc, SRV134-SD, $2.95.
This is undoubtedly the best London Symphony that's been committed to stereo to
date, and I wouldn't be surprised if it
held top place for years to come. Ican
find nothing to criticize about the performance, and the recording is awe-inspiring — rich, warm and natural, with some
phenomenally low bass and very wide dynamic range, yet without the slightest
audible trace of breakup during crescendos.
Technically, the only problem turned

out to be adirect result of two other things
that make this such asuperb recording in
all other respects; namely, its wide dynamic range and its conservative cutting
levels. Holding the modulation to within
fairly cautious limits permits clean crescendos, but it forces the entire signal
further down toward the residual surface
noise that is on every disc. This one has
less actual surface irregularity than most,
but the wide dynamics drop the quietest
sections down to where they start to compete with the normally inconspicuous ticks
and pops of microscopic dust particles.
Noise was not aproblem with this disc, but
it was higher than on some discs with
equally wide dynamic range ( but higher
peak cutting levels).
Irefuse to quibble over the slight noise
increase, though, when everything else
about this disc is so good. Highly recommended.
J.G.H.

Ansermet Conducts Wagner
Lohengrin — Prelude to Act I; Gotterdam m en; ng — Siegfried's Funeral March; Die Meistersinger —
Overture; Parsifal — Prelude; Good
Friday Music.
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet conductor. London tape LCL80140, $7.59.
This is a curiously patchy collection of
Wagner readings. The more peaceful of
the works — the Lohengrin Prelude and
the two Parsifal excerpts — are superbly
done. Yet when the score calls for atouch
of the old Teutonic fire and thunder, Mr.
Ansermet and his orchestra don't seem
quite able to rise to the occasion. The
proper dynamics are observed, the tempi
seem right, and the recording is certainly
no hindrance, but the total effect never
quite makes it.
Otherwise, these are lyrical, moving performances, with some of the richest, fattest, most robust sound London has given
us to date. The extreme low end is practically absent, but instrumental timbres
and balances are eminently natural, dynamic range is wide, and stereo spread is
excellent. My copy was a bit hissy, but
then that's the usual price we pay for
wide dynamic range on 4-track commercial tapes.
J.G.H.

WAGNER: Overtures ( Rienzi, Flying Dutchman, Siegfried, Lohengrin)
Munich Philharmonic Orch., Hans Knappertsbusch, conductor. Westminster tape,
WTC-169, $7.95.
An unusually good, clean recording, but
distressingly stodgy and unsatisfying
performances.
J.G.H.

On Tape

(
from page 9)

The second example — the Wollensak
recorders, are all the evidence we need
that ready serviceability can be built into
moderate-priced equipment.
At first
glance, the Wollensaks appear rather difficult to service, but with two practice
runs, agood man can strip one completely
for service in three minutes and reassemble
it in five. The electronics chassis is acomplete sub-unit which can be serviced independently of the mechanism. Flywheel
replacement does require major disassembly, but all commonly replaced mechanism parts require only minor disassembly. To cap it off, the machines are extremely rugged and dependable.
Unfortunately, the examples cited above
are unusual. Most American designs are
only slightly easier to service than the
European ones. The electronics sections
are generally fairly accessible and, once
gotten to, are easily serviced, but mechanisms of many well-known low-cost recorders are, in my opinion, outright
botches of design and serviceability.
Of the best-known foreign machines,
the Tandberg is very difficult to service
when parts need replacement, even though
it. is partly redeemed by virtue of the
finest service manual I've seen for some
time. Sony's recorders vary from fairly
easy to moderately difficult to service, but
the Norelco is averitable monster to repair
properly, because many of its parts are
buried under others. The Grundig is a
nightmare, as are most other German
machines.
The high resale value of the Ampex
home-type recorders and the Wollensak
machines is largely due to their ability to
be readily restored to new-performance
condition. They are the best buys today
in used machines, which is why Iwas so
surprised and disappointed at the lack of
attention given to serviceability in the new

Ampex 1000 and 2000 series machines.
They are excellent performers, and the
most refreshing approach to recorder design in recent years, but I hope they
won't need much maintenance, because
it's going to be rough sledding if they do.
The consumer product industry's lack
of concern with serviceability could, Ifeel,
be reversed if pressure were applied by
publications such as Consumer Reports,
.........

which are the buying bibles for many
people.
Except for automobiles, Consumer's Union now gives little attention
or rating weight to the ease with which
complex home mechanical/electrical devices can be serviced, even though the
best-performing device loses much of its
value if it can't be kept that way or
readily restored.
When buying atape recorder, pay careful attention to the accessibility of the
parts for maintenance, noting particularly the accessibility of those adjustments
that may have to be touched up fairly
frequently (such as the bias and equalization controls). THE STEEEoPHHE will
be glad to advise you about this sort of
thing, as members of our staff (or their
associates) have had experience with almost every home tape recorder made.

"I still think you'd do better with Unity coupling."

How Hi-Fi?

(
from page 8)

can't make really high-fidelity recordings.
Send frequent cards, letters, and assorted
missives to the Sales Managers at RCA
Victor, Columbia, London, Capitol (Angel
Division), Westminster, and Mercury,'
saying much the same thing, and urging
them to make at least some no-holdsbarred discs available in the U. S.
Fourth, tape some of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and BBC transcription
broadcasts, and play them for your
friends, to try and get them on the agitation bandwagon too.
And finally, let the FM stations know,
by phone or letter, how much you enjoy
these broadcasts, and ask for more of the
same. There's no need to make a point
that you're taping them; station managers
don't like this, and although they assume
people are doing it anyway, there's no need
to rub it in.
High-fidelity perfectionists are few and
far between, but if we make our demands
known loudly enough and often enough,
and explain to our less knowledgeable
friends how they're being bilked of fidelity
on the records they buy, the major record
companies are going to start taking note
and, eventually, doing something about
the situation. After all, they're giving us
the kind of records they are because they
think they have to do this to sell them.
If they thought really top-quality discs
would sell, that's what we'd get. It's our
job, as potential buyers, to convince them.
Nobody else will.
6. RCA Victor Records, 155 E. 24th St.. New
York 10, N. Y.; Columbia Records, 799 Seventh
Ave., New York 19. N. Y.; London Records. 539
W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.; Angel Division,
Capitol Records, Hollywood & Vine, Hollywood 28,
Calif.; Westminster Records, 1501 Broadway, New
York 36, N. Y.; Mercury Records, 745 Fifth Ave.,
New York 22, N. V.

Put Up Or Shut Up?
We've raised such a stink in this issue
about what could be but isn't being done
with the disc medium that we are tempted
to put out a disc to demonstrate what
could. We have some fantastic tapes in
our office collection; how many readers
would be interested in paying for a disc
of the highlights of the best of them?
We could sell the thing for $4.00 per
pressing, if we could get enough orders to
warrant pressing it. If you're interested
in the idea, please drop us acard to that
effect. The card wouldn't obligate you to
buy the disc, but if we got the impression
that enough people were interested, we'd
ask for advance orders, and that would
obligate you. The disc cuts would include
a few mono but mostly stereo excerpts,
and we can assure you there would be
absolutely no allowances made for the
shortcomings of available playback equipment. All we could guarantee would be
that the disc would be playable, and
cleanly, on atop-notch system. We would
not assume responsibility for your system's inability to cope therewith.
Who's interested?
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Letters

Disc Sound
The article " The Disc Sound" in the last
issue brought in more letters than any piece
we have published to date. We are printing
a representative number of them, with comments ( in italics) by co-authors Lew Brown
and John Koval. If any of these letters, or
the replies, raise any further questions or
comments, send them along to us and we'll
answer them as best we can.
The first of these letters is from a design
engineer employed by one of the firms whose
pickup specifications were "questioned" in
the article. Other letters of interest that were
received too late for this issue will be printed
in STEREOPHILE Number 9.
Sirs:
The article on pickups by Lew Brown
and John Koval sets a new high-water
mark for competence, common sense, and
combat against lies and myths. Sincere
workers in the transducer field must be
impressed by the honesty and factuality
of this article, for they also know the
truth. But they must hold their tongues
or be clubbed out of their jobs. This is
the age of the ad-writer and the big lie.
There is no sense in compliances of the
order of 30 and 40 x 10 -6 ,as claimed by
some manufacturers.
Such high compliances, if they did exist, would only
create a host of problems. Compliance
specifications on this order are nothing
more than wild exaggerations, based on
each manufacturer's conviction that, to
sell his product, he must specify something
better than his competitors. So, each one
tells a little lie, the next down the line
tops it by just a little bit, and so it goes
until all semblance of factuality is left by
the wayside.
We strive for high compliance in order
that we may have less groove wear, since
higher compliance allows for lower stylus
force -for the same tracing ability. We
must limit compliance to some reasonable
value, though, in order to keep the stylus
vibrating about its normal " at-rest" position. But even with this limitation, it is
possible to design apickup that will allow
200 plays of adisc without any detectable
deterioration of the groove. Except for
juke boxes, Icannot visualize any record
being useful after 200 plays, since by that
time, the accumulation of dust, abrasions,
and wear and tear due to handling has
destroyed the virginal cleanliness.
There is always some optimum compliance for every tone arm.
Prof. F. V.
Hunt suggested that this optimum should
establish a system resonance at between
15 and 18 cps, so with most arms, this
would call for a cartridge compliance of
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from 4to 8 X 10 -, cm/dyne, which would
require atracking force of between 2 and
3grams for clean tracking and aminimum
record life of 200 plays.
The point Iwant to emphasize is that
pickup compliances above 12 X 10 -0 do not
exist; that manufacturers' specifications
deliberately exaggerate, and that pickups
that did actually have these high compliances would cause more problems than
they would solve. Stylus forces of 1gram
or less simply do not allow distortionless
tracking at all recorded groove velocities.
Saul J. White
White Plains, N. Y.
The horizontal frictional drag of our lone
arm is only 15 mg, referred to the stylus tip
(including wire drag). For acompliance of
40 X 10 -6 cm/dyne, the moving system
would be skewed 0.0006 cm, or only 12% of
the maximum groove displacement on records. Thus it is apparent that high compliance is not aproblem in this respect. However, we agree that, with most arms, very
high compliance would sel the system resonance much too low (typically 4-5 cps) to
provide adequate stability against mechanical shocks, warps, and eccentricities. To
place the resonance in the 15- 18-cps region
with a compliance of 4-0 X 10 -6 cm/dyne
would require an effective head mass of
about 2-3 gms! We doubt that design engineers will achieve this in the near future.
So, we must agree with Mr. White that such
high compliances are not practical and
really not necessary.
We must point out, however, that perfect
tracking at all frequencies at 2to 3grams is
not assured simply by choosing an optimum
compliance. The mechanical impedance of
the stylus assembly ( which includes not only
the compliance but also the effects of dynamic mass, damping and cantilever resonances) must be low, particularly at high frequencies where the role of compliance is a
minor one.
Sirs:
Your article did not mention either of
the two most highly publicized recent developments in the pickup field: the elliptical stylus and the 15-degree vertical
tracking angle.
Since you tested the pickups listed in
your article, have you had a chance to
test any others which you feel to be equal
to or superior to the London Professional?
Do you believe the elliptical stylus improves the performance of the pickups on
which it is available? Similarly, do you
feel the 15-degree vertical tracking angle
to be adesirable feature in a pickup?
Walter Diehl
Great Neck, L. I., N. Y.
The article as submitted was very long, so
much material had to be edited out to fit
space, including some comments on recent
developments.
Since the article was written, we have
tested the London Professional Mark III,
Shure V-15, Weathers PS- 1I, and the Neat
VS-2000D. We also gave the Ortofon abrief
listening lest. As of now, we would rate
them as follows: London Professional Mark

II and Mark III first, with the Shure V-15
a moderately close second.
The rest were
markedly inferior to the V- I5 in tracking
ability, but were relatively similar to one another. In order of quality: The two Onoions, Weathers PS- 11 and LDM, and the
Neat VS-2000D ( which was slightly inferior
to the Empire 880p).
The improvement afforded by the elliptical
stylus is limited and, in some cases, is negated by other problems which it brings on.
Generally, it provides cleaner sound (simply
because of its smaller tracing radius), and
lends to impart to breakup distortion (when
this occurs) a more " delicate," higher-frequency quality which makes it less offensive
to the ear. However, the reduction of translation loss in inner grooves brings out the
radius compensation on the disc, causing an
additional high-end rise. We are in favor of
standardizing the stylus size at 0.5 to 0.7
mil, and using predistortion (a la Dynagroove) in the recording process.
Standardization of vertical tracking angle
will produce ameasurable reduction in tracing distortion, but distortion from other
sources will have to be reduced before the
effect of the vertical angle will start to become
audible. We're in favor of standardization,
though, and we do feel that some standardized vertical tracking should be adopted.
Editor's Note:
I agree that the Weathers PS- 11 has
finally been bumped from its top place,
but am not sure Iagree with the relative
ratings of the pickups that bumped it. I
have yet to hear all of the competing pickups in my own home, but Ihave heard all
but the Neat one on other systems. The
London does sound cleaner than any of the
others but, to my ears, it has slightly less
output at the extreme high end ( regardless
of the measurements). The Ortofon SPE/
GT elliptical is not quite as clean-sounding
as the Shure V-15, but then its sound seems
to have more " life" and transparency than
the Shure, and this could account for the
difference that was observed. To me, the
Ortofon elliptical sounded better, on more
discs, than did the V-15. Detailed results
of my own listening tests will be reported
in the next issue.
One thing Messrs. Brown and Koval
neglected to mention was the fact that
monophonic discs sound cleaner with the
elliptical-stylus pickups than with any
spherical types that have ever been built
(including the Weathers FM). An additional objection to them, though, is the
fact that their very small contact radius
increases the pressure against the groove
walls for a given tracking force, so they
must be tracked very lightly to avoid
groove damage.
In some designs ( the
Shure V-15, for instance), this maximum
permissible force is barely enough to allow
the pickup to trace heavy, deep bass.
Sirs:
What was the nature of the low-pass
filter you used with the Weathers LDM to
obtain flat frequency response? Did you
make comparative listening tests, with
and without the filter?
Other questions: You made no corn-

ments about the bass response of the cartridges tested. Were they all alike?
Doesn't the Ortofon SPU/GT use a
0.5-mil stylus? If so, its maximum tracking force should be 2.75 grams, not 3to 5
grams. Have you tested the new ADC
Point 4?
John L. Hodge
New Haven, Conn.
Evidently we did not sufficiently clarify the
purpose of the filter referred to in the article.
This served only lo prevent harmonics (due
to mist rocking) from reaching the test equipment and giving erroneous readings. II did
not affect the sound.
The output meter used for the frequency
response tests cannot distinguish between the
fundamental frequency of interest and the
harmonics that may accompany it, so the
harmonics may produce afalsely high reading. Since mistracking was aserious problem only above about 10,000 cps, the first
harmonic would be at 20,000 cps, and only
harmonics above that — which are inaudible
— would be removed by the filter. The actual
frequency response of the pickup within the
audible range is unaffected by the filter (if
one neglects ultrasonic mixing in the preamp, a phenomenon which we have neither
verified nor disproved), while the measured
response in this range is unaffected by
spurious harmonics.
To answer your other questions: In general, the subjective bass performance of all
pickups tested was in correlation with the
response curves.
The Ortofon
IGT has a 0.7-mil
stylus. The 0.5-mil figure published in the
"Consumer Reports" writeup was incorrect.
We have not evaluated the ADC Point 4,
but hope to do so in the near future.
Sirs:
Ibelieve that the so-called "cantilever
effect" is simply the high vertical compliance associated with cantilever styli.
If the London ( Decca) Professional had as
much vertical compliance, it too might
sound " fuzzy" on certain passages. As
you know, Walton believes that the vertical compliance of stereo pickups should
intentionally be kept low.
When you speak of the "raw" curves of
the pickups, do you mean that these were
made with a near-infinite load resistance,
or did you load each pickup with the value
recommended by the manufacturer for
smoothest response?
Bernard A. Engholm
San Diego, Calif.
14'e don't feel that the vertical compliance of
any of the modern pickups is so high as to
cause fuzziness due to poor tracking. Walton's prime concern in keeping the vertical
compliance low is to enable the pickup to
serve as afilter for vertical rumble; frequencies below the arm's mass'compliance resonance are attenuated.
By "raw" curves, we simply meant that
all of the " wiggles" in the curves were left in.
There was no "judicious smoothing" of the
curves, as is often done. The manufacturer's
recommended load values were used in all
cases.

Morality or Legality?
The following was in response to Special
Projects editor Philip C. Geraci's article on
the legalities of tape recording, in STEREOPHILE Number 6.
Sirs:
The sad thing about Philip C. Geraci
and others like him is not so much that
he spent all that time and energy trying
to determine how dishonest he could be
without being illegal, but that he was willing to admit to STEREOPHILE readers that
he would give serious thought to this kind
of thievery.
Is Mr. Geraci a shop-lifter? In a legal
sense, probably not. He can walk up one
aisle and down another in any opencounter variety store without stuffing his
pockets. That merchandise belongs to the
store manager, who paid for it, and walking out with something one hasn't paid
for is stealing. Unless it's musical performances.
A composer earns his living by writing
music. He may be paid in alump sum by
his publisher or, more likely, he may get
a partial payment, with the rest coming
from royalties on the performances of his
composition. If he is acomposer of serious
music, he has not only talent but also a
considerable investment in musical training.
A conductor is also aman with considerable musical training, plus agift of interpreting the ideas of the composers, and of
leading a large group of musicians in the
execution of these ideas. The conductor
gets a nominal fee for conducting an orchestra, but must often augment this with
royalties from recording sales.
A symphony orchestra requires the services of a great many talented and highly
trained musicians. Smaller groups, such
as chamber orchestras, do not require so
many musicians, but demand even more
competence of their members. If these
musicians are to earn a living even remotely concomitant with their ability,
the proceeds from their concerts must be
supplemented, principally by private
music lessons given to younger people and
by royalties received from the sale of
recordings.
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and many
other composers were subsidized. Nowadays, few composers are subsidized, so a
major part of their income must come
from royalties. As conductors, Haydn,
Mozart and Beethoven were subsidized.
Which present-day conductors are? The
orchestras of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven were subsidized too. Nowadays,
except for contributions from wealthy
patrons who help to make up the deficits
of symphony orchestras, no one subsidizes
musicians.*
Consider recording companies.
They
can, and generally do, perform amagnificent service for us listeners. They can
continue to do this only while the sale
of records exceeds their production costs.
So, these people in the music business
have to place their wares before the public
*This is true in America.
Several European
countries (and the Soviet Union) do subsidize or
support entirely their serious musicians. En.

in hopes that there will be purchasers who
appreciate their products enough to make
recording a profitable business for composer, conductor, orchestra member and
recording company. What these people
produce is the result of their labors, their
stock in trade, and they are entitled to be
paid for their efforts just as a TV repairman gets paid for performing his own
specialized function.
For a few cents
royalty, a few dollars for the cost of making the recording (which includes paying
the musicians a down payment), and a
couple of dollars for the cost of distribution and sales, anyone buying arecord has
the privilege of listening for hours on end
to amiraculous performance by musicians
and technicians. Is this enough for Mr.
Geraci? No. He also wants to share it
with all his friends, so they won't have to
pay anything to any of the performers.
But that's only half of it. Mr. Geraci
also wants to record performances which
came to him free, gratis, without even a
federal tax, and peddle those, too. Not for
profit, no. Heaven forbid! Unless you
consider exploiting a free performance to
be profit.
Obviously, the end result of the pirating
activities which Mr. Geraci advocates is
that, without sales of recordings, there
would soon be no recording industry. And
then where would Mr. Geraci be? Surely
he, and others like him, realize that the
only music that is recorded under any
label is recorded with the hope that the
sales of that recording will at least offset
the cost of making and distributing that
performance.
For my part, I'm going to continue to
buy the recordings Iwant, so that the recording companies and the performers will
be so prosperous they will feel they can
record some of the music that may prove
dubiously profitable.
Alvin Duis
Sidney, Nebraska
To which Mr. Geraci replies:
I am inclined to agree with Mr. Duis
that the fate of many musicians does, indeed, rest in the hands of those of us who
purchase their product. Were everything
musical recorded flawlessly on discs, I
should never have had the urge to record
asingle bar on tape. To be honest, Ihave
not dubbed arecord in agood many years.
Alas, the best in musical sound is not on
discs, and those of us who value our
"pirated" treasures value most those
gleaned from off-the-air broadcasts of live
performances. This, to my way of thinking, isn't chizzling. It is simply making
use of the technology at our disposal, to
provide amusical library equal in quality
to our tastes. Most discs simply don't fill
the bill.
Moreover, the performances we record
are not on the market, at any price. If
Mr. Duis can do anything to make them
available, in recorded quality equal to the
broadcast, he'll find me a willing customer
who'll gladly pay apremium price.
The object of my research wasn't
economy, it was good recordings. The rest
was incidental.
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Miscellany

Report Divination

More Errata
Well, we did it again, and twice this
time. STEREOPHILE Number 7 had two
errors therein, neither of them crucial, but
both of them annoying, to us and, probably, to our readers too.
On Page 6, column 2, 13 lines from the
bottom of the page, an entire line of type
got lost. The complete sentence should
have read " Even when dynamic mass is
quoted, the figure may be of questionable
derivation."
On page 12, the schematic diagram of
the headphone control unit was amasterpiece of botchery, with the switch positions marked backwards and the wiring
likewise.
The corrected schematic is
shown below, with dotted lines to indicate
the way the original (incorrect) schematic
was drawn. This should make it easier
for anyone who built the original one (It
would have worked, but backwards) to
correct its wiring.

We have, on occasion, heard audio
enthusiasts complain that test reports in
other hi-fi publications are useless because
they don't come right out and label components good, bad or indifferent. Not so,
we maintain. It is possible to divine the
true feelings of equipment reviewers in
other publications through their use of
certain carefully chosen key phrases. For
the benefit of those of our readers who
wish to glean opinions from other equipment reports, then, we append a short
glossary of equipment report doubletalk.
"A fine piece of equipment." — Ican't
find anything specific to criticise, but I
don't like it.
"Worthy of consideration." — This is
really pretty mediocre.
"Worthy of serious consideration." —
One of the best I've ever come across.
"Among the very best." — Absolutely
and indubitably the best available.
"A nice component for the money." —
A terrible component, but it's just what
you deserve if you aren't willing to pay
for good equipment.

L SPKR

R SPKR"

"Its sound is quite rich." — It is
muffled and boomy.
"It is somewhat crisp-sounding." — It
is unbearably shrill.
"Its sound is undistinguished, which of
course is true of live music." — I don't
like it.
"Some listeners may prefer it to most
competing units." — Idon't like it.
"Musically-oriented listeners will like
it." — Ilike it.
"This would be a fine component, were
it not for that one little shortcoming." —
It stinks.

Feelthy Fi
For the benefit of those sheltered souls
who haven't already heard this, we cite
the report of the tourist who, on returning
from a vacation in France, was accosted
by a customs inspector who asked him
bluntly "Are you bringing in any pornography?" To which said tourist allegedly
replied "Heck no, I don't even own a
pornograph."

Expiration Codes
The hyphenated code number at the
bottom of most subscription address
labels refers to the expiration date of that
subscription. For example, 1-12 means
that the subscription will expire after
delivery of Volume 1, Number 12.
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Two Acoustic Research AR-2 systems, unfinished,
new, never used, in manufacturer's original cartons.
Wish to trade for two new KLH Model 6systems,
or for two new AR-3's plus best offer.
Peter
Lampell, 789 West End Ave., New York, N. Y.,
10025. Phone: UNiversity 5-2784.

The Audio Mart publishes, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile
subscribers. Ads are published as received,
so we cannot be responsible for the condition
or quality of the items advertised for sale in
Audio Marl. Each ad received will be run
once, in ,the earliest possible issue. Ads
may be repeated any number of times, but
we must receive specific notification each
time you wish us to rerun your ad.
FOR SALE

Two AR-1 speakers, blond; $235. Bozak B-305,
walnut. Two MC- 30 McIntosh amplifiers; $ 150.
Two McIntosh preaznps; $90. Ampex 1260 4-track
recorder, like new; $360. Dr. Jerry Long, 4170
Northwest Highway, Dallas, Texas, 75220. Phone:
214-FL-2-5066,
Fairchild F-7 cartridge system.
Excellent for
stereo and recent mono recordings. Used intermittently for 4 months. $40 postpaid.
Robert
Creed, 524 W. 46th, New York City. 10036.
Phone: Circle 5-1180.
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CANADIAN SAI.E: 50% discount. JBL Metregon enclosure, oiled walnut, cost $950, selling for
$475; McIntosh C-20 preamp, cost $450, selling
for $225; Citation Ill multiplex tuner, cost $500,
selling for $250; Shure 16-inch Studio Dynetic arm
with 0.5 and 0.7 styli and cartridge, cost $ 180,
selling for $ 120; two JBL N-400 (500-cps) crossovers, cost $240, selling for $ 120.
N. Metal,
1020 West 71st Ave., Vancouver 14, B. C.
14-channel computer tape recorder file. Can be
used for stereo or computer work. Complete with
amplifier, read, write and erase modes, necessary
tape heads, controls, rack, frame, casters, etc.
Original cost approximately $ 100,000. All reasonable offers considered and answered. Photo supplied for $ 1 handling and processing charge.
F. J. Jansen, 440 Ladera St., Monterey Park,
Calif., Atten.: COMPUTER.
Professional recording equipment: Ampex 601-2
stereo recorder, with flutter filter (see Stereophile
No. 4) and service manual, $450; Beyer DT-48
sterei, headset, $ 15; Telefunken U-47M capacitor
microphone system, with polarizing supply, 25-foot
mike-to-supply cable ( with stand mount), 50-foot
mike-to-supply extension cable, Cannon XLR plug
to mike preamp, spare VF-14 tube, spare fuses,
$200; Capps CM-2030 capacitor microphone system, 25-foot mike- to-supply cable, polarizing supply, $100. All units slightly scratched but not
dented, all in functionally new condition. Dept
RP, The Stereophile, Box 187, Wallingford, Pa.

We are omitting from this issue our
usual list of Recommended Components,
pending a few sweeping changes in the
listings. Practically all of the items listed
in categories A and B have been surpassed
by units we have recently heard, but since
we have not as yet determined which of
the new items are the best performers in
each category, we are unable at this
time to provide a revised list of Recommendations.
The updated listing will appear in
STEREOPHILE Number 9.
Dynaco FM-3 stereo FM tuner, with construction
and operation manuals, bone white case, new-style
metal front panel and metal knobs.
Excellent
condition, used only 3 months. Received factory
alignment and test; $90. Wharfedale 15" woofer;
$40. Karlson enclosure for 15" or 12" speaker,
limed oak formica finish; $40. Audax 16" tone
arm; $5.
Fairchild SM-1 stereo cartridge; $3.
Best offer takes any of the above.
Ronald W.
Weinert, 651 Jacobs Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla.
Wharfedale 10" Golden RS/DD speaker; Royal
Copenhagen 12" Model 120-50 Danish coaxial
speaker, with separate tweeter; two Elac 8N/148
8" British speakers, especially suited for Paraline
enclosures; two Stentorian T-359 British cone
tweeters — add-ons for the Elacs in Paralines, or,
two 4-mfd paper crossover capacitors. All brand
new and never used. $50 for the lot. Will ship
C.O.D. by truck or railway express. Ed Burks,
Rte 3, Box 745, Golden, Colo.
Rek-O-Kut Model L-34 turntable, Fairchild arm
and mono cartridge, mounted on sturdy mahogany
base; Perfect condition. $38 FOB. Precision Model
110 VOM, $ 15; RCA Model WV-95A. Master
Voltohmist, with instruction manual, needs some
repair but switches and movement ok, $ 13 FOB;
University Cobraflex 2mid-range horn and driver,
$20 FOB.
Don Spangler, 4557 Ridgebury Dr.,
Dayton 40, Ohio.

WANTED
Acoustic Research AR-2 or AR-2A speaker,
preferably in oiled walnut enclosure. Also, Dynaco
Mark IV power amplifier. Please state price and
condition.
Dick Feenberg, 7123 Princeton, St.
Louis 30, Mo.
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The maximum displacement of a modulated record groove from its normal unmodulated path, and the maximum lateral
or vertical speed that the stylus attains
when tracing the modulation are normally
specified as peak values.
For a given
amplitude of modulation, the time required for the stylus to travel from its atrest position to the peak of each modulation (peak displacement point) depends on
the frequency of the modulation.
The
higher the frequency, the less time the
stylus has to traverse the modulation and,
hence, the higher the peak lateral (or
vertical) velocity that will be attained.
This table shows the peak velocities attained by aplayback stylus when agroove
is modulated at different frequencies at a
peak displacement of .005 cm. The practical limit is reached when the peak velocity of the modulations equals the linear
velocity of the groove (the speed with
which it passes the stylus). Beyond this

FREQUENCY ( CPS)

point, the groove swings become so sharp
that the pickup tends to ride up over them
instead of traveling around them.
Since the turntable speed is constant,
the full circumference of one groove will
pass a fixed point in 1/33.3 of a second.
As the circumference of each groove depends on its radius, its linear velocity will
diminish as its radius diminishes. Thus,
the maximum level of peak velocity that
can be attained from a groove is highest
at the outer edge of the disc and lowest in
the extreme inner grooves. Consequently,
the inner grooves will determine the maximum mid-range recording level that is
used throughout most discs.
At higher frequencies, where the radius
of the curves in the modulated groove becomes smaller than the tip radius of the
stylus, the stylus loses its ability to follow the modulations accurately, and tends
to "gloss over" them. At these frequencies,
although the peak velocity of the groove

path continues to increase, the peak velocity of the stylus will not increase with
it, so there will be a loss of output and
increasing amounts of tracing distortion.
These effects set the practical limit to recorded velocity at high frequencies, although it should be noted that the smaller
the stylus tip radius, the smaller the
groove curvature it is capable of tracing
accurately.
Again, the inner grooves impose more
of a velocity limitation than outer ones,
because their reduced linear speed causes
successive modulations to occur closer together along the length of the groove, reducing the radius of curvature.
In practice, the theoretical high-frequency limitations of the disc medium are
partially offset by the fact that musical
overtones and transients are generally of
much lower amplitude than the fundamental tones which are used to establish
the over-all modulation level on discs.
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The

lead article in issue Number 9 got a definitely mixed reaction from

readers.

It is an established fact that the statistical majority of

audiophiles are also camera buffs ( Where
get the money?),

in the name of Heaven do they

but relatively few of them are

into home movies,

and

it seems that very few of those have any inclination to mix their media.
Yet it was our conviction -- held particularly strongly by Phil Geraci,
who was into

16-mm sound films as an avocation -- that film sound could

provide a challenging and rewarding creative outlet for serious audiophiles who have become bored with taping off the air but have no access
to local

live-music performances worth recording.

And no such article

had, to our knowledge, been published before. Today, there are some
more- effective ways of doing what was described in that piece -- Super8 cameras are now available

that will record lip- synchronized sound

right onto a magnetic film track,

and there are several systems

maintaining lip-synch between the

film and a simultaneously- recorded

tape or magnetically- coated sprocketed film,

for

for professional- style

double- system recording -- but nothing has happened to change

the value

of that article to anyone interested in trying his hand at this aspect
of audio.
Also in issue 9 was the most convincing hypothesis
recording works that we have seen anywhere,
leanings,

for how magnetic

regardless of your political

and another batch of short equipment reports under the head-

ing " Once Over Lightly."

It seems we may have underestimated ourselves;

perhaps we could test enough stuff between issues
in each one.
But issue

9 was

late getting out,

nonetheless.
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The Cover
Our cover photo this time will need no explanation for those who, although lefthanded, must perforce learn to put up with
phono units made for right-handed people.
The customized product shown is the brainchild of reader Adrian B. DiCyan, and is
not really in production, even though it may
look vaguely like a Thorens turntable and
Ortofon pickup.

Observations and Prognostications
Well, the New York Hi Fi wingding has
come and gone once again, and now is the
time when audio editors dutifully adopt
the role of oracle, divining the future of
high fidelity, and generally sketching out
The Big Picture for those of us too blind
to see the graffiti on the wall. So, who are
we to shirk our duty? Herewith, THE
STEREOPHILE S audio observations and
predictions for 1965.
First, what's new this year? Very little,
really. The only genuinely new innovations are in the pickup field: the elliptical
stylus and the 15-degree standard vertical
tracking angle. There are plenty of new
products, as always, but by and large, today's new developments are nothing more
than extensions of yesterday's trends.
Transistors, of course, are with us more
than ever, and as designers gradually lick
their original problems—hiss, easy overload and inherent vice of the output stage,
tube adherents are being left with less and
less to claim in the way of superiority. A
few of the top-priced new items—the Ortofon elliptical pickup, the Ampex MR-70
tape recorder and the Acoustech Model 10
speaker-amplifier system—have actually
set new all-time standards for fidelity, but
most of the improvements in this year's
component crop have been effected in the
middle-price category.
Average equipment performance has
taken abigger forward step this year than
it has during the previous five years,
thanks to transistors, lower-mass pickups,
and a growing conviction among speaker
manufacturers that the public may conceivably be interested in natural sound.
There's still entirely too much screech and
boom being passed off as high fidelity, and
there are an awful lot of lousy transistorized components riding the crest of the
current solid-state fad, but the average
high-fidelity system today is noticeably
cleaner and more transparent than ever
before.
Unfortunately, recordings continue to
get worse and worse. Most record manufacturers appear to have abandoned any
pretense of realism, and are making recordings into artistic creations divorced
from any existing standards of fidelity.
Commercial four-track 7-ips tapes,
which have never quite equaled the better
discs in terms of clarity and hiss, look as
if they may soon be replaced by 3 -ips
releases, with afurther reduction in audio
quality. All of which brings us to our
department of prescience.
In view of the most recent developments
in pickups and, particularly if 3' ,4 ips becomes the new commercial tape standard.
we predict that discs will finally win the
long-protracted "war of the media" and
will become the standard medium for perfectionists. Tape, probably in cartridges

or in conjunction with automated playback
machines, will ultimately take over the
average home "hi-fi" market.
The new Acoustech Model 10—a combination stereo amplifier and Janszen fullrange electrostatic speaker system—illustrates another trend that's been gathering
momentum in recent years and may well
take off this year or next: The integration
of mutually interdependent components.
"Universal" arms and cartridges and
amplifiers and loudspeakers have pretty
much come to the end of the line as far as
predictable perfectionism is concerned.
Today, anyone who pairs cartridge A and
tone arm B, or amplifier A and speaker B,
runs the risk of getting acombination that
will not do full justice to any of the components. There are not enough detailed
specifications about any of them to allow
the buyer to select suitable complements,
so all we can do is buy acombination and
hope for the best. The future, we believe,
will bring increasing numbers of integrated
pickup systems and amplifier-speaker systems.
A few integrated pickups like the Shure
Studio Dynetic and the Weathers FM and
Professional Stereo systems have been
around for along time, and Ampex, KLH.
James B. Lansing and Quad have been
matching amplifiers and speakers for several years, too. Some other speaker and
amplifier manufacturers have "joined up"
with one another ( for example, Marantz
and KLH, Dynaco and Acoustic Research
and, most recently, Acoustech and Janszen
Labs*), and we expect to see this trend become Standard Operating Procedure in the
future.
Anything else in the way of trends?
Well, loudspeakers are getting bigger
again, thank heavens, and prices go Up,
Up, Up. This is another trend we don't
expect to see reversed, although we can
console ourselves (no pun intended) with
the fact that the quality of the stuff we're
paying for is going up along with the price.
As a matter of fact, average high fidelity,
by today's standards, is coming to cost so
much that we would not be at all surprised
to see an open split between the hifi market and the high-fidelity market. Most of
the manufacturers who have been trying
to sell components to amass market will,
we believe, be forced to choose between
making good products for golden ears or
crap for the crass. In other words, we expect to see within the next couple of years
another high-fidelity revolution, similar to
the one that torpedoed the boom-box business fifteen years ago. We couldn't be
more pleased at the prospect.
*A rth ur Janszen, of Janszen Labs, has worked on
a consulting basis for several firms, which is why
his name is associated with products made by
Neshaminy, KLH and, currently, Acoustech.

Why an article about home movie sound in
apublication like THE STEREOPHILE? For
four reasons: First, surveys have shoun that
a majority of high-fidelity enthusiasts are
also avid photographers, many of them home
movie buffs. Second, home movie sound, although generally appallingly bad, can be
high-fidelity, as described hereunder. Third,
sound-track production is an extremely 7eivarding and challenging outlet for the creative person who wants to do more with his
high-fidelity equipment than just listen to
xecordings other people have made. Ard
finally, there has never yet been areally amprehensive article on this subject publisidd
anywhere. We hope to remedy that situation.
Incidentally, readers who don't happen to
own movie equipment can still express their
creative drive by "sound-scripting" short
dramatic or humorous skits, with or without
dialogue. As an example of what can be
done along these lines, listen lo Audio Fidelity's record of " Russian Roulette" (Record
2103 mono, 6103 stereo).
The living room lights wink out, and your
guests settle back into their chairs, politely resigned to another evening of typical home movies. The screen flashes into
light, and at the same time a sweeping

Co-author Phil Geraci watches screen through window of basement studio, while
recording narration and taped sound effects onto film's magnetic sound track.
theme of music brings the viewers up out
of their slumped postures, as they realize
this is something new in home movies.
These are home movies with sound, the
second sense, that makes the difference
between passive viewing and personal involvement, and gives the film that professional touch that prompts your audiences to ask for more, and mean it.
Sound movies are no longer the exclusive province of the professional movie
makers.
Each year, manufacturers of
amateur movie equipment release new
products that make sound track preparation easier and more "professional" than
ever. Eight-millimeter movie sound has
already come of age.
If you're not particular, and assume the
same for your viewers, you can always
just play a record along with your film,
hoping that the music will " agree" with
the picture at least some of the time.
But if you'd rather do the thing right,
you'll want some assurance that your
sound will match your pictures.
If the background music is to enhance
the film, it must match the mood of the

picture, and should change each time
there is amajor change in the mood of the
picture. If there is any narration, this
too must stay in step with the picture, so
that the narration will apply to the viewed
scene rather than to the preceding or following one. Sound effects, too, should
occur at the same time as the picture they
correspond to, but here the synchronism
requirements may get considerably stiffer,
for split-second differences between sudden
sounds (gunshots, for instance) and their
picture (smoke puffs) are readily detectable, and annoying, to the viewer. Human
speech is extremely critical as to synchronism; a disparity of as little as 1/10
of asecond is quite conspicuous in closeup
shots of the speaker, and is acutely distressing, as you have no doubt observed
in an occasional movie and TV newsreel.
Thus, the more closely your sound track
is cued to the film, the more acute are the
synchronism requirements.
The speed of a silent 8-mm movie projector wanders all over the place with
changes in household voltage and running
temperature. The typical, nonsynchron3

ous home tape recorder has considerably
better speed regulation (it must, because
the ear is much more sensitive to wow
than is the eye), but it, too, will tend to
change speed as it warms up and as it
approaches the end of the reel. Consequently, even if the film and its taped
sound track were started at the same
instant, they would get hopelessly out of

concomitantly expensive) synchronizing
systems available for professional 16millimeter equipment, but for the 8-mm
user, lip-synchronism is attainable only
through an on-the-film sound track, via a
magnetic sound projector (Figure 2).
This latest of innovations for the homemovie maker combines in one unit the
functions of a movie projector and a tape
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Figure 1. A rheostat coupler. The coupler's "capstan" draws tape around the
lever arm, while the recorder feeds tape at 71/
2 ips. If the projector speeds up, the
loop around the lever arm shortens, cutting the voltage to the projector motor.
sync within a minute or less of elapsed
time. A gentle hand on the projector's
speed control would help, if there were
certain "keyed" sound-and-sight cues to
let the operator know which medium is
running ahead, but it is obvious that
accurate, repeatable synchronized sound
effects are simply not possible with this
arrangement.
Because of this, several projector manufacturers have devised sound couplers to
allow the tape (whose speed must remain
as constant as possible) to exercise control
over the projector's speed. The tape is
fed through amechanism which compares
the passage of tape with the passage of
film through the projector, and automatically adjusts the projector's speed to keep
them running together. Since the tape is
the controlling factor, synchronism is
maintained even if the recorder's speed
should drift while running.
Some of these coupler synchronizers use
a magnetic brake, to ride herd on the
projector motor. Others employ a simple
rheostat whose rocker-arm contact point
is determined by the length of a loop of
tape that has been drawn out from the
recorder at apoint between its capstan and
its takeup reel (Figure 1).
A taped sound track, with agood sound
coupler, affords the best compromise between audio quality and synchronism.
The sound quality will, of course, be
limited only by the capabilities of your
tape recorder, and the synchronism is
good enough to keep music, narration and
continuous-type background sounds in
step with the picture throughout a 30minute film. However, the kind of splitsecond timing that is needed for percussive
sound effects and for "lip synchronism" of
filmed speech requires even tighter coupling
between the film and its sound track.
There are some extremely accurate (and
4

recorder. The sound track goes onto a
strip of magnetic oxide along one edge of
the film, so besides the usual accouterments for picture projection, the magnetic
projector also has a magnetic head assembly (erase and record/play heads) and
a flywheel to filter out the framing jerks
from the film-pulling claw. The associated
electronics are generally pretty rudimentary (asingle neon bulb for recording level
and a red warning lamp to indicate the
record mode), but since sound tracks will
almost invariably combine music and
narration, most magnetic sound projectors
do at least provide mixing facilities for a
mike and ahigh-level input.
Some such projectors have two running
speeds; 16 frames per second (
fps) for

films exposed at this standard "silent"
speed, and 24 fps, for sound films. The
reason for this should be obvious: the
magnetic sound track (applied as a strip
down one edge of the film), like regular
tape, has better treble response at the
higher speed. Optically, either speed is
acceptable (although 24 fps gives smoother
scene panning and, often, less flicker), but
films should always be projected at the
speed at which they were exposed, regardless of sonic considerations.*
At best, the sound from available magnetic film projectors is quite poor by
modern high fidelity standards. Most of
them have poor speed regulation (usually
with more wow than flutter), high noise
and distortion, and poor frequency response. Fortunately, most of us are much
more tolerant of bad sound when it accompanies a film than we are when it
occurs by itself, but if you're willing to go
to some extra trouble, and have the necessary equipment, it is possible to combine
lip-sync with good sound by using the
magnetic film for critical synchronism and
augmenting this with music and less critical sound effects from your tape recorder.
All good sound projectors are equipped
with some sort of motor-speed governor.
If the one in your projector is unusually
effective, you may find that it holds speed
well enough to allow you to use aseparate
synchronous-drive tape recorder for those
effects which don't require split-second
timing. If the projector's speed is a bit
erratic, or your recorder doesn't have a
synchronous motor, you'll have to adjust
the projector's governor to a slightly
higher speed and then use asound coupler
to hold the two of them in step.
The preliminary steps in sound-track
production are much the same, regardless
of the ultimate form the sound track will
take. First, project your films, editing
them until all the scenes are in exactly the
order in which you want them. Weed out
*Except, of course, for :- pecial fast- or slowmotion effects.

Phil Geraci uses a Shure 275S unidirectional microphone and battery-operated
Uher 4000 "Report" portable recorder to tape the sound of a woodland stream.
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Figure 2. Like an optical sound track, amagnetic track is displaced some distance
ahead of its corresponding picture. The displacement varies with the projector.
those less-than- perfect shots that you feel
you can live without, but don't shorten
the overlength scenes yet. That will come
later.
Splice on the opening and closing title
strips (or equivalent lengths of film), and
then screen the assembled film, this time
paying particular attention to timing.
Make notes of each scene's content and
length, and use these as aguide for writing
your narration script. Don't worry about

flowery language, and don't describe what
is perfectly obvious to the viewer; use the
narration to fill in what the film fails to
show.
An occasional blatantly selfevident comment can often help add
humor to an otherwise prosaic scene, but
in general, the film should be left to speak
for itself. It's better to have too little
narration than too much; you can use
music or sound effects to fill the voids.
Now select the music. A well-stocked

record collection with plenty of "mediumto-light classics" is ahelp, and there are a
number of record companies that produce
discs specifically for this purpose. (See
the listing below.)
Bearing in mind the activity shown on
the film, search for music which seems to
match it: vivacious music for active
scenes, slower, sweeping melodies for
scenic shots. The titles of many commercial "mood music" selections will often
suggest the types of scene they are ideal
for, but don't overlook a piece of music
just because its title doesn't suit the
picture. A single piece will often do for
several different kinds of scene.
Don't try to match every scene change
with an appropriate change in music.
Professionals call this "mickey-mousing"
because it is used to advantage in cartoons, but it creates chaos in serious films.
It is also exceedingly difficult to do well,
so instead of trying to point up every

Sound Effects Record Roundup
Who makes them, and how good are they? Labels are listed below in alphabetical order.
Audio Fidelity
770 Eleventh Avenue
New York 19, N. Y.
The first company to release stereophonic sound-effects recordings, Audio
Fidelity's offerings are clearly intended for
entertainment listening rather than for
sound-effects use. Although many of the
selections are superbly recorded, some of
them are marred by extraneous noises
(i.e., automobiles on a recent batch of
horses hoof sounds), and too many of them
cut off before their tail-end reverberations
have died away. In addition, some of
them do not sound quite like what they
are supposed to be (and probably were).
One release, entitled "Home Movie
Sound Effects," almost seems like somebody's idea of ajoke, containing as it does
such typical home-movie subjects as a
cuckoo clock, amule team, and aModel T
Ford, passing. They're fun to listen to,
but as home-movie effects, they're out.
Cook Laboratories
101 Second Street
Stamford, Conn.
Some of the earliest high-fidelity recordings of natural sounds were made by
Emory Cook, and many of them have been
made available now on two 12-inch stereo
discs. Like Audio Fidelity's series, these
sound as if they were intended more for
listening than for sound-effects use, for
relatively few of the effects are appropriate
for the average home movie, and some of
them are marred by conspicuous splices
and extraneous incidental sounds that
were picked up along with the desired
ones. The sound, though, is extraordinarily good, save for acouple of sequences
that are backed up by what sounds like
hash from apower converter.
A third disc, of " Incidental Music,"
strikes us as being worthless for film use,

because of the inappropriateness of the
selections.
Elektra Records
21 West 51st Street
New York 19, N. Y.
A relative newcomer in the sound-effects
field, Elektra has released (at this writing)
seven 12-inch 33 1
4 rpm discs of sound
effects, two of sounds of other countries
(Spain, Italy, Great Britain), and three
of assorted "general" background music
selections. All are available in mono or
stereo, and while the mono ones will
suffice for home-movie use, the stereo ones
(including afew selections that sound as if
they were "reprocessed" from mono
masters) are more fun to listen to for their
own sake, and often give achoice of different perspectives (near or far) for certain
sounds.
Elektra's sound and mood-music recordings are the best-sounding that we've
heard. In general, they sound very much
like what they're supposed to be, they
have much wider range and lower distortion than any of the other brands we
auditioned, and most of them are eminently usable for sound-effects work.
They start and finish properly, and are
free from extraneous noises. Their score
for usability is not quite equal to Major's,
but if we needed a sound, we would be
inclined to try Elektra's version of it
first and Folkways or Major's second (if
there was achoice).
Folkways Records
165 West 46th Street
New York, N. Y.
Sonically, these are only fairly good.
Many of the cuts are bagsheavy, and all
of them seem slightly veiled. Most of
the shorter sound effects are rendered useless by their sudden cut-ins and cut-outs,

while some are marred by hum and intergroove echoes. The most successful in all
respects are the musical selections on the
"Background Music For Home Movies"
disc, which are quite well recorded.
Folkways has a fairly comprehensive
selection of LP discs devoted to sounds of
specific things and places, many of which
may prove invaluable for home-movie
backgrounds. Included in the catalogue
are "The Sounds of (Summer) Camp,"
"Sounds of the American Southwest"
• (animals, birds, thunderstorm, etc.),
"Sounds of Steam Locomotives" (four
records), and "The Sounds of the Office."
Major Records
Thomas J. Valentino, Inc.
150 West 46th Street .
New York 36, N. Y.
One of the oldest established makers of
sound-effects records in the U.S., Major's
catalogue is comprised of 10-inch 78-rpm
discs that require a 3-mil stylus for playback. Recent additions to the catalogue
are on 33X-rpm microgroove, including a
few in stereo.
Sound quality on Major's discs varies
from poor to fairly good. The musical
selections tend to be rather distorted and
brilliant, with little extreme-high-end
range and variable low end. One outstanding trait of Major's music and sound
effects, though, is their appropriateness.
They are not for hi-fi showoff purposes;
they're for sound track use, and virtually
every one of them is usable as such.
Many of the sounds have been better recorded by other companies, but practically
all of Major's effects, despite their rather
muddy quality, do sound like what they
are supposed to be, and go other firm
offers anything approaching the variety of
sounds and music cuts available from
Major.
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scene, use the music to unify groups of
scenes that represent a single general
topic. Careful film editing along these
lines will make this job alot easier.
Certain subjects -- Christmas scenes,
for instance — may call for familiar background music, but for most of your shots
you should avoid using music that your
viewers will recognize, as this will draw
their attention away from the film.
Generally, the music should enhance the
picture without itself being intrusive, and
there are times when you'll find it most
effective to have no music at all. There
should, however, be some sort of sound at
all times, even if it is only agentle shimmer
of crickets or the faint rush of passing
automobiles. A dead sound track is sometimes useful for dramatic effect, but the
lead into it must be carefully done or it
will just give your viewers the impression
that your sound track has gone on the
fritz.
Transitions from one musical background to another can be done by crossfading or by splicing. A spliced transition
— asudden cut from one theme to another,
can be extremely effective when precisely
timed to the change in scene, but it is the
most difficult form of transition to bring
off properly, because each transition must
occur at the end of one musical phrase and
the start of the next. The lengths of the
filmed segments may not coincide with
those of the thematic phrases, so in order
to retain asatisfactory musical transition,
it may be necessary to edit out acouple of
inches of the film at the beginning or end
of each filmed sequence. This is why
overly long scenes should be left that way
until the music has been chosen and edited
to length, and why it is often helpful
when filming to shoot alittle more footage
than usual for each scene.
Sound effects, although not necessary,
do add a great deal of realism and impact
to films. Practically any effect that you
will ever need is available from the
rapidly-expanding catalogue of commercial sound-effects records (See page 5),
while many sounds can be collected " live"
using your own recorder and microphone.
A long microphone extension cable (usable
only if the mike-to-preamp hookup is at
low impedance) will enable you to get the
mike outdoors for taping automobiles,
birds, and children at play, while a
battery-operated recorder or an AC converter (with power enough for your recorder) in your car will vastly increase
your mobility, and will actually allow you
to tape your sound track at the same time
as you shoot the picture.*
When taping sound effects, watch out
for unwanted "incidental" sounds.
A
babbling brook, recorded near a highway
where cars are roaring past, will sound
*At least one manufacturer — Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Company — makes available a
recording movie camera that puts the sound right
on the magnetic strip while the film is being shot.
With this arrangement, however, the sound track
is final; nothing more can be added to it, and
subsequent editing of the film may leave clicks and
sudden interruptions in the sound track. Effective
editing is further hampered by the fact that the
sound is located several inches ahead of the picture
that corresponds to it.
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ridiculous when accompanying a shot of
a brook that's supposed to be way out in
the wilderness, miles from civilization. A
unidirectional (cardioid) mike can help to
hold extraneous noises to a minimum if it
is aimed directly at the desired sound
source and is moved in fairly close.

The mike should be a unidirectional type,
and should be located so that it is aimed
toward and fairly close to the narrator,
with its dead rear facing toward the projector. This will help to hold projectornoise pickup to aminimum.
Run through the narration script several
The procedures you choose to follow in
times while projecting the film, to check
preparing a sound track will depend to a
your timing and learn the visual cues that
great extent on the synchronizing system
will be your signal to fade down the music
that you plan to use and the equipment
and start talking.
Now record a few
at your disposal. You can turn out a
minutes of sound track, and make a note
pretty creditable sound track with a
of the volume-control settings for the
single phono turntable and microphone,
narration, for full-level music, and for
but if you're working right from these
faded-down music. Then play back what
onto a striped film track, you must go
you've got, and check to see whether the
through the entire sound track without a
balances are right, repeating the test run
single error, for the projector cannot be
as many times as necessary to get all
started and stopped again during the
balances properly adjusted. The voice
process (this will leave loud pops on the
should generally be a bit lower in level
sound track), and neither can its sound
than the loudest musical passages, and the
track be edited later without chopping up
music, when faded under the narration,
the film. This is where an extra tape
should be audible but not enough so as to
machine or two, or even three, will come
intrude on the narration. The recorder's
in handy, but we'll get to that later.
volume level indications are useful only
for setting the maximum level.
Let's assume first that you'll be using
Once the balances are established, reamagnetic sound projector, and will want
wind the film, cue up the first music
to record directly onto the sound track.
record, and set the recording level to its
Load the projector with its striped film,
predetermined position. Start the proand connect its microphone and phono
jector (in the Record mode), then the
unit. The Tape Output from a preamp
music, and you're on your way. (The
will feed the projector's high-level input.
opening theme should come in at full level
at the instant the opening title comes onto
the screen. Fading up the music at the
Starter Set
beginning of the film is a mark of rank
amateurism.) Watch for your first visual
for Sound Tracks
cue, fade the music down fairly rapidly
and, just before it is all the way down to
The following discs are recommended as
its " faded-under" level, start talking. The
first purchases for anyone who's just
fadeup after a stretch of narration can be
getting started in sound-track production.
a bit slower than the fadedown. If you
They were chosen on the basis of their
plan to use several different musical
usability, their sound, and their appropriselections, the transitions can be made
ateness. Each disc has on it a number of
during some narration, by fading out one
cuts that you will probably never use, and
record and fading in the other, and if the
there are a few duplications here and
music segments were accurately timed and
there, but the discs were chosen because,
the last piece is accurately cued, it is even
together, they cover a wide range of the
possible to get the music to end within a
kinds of music and sound effects that will
second or so of the end of the film. This
be useful to practically every home-movie
is something worth aiming for, even if you
maker.
have to go back and do the whole thing
Included on these three LP discs are
all over again, because the total impact is
sound effects and musical openings, closimmensely enhanced if the film ends with
ings, and mood music selections for travel
the final chord of the last musical excerpt.
films, family films, and dramatic or comedy
Obviously, reading a script, watching a
skits.
screen, and manipulating again control is
a tall order for one person, and if any
Background Music and Sound Effects
record changing or cueing is to be done
for Your Home Movies
during the operation, at least one assistant
Fifteen musical selections, nineteen
is anecessity. A couple of extra hands are
sound effects.
always a help in this kind of project, but
Major MLP 1040 (Mono)
a bit more equipment is even more of a
help.
Background Music for Horne Movies
An extra tape recorder will allow you to
Eighteen musical selections.
prerecord all the music on tape, edit this
Folkways FX-6110 (Mono)
to length, and concentrate on the narration while you record the sound track.
Moud Music
For a split-second-timed ending, schedule
Twenty-one musical selections.
some brief silence during a long stretch of
Major 6010 (Mono)
narration near the end of the reel, marking
this on the tape with a bit of leader tape.
Authentic Sound Effects
Then on visual cue, start the tape machine
Forty-two sound effects.
and let the carefully pretimed final music
Elektra EK-7255 (Mono);
run to its end simultaneously with the
or EKS-7255 (Stereo)
film.
(
to page 18)

The FORUM

This is a column of controversy, wherein anyone with alegitimate point to make can
do so as he sees fit. THE STEREOPHILE refuses to assume any responsibility for anything

said in the " Forum," for it is the writer's privilege to say what he wants.

We offer him this freedom in

the hope that his views will inspire discussion, comment, and arebuttal from anyone who feels like taking
issue with him.

Continuing exchanges between contributors will be welcomed until we feel the subject

has been resolved or, unresolved, has been beaten to death.

Introducing Stereo Assist
This time, we are turning this department
over, with some misgivings, to areader who
knows better but won't admit it. The following dissertation was submitted as a
Letter to Ye Editor, who decided all by himself that it was too long to print as a letter
and too controversial to run as aconstruction
article for the do-it-yourselfer. So, it goes
into The Forum, which is ahandy repository
for any material that we suspect will not be
accorded universal agreement.
Mr. Rosa was formerly Feature Editor of
Electronics Illustrated, and is now with
Stanford Research Institute, a position
which enables him to do free-lance writing
about audio.
Out here in California we have found
the answer to you "pure music" fanatics
who keep insisting that canned music,
emitted by a high-fidelity system, ought
to sound as much as possible like the
original music, with no noises, distortions,
or other effects contributed by the equipment itself. With all the progress high
fidelity and stereo have made in the past
decade, you continue to take this reactionary stand. As a matter of fact, you
get quite snobbish about it. And holierthan-thou. But now we have finished you
off.
The answer to your fanaticism is something Ishall call "Stereo Assist." Once
your readers have heard about it, the
more sensible of them will inevitably share
my enthusiasm. It's very simple: You
back up the live performers with astereo
system that is always louder than they
are. This is essentially all that is involved,
though Ishall discuss refinements below.
Just the other day I witnessed a live
Stereo Assist demonstration that split a
living, breathing violinst and a full symphony orchestra into aLeft Channel and
aRight Channel.
At last, complete compatibility! But it
was better than that. Before Inoticed the
stereo improvement, my first reaction was
that this live performance already sounded
like aclassic (say 1928) recording played
on the table-model phonograph that almost everybody over forty grew up with.
Such sweet nostalgia! The audience appeared to be very happy, too. After all,
when you have paid the price of abargain
LP to get in, you have the right to
hear something that sounds comfortably
familiar.
Pickup for the Stereo Assist was
through two pairs of microphones on 20foot stands, planted within the orchestra,
plus afew "solo" mikes scattered around
where they would pick up catgut squeaks,

conductor grunts, and the slamming of
bassoon valves. No wind screens were
used on the microphones, as it was evidently felt that the arhythmic grumblings
of passing zephyrs would augument and
improve on the score at frequent intervals.
This novel concept, if harnessed for peaceful purposes, could well put an end, once
and for all, to your continual nit-picking
about turntable rumble.
Artificial "reverb" was entirely neglected, but I can assure you that the
stereo separation was superb. Those in
the audience to the left of the centerline
heard mostly the Left orchestra, and those
to the right heard little but the Right
orchestra.
Those seated in or near the middle of
the audience sometimes heard the actual,
live players contributing something — a
couple of tenths of asecond after the loudspeakers had spoken. Ispent most of my
time with the Left orchestra, but occasionally got an extra little blat, just offbeat, when acentered trombone happened
to be aimed my way. (How to achieve all
this in the home may seem to present
problems, but all that is needed is that
the industry wake up and start marketing
center-channel delay-line amplifiers.)
Iam afraid Icould not hear much evidence that askillful hand was riding gain,
though, at least on my (Left) channel. I
could almost see, in my mind's eye, an
intense, dedicated girl, wearing thick spectacles and a heavy, long wrap-around
skirt, following the score and warning the
technician when they were going to play
loud and when they were going to play
soft.
That way, he could anticipate
crescendos and diminuedos and manually
achieve asort of Dynagroove Perfection.
It was nice for all of us not to have to do
this for ourselves, though some in the
audience were restless and their fingertips
itched for knobs. However, many changes

in volume may only have been due to
shifts in the wind; the technician was
apparently paying more attention to riding tone. (
Iam writing up my suggestions
as to how he might ride volume and tone
simultaneously, by ganging the controls.)
Stereo Assist is still new, and is neither

foolproof nor fail-safe. At one point between selections, for example„ the technician had apparently run his tone controls to "flat" while he searched for his
rehearsal notes for the next piece. For
several measures, the music sounded
alarmingly like that of an Unassisted live
orchestra. This was quickly remedied,
however; it abruptly went back to sounding like everybody's high-fidelity, and no
harm was done. (The lesson here is obvious, but to be on the safe side I'm going
to send that technician a friendly little
note.)
Now, you audio zealots do not live in a
vacuum, as anyone who has ever tried to
hear in avacuum knows full well. You do
come in contact with other human beings,
and occasionally even the great unwashed
may hear your rumors that "the best"
high-fidelity or stereo sounds rather like a
live performer or performers using no electronics at all. Because the successive hi-fi
and stereo fads stimulated the attendance
of veritable masses of the masses at live
performances, there was some risk that
their repeated exposure to live music
would degrade the public's appreciation
of hi-fi in all its splendor.
This danger has now been obliterated.
Now, with Stereo Assist, live music can
be made to sound just like a Genuine
Imitation Walnut Box, with or without
detachable speakers. The ear-conditioning
of our entire culture, which began with
Edison's celebrated tinfoil, can now reach
its logical and happy conclusion. High
fidelity is now irremovably in the ear of
the listener.
This will eliminate confusion. It will
eliminate any nagging doubts on the part
of fi faddists as to whether the next thousand dollars will be well spent, and it will
eliminate dissension in families caused by
stuffy young people who go to live concerts. But most important, it will obviate
those silly and time-wasting questions
that salesmen in high fidelity salons are
all too often called upon to answer.
You and your lunatic fringe can continue to write and read your scurrilous
little magazine if you want to. But from
now on, you are destined to be nothing
more than afussy little footnote to history.
Stereo Assist, when developed to its full
potential, will remove any possible distinction between live and recorded music.
Therefore, you no longer have any justification for your existence. You are extinct. Long live Mellow Tone! Long live
The Far Left and The Far Right.
Nicholas Rosa
Menlo Park, Calif.
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The Goldwater Hypothesis*
by Robert J. Kerr

fields that must be applied to flip the negative and positive domains the other way.
In the center is the zero-coercivity point,
which will not affect any of the domains.
Most of the domains themselves are shown
distributed around the coercivity value of
250 oersteds, this being atypical figure.
Below this is a representation of the
bias field, which shows maximum peaks at
250 oersteds (as the tape passes the head
gap), as well as the diminishing-level peaks
that the tape will see as it passes out of the
head field. When one cycle of the bias
field begins to increase above zero, all particles whose coercivity is less than the instantaneous value of the bias field, and
which are already magnetized in the opposite direction to the field, will be flipped
to the same direction as the field. After
the bias field has passed the peak of 250
oersteds, all particles whose coercivity is
less than 2E0 oersteds will have been
flipped, and nothing more will happen during the decay portion of the cycle. As the
bias field crosses zero and reverses polarity (for the second half of the cycle), the
whole process is repeated, this time in the
other direction.
By the second cycle, however, the bias
field has started to weaken, and may only
peak at 249 oersteds. Thus, particles
whose coercivity is above 249 oersteds
will not be affected by it, but all the others,
of less than 249 oersteds, will be flipped
again. Each time a weaker bias wave
passes, fewer particles are affected by it, so
by the time the tape has moved out of the
bias field, the magnetic coating will consist of a random distribution of particles
of opposite polarity, averaging out to a
magnetically neutral state.

Anyone who has ever delved into the literthe average coercivity of the.particles will
ature in an effort to find an explanation of
begin to exhibit some irregularities. One
AC bias in magnetic recording will have
group may have afew more particles magnoticed that, while there are plenty of
netized in one direction than in the other,
:reasons cited for using AC bias (reduced
and it is this imperfect averaging that
distortion, reduced noise, etc.), the actual
causes even abulk-erased tape to produce
workings of AC bias are always dismissed
a slight hiss when run through the rewith the statement that nobody really
corder.
knows why it does what it does. There
Although there are variations in the
have been theories galore, but none of
coercivities of the particles, there will be
them has succeeded in explaining all of the
a statistical distribution of coercivities
observed behavior characteristics of ACabout an average value. When making a
biased tape.
tape recording, the variable-intensity magI, too, have struggled with the AC bias
netic field simply changes the ratio bequestion, and have finally evolved what
tween the numbers of N-S and S-N polarappears to be a valid explanation of how
ity particles, according to their suscepAC bias works. I have dubbed it "The
tibility to change (i.e., their coercivity). A
Goldwater hypothesis" because it constrong field will flip nearly all the domains
siders each magnetic particle as an indiin one direction; weaker fields will flip
vidual entity with respect to its contribuprogressively fewer domains.
tion to the "society" of particles.
Figure 1represents tape passing over a
I approach the following presentation
record head. The point marked X is a
with some fear and trembling, partly because it is a difficult subject to explain
clearly, and partly because this hypothesis,
too, may turn out to have some unforeseen
flaws. I undertake it only because its
ie
virtue, hopefully, outweighs the schnitzel
of presenting an explanation with a hole
TAPE
that can only be plugged with some obscure verbiage and/or some involved math.
With this thoroughly unsatisfactory inHEAD GAP
troduction, Ishall have at it, as they say.
The magnetic coating of recording tape
NEUTRAL
" MAGNETIZED"
is made up of an astronomical number of
STATE
STATE
separate particles of iron oxide, each of
Figure 1. The equal distribution of polarities among the domains of a "demagwhich constitutes a magnetic element
netized" tape are upset by the DC offsets of the varying audio signal waveform.
called a " domain." Each of these dosmall point on the tape passing through
By now, you should be getting aglimmer
mains is always magnetized in one directhe field of the record head. The time it
of why AC bias is needed for distortiontion or the other; they are never in an
requires to pass over the head gap will enintermediate, demagnetized state.
An
free recording.
Without it, the audio
compass several cycles of the bias freerased tape, then, is not one in which there
signal would have virtually no effect on
quency
but
only
a
small
segment
of
the
the magnetic domains until it produced a
are no magnetized domains, but is one in
audio signal, which will appear at that
coercivity of around 200 oersteds, and
which as many particles are magnetized
moment as aDC component (except when
in one direction as in the other, so that
from there to 300 oersteds, all the particles
the audio wave-form is passing through
their average magnetic polarity is zero.
would flip. This would not be conducive
zero).
Thus,
at
a
given
instant,
point
X
to linear replication.
The amount of reverse magnetic field
on the tape will "see" what amounts to an
Now, the scene shifts back to our DC
that must be applied to "flip" the polarity
AC signal (the bias) with a DC offset.
of agiven particle or domain is called the
offset, which we abandoned some time
We'll have more to say about the DC
coercive force, and different particles in
ago. Consider Figure 3, which is the same
offset abit later on.
as Figure 2 except that we've superimthe tape require slightly different amounts
Meanwhile,
back
at
the
tape
coating,
of this coercive force to flip them. Thus,
posed a fragment of an audio waveform
as we examine asmaller and smaller num- " Figure 2 plots ahypothetical distribution
onto the bias signal to give it a DC offset
of particle coercivities in "neutrally" mag(i.e., a displacement to one side of the
ber of particles at agiven spot on the tape,
netized tape — tape in which half the dozero base line) amounting to, say, 5 oer•This was written three weeks before our political
mains
are
polarized
one
way
and
the
other
steds. The largest peaks of the shifted
sweepstakes were run. It is our first, and possibly,
half the other way. The two humps show
our last editorial acknowledgment that there exists
bias signal will now reach 255 oersteds in
another world beyond audio. En.
the coercivity of the positive and negative
(to page 18)
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Thin Bass
Irecently completed my speaker sys-

tems, consisting of two J. B. Lansing
15-inch D-130 maximum-efficiency speakers, housed in their 53/2cubic-ft. reflextype enclosures (which Ibuilt from JBL's
plans). In this case, should any further
tuning of the cabinets be necessary? I
ask this because Ido not seem to get the
bass response Iwould have expected from
15-inch speakers, unless Iadd bass boost.
Ifind, however, that when Ido add bass
I get some boominess, which is particularly evident in the male speaking voice.
Since the D-130 has avery high coupling
coefficient, due to an 11-pound magnet
structure, I can only assume that the
trouble is not due to speaker damping,
but rather to cabinet tuning. Itried the
battery test (as described in the " Baffle
Board" in STEREOPHILE No. 5), but Ifind
that the make and break sounds are
almost identical. I tried some layers of
cloth over the port, but this caused a reduction of bass. Since the port size is
specified by the manufacturer in the plans,
Imust assume it is correct. Would additional padding in the cabinet be of any
help? I have it padded now as per the
manufacturer's instructions.
Incidentally, I'm using the Dyna Stereo
70 amp and PAS-3preamp.
Albert J. De Gaetano
Lansdowne, Pa.
From your description of your speaker system and the problems you're having with it,
we are inclined to suspect that your trouble
is due to room acoustics.
Your speakers should give you entirely
adequate low-end output, and nothing you
can do to them is likely to increase their bass
output.
More accurate port tuning, or
additional damping, will tend to tighten the
low-end, decreasing the bass output somewhat but improving its detail.
This is
hardly any solution to your problem, though.
We would suggest trying the following.
First, just to be on the safe side, doublecheck your speaker phasing.
Place the
systems face to face, about three inches
apart, and feed a mono signal into both
channels, at equal levels. Then short out the
connections to one speaker. If the sound
output increases, one system is out of phase
with the other.
Next, try relocating the speakers, perhaps
at the opposite end of the room. If your
listening room is the type that does not have
at least three fairly continuous walls (unbroken by doorways over most of their area),
you may have to do quite abit of experimenting in order to find the speaker location that
will allow low frequencies to set up adequate
pressure waves in the room.

If these suggestions don't lead you to a
solution, you'll probably have to add a
blended-bass channel and a separate subbass speaker, which can then be located
wherever it best radiates into the room.

High Speed Headwear
I notice that my Ampex F-44 has no
provision for keeping the tapes away from
the heads during fast forward and rewind,
with the result that the friction caused by
the high-speed shuttling is bound to wear
away the heads. So, during this operation, I remove the tape from the heads
and run it over the speed-change shaft,
which saves the heads but does not result
in very neat winding. Is this procedure
recommended?
P. Soares
Detroit, Mich.
We have conducted tests using athin coating
of dye on the recorder heads, which proved to
our satisfaction that Ampex's contention is
correct, at least for their own recorders:
High-speed rewinding does not wear heads
by even aquarter of the amount that normal
forward operation does.

301 Rumble

I recently replaced my Bogen B-61
record player with a Garrard 301 turntable, on the basis of your recommendation. Iwould have preferred the Thorens
TD- 124 but could not see an easy way to
mount two arms on it.
The arms Iam using are a ShureSME
3012 and an ADC-85.
The SME is
mounted in the standard position, and the
ADC is mounted at the back of the
turntable.
Ifind that the Garrard is giving me an
audible rumble with the SME arm, and
an objectionable rumble with the ADC
arm. Inotice in your No. 3issue that you
state, "New Garrard 301 turntables may
require some break-in and occasionally
some adjustment. . ." Can you tell me
how to get some of this rumble out of the
thing? Iam using a pair of Klipschorns,
which go fairly low, and I hate to hear
rumble from a supposedly top-quality
unit when I did not get it from my
"cheap" Bogen B-61.
Richard Vanderbilt
Rumson, N. J.
With the tone arm on its rest post, and the
system's volume control turned all the way
down, see if you can feel any vibration with
your fingertips on the motor- board when the
turntable is running. If you can feel any
at all, the turntable needs servicing. Clean
all drive surfaces with carbon tetrachloride,

and check to see that the idler wheel is freemoving. (Also, while you're at it, doublecheck to make sure all the transit screws are
removed from the motor, so that this is
freely suspended from its springs.)
When flipped with the finger, the idler
should continue to run for almost 30 seconds.
If it seems a bit stiff, put a drop of the
recommended oil on the top and .
bottom
bearings, and let the unit run for a total of
about 20 hours to break it in. It may also be
necessary to slightly loosen the spring tension
holding the idler wheel to the platter. This
tension should be just adequate to prevent
slippage of the platter under slightly higherthan-normal loads.
If no vibration can be fell by the fingertips,
your trouble is probably due either to aroom
or speaker resonance at the rumble frequency, or to marginal acoustic feedback, or
acombination of both. To check this, place
the pickup stylus on the motor board, turn
the volume up to its usual setting, and gently
tap the motor board with your finger. There
should be nothing more than a sharp thud;
if there is any trace of an audible boom, the
turntable is responding to some vibration
from the speaker system, and the condition
will be remediable by relocating the turntable in the room, or by suspending il on a
spring system that will allow the whole
assembly to jiggle at a rate of about 5 to
10 cps.
Other possibilities: An overactive loudness
control, some marginal low-frequency instability in your power amplifier, or an unfortunate combination of cartridge compliance and tone arm mass (which would put
the bass resonance of the pickup system near
the rumble frequency of the turntable).
Two of our staff members, including one
of the ones who co-authored the article on
"Disc Sound" in the last issue, are using
Garrard 301 turntables, and neither of them
has any problem with rumble. This is why
we maintain that the turntable can provide
rumble-free performance. (And their speakers aren't limited in range at the low end.)
There is one thing, though; if you like
your music really loud, you may never be
able to get a conventional turntable with
adequately low rumble.
You will have to
choose one of the ones with a 10-cps rumble
frequency (such as the Acoustic Research or
the Weathers), and even then, you'll have to
choose your arm-and-cartridge combination
rather carefully, in order to make sure that
its low-end resonance occurs above the
10-cps frequency. Otherwise, you may have
lo switch to tape instead, and then you'll
have to put up with hiss.
Incidentally, the TD- 124 has aremovable
tone-arm-mounting panel, which makes it
easier lo change arms than on any other
turntable.
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Stereophile Reports on Equipment are primarily subjective reports, based on actual use of components in the home. Components for
testing are taken from dealers' stock or, when not available locally, are obtained from the manufacturer, and only one sample is
tested unless indications are that it is defective.
If a retest is necessary, our experience with both samples will be reported.
The manufacturer is sent a copy of the report prior to publication, and may if he wishes append a manufacturer's comment.
He
cannot, however, demand that the report be changed or that it not be published.
Stereophile Reports on equipment are copyrighted,
and may not be reprinted or quoted in whole or in part without the written permission of the publisher.

Ortofon SPE Pickup
MFR'S SPECS: Frequency response: ± 2 db,
20 to 50k cps. Channel separation: 20 to 25 db.
Recommended load: 50k ohms. Output: 7mv.
Compliance: 10 x 10 -, cm/dyne.
Elliptical
stylus radii: 0.7-mil frontal; 0.3-mil side. Equivalent stylus tip mass: 1mg. Stylus force: 1 to
2 grams.
Total cartridge mass: 17 grams.
Price: $75. DISTRIBUTOR: ELPA Marketing
Industries, Inc., New Hyde Park, N. Y.

The Ortofon SPE is an elliptical- stylus
moving-coil pickup, with extremely low
output from the coils. A pair of ultraminiature high-quality transformers, integral with the cartridge, step up its output
to the point where this is above average
for magnetics. They also make the cartridge fairly hum- sensitive, and they account for the fact that this is one of the
heaviest universal-type cartridges on the
market today.
Two models are available; the SPE/T
for mounting in aso-called universal arm,
and the SPE/GT, which comes already installed in a plug-in shell for the Crtofon
or SME universal tone arms. We tested
both models, the GT in an Crtofon arm
and the T in our standard test arm.
The curves below show the measured
frequency response and separation of the
SPE/T in our standard arm — a custommade wooden unit with bias compensation
and virtually frictionless bearings but no
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viscous damping. (Damping tends to
smooth out the response rise due to the
low-frequency resonance between the arm
and the cartridge.)
Subjectively, there was little to choose
between our two sample SFEs. Both were
very smooth, rich and neutral in sound,
and were perceptibly more transparentsounding than our previous standard pickup, the Weathers PS- 11. The Weathers
had avery slightly soft, almost veiled quality, despite its excellent high-end response.
At 2 grams (the maximum safe tracking
force), the Ortofon SF E tracked more
10

discs more cleanly than the Weathers, and
reproduced sharp attack transients ( in
piano, for instance) as cleanly and clearly
as any pickup we have tested.
It shared with other ellipticals that quality of "staying with the groove," but unlike most ellipticals, the Ortofon's high
end was quite smooth-sounding, with a
quality of sweetness that is rarely encountered and apleasure to hear. It does rise
somewhat at the high end - - all ellipticals
do — but the rise is gradual and takes
place far out near the upper hearing limit.
As was the case with the Shure V-15 (see
report elsewhere in this section), the SPE
gave old mono LPs a new lease on life,
although the Crtofon was not quite as
clean on as many records as was the Shure

Compliance and Mass
Recent investigations have proven
beyond any reasonable doubt that
the traditional specifications for
compliance and stylus mass, even
when these are not falsified, are for
all practical purposes utterly meaningless.
Compliance varies widely with
tracking force and frequency, and
dynamic mass is of no value in determining high-frequency tracking
ability unless correlated with the
other restraints that are imposed on
the stylus by the stiffness of its suspension member (the armature or
cantilever) and the effect of any
damping that is applied to it.
For this reason, we will not attempt to assess the compliance or
dynamic mass of pickups in future
test reports.
Instead, we will restrict ourselves to observations of
the effects of these characteristics on
the over-all performance.
Loud vocal sounds, particularly soprano
voices, sometimes tended to throw it for a
loop, eliciting arather offensive shattering
distortion. On all other kinds of material,
though, the Ortofon SPE was unsurpassed
in its ability to reproduce clean crescendos,
and when it did break up on these, its
distortion was not particularly offensive.

One recurrent problem, though, was the
accumulation of some waxy substance on
the stylus when reproducing certain discs.
This is a common complaint with lightweight pickups having very short (and
thus low-mass) diamond tips, but some
seem more prone to it than others, and the
Ortofon is pretty prone. The accumulation is often not removable with a dry
brush; a small watercolor paint brush
moistened (
not dripping wet) with isopropyl alcohol will remove it when dry
brushing fails.
Both of our samples of the SPE were
found to have a subtle low-end heaviness
which did not appear to be related to arm
resonance. The effect of this was, frankly,
beneficial rather than detrimental, for it
made stereo discs (nearly all of which are
at least slightly rolled off below 60 cps)
sound more like good commercial tapes
than any other pickup ever has.
There are two things to watch out for
in using the Ortofon. It does have some
slight hum-sensitivity, so it should not be
used with a turntable whose motor radiates furiously. It will also exert considerable magnetic pull toward a ferrous surface, so if the turntable platter is not brass
or aluminum, the platter mat should be
thick enough to hold the stylus at least
3
A of an inch above the platter when playing adisc.
We have still to find the perfect
but in weighing the relative merits
merits of the ones we tested, we
clined to put the Ortofon SPE
number two slot.

pickup,
and deare inin the

Shure V-15 Pickup
MFR'S SPECS: Frequency response: 20 to
20,000 cps. Output: 6 mv (5 cm/sec). Channel
balance: Within 2 db. Separation: Over 25 db,
20 to 5k cps; over 20 db, 5kc to 10k c. Trac ki ng
force:
grams. Compliance: 25 a 10 -11
cm/dyne, vertical 8,c lateral. Recommended load:
47k ohms.
Elliptical stylus radii: 0.9 mils
frontal, 0.2 mils side. Total cartridge mass: 11
grams. Price: $62.50. MFR: Shure Brothers, Inc..
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

%to

Shure's first entry into the ellipitical stylus
field uses a frontal tip radius of 0.9 mils
and aside radius of 0.2 mils. At the bottom of the cartridge, to one side of the

stylus, is asmall protrusion of soft plastic
which protects the record and the stylus
from damage due to dropping. The cartridge itself is fairly light, and uses standard mounting centers.
The results of instrument tests on the
V-15 are shown below. The response curve
shows a significant dip in the 2-to-8 kc
region, and an appreciable high-end peak
at 14 kc. Separation is extremely good,
even up into the range where there is virtually no signal on the disc.
In use, the V-15 was found to have
clean, tight, rich bass, with aslightly subdued over-all sound (because of the lowertreble response dip). At 1% grams force,
tracking ability was excellent, but the
high-end peak was audible as amild spitty
quality, whose severity will vary depending on the speakers and the program material. The peak occurs at a frequency
where some speakers and many microphones have their own peaks, and when
these coincide with the pickup's peak, the
total effect can be conspicuously audible.
The V-15 reproduced most mono and
stereo discs with less groove breakup than
any pickup we have ever heard, but because of its upper-mid-range dip and its
high-end peak, the annoyance value of its
breakup, when this did occur, depended
largely on the character of the breakup.
The depressed brilliance tended to reduce
"hash" — the kind of mid-range rattle
that characterizes badly beat-up discs, but
the peaked top tended to exaggerate highend "fuzz."
Consequently, the V-15
sounded better on badly worn records
than some competing pickups, but worse
than some others.
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The V- 15's stylus appears to have appreciable damping, for the pickup is less
tone-arm sensitive than any of the other
new pickups we tested. It behaved better
than any of the others in, for example, the
Ortofon RMG-212 tone arm (which has
some mild pivot problems), yet was not
much improved by the use of amore stably
pivoted arm. Arm selection is however
fairly important, simply because of the
V- 15's narrow range of optimum tracking
force. Below about 1%2 grams, the V-15
started to mistrack some very heavily-cut
discs; above 1% grams it will abrade
grooves. So, the arm must have low pivot
friction, and this rules out most viscousdamped-pivot arms.
The V-15 is well shielded against hum
fields and has no magnetic pull, so it
can be used with any turntable whose
other performance characteristics are
satisfactory.
This isn't the ultimate pickup we've all
been waiting for, but it is certainly among
the best available. At this time, we would
rank it third from the top.

MFR'S COMMENT: The V-15 was designed to
set new standards of fidelity from discs, while
reducing record and stylus wear enough to greatly
extend the useful life of discs. Indicative of our
success is the outstanding performance of the
V-15 at low tracking forces. Every Shure V-15 is
required to track 17 cm/sec velocity at 3/4 grams
in order to pass inspection, and while a very few
highly modulated discs may require 1 grams, we
have found the V-15 capable of tracking the vast
majority of discs at 3/4 grams.
Comparisons between cartridges must always
consider tracking force, particularly when small
contact radii are involved. It is not enough that a
pickup reproduce cleanly the first time a disc is
played; it must also allow the record to retain this
fidelity for hundreds of plays. This is precisely
what the V-15 accomplishes.

Isotone "Cellini" and
"Egmont" Speaker
Systems
MFR'S SPECS: Three-way (dual-woofer, singletweeter) systems with rear-loaded air column enclosures. Frequency response: 25 to 18,000 cps,
+2, — 0 db. Impedance: 8ohms. Power capacity: Egmont — 150 w; Cellini — 100 watts, program. Dimensions: Egmont — 36 inch H x24 D
x15 W; Cellini — 36 H x20 D x14 W. Oiled walnut enclosures. Prices: Egmont — $298.50; Cellini — $275. MFR: Isotone Associates, 1196 University Ave., New York, N. Y. 10452.

These are three-way systems of rather unusual — not to say unique — design. Two
10-inch (Hartley) woofers are located at
one end of alabyrinthine air column which
provides rear loading, and internal pressures are relieved via agroup of small exit
ports at the other end of the labyrinth.
A small compression tweeter covers the
range above about 7kc.
The systems are, literally, two-faced.
One woofer faces out the back, the other
one and the tweeter are at the front of
the cabinet. Unfortunately, both front
and back look identical, so it's necessary
to remove one speaker panel (only four
screws) to tell which is which. The manufacturer is deliberately unspecific about
recommended placement and orientation,
advising the user to place them for the
best sound. This we did, and ended up
with them about a foot from the wall,
with the tweeter facing out into the room.
Sweeping an audio oscillator through
their range, we found both systems, singly,
to be sparse in the bass, prominent through
the upper-middle and lower-treble ( 1000
to 5,000 cps) range, and gradually rolled
off above that. The low end was slowly
rolled off rather than sharply chopped,
and was still producing clean, but weak,
fundamental down to 35 cps, which is remarkable. At the high end, output was
audible, albeit feebly, out to around 16
kc. No sharp response peaks or dips were
observed, and the systems were entirely
free from buzzes and rattles.
Subjective reactions were predictable.
Both systems (which for all intents and
purposes sounded identical) were bass-shy,
abit soft at the high end, and quite forward-sounding, with a somewhat honky
coloration. What bass there was, though,
was very tight and well-controlled, and
did not appear to be sensitive to amplifier
damping. With the systems paired, in
stereo, the mutually augmented bass per-

formance was excellent, and there was no
longer any sense of thinness. Lows were,
in fact, deeper and tighter than from our
standard systems (Janszen Z-300 units),
and were remarkably natural. Center fill
was excellent, even with the systems some
distance apart, but we found the pronounced mid-range output to be unpleasantly fatiguing.
In short, these exemplify acommon and
frustating phenomenon:
speakers that
have one excellent quality but fail to make
the grade in some other aspects. Their
prices put them in a category where the
competition is just too stiff.
MFR'S COMMENT: It was the designer's purpose
to produce amusic system that would overcome the
practiced shortcomings of conventional systems:
We purposely give pronounced mid-range response
in order to offset the obstreperous bluster pf the
basa. You hit the nail on the head when you said
that our system gives natural sound.
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: Since this report
was written and scheduled for publication, we were
informed that Isotone Associates have been dissolved and are in process of reorganizing under another. as-yet-undetermined name. The speakers
tested for this report will be modified before their
re-release under the new corporate name.

Ortofon RMG-212
Tone Arm
MFR'S SPECS: General: A universal tone arm
with plug-in cartridge shells and spring- type force
adjustment. Stylus force range: 0 to 7 grams.
Arm resonance: 8 cps.
Max tracking error:
0.19°. Length: 12 inch, over-all. Offset angle:
22.7°. Stylus overhang:
inch. Price: $59.95.
DISTRIBUTOR: ELPA Marketing Industries,
Inc., New Hyde Park, N. Y.

This is auniversal-type tone arm for discs
up to 12 inch diameter. The arm is fitted
with athreaded collar and aset of springloaded contacts to accommodate plug-in
cartridge shells. Wiring is four-circuit,
plus an additional separate lead for
grounding the tone arm.
A counterweight is used to achieve static
balance, while a spring adjustment controls the tracking force. A calibrated scale
at the rear of the counterweight varies the
tracking force from 0 to 7 grams, while
small lead weights allow the plug-in shells
to be adjusted so that each cartridge-andshell combination weighs the same amount.
The stylus force indications will thus be
equally correct for each cartridge used.
In our sample arm, the indications were
within
gram of the measured force,
which is an unusually high degree of
accuracy.
The vertical and horizontal pivots are
small ball-bearing assemblies, and the
arm's height is adjustable from 11
A to 3%
inches. The counterweight is slightly decoupled from the rest of the arm via a
short flexible plug. The flexible coupling
has no effect over most of the audio range,
but at the frequency where the arm's total
mass would normally resonate with the
cartridge compliance, the flexible coupling
disengages some of the total arm mass
from the vibrating system, smoothing out
the low-end response rise and minimizing
11

the mechanical instability that the arm
will normally exhibit at its resonant frequency. Incidentally, the 8-cps resonance
claimed for this arm (like similar resonance
figures for other universal arms) is of no
practical significance. The system resonance will depend on the compliance of the
pickup used. The RMG-212 is arelatively
low-mass arm, as modern arms go, so is
quite satisfactory for use with the highestcompliance cartridges that are currently
available.
The cartridge mounting procedure left
much to be desired. The plug-in shell was

evidently designed for adifferent breed of
pickup from today's models, so that by
the time the thing had accommodated its
balancing weight, brass cartridge slide, and
the spacers necessary to lift the cartridge
clear of the slide-mounting screw, the
stylus of most current pickups was sticking out almost a half an inch below the
bottom of the shell. This lifts the tone
arm from the horizontal when playing
records, upsetting the calibration of its
stylus gauge and defeating half the purpose of the equalizing weight. It also
makes the arm look like the dickens,

which may or may not bother you.
The RMG-212 was found to be easy to
handle and unusually stable in the groove.
and its very free-moving pivots made it
capable of tracking any cartridge at close
to the minimum force that it normally requires for clean tracking. Our sample,
however, had what seemed to be excessive
play in the vertical pivots, and some musical passages were evidently setting up mild
rattles. This caused more groove breakup
than we got from the same passages with
the same cartridges at the same force but
in our other, standard tone arm (acustom-

Recommended Components
These are listings of those high-fidelity
components which we feel to be the best
available in each of four categories. Since
the performance of systems using these
components will depend to a great extent
upon care of installation, room acoustics,
and the subjective reactions of individual
listeners, we cannot be responsible for the
failure of such systems to perform as
expected. All we can do is assure buyers
that the components listed are intrinsically
excellent.
Some components listed here are current
models, some are discontinued items which
may be purchased used or at appreciable
discounts, and are worth considering in
view of their quality. If a listed component is superseded by anew model, the
original listing will be retained until it is
bumped off the list by the new model or a
competing unit.
Components of approximately equal
quality (listed together in a single category) will usually offer different "extra"
features that may swing the buyer to one
particular unit. It is however assumed
that the buyer will select his loudspeakers
on the basis of room size, acoustics, and
personal preference, and will make the
necessary system adjustments correctly.
A speaker should be driven by the amplifier in its same category whose power
capability meets or exceeds the speaker's

needs. Speakers are listed • in each category in order of brilliance and efficiency;
power amplifiers are listed in order of
increasing output.
Component categories are as follows:
Class A — Highest in price and prestige
value, top-quality sound; Class B — Sonic
quality about equal to that of Class A
components, but lower in cost; Class C —
Slightly lower-quality sound, but far
better than average home high-fidelity;
Class D — Good, musical sound, better
than the average component system but
significantly less than the best sound
attainable.
Please note that the comments about
the sonic quality of each category apply
only to complete systems comprised of
components from the same category.
When components from different categories are combined, the sound quality
will be limited by the performance capabilities of the weakest link in the chain.
In some cases, the resulting sound may be
worse than that of a complete system of
lower-category components, as when, for
instance, aCategory A speaker reproduces
every nuance of distortion from aCategory
D amplifier.
The following changes are being made
in the listings as of this issue:
Turntables
Garrard 301 dropped from the list;

Turntables
(A) Thorens TD-124
(B) Weathers ML-66A; Gray PK-33
(C) Acoustic Research'; Weathers ML-1
(D) Garrard Lab 80 1.

(B) Ampex 602-2 or F-44
(C) Sony CS-300
(D) Viking 86; EICO RP-100
Tuners
(A) McIntosh MR-65B; Scott 4310
(B, C) Dynaco FM3X; Sherwood S3000-V
(D) Pilot 208
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Pickups
(A, B) Ortofon SPE; ADC Point Four;
London Pro Mark 11 2
(C) Shure V-15
(D) Shure M33-7
Tone Arms
(A) SME 3009-2
(B, C) Ortofon RMG-212; Neumann
STA-12; Weathers universal
(D) See under "Turntables"
Tape Recorders
(A) Ampex 350-2; Scully 282-4
I.
2.
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Add General Electric 4G-040 for 78 rpm.
With integral tone arm.

Microphones
(A, B) Sony C-37A; Neumann U-67
(C) B&O 100; E-V 666
(D) 13&0 53
Headphones
(A) Beyer DT-48, DT-90
(B) Koss Pro 4
(C) Sharpe HA- 10; Jensen HS- 1;
Superex STM
(D) R-Columbia Type A
Preamplifiers
(A) Marantz 7; McIntosh C-11;

superseded by Weathers ML-66A.
Acoustic Research AR added to list, in
view of recent reduction of spindle size.
Weathers ML- 1 added to list in Category C.
Garrard Lab 80 supersedes Garrard
Type A changer.
Pickups
All Weathers units dropped from list;
superseded by more recent types.
Audio Dynamics ADC-2 dropped from
list; superseded in Category D by Shure
M33-7. New listings in every category.
Tone Arms
Ortofon and Neumann listed in Categories B and C.
Tape Recorders
Scully 282-4 added in Category A.
Preamplifiers
Acoustech II and Citation A added in
Category A.
Power Amplifiers
Acoustech I and Citation B added in
Category A.
Speaker Systems
Janszen Z-600 and Z-300 and Quad
Electrostatic added in Category B, superseding Hartley 220 MS.
IMF Styrene Pressure system dropped
from list because of subsequent design
changes. Modified unit has not as yet
been tested.
Acoustech II; Citation A
(B, C) Dynaco PAS-2or PAS-3
(D) Eric 3160T 2
Amplifiers
(A) Marantz 9A or 8B; Citation B;'
Acoustech P
(B, C) Dynaco Stereo 70
(D) Eric 3160T 2
Speaker Systems
(A) Altec A-7; E-V Patrician 800;
Bozak B-310; KLH 9
(B) Quad Electrostatic; Janszen Z-600;
Acoustic Research AR-3; Janszen
Z-300
(C) KLH 6 or 7; Acoustic Research
AR-2a
(D) Wharfedale W-40
3. Integrated preamp-amplifier.
4. Do not use KLH 9 with these
amplifiers.

transistor

made wooden arm).
The RMG-212 does not have a "bias
compensator" to offset inward pull, but
the design of the arm is such that there is
not much inward pull anyway, so we did
not observe any more distortion in the
right channel than in the left. A bias compensator might conceivably improve the
arm's performance, but we doubt it. So,
where does the RMG-212 lie on the quality
scale? Well, the SME 3009 (at $89.50) is
more versatile, with its lever-type arm
lifter and its adjustable everythings, and
cartridge mounting is far easier in the
SME. So the Ortofon must take second
place to that one, even though they are
capable of about equal performance. The
SME, too, is somewhat prone to pivot
rattles, and in fact the only universal arms
we have found that were entirely free from
this trouble were ones with viscousdamped pivots. Of the samples of these
that we've seen, all had excessive damping, although we have not yet tested
a recent-production Weathers Universal
(MT-66). We will report thereon in the
next issue.
The Ortofon, then, is not without its
problems, even though at this point we
are obliged to rate it near the top of the
pile. (Most other tone arms have excessive mass, high shock susceptibility, or
completely undamped bass resonance, and
would thus be likely to give inferior performance.)
We would like to see the
Ortofon's plug-in shell redesigned, although it is possible to install virtually
any universal-type cartridge in it, with a
bit of fudging. We also wonder how it
might perform with abit less play in the
pivots, or with a small amount of light
damping fluid in them.

MFR'S COMMENT:

There should not be any
perceptible play in the vertical pivots when the tone
arm body is rotated in the gimbal, so the sample
that was tested was plainly out of adjustment. Any
unite that are received this way should be returned to the factory for adjustment under warranty.

REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: We returned our
sample arm to the factory for adjustment, and will
report on its subsequent performance in the next
issue.

Once Over Lightly
Capsule reports on some products that

should interest STEREOPHILE readers but
will probably not receive full-length reports in the magazine.
Nagra Tape Recorder
Strictly aprofessional unit, this is
the only battery-powered recorder
we know of whose performance
equals that of the big Ampex consoles.
The four-speed unit (15 ips max)
costs about $1,000, and is available
in mono only.
KLH Model 6 Speaker System
Not a new item, but evidently improved
in smoothness since we first tested it, the
KLH 6is one of the most natural-sounding
systems in its price class, with afull, rich,

and slightly ill-defined low end, and unusually smooth, extended highs. Details
are moderately well reproduced, highs are
still somewhat rough (
in comparison with
the smoothest systems we've heard — all
of them electrostatic or ionic-type — and
over-all balance is abit brilliant when the
tweeter control (a three-position switch)
is set to NORMAL. In the DECREASE position (estimated at 3 db lower output at
10 kc), the sound is just ahair on the dull
side, while the INCREASE setting provides
more highs than most people would ever
be likely to need. (This is why we have
always preferred to see tweeter control
relegated to apotentiometer.)
The KLH 6's closest competitors (pricewise) are the Acoustic Research AR-2and
the Janszen Z-500, and all three are on
about apar as far as quality is concerned,
although different ones excel in different
respects. The Janszen has the tightest
low end and the most lucid middles and
extended treble, the AR has the deepest
low end, while the KLH has the richest
sound and the smoothest mid-range response. Under the circumstances, it is
impossible to pick a "best" one out of the
three, so we advise buyers to audition all
of them, preferably in the home, before
making adecision.

ElectroVoice 668 Microphone
One of the highest-priced dynamics on
the market ($495, list), the 668 is acardioid mike designed specifically for broadcasting and cinema sound track recording.
Its unique feature is a built-in set of
equalizers and a "computer-type" patch
panel (in the rear of the mike) that permits selection of "flat" response or a
choice of 36 equalization characteristics.
(See manufacturer's curves, below.)
The mike is effectively shock-mounted,
wind-screened, and suspended on a lightweight yoke for professional boom use,
and the whole thing weighs only 1 lb,
11 oz. It is a superb example of topnotch engineering for a specific purpose,
and should become an industry standard
for radio, TV or film use. It is not, however, a mike that we would choose for
high-fidelity recording of music, for reasons that should be evident from its re›bo-..c ur•orrr
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range of some mikes ( the E-V655, for instance) is
usable only when the best professional tape recorders arc played back through a top-grade highfidelity system, and in point of fact, systems like
this are not extremely common. In additiuu, it is
doubtful that the home user ever gets any real
benefit from the above-12-kc range on commercial
recordings, for high-speed tape duping appears to
degrade the signal's transient response (where most
of the benefits of extended high end are noted), and

Pickup Ratings
In addition to the two elliptical pickups reported in this issue, we have
been testing an ADC Point Four and
aLondon (Decca) Professional Mark
II and Mark III elliptical. The
ADC and the Londons will be given
full reports in the next issue. For
the nonce, however, we are listing
below our ratings (from the top
down) of all five cartridges (plus our
previous standard, the Weathers
PS- 11), with regard to their main
performance characteristics. At this
writing, we would rate the London
Mark II first, with reervations, followed by the Ortofon SPE, the Shure
V-15, the London Mark III, the
Weathers PS- 11, and the ADC Point
Four.
Tracking Ability*
London Mark 11 1
2
Shure V-15 1.
6
London Mark 11 3.
6
ADC Point Four Ls
Ortofon SPE 2
Weathers PS- 11 ,
*Superscript
force used.

numbers designate

tracking

Transparency, Detail
Ortofon SPE
London Mark III
London Mark II
Shure V-15
Weathers FS- 11
ADC Point Four
Naturalness (Balance, Timbre,
Smoothness)
London Mark II
Ortofon SPE
Weathers PS- 11
London Mark III
ADC Point Four
Shure V-15
Resistance to Inductive Hum
Weathers PS- 11
Shure V-15
ADC Point Four
Ortofon SPE
London Mark II and III

FREQUENCY IN CPS.

sponse curves. It has a built-in low-end
rolloff below about 100 cps and in its
"flat" mode of operation its high end is
limited to about 10 or 12 kc. These are
two of the very attributes that make it
ideal for its intended use, but they disqualify it for wide-range music taping.

MFR'S

COMMENT: Without the microphone's
80-cps cutoff in circuit (see curves, above), the
usable low-end response of the 668 extends to below
50 cps—in fact, down to about 40 cps.
The usable high-end response ends, as you noted,
at about 12,000 cps. This was intentional in the
design, since 12,000 cps is the upper limit that is
required for most applications. The 20-kc-plus

The comments about the sound of the
London pickups apply only when
they are used in their own tone arm.
Performance is much less satisfactory in other arms that will accept
them. The Londons have even more
magnetic pull than the Ortofon; use
a nonferrous platter or athick platter mat. Like the Ortofon, the Londons are quite susceptible to inductive hum interference; check them
for turntable compatibility.
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most of the top recording engineers will admit, privately, that they are unable to disc musical frequencies above about 12 kc without incurring distortion. In fact, many of the top labels actually
attenuate or eliminate the response above 12 kc,
because their efforts to exceed this range merely
cause additional problems in playback tracing.
We have conducted numerous tests with trained
listeners, that indicate that clean reproduction to a
12-kc upper limit does not give any impression of
restricted high-end range.
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: We have no argument with E- V's reasoning, or with the demonstrable fact that the 668 is becoming widely accepted
by professionals as about the best mike for their
purposes. Our report was simply an attempt to
describe what we believe the audio perfectionist,
who plays his own tapes through top-notch equipment, can expect from the mike.
We could detect the high-end limitation, as slight
as it was, and we were bothered by what we felt to
be asignificant thinning out of the deep-bass range.
Thus we were forced to conclude that the home recordist, who would not be likely to need the specialized response curves provided by the 668, would
find other wider-range but less versatile mikes to
be abetter buy.

Cecil E. Watts Record "Preener"
The most effective one-swipe dust re-

mover we've found, the "Preener" takes
virtually every trace of dust off adisc and
inhibits its static-charge buildup without
loading the grooves with stylus-fouling
gunk.
The " Preener" is distributed by Elpa
Marketing Industries, and sells for $3.
It's more than worth the cost.

Sherwood S-8000-II I TunerAmplifier
An excellent FM stereo tuner section
(identical to S-3000-V, reviewed in last
issue) combined with a very pleasantsounding, smooth-operating preamp/amplifier. On instrument tests, the S-8000III met or exceeded all its published specs,
and its sound, although a bit soggy and
veiled, was smooth and rich.
Unfortunately, the amplifier section appears to
be underdesigned. The unit gets very hot

Report on CU
Consumer Reports for September 1964 published a survey of "Turntables With
Arms," whose conclusions prompted many
of our readers to write and ask why there
was such a disparity between some of
CU's findings and our own.
We answered a few of these queries
individually, and then gave up and decided to answer all the rest, including
those who didn't write, in the magazine.
First, and probably most important, is
the obvious fact that Consumer Reports
uses somewhat different criteria for judging the worth of acomponent. CU writes
for a mass market, and is thus obliged to
judge things on the basis of how the
average buyer will react to them. Consequently, subtle differences, which may be
important to audio perfectionists, are
generally deemed insignificant in the
evaluations. THE STEREOPHILE takes the
attitude that no improvement is insignificant, and that if one component sounds
even a hair better than another, it deserves abetter rating.
Second, as a matter of policy, CU
deems acomponent's price to be of prime
importance in judging its attractiveness to
the buyer, and applies the term "best
buy" to those components whose quality,
in their opinion, is unusually high for the
price. THE STEREOPHILE does not generally consider price in its evaluations, but
restricts itself to quality judgments. Any
buyer can compare price tags and see
whether or not a top-rated product also
happens to be agood buy.
Finally, although we have great admiration (and some envy) for the test facilities
that CU has at its disposal, we do not
always agree with their test procedures
and evaluation criteria. To illustrate, we
cite some of the statements from the
"Turntables With Arms" report, along
with our comments thereon.
"Designing the turntable and arm together makes it easier to achieve low track14

ing distortion . . ." Perhaps what CU
meant here was "low tracking error,"
but the statement as published is misleading. Most record changers, in which
the arm and turntable were presumably
designed together, have quite high tracking distortion.
It appears that CU tests flutter by
measuring aconstant audio tone on adisc,
without augmenting these tests by listening to recorded music. Three turntables
that CU tested were judged to have "very
low" flutter, and the report went on to
say "CU believes (the flutter) might be
heard, but rarely, and most likely only in
long-held piano notes." Instead of speculating on the audible flutter in music, we
feel it would have been more fair had CU
actually listened for flutter. As a matter
of fact, certain flutter rates (of 5 to 10
cps) are considerably more audible on
certain harmonic tones (oboe and reedy
organ stops) than on "long-held piano
notes."
"The strength of rumble is affected by
the acoustic character of the room, by the
loudspeakers, and by the latter's placement
in the room." It is also affected by the
frequency distribution of the rumble
(Most audible rumble is well above 30 cps
in frequency, as witness the fact that it is
splendidly reproduced by speakers that
don't go below 45 cps.), and by the frequency and amplitude of the low- frequency resonance created by the cartridge
compliance and the mass of the arm and
its cartridge. Consequently, the measured
(and audible) rumble from any turntable/arm combination will depend to a
great extent on the cartridge used in it.
To be valid, rumble tests should be conducted using the manufacturer's recommended cartridge or one that is chosen
(by CU) as being optimum for use in that
unit. And the choice should be influenced
by rumble generation.
"Finally, in testing the turntable part of

after an hour or so of use, and several local
service organizations have reported an unusually high incidence of breakdowns in
brand-new units and within a week or so
of use in the field.
MFR'S COMMENT: The difficulties referred to
have been corrected in the successive Model S-8000IV. Unfortunately, the first runs of the S-8000- III
chassis contained electrolytic capacitors which did
not have satisfactory life under high line-voltage
conditions, as well as some RCA 7868 output tubes
that did not embody all of the construction imft
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seal) at the bottom (between the pins) instead of at the top where
it is more susceptible to fracturing. Our present
production of the S-8000-I V also includes a frontpanel stereo earphone jack and a speaker-disconnect switch. Field problems through more than a
year's experience with the new model have appeared
at an almost negligible rate.
REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM: Just to keep things
in their proper perspective, we remind readers that
al/ products are subject to a certain incidence of
failure upon delivery or within a brief period of
service. We just never hear about these failures
most of the time; it's an unmentionable subject in
most hi-fi publications.

the combination, CU measured spindle
diameter; if it is too small, the record may
sit off-center and thus cause wow." CU
never worried about spindle size until the
Acoustic Research turntable came out;
now spindle diameter is listed as a test
criterion. No mention is made of the
possibility that a spindle could be "too
large," and neither is there any reference
to spindle size in any of the published test
results.
"CU's experience has been that if friction
at the horizontal and vertical pivots is about
5% of the tracking force or less, it is not
likely to affect performance. In fact, this
small amount of friction may help matters
a little by tending to reduce vibration of the
arm at its bass resonance." This is true;
controlled friction in the pivots (also
known as viscous damping) does do a
great deal to reduce a pickup's bass
resonance (often a major cause of rumble
and acoustic feedback problems), and also
considerably enhances a lightweight pickup's stability in the groove. Yet when
CU encountered viscous damping in two
of the pickups they tested, they assumed
that it was there for no other purpose
than to protect records from damage due
to accidental dropping of the arm. In
their "check-rated" unit, they were obviously happy to see that the damping
became ineffective when the pickup
reached the surface of the record. In the
case of the other, they admitted that
"the friction was low enough so that the arm
was not significantly impeded in tracking
the record." But they complained that
the second unit's damping "was not as
efficient . . . in controlling sudden arm
drops." CU should remember that viscous
damping is primarily intended to suppress
arm resonances, not to protect pickups
from clumsy handlers.
We have not tested all the record
players that CU included in their survey,
so we can't very well discuss their preferences. It should however be rather clear
by now why we question their conclusions,
and why we urge audio perfectionists to
take CU's ratings with agrain of salt.

on

BEETHOVEN: Concerto No. 5 in E
Flat (Emperor).
Mindru Katz. piano; Halle Orchestra,
Sir John Barbirolli. conductor. Vanguard
Everyman stereo disc SRV-138SD; $2.98.
What is happening to Vanguard? The first
few Everyman releases had superb sound
on them. This, and several of the other
most recent ones, seem vaguely obscured
and muddy, with a distinct harshness
and appreciable distortion in crescendos.
Sounds to me as if the cutting equipment
was being overdriven; evidently the first
releases, which I noticed were cut at
rather low peak levels, were already getting about all from the cutting equipment
that it would deliver cleanly. This release
crosses the line, and the consequence is not
ahappy one.
Mindru Katz. whose name is news to
me, is identified as a Rumanian who has
built an enviable reputation in Europe.
Ipresume it is ahe; the jacket notes don't
say. His performance sounds male, anyway. It is vigorous, unmannered, straightforward, technically competent, but somehow dissatisfying. Simply because of the
recording, though. I'd advise waiting for
a better Emperor, or getting the SerkinBernstein collaboration on Columbia
MS-(or ML, mono) 6366. It's afar better
performance, and the recording, although
a bit shrill and overly close-miked, is one
of Columbia's best.
J.G.H.
HANDEL: The Messiah (Excerpts).
Joan Sutherland, soprano; Grace Bumbry,
alto; Kenneth McKellar, tenor; David
Ward, bass; London Symphony Orchestra
and Chorus, Sir Adrian Boult, conductor.
London tape LOL-90072; $7.95.
This tape contains such Messiah highlights as "Comfort ye my people," "Why
do the nations," " I know that my redeemer liveth," and of course the "Hallelujah Chorus." Personally, Iwas sorry to
see "The trumpets shall sound" omitted
from the collection, but then that's the
trouble with excerpts; they always leave
out at least one section you particularly
like. If you'd rather not buy the complete
Messiah for the privilege of listening to a
third of it, though, this is agood buy.
The performance is lush, big and romantic, in the Sir Hamilton Harty tradition, and I admit that this is the way I

recordings

like my Handel, in preference to the
starkly ascetic "authentic" presentations.
The sound is rich and full, with an appropriately massive sense of space and power.
Like most recent Londons, it is not terribly
realistic, but it does serve the music and
it is highly effective. There was some
intra-channel crosstalk on my copy, but
this doesn't occur often nowadays, and
yours probably won't have it.
J.G.H.
MOZART: Fantasies for Mechanical Organ, K.594, K.608 and K.616.
VILLA- LOBOS: Quintette en forme
de Choros.
Soni Ventorum Wind Quintet (Felix
Skowronek, flute; James Caldwell, oboe;
William McColl, clarinet; Robert Bonnevie, French horn; Arthur Grossman, bassoon. Phoenix* disc, PH-2001, $4.98, ppd.
This record was submitted for review in
response to our article in the last issue
condemning some of the current practices
among commercial record companies. It is
afirst release, and according to the jacket
notes, was released in alimited edition of
500 copies, of which my sample was
number 274.
The Soni Ventorum was originally the
U. S. Seventh Army Wind Quintet, whose
members reunited after their service discharge and are now "quintet in residence"
at the Puerto Rico Conservatory, which
is under the direction of Pablo Casals.
Their playing, as exemplified by this disc,
is letter-perfect, technically, but the performances seem mechanical and spiritless, as though they had done just one too
many retakes at the taping session. The
recording, though, is almost shockingly
clean, transparent and unadulterated.
The miking is abit too close for my taste,
yielding some raw instrumental timbres,
and I'd like to hear a shade more of the
acoustical environment, but apart from
these minor quibbles, the disc is an example of what we had in mind when we
asked (in the last issue) for some discs
with really natural sound on them. Surfaces on my sample were the quietest I
have ever heard from any disc, for which
I must put in a strong word of praise
for Mastertore Recording Studios (New
York), who did the discing, and Sonic
Labs, who made the stampers ard the
pressings.
J.G.H.
*Phoenix Records, 15 South 21st Street, l'hiladelphia, l'a.. 19103

TCHAIKOVSKY:
in F Minor.

Symphony No. 4

Halle Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli, conductor. Vanguard Everyman stereo disc
SRV-135SD; $2.98.
This is adramatic, fairly exciting reading
of the Tchaikovsky Fourth, but the recording is below Vanguard's generally high
standard. Instrumental balances are fine,
the stereo illusion is excellent, and frequency and dynamic ranges are quite
wide, but the sound is strident and crescendos are marred by some shattering
distortion that sounds like electrical overload of the disc cutting system. If you
can put up with this, the record would be
a good buy, for despite a rather sluggish
scherzo, it is probably the best version of
the Fourth on stereo to date.
J.G.H.
Trio Flauto Dolce.
Music at the Court of King Henry
VII; Jacobean Fantasias; Kleine
Geistliche Konzerte (Schutz); Elizabethan Ayres; Sonata in E Minor
(Boismortier); Domine, Dominus
Noster (Campra).
Martha Bixler (Recorders), Eric Leber
(Recorders, harpsichord), Morris Newman
(Recorders, bassoon), Robert White (Tenor). Posthorn disc* TED- 1; $4.75, PPci.
This is another disc that was submitted
for review on the basis of our bitter complaints in the last issue about unmusical
gimmickry in commercial recordings. Like
the Phoenix disc reviewed elsewhere, this
is afirst release. It carries atechnical note
to the effect that it was made with "a
minimum of technical fuss and electronic
gadgetry," and like the Phoenix, it sounds
that way.
The Trio Flauto Dolce comprises three
recorder players (wind, not tape), two of
whom double on harpsichord and bassoon.
All of them are completely professional in
tecnique, but they play with a spirit of
grace and freshness that is not often heard
from the average blase professional musician.
Robert White, the tenor who is
featured in eight of these short works, has
a robust, clear and superbly controlled
voice, and an obvious appreciation of the
songs.
The music, however, is hardly the kind
*Posthorn Recordings, 207 W. 106th St., New
York 25, N. Y.
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of thing we normally think of as hi-fi fare.
There are no tremendous crescendos, no
floor-shaking bass passages, no massed
strings or scintillating percussion — nothing in fact that would prompt the average
high-fidelity hobbyist to haul out the
record as a vehicle for demonstrating his
system. It does however have something
that is rare enough these days to warrant
our attention. Besides its purely musical
values, which may or may not appeal to
you, the recording is as clear, clean and
"uncluttered" as anything we have heard
to date.
The stereo is natural, instrumental timbres are felicitous, and the surfaces on our sample were very quiet. We
have in fact heard nothing (commercial)
to surpass it in these respects, including
the BBC broadcast transcriptions, which
are unavailable to the consumer. It is not
rich, or startling or incredibly anything;
it is simply asuperb medium for listening
to the music for its own merits.
The music itself may or may not be
your cup of tea. The recording is something you owe it to yourself to hear, and
all we can add to that is that we feel the
producers of the record deserve to sell a
lot of them.
Would that Victor and
Columbia had a mind to record music
this way.

VIVALDI:
Concertos for Diverse
Instruments.
Concerto in G Major for Two Mandolins, Strings and Organ; Concerto
in G Minor for Flute, Bassoon,
Strings and Harpisehord; Concerto
in A Minor for Strings and Harpsichord; Concerto in G Minor for
Bassoon, Strings and Harpischord;
Concerto in C Major for Violin, Two
String Choirs and Two Harpsichords, "Per Assunzione di Maria
Vergine."

ISolisti di Zagreb, Antonio Janigro, conductor. Vanguard stereo disc BGS-70665,
$5.95.
The Solisti di Zagreb have the remarkable
distinction of turning out more eminently
satisfying performances on recordings
than any other performing group Iknow,
and this latest release is another feather
in their collective cap.
The music is a delight, the playing is
buoyant, spirited, and thoroughly ingratiating, and the recording is one of
Vanguard's best to date, which is to say
it is superbly clean, natural, and musical.
If you like Vivaldi (which I do), don't
miss this record. It's agem.
J.G.H.

Hairy Typo
"Records should be cleaned by wiping
them with a damp sloth." — From an
article on record care in a recent Sunday
newspaper supplement.
Isn't that going just abit too fur?
16

Miscellany
Plugging the Hole
We noted with considerable interest
Command Records' recent ads announcing
something called " Dimension 3," which
was said to introduce "anew era in stereo
recording."
Naturally, we were curious. So, we
bought the demonstration record, aptly
titled, we felt, "Dimension 3." Well, Sir,
you'll imagine our surprise when we found
that the new dimension on Command's
stereo discs is an extra monophonic signal!
That's right. After all these records of
left- channel mono and right-channel mono
(that's called ping-pong, remember?),
Command has finally discovered the Hole
in the Middle, and has neatly plugged it
with a third mono signal, fed equally to
the two stereo channels. Wow!
The next step in this revolutionary
evolutionary process is, obviously, to provide two more monophonic signals, divided
between the stereo channels so that the
"phantom" images occupy the niches between the phantom center and the mono
right and the mono left. The result will
then be auniform curtain of sound all the
way across the stereo " stage," which will
make Command records sound almost indistinguishable from the stereo discs that
Audio Fidelity was producing during the
first months of the commercial stereo disc.
Ain't progress wonderful?

Flutter Fil ters
Mr. Howard Lundy, of H. L. Enterprises (50 Green Street, New York, N. Y.
10013) informs us that he still has on hand
afew of the flutter filters that he produced
(from plans published in THE STEREOPHILE) for use with the Ampex 601
recorder.
These filters, in conjunction with the
other minor modifications described in the
article in STEREOPHILE Number 4, will
eliminate over 90% of the intermittent
flutter and flutter-modulated dropout
problems in Ampex 601 and 602-series
machines, so people who are plagued with
these troubles would do well to invest the
$12.50 for one of these filter kits. We
tried one of Mr. Lundy's versions, and it
is now installed in our 601-2 and is working
fine.

the slogan.
Well, the new pickup is
probably the same as the old pickup,
except for the elliptical stylus, so people
who bought the 880p presumably need
buy only a stylus to update it. But it
just goes to show how a rash claim can
sometimes prove to be embarrassing
later on.

Calling a Spade a Power Shovel
Once upon a time, the informed audio
nut could rest secure in the knowledge
that a transcription turntable was a
manual-only device, usually without its
own pickup. A record changer was a
device that was capable of changing
records automatically, and then there was
a middle category, consisting of a turntable with arm attached, and often
equipped with an automatic shutoff. This
was known as a transcription player or a
manual player.
Now all that has gone by the board.
Garrard, in its latest catalogue sheets,
describes its newest record changer as an
"automatic transcription turntable,"
which is roughly the same as calling a
spade a manually operated power shovel.
Of course, we can understand why all
this is taking place. " Record changer"
is a dirty pair of words to the highfidelity perfectionist, whereas "transcription turntable" has all sorts of lovely
connotations, like no rumble or flutter or
speed inaccuracy. Okay, so we all know
that this is the age of the euphemism
(Garbage collectors are now sanitation
engineers), but for crying out loud, let's
not let Madison Avenue reshape the lexicon of audio for us. The ad men have
already stripped dozens of formerly useful
words of their meaning (i.e., superb,
fabulous, precision, etc.). and left us with
no way of describing things that really are
superb or fabulous or precision-made.
But please, leave our technical vocabulary
alone, hey fellers?
We don't care how good Garrard's new
Lab 80 record changer may be (and it does
look good); it is still a record changer,
even when it's set up for manual operation.
If we start calling the thing a
"transcription turntable" what the heck
are we going to call transcription turntables?
Maybe Garrard's ad agency
would like us to start calling them nonchanging transcription turntables.

Death Wish

Lest We Forget
Among the perils of puffery in advertising is the ever-present possibility that
today's words may be tomorrow's lunch.
We were reminded of these philosophic
profundities by Empire Scientific Corp's
announcement of a Model 880pe pickup
with an elliptical stylus.
Remember
Empire's ads for the 880p last year?
"The last pickup you'll ever buy!" was

We notice with some amusement that,
evidently as amatter of policy, our "competitors" in the audio publishing field
studiously avoid mentioning each other in
print, as though by ignoring one another
they might wish their bretheren out of
existence.
We are proud to point out that we do
not take this stuffy attitude, and to prove
our point, we shall mention the others.
High Fidelity, Hi-Fi/Stereo Review and
Audio.
There. We mentioned them.

bridled emotionality, and Ifor one prefer
more restrained, introspective readings.

Letters:

Discontinued Decca
What's the sense of your including the
Decca Mark II pickup in your current
tests, when Iunderstand it has been superseded by the Mark III elliptical and has
been discontinued?
Ray Lundy
New York, N. Y.
Someone has been feeding you the wrong
inside information. Yes, Decca does have
a new, elliptical pickup, designated the
Mark III, but no, the Mark II has not
been discontinued. As a matter of fact, a
recent Decca advertisement in the British
publications lists the old Mark I head as
"the original ffss head — still in production."
Our British cousins don't seem to be as
obsolescence-conscious as we are.
Alas, Poor Lass!
The young lady on your cover seems to
be having trouble getting adequate visual
stereo center fill-in, or is her strabismus
and her up-in- the-air attitude the result of
her just having seen her bill from NeimanMarcus?
Robert Cotton
Newark, N. J.
Down With Efficiency
Just received my first copy of THE
STEREOPHILE, and it caused a riot and
complete work stoppage in our office and
lab. You should have a "Caution — Do
Not Open Except In Complete Seclusion"
sticker on the envelope. The next time
I'll be prepared. Great stuff — you pull
no punches!
Is it still possible to purchase back
issues? If so, what would be the tab?
A. L. Schmidt
Las Vegas, Nev.
We're glad to hear you enjoyed your first
issue, and are gratified that THE STEREOPHILE did its bit, however small, to reduce
office efficiency.
All back issues with the exception of
Number 3 are still available, at a cost of
60 cents per copy to subscribers.
Wrongheaded Reviews
I've bought several recordings on the
basis of your recommendations, and while
Isuppose Ihave to agree with you about
their sound, Iam damned if Iagree about
the interpretations.
You seem to think that everything must
have " fire and drama" to be worth listening to. There is more to music than un-

Istill like the rest of the magazine — it
is something that's been sorely needed for
a long time — but your record reviews
are hopeless.
D. L. Winters
Brooklyn, N. Y.
We can't espouse "fire and drama" for
Claire de Lune, but we do like to hear it
when a work calls for it. To us, far too
many recorded performances lack spontaneity, and it is this that we seek, rather than
any specific emotional qualities. At least
our record .reviews are fairly consistent in
interpretive viewpoint, so any reader can, by
trying a few of the recordings we recommend, ascertain whether or not he agrees
with us and can fairly safely trust (or distrust) our future recommendations.

announcements issued by manufacturers.
There were also 2pages of letters, of which
about half were on audio topics.
Every issue of THE STEREOPHILE has 16
(sometimes 17) pages of solid audio information, plus two pages of sound-oriented record reviews, and THE STEREOPHILE has
the added advantage of not being subject to
the editorial pressures of advertisers.
Maybe you simply aren't interested in
audio, in which case you'd be foolish to subscribe to THE STEREOPHILE. On the other
hand, if you are interested in good sound,
you'll find THE STEREOPHILE, at $8, aconsiderably better investment than any of its
mass-market competitors.
After all, all
you have to do is make one wrong component
purchase and you'll have lost far more than
the $8it would have cost you to have us steer
you away from that component.

Hi -Fi Discs
Bravo for your article about the lousy
sound on commercial recordings. I am
damned happy to see someone finally
speaking up about the high-handed tactics
of these record companies that purvey all
that sonic garbage under the name of
"high fidelity."
Iam afraid, though, that we perfectionists are too small aminority to be able to
bring any pressure to bear on the record
makers. The only thing they understand
is ledger sheets, and there just aren't
enough of us to influence their sales
measurably.
Roy Hume
Denver, Colo.
A happy consumer almost never writes letters
to express his appreciation. So afew thousand letters from dissatisfied ones are likely
to look like a significant ground-swell of
opinion, particularly to companies as conscious of their public image as the record
manufacturers.
Again, we urge our readers to write to the
erring record firms and give ' em hell, politely
but firmly.
Outrageous Price?
Ijust received what Iwould guess to be
the fifth STEREOPHILE "Announcement"
mailed to me in the past year. Will you
people please lay off? Ihave no intention
of paying $8 for 12 issues of an 18-page
hi-fi magazine when Ican get 12 issues of
Hi-Fi/Stereo Review, with about 150 pages
per issue, for $5. What sort of a sucker
do you take me for, anyway?
Harold Seburg
Brooklyn Hgts., N. Y.
We have not as yet decided what sort of a
sucker to take you for, but we're mulling at
it. Perhaps you can rate yourself, accordingly:
The November issue of Hi-Fi/Stereo Review (
which was not, by the way, billed as a
special Opera or Charles Ives or Ancient
Music issue) had atotal of 11 pages devoted
to audio equipment and techniques, one page
of which was a compilation of new-product

The Audio Mart publishes, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile
subscribers. Ads are published as received,
so we cannot be responsible for the condition
or quality of the items advertised for sale in
Audio Mart. Each ad received will be run
once, in the earliest possible issue. Ads
may be repealed any number of times, but
we must receive specific notification each
time you wish us lo rerun your ad.
FOR SALE
Sell or swap: London-Scott ffss pckp & arm, MK
11 head, new, unused diamond sty, exc cond. Swap
Fairchild Compander or sell for $35.00. John H.
Westerbeke, Jr., 7James St., Winchester, Mass.
01890.
Geloso Model G-255. SP 2- speed tape rcdr, w/mic,
lethrtte crryng case, rmote cntrls, push hito cntrls.
Used only 25 hrs, selling to go stereo. List over
$210; sell for beet offer. I. M. Andler, 39 Westchester Rd., Newton, Mass. 02158.
Grand & glorious sellout; professnl tape rcdrs, mice,
test equipt, hi fi components, parte, all at apprec
discounts. For list, write Robert B. Bishop, Jr.,
911 E. 7th St., Plainfield, N. J. Tel: 201-753-9005.
WANTED
Realistic Electrostat 3twtr, pref w/5-kc fltr choke,
in good concha. I. M. Kovens, 3116 Reiserstown
Bd., Baltimore 15, Md.
Western Electric or Altec Lansing

756A spkra, pref
w/out ends. Pla state price & condo. Carl Greim,
1026 Latty St., Defiance, Ohio.
Heath mono amp', to pair for stereo: 14 w, 25 w or
55 w. Also, for sale, recondtnd: any of above, plus
Heath WAP-2 mono prmp, SP-2 prmp and FM3A
mono tunr. G. E. Conklin, Box 951, Sherwood
Park, Alberta, Canada.
KLH Model Four spk syst. oild vilnt end; exc
cond, usd only few mths; $ 170. David R. Schryer,
52 Alphus St., Poquoson, Va.
Weathers LDM pckp syst, bk Weathers arm,
w/mtg hdw, inpt adptrs. instr. Guar meet mfr's
specs; exc phye cond, appear; $
30 postpd. Weathers

PS- 11 Professional pckp syst, wInt arm, hdw,
polar sply, instr. New cond; $50 postpd. Dept
UT, The Stereophile.

Pair of Quad full- range elctrstc spk systs, exc
cond; $ 185 each. Eight Stromberg-Carlson S498
long-throw 12-in wfrs, in mfr's ctns; never usd,
orig cost $50 each; sell $14 each or all 8for $99.
R. R. Lanese, 615 Town St., Columbus 15. Ohio.
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Goldwater (
from page 8)
one direction and 245 oersteds in the other.
Every 255-and-below particle of opposite
polarity is flipped in one direction, but
only those of 245 and below are flipped in
the opposite direction on the reverse
swing. In other words, the varying audio
waveform upsets the normal 50/50 distribution of polarity among the particles,
by an extent that is determined by the
amount of DC offset added by the audio
waveform. Now, if you want to quit
right here it's all right by me, because here
comes the hooker.
If you follow the decaying bias field
down to the point where it has almost disappeared, you will see that even a very
small DC offset may push the whole bias
wave across the center line, and this
should leave that segment of the tape
slightly magnetized in one direction only,
just as though no bias had been used at
all. Well — and here's where the wicket
gets a bit sticky — up tu lnow we have
considered each particle as if it took the
same amount of field to flip it to either
polarity. This would be the case if it
were the only particle on the tape. Fortunately, though, it isn't; it is surrounded
by other particles, each with its own mag-250

few times. Printing is caused by strongly
magnetized segments of tape passing their
magnetism through to the adjacent layers,
flipping some of the low-coercivity particles therein. When the printing source
is removed, as will happen when rewinding
shifts its position in the layers of tape
relative to the printed layers, the effects
of the surrounding particles (which had
too much coercivity to be flipped by the
-250

+250

.250

Figure 3. Audio waveform, fluctuating
above and below "zero-line" of nosignal condition, tends to shift center
point of magnetic field applied to the
tape.

DIMINISHING
BIAS FIELD

Figure 2. As tape passes away from
head gap, weakening bias field flips a
smaller number of magnetic domains
with each cycle, leaving tape in a
neutral state.
netic field, and these other fields will add
to or subtract from the field applied by the
bias and the audio signal. Thus, aparticle
which would require 240 oersteds to flip it
one way might, because of the effects of
nearby domains, require 270 oersteds to
flip it back. Another particle near it
might require 230 oersteds to flip it one
way and only 210 to flip it back again.
This would allow small DC offsets to be
recorded with considerable accuracy even
when the effect of the AC bias has been
almost completely lost.
The Goldwater hypothesis does provide
an explanation for tape print-through, as
well as for the observed fact that printthrough will tend to diminish if the tape
is rewound or shuttled from reel to reel a
18

printing signal) on the ones that were
flipped will tend to flip many of them back
again to their original polarity. So, the
print-through diminishes.
As Isaid, this is only ahypothesis, but
it does seem to explain all the phenomena
of tape behavior I've encountered. Any
reader who thinks he can poke ahole in it
is welcome to write and present me with
my classic flaw, for a hypothesis that
won't hold up under close scrutiny isn't
worth ahang. Any takers?

Coming Up: One Demo Record
Our proposal (in the last issue) that we
produce a state-of-the-art demonstration
record brought such a favorable response
from readers that we are going to go
ahead with it. So, some additional details.
The disc will be made in stereo only,
and will consist of excerpts from the best
of our tape library. Each excerpt will be
musically complete — i.e., no maddening
fadeins and fadeouts — and the selections
will run the gamut from solo voice to pipe
organ, full orchestra and large chorus. A
few mono cuts will be included simply because they best illustrate specific points.
The entire disc will be cut to the RIAA
curve, without any additional "soupingup," and will carry the full frequency and
dynamic range of the original tapes.
We've started editing already, but cannot predict a release date. It will be announced when the final test pressings have
been okayed, not before.

Movies (
from page 6)
With two recorders and a suitable
mixer, you're even better off. One can
carry the narration, carefully edited and
reworked until it is word-perfect, while the
other can carry the prerecorded music.
Short stretches of leader tape on the narration tape will mark the start of each
narration sequence. If one machine is a
stereo unit with sound-on-sound provisions, you can put the music on one track
and the sound effects on the other. Or,
you can use a third tape machine for the
sound effects, arranging the effects in order
and separated by leader tape, for easy
cueing. Synchronism will not be adequate
for closely timed sound effects, but sustained sounds like traffic noises and nature
backgrounds (birds, crickets) will hold
sufficiently close timing.
The techniques just described for magnetic sound track production are equally
suitable for assembling a finished tape for
sound coupler use, but here the job is considerably simplified by the ability to edit
either the finished tape or the film in order
to match sight and sound. This allows
you to assemble the whole sound track in
segments, trimming film and reworking
the sound tape until each effect is perfectly cued to the film.
When projecting your films, remember
that the average movie projector makes
quite a racket when it runs, so if your
sound track includes any effects that are
recorded at low volume, you'll have to
either crank the sound up pretty loud for
the whole showing, or try to locate the
projector where its noise won't be too
audible. Placing it in another room and
aiming it through a doorway is one way
of doing this; better still is to aim it
through an optically flat glass window
(plate glass is ideal) between two rooms.
Many serious home-movie makers have
constructed "projection booths" for this
purpose at one end of their basement or
recreation room (see photo).
Sound track production is an acquired
art for which skilled practitioners earn
substantial salaries, so don't expect perfection the first time you try it. It takes
practice to learn the tricks that make the
job easier, and to train your ear to pick
the right music and the right volume
balances, but even your first efforts will
do so much to enhance your films that
they will be more than worth the hours of
trial and error and frustration. And the
more you experiment, the more new ways
you will find to enhance both the quality
and the appeal of your movie sound
tracks.
To start with, you'll probably find the
greatest use of sound as a novel way to
perk up old films which, after repeated
showings, have lost some of their sparkle.
A bright narration and some appropriate
music will breathe new life into many a
tired old film, and you may even find that
on-the-spot recorded sound effects for,
say, a 1965 party will add amazing
reality to movies of a 1955 get-together.
What's a decade or so of anachronism, if
your audience never learns your secret?
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cause manufacturers are intentionally tryFrom the softest audible sound to the
ing to mislead.
threshold of feeling or pain, the human
The chart at the left plots two sets of
ear responds to a total range of volume
decibel
values against acolumn of voltage
spanning the incredible ratio of almost
or current ratios. Note that, for agiven
10,000,000,000,000 to 1. This fantastic
ratio of original intensity to new intensity,
range of perception is made possible by
the db change of power is exactly half the
the fact that the ear is equipped with an
db change of voltage. This is simply beautomatic "volume compression" system
cause, in ohm's law, the power in agiven
that applies increasing restraints on sound
load varies according to the square of the
perception in response to increasing involtage or current in that load. And in a
tensities of sound, allowing the ear's full
logarithmic relationship, a squared funcsensitivity to come into play for the
tion becomes amultiple of 2.
detection of very soft sounds, while preTo use the chart, compute the ratio beventing very loud sounds from damaging
tween the original and the new (changed)
the ears.
voltage, current or power levels, by dividAs a result of this limiting action, the
ing the smaller value into the larger one.
ear responds to increasing intensity in a
Locate the resulting ratio on the rightnonlinear manner which approaches a
hand column of the chart, and follow this
logarithmic function. Thus, in order for
across to the left-hand side. If the measus to hear what sounds like adoubling of
urements were for voltage of current, read
sound intensity, the actual measured
decibels of change from the right-hand db
power of the sound must be squared
scale. If the figures were for power, read
instead of just doubled. To multiply the
decibels of change from the left-hand db
perceived sound by three times, the original
scale. Finally, assign the plus or negative
measured power must be multipled by
sign to the db value according to whether
itself three times.
the measured change was an increase (+)
The decibel scale was devised as aconor a decrease ( — ) from the original invenient way of equating changes in actual
tensity.
signal level with changes in the perceived
For example, let's say that a voltage
volume of the signal. The basic unit —
amplifier stage produces 30 volts of outthe decibel — represents the smallest
put when 2volts are fed into it. This is
increment of volume change that the
aratio of 1:15, which will fall slightly more
average ear can perceive.
than midway between 10 and 20 on the
Note that, unlike voltage, current and
ratio scale of the chart. Reading from the
power measurements, which express actual
voltage column on the db scale, we find
amounts of energy, the decibel scale
that the amplifier has a gain of about
measures changes in these amounts. An
23 db, which would be expressed as +
audio circuit may be dissipating a meas23 db.
ured 10 watts of power, but as long as this
Now, let's work backwards. Assume
value does not change, it represents zero
that we are monitoring the output from a
decibels on the db scale. Only when the
power amplifier by means of a db meter
signal level changes do we get areading on
(with a suitable load resistor in circuit).
our decibel scale, and the change is always
We have conveniently set the output level
expressed in terms of the amount of shift
to read zero on the db scale, when sudaway from our original starting point: the
denly the reading drops to — 10 db. How
zero-db point. If the change represents an
much loss of power, and of output voltage,
increase in intensity, it is expressed as a
does this represent? Well, we might
plus-db value.
Decreased intensity is
cheat, by reading directly off the meter's
expressed as anegative value.
voltage and power scales (which are
markedly different, please note). Or, we
This is where most people are confused
could read across to the right from 10 on
about decibels. We read where turntable
our left-hand (power) db scale and find
rumble, tuner capture ratio, tape recorder
that the change represents a 1:3 ratio,
noise levels and the volume of natural
which means we've lost 1
4 of our original
sounds are expressed as straight decibel
power. Or, we could read to the right
values, which gives the impression that
from 10 on our right-hand db scale and
decibels are absolutes like volts and watts.
find that this same db loss (in the same
In truth, a decibel value is meaningless
value of load resistor) amounts to a 1:10
unless related to another value that can be
voltage ratio, which means we've lost 1/10
measured absolutely. The catch is that
of our original output voltage.
the starting point or "reference level" is
To use the chart for db or ratio values
often not stated, sometimes because there
greater than those shown, just remember
is an assumed industry-standard reference
that each time the ratio figure is multiplied
level for the measurements, sometimes be-
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by 10, decibels of power are added by 10,
and decibels of voltage or current are
added by 20. A 100-db change in voltage
would be a20-db increase over 80, so the
voltage ratio would be 10,000 times 10, or
1to 100,000. A 100-db change in power,
representing two 10-db increments above
80 db, would multiply 10,000 by 10 two
times, so the power ratio would be 1to
1,000,000.
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Issue

10 was so far behind schedule that we were once again moved to

change our statement of claimed publication frequency,
"quarterly." By now,

though,

this time to

we were deeply involved in topics that

were so far removed from the " mainstream" of discount-mart audio (which
remained the province of the mass- hi-fi magazines) as to constitute a
virtually new pursuit for hobbyists: super-fi. Our editorial in that
issue was probably the first mention in print of the questionable
aspects of that unique quality of " transistor sound." And our lead
article torpedoed one of the most- revered myths of the time: that of
the inherent superiority of tape as a home-music medium.

In our Equip-

ment Reports section we " discovered" the Decca Mark II pickup, which
had actually been around for some years,

and observed the remarkable

transparency which has made it and subsequent refinements of it a continuing favorite with many perfectionists.
And we had no editorial assistant.
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The Cover
Bookshelf speakers are for decor-conscious
people, and our cover this time acknowledges
that fact with a lovely portrait of a typical
bookshelf unit (aJensen TF2) on the bookshelf of atypical American home.
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The Sound of Transistors
Ever since the first solid-state highfidelity component (a Fisher phono preamp) made its appearance circa 1957,
we've been hearing more and more about
some wondrous phenomenon called "the
transistor sound" — a quality of sharpness and crispness that, allegedly, makes
tube components sound muddy by comparison. We've been auditioning a number of transistorized components recently,
and while we are now fully prepared to
assure skeptics that there is indeed such
a thing as "transistor sound." we are
equally prepared to state that it ain't as
hi-fi as it's cracked up to be.
A typical transistor amplifier will make
any loudspeaker sound crisper, as though
its transient response has been improved,
but it is not the same kind of "crispness"
we can get from a tube amplifier by just
cranking up the treble. In atube amplifier, treble boost will increase the "harshness" of disc distortion.
The typical
transistor amp, on the other hand, does
not seem to exaggerate "hash" as much
as average tube equipment does, so the
sound is often as clean or cleaner, despite
the increased crispness.
Prolonged listening, however, brings a
gradual realization that all program
material has this razor-sharp clarity, including recordings that we know don't
go much beyond 9 kc at the high end.
And when the same transistor amp feeds
a speaker that has inherently excellent
transient response, the crispness is just
too much to endure. Highs come through
with subtle "whiskers" of high-frequency
impulses riding on them — impulses that
are not heard either in live music or in the
best tube or transistor equipment.
This is why we've been stressing
"average" transistor equipment, for the
better the transistor amplifier — that is,
the lower its measured distortion — the
more it comes to sound like a top-grade
tube amplifier, and the better it sounds
on atop-grade speaker system.
Unlike tube amplifiers, transistorized
power amps generally yield their lowest
distortion at output levels just below the
overload point. This is because, in their
output stages, the signal is "switched"
back and forth between the two halves of
the output circuit with every half-cycle
of the signal, and this "switching" is not
always perfectly smooth. As a result, a
"kink" is introduced into the waveform
at the switchover point, and the size of this
kink remains constant regardless of how
much power the amplifier is delivering.
At high power levels, where the signal is
much stronger than the "kink" content,
the distortion added by the "kink" is but
asmall percentage of the total output. At
reduced output levels, the signal amplitude

goes down while the "kink" energy stays
put, so the percentage of total distortion
rises.
The presence of this "kink" probably
accounts for most of the "transistor sound"
in current-model amplifiers, because the
less of it there is in agiven design, the less
"transistor sound" it will have. It isn't
the whole story, though, for we've heard
"transistor sound" from equipment that
didn't employ any switching circuits —
transistor preamps, for instance — but
again, whenever the unit's measured distortion at low output levels was reduced to
the vanishing point, it started to sound
very much like a top-notch tube component. So that, in a nutshell, is the
much-touted "transistor sound." It is
distortion.
Comparing the very best tube and
transistor components, we did not find
either type to have any clearcut advantage. The over-all sound from the tube
components was felt to be a shade more
pleasant to the ear, but this advantage
may be lost when designers learn how to
reduce transistor distortion even more.
Tube and transistor preamps had almost
identical bass sound, but the lack of the
output transformer (and the much higher
damping factor) gave the transistorized
power amps slightly tighter, cleaner bass.
This difference was particularly noticeable
on speaker systems which are highly
sensitive to amplifier damping (the AR-3,
for example), and in their case it could
truthfully be said that the transistor amps
had it all over the tube types. Again,
though, this was evidently due to the
transistor's inherently high damping factor, rather than to any essential difference
between the characteristic sound of transistors and tubes. Undoubtedly, transistor
design techniques will be improved, and
most transistor components are already
capable of giving better sound than most
tube components, particularly in the verylow-power ( 10 watts and less) class, where
transistors simply run rings around their
typically miserable-quality tube competition. But there are some moderate-priced
tube components that are better than the
best of their transistorized competitors
(some Dynakits, for instance), so just
because something is "solid-state, this
doesn't necessarily mean it's better than
any tube component. It may not be as
good.
The top-notch transistor units — the
Acoustechs and Citations for example, are
another matter altogether.
They are
almost totally free from the "transistor
sound," which means their distortion, and
their over-all sound, can be comparable to
that of the best tube types. In time, we
hope their prices will be comparable, too.

Fr some years now, the commercial
Fi r
backing 4-track stereo tape
have used as their slogan "Music
Sounds Best on Tape," which sounds unusually reasonable, for aslogan. Everyone
knows that all commercial discs are made
from tape masters, and record reviewers
in the mass-hi-fi publications have been
touting the superfi of prerecorded tapes
for so long that the tape medium's inherent superiority has become pretty much
axiomatic among audio cognoscenti.
Take, for instance, the matter of wear
resistance. A tape will never wear out
with repeated playings, and will last indefinitely if not stretched, broken, or accidentally erased. Vinyl discs, under ideal
playback conditions (lightweight, lowmass pickup, scrupulous surface cleanliness, and careful handling) are good for
several hundred plays, but this is far
short of the several hundred thousand
plays that can be expected from a tape.
And no matter how well it is cared for,
a disc always loses some of its original
cleanness and gains some surface noise
after a number of plays, even though the
noise may still be well below the annoyance level.
On the other hand, a disc will last indefinitely in storage, while atape may not
fare so well. Acetate-base tapes (used for
all commercial prerecorded tape releases)
may dry out and become a bit brittle
within ayear or so. Polyester-base tapes,
though, have as much shelf life as discs, so
limited storage life is not necessarily a
shortcoming of the tape medium.
These are characteristics of all tapes
and discs, but they are purely physical
qualities. What we're concerned with here
is the sound of the media, and the truth of
the "Music-Sounds-Best-on-Tape" claim.
As an unqualified statement of fact, this is
true, but like so many advertising slogans,
it is only ahalf-truth.

If we were to make adirect comparison
between the sound of amaster tape made
and played on the best professional recorder and a disc cut directly from the
same program material and reproduced on
top-notch playback equipment, the tape
would almost certainly win out, for one
main reason: discs generate transient
noise, tapes do not.
Disc reproduction demands that a vibrating object — the stylus — maintain
perfect physical contact with a violently
undulating groove, whereas tape reproduction involves repetitive reversals of a
magnetic field. Neither system is perfect,
but of the two, the tape's imperfections
are generally less unpleasant to the ear
than the disc's problems.
One of the toughest things for any electronic device to cope with is atransient —
an impact impulse. Unfortunately, practically everything that can go wrong with
a disc reproducing system tends to make
the stylus lose contact with one wall of
the groove on every half-cycle of modulation, and when it regains contact, it does
so with collision impact, creating a transient. Stylus tracing is never 100 per cent
perfect, even under ideal circumstances, so
disc sound always has acertain amount of
this transient noise mixed in with it. If
it is fairly intense, or if other components
in the reproducing system act to exaggerate it, it will be offensively audible as
"fuzz" or "hash." If it is slight in degree,
it will be barely noticeable but will still
account for acertain quality of roughness
that is absent from tape. One of the problems that afflict tape* causes a kind of
roughness in high frequencies, but there is
•Tape has some longitudinal elasticity, and this
combines with its friction against the heads to produce an effect called " violining." The tape, instead
of gliding smoothly across the head, moves in a
series of jerke like a violin string rubbing along a
bow. The result is a slight frequency modulation
of the signal that is measurable as sideband noise

nothing in the tape medium that can produce system-jarring transients.
Again, tape has won out. But this, remember, is at the professional level. What
about the discs and tapes that we buy?
A commercial disc is always cut from a
master tape, so its background hiss — potentially lower than that of the best tapes
— rises to the level of the master tape's
hiss. (As a matter of fact, the tape that
is used for cutting the disc is almost always
a copy of the original master tape, so the
hiss will be higher still.)
But this isn't the end. After the disc is
cut, it goes through a multi-step plating
process that culminates in apair of stampers, and each step causes at least some
modification of the original groove shape.
When we play the final pressing, our pickup is reproducing, along with whatever
tracing distortion it introduces, the accumulated distortions of two tape recording steps, three plating steps, and amolding operation. Under the circumstances,
it may seem surprising that discs sound as
good as they do. But let's see what happens to a 4-track tape before we get our
hooks on it.
For tape duplicating purposes, aspecial
15-ips duping master is copied off from
the tape that was originally used to cut the
disc. A -inch-wide tape is used, and two
tracks are laid along it in one direction.
Then it is flipped over and the reverse
tracks are added, for the return run. In
the duplicating setup, the playback machine has two staggered (displaced) 4track 3/2inch playback heads, and all the
duplicators are equipped with astaggered
pair of 4-track 3-inch record heads, so all

and audible as a sort of broadband fuzz superimposed on high-frequency tones. The latest professional recorders and tapes are almost entirely free
from violining, but even with the worst recorders
and tapes, the audible fuzz is not as annoying as
that from atypically distorting disc.
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four tracks can be copied at once. The
duplicating is done with all machines —
master and "slave" recorders — running
at eight times normal speed ( 120 and 60
ips, respectively).
The disc, remember, was cut from acopy
of the original master tape. The massproduced 4-track tape, however, is copied
from a copy of acopy of the master tape,
so there is already one extra tape-copying
step in the chain, even before the final
consumer copy is run off.
Now let's take acloser look at the last
step in each operation. In the case of the
disc, the cutting operation is done using
top-grade professional equipment and materials, so the disc itself (neglecting for a
moment the playback problems) is potentially very nearly equal in quality to the
tape it was cut from — the first-generation
copy of the original master. The degradations introduced by the plating and pressing operations are generally very slight, so
the quality attainable from the finished
vinyl pressing depends largely on the quality of the playback pickup. The recording
itself has the potential of producing sound
quite similar to that of a once-removed
tape copy of the original master tape. This
is not the case with a4-track tape.
Although the distortion from tape is
not as offensive as that from a disc, it is
nonetheless a form of distortion, and is
subject to buildup each time the recording operation is repeated. The original
master tape may sound almost exactly
like the original direct-wire signal, and the
first copy of the master may sound almost
like the master, but the copy will be perceptibly muddier and rougher-sounding
than the original signal. Each time the
copying takes us further away from the
original, the tape's distortion will become
more evident. Tape hiss, too, piles up on
itself with successive copying steps, so
although hiss may be completely inaudible
in the first master, it can become an increasingly significant factor after about
two copying steps.
The narrower the tape tracks, the more
hiss they will produce, which is why pro-

fessional recording studios (which must
make duplicates from their master tapes),
use half-inch or wider tape for mastering.
(Most of them also use a special Ampex
Mastering Equalization tape curve, which
boosts highs in the hiss zone when recording and attenuates them, along with the
hiss, during playback.) Despite these precautions, tape hiss is likely to be audible
by the time the original master ends up
as a tape duping master. And when the
final copy is made, on the 4-track kr inch
tape that we buy, the hiss may be quite
high. In fact, it usually is.
There's another factor, unique to tape,
that increases the chances of abuyer getting abad copy. If adisc stamper is good
to begin with, about the only things that
can go wrong with an individual pressing
are things which are visible to the eye.
And since the modulations are laid out on
two flat surfaces, the entirety of each side
can be visually inspected for flaws in a
matter of seconds. A tape, however, has
its signal-carrying medium — the oxide
coating — interleaved between its rolled
base layers, and even if it were practical
to inspect every inch of its length, avisual
inspection wouldn't tell us much about the
quality of the copy.
Although commercial tapes are copied
en masse, each copy is actually an individual tape recording, so it can develop
defects that were not present on the
original. The only way to spot these is
by playing each copy all the way through
at its normal speed, a procedure that is
simply out of the question on aproduction
line. Occasional tapes are checked all the
way through, but the best that most tape
manufacturers can do is check about one
copy out of ahundred. The other 99 may
be fine, but they may also suffer from dropouts, slightly elevated or rolled-off high
end, edge crinkles, crosstalk or excessive
hiss.
Thus, the tipped-up high-end response or unusually hissy background from
acommercial tape may have been characteristic of the duping master or it may be
peculiar to that particular copy. There's
no way of telling which is which without

DISC
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MASTER TAPE

EDITING
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DUPING
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ORIGINAL

COPY I

COMMERCIAL
TAPE

COPY 2
COPY 3
Copying steps involved in the production of commercial discs and tapes.
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trying another copy.
In direct comparisons between recent
stereo discs and their 4- track tape counterparts ( both played on top-grade equipment), the most immediately noticeable
difference is in hiss level. The tapes vary
somewhat in this respect, but all of them
have higher hiss than the worst of the
discs. On wide-dynamic-range material,
tape hiss is faintly audible at comfortable
listening volume, and becomes quite pronounced at high volume settings. At the
same high volume, the only noise audible
from agood, new disc is an occasional tick
or pop. There is however the factor of
annoyance value to consider here. Tape
hiss, being smooth and constant, can be
"tuned out" by the listener and virtually
forgotten after afew minutes. Disc surface
noise, because of its random occurrence, is
harder to ignore. But the tape hiss, for
all of its smoothness, does tend to obscure
some detail in the sound, much as would
the sound of asoftly running faucet in the
corner of the listening room.
Some record reviewers have commented
about the wider dynamic range of prerecorded tapes, as compared with their disc
equivalents, but since both are made from
the same original tape masters, it is doubtful that any such difference exists. True,
disc cutting systems do use apeak limiter,
to control intense transient sounds, but
this does not audibly affect the over-all
dynamic range.
As for dynamic range
compression, current practice favors manual compression during the original mastering session, where the compression can
be controlled according to the dictates of
the music instead of the unemotional responses of an automatic control circuit. If
anything, prerecorded tapes should have
less dynamic range than the discs, because
of their higher level of background noise.
The main reason audio perfectionists
consider 4-track tape, though, is because
of its reputation for clean sound. It is not
plagued with the groove-tracing transientnoise problems of typical disc reproduction, so it should be able to deliver cleaner
crescendos. This is true, in most instances.
Tracing distortion, enhanced by pickup
and loudspeaker peaks and amplifier distortion, is the bete noir of the audio enthusiast, and tape looks like an attractive
way of disposing of that problem once and
for all. Even the worst commercial tape,
played on the cheapest "hi-fi" tape recorder sounds cleaner than average disc
reproduction, but the word "average" is
the hooker.
Some phono pickups, abetted by lowdistortion amplifiers and smooth speakers,
are capable of reproducing disced crescendos with virtually no perceptible distortion, and it is under these conditions
where 4-track tape betrays its ancestry.
Once the excess fuzziness is eliminated
from discs, the electrical distortion on them
is found to be lower than that on the tapes.
By comparison with the discs, the tapes
are slightly hazy-sounding, with a rather
grainy high end and somewhat muddy
bass.
Some of this may be due to the narrow
(to Page 16)

with double-play tape. If you need more
time, or the same time with thicker tape,
you'll have to get amachine that will accommodate professional 10%-inch reels.
Reels smaller than 7 inches are used
only when space is at apremium. There
is no other legitimate excuse for a machine's inability to take 7-inch reels.

Choosing a Recorder
Robert J. Kerr, our regular "On Tape" contributor, was excused from class this time
because of other pressing obligations. So,
this issue's tape department was authored by
Ye Editor, who already has more than
enough work to do, thanks very much.
Much has been written about the things
to consider when shopping for a tape recorder, but alot that should have been said
has never found its way into print. Here's
The Stereophile's "check list" of things to
consider, undiluted by commercial expediency.
Operating Speeds
The 7i, -ips speed is standard for home
use, for commercial prerecorded tapes and
for "amateur" recording of good-quality
material off the air and in local concert
halls. With today's better machines and
tapes, 7%-ips quality is very, very nearly
equal to that of 15 ips. The difference: a
shade less detail and transparency in complex material — full orchestra, chorus, etc.
Modern heads can do about as good a
job at 3% ips as the best heads were doing
at 7% ips five years ago, but since most
machines aren't as accurately equalized
for their slower speed, overall 38
%-ips Performance is rarely as good as it could be.
Generally, 33
/rips tapes will be abit down
in the upper-middle range and rolled off
above 10 kc. At best, 33
/r ips tape is
subtly veiled and muddy in comparison
with 7%-ips tape, but is entirely satisfactory for taping 78-rpm discs, for taping
LP and stereo discs and tapes off the air,
and for generally fotzing around. A few
commercial tapes are being issued at this
speed, too, so it's a useful second speed
to have available.
Although some recent-model tape machines have realized fantastic high-frequency response at 1% ips, the sound is
invariably very muddy and veiled. Thus,
while 1% is fine for conference recording
and "tape letters," it is of no value to the
serious music recordist.
In the higher-speed classes, 15 ips is
generally considered to be a professional
speed, although the perfectionist may
benefit from it if he wishes to wring the
last iota of quality from live tapes of choral
and orchestral music. Generally, though,
even the most critical perfectionist will
find that 7% ips yields the best compromise between quality and uninterrupted
playing time (as well as cost). The 30-ips

speed is strictly for the professional user
who wants great ease of editing and plans
to make several generations of copies from
the original tape. No home recordist in
his right mind would tape at 30 ips.
A home machine, then, should offer 7M
and 3%-ips speeds, with 1% as an option
for the user who feels that 3% ips won't
meet his long-playing needs.
Track Width
All commercial tapes are 4-track stereo,
so every home recorder should at least be
able to play these.
For most users,
quarter-track record facilities will be adequate, too. If however you are planning
to have discs made from any of your tapes,
you'll have to have a2-track stereo record
head, and should then see that your 4-track
head has avertical shifter on it, to allow
it to play 2- or 4-track tapes.
Slightly clearer and quieter recordings
can be gotten by using acompletely 2-track
system — recording and playing back on
2-track heads — but if there isn't room on
the tape deck for separate 2- and 4-track
play heads, complete 2-track operation
will mean giving up the ability to play
commercial tapes.
Most 4-track recorders suffer to agreater
or lesser degree from what's sometimes
called the "left-channel blues" — periodic
losses of signal from the left channel, as a
result of erratic tape contact with the
record or play head. Head pressure pads
will do away with this, at the expense of
increased head wear, while a sharp tape
wrap (as in the new Dynaco Beocord 2000)
will accomplish much the same thing without the increased wear. In most cases,
though, 2-track tape gives more consistently high quality than 4-track tape.
Head Lineup
No serious tape recordist should waste
his money on atwo-headed tape recorder.
Three-headed machines, which allow you
to monitor from aseparate play head while
recording, can be adjusted to ahigh degree
of accuracy of bias current and equalization; two-headed machines cannot. Additional heads are abonus, but they're worth
the extra money only if they're accompanied by adjustments that enable each
head to be set up for flattest response.
Reel Capacity
The 7-inch reel size is standard, and will
give 45 minutes of uninterrupted recording
at 7% ips with extra-play tape, or 1hour

Frequency Response
Although an important quality, highfrequency range is not nearly as important
as many buyers seem to think it is. Since
99.9% of all musical sound lies in the
40-to- 12,000-cps range, it is far more important to have smooth response through
this range than extended response above
and below it. Most recorders that claim
phenomenally extended response are quite
bumpy through the more important useful
range. If you can find arecorder that's
no more than 2db down at 40 and 12,000
cps, (at 7% ips) and has provision for adjustment to within * 1 db from 50 to
10,000 cps, buy it.
Bias Frequency
An often-overlooked statistic, this is a
good indication of the sonic transparency
of the tapes the machine will make. A
bias frequency of 60 kc is minimal for a
good recorder, 80 kc is considerably better,
while 100 kc is excellent. Anything higher
is phenomenal. The difference will be
there; the degree to which you'll hear it
depends on how low the distortion is in the
rest of your system.
Wow and Flutter
The audibility of these is afunction of
the frequency at which the speed variations occur. Generally, though, if their
total figure is 0.2% or more, you'll be
aware of it; if it's 0.1% or less, it will
hardly ever be audible. A figure of 0.05%
or less is completely out of the picture.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
This is supposed to represent the ratio
between the level of asignal that produces
3% distortion from the tape, and the level
of noise left over after the recorder has
erased the tape. Some manufacturers play
games with this spec, but if the recorder
costs more than about $300, chances are
the published noise figure is legitimate. A
s/n ratio of 40 db is mediocre, 50 db is very
good, 60 db is extremely good.
Inputs
Separate inputs (and gain controls) for
mike and line permit signal mixing, and
generally make the recorder more flexible.
The line inputs should have asensitivity
of between 0.2 and 0.1 volts for full recording level, while the mike inputs should
have between 0.3 and 1.0 millivolt sensitivity (at high impedance).
If you plan to do any live recording, you
should either get arecorder with 200-ohm
mike inputs, or equip high-impedance
mike inputs with matching transformers.
Running long mike cables at high impedance is a sure way of incurring hum.
"Professional" Features
A recorder that won't run at more than
7% ips is not aprofessional recorder, regardless of what the ads say. And many
(to page 13)
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Full Range Electrostatics
The Canadian representative of KLH,
who lives approximately 2,000 miles away
in Toronto, is trying to interest me in
KLH Model 9 full-range electrostatic
speakers.
What is your opinion of these? Are
they truly full-range electrostatics, or are
they lacking in deep-bass response as is
the Quad?
Also, I believe the impedance of these
speakers is 16 ohms, and it is my understanding that solid-state amplifiers lose
as much as 70% of their rated output at
this impedance. If this is so, does this
make it difficult to procure a solid state
amplifier with sufficient power to properly
drive these speakers?
Also, do electrostatic speakers deteriorate over a period of time, and are there
any maintenance problems associated with
them?
T. K. Campbell
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
The KLH Model 9 is one of the very few
electrostatic systems we have heard that does
have as much (and cleaner) low-end range
as the best cone-type systems. It is not,
however, recommended for use with most
transistor amplifiers, not so much because of
its I6-ohm impedance, but because of its
extremely low impedanre at subsonic frequencies.
Below the audio range, the impedance of
the Model 9's integral matching transformer drops toward zero ohms, providing
a virtual short-circuit load for subsonic
impulses. Most transistor amplifiers will
respond to this loading condition by blowing
fuses or burning out their output transistors.
Although it is logical to expect that
electrostatics, with their greater complexity
and their high- voltage circuits, would be far
less dependable than conventional speakers,
their service record has not borne out this
expectation.
Of the commercial types,
Janszens and the KLH 9have not generally
been much less dependable than dynamic
systems.
The only reports of consistent failures in
these units have come from Florida, where
extreme humidity plus ill-directed air conditioners caused condensation on the elements
and the power supply components, with resultant high-voltage breakdowns.

Dyna Distortion
My Dyna Stereo 70 and PAM- 1 preamps have been sounding increasingly sick
in recent weeks, but I am unable to
determine what's ailing them. According
to my IM analyzer, whose residual reading
is around .08%, their low-level distortion
6

is below that figure, and the power amp
still meets its full-power output specs, even
though Idid have to readjust the biaset
pots to their proper value to get full
output.
All the tubes test satisfactorily, and
both channels have identical gain, so I'm
not sure where to go from here. Idon't
want to ship the units back to Dynaco if
Ican help it. What would you suggest?
Paul Hanson
Chicago, Ill.
Since both channels have equal gain, the
trouble ( if indeed there is trouble in the
amp or preamp) will likely be in the B+
supply, as this is about the only part of
the system that is common to both channels.
And since the power amp meets its output
specs, the trouble is probably in the B+
supply to the preamp. Check the voltages at
all points along the B+ line, from the
rectifier to the last decoupling stage in the
preamp, comparing these with the values
listed in the instruction manuals. A deviation of more than 10% from the speceed
value should be viewed with suspicion, particularly if the voltage at the first filter
capacitor terminal is fairly close to its
correct value.
If a low voltage is found, check for a
leaky filter capacitor or an off-value resistor al, or directly ahead of, the point
where the supply voltage drops below normal.
A drop at one point will reduce the voltages
at all subsequent points along the B+ line.
If all voltages in the power amp are
correct, check the supply voltage at the first
filter capacitor in each preamp. ( This will
be pin Number 5on the power-supply takeoff
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11 volts. If they're well below this, replace
the healer rectifier in the defective unit.
Finally, short each power amplifier input
with a shorting plug and use an AC voltmeter to read hum at each (loaded) output.
If this is above 10 mv, and if removal of the
7199 input tube drops it to 5 mv or less,
replace the 7199.
Finally, try a new set of output tubes in
one channel ( having previously adjusted the
bias for the old set). If the bias reading
goes up to 1.8 yor more, replace both old
sets of output tubes with new ones.
If your system still sounds sick, check all
other voltages and try replacing tubes in the
preamp. If nothing turns up, the trouble is
almost certainly elsewhere in the system —
probably in the pickup. If you're not convinced, you'll just have to ship the units
back to Dynaco for acomplete checkout.

Pivoted Cutter
Why can't a record cutter be set up to
cut with the same geometry with which the
disc is played? That is, with the cutter
swinging about a fixed base pivot, like a
tone arm.
West C. Jacobs
Kenosha, Wisc.
There's no reason why it can't be, but there's
avery good reason why it probably won't be.
All current disc-cutting systems are designed
around the in-line (radial) traverser, and the
cost of developing and switching to apivoted
type would be astronomical, particularly in
view of the little resulting gain in playback
quality. Even with the present disparity between cutters and playback arms, distortion
due to poor tangency is insignificant in a
well-designed and properly-installed arm.
Actually, the first disc-cutting mechanisms were pivoted types, but they were
abandoned when it was found to be much
easier to control the cutterhead accurately by
using aradial traverser.

Transistorized Quad
Li

Li

Li

INPUTS

Location of preamp decoupling resistors on Stereo 70's printed circuit board.
sockets.) 11 should read between 325 and
350 volts. If it is below 325 in both preamps, replace the 18k dropping resistors
(connected to eyelets 3 and 18 on the Stereo
70's circuit boards) with 10k 1watt values.
Check the DC voltages at the preamp's
tube healers. These should be a little over

In a footnote to some of your "Recommended Components" listings you advise
against using the KLH Model 9full-range
electrostatic system with the Acoustech I
and Citation B transistor amplifiers, but
there is no such advisement about the
Quad full-range electrostatic. Can Iassume from this that it is safe to use the
Quad with transistor amplifiers?
Nicolas Linardaros
Athens, Greece
No, you can't. This was an oversight on our
part; the warning about transistor ampli-

fiers applies to the Quad as well, only more
so.
Because of their negligible impedance al
subsonic frequencies (due to a characteristic
of the input matching transformer they use),
full-range electrostatics are capable of damaging most transistor amplifiers.
In the
case of the Quad, the speaker itself may also
be damaged, because its power-handling
abilities are definitely limited below about
50 cps. (Quad's own amplifiers include a
POWER
AMPLIFIER
INPUT TUBE

INPUT
COUPLING
CAPACITOR
(FROM PRECEDING
STAGE)
....FEEDBACK
CIRCUIT

Coupling capacitor to be changed to
produce subsonic rolloff in power amp.
low-frequency filter to minimize the possibility of overloading the speaker.)
The ideal ampli.fier for driving the Quad
electrostatic is the Dyna Stereo 70 or SCA35. Whichever is used, though, it should be
equipped with a 6-db loctave high-pass filter
to roll off the extreme low end. The simplest
way of doing this is by replacing (with .01
mfd values) the coupling capacitors directly
ahead of the first stage of the power amplifier
that is included within the feedback loop.

Small-Room System
Which speaker system would give the
best results in a 10-by- 11-foot room: a
Quad electrostatic or aKlipschorn?
Pyrro Gotsha
Los Angeles, Calif.
Neither of them will perform at its best in
a room this size, but of the two, the Quad
will give the best results. The room in question will almost certainly cause boomy-bass
problems because of iis size and the similarity between its length and width dimensions.
The Quad will give far more flexibility of
room placement for optimum performance.

Color TV
This may not be in your ball park at all,
but I'll raise the question anyway.
I notice that the Heath Company is
selling a color TV set in kit form. Do
you know anything about this set? And
if so, how good is it, compared with other
available color sets?
Don Samelin
New York, N. Y.
Construction takes about 20 hours for an
experienced kit builder, and it is certainly
no project for a beginner. Color quality,
though, can be very, very good, although the
color you get will depend to a great extent
on your ability to judge color values in the
initial setup procedure.
The Heath's color quality is, in fact,

likely to be considerably better than that of
a typical ready-built color set, not so much
because it is inherently better, but because
you yourself make the initial adjustments
that determine the color quality.
Most
technicians who install TV sets have neither
the judgment nor the inclination to put the
sets in peak operating condition.

78 Equalization
Can 78-rpm records, played with RIAA
equalization, be effectively equalized by
manipulating tone controls?
Brad Toiler
Chicago, Ill.
It depends on the 78's. Most domestic 78's
were equalized to a characteristic that was
quite similar to the RIAA curve, so they
should reproduce satisfactorily without any
help from your tone controls. Wherever deviations exist, the errors will generally enhance rather than degrade the sound from
the discs.
European 78's, though, used quite different turnover frequencies for bass and
treble, and these curves are impossible to
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Deviation from flat response resulting from playback of European 78-rpm
discs with RIAA equalization curve.
duplicate via the RIAA curve and tone controls. Treble boost of about 12 db at 10 kc
and bass cut of about 3 db at 50 cps will
yield about the closest possible approach to
the proper playback equalization from
European 78's.

One-At-a-Time-Upmanship
My present system consists of a VM
RX-549 changer and ceramic cartridge, a
Bogen DB-130A amplifier, and a pair of
Acoustic Research AR-2speaker systems.
Iwould like to upgrade my entire system,
but since Ihaven't all the money in the
world to lay out for new equipment, I'd
like to make the conversion bit by bit.
What would you suggest that I replace
first, second, and third, in order to realize
areasonable improvement with each outlay for new equipment?
W. D. Warner
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The weakest links in your system now are,
first and most emphatically, the phono unit
and, second, the amplifier. Your choice of
speakers was a considerably wiser one;
these may not need replacing at all.
If you aspire to the eventual purchase of
top-quality equipment, you should get a
top-grade phono unit as soon as possible,
even if this means postponing by some
months the purchase of other components.
The better the phono unit, the less it will
beat up your records and, consequently, the
better shape they'll be in when you finally
gel around to upgrading the rest of the
system.

Your amplifier should be next to go.
Even the worst loudspeaker system will
sound better with agood pickup and amplifier than will a top-notch speaker with
mediocre equipment ahead of it.
AR-2 loudspeakers are still considered
excellent, despite their age. If yours were
among the first ones made, you may find it
advantageous to return them to the factory
for a checkout, to make sure their tweeters
and tweeter level controls are still functioning
as they should. If the AR-2's are working
properly, you may not feel the need to
upgrade your system any more for some
time. If you still feel the need for better
quality, you would do well to consider the
speaker systems that are listed in our
"Recommended Components" column.

Miscellaneous Puzzlements
In the New York metropolitan area,
could aDyna FM-3stereo tuner give good
reception with an indoor antenna, or must
an outdoor FM antenna be used? Can a
TV antenna with a multi-set coupler be
used with equal results?
Would the strong magnetic pull of the
Ortofon SPE pickup make it unsuitable
for use with aGarrard 301 turntable?
Can the pickups tested in recent issues
of The Stereophile be used in a Garrard
TPA- 12 arm? If not, what arm would you
suggest, that would also be usable with
a78-rpm pickup?
I am using a Heath SS- 1 and SS- 1B
system in a 12 by 14 room. The system
gives good bass, but Isuspect that apair
of them ( for stereo) would produce overpowering bass. If Iam right about this,
what would you suggest as alternative
speakers?
What is your opinion of the Heath
WAP2 preamp and W5M power amp?
What is the best pickup for mono LP
records? At present I am using a GE
VR-I I.
John Slayne
Bronx, N. Y.
To answer your questions in order:
It is impossible to predict how any
tuner will function with an indoor antenna
in a metropolitan area, but we're inclined
to be pessimistic about it. A rooftop FM
antenna would be your best bet, but a TV
antenna with a suitable coupler should provide satisfactory reception as long as the
antenna is oriented for the FM stations you
wish to receive.
Magnetic pull is never any problem unless
the turntable platter is made of iron or steel.
The Garrard 301 has an aluminum platter.
Of the pickups tested recently, all but the
Ortofon and Decca may be used in a Garrard TPA12 arm. The Ortofon is too heavy
for the arm to counterbalance, and the Decca
won't fit any arm but its own. The best universal arms we have found to dale are the
SME 3009, the Ortofon RMG-212, and the
arm in the Weathers " Townsend" phono
unit. Any of these will accommodate any
universal-mounting pickup, including 78rpm types. ( The " Townsend" table is 33%rpm only.)
Locating your SS-1/SS-1B systems away
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from the room corners will reduce their bass
output to a level that should be satisfactory
for stereo. If the low end needs additional
control, the ideal solution would be to biamplify both speakers. This will also considerably improve their low-frequency detail.
The Heath WAP-2 preamp is not capable
of providing what we consider to be adequately flat response at any setting of the
tone controls. The amplifier, although excellent in all other respects, tends to be marginally unstable at low frequencies, and this
often causes flabby bass and acoustic feedback problems.
For mono LP's, we would rate the Ortofon
SPE first, the Shure V-15 second, and the
Decca Mark II third. Any one of these will
give considerably better performance than
the GE VR-II.

Move both of the twisted pairs away from
the transformer in question or, if they're
long enough, loop them around the other side
of the 6BL8 tube.
Although later-model Tandberg 64's are
equipped with 38-kc filters, there is always
the possibility that one is not functioning
properly. To check this, reverse the tuner
leads going to the recorder. If the whistle is
still in the left tape channel, the recorder
needs checking. Even if its filters are out
of kilter, though, the tuner should not produce whistles. Dynaco informs us that an
early Tandberg 64, originally one of the

SME vs London
At present Iam using a Decca Mark II
pickup in an SME arm, and am extremely
pleased with it, even in direct comparisons
with an Ortofon SPU (spherical) pickup.
Iwould like to know, though, if Icould
realize any improvement by using Decca's
own arm instead of the SME arm.
Two other questions: Does the stylus
damping material in the Ortofon pickup
deteriorate with age? And what pickup
would you recommend for the SME arm
for use with 78-rpm discs?
Anthony L. Horka
Baltimore, Md.
The SME 3009 arm, although not aperfect
complement for the Decca pickup, is nonetheless the best thing we've found for use
with it.
We have never yet found a pickup with
stylus damping which did not deteriorate
after nine months to two years' use. This is
no problem at all with the Decca; it has no
stylus damping.
In your case, we would recommend
Decca's 78-rpm head. It will fit the same
tone arm adapter that you now use for the
Mark II.
One-Track Whistle
Whenever Iuse my Tandberg 64 to tape
stereo FM with my Dyna FM-3 tuner, I
get a high-pitched whistle in the left tape
channel only.
The tuner is perfectly
aligned, and Ibelieve that this noise may
be the result of the 38-kc subcarrier beating with the Tandberg's ultrasonic bias.
The deck has a filter that is supposed to
prevent this, but Tandberg informed me
that the fault is in the tuner. What can
Ido to eliminate this whistling noise?
Stuart Levy
Bronx, N. Y.
We checked with Dynaco about this, and
were informed that the most likely cause of
the trouble is the positioning of the twisted
signal leads from the FM-3's volume control
(not the leads from the switch). If either of
these is dressed too close to the 38-kc transformer (the can closest to the 6BL8 tube),
some subcarrier energy may be picked up and
fed to the audio output.
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Correct (solid) and incorrect (dotted)
path of FM-3's volume control leads.
most whistle-prone of the good recorders,
was used in developing a whistle-free multiplex circuit. If the whistle persists, we'd
suggest returning the tuner to the factory
for adjustment.
FM- AM Recommendation
I notice there are no FM-AM tuners
listed in your " Recommended Components" section, so I'm writing to ask what
you would suggest along these lines for
someone with a champagne taste and a
beer budget.
Is it possible to get a good one for $75
or less?
Richard G. Dillman
Mechanicsburg, Pa.
The current Stereo IHi-Fi Directory (ZiffDavis) lists several FM-AM tuners in and
about this price class, but just how good
they are is anybody's guess.
We haven't
tested any of them.
On the basis of other products made by
the manufacturers in question, we would
nominate the following as likely candidates:
Realistic TM8C (AM and stereo FM,
$79.95), Realistic T4B (AM and mono
FM, $49.95) or, if you don't mind building
kits, the Beath AJ-11 (AM and mono FM,
$69.95 kit).
Unclear Audio
I have a Scott 299D amplifier and a
pair of AR-3 speaker systems, and feed
these from an Ampex F-44 and a Shure
V-15 pickup. There is really nothing the
matter with the sound that Ican put my
finger on, but it somehow sounds unclear
and bass-heavy, as if the sound is being
strained through draperies. There seem
to be plenty of highs, and the amplifier

has been tested and found to be all right,
but Ihave heard AR-3's in other homes
and they never sounded like this.
What would you suggest?
W. Madero
San Francisco, Calif.
We'd suggest trying another amplifier.
What you described is a quality that we
have observed in a number of Scott's integrated amplifiers, as well as in most other
currently-available tube amplifiers.
And
while we don't know what causes it (we
suspect phase shift, but can't prove it), we
do know that Dynakits, for instance, have
practically none of this quality. ( Transistor
amplifiers have none of it, but most of these
have another, even more annoying sonic
trademark. See "As We See h," on page 2.)
Try aDyna Stereo 70 and PAS-2in your
system, and readjust the speaker balance for
natural sound if necessary. We believe this
will solve the problem.
Sound-Alikes?
I understand that the Janszen Z-600
and Z-700 speaker systems use the same
components and are identical except for
the shape of the enclosure. Is there any
difference between the sound of these systems, and if so, what is the difference?
An acquaintance of mine once had a
Janszen 130 tweeter which sounded great
when new but miserable in a year or two,
presumably because of dust and aging.
I have also heard some miserable treble
from old 130's but excellent treble from
new 130's. What gives?
A. B. DiCyan
Chicago, Ill.
Although we cannot guess why, the Janszen
Z-700 and Z-600 systems do not sound the
same. The Z-700 seems to have slightly less
middle-range output (the Z-600 has just
about enough—see the report in the next
issue), and its low end seems abit less welldefined.
Dust accumulations on Janszen tweeter
elements do degrade their sound somewhat,
but the elements themselves do not deteriorate
with age. The usual cause of "deterioration"
in Janszen tweeters is gradual loss of capacitance in the not:polarized high-pass capacitors in their crossover networks. This causes
a reduction in output around the crossover
range, and gives the impression of a rising
high end.
Dust on the radiator elements is rarely
aproblem except in systems where the utilitymodel tweeter is used "naked." Normally,
the grille cloth will filter out most dust particles before they reach the elements.
If there's reason to suspect that the radiators or crossover capacitors need attention,
Janszen speaker systems should be serviced
by the factory or afactory-approved service
agency.
This should be done routinely
every two years or so, to keep the speakers
in peak condition.

Outstanding Threes
Will the readers who borrowed some of
our office copies of issue Number 3please
return same to us promptly? Thanks.

Sureophile Reports on Equipment are primarily subjective reports, based on actual use of components in the home. Components for
testing are taken from dealers' stock or, when not available locally, are obtained from the manufacturer, and only one sample is
tested unless indications are that it is defective. If a retest is necessary, our experience with both samples will be reported.
The manufacturer is sent acopy of the report prior to publication, and may if he wishes append amanufacturer's comment. He
cannot, however, demand that the report be changed or that it not be published. Stereophile Reports on equipment are copyrighted,
and may not be reprinted or quoted in whole or in part without the written permission of the publisher.

Decca Mark II Pickup
System
MFR'S SPECS: Type: Balanced-armature magnetic with summation transducers.
Frequency
response: ± 1 db, 40 to 16,000 cps; up 4 db at 30
kc. Output: 6 mv. Channel balance: within
1 db. Separation: 20 db at 1 kc; 15 db at 50 and
12,000 cps. Stylus radius: 0.5 to 0.6 mils. Tip
mass: 0.5 mg lateral, 1 mg vertical. Dynamic
compliance: 10 x 10 -, cm/dyne lateral; 2 x 10 -,
cm/dyne vertical.
Recommended tracking
force: 3 to 3S,
¡ grams. Price: $ 120 complete with
integrated arm. DISTRIBUTOR: I.M.F. Products, 7616 City Line Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., 19151.

The Decca pickup, also known as the London Professional, is a moving-armature
magnetic of unique design. Instead of
using 45-degree-oriented transducing elements to pick up the 45-degree stereo modulations, the Decca uses a "summation"
process to derive the 45-degree signals
from vertical and lateral stylus motions.
A single coil responds to all lateral stylus
motions, while vertical motions are picked
off by two other coils, both of which are

connected to one end of the lateral coil, as
diagramed above. The three loose ends
become the stereo outputs and acommon
ground connection.
When the stylus moves upward and to
the right (large arrow) in response to a
45-degree modulation, it induces upward
and "rightward" currents in the appropriate coils (small arrows). The currents

through coils 1and 2flow in opposition to
one another, so they cancel. No signal
will come from output A. The currents
through coils 2and 3, however, both flow
in aclockwise direction, so these will add,
producing output from channel B.
The pickup head is aplug-in type that
fits only its own tone arm, although an
adapter is available from I.M.F. or from
Shure Bros. to allow the Decca head to be
plugged into an SME or Ortofon arm.
The stylus in the Decca is almost completely undamped, so whatever damping
is needed to suppress the normal lowfrequency arm/stylus resonance must be
provided entirely by the tone arm. Decca's
arm has viscous-damped horizontal pivots,
but there is no vertical damping. Both
the SME and Ortofon arms employ aform
of dynamic damping which, although it
causes less pivot friction than the Decca's
viscous damping, is also quite a bit less
effective.
The Decca tone arm is astraight metal
tube, with its cartridge-connecting plate
set at an angle for proper offset. A screw
behind the connecting plate allows this to
be rotated slightly, to get the pickup precisely vertical to the disc surface. The
arm is equipped with alift lever, for raising
and lowering the pickup without endangering the record.
The lifter is viscousdamped, but it could stand more damping
than it uses, for it is possible to lower the
pickup too fast by flipping the lever downward, and when the pickup lands at this
speed, it is likely to bounce several times
across the record, and may be permanently
damaged.
The arm is easy to install, thanks to a
special "stylus locator" that plugs onto
the arm in place of the cartridge, and fits
snugly around the center spindle when the
tangency is correct. The rest post is very
poorly designed, though. This offers a
choice of too heights — too low or too high
—and if the low height is used, the mounting screw (not detachable) is too short for
use with a motor board that's more than
about aquarter of an inch thick.
Cable connections are made via a fourpin plug that engages the bottom of the
arm's base. Three connections carry the
signal (with a common ground) and the
remaining one is for a short ground lead
for the tone arm. This should be tied to

the turntable frame and separately
grounded to the preamp chassis. The output cables are terminated by color-coded
phono plugs.
On instrument tests (using CBS discs),
the Decca Mark II's separation was found
to be excellent, although not quite as good
at the extreme high end as were the Shure
V-15 or Ortofon SPE units that we tested
previously. Its measured frequency response, though, came closer to approaching the ideal straight line than that of any
pickup we have encountered to date. Between 40 and 13,000 cps, the Mark II's
response did not deviate by more than 1
db from absolutely flat, and this linearity
is reflected in its almost perfectly neutral,
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uncolored sound, its very low, muted surface noise, and the sweetest, most musicalsounding high end we have ever heard
from astereo pickup. It has extraordinary
detail and transparency throughout its entire range, and its overall sound is, as a
matter of fact, strongly reminiscent of that
of the old Weathers FM mono pickup at
its best.
For cleanest tracing of heavily-cut discs,
the Decca Mark II requires 3 2 grams of
tracking force, which is right on the edge
of the permanent-deformation point for
vinyl. The pickup does, as a matter of
fact, cause aslight change in the luster of
avirgin groove with the first play, but we
were unable to find any evidence of actual
groove damage. Numerous playings on
the Decca left the record sounding just as
clean, with a1-gram pickup, as it did when
new, and we did not observe any tendency
for the Decca to erase the highest frequencies from our test records. It may seem
like cheating to use a 3/
12gram force to
get clean tracking, but in truth, few other
pickups will work as well even at this force.
Some styli will just retract, whilg, the ones
that don't will lose virtually all their compliance when loaded that much.
At 3/
12 grams, the Decca's tracking abil9

ity is excellent — surpassed only by the
best of the new ellipticals — and its audible
cleanness, most of the time, is at least on
apar with these. Its "overload characteristics," though, are unlike those of any
other pickup we have heard. Normally,
as a pickup approaches its clean-tracing
limit, its distortion will increase pretty
much in accordance with the intensity of
the groove modulation, yielding moderate
distortion at high levels, high distortion at
very high levels, and gross distortion at
extreme levels.
The Decca's overload
characteristic is more like that of a good
amplifier, in that its distortion remains
low up to a certain critical point, beyond
which it skyrockets.
At high recorded levels, where other
pickups are producing some audible fuzz,
the Decca still sounds clean. At extremely
high levels, where other pickups are sounding pretty bad, the Decca suddenly has
hysterics, unleashing staccato blasts of
ear-shattering distortion. Fortunately, it
has to be pushed very hard before it goes
to pieces, and few discs have this kind of
level on them, so the Decca ends up sounding cleaner than other pickups most of the
time, at least on stereo discs. On monos,
the Decca is not as spectacular as the best
of the elliptical pickups; it is not quite as
clean, nor does it make them sound as
"alive."
Incidentally, the Decca pickup has a

6-degree vertical tracking angle, instead
of the 15-degree angle that is now considered standard for stereo pickups. The fact
that it outperforms most of the 15-degree
pickups we have tested makes us wonder
just how important vertical tracking angle
is at the present state of the art.
The Deçca is not without its problems,
though.. Its three-circuit output hookup
encourages hum loop problems in some
systems, and the pickup itself is highly
sensitive to induced hum interference from
poorly shielded phono motors. The pickup
has a strong magnetic attraction to steel
or cast-iron turntables, so a platter that
might cause trouble should be used with
a suitable spacer mat. (These mats are
available from some turntable manufacturers — Thorens, for instance — at a
nominal cost.) In addition, the arm-andcartridge combination seems to be mechanically unstable, in that mild jarring
will cause the pickup to wiggle wildly at
about 20 cps. A heavier jolt, or an accidental too-rapid lowering of the arm, will
cause the pickup to bounce across the record, leaving small nicks in the groove that
show up as permanent surface noise ticks.
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This uncontrolled low-frequency resonnance, which may be the result of pivot
play or lack of vertical damping, also
causes the pickup to skip a groove occasionally when it encounters a heavy lowfrequency transient.
Fortunately, this
does not happen often; of the several hundred records we sampled or played through
on the Decca, we encountered only three
modulations that caused it to skip into the
next groove. An anti-skate compensator
might prevent this, but would apparently
serve no other purpose, for we did not
hear any right-channel problems at any
time.
Of the two other tone arms that are
usable with the Decca pickup, the Ortofon
RMG-212 was found to be less satisfactory
than Decca's arm, because it provides no
finger lift (this is normally on the Ortofon's
plug-in shell) and it will not provide the
proper tracking force for the pickup. The
SME's lever-type lifter negates the ieed
for a finger lift, and its extra mass lowers
the system resonance to the point where
the undamped peak is out of the trouble
zone. In the SME arm, the Decca's sound
is as clean as in its own arm, and the pickup
is more stable in the groove.
This is not the ideal pickup for everyone. It has some shortcomings, it is abit
awkward to handle, and it looks as if it
might be a bit more susceptible to accidental damage than most other pickups.

There is not atone arm made that is really
ideal for it, but of the available types, we
would recommend the SME 3009.* The
Mark II pickup head, with adapter, costs
$65, the SME 3009 costs $92.50, and between them they add up to an outlay that
warrants a lot of preliminary consideration. At present, though, we'd rate the
Decca as the number one available stereo
pickup, on a par with the Ortofon elliptical. The choice should be made on the
basis of one's individual needs. (See the
box on page 12.)
MFR'S COMMENT: The Mark II pickup is a
direct descendant of the original world-famous
Decca stereo pickup, which is still considered
among the top few pickups.
Please note that, although manufactured by the
Decca firm in Great Britain, these pickups are
sold under the IMF brand in the U.S.
This statement represents an about-face on our
part since the last issue went to press. Subsequent
tests showed that both the SME and Ortofon arms
that we borrowed for preliminary teats of the Mark
II were out of order. The Ortofon had improperly
adjusted pivots, the SME evidently had damaged
pivots or abad case of lead drag. A second sample
SME outperformed Decca's own arm. Follow-up
checks on the Ortofon arm are reported elsewhere
in this department.
We're sorry we misinformed our readers, but an
occasional misjudgment is the risk we must run in
making any judgments at all.

Ortofon RMG-212 Tone
Arm Retest
The sample of this tone arm that was tested
for the report in the last issue was found
to have excessive play in its vertical pivots,
and was returned to the factory for
adj ustment.
The same unit, with its pivots adjusted
to eliminate detectable play, was returned
to us for aretest. Using the same pickups
that were tried in the arm in our previous
tests, the adjusted arm gave noticeably
cleaner tracking on recorded passages that
had bothered it before. At agiven tracking force for each pickup, the Ortofon's
performance was now found to be virtually identical to that of our standard custom-made wooden arm and the SME 3009.
The SME is less susceptible to jarring, and
permits aslightly lower tracking force for
equivalent cleanness, but outside of this,
there is little difference between the performance of the two arms.

Shure M-100 Phono
System
MFR'S SPECS: (Amplifier only)—Power output
(both channels driven): 12 watts continuous per
channel; 20 watts IHFM, per channel. Frequency
response: *2db, 30 to 20,000 cps, at 12 watts out.
Distortion: 3% IM at 12 watts; below 1% harmonic at 12 watts. Hum: 50 db below 12 watts.
Noise: 62 db below 12 watts. Input signal for
full output: Phono 5 mv, Microphone 0.75 mv,
Tuner 350 mv (0.35 v). Controls: bass (+ 10 — 13
db @ 100 cps); treble (+ 11 — 13 db @ 10 kc); volume, balance, input selector & mode switch. (Total
system)—Frequency range: 70 cps to 15 kc.
Speaker distortion (12 watts input): 2% bar.
monic, 200 cps to 15 kc; 4% harmonic, 100 to 200
cps.
Stereo separation (to speakers): 35 db.
Price: " Portative" model, $389; " Library" model,
$450. MANUFACTURER: Shure Bros, Inc., 222
Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill.

There has been evident recently a marketing ploy whereby veteran manufacturers of stereo components have sought to
crash the "package" market with suitcase
systems of allegedly superior sonic qualities. Transistors have given impetus to
this trend because of their compactness
and meagre power demands, but most of
the resulting systems have, nonetheless,
been of rather marginal fidelity.
One of the most recent entries in this
"portability race" is the Shure M-100
"Maximum Performance" stereo phono
system, athree-piece system comprised of
two ultra-compact speakers and a phono
unit that houses a fully transistorized
amplifier and a Dual 1009 record changer
with aShure V-15 elliptical cartridge.
The "Portative" model that we obtained for testing comes in two Samsonite
cases, with handles. The speaker case,
comprising both speakers fastened together face to face, weighs in at 22 lb; the
phono unit weighs 34 113, much of this in
the 10-lb-plus platter on the changer. The
"Library" model is housed in three very
handsome solid walnut cabinets, without
handles or suitcase clasps. Like the "Portative" model, the "Library" is AC powered, but it is portable insofar as it is easily
moved from room to room.

The amplifier has two external inputs
on it to accept signals from a tuner or
microphone, but unlike some other portable systems, the Shure's turntable can be
shut off when the amplifier is used for
other signal sources. A red light indicates
when the amplifier is on.
To assess its performance, the M-100
was lugged from home to home, home to
office, and from living room to basement,
small room to large. In every location,
the M-100 performed admirably, with a
degree of detail and transparency that surpassed some of the most costly component
systems Ihave heard. The speakers had

none of that "awk" coloration or muddy,
tubby bass that I have come to expect
from small boxes, and the sound was open,
spacious and, above all, remarkably clean,
even at practically ear-splitting volume
levels. Highs were smooth and natural,
yet there was plenty of bite when the occasion arose — a quality Inormally expect
to hear only from the best electrostatics.
The low end was, of course, the M-100's
weakest point. The lack of boom pointed
up rather dramatically the fact that the
speakers were rolling off below about 100
cps, but Ifound this more listenable than
the muddy boominess from most ultra-

compact systems. Indeed, there was more
sensation of deep bass from the M- 100's
speakers than there is from ones which try
to cover up their low-end rolloff by adding
upper-bass boom.
To fill the low end, Ihooked on a pair
of woofers, in parallel with the M- 100's
speakers. And then I came as close to
satisfaction with stereo sound as I have
ever come.
It's along time since Ihave lived with
what would be considered atop-grade fullsized system. But Ido get to hear many
of them — different systems in different
homes — and Imust confess that few of
them, for all of their floor-shaking bass and
bat's-radar highs, have impressed me as
being as musically natural-sounding as the
M-100. And when the M-100 is compared
with other "packaged" systems, including
some king-sized consoles, its over-all level
of performance is all the more remarkable.
This is not an evasive way of excusing
obvious inadequacies, either. Certainly,
the M-100 is a compromise between size
and sonics, but the compromise is much
less than one would expect. Shure's small
speakers cannot do justice to Bach's Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, for example,
without the addition of a woofer in each
channel, and even then the limitation of
power is discernable. But just as an automated snapshot camera will serve some
photographers better than a professional
single-lens reflex, the M-100 will meet
some music-system requirements better
than would a $2000 custom installation.
Ifor one am glad to have found a stereo
system that's small enough and attractive
enough that my wife will allow it in the

Equipment Report Index
A listing of components that have been tested
in past issues, in full reports or brief "Once
Over Lightly" reviews.
Numbers following each listed component
refer to the Stereophile issue number (all
from Volume I) in which the reports appeared.
Asterisks indicate "Once Over
Lightly" reports.
Pickups, Arms, Phono Accessories
ADC- 1pickup
Cecil Watts record "Preener"*
Empire 880p pickup
Neumann DST-62 pickup
Ortofon RIVIG-212 tone arm
Ortofon SPE elliptical pickup
Shure V-15 elliptical pickup
Weathers Mono FM pickup*
Weathers PS- 11 pickup

5
9
3
8
9
9
9
3
1

Turntables
Garrard 301*
Thorens TD- 124 5

3
3

Amplifiers, Preamps
Dynaco PAM-1, PAS-2preamps*. . . . 3
Dynaco Stereo 70 amplifier*
3
Marantz Model 9amplifier*
3
Tuners
Sherwood S-3000-V stereo FM

8

Receivers (Tuner-Amplifiers)
Sherwood S-8000-I II*
Speaker Systems
Argus X-3
ElectroVoice Model Two..
ElectroVoice Model Six. .
Hartley 220MS/Holton
Heath SS- 1and SS-1B*
I.M.F. Styrene-cone
Isotone "Cellini" & "Egmont"
Janszen X-300 5
KLH Model 6*

7
8
8
3
3
2
9
3
9

Headphones and Accessories
Beyer DT-48 phones
6
Beyer DT-90 phones
,6
Beyer TR-48 transformers
7
Heath (Roanwell) phones
6
Jensen CC- 1control
7
Jensen CFN-1 cross-feed network... 7
Jensen HS- 1phones
6
Knight KN-845 phones
6
Knight KN-846 control
7
Koss A-1220 control
7
Koss PRO-4phones
6
Koss SP-3phones
6
Lafayette F-767 phones
6
Monarch ES-300 phones
6
Permoflux DHS phones
6
R-Columbia phones
6

R-Columbia " Phone Mate" transformers
Sharpe HA-8phones
Sharpe HA- 10 phones
Sharpe HA- 10 phones ( Retest)
Sharpe LTCS-816 control. . . .
Superex SC-2control
Superex STM phones

7
6
6
7
7
7
6

Tape Recorders
Ampex 601-2*
Ampex F-44
Nagra portable
Revere-3-M cartridge system. .

3
7
9
6

Microphones
Dynaco B&O
Dynaco B&O
ElectroVoice
ElectroVoice

3
2
9
8

53*
200 stereo
668*
666

Miscellany
Dynaco B&O portable radio
Gallo FMS- 101 indoor FM antenna.
Gallo FMS-101 (Retest)

4
4
5

Copies of all back issues except Nos. 3 & 7
are available at the time of this writing, for
50 cents each to subscribers (65 cees to nonsubscribers). If we are out of anj issue that
you order, by the time your order reaches us,
we will refund the balance of your remittance.
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living room, and is good enough and versatile enough for me to want to install it
there.
P. C. Geraci
Editor's Note: Unlike Mr. Geraci, who
lived with an M-100 for several weeks, my
own experience with it was limited to brief
auditions in local hi-fi shops. I did not
hear it with added woofers, so cannot comment on its performance under these conditions. As a compact system, with its
own speakers, Ido agree that it is an extraordinary performer for its size, and is probably the ideal choice for someone who demands the best possible sound from acompact packaged system.
J.G.H.

Decca Mark III Pickup
System
MFR'S SPECS: Same as those for Mark II, except
as follows: Elliptical stylus radii: 0.3 mil by 0.8
mil. Dynamic compliance: 15 x
cm/dyne
lateral; 4x10 -, cm/dyne vertical. Frequency response: ± 1db, 20 to 16,000 cps. Tracki ng f
orce:
2 grams. Price: 8130. DISTRIBUTOR: I.M.F.
Products, 7644 City Une Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
19151.

The Mark III is an elliptical-stylus version
of the Decca Mark II pickup reviewed
elsewhere in this issue. It has the same
basic design as the Mark II, and shares its
qualities of lucidity and transparency, as
well as its magnetic pull and hum-susceptibility problems.
The Mark Ill's compliance and elliptical stylus, however, have effected two
significant changes in its performance.
For one thing, the Mark III has none of
the Mark II's tendency to skip grooves on
an occasional heavy bass transient, presumbably because of its higher compliance
and the resulting lowering of its resonance
frequency. At the same time, though, the
reduced resonant frequency has made the
Mark III even more susceptible to mechanical jarring than was the Mark II, because the system resonance is now fairly
close to the frequency at which many turntables resonate with their own shockisolation springs.
The elliptical stylus has affected the
pickup's separation and high-frequency
response, too, as shown in the measurement curves, below. The reduced contact
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area between the stylus and the groove
tends to deform the vinyl more at high
modulation velocities, effectively increasing the compliance of the groove walls,
and lowering the frequency of the stylus
resonance. In this case (as with many
other ellipticals), the resonance has been
dropped to within the audible range, so although the Mark III exhibits the usual
elliptical's superior tracking ability, par12

ticularly on mono discs, it does so at the
expense of high-end smoothness.
One of the reasons why the Mark II
sounded so clean most of the time was because of its unusually smooth response
through the usable high-end range. The
Mark III is not as smooth, so although its
groove-tracing ability is actually better
than that of the Mark II, it does not sound
quite as pleasant during loudly recorded
passages. Its surface noise has a somewhat spattery quality, as opposed to the
raindrops-on-the-sidewalk character of the
Mark II's surface noise, and it reproduces
brasses and strings with a slightly wiry,
sizzly edge.
The Mark III, incidentally, is not suitable for use in any tone arm but its own.
Both of the other arms that will accept it
have considerably higher inertial mass
than the Decca arm, and this plus the
Mark II's higher compliance puts the system resonance down to the point where
record eccentricities and lead-in grooves
will cause excessive flexing of the stylus.
The Mark II had some problems, but
we were obliged to rate it as one of the two
top pickups available, mainly because of
its sound. The Mark III has most of the
same problems, but they are not, in our
opinion, redeemed by its performance.
For this reason, we would rank it fifth
from the top, among the pickups we have
tested recently. (See the box, below.)
MFR'S COMMENT: The Mark III that was
tested was one of the early units brought into the
U.S. Later cartridges are improved in compliance,
separation and tip mass, significantly improving
the situation with regard to surface noise and
high-frequency smoothness.
The Mark Ill is avowedly an " interim design."
Like all other first- model ellipticals, it is comprised of an elliptical stylus mounted in what is
basically a moving system designed for a spherical
stylus. By the time this report appears, we should
be releasing our new Mark IV elliptical pickup,
which has been in development for several years as
a design specifically engineered for an elliptical
tip and its special requirements. The Mark IV is a
universal- mounting pickup, which in high-quality
low-mass arms will he more stable, more linear, and
free from resonant peaks within the audio range.

Informed audiophiles must understand that
pickup design is continuously evolving. We submit that our designs at all times represent the
closest approach to the state of the art that it is
possible to manufacture under laboratory conditions.

Shure 578 Microphone
MFR'S SPECS — Type: Omnidirectional dynamic.
Frequency range: 50 to 17,000 cps.
Impedance: 200 ohms or Hi-Z. Output: —60
db. Dimensions: e4 inch diameter by 7)/s inch
long. Price: $82.50 list.
MANUFACTURER:
Shure Bros., Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Although designed primarily for publicaddress applications, this ultra-slim dynamic mike has several attributes of
interest to the serious tape recordist.
Because of its small size, the 578 has an
almost perfect omnidirectional pickup
pattern. It has very little on-axis high.
end beam, and there is hardly any audible
change in over-all sound or level throughout an included angle of about 90 degrees
from its axis. Its frequency response is
quite smooth through the midband, and
exhibits the typical PA mike's low-end
rolloff. Highs are a bit dull, despite a
couple of mild peaks in what we would
estimate to be the 7-to-12-kc range.
On the basis of its absolute performance,
this is not a mike that the critical recordist would choose for taping musical
groups, but it does serve one purpose
well: it is a very good close-vocal microphone, for an emcee or soloist who likes to
hold the mike an inch or so from the mouth.
At this distance, the usual requirements
for an ideal mike go out the window.
Ribbon mikes — usually the best thing to
use for solo voice — become boomy and
produce popping noises from labial sounds.
Condenser mikes — generally conceded to
be the best type for most applications —
exaggerate sibilants and glottal sounds to
an annoying degree when used very close.
So, we end up with the dynamic as the

The Best Pickup: Decca or Ortofon?
Of the pickups we have tested recently,
two have emerged as contenders for top
place: the Decca Mark II and the Ortofon
SPE elliptical. But which of them is the
best choice for the perfectionist?
The Ortofon sounds better on most
monophonic discs than does the Decca,
but tends to go to pieces more readily on
loud vocal passages, in mono or stereo.
On all loudly recorded material, the Decca
produces less audible distortion than the
Ortofon until the modulation level reaches
avery high value. Beyond this point, the
Ortofon will sound badly distorted but the
Decca will sound horrible. Since only a
rare disc has this kind of level on it, the
Decca sounds cleaner than the Ortofon
99% of the time.
The Decca's three-circuit output may
cause hum loop problems in some systems;
the Ortofon's four-circuit system will not.
Both pickups have about equal amounts
of hum sensitivity and magnetic pull, and
both are unusable in most tone arms, the

Decca because it fits a special plug-in
adapter, the Ortofon because it is too
heavy for most arms to counterbalance.
Thus far it's pretty much a toss-up.
Their sound, however, is quite different,
and this is the deciding factor. The Ortofon has aslight high-end rise, whereas the
Decca has virtually no high-end rise.
Thus, the Decca would be the best choice
for no-holds-barred perfectionist systems
using electrostatic or ionic tweeters or other
high-end radiators with unusually good
transient response. The Ortofon would
be the best for other top-notch systems,
particularly if the user owns alarge number of non-vocal monophonic discs. Either
pickup should however be used with a
turntable having a nonmagnetic platter
and awell-shielded motor. On an absolute
basis, we would rate the Decca as the most
accurate reproducer, but the Ortofon will
provide better sound in all but the very
best state-of-the-art
tems.

Coming Up
Components scheduled for reports in
the next issue include:
Euphonies "Solid State" pickup
Janszen Z-600 speaker system
Dynaco Beocord 2000 tape recorder
SME 3009 tone arm
Jensen PF2speaker system
Shure M-55E and M-44 pickups

logical alternative, and the Shure 578's
rolled-off bottom and generally soft high
end make it an ideal choice.
At $82, the 578 would be out of the
running; there are too many other good
omnidirectional mikes in this price range.
At its usual discounted price of around
$50, though, it is a good buy for the purpose, and its fairly low output means that
under close-work conditions it will not
drive the preamp as hard as would an
average mike.

ADC Point Four Pickup
MFR'S SPECS — Frequency response: ± 2 db,
10 to 20,000 cps.
Separation: 30 db, 50 to
8,000 cps.
Tracking force: *
4
1.;¡ grams.
Stylus radius: 0.4 mil. Output: 5 mv. Compliance: 30 x 1O
cm/dyne. Vertical tracking
angle: 15°.
Price: $50.
MANUFACTURER:
Audio Dynamics Corp., Pickett District Rd.,
New Milford, Conn.

to

Although not a new model, currentproduction ADC Point Four pickups have
somewhat lower stylus mass than the
original ones, so are likely to be a bit
cleaner when tracing high-velocity modulations.
The Point Four has moderate output
level — ideal for virtually any preamp —
and a recommended tracking force range
of 3% to 1 gram. We did manage, by
dint of some searching, to find two discs
that it would track cleanly at 3% of a
gram (in an SME 3009 and a Weathers
MT-66 arm), but for most discs, the
3
%-gram figure turned out to be as visionary as it has been for every other pickup
to date that has laid claim to it. With its
0.4-mil stylus radius, the Point 4 can be
tracked perfectly safely at its recommended upper limit of 1X2 grams, so we
used this value for our tests. (Actually,
a 0.4-mil stylus won't start to produce
permanent groove indentation until about
23/2 grams, but like all cantilever pickups,
the Point Four's compliance will tend to
diminish when tracking force is raised.)
The pickup is very easy to install, and
is sufficiently light in weight for any tone
arm to counterbalance it. It is entirely
free from magnetic pull, but its hum
0
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sensitivity is high — comparable to that
of the Decca and Ortofon pickups.
On measurements, the Point Four
proved to be one of the best cartridges we
have tested.
Response was unusually
smooth throughout the entire audio range,
the high-end resonance was relatively
small and was smoothly rounded instead
of being sharply peaked, and stereo separation was very good out to beyond 6 kc.
On listening tests, its tracing ability
was excellent — comparable to that of the
top-rated Ortofon SPE and Decca Mark II
— and its high end sounded very smooth,
despite the slight response hump at 13 kc.
Its over-all sound, however, was strangely
confused, with somewhat the quality of
muddiness we have heard from secondgeneration copies of commercial 4-track
tapes.
This "velvet curtain" is something we
have noticed in other pickups, although it
is usually less marked in high-quality
types. It does not appear to be related to
frequency response, even though it is
most conspicuously audible in cheap
ceramics whose response characteristics do
happen to be terrible. The Weathers
stereo pickups have always had a certain
amount of it, although in their case it is
pretty much redeemed by their superior
smoothness and tracking ability. Shures,
Ortofons and Empires have slightly less
of it, but still enough to be detectable on
comparison with pickups like the Decca
that have even less. But this is the first
time we have encountered an otherwise
top-notch pickup that had enough of this
"haziness" to be clearly audible without a
direct comparison with other pickups.
We can volunteer only one suggestion
as to what might be causing this. All of
the pickups that exhibit it have one thing
in common: their stylus cantilever is
mounted in arubber or plastic block, and
while this allows the necessary lateral and
vertical compliance, it could also allow a
certain amount of stylus motion in line
with the groove.
Each time the stylus encounters abend
in the groove, the groove wall that is
pushing the stylus upwards (or to one side)
will also tend to pull it forward (see the
diagram below). If the stylus has longiLONGITUDINAL««$-MOTION
STYLUS

( FLEXIBLE
MOUNTING
BLOCK

APPLIED
FORCES

tudinal compliance, it will tend to move
forward with the groove during one part
of the modulation cycle and then pull back
again during another part. This would
act to reduce the speed of the groove past
the stylus at one moment, and to speed it
up the next. The result would be a type
of "doppler modulation" of all frequencies
higher than that of the fundamental tone
comprising the modulation.

There is still some dispute about the
audibility of doppler effect in sound reproduction, despite Paul Klipsch's constant
reiterations of its importance, but if it
isn't just such an effect that is cauaing
this veiled quality in the Point Four and
its ilk, then we're at a loss to explain it.
It is significant, we feel, that the pickup
which has the most lucid, transparent
sound of any we've auditioned (the Decca)
has avertically oriented stylus with atiny
thread of nylon anchoring its tip to the
pickup body, to prevent longitudinal
motion.
Were it not for its somewhat muddy
sound, the Point Four would probably
earn atop rating, along with the Ortofon
SPE and the Decca. But the fact that
there are several pickups which are comparably smooth and clean, but have
superior transparency, obliges us to rate
the Point Four about number 6 in order
from the top, among the pickups recently
tested.
Elliptical Addendum
Subsequent to the preparation of this
report, we obtained and tested a Point
Four /E, which is evidently identical to the
Point Four except for its elliptical stylus.
As expected, this gave slightly cleaner
tracing than the Point Four, making it a
shade better than the Decca Mark II in
this respect, but it also caused some
sharpening of the high-end rise and moved
this to asomewhat lower frequency ( 12 kc).
Apart from these differences, the Point
Four /E's sound was very similar to that
of the Point Four.
We would rate the Point Four /E as a
notch better than the Point Four, putting
it in 6th place and the Point Four in the
7th spot.
Editor's Note
ADC's chief design engineer was in
Great Britain when this report was submitted for amanufacturer's comment, and
was unable to get his reply back to us in
time for our deadline. It will be published
in the next issue of the magazine.

On Tape

(
from page 5)

so-called professional features are in much
the same dubious category. For instance:
Footage counters are convenient, but professionals never use them. VU meters are
de rigeur for the pro, but most so-called
VU meters on home recorders are nothing
more than AC voltmeters, having none of
the ballistic (needle damping) characteristics of true VU meters. (If the meter in
question has decibel calibrations on it, and
can be switched into the recorder's playback circuit, it is of positive value. Otherwise, you're just as well off with "magic
eye" record level indicators). The "reverberation" obtainable from some 7% ips
recorders is fun to play with, but is too
unnatural to use in conjunction with music
recording. So forget about "professional"
features; choose your recorder on the basis
of its recording ability first, and its special
features second.
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Recommended Components
These are listings of high-fidelity components which we have found to be the
equal of any available in each of four quality categories. The performance of systems
using these components will depend to a
great extent on care of installation, room
acoustics, and the quality of available recordings, so we cannot assume any responsibility for the sound obtained from
them. All we can do is assure buyers that
the components listed are intrinsically
excellent.
Components are selected for listing on
the basis of our personal experience with
them as well as reports from users. A list
of all components that we have tested recently is to be found on page 11. We try
to investigate every new component which
shows promise, but unless amanufacturer
requests a report (in which case it is always printed), we do not usually bother
testing products which show poor test results in reports in other magazines, or
which are rnade by manufacturers whose
past products have struck us as being generally substandard.
Components of approximately equal
quality (listed together in a single category) will usually offer different "extra"
features that may swing the buyer to one
particular unit. It is however assumed
that the buyer will select his loudspeakers
on the basis of room size, acoustics, and
personal preference, and will make the
necessary system adjustments correctly.
A speaker should be driven by the amplifier in its same category whose power
capability meets or exceeds the speaker's
needs. Speakers are listed in each category in order of brilliance and efficiency.
Because many top-grade pickups, arms
and turntables are mutually incompatible
Phono Units'
(A) Thorens TD- 124 with nonmagnetic
platter, or TD- 121 (3334 rpm only);
SME 3009 arm; Decca Mark 11 2
pickup with SME adapter, or Ortofon SPE/T pickup.
(B) Weathers 82-1 "Townsend" turntable (3334 rpm only) and Ortofon
SPE/T pickup.
(C) Weathers 82-1 "Townsend" turntable (3334 rpm only) and Weathers
Pro-66 8 or Shure V-15 pickup; or
Dual 1009 changer and Ortofon
SPELT pickup.
(D) Components TT turntable (33%
rpm only), Weathers MT-66 arm,
and ADC Point Four or Shure M-44
pickup; or Garrard A-70 changer
and Shure M-44 pickup.
Tape Recorders
(A) Ampex 354; Scully 282-4.
1. For 78 rpm, add extra plug-in head and General
Electric 4G-040 pickup.
2. Use with electrostatic tweeters.
3. Pro-66 designates a combination of the C-150
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(because of potential hum, arm counterweighting and magnetic problems), phono
units are listed as groups of these components which have been found to be suitable for use with one another.
Component categories are as follows:
Class A - Highest in price and prestige
value, top-quality sound; Class B - Sonic
quality about equal to that of Class A
components, but lower in cost; Class C Slightly lower-quality sound, but far
better than average home high-fidelity;
Class D - Good, musical sound, better
than the average component system but
significantly less than the best sound
attainable.
Please note that the comments about
the sonic quality of each category apply
only to complete systems comprised of
components from the saine category.
When components from different categories are combined, the sound quality
will be limited by the performance capabilities of the weakest link in the chain.
In some cases, the resulting sound may be
worse than that of a complete system of
lower-category components, as when, for
instance, aCategory A speaker reproduces
every nuance of distortion from aCategory
D pickup.
The following changes are being made in
the listings, as of this issue;
Individual pickup, arm and turntable
listings have been combined into groups of
complete phono units comprised of mutually
compatible components.
Record changers have been added in
categories C and D for the benefit of those
who prefer them.
Weathers ML-55A and ML-1, Gray
PIC33, and Acoustic Research turntables
superseded by Weathers " Townsend" in
categories B and C.
(B) Ampex 602-2; Ampex F-44; Dynaco
Beocord 2000; Sony 777.
(C) Sony 200.
(D) Viking 88; EICO 2400.
Tuners
(A) Marantz 10-FM; McIntosh MR- 71;
Scott 4310.
(B) Sherwood S-3000V; Dynaco FM-3.
(C) EICO ST-97.
(D) Pilot 280B.
Microphones
(A, B) Sony C-37A; Neumann U-67.
(C) B&O 100; E-V 666.
(D) /3&0 50; B&O 53.
Headphones
(A) Beyer DT-48, DT-90.
(B) Koss PRO-4.
(C) Sharpe HA- 10; Jensen HS-1; Superex STM.
(D) R-Columbia Type A, Koss SP-3X.
pickup and the C-66 pickup's wiring harness and
preamp input adapters.
4. Use with Acoustech Model 10.

Components TT turntable kit added in
category D.
Garrard Lab 80 changer dropped from
the list pending recheck of a current production unit.
ADC Point Four dropped from category
A to D. Original A listing was in error.
Shure M-33-7 superseded by Shure M-44
in category D.
Ortofon RMG-212, Neumann STA-I2
and Weathers Universal tone arms superseded by integral arms on Weathers " Townsend" and Dual 1009.
Sony 777 and Dynaco Beocord 2000 tape
recorders added to category B.
Sony CS-300 tape recorder superseded by
current-model Sony 200.
Viking 86 and EICO RP-100 tape recorders superseded by current-model Viking
88 and EICO 2400.
Marantz 10-FM tuner added to category
A.
McIntosh MR-65B superseded by
current-model MR-71.
EICO ST-97 tuner added to category C.
Koss SP-3X headphones added to category D.
Acoustech 6 preamplifier added to category A.
McIntosh C-11 superseded by
current-model C-22.
Eric 3160T integrated amplifier superseded by Dynaco SCA-35 in category D, in
preamp and amplifier groups.
Acoustech Model 10 speaker /amplifier
added to category A, in amplifier and loudspeaker groups.
Quad Electrostatic speaker dropped from
category B to C because of conflicting reports
about low-frequency response.
Acoustic Research AR-2a speaker superseded by AR-2ax in category C.
Acoustic Research AR-2speaker added to
category D.
Preamplifiers
(A) Marantz 7; Acoustech II; Acoustech 64;McIntosh C-22; Citation B.
(B, C) Dynaco PAS-2, PAS-3.
(D) Dynaco SCA-35 6.
Amplifiers
(A) Marantz 9A or 8B; Acoustech 1
6;
Acoustech 10 7;Citation 13 8.
(B, C) Dynaco Stereo 70.
(D) Dynaco SCA-35 6.
Speaker Systems
(A) KLH 9; Acoustech 10 7.8; Bozak
B-310; ElectroVoice Patrician 800;
Altec A-7.
(B) Acoustic Research AR-3; Janszen
Z-300; Janszen Z-600.
(C) Acoustic Research AR-2ax; KLH
6; KLH 7; Quad Electrostatic.
(D) Acoustic Research AR-2; Wharfedale W-40.
5. Integrated control amplifier.
6. Do not use with KLH Model 9; sneaker will
short-circuit amplifier outputs at subsonic frequencies.
7. Integrated stereo speaker-amplifier system.
8. Use with Acoustech 6.

Miscellany
Elektra Address
It was brought to our attention that the

address we listed for Elektra Records (in
the last issue's Sound Effects Roundup)
was incorrect. The correct address is
51 West 51st Street, New York 19, N. Y.;
not 21 West 51st, as we listed it.

Curtailed Correspondence
Okay, we give up. We've tried our
darndest to take care of every individual
query letter we receive, but the pile of
incoming mail continues to grow faster
than we can cope with it, despite the fact
that we let the production of this issue
slip far behind schedule in order to try
and keep up with individual queries.
So, as much as we hate to do it, we're
afraid we're going to have to curtail our
Dear Abby service, except for those letters
we can answer in the magazine.
It's
either that or quit putting out The
Stereophile, and we assume that most of
you would prefer to see the magazine
from time to time.
We will of course continue to take care
of subscription correspondence and letters
pertaining directly to the production of
the magazine, and if you ask us technical
questions that can be answered with
Yesses and Nos, and include a stamped,
self-addressed return envelope, we'll answer
these by return mail as we receive them.
Other letters, requiring detailed replies,
will be answered in the magazine whenever
possible, but we can no longer reply to
these on an individual basis. We're sorry
to have to do this, but we have no choice.
We do however still want to hear from
you as often as you care to write, because
it is only through your letters that we can
learn what you'd like to see done to improve The Stereophile. We read every
letter we get, we publish anumber of them
in the magazine, and we often act on

readers' suggestions. In future, though,
our reactions to your letters, and our
thanks to you for sending them, will have
to be implied rather than explicitly stated
in an individual reply.

R.I.P. Reviews
Judging by readers' letters, our equipment reports are the most popular aspect
of The Stereophile, our record reviews the
least popular. So, we are discontinuing
the "Stereophile Reports on Recordings"
section, and will use that space to provide
wider coverage of new equipment.
We will however continue to publish
capsule reports on some new recordings,
as well as an occasional listing of some
new and old recordings that we have
found to combine excellent performances
with superb recording.

Books
Some readers have written to ask if we
would recommend a few books for the
audiophile's library. For the benefit of
other readers who are also anxious to delve
more deeply into the subject, here are our
suggestions.
For the beginner, who's just getting
interested in technicalia, one of the best
books we've encountered is "High Fidelity
Systems — A User's Guide" (Acoustic
Research AR Library, $ 1), by Roy F.
Allison, who happens to be an ex-associate
of ours from the halcyon days at High
Fidelity magazine. Allison's book is primarily practical, although there's some
simple theory thrown in for clarity, and it
is interestingly and clearly written. A
rather more detailed account of the technical end of audio is to be found in "High
Fidelity and the Music Lover," by Audio
magazine's Edward Tatnall Canby (Harper Bros., $4.95). Canby is prone to
prolixity and some opinions that we'd
argue with, but his writing is clear and,
to us, makes very enjoyable reading.
For the serious experimenter, we can

Why Not?
If you subscribe to our views, why not
subscribe to our magazine? You could
probably continue to borrow it from a
friend, but that wouldn't help to keep us
in business.
We depend on your support, so if you
haven't already subscribed to this worthy
charity, please do so. In case you like
to clip coupons, there's one on the back
of this space, where it can be clipped
without mutilating any of the editorial
material. Subscription prices are listed
on the coupon.

think off-hand of two books that must be
in his library. One is the "Radiotron
Designer's Handbook" ( RCA Books, $7),
amassive compendium of theory, formulae
and practical data about radio and audio
(although nothing about magnetic recording). The other is Howard Tremaine's
"Audio Cyclopedia" (Howard W. Sams,
$19.95), considerably less technical than
"Ftadiotron," but containing much more
audio information, including material on
magnetic recording. If it had to be one or
the other, we'd choose the "Cyclopedia,"
but they complement one another very
well.

H- K; to Be or Not to Be?
A number of readers have written to
ask what, if anything, we know about a
rumor to the effect that Harman-Kardon
is getting ready to go out of business. We
hadn't heard anything about it, but we
checked anyway.
A phone call to Harman-Kardon
brought the following official statement:
Harman-Kardon is doing very well financially, and is not getting ready to throw in
the towel. It is, however, planning to
follow the general industry trend toward
complete receivers instead of separate
amps, preamps and tuners.
So there it is, from the horse's mouth.
We don't know how these rumors get
started, but this one has been officially
denied.

Play the Game, You Cad!
We were talking to a young audiophile
awhile ago who informed us that he had
come up with asimply marvelous way of
cheating manufacturers out of their legitimate warranty obligations. He had of
course been reading all those grave warnings on the warranty cards that informed
him that the warranty was void if he
failed to mail his registration card to the
manufacturer within one week of the
purchase date. But he knew, just as the
manufacturers know, that dealers never
bother to inform manufacturers when a
particular serial number of item was sold,
so who was to know when he'd bought the
item in question? As he saw it, he'd just
hang onto the warranty card until the
component cramped out on him, even if
it happened to take three years to do so.
Then he would mail in his warranty card
and, after a week or so of silence, he'd
inform the manufacturer that the component had failed.
Well, we hated to disillusion him, but
he was kidding himself. He was in fact
insuring that he would get no cooperation
at all from said manufacturer if his component did go on the fritz.
Most manufacturers are aware that this
kind of thing goes on all the time, and
most have developed an intense dislike
for wiseacres who try to pull stunts like
this. As aresult, they take great pride in
their ability to spot, almost to the month,
just how long a "new" component has
actually been in service. Certain turntable parts show progressive wear over a
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period of time, amplifiers accumulate small
traces of dust in key locations and burn
the markings off their high-temperature
tubes, and a microscopic examination can
show how much wear apickup stylus has
sustained since it was put into use.
There are other ways of catching warranty cheats, too. When acustomer buys
aproduct, most dealers will order another
unit to sustain their inventory, and this
one will have a later serial number than
the first one. An examination of the shipping records will generally show a manufacturer almost precisely when aparticular
unit was sold. And if he sees that a
certain "in-warranty" unit was shipped
to a dealer just before asubsequent shipment dated six months ago, his first inclination is to suspect foul play. And as
we said, some manufacturers frown on
this to the point where they'll charge for
every iota of "warranty" work that they
might normally do for free if they thought
the customer was being honest with them,
even though his unit were actually out of
warranty.
Some manufacturers have another way
of getting at the warranty cheat, too.
They insist that the dealer return the unit,
together with all pertinent records, such
as the sales date.
So, regardless of what you may happen
to think of a manufacturer's advertising
ethics, our advice on warranties is to play
the game according to the established
rules. Mail in your warranty card within
the specified time period, and don't try to
cheat on repairs. Few reputable manufacturers will try to "take" an honest
customer, but an obvious crook is fair
game for anyone.

How's That Again?
A current listing for a VM record
changer (in the 1965 "Stereo /HiFi
Directory") includes the following illuminating specs: "Wow .42% r.m.s.; flutter
.21% r.m.s. & rumble . 3% or less."
As a voltage ratio, .3% comes out to
around —50 db, which is entirely possible,
but we were under the impression that
there are clearly established standards for
rating rumble in terms of db level. The
next thing we know, it'll be distortion
ratings in terms of db below full output!

Tape vs Disc (from page 4)
tracks of 3d-inch 4-track tape, or the highspeed duplicating, but there does not seem
to be any technical reason why either
should be the case. It is not all the fault
of the 4-track copying itself, though, a
fact that can be readily established by recording a4-track tape copy of a commercial disc. If the recorder is agood one, in
proper adjustment, the copy will have
lower hiss and lower distortion than the
commercially-released 4-track tape version
of the disc. Whatever the reason, though,
the fact remains that, under ideal playback
conditions, the majority of today's stereo
discs can provide higher fidelity than the
majority of commercially available 4-track
tapes.
All this may seem abit disconcerting to
the person who's been saving up for atape
machine in the hope that it would solve
all his problems, but the fact that the best
disc reproduction is better than the best
commercial tape reproduction should actually be regarded as a boon to the audio
perfectionist. There's amuch wider selection of material available on discs (particularly if we consider mono LP's too),
and discs and disc playback equipment are
less costly than comparable tape acoutrements.
Although the disc may be the preferred
medium for perfectionists, most users may
still find tape to be abetter choice.
than-perfect disc sound is less pleasant to
listen to than average tape sound, and the
surface noise from tapes, besides being
constant, is not subject to increase with
indifferent care and handling. (A demagnetized head can of course permanently
raise the hiss level of every tape played on
the machine, but there are pitfalls for the
unwary in every phase of audio.)
This is not to say that the perfectionist
should ignore the tape medium altogether.
A good 4-track recorder can be used to
build a library of superb-sounding tapes,
recorded at local concerts, off the air, or
from borrowed discs, and there are times

Subscription Order

Wire Why Not?
A mystifying phenomenon that could
bear some investigating is the behavior of
a coil of wire during storage. Carefully
coiled rolls of wire, placed on hooks or in
drawers for two months, invariably turn
into spaghetti-like clots of tangles and
knots.
In the interests of science, someone
should establish how long it takes a
person of average intelligence and dexterity to mess up a coil of wire as thoroughly as it messes itself up on its own.
Results could be checked by timing how
long it takes to unravel the man-made
mess versus the spontaneous one. Perhaps the Ford Foundation would care to
grant a sizable appropriation for this
worthwhile research.
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when the commercial tape version of arecording may be better than the disc. It
pays to have both media available for
such eventualities.
There are few of us, though, who can
afford a top-notch phono unit and agood
recorder, so the choice here is likely to be
a personal one. Making your own tapes
is fun as well as being an economical way
of building acomprehensive music library,
but the initial cost is high. A good 4-track
recorder like the Ampex F-44 costs more
than twice what you'll pay for the best
phono system (Decca Mark II, SME 3009,
Thorens TD- 124), so if you're mainly interested in having the best reproducer of
commercial recordings, and aren't that
interested in making your own tapes, the
phono system would be your best choice.
The cost difference could be put into additional purchases of discs.
Even modest-priced tape recorders of
good quality are more expensive than a
top-grade phono unit. A fair-to-middling
tape machine will run about as much as
the most expensive pickup and turntable
assembly, but if the user is willing to forego
aphono unit entirely, he can easily rig up
the recorder to feed his power amplifiers
directly, eliminating the cost (and the distortion) of a preamp-control unit. If you
insist on tone controls, most mediumfi
tape recorders are equipped with them.
In anutshell, then, the best sound from
today's commercial recordings is available
from discs, not from tapes, but it takes the
best available playback equipment to accomplish this, and it takes agreat deal of
record care to maintain it. For the person
who'd rather not bother, tape is unquestionably the preferred medium, in all respects. Of course, in the best of all possible
worlds there would be a top-notch phono
and a good tape recorder in every audiophile's home — the phono for playing
commercial recordings, the recorder for
tape-it-yourself projects. This might not
make music sound best on tape, but it could
give you tapes that sound as good as the
best discs.

(See page 15)
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Letters

Bad Records
Would you consider devoting an
article to the altogether deplorable
state of quality control in the pressing of records? Iintend this in its
broadest sense to include the selection of material; the availability, extremely low-cost, and widespread
avoidance of anti-static agents formulated into the plastic; adverse effects of mold release agents so very
generously used on today's discs;
and the don't-give-a-damn attitude
which seems to be maintained by
the big producers. Ifind it apoint of
considerable regret that so many fine
achievements in artistry and recording technique are annulled in the
pressing room.
It is often said that the industry
shields itself from attack on this
score by supplying reviewers and
radio stations with copies carefully
pressed on virgin unpigmented vinyl.
I should suppose that even if this
were not the case, very few of the
wide-circulation audio magazines
would be inclined to bite the hand
that feeds them.
James M. Reilly
Wilmington, Del.
We have been considering an article on
record quality control for some time, but
the major problem has been finding someone who knows enough about it to write
it from a constructive viewpoint. It
wouldn't serve any purpose for us just to
publish a tirade about how bad records
are; we need someone who knows enough
about what goes on at record processing
plants to be able to pinpoint the problems
and suggest solutions.
We haven't
found the person yet, but we're still
looking. Any volunteers?
Incidentally, we do know why reviewers
usually get good copies of discs. The
discs are not pressed on special vinyl,
just for the benefit of reviewers. It's just
that reviewers get the first pressings
made, and the processors always inspect
their first runs very carefully, for the
simple reason that they want to catch
any flaws that might be in the stompers
themselves and might consequently ruin
a thousand or so pressings. Once the
initial run is made, records are only spotchecked—one out of every ten or twenty or
hundred (depending on the processor)—

so there is plenty of chance for an occasional bad pressing to get by.
As for the other things that might
be done to improve the quality of all
pressings, these are purely a matter of
economics. Record companies are out to
make money, and the less they spend on
materials, the more money they make.
The amount that they are willing to put
into their products depends entirely on
the company, which is why some firms
produce consistently better discs than
others.

Let's re-draw the diagram as it was supPosed to have been drawn in the first place,
with the DC offset diminishing at the same
rate as the AC bias. Mr. Kerr's argument
(which he has informed us is not original,
but was derived from a technical paper

Dynamic Contention
Your article "How HiFi Are Stereo
Discs?," (issue Number 8) was very
idealistic and all that, but have you ever
considered the possibility that some of us
like our records " souped up"? If it makes
an orchestra sound better, why not " spotlight" the instruments and use corrective
equalization? And as for compression of
dynamic range, Ipersonally think there's
already too damn much dynamic range on
most records. At least, with a Dynagroove record, I can listen all the way
through an opera without having it blast
me out of my chair one minute and fade
out the next.
It is all very well to argue for high
fidelity, but there are times when it is
better for it not to be too high.
Robert Bowden
Berkeley, Calif.
Okay, so it depends on what you like. If
you like the sound of live music, then you
should want as much fidelity on your
records as you can get. If you just like
pleasant, musical-type noises, then you're
certainly entitled to your preference, but
don't try to kid yourself that you like high
fidelity.
We happen to prefer live-music sound,
and find it a challenge to try and reproduce
this as accurately as possible. This just
cannot be done if the record hasn't the
original dynamic range on it. It is, however, quite possible (and practical) to limit
dynamic range to any desired degree in
playback, and this is where we feel it should
be done. A simple and effective volume
compressor can be made up for under $5
per channel; people who want less expression
in their music should use one, instead of
demanding that all records be emasculated
for their benefit.

Goldwater Flaw
The "classic flaw" in Mr. Kerr's "Goldwater Theory" ("On Tape," Issue No. 9)
is shown in his own Figure 3, on page 18.
AC bias is shown diminishing while " DC
Offset" is not. Even an audio hobbyist
unfamiliar with the theoretical aspects of
tape recording can see that you have
wasted two pages on Mr. Kerr. I have
been advised to suggest that Mr. Kerr
investigate hysteresis.
Unsigned
The diagram, not the theory, was wrong.

The revised Figure 3, showing the AC
bias and the DC shift diminishing(as
the tape passes beyond the head gap.
published elsewhere) still stands, and still
appears to us to be valid.
We have been advised that Mr. Kerr did
investigate hysteresis, and found it inadequate as an explanation for the ways in
which AC bias affect tape performance.

Power Shovels
We would like to congratulate you on
your comments about some recent recordchanger advertisements ("Calling aSpade
aPower Shovel," Miscellany, Issue No. 9).
We have always felt that the misleading
advertising that has been done for the
so-called "automatic turntables" should
be controlled by the Institute of High
Fidelity Manufacturers, and it is only
with articles such as yours that this misleading advertising may possibly be curtailed.
Please keep up the good work.
E. L. Childs
ELPA Marketing Industries, Inc.
New Hyde Park, N. Y.

Gauche Turntable
If you're going to cater to us lefthanded phonophiles, you might at least
give us something to hang our left pinky
on. Or are you under the impression that
we southpaws come already equipped with
some sort of bony spur that might serve in
place of the finger lift that's missing from
the left-handed tone arm?
R. Lewis
Pottstown, Pa.
We thought there was something the matter
with that tone arm, but we cduldn't quite
put our (right-handed) finger on what it
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was.
Actually, there was a fnger lift
thereon, originally.
Our photo retoucher
inadvertently did away with it, and we
never caught the goof until it was too late.
Besides, the tone arm has its own levertype lifter, in case you didn't notice.
You might be interested to know your
idea for the left-handed phono unit is
not original. There is, in fact, a lefthanded tone arm illustrated on page 169
of the 1965 Allied Radio Catalog. It is
identified as an Empire 980G, but since
this is also the model number of Empire's
standard, right-handed model, it would
probably be necessary to specify R or L
after the number when ordering the arm,
to make sure the proper one is delivered.
Frank Ross
New York, N. Y.
We are advised that the left-handed Empire
arm shown in the Allied Catalog is not
available.
It was probably discontinued
because of limited demand.

Call for Clevelanders
Iam looking for someone — anyone —
in the Cleveland area who has all the back
issues of The Stereophile.
The reason?
I want to read those copies that are out
of print, to bridge the gaps between the
back issues I've seen.
William Lourie
2444 White Road
Cleveland, Ohio
44118

Down With Electrostatics!
Sirs:
Why does everyone persist in holding
up the electrostatic speaker as the paragon
of perfection? Some of the worst-sounding systems Ihave heard have had electrostatic tweeters on them, and all electrostatics have ahard, cold sound that is
offensive to any listener. Let's find something better to compare other speakers
with. It's time the myth of the electrostatic was laid to rest.
Walter Beekman
New York, N. Y.
Admittedly, there are still some shortcomings
in electrostatics; many of them, for instance,
are limited in power- handling ability, and
most of them tend to beam treble frequencies
and, hence, must depend on the acoustics of
the room to provide even high-frequency energy distribution. Their capacitive loading
can make marginally unstable amplifiers
take off in continuous oscillation, their falling 'impedance at high frequencies puts extreme demands on the ampltfier's high-frequency power- handling ability, and their
extraordinary transient response and treble
range do an excellent job of revealing every
nuance of distortion that is fed to them. But
used with a suitable amplifier and fed by
clean program material, a good push-pull
electrostatic speaker will give clearer, more
transparent sound than anything else currently in commercial production.
18

Audio Mart

Scott LT- 10 FM tnr, wired, w/Scott 335 mtpx
adptr, both recently aligned, exc condtn, $100 for
both. Donald Sadler, 110 W. Forest View Rd.,
Parkaide, Pa.
Top-rated pckps, unused, half price.
Ortofon
SPE/GT, elliptical stylus, in Ortofon shell; $37.50.
Empire 880p; $ 10. Ken Massey, 6132 Fairlane
Dr., Acton, Ind.
KLH 8-MA or 8- MX multplx adaptr & spkr syst,
for use w/KLH 8 FM recvr. Fred Steel 5021,
Homewood Dr., S. W., Huntsville, Ala.e, 3580
Phone 205-881-4696.

The Audio Mart publishes, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile
subscribers. Ads are published as received,
so we cannot be responsible for the condition
or quality of the items advertised for sale in
Audio Marl. Each ad received will be run
once, in the earliest possible issue. Ads
may be repeated any number of times, but
we must receive specific notification each
time you wish us to rerun your ad.
FOR SALE
Stereophile Equipt Sale: The following items have
been our sound standards for the past several years,
and are up for sale because we have replaced them
with current-model units. All in brand-new condition, guar to meet mfr's specs. Weathers PS-11
pckp syst, wlnt tone arm, cartdge used 50 hrs; orig
cost $ 130, sell for $49. l'wo Janszen-Nesharniny
Z-300 spkr systs, wInt ends, orig $199 each; sell for
$90 each. Dept ET, The Stereophile, Box 187,
Wallingford, Pa.
Fairchild F-7 transistorized pckp syst in mfr's
sealed carton, factory- fresh, $35 ppd.
Charles
Andera, 1509 Dover Rd., Santa Barbara, Calif.
Two Wharfedale Super 3 twtrs, latest model, cloth
suspension, 8-16 ohms, used only for testing; $16
each. Dyne PAS-2 prmp, factory-checked, guar
to meet mfr's specs, $50. Joseph Spencer, 80 St.
Marks Place D-6, Staten Island, N. Y. 10301,
Phone Gibraltar 2-6308.
Two KLH Model One spkr systs w/Janszen 130
electrstc twtrs.
Matched drivers in oiled wInt
ends. Sound & appearance like new. Original
cost $ 1,120; sell for $550 F.O.B. Boston. Joseph
Cohen, 200 Woodside Ave., Winthrop, Mau.
Vernon 47/26 stereo tape rcdr/cntrl cntr, 7watts
rms output/chann. Fully transistorized, all-electronic switching (no relays), 2 Vernon mikes included; $350 w/all access & guar. Charles Andera,
1509 Dover Rd., Santa Barbara, Calif., 93103.
J. B. Lansing D34001 spkr tryst, wInt end; Marantz
8B stereo ampl; Marantz audio consItte w/cabnt;
E-V Layton spkr syst, wInt end: Brociner Mark 30C
mono prmp; Weathers MM- 1 FM pckp syst;
ADC-1 & Fairchild SM-1 stereo pckpa. All in
prfct condtn.
Beat offers.
R. J. Vanderbilt,
38 West River Rd., Rumson, N. J. 07760.
Following items guar new condtn: AR-2 spkr
era, oil wInt; matched pair Realistic Electrostat 3
twtrs; factory assembled Fairchild Compander.
Best cash offer. Will accept Beyer or Koss headphones in partial trade.
Alex D. Hegel, 1332
West Edgemont Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. 85007.

Two EMI DLS-529 spkr systs, as new; $ 160 for
both. Garrard Type A chngr, as new• $40. M.
Zaremba, 2231 76th Ave., Elmwood Park, Ill.
60635.
Unused stereo headphns, Webcor label but same as
Sharpe HA-8. Also Heath AC- 13 headphone control box: both for $20. Ken Massey, 6132 Fairlane
Dr., Acton, Ind.
Tandberg Model 65 playback tape transport, ident
to Model 64 but minus prmps & record head. Used
only 6months; $ 150 or best offer. McIntosh C-20
stereo prim), abt 3 yrs old, exc condtn, all tubes
just replaced; $ 150 or best offer. Leon A. Nolen,
203 Monterey Pl., Birmingham, Ala.
Sell all or part: Two AR-3 spkr systs, wInt ends
w/AR bases; Tandberg Model 64; Empire 488G
trntble and arm w/Shure V-15; Dyne. Stereo- 70,
PAS-3, FM-3; Koss Pro-4 headphones w /T-5 control box; B&O Model 53 mic w/base; Robins ME99 eraser and TS-8D splicer; Heath AE-20 modern
wInt equipt cabinet w/recorder drawer and cutouts
for above. All in orig cartons, instruction books,
cables, misc accessories, used a year without
troubles. Best offer(s). Going overseas. G. O.
Adkisson, USAWC, Carlisle Barracks, Pa., 17013.
Ph: 717-243-1319.
Jensen P-15LF woofer only, in very rigid oiled wInt
enclsr.
Never used, quite handsome. Cost me
$145; sell for $70. Francis Daniel, Ill W. 16th St.,
New York II, N. Y., Tel OR 5-3017.
Tandberg Model 6tape rcdr, exc condtn, little use,
mpx whistle filter installed, recent complete checkout. John H. Westerbeke, Jr., 7 James Street,
Winchester, Mass. 01890.
WANTED
Prmp for Ampex 600-series rcdr and prmp for (or
complete) Ampex 400-series rcdr. Units need not
be in operating condition. State price, condtn.
Thomas Horrall, 2450 Commonwealth, Madison,
Wisc. 53711.
Ampex tape reproducing machine.
State age,
condtn, price. James W. Greene, 1508 Dickerson
Rd., Nashville, Tenn.
Fairchild Model 510 Compander, in kit or factory
wired. State price & condtn. P. N. Bridges, 17910
Pond Road, Ashton, Md., 20702.
Automatic turntable, pref Dual 1009 or 1010, or
Benjamin Miracord w/Lease but w/o pckp. State
price and condtn. Bruce M. Sanderson, 1553 E.
Lincoln Rd., Birmingham, Mich.
Old-line Stevens or equal, permagnet or electrodynamic-type spkrs.
P-52-series 15 in, woofer,
P-40-series tweeter with 425. series horn. Morgan
Kennedy, Jr., 791 Greenwich St., New York,
N. Y. 10014.
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Parallel Resistance Chart
When two resistors or coils are connected in parallel, or two capacitors connected in series, the resulting effective
value will be less than that of the smaller
individual value.
If the ratio between
paralleled values is greater than 20, the
effective value may be considered to be
that of the smaller value alone. If the
ratio between paralleled values is less than
20 the effective resistance may be determined graphically from the above figure.
The slanted scales at the sides represent the values of resistance or inductance
in the paralleled components. The center
vertical scale gives effective values due to
the paralleling. To use the chart, lay a
straightedge across it between the appropriate poins on the side scales and read
the effectrve value directly from the
vertical center scale.
The parallel-value scales are numbered
from 10 to 100. To use them for resistance
values greater than 100 or less than 10,
multiply or divide the values of the
paralleled components by whatever power
of 10 is needed to bring the larger of the
two values to between 10 and 100.
For example, say we wish to find the
effective resistance of a50,000-ohm and a
100,000-ohm resistor in parallel. To reduce 100,000 ohms to the 100 figure requires dividing by 1000, and after this
correction is made, we can place both
values on the scales. Laying a straightedge between the 50 mark on either side
scale and the 100 mark on the other, we
read a bit over 33 on the center scale.
Originally, we divided by 1000, so in order
to reconvert, we now multiply by the
same factor, to give 33,000 ( 33K) as the
effective resistance value.
This can be worked backward, too, to
find the value of asingle component when
the effective value and the value of the
other paralleled component is known. If
we know that one inductor has avalue of
7 mh and the effective inductance of this
in parallel with an unknown inductor is

100

• 50

100

90

45

90

• 40

80

80
EFFECTIVE
VALUE

• 35

70

70

• 30

60

60

• 25

50

50
PARALLEL 2

PARALLEL I
•20

40

40

30

• 15

30

• 10

20

10

2.5 mh, we multiply by 10 as the correction factor and lay the straightedge between 70 on one side and the 25 mark on
the center scale, to read about 39 from the
other side. With the correction factor, this
would make the second inductor equal to
3.9 mh.
The same chart and the same procedure

•

20

10

may be followed in determining the effective value of two capacitors in series. In
parallel, capacitor values are simply
additive.
As a check on your final answer, note
that the effective value can be no more
than the value of the smallest component
and no less than half of its value.
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By issue 11 we were really starting to get into the swing of our equipment coverage, with 6 full-length reports and 4 " Quickies," but we were
finding it increasingly difficult to maintain the pace. We had tested
most of the components that had a reputation for being head- andshoulders above the competition,

and were now faced with a prolifer-

ation of new components which were all very good and which thus called
for considerably more- extended listening before it was possible to determine what small differences existed between them. And there were
other problems.

Prices of everything from printing to stationery were

on the increase, and Ye Editor & Publisher was having a few personal
problems which did nothing to help his rate of productivity.
The lateness of that issue was inevitable and,
worthy of note.

by this time,
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The Cover
Now that the nation's audiophiles are abandoning the beaches, patios and camp grounds
for the cozy comfort of the audio workshop,
it's time to pick through all those boxes of
accumulated debris and organize their contents into categories, in preparation for the
coming season's efforts to get them all mixed
up again in the wrong boxes.
Our cover this time shows the unorganized
contents of an atypical audiophile's catch-all
box.
The typical audiophile — i.e., one
with a certain amount of native intelligence
— would be using some of the items shown,
instead of letting them gather dust. Unless,
of course, he was financing his system via
federal funds, and didn't have to worry about
gross wastage. How many costly, premiumquality components can you spot in this
high-class junk pile?
2

Well, it's that time. The time of reckoning, the moment of truth. It's renewal
time.
Most of you have noticed the hyphenated numbers on your address labels, and
most of you guessed what they were: Expiration codes. If your label has a 1-12
number on it (or no hyphenated code at
all), the next issue of The Stereophile, Issue Number 12, will be the last one that
will arrive on your present subscription.
Statistically, you 1-12'ers comprise almost
ahalf of our total circulation, so your decision at this point will very likely determine the future, or lack thereof, of the
magazine.
So, please consider: By the time issue
Number 12 arrives, your modest outlay
for a subscription will have bought you
216 solid magazine-size pages of audio
reading. That's 3.7 cents per page (or 2.8
cents if you paid our initial rate of $6). In
those pages, we've published (twice under
threat of lawsuit) information about
equipment and records that was unavailable from any other publication, and we
have tried our best to provide data that
would be of value to the audio enthusiast
who wants really natural sound in his
home.
In response to your letters, we have
dropped some departments, added others,
and made some changes in our editorial
approach. By issue Number 12, we will
have tested almost 80 high-fidelity components, and reported our findings in
terms that left no room for misunderstanding about how good (or bad) we felt them
to be.
Although we have had some problems
(to put it mildly) in getting the magazine
out regularly, we feel we have done the
best we could with the finances on hand,
and have, we believe, succeeded in fulfilling
our original promise to give you a consumer-oriented audio publication containing factual audio information free from
advertising pressure.
Unfortunately, we have had considerable
advertising pressure, of a different kind.
Many readers, and some manufacturers,
have been urging us to take ads, and we
must admit that we're so fed up with living
on the edge of poverty that we've considered doing this. "You can be just as
honest with ads as without them," we are
told, but we aren't all that confident that
we could. As soon as we were in aposition
where hi-fi ad revenues made the difference
between the success and failure of the
magazine, we aren't sure we could help but
let that realization influence our equipment
reports to some degree. So, we've decided
to stick with our original no-advertising
policy, but in so doing we are forced to

place the burden of our support on you,
the reader, and specifically, the reader
whose subscription is up for renewal.
To put it bluntly, our renewal rate —
that is, the percentage of readers who resubscribe when their subs expire — is going
to determine whether this magazine continues or folds. If you've enjoyed and
benefited from what you've read, if you
feel it's worthwhile to have at least one
audio publication that reflects the consumer's point of view, then please show it
in the one way that can enable us to continue. Send in your renewal check now.
Don't depend on other subscribers to
carry us. To paraphrase Smoky the bear:
"Only you can prevent our demise!"

What About the Music?
Quite a number of Stereophile readers
wrote to register strong nay votes against
our decision to abandon our record review
coverage, arguing (rightly) that high fidelity without music is meaningless.
We
agree, and we've decided to reinstate some
sort of brief emphasis-on-sound-type record coverage, starting with this issue.
(See pages 16 and 17.)
We must, however, repeat something
we've pointed out several times in the
past: namely, that The Stereophile should
be only part of a high-fidelity enthusiast's
reading. We supply information about the
technicalia of sound reproduction that no
other magazine does, and we devote practically all our space to this material simply because nobody else is inclined to.
But without musical information, about
records and musicians, all the technical
data in the world is of little value. For
this reason, Stereophile readers are strongly
urged to subscribe to at least one magazine
that emphasizes the musical aspects of
audio. Of the existing ones, our personal
choice would be the American Record
Guide (
Box 319, Radio City Station, New
York 10019), which also publishes one or
two unusually outspoken equipment reports in each issue. Of the other two contenders, High Fidelity is weak in audio
coverage but excellent in the music department, particularly in opera, while HiFil
Stereo Review has, in our opinion, the best
balance between music and audio reportage. It is also the more readable of the
two.
For the hobbyist who wants even more
audio reading, there's Audio magazine (204
Front Street, Mineola, N. Y.) for the advanced audiophile, or Audiofan (
25 W.
45th Street, N. Y. 10036) for the beginner
and the moderately knowledgeable. Audio.
fan, a new publication, is informative on
a general level, but carries no equipment
reports at all.

Why People Lose Their Hearing
An interview with DR. BERNARD J. RONIS and DR. MAX
LEE RONIS of Temple University School of Medicine
(Reprinted with permission from the Phila. Sunday Bulletin Magazine,

Americans are hard of hearSixing.million
Of these, two hundred thousand

are completely deaf. And forty out of a
thousand men have a hearing loss which
can be attributed to some sort of injury.
Hearing loss has many causes, according
to Dr. Bernard J. Ronis, chairman of the
Department of Otorhinology, Temple University School of Medicine, and his son
Dr. Max Lee Ronis, an assistant professor
in the department and a member of the
(Philadelphia) Mayor's Committee on
Noise Abatement. Noise, infection and
otosclerosis are the commonest causes.
Some of their points in an interview:
Injury from noise is becoming more
prevalent as life becomes noisier.
A spectacular breakthrough in surgery has made it possible to restore the
hearing of people afflicted with amysterious and relatively common disease called
otosclerosis.*
Hearing aids are very useful in helping some deaf persons, but should always
be recommended by an otologist, or ear
specialist.
The interview:
What causes deafness?
Some people are born with congenital
deafness — an inherent defect of the hearing apparatus. Many younger children
suffer hearing loss because of chronic ear
infections which cause perforations of the
eardrum. Adults often suffer hearing loss
with old age, particularly if they have had
noisy occupations.
Various diseases affect hearing, along
with other bodily functions such as allergies, viruses, circulatory disorders.
A
major cause of deafness is otosclerosis, a
mysterious disease which has no symptoms other than increasing hearing loss
and sometimes occasional ringing in the
ears.
Does noise cause hearing loss?
There is no doubt that noise which is
intense enough to hurt the inner ear can
cause hearing loss.
People who work
around pile drivers, punch presses, grinding machines and the like can suffer
damage to their inner ears and sustain an
irreversible form of nerve deafness.
*Otosclerosis is a disorder involving the growth of
a bony attachment between the middle ear's "stirrup" bone and the opening to the inner ear. The
condition immobilizes the ' stirrup" and prevents it
from transmitting eardrum vibrations.

Copyr. 1964)

How about the noise of travel in
planes and trains?
Noise generated by planes and trains
which reaches the passengers is not usually
of sufficient intensity to cause any difficulty. However, engineers and ground
crews of jet planes are often exposed to
noise of much greater intensity, and for
this reason most airlines now require use
of ear protectors and regular hearing testing for their ground crews.

shake the hair cells enough to damage
them.
It may not be noticed at first because
the damage will be in the high frequency
range, but if the exposure continues the
damage area soon extends into the range
which enables us to hear and understand
speech. The patient, when he first notices
this, usually says "Ican hear them talking,
but Ican't quite make out what they're
saying."

Do you think noise is going to be an
increasing cause of deafness?
We are exposed to much more noise in
our daily activities than our grandfathers
were, and we suffer more hearing damage.
Dr. Samuel Rosen of New York tested a
tribe who live in a very quiet portion of
Africa and proved it. These people maintained normal hearing into old age, whereas we show progressive losses which we
feel are due to an accumulation of noise
exposure during our lifetime.

What can the average person do to
safeguard his hearing?
Periodic examination is the most important method. The public school system of Philadelphia has a hearing testing
program which it carries out during the
first six grades. This aids the early recognition of hearing problems; this is when
we can do the most about them. The
effective control of acute ear infections by
visits to the family physician is also of
great importance.

How can people who are continually
exposed to potentially damaging noise
be protected?
First, a rule of thumb to help us determine if the noise is potentially dangerous:
if the noise is loud enough to make one
shout to be heard, then the noise may be
potentially harmful. To be sure, measurements should be made with special instruments. If the noise is loud enough to
cause hearing damage, then either the
machinery should be made more quiet or,
more easily, ear protectors or plugs should
be used.
What sort of noise is the most damaging? Does the continuous dull roar
of traffic we hear in the city do any
harm?
The type of noise we are exposed to is
less important than the intensity. The
continuous roar of traffic in the city has
small initial effect, we think, but when it
is combined with other noises of daily life,
they may act in a cumulative manner to
cause hearing loss in later life.

What can be done about hearing loss
after it occurs?
Unfortunately, children born with nerve
deafness are not usually helped by present
treatment techniques. We are, however,
learning more about what causes it.
Hearing loss that occurs after the administration of certain medications and
antibiotics which cause nerve damage cannot be treated, but careful administration
can prevent serious losses.
Hearing losses in childhood and adulthood which are caused by a weakness of
the nerve of hearing usually cannot be
treated by medical or surgical means.
These people can be helped by the use of
hearing aids, lip reading and special training.
There has, however, been a breakthrough in the treatment of otosclerosis.
We now have arather dramatic operation
which, using microsurgical techniques,
enables us to replace the affected ear bone
with plastic and/or metal parts and thus
restore normal hearing. Other operations
using similar techniques enable us to replace parts or all of eardrums damaged by
infection.

What happens when the ear is damaged by noise?
There are several kinds of damage.
Either a solitary loud noise or prolonged
exposure to loud noise of less intensity will
damage the delicate nerve endings, called
hair cells, in the inner ear. The loud noise
causes vibrations in the inner ear which

How effective are hearing aids?
The modern hearing aid is avery effective means of amplifying sound. It is
small, compact, and enables many indi(to page 18)
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Service

Excessive disc surface noise and
hiss, which disappears when the
stereo channels are blended together,
stems from a treble peak or rise in
the cartridge's vertical response.

Hhits
and
Kinks
Hum that varies in level as the pickup moves across the turntable is due
to inductive interference from the
turntable or an adjacent power transformer into amagnetic cartridge.
Hum that disappears when either
phono input is disconnected, but
appears when both are connected, is
due to aground loop in the pickup
circuit. Tying the cable shields together at the phono arm, and disconnecting one ground connection at
its phono plug, should eliminate the
hum.
Excessive turntable rumble, from
aturntable in which you cannot feel
vibration with the fingertips, is
usually caused by marginal lowfrequency instability in the amplifier,
an over-active loudness control, a
resonant bass peak in the loudspeaker or pickup, or marginal
acoustic feedback from the speaker
to the turntable.
Deficient center fill-in between
stereo speakers is often due to improper phasing.
To check stereo speaker phasing,
play amonophonic recording, adjust
both channels for equal volume, place
the speakers face to face as close together as possible, and briefly disconnect one loudspeaker. If the sound
coming from between them increases
in volume, they are connected out of
phase and the connections to one
speaker only should be reversed.
Excessive tracing distortion from
avariety of different cartridges indicates excessive distortion in the amplifier, particularly in early stages,
4

or marginal high-frequency instability in the amplifier or preamp.
Distortion from all FM stations is
asign of adefective tuner. Distortion from some of them is due to an
inadequate or improperly oriented
antenna system, or to misalignment
of the tuner.
A marked increase in hiss from
tape recordings indicates a magnetized record or playback head.
Persistent, excessive hiss from a
good tape recorder is probably due
to excessive treble output from the
loudspeaker system.
Readjusting
tweeter balance, or substituting a
speaker with a smoother high end,
will cure the trouble.
Squealing of normally satisfactory
tapes indicates dirty heads and/or
pressure pads, excessive holdback
tension, or excessive head wear.
Increased mechanical vibration
from a previously-satisfactory turntable is usually remediable by cleaning all drive surfaces and lubricating
all bearings as recotrimended by the
manufacturer.
The source of crackling or thumping noises can often be located by
tapping each tube, resistor, capacitor,
switch contact, etc., gently with a
hard insulated tool. Tapping the defective connection or component will
produce the noise.
Constant hum, which is not eliminated by grounding things, may be
due to aloose screw or rivet fastening the humming channel's input
socket panel to the chassis.

Fluttery or breathy-sounding bass
from a totally sealed speaker enclosure may indicate an air leak. A
stethoscope with a diaphragm- type
pickup probe will locate the leak if
a 30-cycle test signal is fed to the
speaker.
Incomplete erasure of four-track
tapes may be due to a dirty erase
head, or to vertical misalignment of
the tape guides or one of the heads.
Crosstalk interference between the
tracks of four-track stereo tapes may
be due to vertical misalignment of
the recorder's playback head or tape
guides.
Pickup groove skipping due to
bouncing of the floor can often be
remedied by moving the phono unit
against an outside wall of the room.
Tilting arecord changer will often
compensate for the excessive inward
pull that results from its short tone
arm's sharp offset angle.
A minor bass excess or deficiency
can often be remedied by moving the
loudspeaker an inch or so away from
or closer to the wall behind it.
Fuzzy or raspy sound from a
tweeter having a level control may
be due to a dirty control contact.
If this is the case, rotating the control while music is playing will cause
the tweeter to cut in and out. Running a few drops of carbon tetrachloride down the control shaft and
rotating the control knob back and
forth several times should clean it
up. Otherwise, the control must be
replaced.
Disc distortion during loud passages is sometimes due to marginal
overload of an under-powered amplifier.
Record tracing distortion that
varies once per revolution indicates
binding in the tone arm pivots or
excessively stiff or taut pickup cables.
Unless specifically recommended
by the manufacturer, tone arm pivots
must never be lubricated.
If the
pivots bind, they should be cleaned
or readjusted.
Excessive tuner drift may be due
to overheating from apower amplifier located directly beneath the
tuner.
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Taping for the Record
Live recording at concerts and recitals is
fun, and an invaluable source of the kind
of experience every recordist needs to
refine his techniques. But most rewarding of all, and the most demanding of the
experience gleaned at live-performance
recording bouts, is an honest-to-goodness
recording session, without an audience,
where the sole objective is to bring back
the best recording possible.
For us, this opportunity arose last
week, when alocal "big band" group that
we had been taping occasionally at live
appearances decided that it might be a
good idea to produce arecording that they
could use for promotional purposes.
The recording site chosen was the auditorium of a local high school — a large,
high-ceilinged hall with a relatively long
reverberation time but a smooth, even
decay and aminimum of plastery "slap"
or buzzing echoes. The acoustics were
fairly neutral, being neither soddenly absorptive nor "bright," and reverberation
was slightly excessive, which is fine. (It's
easy enough to reduce reverb in arecording, but it's impossible to increase it without resorting to some sort of ersatz
reverberator.) The rear of the stage was
backed with free-hanging curtains of a

REAR OF STAGE

material resembling monk's cloth, and
there were some "teaser" curtains of the
same material ranged across the area
above the stage. The auditorium seats
were upholstered in a fairly absorptive
material that looked like terry cloth (but
probably wasn't), and it is likely, although
not confirmed, that there was some sort of
acoustical material on the upper walls and
ceiling. The floors were of plastic tile.
The recording equipment on hand included an Ampex 601-2 stereo recorder
(2-track), apair of Sony C-37A condenser
mikes, two B&O 53 ribbon mikes, aShure
578 omnidirectional mike, aBeyer DT-48
headset and impedance-matching transformers (for monitoring), and a homedesigned two-channel mike preamp that
allowed us to use the Ampex's Line inputs
for an extra pair of mikes, if the need
arose. (The need arose.) For tape, we
chose Ampex 911 ( 1% mil acetate) instead
of the lower-noise Scotch 201, simply because hiss had never been a problem in
taping music with this relatively narrow
dynamic range and predominantly treble
energy distribution. The recorder was
carefully set up for the 911 tape and the
heads were cleaned and degaussed.
Headphone monitoring has some pit-
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Final mike setup for dance hand recording session. Mikes 1and 2are the general-pickup mikes; mikes 3and 4 are "spot mikes" for weak instruments.

falls for the unwary. Phones always tend
to exaggerate stereo spaciousness and
separation, and make closely-miked instruments sound almost indecently close to the
ears. Headphones can however be used
for judging what the signal will sound like
through loudspeakers, but the knack of
doing so must be learned, through practice. Phones offer the advantage of easy
portability, and the ability to monitor a
tape from within visual range of the performers, whereas portable monitor loudspeakers must be set up in a sonically
(and probably visually) isolated room.
The Sonys were chosen as the mainpickup microphones, simply because they
are the best we had on hand. Since we
have always preferred depth and center
fill-in in our stereo (in preference to extreme separation), we chose to space the
mikes close together and derive the stereo
mainly from their cardioid pickup pattern.
Both mikes were mounted on a special
yoke that we had made up to hold them
about eight inches apart, and the yoke was
fastened to asingle boom stand (with its
boom removed).
The musicians set up their instruments
in their normal concert placement on the
stage. Past experience had shown that,
with agroup like this, spatially symmetrical mike pickup was not desirable. Placing
the main stereo mikes equidistant from the
sides of the group tended to give a lopsided pickup, since 9C% of the music was
coming from the saxes and brasses on the
right. Best and most natural-sounding
coverage was obtained when the stereo
mikes were placed symmetrically with respect to the main body of the group, so
this was the location chosen for the first
tests.
In aband such as this, the saxes carry
most of the melodic line, so we started out
by determining the optimum pickup for
these instruments. With the mikes too
close, valve noises were audible and the
reedy buzzing of the instruments was too
conspicuous. Too distant, and there was
too little of the characteristic reedy quality
of these instruments, and we began to
hear too much of the acoustical environment. A concert hall is not the natural
habitat of agroup like this, so concert-hall
acoustics do not belong. (We chose alarge
auditorium to avoid the pinched, hollow
sound of a smaller room, and to give us
enough echo to work back from.) We
finally determined that the optimum
placement was with the mikes three feet
above the performers' heads and five feet
out in front of the row of saxes. ( 1 & 2,
on the diagram.) The mikes were "aimed"
at the instruments in the second row, so
that the intensity of the front-row ones
would be cut down abit by the reduced
off-axis pickup, and the slight treble
"beaming" of the mikes would tend to
make the rear instruments sound a bit
closer than they actually were.
We had also found, some time ago, that
when the mikes were placed for good pickup of the main group, the piano was barely
audible. This would have been no problem
(to page 19)
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SME 3009 Tone Arm
MFR'S SPECS: Universal-type fully adjustable
pickup arm. Stylus force range:
to 5 grams,
adjustable w out external force gauge; will counterbalance pickups weighing from 2 to 20 grams.
Height range (motor board to top of arm base):
3X to 2% inch. Nominal arm length: 9 inches.
Stylus-to-pivot-center distance: 8.43 inch, adjustable ± 4 inch. Depth below top of motor
board: 2% inch.
Rear overhang (max): 33
inch. Pivot friction: . 02 gram, measured at stylus.
Head: Four-circuit plug-in, with screw collar.
Price: $92.50.
DISTRIBUTOR: Shure Bros.,
Inc. 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill.

This is by no means a new product. It
was available in astereo version as far back
as 1961, and apart from acouple of minor
refinements — the addition of abias compensator and a new, lightweight shell —
it is still the same arm, and it still has the
reputation of being the perfectionist's tone
arm.
There are two models available, differing only in pivot-to-stylus distance and in
total mass. The Model 3012 is 12 inches
from pivot to stylus, to accommodate old
broadcast-type 16-inch transcriptions, but
its mass is too high for the majority of today's high-compliance pickups. The 3009
(with 9-inch pivot-to-stylus distance) is
the arm we recommend for the home user,
and it shares with the 3012 the distinction
of being the most versatile conventionaltype tone arm on the market today. It
has wide-range adjustments for tangency,
height, static balance, torsional balance,
pickup tilt, bias compensation and tracking
force. The latter is adjustable over a
wide enough range to accommodate a
Euphonies Miniconic or an Ortofon pickup.
Other features include a damped hydraulic lifter that lowers the arm gently
onto the record when released (and then
disengages itself), a wooden lining inside
the arm tube, to reduce torsional and
longitudinal resonances, and aflexible decoupling system for the counterweights,
to provide "dynamic damping."
For mounting, the SME requires an
elongated hole 1 inch wide by 2:Y4 long,
ranged by four small holes for the mounting screws. The screws hold ametal bedplate with an elongated cutout in it, and
the arm base passes through this plate.
Tangency is adjusted by loosening a pair
of knurled nuts beside the arm base, and
sliding this along the bedplate. Templates
and detailed instructions are supplied with
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the arm, and a precut mounting board
(Model A39M) for the Thorens TD- 121 or
124 turntable is available from Shure
Bros. for $ 15.
One of the templates supplied — the
tangency locator — has a pinhole point
that is supposed to accommodate the pickup's stylus tip. We do not recommend
punching the pinhole; one slip of the
hand, and the trapped stylus of amodern
high-compliance pickup could be ruined.
We suggest simply placing the stylus directly on the pinhole location on the template. This way, the stylus will be free to
slide across the template if the arm or turntable shifts slightly during the tangency
adjustment.
Interconnections between the fine tone
arm cables and the heavy shielded output
cables are made at aplug-in contact strip
under the base of the arm. An oval metal
tube slides over the plug assembly to
shield the entire junction. The output
cables are 4 feet long and terminated by
labeled and color-coded phono plugs.
Output wiring is five-circuit, providing
isolated ground returns for both channels,
plus a separate grounding circuit for the
tone arm and turntable, for connection to
the preamp chassis via aspade lug.
Stylus force is selected by a counterweight that slides along a calibrated rod.
With the slide weight set at zero, the arm
is adjusted for zero tracking force via a
large ring weight at the rear of the arm.
With the static balance set, each calibration on the slider weight's scale represents
a half-gram increment in tracking force.
We found this to be the most accurate
calibrated force adjustment on any arm
we have tested.
Torsional balance, which distributes the
arm's weight equally between its two
knife-edged vertical pivots, is accomplished by sliding a lateral rod (which
holds the calibrated-scale weights) at the
rear of the arm. This varies the distance
between the weights and the arm tube's
axis, imposing different amounts of twisting leverage to offset the normal twisting
due to the arm's offset head. All preset
adjustments except tangency are fixed via
setscrews, by means of an Allen wrench
supplied with the arm.
The " anti-skate" bias compensation is
adjustable by hooking asmall nylon cord

around the appropriate notch on a small
rod at the rear of the arm. Each notch
corresponds to a calibration mark on the
tracking force scale, to provide the proper
amount of compensation for agiven stylus
force.
Considering its versatility and its strikingly handsome, businesslike appearance,
it would be ashame to have to report that
the SME was a lousy tone arm. Fortunately, we don't have to. As amatter of
fact, we found that we could get cleaner
tracking at lower forces from this arm
than we have from any other commercial
arm tested to date. It was a delight to
use and, since we test agood many different pickups, we found the SME's adjustment facilities so ideally suited to our purposes that we have adopted it as our new
standard tone arm for pickup tests. To
date, the only fault we have been able to
find with it is in its dynamic damping system, which does not seem to work the way
theory says it should.
Isolating the counterweights from the
rest of the arm via a flexible coupling is
one recognized way of reducing the amplitude of the low- frequency resonance that
normally develops between the pickup's
compliance and the combined mass of the
pickup and arm. The idea is that, at the
resonant point (where the whole arm normally wiggles from side to side), the decoupling allows the arm to vibrate without
carrying the full mass of the counterweights with it. The effect of this is to
reduce the total mass at around the
resonant frequency, broadening the resonance and reducing its amplitude. This
is afine idea, in principle, but we have yet
to find atone arm in which the "dynamic
damping" principle worked according to
theory.
hi our sample SME, the decoupling appeared to be almost totally ineffectual, and the arm behaved pretty
much as though it were undamped, which
is to say it proved to be just about as susceptible to acoustic feedback and physical
jarring as any other undamped tone arm.
As a consequence, the turntable must be
well isolated from floorborne vibrations,
either by means of ahighly flexible suspension system or by location on a particularly rigid part of the room's floor.
The SME is unquestionably the finest
universal tone arm for the hobbyist that

we've found to date, but it could be improved abit, too. With properly designed
viscous-damped pivots or adynamic damping system that worked, this would probably be unbeatable.

Jensen PF2 Speaker
System
MFR'S SPECS: Four-way five-speaker super-slim
panel system. Enclosure: Ducted-port bass reflex.
Frequency range: from 30 cps to 20,000 cps.
Power rating: 25 watts program, max; 12 to 15
watts required for adequate living-room volume.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Nominal woofer
size: 10%-inch diem.
Upper-range speaker
complement: 8-inch cone mid-range, two 3X-inch
cone tweeters, compression super-tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 600, 4,000 and 10,000 cps. Dimensions: 26% inch high by 22% wide by 3%
deep, over-all.
Price: $169.50.
MANUFACTURER: Jensen Manufacturing Div. of The Muter
Co., 6601 South Laramie Ave., Chicago, III. 60638.

With but a few exceptions, the thin systems that have hit the market to date have
been little more than aflat panel with an
array of cheap little "replacement-type"
speakers on them. They've been conspicuously deficient in bass, and loaded
with all the distortion and response roughness that have earned "replacement speakers" their well-deserved reputation as
j
unk.
The reason for this is, we feel, fairly
clear. The thin system was introduced for
one reason alone: to satisfy people who
thought it would be nice to have ahifi in
the house but weren't willing to yield the
floor space necessary to accommodate a
pair of big, fat boxes. The thin system
was abrainchild of the sales department,
assigned to the engineering group as adesign project, and it is probable that the
designers went at it with the attitude of
"Okay, decor you want, decor you'll get,
but that's all you'll get!"
Some loudspeaker designs (full-range
electrostatics, for instance) lend themselves naturally to flat-panel construction.
Cone-type loudspeakers do not, not because there is anything inherently the matter with athin enclosure, but because the
sides of acone must have acertain amount
of angle between them in order for the
cone to vibrate uniformly over its entire
surface. If the cone is too shallow, it will
start to behave like aflat sheet of paper,
with only its center area being driven by
the voice coil. Make the cone stiffer, and
you run into problems of excessive mass,
which will inhibit the cone's transient response. The problem, then, was how to
make a cone large enough to radiate decent low-end response, without also making it too deep to fit into a reasonably
thin enclosure.
Jensen was one of the few manufactturers who ever took the thin-profile system seriously enough to really work at a
solution to the problem. In an earlier
model (The 3-P), Jensen used a fiat
woofer "cone" of rigid foam plastic, similar to the material used in the IMF
woofer that was reported in this section in
November 1962. For reasons which we've
never fully established, both Jensen and
IMF discontinued their foam-plastic speak-

ers almost as soon as they appeared on thé
market, and Jensen turned back to the
tried-and-true paper cone. Instead of a
straight cone, however, they folded their
radiator into areversed-cone configuration
which, in cross section, looks like a flattened-out letter W, as shown. This effectively halves the depth of the cone (for a
given outside diameter), while retaining
virtually all the vibrating and radiating
characteristics of a conventional cone.
The result is a 10%-inch speaker that is
so shallow the whole system can be housed
in an enclosure barely more than 3%
inches deep.
In the PF2, the woofer is backed by a
conventional (albeit thinner) reflex-type
enclosure with ducted-port loading. The
mid-range driver is an 8-inch cone speaker,
two 3%-inch cones handle the middlehighs, and a single compression-type
tweeter takes over above 10,000 cps. An
/C crossover network splits the audio
range at 600, 4,000 and 10,CCO cps.
The enclosure is very solidly constructed,
and its rear is fitted with a pair of keytype mounting slots, to enable anyone who
won't give up any floor space to hang the
thing right on apair of screws in the wall.
A single potentiometer controls the
level of the tweeters and super tweeter,
relative to the woofer and mid-range
vonE
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Cross-section of Jensen's shallow cone.
speaker. (The instructions state that the
level control affects the mid-range speaker
too, but this was not the case in our sample units.) As there was no "flat" position
indicated for the control, we set this to its
midpoint for our tests. The system was
located in aroom corner, as recommended
by the manufacturer for maximum bass.
Sweeping an oscillator through the
PF2's range, we found its response to be
generally smooth, with mild but audible
humps around 200 cps and 10 kc. The
high end extended out to well beyond our
14-kc hearing limit, and the middle-range
response seemed slightly elevated in the
1-to-4-kc region. Below 200 cps, there
was avery gradual rolloff to about 60 cps,
and increasingly rapid falloff below that,
although output (relative to midband output) was still barely audible at 40 cps.
There were no rattles and buzzes, and
only avery small amount of harmonic distortion at frequencies below 50 cps. The
system proved capable of handling appreciable amounts of low-end boost without
any audible increase in distortion. FM
interstation hiss was reproduced with unusual freedom from coloration; only a
slight "ehh" quality was detectable.
Subjectively, asingle PF2 was judged
to be quite lean-sounding. The sound
was rather thin and forward, with asomewhat nasal, metallic quality that became
increasingly irritating to us with prolonged

listening. Lows, although definitely there
(and quite deep), were just not able to
compete with the upper range, and attempts to correct this imbalance via the
tweeter level control only seemed to make
the 3-kc hump more pronounced, and
dropped the extreme high end too much.
Note that this was with the system in
the maximum-bass location. Placing it
against a long wail of the room reduces
bass output, while hanging it on the wall
would give even less bass.
Highs were generally quite smooth and
silky, but the subjective smoothness was
impaired by a "papery" coloration of disc
surface noise and some instruments,
notably high percussion and woodwinds.
Instrumental timbres were moderately
well reproduced, with brasses coming
through best and strings and wcodwinds
least naturally. Sonic details were reproduced very well except at the low end,
where it was difficult to distinguish between, say, pipe organ bass and string bass.
Pairing two PF2 systems, for stereo,
effected anoticeable improvement in overall balance by augmenting the low end to
the point where this was only very slightly
on the lean side. Pairing did not however
do anything to mitigate the nasality and
hardness of the sound, or to improve the
reproduction of instrumental timbres.
We know there are alot of people who
like this kind of hard, forward sound, but
it is not our cup of tea. It is, however,
significant that the things that bother us
about the PF2 have nothing to do with
its thin shape; Jensen's shallow woofer design has succeeded in getting " fat-speaker"
bass from an incredibly thin enclosure. It
is in the upper-frequency ranges where, in
our opinion, the system has some problems. We suspect that one solution might
be something as simple as the inclusion of
separate level controls for each of the three
upper-range speaker sections.

KLH Model 16 Amplifier
MFR'S SPECS: (furnished by manufacturer):
Power output: 35 watts continuous per channel,
both channels operating. Harmonic distortion:
less than 2% from 25 to 20k cps at 35 watts, 8-ohm
load. Frequency response: + 0 — 1 db, 25 to
20k cps. Power bandwidth: 25 to 20k cps. Hum
and noise: 80 db below 35-watt output. Sensitivity (input for full output): Phono — 2 Inv;
Hi-level — 0.3 volt. Damping factor: 4. Outputs: Tape, speaker (8ohms). Inputs (per channel): Meg phono; tape amp; 2 aux; tuner. Controls: Input (Phono, Aux 1, Aux 2, Tuner);
ganged volume/loudness; balance; bass; treble;
volume/loudness 1/loudness 2switch; Lai emonitor
switch; stereo/mono switch; filter » itch: AC
power.
Dimensions:
W by 4, . H by
104 D. Price: $219.95. MANUFACTURER:
ELI! Research & Development Corr.. 30 Crow
Street, Cambridge, Mass.

11%"

This is afully transistorized stereo amplfier with arated dual-35-watt output (50
watts per channel IHFM). All controls
are ganged, and the unit has afull complement of the usual ones, plus atreble filter
whose action is quite effective without being unduly drastic. A three-position slide
switch selects regular volume-control operation or achoice of two degrees of loudness compensation.
There are no input level-set controls,
but two slide switches at the rear of the
7

chassis allow the phono input sensitivity
to be attenuated by 10 db or the Aux 1
input to be attenuated by either 6 or
13 db. The balance control has enough
range to completely kill either channel in
its extreme positions, and the tone controls
too have avery wide range of control — so
much in fact that it is necessary to keep
them very accurately set to their Flat
positions in order to maintain subjectively
flat response. As afinal fillip of flexibility,
the KLH 16 has afront-panel Tape Monitor switch that makes it possible to monitor from the playback head of a threeheaded recorder while taping.
The tape output is at fairly high impedance: 47,000 ohms plus the impedance of
whatever is feeding the input selector
switch. (The phono preamp feeds a very
low impedance to it.) Consequently, the
shielded cables running from the Tape
Outputs to the recorder should be kept
fairly short, with 6feet as asafe maximum.
Longer cables will attenuate highs in the
signal going to the recorder.
The back of the amplifier comes with an
important-looking red cautionary tag attached to it, warning against the interconnection of the output and phono input
grounds. These are "floating" circuits —
isolated from the chassis ground — and
improper connections will upset the circuit
parameters, causing distortion and possibly inducing damaging oscillation. This
means, among other things, that the speakers should not be connected via any of the
popular stereo speaker- switching devices
(which use a common ground), and that
grounding circuits from the turntable must
be kept isolated from the signal ground returns from the arm. A separate grounding
screw is provided at the rear of the chassis
for separate arm and motor ground connections.
We tested two Model 16 amplif ers, one
an early production unit, the other a refined version that went into production
around mid- 1964. The first unit met or
exceeded its published specifications, but
it had excessive hiss in its phono preamp
stage, its tone controls did not yield flat
response in their Flat positions (the errors
amounted to about 2 db at 50 and 10k
cps), the two halves of the volume control
tracked very poorly (with a 10-db difference at some settings below 10 o'clock),
and the sound was quite gritty at low volume levels.
The second sample was just as good in
the specs department, and had virtually
none of the problems of the earlier unit.
Response and power output checks (both
channels driven) verified the manufacturer's claims, as did noise measurements.
As is customary, the noise spec is referred
to full power output, presumably with the
volume control all the way down. The
acid test for transistorized components,
and one which most of them fail miserably,
is the noise measurement through the
phono preamp stage, relative to a given
level of input signal. Our second sample
Model 16 measured 47 db down in one and
50 db down in the other, relative to a
10-mv 1-kc input. All of this noise was
hiss, and it was low enough that it was
8

barely audible through a speaker of typically low efficiency with the gain wide
open and one ear right in front of the
speaker.
Frequency response, with the tone controls set for Flat response, was as shown
below. IM distortion (60 and 6,000 cps,
SMPTE) was considerably lower at moderate power levels than that of most com•
parable transistor amplifiers, but at no
410
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time did it go as low as it does in the better
tube-type amplifier-preamp combinations.
IM in both channels hit 0.5% at around
15 watts, and then rose gradually to abit
over 1% as the output power dropped to
0.5 watts. At average listening levels of
5 watts and above ( fairly high volume
through most speakers), IM was comparable to that of a typical, good tube
amplifier. Note that the above distortion
figures were with an 8-ohm load. With
4 or 16 ohms, max output dropped to
about 30 watts and, with 4 ohms, distortion started to rise sharply at output levels
of more than 12 watts.
Volume control tracking in the second
sample was within 1 db, which is as
good as anything we've found to date.
Through its working range of 11 to 4
o'clock, channel balance did not vary beyond 1db. This is acloser tolerance than
volume-control manufacturers will guarantee, so if our sample was typical (which
it may or may not be), we can only conclude that somebody is hand-picking the
volume pots.
The Model 16 looks and handles like a
precision instrument. Controls have the
smooth, solid feel of expensive equipment,
and only the presence of those inferr al
slide switches (which almost invariably
become intermittent with frequent use in
audio circuits) mar an otherwise luxurious
"image."
Sonically, the most significant thing (to
us) about the KLH 16 is that it sounds less
"transistor" and more high-quality "tube"
than any medium-priced solid-state unit
we have heard. In comparison with topgrade tube equipment, it was very slightly
bass-heavy (for reasons which escape us)
and a little brilliant, the latter quality
doubtless stemming from the slightly elevated shelf in the frequency response
above 1,000 cps. At moderate to high
listening levels, it had that quality of effortlessness and tight control that we've
observed in other good transistor amplifiers, but it had less of the gritty "transistor
sound" than any competitively-priced unit
we've heard. At low listening levels, with
highly revealing speakers (electrostatic
tweeters), the slight rise in residual distortion was evident as a subtle overlay of
fine, sharp-pointed "whiskers" riding on
the treble components of musical sound,
but these were almost totally inaudible on
the four other speaker systems we tried,
all of them with dynamic-type high-frequency speakers.

Direct, hair-splitting comparisons between The Model 16 and top-notch tube
equipment showed the 16 to have ashade
less transparency, but we have yet to find
another ready-built amplifier in its price
and power range that will equal it. A
Dynaco Stereo 70 and PAS3, for instance,
costs $20 more in ready-built form ($70
less in kit form), and will provide acomparable level of performance at all but the
lower end of the power range, where the
Dyna is free from the Model 16's subtle
fuzziness.
The Model 16's power capacity is the
same as that of the Dyna Stereo 70, but
like most transistor amps, the Model 16
seems able to put out more sheer power
without audible overload than does the
Dyna, at least when operated into an
8-ohm load. With a 16-ohm load, they
both deliver about the same amount of
clean output, but the Dyna has it all over
the Model 16 for driving 4-ohm lowefficiency speakers.
At present, we would still pick the Dyna
(or Marantz) for driving high-definition
speakers like electrostatics and ionictweeter systems, but for most other loudspeakers we would judge the KLH 16 to
be the best thing we've found to date at
the price.

Shure M44-5 and M55E
Pickups
MFR'S SPECS—Both Models: Frequency response: 20 to 20 kc. Output: 6 mv. Compliance: 25 x
cm/dyne. Tracking force: ‘
4.4 to
IF; grams. Inductance: 680 mh. DC resistance:
650 0111118.
Recommended load: 47 k.
Net
weight: 7 grams. M44-5 — Stylus radius: 0.5
mil. Separation: over 25 db at 1 kc. Price:
$21.95.
M55E — Stylus radii: 0.9 x 0.2 mils,
elliptical. Separation: over 25 db at 1 kc; 20 db
at 10 kc; 15 db at 20 kc. Price: $35.50. MANCFACIE URER: Shure Bros., Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.,
Evanston, Ill.

These are two of Shure's intermediatepriced pickups, both incorporating the
"scratch-proof" feature and essentially the
same stylus structure as Shure's deluxe
model V-15 pickup (reported in Issue
No. 9). Both are moving-magnet types
with a recommended tracking force of
to 1 grams, and both appear to be identical in all respects except for their styli.
They are relatively light in weight
(7 grams) and are easy to install in any
universal-type tone arm. They are free
from magnetic pull, highly immune to inductive hum pickup, and have enough
output to drive any preamp to adequate
level without risk of overload. Styli are
interchangeable between the two models
and, at least in the samples we tested,
there was no difference between the performance of agiven stylus in either of the
two pickup bodies.
The "scratch-proof" feature is acombination of two things: the ability of the
stylus to retract out of harm's way when
overloaded, and the inclusion of a soft
plastic button that takes up the load on
the disc, without damage, when the stylus
retracts. It's neither new or unique, but
it's effective.
The M44, the less expensive model with

the spherical stylus, comes with a choice
of 0.5 mil or 0.7-mil tip radii. We tested
it with the 0.5-mil stylus only, in Shure's
own SME 3009 arm. The results of our
response and separation checks are shown
in Figure 1. The response, although not
exceptional for a modern pickup, is far
smoother than anything else we've found
for $22. The separation, on the other
hand, was excellent by any standard, exceeding 25 db in both channels out to 5kc,

and never dropping to below 10 db at any
frequency.
On musical recordings, the M44-5 had
excellent balance and ahigh degree of overall transparency, but a subtly hard,
"zizzy" high end. Tracking ability, in
comparison with that of the best available
pickups, was judged to be only moderately
good. At 1% grams, breakup was quite
audible on loud passages on many records,
and the breakup was somewhat unpleasant

in character. Upping the tracking force to
3grams (the safe maximum for ahalf-mil
stylus) improved matters noticeably, but
caused excessive vertical deflection of the
stylus, suggesting that prolonged use at
this force might ultimately give the stylus
apermanent "set" in its partially retracted
position, drastically reducing its compliance (due to compression of its flexible
mounting) and thus bringing on other
tracking problems.
(
to next page)

Recommended Components
These are listings of high-fidelity components which we have found to be the
equal of any available in each of four quality categories. The performance of systems
using these components will depend to a
great extent on care of installation, room
acoustics, and the quality of available recordings, so we cannot assume any responsibility for the sound obtained from
them. All we can do is assure buyers that
the components listed are intrinsically
excellent.
Components are selected for listing on
the basis of our personal experience with
them as well as reports from users. A list
of all components that we have tested recently is to be found on page 11. We try
to investigate every new component which
shows promise, but unless amanufacturer
requests a report (in which case it is always printed), we do not usually bother
testing products which show poor test results in reports in other magazines, or
which are made by manufacturers whose
past products have struck us as being generally substandard.
Components of approximately equal
quality (listed together in a single category) will usually offer different "extra"
features that may swing the buyer to one
Phono Units 1
(A) Thorens TD- 124 with nonmagnetic
platter, or TD- 121 (33% rpm only) ;
SME 3009 arm; Decca Mark 11 2
pickup with SME adapter, or Ortofon SPE/T pickup.
(B) Weathers 82-1 "Townsend" turntable (33% rpm only) and Ortofon
SPE/T pickup.
(C) Weathers 82-1 "Townsend" turntable ( 33% rpm only) and Weathers
Pro-66 3 or Shure V-15 pickup; or
Dual 1009 changer and Ortofon
SPE/T pickup.
(D) Components Ti' turntable (33)/i
rpm only), Weathers MT-66 arm,
and ADC Point Four or Shure M-44
pickup; or Garrard A-70 changer
and Shure M-44 pickup.
Tape Recorders
(A) Ampex 354; Scully 282-4.
(B) Ampex 602-2; Ampex F-44; Dynaco
Beocord 2000; Sony 777.

particular unit. It is however assumed
that the buyer will select his loudspeakers
on the basis of room size, acoustics, and
personal preference, and will make the
necessary system adjustments correctly.
A speaker should be driven by the amplifier in its same category whose power
capability meets or exceeds the speaker's
needs. Speakers are listed in each category in order of brilliance and efficiency.
Because many top-grade pickups, arms
and turntables are mutually incompatible
(because of potential hum, arm counterweighting and magnetic problems), phono
units are listed as groups of these components which have been found to be suitable for use with one another.
Component categories are as follows;
Class A - Highest in price and prestige
value, top-quality sound; Class B - Sonic
quality about equal to that of Class A
components, but lower in cost; Class C Slightly lower-quality sound, but far
better than average home high-fidelity;
Class D - Good, musical sound, better
than the average component system but
significantly less than the best sound
attainable.
Please note that the comments about
the sonic quality of each category apply
(C) Sony 200.
(D) Viking 88; EICO RP-100.
Tuners
(A) Marantz 10-FM; McIntosh MR-71;
Scott 4310.
(B) Sherwood S-3000V; Dynaco FM-3.
(C) EICO ST-97.
(D) Pilot 280B.
Microphones
(A, B) Sony C-37A; Neumann U-67.
(C) B&O 100; E-V 666.
(D) B&O 50; B&O 53.
Headphones
(A) Beyer DT-48, DT-90.
(B) Koss PRO-4.
(C) Sharpe HA- 10; Jensen HS-1; Superex STM.
(D) R-Columbia Type A, Koss SP-3X.
Preamplifiers
(A) Marantz 7; McIntosh C-22.

only to complete systems comprised of
components from the same category.
When components from different categories are combined, the sound quality
will be limited by the performance capabilities of the weakest link in the chain.
In some cases, the resulting sound may be
worse than that of a complete system of
lower-category components, as when, for
instance, aCategory A speaker reproduces
every nuance of distortion from aCategory
D pickup.
The following changes are being made in
the listings, as of this issue:
All transistorized amplifiers are being
dropped from the A and B listings because
of persistent reader complaints about malfunctions and breakdowns in the field. In
future, no transistorized components will be
added to these categories until they have
proven their dependability over a period of
at least six months.
EICO RP-100 tape recorder reinstated in
place of 2400 (which was listed in error).
Dynaco Stereo 70 amplifier limited to
category B.
KLH Model 16 integrated
transistor amplifier added in category C.
Altec A-7-500 speaker system supersedes
Model A-7 in category A.
(B) Dynaco PAS-2, PAS-3.
(D) Dynaco SCA-35. 4
Amplifiers
(A) Marantz 9A or 8B.
(B) Dynaco Stereo 70.
(C) KLH Model 16. 4
(D) Dynaco SCA-35.'
Speaker Systems
(A) KLH 9; Bozak B-310; ElectroVoice Patrician 800; Altec A-7.
(B) Acoustic Research AR-3; Janszen
Z-300; Janszen Z-600.
(C) Acoustic Research AR-2ax; KLH
6; KLH 7; Quad Electrostatic.
(D) Acoustic Research AR-2; Wharfedale W-40.

1. For 78 rpm, add extra plug-in head and General
Electric 4G-040 pickup.
2. Use with electrostatic tweeters.
3. Pro-66 designates a combination of the C-150
pickup and the C-66 pickup's wiring harness and
preamp input adapters.
4. Integrated control amplifier.
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By comparison, the M55E — the elliptical version of the M44 — provides afirstclass example of the advantages and disadvantages of ellipticals over sphericals.
The M55E's measured response was almost identical to that of the M44-5 except
that the entire range above about 8 kc
was elevated, turning a mild high-end
peak into something of more significance.
Separation in our sample M55E was not
quite as impressive-looking on paper as
that of the M44-5, but was still very nearly
equal to that of any other pickup we have
tested to date. Below 10 kc, its separation
was good enough that we doubt that any
further improvement would be audible.
Sonically, the M55E shared the merits
and the demerits of practically every other
elliptical we have tested. Its tracking
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Figure 1. M-44-5 response, separation.
ability was excellent, and what slight distortion there was during some very heavy
treble modulations seemed to have more
of a "fine-grained" quality to it than the
breakup of atypical spherical stylus. At
the same time, though, its slightly enlarged high-end peak (in comparison with
the M44-5) tended to make any distortion
sound abit more pronounced, even though
it seemed less annoying to the ear.
The over-all sound of the M55E was
quite similar to that of the $63 Shure V-15,
with but two differences. Our sample
M55E sounded very slightly more "alive"
than the V-15 that we tested (probably because of the former's more linear response
between 2and 7kc), but the V-15 seemed
to have ashade better tracking ability at
high frequencies, for reasons which escape
us. Like other ellipticals, both the V-15
and M55E were excellent reproducers of
monophonic discs, to which they somehow
seemed to give anew lease on life. We did
not feel that there was $27 worth of dif4.c
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Figure 2. M55E response, separation.
ference between the samples of the M55E
and thé V-15 that we tested, but we suspect that tighter quality control, plus the
slightly improved high-end tracking of the
V-15, could account for the price difference.
On the basis of our tests, we would rate
the M44-5 pickup in tenth place, just below the ADC Point Four E. (The ADC,
although not as transparent, is smoother
and, to us, a bit more listenable.) This
would, however, make the M44-5 by far
the best choice among the low-priced
pickups.
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The M55E is abit harder to place in the
rating pile. Its tracking ability was not as
good as that of the Euphonies "Miniconic"
(which was found to be just a shade superior to the V-15 in this respect), but it
had better over-all balance and transparency than the Euphonies.
When
breakup did occur, both pickups sounded
pretty rough, but the Euphonics' distorttion was abit less unpleasant to the ear.
In addition, distortion was audible more
of the time from the M55E than from the
Euphonies. After prolonged listening to
both pickups, we decided to place the
M55E in the fifth spot, below the Euphonics but only a shade below it. We
weren't entirely happy with either one,
but found the latter's idiosyncrasies easier
to listen to over a prolonged period.
Other listeners, with other loudspeakers
(we used KLH full-range electrostatics for
the tests), may find their preference swung
the other way. Our decision was somewhat reinforced by the possibility that our
M55E may have been better than average
production (in view of its similarity in performance to the V-15), whereas we found
two samples of the Euphonics to be very
similar to one another. This is hairsplitting, to be truthful.

A single Z-300 was hard to find fault
with; it was very transparent (a quality
that gives the impression of listening
through the system instead of to it), and
in most listening rooms, its balance, frequency range, detail and naturalness were
almost beyond criticism. Its perspective
was almost totally neutral, being neither
distant nor close-sounding, but rather giving the impression that the instruments
were about the same distance behind the
grille as they were from the recording
microphones.
The Z-300 did have one flaw, though.
Its flat tweeter elements, arranged in a
cross-eyed configuration, radiated the extreme highs in two fairly narrow crossed
beams, and if you happened to sit in the
way of one of the beams, you heard aperceptibly rising treble response. A single
Z-300 could be "aimed" so that the beams
wouldn't reach any of the listening areas,
but when apair of them were combined,
for stereo, the beaming often caused some
problems.
Pairing them increased their bass output
so that, in most listening rooms, it was
necessary to turn up the tweeters to maintain correct balance. But since the upper
range of the woofers remained essentially
In view of its price, the M55E must be
unchanged, the resulting response was
rather like that of aloudness control; bass
ranked as a "best buy," to use Consumer's
and treble were about equal, but the range
Union's favorite expression. And it would
in between was depressed, making the
still be even if other samples of it fell a
bit short of the one we tested.
speakers sound rather tipped up at the top
and deficient in middle range. In addition, the treble beaming made it difficult
to get good stereo distribution between the
speakers, particularly when the listener
Janszen Z-600 Loudspeaker
had to sit closer than about 15 feet from
System
the speakers.
We were aware of these shortcomings in
MFR'S SPECS: Frequency range: 30 to beyond
the 2-300's, but stuck with them because,
30,000 cps.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
Crossover frequency: Nominal 1500 cps; 1000 to
once we had lived with the transparency
2000-cps overlap region. Power capacity: 100
and detail of good electrostatics for awhile,
watts program. Dimensions: 26% inch high by
20 wide by 13 deep. Price: 8208.95. MANUFACthey spoiled us for systems with less of it.
TURER: Neshaminy Electronic Corp., Furlong,
Pa.
Now the Z-300's have finally been displaced.
Sweeping an oscillator through its range,
The Z-600 is the latest of the "console"
we found the new Z-600 system to be to(as opposed to "bookshelf") systems made
tally devoid of any audible buzzes, rattles
by Neshaminy Corp., and using Janszen
or response peaks throughout its entire
electrostatic tweeters and a Neshaminyspan of about 35 to beyond 14,000 cps
designed 11-inch woofer. The nominal
(which is where our ears fail us). A concrossover frequency is 15C0 cps, with a
denser microphone verified that the highbroad overlap between the woofer's top
end response was still going strong at 20
and the low end of the paralleled tweeters.
kc, where the microphone takes anosedive,
Tweeter level is not adjustable.*
so we have no way of knowing just how far
Like all electrostatics, the Z-600 requires
out the upper range does extend. Below
an external source of power (consumption:
about 1,000 cps, asingle Z-600 showed a
2watts), and the built-in power supply revery gradual rolloff of output until around
quires a115-volt AC supply. The polariz500 cps (amounting to, maybe, 2db total),
ing supply is designed for continuous
and then the response remained almost
duty, and the manufacturer recommends
perfectly flat to around 40 cps. It was
that it simply be plugged into any nearby
putting out an audible but weak signal at
outlet and left on.
35, and was pretty much dead by 30.
The Z-600's predecessor, the Z-300, was
There was no trace of distortion or flutterour standard loudspeaker ever since 1959,
ing at very low frequencies.
not because it was necessarily The Best
As might be expected, pairing two
loudspeaker we had found, but because it
Z-600's brought up the entire low-end
had more of the attributes that we like
range, producing an over-all response that
than did any other available system.
was subjectively almost perfectly flat. A
stereo pair of Z-600's have much the same
*A level control can be added in the form of a
over-all sound quality as a single Z-300,
5000-ohm 2-watt linear potentiometer in series with
minus the conspicuous treble beams. The
the AC supply to the tweeter. The control is "hot,"
so insulate all connections carefully.
middles are up and the low end and ex-

treme high end are down abit, and the result is almost perfect balance and naturalness in most listening rooms, with avery
slight tendency toward "forwardness."
The only respect in which we would judge
apair of Z-600's to be inferior to the Z-300
is in their bass performance which, although as deep and as full as that of the
paired Z-300's, is not quite as tightly controlled or as well defined.
Singly, the old Z-300 sounded better to us
than a single Z-600, despite the former's
high-end beams. The same middle-range
response that made apair of Z-600's sound
very nearly flat made one of them sound
quite forward.
The Z-600's over-all efficiency is quite
low, in comparison with the larger hornloaded systems, but is comparable to that
of most good bookshelf systems (like the
AR-2). Estimated efficiency is abit less
than 2%. It's important to note, though,
that whereas the high efficiency of most
horn systems exists only through the middle and upper-frequency ranges, that of
most low-effciency systems is fairly constant down to around 40 or 50 cps. A
dual 25-watt amplifier with good power
response will drive a pair of Z-600's
to fairly high volume without overloading,
but for very high levels, 60 or more honest
watts per channel will be needed. The
system is rated at 100 watts maximum
music power. Continuous power (for test
purposes) should not exceed 10 watts at
frequncies above 800 cps. Prolonged highlevel continuous-power input may damage
the crossover network.
An additional note about amplifiers:
We have not tested every amplifier on the
market (obviously), but it has been our
experience that the only units which are
really well suited for use with electrostatics are ones that were designed specifically to meet the stability and distorttion requirements of these speakers. Dynakits and Marantz units are among these,
but we do not know of any others that
meet the necessary standards. (We've
been very happy with aStereo 70.) The
current crop of transistor amplifiers (except for the top-priced ones) are not
eminently suitable; their distortion is excessive at low output power levels.
We have lived with apair of Z-600's for
several months now, and our initial enthusiasm for them has not dwindled in the
slightest. They provide the clearest, most
musically natural "window" to the sound
of any generally-available under-$1000
system we have ever heard, and in our
opinion, the resulting gain in sheer enjoyment of music more than compensates for
their less-than-perfect stereo imaging. If
your listening room has rather bright
acoustics, or if you are particularly critical
of instrumental location (rather than of
stereo breadth and depth), then Z-600's
are probably not for you. But if in doubt,
we would strongly suggest trying apair of
them anyway, and giving them a decent
chance (by suspecting the amplifier or
pickup if they sound really bad), because
they are inherently capable of a level of
quality that is going to be very hard to
beat.

Euphonies "Miniconic"
Pickup System
MFR'S SPECS — Type: Silicon semiconductor.
Models: TK-154S, integrated arm/pickup, elliptical stylus; TK-15-P, integrated arm/pickup, spherical stylus; CK-15-LS, universal elliptical pickup;
CI(-15-P, universal spherical pickup.
Stylus
P models, 0.5 mils; LS models, 0.9 by 0.2
mil. Frequency response: P models, DC to beyond 30 be, ±2 db from 20 to 20 be; LS models,
DC to 50 kc, ±2db from 20 to 20 be. (Response
measurements based on Euphonies 12-gram-mass
tone arm.) Separation: P models, 25 db or better
at 1kc, 5db or better at 15 kc; LS models, 25 db
or better at 1kc, 10 db or better at 15 kc. Compliance: P models, 25 x10 -0 cm/dyne; LS models,
15 x 10 -*cm/dyne. Tracking anee: 15 degrees.
Recommended tracking force: P models;
to
1 gram, 3 grams max; LS models,
to ,
Yt grams,
1% grams max. Output (from power supply): 8
mv constant velocity (mag) or 0.4-volt (RI AAequalized). Hum and noise: more than 80 db
below rated output. Tone arm (with TK models
only):
12-gram mass, viscous-damped lateral
pivot, statically & dynamically balanced, stylus
force spring-controlled by knurled knob,
to
3-gram range. Prices: TK-15-LS, $87.50; TE15-P,
$71.50; CE154S, $55; CE15-P, $39.00. MANUFACTURER: Euphonies Marketing, 173 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill., 60602.

The first completely new kind of pickup
for some years, the Euphonics "Miniconic"
is described by its manufacturer as atechnological breakthrough. It is a breakthrough in design, but the point in question is whether its performance constitutes
what could be considered abreakthrough.
Actually, the principle itself is not entirely new. The Euphonics is, essentially,
a device which produces its output by
modulating the flow of DC current through
avariable-resistance element. An earlier
monophonic pickup (made by Pfahnsteil
during the early 1950's) used a carboncoated plastic strip to achieve the saine
result. As the strip flexed, under stressing
from the stylus, the resistance of the coating would vary accordingly. And since
the current flow depended upon the position of the stylus (rather than its speed of
motion), the system was, at least in theory,
capable of producing response all the way
down to DC.
Instead of carbon-coated plastic, the
Euphonics pickup uses a much more refined variable-resistance element: a tiny
strip of silicon, with its crystalline structure so arranged as to produce varying resistance with varying tension or compression of the strip (Figure 1). The strip itself is fastened across aflexible section of
the transducing element (which is driven
by the stylus), so that each time the eleCOPPER CONDUCTOR

STRAIN-SENSITIVE
/
ELEMENT
EPDXY
STRIP

DC CURRENT FLOW

Fig. 1. Euphonies resistance element.
ment is stressed, its slight bending stretches
or compresses the silicon strip, varying
the flow of current through it. One end of
each element is anchored to the body of the
pickup. The free ends are coupled to the
stylus via ayoke assembly in such away
that only the proper 45-45 modulations
are transmitted to the elements, and the
elements themselves are oriented to
achieve maximum flexing at a 45-degree
angle to the vertical (Figure 2).

The main advantages of the system, according to the manufacturer, are its ability
to yield extremely low stylus mass (through
decoupling and the use of a very lightweight diamond and mounting shank),
high compliance (again through appreciable decoupling), and low stylus impedance (because the groove does not do the
work of generating output, but merely
modulates acurrent flow).*
Because the current flow through each
element depends on how much it is bent
by the stylus, the Euphonics pickup is, inherently, aconstant-amplitude device. Its
output at any frequency would normally
depend entirely upon how far the groove
swung from side to side, rather than on the
speed attained by the stylus in sweeping
from side to side. (Magnetic pickups are
Their output develocity-responsive.
pends on the speed at which the stylus
moves during its sideward swings.)
Modern discs are allegedly cut to the
RIAA characteristic, which is constant
amplitude above 2120 cps and between 50
and 500 cps. A constant-velocity pickup
will reproduce the constant-amplitude
ranges with a response which rises with
rising frequency, which is why comple-

ELEMENT
Fl ASTOMETErt

STYLUS
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Fig. 2. Assembly of Euphonies pickup.
mentary equalization must be added in the
phono preamp.
A constant-amplitude
pickup, however, will come fairly close to
producing flat response from an RIAA
disc, but not quite close enough (Figure 3).
The saine problem was encountered in the
design of the Weathers Professional Stereo
pickup, and was solved with a simple
equalization network. Euphonics went
one-up on the Weathers approach, and
equalized their pickup mechanically, in the
pickup itself, thus enabling it to be fed
directly into an unequalized input without
the use of any external equalization at all.
The pickup's 'raw" output is at a
nominal 25-millivolt level, which is not
enough to drive an unequalized high-level
input. For this reason, the PS-15 power
supply that comes with the pickup contains asingle stage of transistor amplification for each channel, to boost the output
to around 0.4 volts. There is also aslide
switch on the power supply that drops the
output level and throws into the circuit
an equalizing network to convert the
pickup's RIAA equalization to aconstantvelocity characteristic, for connection to a
*The first two are obviously desirable objectives,
but we have yet to see any evidence that the generating of output voltage from atypical pickup imposes any significant load on agroove. Indications
are that the limiting factors on the motional impedance (resistance to stylus motion) of conventional
pickups are simple matters of compliance, masa and
stylus damping. We suspect that these three factors will have to be brought considerably closer to
theoretical perfection than they are today (in the
Euphonies or any other pickup) before impedance
due to voltage generation becomes of any practical
significance.
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magnetic phono preamp. The manufacturer, however, recommends the use of the
high-level RIAA output, on the grounds
that most phono preamps do not provide
very accurate equalization.
Four models of Euphonies pickup are
available: Two " Lab Standard" models
with elliptical styli, one for standard arms
and the other for Euphonics' own arm, and
two " Professional" models with 0.5-mil
spherical styli in standard-mount and
Euphonics-arm versions. Specs for the
"Professional" models are abit less ambitious than for the " Lab" one, which is understandable in view of the fact that the
former is intended for " high" tracking
forces of between 1 and 3 grams. The
manufacturer makes astrong point of the
fact that certain performance characteristics will probably be compromised by the
use of tone arms other than their own — a
view which we endorse in principle at least.
The "universal" pickup itself has its
outputs terminated at four tiny, flat connecting pins. An equally small mating
plug is supplied, with short leads attached,
and these are to be soldered to the terminals at the back of the tone arm head, in
place of the head's own socket-terminated
leads. We did manage to make the necessary connections, but we can report that it
is adevil of aticklish job, requiring avery
small soldering iron and the patience and
steady hand of a watch maker.
There's one other aspect of the Eu phonics' design that strikes us as being illadvised, too. Both the output and the
input connections from the 1-S-15 power
supply are shielded cables terminated by
male plugs. The instructions tell us to
plug the input cables into the output receptacles provided at the rear of the turntable unit. We don't know which turntables Euphonics checked, but all the
ones we've come across have been equipped
with output cables with male plugs on
them, rather than with a receptacle strip
with female sockets. This means that, in
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Fig. 3. RIAA equalization error with
constant- amplitude playback curve.
most cases, it is necessary to use amale-tomale (double female) cable adapter in order to connect the turntable to the Eu phonics power supply.
We tested two samples of the Euphonics
pickup in an SME 3009 arm, at the maximum safe tracking force of 1 grams.
The instruction sheet supplied with the
pickup lists 2grams as the upper limit, but
according to the available data on the subject, this would be abit above the permanent groove-deformation point for a 0.2mil stylus.
The 13/
2gram value was
chosen because, while the pickup traced
the majority of discs without undue stress
at 1 gram, it was found to be cleaner on
all discs at the higher force. Generally,
we do not recommend the use of tracking
forces below 134 gram anyway, because
even at this force apickup is susceptible to
tracking troubles due to small accumula12

tions of gunk that the stylus collects from
some records.
Instrument tests showed both samples
of the Euphonics to be so similar in characteristics that we decided to average the
test results for the sake of simplicity.
Even the slight ( 134 db) channel imbalance was common to both samples, although this may have been nothing more
than sheer coincidence.
Noise measurements confirmed the
manufacturer's claims. Of the four output
channels tested, the highest measured
noise level was 81 db below the 1-kc output from a3.54 cm/sec 45-degree modulation. This is far below audibility.
There is some ambiguity in the claims
that Euphonics makes for their pickup's
frequency response. Some of their literature claims essentially flat response from

Rating the Pickups
Below is an up-dated listing of our
relative ratings of all the available
pickups we have tested in The Stereophile, listed in descending order of
preference. These ratings are based
on the performance of each pickup
under optimum conditions — that is,
with a complementary tone arm and
asuitable turntable — and are heavily
weighted to favor tracking ability,
naturalness and smoothness throughout the audible range. ( Price is not
taken into account.) Thus, the order
of preference shown may not necessarily reflect the suitability of agiven
pickup for use in a given system.
Other factors, such as high hum
fields and tone arm limitations,
may swing the balance of preference
toward other, lower-rated models. For
this reason, we suggest referring to the
full report on apickup before deciding
to purchase it. Compatible pickuparm-turntable combinations are listed
in the Recommended Components"
section on page 9.
(1) Decca Mark II
(2) Ortofon SPE
(3) Shure V-15
(4) Euphonics "Miniconic"
(5) Shure M55E
(6) Decca Mark III
(7) Weathers PS- 11
(8) ADC Point Four /E
(9) ADC Point Four
(10) Shure M44-5
On the basis of some brief listening
tests, we would place the Grado Model
A (tentatively, pending afull test) in
second or third place. Its tracking
ability and over-all sound are similar
to that of the V-15, while its high end
is smoother.
High-end smoothness
rivals that of the Decca Mark II, and
tracking ability is a shade better, but
its over-all sound is not quite as transparent nor as natural as that of the
Decca.
Whether or not it tops the
Ortofon SPE remains to be seen. A
full report on the Grado A is scheduled
for the next issue.

0 cps ( DC) to a bit beyond 50 kc, while
other specs (sometimes in the same data
sheets) call for a response of
2 db from
20 to 20k cps, when the tone arm has an
effective mass of 12 grams. The SME arm
has considerably more than 12 grams of
mass, but the higher mass would only tend
to extend the low end further, without affecting the higher-frequency ranges.
We were able to measure significant
output to beyond 40 kc (using the CBS
STR-120 Wideband Test Record), but the
response through the more important
50-to-15kc range was not as smooth as the
specs call for. Neither was it as smooth
in this range as some other pickups we
have tested, notably the Ortofon SPE and
the Decca Mark II. Our measurements
are shown below. The upper pair of response curves (Figure 4) are from the
polarizing supply's Low (magnetic) output. Figure 5 shows the measured response from the High ( RIAA) outputs. In
both samples tested, the Low output,
properly equalized, gave more linear response than the RIAA output, which was
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Fig.4.111easurements from high output.
up by an audible 2 2 db in the range above
about 4kc. Thus, the truth of the manufacturer's assertion that the High output
will yield flattest response depends upon
the accuracy of the available Magnetic
phono preamp's equalization. Some preamps will give flatter response from the
Euphonics' Low output than its High output provides.
Listening tests, via the Low output and
a Dyna preamp, showed the Euphonics to
have truly extraordinary tracking ability.
At PA grams, its ability to handle extremely high recorded levels was a shade
better than that of the Shure V-15 at the
same tracking force, which puts it at the
top of the pile in this respect. In view of
the measured smoothness of the Euphonics'
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Fig. 5. Low output, equalized to RIAA.
response, though, we were more than alittle surprised to find that it had amarkedly
brilliant, " fiery" sound that tended to exaggerate whatever tracing distortion was
occurring, and made worn records rather
unpleasant to listen to. We are sorry in
a way that we learned, beforehand, that
the Euphonics polarizing supply has
transistor amplifying stages in it, because
this may have prejudiced our judgment to
some extent. But the more we listened to
it, the more we were reminded of the term

"transistor sound," for it is this very quality of hardness and brittleness that we
have noticed in practically all the transistorized components we have heard. Yet
despite this brilliance, the Euphonics also
struck us as being somewhat "grainy" in
character. It had little of the rich, liquidly transparent quality of, say, the
Decca Mark II pickup.
Using the High (RIAA) output didn't
help; it just made the sound even harder,
and added amild peakiness to the sound
of strings and high-pitched percussion
instruments.
We are at aloss to explain the sound of
this pickup. Its frequency response, although not perfectly smooth, certainly
doesn't reflect the amount of brilliance we
noticed, and we can see nothing in the design of the pickup itself that would be
likely to introduce enough harmonic distortion to account for it. We suspect that
some loss of transparency may be due to
slight flexing of the plastic yoke that
couples the stylus to the elements, but
again, this would hardly account for the
subjective brilliance. So, we suspect the
transistorized stages in the polarizing supply, partly because there is no feedback
around them, but mainly because what we
hear sounds like typical transistor sound.
Dollar for dollar, this is an excellent
pickup — and probably the best available
at the price at the time of this writing.
We would hesitate to call it a "breakthrough," though, for there are other pickups which, in our opinion, produce considerably more natural and musically
listenable sound (the Decca Mark H, for
one), even if most of them do cost more
money and have some other problems of
their own. Of the pickups we have tested
to date, we would rate the over-all quality
of the Euphonics about fourth, which
would put it just a hair below the Shure
V-15. They are comparable in tracking
cleanness, but the Shure has amild peak
at around 12 kc, with a generally rich,
sweet sound, while the Euphonics is
smoother in response but has a brilliant
"zizzy" quality. The Shure, like other
magnetics, may be hum-prone under certain conditions and is limited to a cable
length of about 4 feet, whereas the Euphonics is almost totally hum-immune and
can take up to ahundred feet or so of interconnecting cable without peaking or loss
of highs. Our choice would still be the
Shure, unless mitigating circumstances
(high hum fields, for instance) indicated
the Euphonics.
MFR'S COMMENT: We feel that the Miniconic
principle does indeed represent a breakthrough,
because all prior (and unsuccessful) resistive units
had less than 1/25 the sensitivity of the Miniconic,
and were noisy. Note that the 25 inv open-circuit
output from the Miniconic is at low impedance.
Working into a professional power amplifier (without preamp), the " raw" cartridge has a nominal
output of — 20 dbm and will drive the amplifier to
full °Wind ( — 23 dbm = 17 mv at 600 ohms).
However, since the Miniconic at present is being
used primarily with existing hi-fi preamplifiers, an
inxpedance-matching amplifier has been added to
the PS- 15 to offset the mismatch loss and permit
the use of high-impedance inputs. Several manufacturers are providing inputs of proper impedance
in their amplifiers, to take advantage of the inherently high output of the Miniconic, thus eliminating both the PS- 15 power source and the superfluous stages of amplification ordinarily required
for magnetic pickup equalization.

Phono cartridges inevitably become smaller as
performance-destroying inertial mass is reduced.
The output pins used on the Miniconic are the most
widely-used type in the phonograph business (although not on magnetics). To assist the installer,
aprewired plug is provided, with pigtail leads. New
production units will also have pin jacks for the
larger, round pins found on SME, etc. tone arms.
We call attention to the fact that for over 10
months now, the CBS STR-100 test record has had
almost 2db of channel imbalance.
Higher effective tone arm mass most certainly
will affect high-frequency response. Arm mass determines the amount of compliance (especially
vertical) that can be incorporated in the cartridge.
When arm mass is great (and even our ultra -light
Miniconic arm could be lighter), miatracking and
distortion result, especially at he frequencies.
We have used the term ' transistor sound"
solely to connote the low level of distortion attainable with good transistor circuitry. Actually, there
is nothing that characterizes the sound of any good
amplifier, be it tube or transistor type.
We appreciate the " top value" rating. This was
one of our design goals. However, as to the Miniconic "sound," numerous listening tests conducted
by us and independent labs have unanimously confirmed the pickup's outstandingly natural sound,
without any unnatural coloration.

Once Over Lightly
3-M Low-Noise Tape
Although unweighted noise readings will
reveal little difference between it and other
good tapes, actual listening conditions (or
anoise measurement that is weighted to
reflect hearing characteristics) show this
tape to have about 5 db lower hiss than
the quietest conventional tape (Ampex
tapes, for instance). Bias requirements
are a bit higher than average tapes, but
well within the reach of most recorder
adjustments. High-frequency record preemphasis requirements (at 7% ips) are
less than those for most tapes, and there
is somewhat more overload "headroom,"
besides. The new tape has unusually low
sideband noise, too, although the advantage gained here will vary somewhat
according to the design of the transport.
List prices for 7-inch reels are as follows:
Type 201 (1%-mil acetate) 84.40; Type
202 (1%-mil polyester) $5.10; Type 203
(1-mil polyester) $7.35. Note that these
are list prices. Most audio dealers will
sell at the usual 40%-or-thereabouts discount.
These new tapes, (dubbed "Dynarange"
tape by 3-M) have now displaced the
Ampex line as our first choice for the
highly critical recordist, but they may not
be worth the extra money to users who are
not now bothered by excessive hiss or
sideband problems from Ampex's tapes.
Dynaco Beocord 2000 Recorder
Extremely low wow, flutter and sideband noise (sideband noise is largely responsible for the "hazy" sound of many
recorders that measure well in the response
and distortion departments), and very
linear response plus wide range and low
distortion make this all-transistor recorder one of the best-sounding units
we've tested.
Ganged, professional-type slider controls provide easy mixing of up to six
channels (two each of Low-Zmike, RIAAequalized mag phono, and radio, as supplied), but balance between L and R of
each input is not adjustable; asingle control adjusts the balance of the composite
mixed signal. Built-in low-power amps
(with gain, balance and tone controls) can

be used to drive external speakers or headphones, while alow-impedance line output
draws the signal out ahead of the playback
controls to feed directly to an external
system.
Other plug-in circuit boards, available
from Dynaco, allow any combination of
input pairs (for up to 3pairs of mikes, for
instance). As supplied, the Radio inputs
have inadequate gain for many applications, but aplug-in booster is available on
special order.
The unit is exceedingly difficult to do
accurate editing on, due to the lack of
access to the heads or afixed point near
the heads for marking the tape. There
are no internal adjustments for setting
record and play levels to meet professional
standards, but recording and playback
quality are more than adequate for the perfectionist who does not demand professional-type precision of adjustment.
Over-all sound quality is ashade better
than that of the Ampex F-44, but the
F-44 is more easily serviced and set up for
peak operating efficiency, and is easy to
use for editing. Both are in the same
quality class, but user preference must
necessarily decide which is the best choice.
The price is $498.00.
Editor's Note:
A full report on the Beocord 2000,
originally scheduled for this issue, will
appear in issue No. 12.
Weathers Discushion
If nobody ever comes up with abetter
design for a platter mat than this, we
won't be at all disappointed.
Three concentric ridges, graduated in
height from the smallest to the outer one,
support 7, 10 or 12-inch discs by their
outer edge only, keeping dust and grit
from contacting the playing surface, and
suppressing any tendency toward ringing
of the outer edge of adished disc. This
is, quite simply, the best platter mat
money can buy, and $3.95 will buy it.
Made of durable soft rubber, the Weathers
Discushion is available in black, brown or
beige.
Hartley 220MS / Holton
Speaking .Systems
This is a later version of the system
with the same model designation that we
tested in issue Number 3. The new one
was found to have extremely low distortion through its entire range, which
was subjectively smooth (on an oscillator
sweep) from about 45 to beyond 15,000
cps.
On music, our initial reaction was that
the system had amild "awk" coloration,
plus a high end that was either the
smoothest we've ever heard from a cone
speaker or was rolled down at the top.
We prefer aslightly soft-sounding high
end to ahard, spitty top, but whether or
not the new Hartley is a bit too soft for
our taste will have to be determined on
the basis of more prolonged listening, plus
a few tests with a calibrated condenser
microphone. We'll present our findings
in afull report in the next issue.
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McIntosh and E- V
Why doesn't your " Recommended Components" section list any McIntosh amplifiers in the "A" category along with
Marantz?
Also, what is your opinion of the
ElectroVoice 30-inch woofer, as compared
with most of the highly-touted AltecLansing 15-inch woofers?
Richard Mednik
Parsippany, N. J.
Direct comparisons between the better McIntosh power amplifiers and their Marantz
or Dynaco counterparts (i.e., equivalent
power ratings) have shown the McIntosh
units to have slightly less detail and transparency than the others. On an absolute
basis, compared with all other available amplifiers, the McIntosh units are in the very
top category, as far as sound goes. They
are omitted from the " Recommended Components" list simbly because, in our opinion,
the Dyna and Marantz units sound better.
There is no inherent advantage in an extremely large loudspeaker unit, and there
are acouple of disadvantages thereto. Smaller
loudspeakers can be made to have just as low
afree-air resonance, and proper horn loading can offset the difference in radiating area
to the point where, in an enclosure of agiven
size, a 15- inch or even a 12- inch woofer can
provide comparable low-bass response. Potential disadvantages of the large speaker include relatively poor transient response,
which makes it necessary to use a very low
(100 cPs) crossover frequency, and the possibility of high distortion at very low frequencies because of the great disparity between the total radiating area and the relatively small voice coil.
In a simple reflex-type enclosure or infinite baffle, or in a "short" horn enclosure,
the extra radiating area of a 30- inch woofer
will carry the bass lower than will a l5- inch
woofer in an enclosure of the same size. But
again, if the 15-incher is in a baffle of reasonably adequate size, the difference between
it and the 30-incher may exist only below
about 40 cps, where there is little if any response on commercial discs and tapes.
In terms of commercially available speaker
systems, the E- V Patrician 800 system with
its 30- inch woofer has more than an octave
of lower-bass range than the Allec A-7 with
its single 15- inch woofer.
The E- V also
costs about $700 more. Take your pick!
Fringe- Area FM
Iam located in an FM fringe area, with
mountains, etc between me and the stations Iwant to pull in. Inotice that some
of the stereo tuners in the "A." category do
not have as high-rated sensitivity as some
others. Despite this fact, would an "A"
14

category tuner still be one that would receive stereo broadcasts best in my receiving area?
Dr. S. J. Neiditch
San Bernardino, Calif.
In cases where rated sensitivities are all fairly
high, we have not found much correlation between the ratings and the actual pulling
power of most tuners. We suspect that the
discrepancies are due mainly to differences
in test procedures and rating systems.
If yours is a really difficult fringe area,
we'd suggest getting any of the Class A tuners
and using it with a high-sensitivity highlydirectional antenna (with rotator, if needed).
If you need still more pulling power, use a
mast-mounted booster. We'd advise you not
to use a transistorized booster, though; we
have yet to find one of these that did not lend
to overload when the antenna was pointed
toward astrong signal.
Weathers/Ortofon Compatibility
I recently purchased a Weathers
ML-66A turntable with an Empire 880-PE
pickup thrown in for $ 10 more. Iam not
entirely satisfied with the pickup and am
wondering if the Ortofon SPE pickup is
compatible with the ML-66A, and if in
your opinion the extra expense of the
Ortofon would be justified by the increase
in sound quality.
Nathan L. Privitt
Shaw AFB, S. Car
The Ortofon SPE pickup is not usable in
the Weathers ML-66A, because it is too
heavy for the tone arm to counterbalance to
the necessary force.
Of the available pickups, we would suggest
either the Shure V-15 or the Grado Model A.
Although we have not formally tested the
Grado, we did hear one ashort time ago and
were impressed by its remarkable smoothness
and tracking ability.
It is not quite as
transparent or " live-sounding" as the toprated Decca Mark II, but is equal or superior
to it in other respects.
Volume Compression
Ido agreat deal of speech recording on
a Minifon wire recorder, but once the recorder is placed and running, I have no
more control over it or its microphone
placement. Later, I rerecord from the
Minifon to a Norelco 401 recorder, and
this is where my problem starts.
People who are close to the 1V1inifon's
mike come in much more strongly than
those who are farther away. Itry to correct for these differences by manual volume control during the rerecording operation, but this is a major annoyance and
not very effective either.

Is there some kind of electronic device
that will allow me to do the same thing
automatically?
Andrew R. Winkler
Newark, N. J.
Yes, there is: the Fairchild Model 510
"Compander," which used to sell for $75
(or $60 in kit form). A discontinued item,
this should still be available from a usedequipment dealer or through classified ad
columns such as our "Audio Mart."
AR- 3 Power Needs
I axa planning on using Acoustic Research AR-3 speaker systems with Dyna
amplifiers, but am not sure which amplifiers I should use. AR recommends a
minimum of 25 watts of power for each
AR-3, and I'm wondering if the Dyna
Stereo 70's dual 35 watts will be sufficient
to drive these speakers to their full capabilities. If not, Ihave considered using Dyna
Mark III mono amplifiers, one for each
channel. However, Iam wondering about
the quality of these ampliers, as they have
never been mentioned in your publication.
How do they compare with the Stereo 70
unit? Would their additional power give
me better sound?
R. L. Schrimpf
FPO New York, N. Y.
At output powers below overload, the Stereo
70 has ashade more transparency of sound
than the Mark III, and it has earned aconsiderably better reputation for long-term dependability. Component life in the Mark
III is about average for high-powered amplifiers — typically about ayear for output
tubes, one to two years for inputi•lubes and
rectifiers — whereas it is not uncommon for
Stereo 70's to get two to three years from one
sel of output tubes and even longer from the
others.
Whether or not the Stereo 70 will give you
adequate power, though, depends on your
listening habits. It is abit marginal for the
AR-3, but will give clean signal up to all but
row-H-type volume levels. If you like to
listen at very high levels, even the Mark Ill's
may be inadequate.
Mostly Rumble
My system is comprised of a Dyna
Stereo 70 amplifier, Dyna PAS-2 preamp,
Pickering U-38AT pickup, Miracord turntable, and apair of 12-inch J. B. Lansing
woofers and E- V T-35 tweeters in Aristocrat enclosures.
There is a significant amount of lowfrequency noise audible when playing
quiet grooves at normal volume-control
settings, and the noise becomes substantial
at higher volume settings. How can Ide-

termine whether this noise is inherent in
commercial records, or whether it is due
to some problem in my system that can
be corrected?
Also, do you think Icould improve the
sound significantly by using other loudspeakers, such as the AR-2a?
George E. Hulse
Morristown, Tenn.
Your excessive rumble is probably due to a
combination of things, all of which are curable. There is a certain amount of rumble
recorded on all commercial discs, but it is
generally well below the rumble level of most
turntables. ( We exclude from this generalization turntables such as the Acoustic Research and the Weathers units, which have
their rumble pitched at an inaudible 10 cps.)
If rumble is audible at normal listening
levels, il is almost certainly turntable rumble,
compounded by sundry other factors.
In your case, our prime suspect is the
speaker system. As far as we're concerned,
the Aristocrat is one of the most ill-conceived
enclosures ever unleashed on the buying public. As a " miniaturized" version of afolded
rear- loaded horn, it is apoor horn enclosure,
and a bad variety of any other kind of enclosure. With most speakers, its main effect
seems to be aseries of amonstrous response
peaks in the lower-middle and middle-bass
range, and as a result, there are very few
turntables whose rumble is low enough to be
inaudible after the enclosure has boosted it
out of all proportion to its original intensity.
So, the first thing you're going to have to do
is replace your enclosures with ones recommended specifically by JBL for use with
your woofers. You would probably get considerably better over-all sound if you ditched
your present systems altogether in favor of,
say, apair of AR-2a's or AR-2ax's, but you
may prefer the more projected sound of your
present systems. You might at least try the
alternatives, though.
The speaker change should do away with
most of your rumble problem. If it doesn't,
you may have a marginal feedback problem
or a malfunctioning or inherently lousy

turntable. Whether or not the turntable is
suspect depends on what model it is. Early
Miracords were horrible: later ones like the
PW-40 and the 10-11 should give satisfactorily quiet performance.
To check for feedback, stop the turntable
and set the pickup on the record. Then advance the volume to its usual setting when
you're listening at fairly high levels, and
gently tap the edge of the motor board with a
fingertip. If you get a sharp thud through
the speakers, all is well. If there's atapering
"boom" instead, which becomes more like a
thud when you cut the volume back a bit,
then you're getting some feedback, and it will
be helping to increase the system's rumble.
Feedback can be controlled by relocating the
turntable or speakers against an outside wall
of the room, adding some additional shock
suspension or, in some cases, removing all
shock suspension elements and bolting the
turntable firmly to its base.
If rumble is still too high despite the absence of incipient feedback, suspect the turntable itself or an ill-advised combination of
arm mass and pickup compliance. If the
rumble problem is due to the pickup resonance falling right on the table's rumble frequency, a different pickup will often solve
the problem. Even the replacement of a
stylus has been known to clear up problems
like this.
Finally, the turntable. If you can feel
vibration with your fingertips on the motor
board, the turntable is the culprit, and should
be serviced ( if it's worth il) or replaced with
abetter one.

Pickups for Mono

Which pickups do you recommend for
cleanest tracking of old mono LP's and
78-rpm discs?
E. W. King
San Antonio, Tex.
The cleanest-tracking pickup we have found
for mono LP's is the Shure V-15, followed
by the Ortofon SPE and the Decca Mark II.
For 78's, the best thing we've encountered
is still the old General Electric 4G-040.

Why Not?
If you're looking for the ideal Christmas gift for the audiophile who has everything (except passable sound), why not
do his system a favor and give him a gift subscription to
The Stereophile? We'll start him with the December issue,
and will enclose upon request a small card notifying him
that you were the perpetrator of this Christmasy deed. If
two of you happen, inadvertently, to pick the same recipient, we'll stack his subscriptions so they'll run concurrently.
Present subscribers (and free-loaders), please bear in
mind that subscriptions are our sole source of support. If
you enjoy the magazine, we urge you — nay, we beseech
you — to subscribe or to renew when your present sub
expires. Check your mailing label (and see "As We See
It") if you're in doubt about the date of your subscription
expiration.
The subscription coupon on page 16 can be clipped out
without chopping up the magazine's editorial content.

Weathers Hum
Your "Recommended Components"
listings indicate that the Weathers ML-66
turntable might be asuitable complement
for the rest of my otherwise Class-B system, but Consumer Reports (
in their September 1964 issue) warned against using
this turntable with magnetic pickups because of the motor's "very high magnetic
field."
Ihave heard the Weathers "Townsend"
turntable with a Shure M44-7 and detected no hum. Is there any foundation
to CU's statement?
Frank A. Tessitore
Islip, N. Y.
Some, but not much. The ML-66 uses two
small drive motors, which are normally connected out of phase with one another, to produce some cancellation of their field. A few
of these have been improperly wired, resulting
in excessive hum radiation, and it appears
that CU got one of them. The remedy is
simply the reversal of the leads to one motor.
When properly wired, the ML-66 will not
radiate any more hum than does the Townsend, whose radiation is low enough to permit even the use of such relatively humsensitive pickups as the Ortofon.

Shocking Floor
My Thorens-SME-Ortofon combination
is extremely sensitive to floor shocks. The
pickup will jump grooves at the slightest
footstep. What is the solution?
James W. Greene
Nashville, Tenn.
The most obvious solutions, which may or
may not work, are to locate the turntable
where it is less subject to floor flexing, and
to use some additional shock isolation between the turntable and the surface it rests on.
If it is possible to relocate the turntable
against an outside wall of the room or, better
still, in a corner between two outside walls,
this should help matters. (Don't lengthen
the pickup cables, though. This will cause
peaking of the pickup's high-end response.)
ELPA Marketing Industries has recently
made available a somewhat refined shockabsorber system that allows up to three
"layers" of shock isolation to be inserted
under the turntable — on the bottom of a
newly-designed wooden base, between the
base and an intermediate platform, and between the platform and the turntable assembly. ELPA reports that this arrangement
has cleared up nearly all the cases of floor
bounce and acoustic feedback that they've
encountered.
In some instances it will be found that the
mechanical stability of this turntable larm
combination is considerably improved by
eliminating all shock isolation from the
turntable and base, and simply bolting the
turntable directly to its base. This apparently acts to lower its "jiggle frequency" so
that the relatively slow motions of the floor
aren't translated into rapid oscillations of
the light, loosely suspended turntable. Whatever the reason, it has worked in Averal instances and is worth trying.
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the early ones were shrill, but some later
ones sound excellent. Your anti-Dynagroove article several issues back indicated
that they all sounded terrible. You need
your ears (or your head) examined.
Donald Moreley
Chicago, Ill.

Goofs
On page 12 of your issue Number 9, you
had a footnote reference recommending
the use of the GE 4G-040 pickup for 78rpm operation of the Garrard Lab 80 turntable, which doesn't even have a 78-rpm
speed on it.
On page 19 of the same issue, you state
that a 1:3 power ratio represents aloss of
power. It doesn't; it means we've lost
all but ,1
4 of the original power. A 1:3
ratio would be aloss of
power.
There are other obvious errors in that
issue that any knowledgeable writer
should not make, and that his proofreader
shouldn't let through if he does make them.
W. Cochran
Chalfont, Pa.
You're right on both specific points, and
you're the only reader that brought these
goofs to our attention. Thanks.
Unfortunately, our proofreader is the
same person who unites most of our material,
and he pleads overwork rather than outright
ignorance, stupidity or carelessness.
The 78-rpm inconsistency has already
been remedied in issue No. 10. The voltage
ratio error was not caught until your letter
arrived.
As for the "other, obvious errors," we
wonder why you didn't specify what these
were, while you were at it. Or was this a
general way of saying you don't trust anything in the magazine?
Actually, our record for misinformation
and typos has been unusually good since our
inception. In 10 issues to date, we have had
about five typographical errors, none of them
serious, two erroneous diagrams, and three
outright errors.
We subsequently printed
corrections for all errors, and even took the
trouble to supply a line of type that got
dropped from an article at one time. It's
not aperfect record, but we submit that it's a
darnsight better record for accuracy than
that of any 10 issues of any other audio
publication.

Fissured Crock
Sirs:
You damn magazine no damn good. I
tell you that good. I dont subscribe.
That fix you.
Name withheld for
sundry reasons
Holtay.

We fixed damn good.

Dynagroove Sound
Sirs:
I have listened closely to a number of
Dynagroove discs on agood system (AR- 3
speakers, Dyna amplifier and preamp, AR
turntable), and cannot understand what
you are complaining about. True, some of
16

It is not necessary for a Dynagroove disc
to sound bad. It is just not possible for it
to sound natural, for reasons which should
have become clear long ago if you had read
our past articles and observations on the
subject.

Record Reviews
As acharter subscriber and ardent supporter, Iprotest vigorously your dropping
your "Reports on Recordings." What use
is fine equipment without a good recording? What is the primary interest —
music or sound? The first is my choice,
and if the reports have to be dropped,
could we have asupplement, even at additional cost?
William J. Tally
Gladsden, Ala.
I'm glad to see you finally got around
to dropping the record review section. It
took up more space than it was worth,
since you reviewed so few records in each
issue and didn't cover a wide variety of
labels. Iprefer to get my record ratings
from the record review magazines like
American Record Guide, and my audio information from audio magazines like The
StereoPhile. What Iwould like to see you
do, though, is audition the records that
other magazines pick as being outstanding
performances, and give us brief reports on
their sound. This is something you do better than any other magazine. Ican't say
the same for your musical judgments.
R. Warren Moss
New York, N. Y.
Ifeel that dropping your record reviews is
a mistake. Now that my system is so
good that most records sound lousy on it,

Iwant to know which records sound best
on first-rate equipment.
You stated that you will continue to
publish capsule reviews on new recordings
as well as occasional listings of musically
and technically outstanding new and old
recordings. Icertainly hope so, and the
more the better.
Carl J. Nicoulin, Jr.
Denver, Colo.
Sometimes we find il hard to know which end
is up! Before we dropped the reviews, reader
opinion seemed to favor our doing so. Now,
most readers seem to want them back.
As Mr. Moss pointed out, though, there
were problems. Our circulation still isn't
large enough to interest the monster companies like London, Columbia and Victor in
submitting review copies, and we can't afford
to buy every new release. ( Vanguard was
the only major company that cooperated, and
we thank them.) United Stereo Tapes, who
were supplying review tapes for a while, cut
us off with the explanation that we didn't
publish often enough. Add all that to the
frequent letters we got urging that we turn
the recordings pages over to equipment, and
you'll understand why we just said to heck
with it.
There are some capsule reviews in this
issue (opposite page), plus another listing of
"Top of the Pile" discs. These will continue
from time to time. We're also going to try
Mr. Moss's suggestion, and go out and buy
(for review) discs that gel raves in the other
magazines for their musical performances.
We'll review as many in each issue as space
permits. This compromise will, we hope,
please astatistical majority of our readers.

Not On Your Life!
Your magazine is both interesting and
informative, but while Ienjoy good music
faithfully reproduced, Iam not an audiophile.
Ihave a friend who is an audiophile —
stereophile, if you prefer. His equipment
is top-flight, including apair of horn type
speaker systems — the "big fellows."
These are at one end of an enormous
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living room. Seated thirty or forty feet
away, the sound is magnificent, true "concert hall realism" — an effect Idoubt is
attainable in an ordinary-sized room, regardless of the quality of the source.
My friend is proud of his installation.
But does he enjoy it? He sits hunched a
little forward, gazing at the speakers. If
there's abit of roughness or boom he explains it is the lousy recording. But if it
continues, he is apt to get up and put on
another record, or switch briefly to FM.
He will adjust a dial or two, and after
listening for aminute or so will return to
his chair, walking lightly, as if not to reawaken afractious baby.
Though it is rated as the best that the
state of the art affords, he has little confidence in his equipment. He is constantly
seeking something better. Recently he
traded a $400 FM receiver for one costing
$600. He was, Ibelieve, disappointed; the
extra $200 had not provided any discernable improvement.
My friend has invested several thousand
dollars. The outlay has gained him some
status, an occasional moment of deep
satisfaction, but mostly tension and
insecurity.
Much of the time the beautiful sound is
stilled.
His wife says it gives her a

Record Reviews
Rimsky-Korsakov : Scheherezade; London Symphony Orch., Leopold Stokowsky.
London "Phase 4" disc SPC-21005, $5.98.
This is infuriating. Along comes the performance of Scheherezade that we've been
waiting for, and the powers that be at
London records decide, God knows why,
to bestow upon it the dubious blessing of
Phase- 4recording. The sound is positively
vast and cavernous, the bass booms, highs
scream, the harp sounds like it's 10 feet
tall, and instruments wander back and
forth across the stereo stage as if nobody
had thought to tell the musicians where to
sit. The sound is very clean, as though
anyone cared at this point.
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6 in B
Minor (Pathetique); Ralle Orch., Sir John
Barbirolli, Vanguard Everyman disc SRV148SD, $1.98.
A competent but somehow uninspired performance, with subtly muddy, unfocused
sound.
Mozart: Piano Concertos No. 24 in C
Minor, K. 491 and No. 20 in D Minor,
K. 466; Dennis Matthews, Vienna State
Opera Orch., Bans Swarowsky, Vanguard
Everyman disc SRV-142SD, $1.98.
Graceful, thoroughly delightful performances and excellent, natural sound. Highly
recommended.

headache.
I write about my friend because he
seems rather typical of those who become
obsessed by audio. No, Iam not an audiophile. Heaven forfend!
We are withholding, at our own discretion,
the name of the reader who submitted this
poignant portrait of ahi-fi neurotic.
The perfect system still doesn't exist, and
may never exist. But while it's certainly a
worthwhile challenge to seek sonic perfection,
it doesn't really warrant aneurosis. To ,become obsessed with perfection to the point
where imperfection makes you downright
miserable is to lose sight of the entire purpose
of high fidelity. Audio should be fun, and
its rewards should be in terms of musical
enjoyment. When you find it is giving you
more dissatisfaction than enjoyment, that's
the time to consider choosing another hobby —
one in which the rewar4s of accomplishment
are more clearcut and more personally gratifying. An obsession with sonic perfection
can be just as effective in inducing anervous
breakdown as any other kind of obsession, if
given half a chance. So stay loose, play it
cool, and try to enjoy high fidelity. If you
suspect that you might conceivably be the
friend described in the preceding letter, it's
time to do some soul-searching.

More From the lop of the Pile

Another brief listing of disc recordings, old
and new, that we have found to combine
excellent recording with superlative performances.
Rachmaninov: Rhapsody on aTheme of
Paganini. London stereo, CS-6153.
Tchaikovsky: Swan Lake (Highlights).
London stereo, CS-6218.
Walton: Facade suites.
stereo, LSC-2285.

RCA Victor

Sibelius: Symphony No. 1.
London
stereo, CS-6375. (The 4-track tape
version of this was reviewed in Stereophile Number 8.
The disc version is
markedly more transparent, and just as
clean.)
Stravinsky: Petrouchka. London stereo,
CS-6009.
Offenbach: Overtures to "La Belle
Helene" and "Orpheus in Hades." London mono, LD-9004.
Arnold: English Dances.
LD-9178.

London mono,

Joan Sutherland: The Art of the Prima
Donna. London stereo, OSA1214.
The Compleat In Fidelytie. Cook records, mono, Longe Plae 1044. (One of the
zaniest records ever made, this is an
assortment of totally unrelated sounds —
trains, planes, wind, and a horde of
roosters, to name but a few — and recorded in some of the most stupendously
natural sound ever committed to discs.)

Miscellany
Circular Logic?
We've been so impressed by the open,
natural sound of the few 360-degree
speaker systems we've heard in the past
that we were intrigued by some recent ads
for a new "Circlephonic" speaker system
(circa $100) that is claimed to give "360degree dispersion."
So, we read on. And what did it turn
out to be? A vertically-aimed woofer
with a motor-driven tweeter that sweeps
the highs around the room like alighthouse
beacon. This is not our idea of 360-degree
dispersion.
Dispersion means scattering — specifically, the scattering of a given sound in
different directions from aradiating source.
The "Circlephonic," obviously, is going to
get treble to wherever the tweeter is aiming at any given instant, but at no time
will it ever be dispersing the treble through
an angle of 360 degrees. As a matter of
fact, half of each rotating cycle will be aiming the back of the tweeter at the listener,
and we all know how effectively adynamic
tweeter radiates from its rear end. Then
there's the small matter of the woofer/
tweeter phasing. The woofer's phasing
stays the same; that of the tweeter (assuming its cone is open to the rear) will reverse
with each half turn. The result: in-phase
half of the time, out of phase the other
half.
Evidently, the designer of this little
gem didn't do his homework. With the
same tweeter, facing upward toward an
inverted wooden cone or something, this
might have been an uncommonly good
system. Would have saved the price of a
motor, too.
Primer for Tapers
One of the best and cheapest ($ 1.50)
books on tape recording that we've seen
is asmall 160-page volume entitled "How
to Make Good Tape Recordings," issued
by Audio Devices, Inc., 444 Madison Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.
Originally written nine years ago by
C. J. LeBel (whose death, last April 14,
was mourned by the whole audio industry), the current "New Stereo Edition" is
a second revision, and has three added
chapters written by leading authorities in
those phases of recording (mike technique,
tape editing and sound effects). The basic
material in the book is simple enough for
the beginner, the advanced sections are
an education for the serious perfectionist.
Coincidentally, Mr. A. A. Pulley, who
wrote the chapter on tape editing (and
was technical head of RCA Victor's Red
Seal recording division) also passed away
in April, on the 21st, just one week after
Mr. LeBel. Both will be missed.
Free, Free, Free!
In the interests of its continuation, The
Stereo/Aide is now making available, free,
copies of its promotional blurb sheet to
any readers who'd like to help keep us in
business by distributing them among po17

tential subscribers, in hi-fi shops, etc.
(The etc is achallenge to your ingenuity.)
Let us know how many you figure you
can use, and we'll ship them off reasonably
promptly. We'll even pay the postage on
them. Try not to waste too many of
them, though. Individually, they're cheap;
en masse, they're pretty expensive.

Performance After the Fact
A couple of recent press releases from
Acoustic Research reminded us that there's
one aspect of a product's "performance"
that is rarely mentioned in equipment reports, but deserves all the attention it can
get. We're referring to the performance
of a manufacturer after a customer has
bought his product.
Many firms, unfortunately, lose interest
in the customer as soon as he's parted with
his money. They take ages to answer his
letters, if they ever answer them at all,
and act as though, once the warranty has
expired, the customer should be penalized
for demanding a factory repair instead of
just going out and buying the newest version of the component. Acoustic Research
is one of the few firms that acknowledge
their confidence in the durability of their
equipment and their thanks to acustomer
for buying it, through extended-period
warranty service and modernization programs whereby owners of earlier units can
take advantage of later developments
without having to suffer a trade-in loss.
These are aspects of "performance" that
don't show up in instrument tests or listening sessions. We just wish that more
manufacturers would follow AR's approach.
Specifically, the new press releases announced the availability of updating services for converting the original AR turntable to the AR-XA model (with improved
shock suspension and tone arm pivots, plus
several other minor but unspecified improvements), and for replacing the conetype tweeters in the AR-2and AR2a speakers with a single new, heavily-damped
wide-dispersion cone tweeter. The turntable conversion is a factory job; the
speaker conversion can be done at home,
with a modestly-priced conversion kit
that's available from the factory or from
AR dealers. Price is $ 15 for either conversion, plus whatever shipping costs are
involved.

Real Big!
For the edification of those optimists
who like to keep telling us that hi-fi is getting better all the time, we cite some quotes
from a recent ad by Fairchild Recording
Equipment Corp., for some of their broadcast components.
"The Dynalizer contours your station's
frequency response to fully utilize the
listening capabilities (
italics ours) of your
audience. Makes your station sound really
big, big, big, even on the smallest pocket
receivers."
"(The Conax) lets your station maintain
real high levels even with brass and crashing cymbals and still avoid FCC cita18

tions." (FCC citations, incidentally, are
official slaps-on-the-wrist for radio stations
that are caught over-modulating.)
"The Reverbertron . . . gives your station that real big voice. With the Reverbertron you can have that Carnegie Hall
effect as close as the gain control on the
Reverbertron. And there's the added plus
of an increase in apparent loudness of your
station sound . . ."
Imagine, if you can, the sound of a
Dynagroove disc with added Dynalizing,
Conaxing and Reverbertronizing.
The
mind boggles at the prospect.

P.S. to the Charts
The best article we've ever seen on servicing stereo systems appeared in the May
1965 issue of Hi Fi 'Stereo Review. The
piece was arranged in the form of troubleshooting charts, providing step-by-step
elimination checks to allow you to pinpoint the source of most system troubles
without test instruments. About the only
thing we noticed that was conspicuously
absent from the diagnosis charts was any
mention of the possibility that amalfunctioning component could be inherently
poor or basically incompatible with some
other component.
If you didn't get acopy of that issue of
HF/SR, we'd suggest you order one directly from the magazine's editorial offices,
at One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
10016. Back-issue cost, per copy, is 65
cents. Then we suggest adding a P.S. to
the charts wherever they say "Component
defective," or some such; the P.S. to read
"or inadequate, or incompatible with other
component(s)."

Who Wants Threes?
We've had so many inquiries recently
about the availability of "even a dogeared copy" of our out-of-print issue
Number 3that we've been considering the
possibility of reprinting it by offset from
one of our two remaining office copies.
Since the press run would (probably) be
quite small, we'd have to charge a premium for each copy, but on the basis of
the printer's quotes, we could afford to
sell the reprinted issues (identified on the
cover as a special limited-edition reprint)
for $ 1each, if we could get at least 300
orders.
If you're interested, don't send your
money now, just drop us a card. When
we accumulate 300 of them, we'll reprint
the issue and then we'll ask for your dollar
bills. (And we will frown darkly upon
people who said "go ahead" and then
don't cough up their buck.)

Ad Quote
"The mass of the stylus is virtually
fixed by the radius of the tip." — Benjamin-Elac, advertising the Model 322
Stereo Cartridge.
That is, until the stylus is mounted in
an armature weighing 10 times as much as
the stylus.

Hearing

(
from page 3)

viduals with moderate — or even profound — losses of hearing to communicate
with those around them.
If you need a hearing aid, should you
just go out and buy it?
Hearing aids are somewhat like prescription glasses. Before they are purchased the patient should be examined by
an otologist and his needs carefully evaluated. There are many types of hearing
loss which make it difficult for the patient
to wear an aid, and there are many different hearing aids.
Most hearing aid dealers are ethical and
are happy to cooperate with the doctor
and his patient to insure maximum
efficiency. Without this cooperation the
patient may be sold unnecessary or improperly fitted hearing aids.
Are there symptoms of ear trouble
which ought to be considered besides
hearing loss?
Yes, hearing loss is only one symptom.
Tinnitus (noises in the ear) and vertigo
(dizziness) also may be caused by middle
or inner ear disturbances. Many illnesses
may begin with noises in the ear, dizziness
and hearing loss. Some serious brain disorders fall into this group.
What should be done about acommon
earache in achild or adult?
F,ar pain is a symptom of a number of
disorders. Pain may originate with diseased teeth, particularly molars. Simple
inflammation of the skin of the ear canal
which occurs after swimming or bathing
causes severe ear discomfort. Infections
of the middle ear also cause pain.
The simple home remedies poured into
the ear should be athing of the past. Ear
pain is nature's warning that something is
wrong and this requires the expert attention of the family doctor or the otologist.
How does deafness affect people
emotionally?
Hearing enables us to communicate
with our environment. Individuals who
have hearing losses often find it difficult
to communicate and compete.
The
young child who has a hearing loss may
have behavior problems because of frustrations in hearing and being understood.
Hard-of-hearing or deaf adults often
avoid exposing themselves to embarrassment and frustration by avoiding society.
They may become withdrawn, shy, and
most important, suspicious. They do not
hear well and therefore may misinterpret
or misunderstand what is said.
If someone suspects that he has a
hearing loss, what should he do?
He should consult his family doctor or
otologist.
To completely evaluate an
individual's hearing, highly specialized
electronic equipment is used.
Most
otologists have these devices available in
their offices. In addition, acomplete ear,
nose and throat examination is mandatory
for a complete hearing evaluation. If a
hearing loss is found, the otologist will
then recommend acourse of treatment.

On Tape

(
from page 5)

had we been recording asymphony orchestra, for the mikes could have been placed
far enough away for them to "hear" much
the same instrumental balance as the
audience In general, though, the smaller
the performing group, the closer the mikes
must be in order to avoid that "cavernous" effect that has marred many commercial stereo recordings. The closer the
mikes, however, the more they tend to
favor close instruments over more distant
ones. The piano is never very loud in
actuality, but with the main-pickup mikes
in their optimum spot, it was almost completely lost. Moving the piano in closer
was out of the question; there just wasn't
room. So, we pulled out one of the B&O
53 mikes and stood it right next to the
piano (Mike 3) aiming its axis toward the
bass corner of the keyboard. We prefer
this oblique pickup angle to the more
common square-into-the-piano placement,
for it does not pick up mechanical noises
that are reflected from the piano lid, and
it seems less responsive to cavity resonances inside the piano. The piano's lid,
by the way, was propped up on its short
stick.
The main mikes were connected to the
Ampex's mike inputs, and the piano mike
went into one input on the external preamp and thence into the recorder's Left
Line input (to keep the piano on its proper
side of the stereo "stage"). During the
next test runthrough, the main mikes were
adjusted for optimum peak recording
level, and then the piano mike was gradually faded up until that instrument was
heard in proper balance through the
phones.
The bass violin is often a problem at
remote recording sessions, because few
headphones are capable of reproducing
bass with the fullness of a good loudspeaker system. For this reason, we had
found that VU meter indications were
often a better measure of bass balance
than audible monitoring. With the gain
controls set at their previously established

settings, we had the bass player, alone,
run through afew bars of his music, and
noted that the VU meter wasn't kicking
any higher than — 15. This, we had
learned, was not enough bass. So, the
bass player was moved closer to the rear
of the piano's bidrectional mike until it
was kicking the VU meter needle up to
around — 5, which would be roughly 1/2
way up the "Normal" scale of an uncalibrated meter. This, we had found previously, would give full but not excessive
bass in the final recording.
Subsequent tests showed that, despite
the close miking on the saxes, the trumpets
were too prominent during full-out passages. So, we moved them back by about
five feet, and tried another test run. This
time, they tended to get lost when they
were played with their mutes on, so we
moved them forward by about two feet.
This produced the proper balance.
There were several passages in some of
the selections that required solo-type spotlighting of some instruments. After afew
abortive attempts to achieve this effect by
having the soloists move closer to one of
the main-pickup mikes, it was decided to
cheat abit, and use a separate mike for
solos. For this, we first tried a13&0 53,
but were forced to abandon it because of
its rather narrow angle of pickup and its
slight treble-beaming tendency. Some of
the soloists had a habit of moving their
instruments around while playing, and the
effect was immediately audible as changes
in level and apparent closeness. So, we
switched to the Shure, whose omnidirectional pattern made the players' positions
far less critical. The mike was placed to
the right of the main group (Mike 4) and
fed, via the external preamp, to the recorder's Right line input. (Right was
chosen simply because Left was already
taken up by the piano mike.) It was
aimed vertically and adjusted to about
shoulder height, and the players were instructed to step forward to the mike and
hold the end of their instruments about a
foot from it. (This would have been much
too close for a directional mike, but an

AD- 8
AD- 14

/

AD- 7

AD- 14
PART OF BB- 1
BABY BOOM STAND
AD- 7

Stereo mike rig assembled from standard Atlas mike stand parts. This close
spacing is suitable only for use with directional (cardioid) microphones.

omnidirectional one tends to make things
sound farther away than they actually
are.) The level of this mike was then
adjusted so that it just added a slight
additional focus to the sound of the solo
instruments; the bulk of their sound was
picked up by the right-hand Main mike.
The gain setting for each soloist was noted
for future reference.
Finally, just to be safe, we taped afew
widely dissimilar-sounding numbers and
listened to the results via the headphones.
The balance and perspective seemed fine,
stereo spread was about as exaggerated as
it should be through the phones (in order
for it to sound natural through speakers),
and stereo -balance sounded right. The
piano was audible but not unnaturally
prominent, high percussion was clearly
audible, and the drums weren't kicking the
VU meters any higher than the rest of the
group. We were ready to start taping.
(In the next issue, we'll follow this project
through the taping sessions, the editing, and
the production of the final disc.)

The Audio Marl publishes, free of charge,
Buy, Sell or Swap ads from Stereophile
subscribers. Ads are published as received,
so we cannot be responsible for the condition
or quality of the items advertised for sale in
Audio Mari. Each ad received will be run
once, in the earliest possible issue. Ads
may be repealed any number of limes, but
we must receive specific notification each
time you wish us to rerun your ad.
FOR SALE
McIntosh C20 stereo prmp, $150; McIntosh
MC40 mono amp!, $90; McIntosh MR67 stereo
tar, $175. Rudy Sesztak, 23041 Virginia Ave.,
North Olmsted, Ohio.
McIntosh MC30 amp! w /perform report from McIntosh clinic. Thorens TD-124 triable w/base and
16- inch Shure "Studio Dynetic" M216 arm and
pckp. Best offers. Edwin S. Plummer, 2804 Military Rd., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20015.
Harman-Kardon SR-900 75-w solid-state Strataphonic FM stereo rcvr, w/wInut cabat, 6 mo old
perf condtn, $300 F.O.B. Shipping-point contact:
T. Phillips, 710 Broadway, McHenry, III. 60050.
Phone: Area 312, 497-3232.
Pair of ElectroVoice Model Six spkr systs. Sell
or swap for pair of AR-3. Fisher XP-10 or Altec
838B.
A. Oberhofer, 6280-103 Marolboro Rd.,
Washington, D. C. 20027. Phone: Area 301 7351615.
Ampex 2070 tape rcdr, 3 mo. old, new condtn w/
warranty, $379. Charles Andera, 1509 Dover Rd.
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103.
Heath mtpx adapter, Model ACW-11. factory
wired, used abt 8hrs. $20. Heath WAP 2preamp,
$7.50.
Weathers ML-1 triable w/Shure M-212
arm/cartridge, as-is (has developed some rumble
on stereo), $32.50. Total price for the lot: $45.
Must be called for. J. B. Killoran, 64-14 182nd
St., Flushing, N. Y. 11365.
WANTED
KLH 1963 model 13 (or 8-MX and 8-AS) mtpx
adapter-speaker syst for use w/Model 8 FM rcvr.
Fred H. Steele, 502 Homewood Dr. S.W., Huntsville, Ala. 35801.
Weathers " Harmony Trio" or " Moderne Trio"
spkrs, entire syst or individ compon. Also AM
tuner. Robert J. Mayer, Jr., 30 Church St., Lancaster, N. Y. 14086.
Video tape recdr. Describe unit, operating techniques, condtn and age, and price. Also nee video
camera. James W. Greene, 1508 Dickerson Rd.,
Nashville, Tenn.
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Our charter subscribers, many of whom we are pleased to see are still
with us ( Thanks, fellas!), paid $ 6 for 12 issues of what was originally
supposed to be a bimonthly magazine.
12- issue subs were up for renewal,

Three- and- a- half years later,

their

and their feeling about this was

probably summed up by the individual who wrote to say that he had begun
to think his $ 6 had bought him a lifetime subscription. We hated to
disillusion him, when his renewal this time would cost him a staggering
(for those halcyon days) $ 4 for 4 issues.
We had told our subscribers in two consecutive editorials that the
renewal rate was going to determine whether the Stereophile continued
or whether it would go the way of 80% of all new magazines: under. What
we did not say, for obvious reasons, was that the magazine was going so
well editorially,

and we were having so much fun putting the thing out,

that we planned to continue it for at least one more round if we got
enough renewals to pay our outstanding bills from previous issues.
tunately, we did a little better than that, but not much.
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As We See It

Upward und (Hopefully) Onward
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the fact that, unless too many readers
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become discouraged by the higher
from us. Among other things, we have
A Quickie View of
rate, the additional income will allow
The New York Audio Show, by
changed printers, mainly because the
us to hire adequate help, with the
Lew Brown & John Koval . . . .
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previous one was not giving us as
happy result that future issues will be
The Top-Rated Loudspeakers .
12
speedy service as we needed. And
out on time—thus doing away with
we have reached an earth-shaking dethe most common complaint about
cision: we're going to have to raise
Departments
The Stereophile. We may even be
our
subscription
rates.
Equipment Reports
4
able to get onto a bimonthly publishThis is the last issue due subscribers
KLH Model 9 speaker system
ing schedule, which would allow us
Dynaco Beocord 2000 tape rewhose address labels are coded 1-12
to cover much more ground in the
corder
or are not coded at all. We mentioned
equipment reports section.
Hartley 220MS speaker system
this in issue 11, and while we sincerely
KLH 18 tuner
Meanwhile, and at the obvious risk
thank those people who've already reKLH 17 speaker system
of
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issue
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arAudio Mart
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though
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our dirty laundry in public, but a
On Tape
Omitted this issue.
choice but to raise the rate to $4 a
magazine whose readers are more like
year, which amounts to $ 1per issue!
investors than statistics on an advertisThis may seem outrageously steep
ing rate card has an obligation to be
until we note that a magazine like
open and aboveboard about its "sorHigh Fidelity collects something like
J. Gordon Holt
Editor & Publisher
did business" aspects. Better this, we
$1000 for one page of advertising in
Philip C. Geraci Special Features Ed.
feel, than having sordid business conone issue. At that rate, we could
Evagene Hargrove Editorial Assistant
siderations influencing our editorial
afford
to
sell
Stereophiles
for
100
a
Contributing Editors
approach.
copy, but we would also have to
Robert J. Kerr, Lew Brown, John
adopt acommercial magazine's policy
Koval
Coming Up
of catering to advertisers. And the
Robert Naujoks Cartoons and Spots
THE STEREOPHILE is published four times
fact that we don't, now, is the thing
In Future Issues
a year by J. Gordon Holt. Circulation and
that makes The Stereophile unique,
Editorial Offices at P.O. Box 187, WallingReports on the AR-4x, Utah Heritford, Pa., 19086. Published at 23rd St. &
and of unique value to the equipment
Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
age III and flamed loudspeakers, the
buyer.
Second-class postage paid at Philadelphia, Pa.
Decca Mark IV, ADC 10 and Grado
We are not, however, going to
Subscription Rate ( effective June 1,
B pickups, the E-V 667 and PML
1966) $ 4 per year. Printed in the U.S.A.
spring this on you without warning;
Copyright 1966 by J. Gordon Holt. All
microphones, Mattes SSP-200 amplirights reserved.
the price increase won't go into effect
fier, Acoustech X amplifier-speaker
until June 1. Despite what it says on
system, the AR Model XA turntable,
our coupon ( page 18), anyone whose
the Shure Solo-Phone amplifier, and
subscription or renewal reaches us bethe Superex ST-PRO headset.
fore then will get the old 12-issueEvery experimentally-inclined audio
Articles about how The Stereophile
$8 rate. Orders received after that
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tests and evaluates components ( Part
time,
even
if
accompanied
by
old
of test instruments: A vacuum-tube
1of the section on loudspeakers starts
coupons that say $8, will be subject
voltmeter, wide-range sine & squarein the next issue), how to train your
to the increased rate.
wave generator, and a good 'scope.
evaluative ear, how to deal with a
After that, he can concentrate on the
The change in printers and the
dealer, antenna transmission line probmore exotic and specialized test inupped rates are expected to do at
struments, like the Beast Company's
lems, loudspeaker selection, installaleast two things. First, the transition
remarkable Audio Analyzer shown on
tion and testing, and how to tell
period ( during which we transfer our
our cover. The Beast Company, so
whether a component is defective or
original mailing list to new plates) is
named because it is the nation's
inherently lousy.
going
to
cause
some
confusion,
mainly
second-largest kit manufacturer (they
in the form of duplicate copies reachA new department entitled "Reader
try harder), produces a wide variety
ing some of you. We would appreciReports," in which we will publish
of such versatile devices, all at very
ate your returning the duplicates to
modest prices. The unit shown sells
readers' observations about and experifor $692.95 in kit form, including deus, but we can't insist on it because
ences with specific components. We'll
tailed instructions and some of the
we aren't going to comb our files just
welcome contributions from anyone
necessary parts.
to find out who got what.
who is moved to contribute.
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Note: Ye Editor was forced, thanks
to a circulating bug, to forego his
usual annual pilgrimage to the New
York HiFi Fiesta, so the following
random observations were contributed
by our contributing editors, who did
get to the show.
The 1965 New York hi-fi show was,
to these observers, most notable for
the marked increase in the number of
exhibits which featured good—i.e.,
classical—music for demonstration purposes. In the past, only about a half
dozen of the exhibitors played anything of musical worth, the rest of
them evidently figuring they could
make more noise with wild brassand-percussion "demo" records. This
year, no less than 25 exhibits were
playing classical music when we
wandered into their rooms, and we
were so impressed that we compiled
a list of them, which we're going to
cite here simply because we believe

The Acoustech X stereo speaker-amp.
in giving credit where it's due, and it
is in this case.
These were: Acoustech, Ampex,
AR, Bozak, Circle-O-Phonic, CM Labs,
Dynaco, E-V, ELPA Marketing, Empire Scientific, Fisher, Hadley, Harman-Kardon, Hartley, IMF, Janszen

(Neshaminy), Kenwood, KLH, Leak
(Ercona), London records, McIntosh,
Sharpe phones, Shure, Superex phones,
and Tannoy. Several of these were
alternating from classical to other
kinds of material, but at least they
gave us an opportunity to hear what

The Acoustic Research AR-4, since
superseded by the improved AR-4x.
strings and concert-hall acoustics
sounded like through their equipment.
The best sound at the show this
year was clearly ( and that's one reason why) the Acoustech Model X,
the full-range electrostatics with builtin solid-state amplifiers. Surprisingly,
the worst sound we heard was probably that in the Stanton room, where
aspeaker system comprised of alarge,
curved electrostatic tweeter ( originally the Pickering tweeter) and acone
woofer was producing the biggest
middle-range hole we'd heard for
ages. Although there were other exhibits that were screechier, boomier
or thinner, none sounded quite as unnatural as this. Might have been a
poor choice of crossover points, but
we suspect it was nothing more than
out-of-phase connection. Whatever it
was, though, we were surprised to
hear sound that poor in the room of
one of the industry's most respected
pickup manufacturers.
Most
straightforward,
pleasant,
peaceful exhibit was, as usual, Acoustic Research's. No gimmicks ( unless
you could consider the much-welcomed inclusion of chairs to be a
gimmick), just an occasional switching
of the signal from AR2ax's to AR3's
to AR4's and so on. As always, the
AR2ax sounded better to us than the
AR3—only a bit weaker at the low
end, and noticeably smoother through
the middle range. While limited at
both ends of the spectrum, the AR4
struck us as being a very nicely bal-

anced system, generally quite similar
to the AR2ax.
We were pleased to note that at
least one manufacturer—Empire Scientific—has at last taken up the cudgels
for adequate tracking force. After all
the ballyhoo in recent years about halfgram tracking, it was refreshing to
hear Empire's sales manager, Leon
Kuby, admonishing people to track as
high as 2 to 3 grams with most pickups,' for the sake of the sound and
the discs, and demonstrating his point
with oscilloscope displays of high-level
recorded tones.
We were much impressed with the
sound of the new Superex ST-PRO
headphones. They seemed clearly superior to the Koss PRO-4's, but hard
to rank relative to David Clark and
Beyer phones. These Superexes merit
atest report in the magazine. 2
Solid-state equipment was everywhere. We still think this is prema-

Superex's ST-PRO stereo headset.
ture—the best units still aren't quite
up to the best tube types—but like it
or not, it is obvious that solid state
is here to stay. Eventually, it will be
as good as tube stuff, by which time
the price may be comparable, too.
We can't help but think that the word
"solid" has something to do with the
transistor's popularity. Like, solid,
man!
1 Don't try this with the average elliptical, though. A shade over Ph grams is
about the safe maximum for most of
these, and higher forces will beat the
daylights out of records. ED.
2 They'll

get one in the next issue.

ED.

3

Stereophile Reports on Equipment are primarily subjective reports, based on actual use of components in the home.
Components for testing are taken from dealers' stock or, when not available locally, are obtained from the manufacturer,
and only one sample is tested unless indications are that it is defective. If a retest is necessary, our experience with
both samples will be reported. The manufacturer is sent acopy of the report prior to publication, and may if he wishes
append amanufacturer's comment. He cannot, however, demand that the report be changed or that it not be published.
Stereophile Reports on equipment are copyrighted, and may not be reprinted or quoted in whole or in part without the
written permission of the publisher.

KLH Model Seventeen
Speaker System
MPIt'S SPECS: Two-way acoustic suspension loudspeaker system. Impedance:
8 ohms. Power requirements: 12 watts
min., 60 watts max.
Dimensions: 11 1
4
/
Inch W by 23 1
/ H by 81
4
/ deep. Oiled
4
walnut, finished all four sides.
Price:
$69.95.
KLH Research & Development Corp., 30 Cross St., Cambridge,
Mass. 02139.

balance up to normal and carrying
the usable response down to around
55 cps and the useful limit to around
50.

it and its closest competition—the
Acoustic Research AR-4—came along.
Despite their low-end limitations,
both the KLH Seventeen and the
AR-4 are what we would describe as
rich-sounding systems. To our ears,
the KLH has a shade smoother and
more natural sound throughout its
upper range, and where the AR-4
gives us an impression of fairly neutral
over-all sound, the KLH has anoticeably "fatter" sound to it. This quality
is not afunction of low-end response,
but rather of lower-middle-range output, and the KLH has noticeably
more of this than the AR. The effect
is heard mainly in reproduction of
cellos and trombones, both of which
sound—well, just fatter on the KLH.
Neither the KLH Seventeen nor its
closest competitor is an inexpensive
way of achieving expensive sound;
they're both weak at the bottom. But
on the other hand, it is no longer
necessary to accept mediocre over-all
sound if you can't afford to go over
$75 or so per speaker. And if we
were asked to go out on a limb and
name the best of these speakers, this
is one case where we wouldn't do it.
Both the KLH Seventeen and the
AR-4 are contenders for top place
in the under-$75 category, and although they sound quite dissimilar,
both of them produce a semblance of
realism that is within the normal
range of variation that one might hear
from two different seats in a concert
hall.

High-end response was subjectively
linear out to well beyond our 14,000cps hearing limit, and a microphone
verified that there was still significant
output to above 18 kc. High-frequency
dispersion was excellent. At 10 kc,
As of only a year or so ago, $ 100 was
we could detect no change in output
considered the minimum price for a
throughout an angle of roughly 90
loudspeaker that really qualified as
degrees, which undoubtedly accounts
honest-to-goodness high fidelity. You
for the system's excellent stereo
bought an AR-2 or avariation thereof,
imaging.
or you suffered with a cheap coax in
Smoothest over-all response apaflimsy box, replete with jagged high
peared to be with the tweeter switch
end, boomy mid-bass and absent lowset for Normal, so we used that setbass. This year, though, has seen the
ting for our listening tests.
introduction of several under-$70
On musical material, the paired
speakers that are claimed to be comKLH
Seventeens proved to be an
petitive in quality with the costlier
eminently
natural-sounding
stereo
systems, and the KLH Seventeen is
system,
with
an
almost
unbelievably
one of these.
smooth, silky high end, a slight midThe Model Seventeen is an acousrange forwardness and an audible
tic-suspension system using a 10(but not at all distressing) thinness
inch woofer and a 1%-inch tweeter.
at
the low end. Bass details were well
A three-position toggle switch recessed
reproduced, and the system was able
in the rear of the enclosure adjusts
to handle, cleanly, enough bass boost
tweeter level for Normal ( Flat), In(from a Baxendall-type tone control)
crease,. or Decrease, in increments of
to
fill out the low end. This is not
of 21
2
/
db. A special crossover neta brilliant Row-A system, but it does
work design prevents "shelving" of
tend to move the sound slightly forthe response when highs are raised or
ward, as if you had changed from a
lowered.
Row M to aRow H seat in the concert
An oscillator sweep on a single
hall.
Model Seventeen revealed nothing
Sonic details were well reproduced,
alarming—no audible peaks, dips,
as were most instrumental timbres.
rattles or harmonics—but did suggest
Trumpets, oboes and some voices
that the low-end response was taperseemed very subtly colored by a
ing off gradually from 100 cps on
Our own personal preference tends
slight short-I ( as in "if") vowel
toward the somewhat closer sound of
down. Useful response was maintained
quality, although to keep things in
the KLH Seventeen, but we are also
to around 60 cps, and the signal
their proper perspective, it must be
aware that our listening room tends
dropped out almost completely below
noted that the Seventeen has less
to swallow up middles. In a brighter
about 55 cps. Pairing the systems
coloration than some far more costly
room, we would probably choose the
for stereo helped to raise the entire
systems, and has less than we had
AR-4.
That's why we advise anyone
low-end range, bringing the over-all
ever heard from a $70 speaker until
considering these to pre-audition
4

them, preferably in the home, to
determine which one comes closest
to producing your preferred concerthall "listening distance" in your own
listening room.
Editor's Note: After this report was
written, the AR-4 was superseded by
an improved model AR-4x, which we
were not able to audition before going
to press. The new AR-4x will be reported on in the next issue.

Dynaco Beocord 2000
Tape Recorder
MEWS SPECS—Type: Three- speed fully
transistorized tape recorder. Reel capacity: 7 inch. Speeds: 7%, 3%,
ips. Erequency response: -.± 2 db, 40 to 16 kc at
7%; ±-2 db, 40 to 12 kc at 3%; 50 to 6 kc
at 1%. S/n ratio: over 55 db for I
/
4
2track
model; over 50 db for %- track model.
Bias frequency: 100 kc. Channel Reparation: over 45 db at 1 kc.
Wow and
flutter: (RMS): . 075% at 7%; 0.11U at
ips; 0.18% at 1% ips. Timing accuracy: ±-0.5%. Inputs: 2-channel microphone ( 50 to 200 ohms balanced at 50
uy sensitivity); 2-channel radio ( 100 k
at 0.5 volt or 10 k at 45 mv); 2-channel
phono ( 33 k at 2 my at 1 kc, RIAAequalized). Outputs: Line ( 0.7 volt at
4700 ohms); 2 pairs of speaker outputs
(8 watts per channel at 4 ohms); stereo
headphone jack. Weight: console 38 lb;
portable 41 lb. Dimensions: console 18
inch W by 14 D by 9 H; portable 18
inch W by 14 D by 10 H. Price: $498
console; $ 525 portable. DISTRIBUTOR:
Dynaco, Inc., 3912 Powelton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

This fully transistorized tape recorder
from B&O marks Dynaco's entry into
the tape field, and incorporates some
features that are new to the home
recorder market. It is the first portable
tape recorder, professional or otherwise, to use the new professional-type
slider potentiometers for gain controls,
and it is the only portable recorder
offering input mixing facilities for up
to six microphones simultaneously.
The Beocord 2000 is available in
2- or 4-track versions ( the latter is
normally supplied), as a console
model with a teak and ebony base,
or as a portable in aplastic carrying
case. Mechanical controls include a
combined off-on and speed selector
switch, a "stickshift-type" control
lever for run and fast shuttle modes,
a pause switch with a locking provision, and a reset button for returning the three-digit counter to zero.
Electrical controls include pushbuttons to select left- or right-channel
(or stereo) recording, synchro operation, artificial echo, monitoring from
the tape or its input signal, any conceivable combination of playback
configurations ( stereo, left or right
channel to both speakers, and both
channels, combined, to both speakers),
and an "Amplifier Only" mode that
allows the amp to stay on with the

motor shut off. Then there are the
four in-line-type slider controls for
the input and playback level controls,
separate Balance controls for play and
record, playback bass and treble controls ( ganged), and a pushbutton to
select loudness or straight volumecontrol operation in playback. There
are external connections for two pairs
of stereo speakers, and either one or
both pairs can be selected via two
pushbuttons.
Internal adjustments
are provided for bias current only;
record and playback equalization are
fixed.
There are two sets of input and
output receptacles. One set, using
standard U.S. phono receptacles and
screw-type speaker terminals, is recessed into the bottom plate of the
recorder. The other set, comprised of
European-standard DIN connectors,
is accessible from the sides of the
deck. Mike inputs ( at 200 ohms impedance) are via the DIN connectors
only, and each of these is for astereo
pair of mikes. One connector is supplied, and it's a fairly simple matter
to work it up into a Yadapter to
provide two separate mike inputs.
As supplied, the Beocord is
equipped to accept a stereo pair of
microphones, line-level inputs, and
magnetic phono inputs. Each input
pair is represented by a plug-in
printed-circuit module in the recorder,
and since these are directly interchangeable, it is possible to equip
the recorder for any combination of
them, to provide, for instance, six
microphone inputs.
Each stereo pair of inputs is controlled by a slider-type gain control
lever, making it possible to control
all six input channels with three
fingers of one hand. A single balance
control is provided, and this controls
the balance of all stereo pairs at once.
It is not possible to vary the balance

of one input pair independently of
the others—a shortcoming which will
not appeal to serious recordists who
are interested in doing a critical
mixing job.
The Line outputs ( to an external
system) are taken off ahead of the
Beocord's playback volume and tone
controls; these controls affect the
speaker and headphone outputs only.
The speaker outputs ( optimized for
4-ohm speakers) are rated at 8 watts
max per channel, with less than 1%
harmonic distortion at 5 watts. We
didn't attempt to verify this, but can
vouch for the fact that the sound was
quite good, within the power limitations. The headphone outputs are
padded down to match the sensitivity
of the average dynamic headphone.
The Sound-On-Sound feature allows
the playback from one track of the
tape to be mixed with an incoming
signal and recorded on the other
track. The cross-recording can be
done in either direction, any number
of times ( limited only by the progressive deterioration of the first recordings due to repeated copying), allowing one or two people to record 3, 4
or 6-part harmony. Or, with aMusicMinus-One disc dubbed onto one
track, the user can add his own piano
or flute or violin part and tape the
composite on the other track. In
order to feed the taped channel into
the other channel ( for mixing with
the incoming signal), the playback
buttons must be so arranged that the
track being played feeds both playback channels, which makes it impossible to hear the taped signal and
the input simultaneously. Thus, proper
balance between the two must be
established by trial and error, or by
alternately depressing and releasing
the monitor button, for an A-B volume
comparison.
In sound-on-sound recording, the
,---
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Frequency response of the Beocord 2000, as delivered ( solid lines) and after
adjustment of record bias for flattest high-end response ( dotted lines). Note
the extreme over-all smoothness and unusually extended low-end range.
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second track is a composite of the
first track plus the new material added
to it. If the two tracks are to be kept
separate but in perfect synchronism
(for subsequent mixing or for hyperstereo effects), problems arise. On
most recorders, this simply can't be
done, for in order to synchronize with
the first track, you have to be able to
hear it, via the playback head. And
your "synchronous" recording will be
going onto the other track via the
record head—which is located a
strictly nonsynchronous inch or so
ahead of the playback head. The
result, when both tracks are played,
will be a slight delay in your carefully synchronized second track. The
"Synchro" provision on the Beocord,
hitherto found only on some professional recorders, licks the problem by
using the first track's record head for
playback of that track, so that what
sounds synchronized will actually go
onto the second track that way.
The Beocord uses an essentially
straight-line tape loading path, and
reel rotation, unlike that of many
European designs, is the same as
that of U.S. professional recorders—
supply on the left, and both reels
running counterclockwise in the normal mode. With the tape stopped,
or in either high-speed mode, the
tape is lifted away from the head
surfaces. The forward run mode
moves apressure pad against the erase
head and wraps the tape around the
record and play heads, thus assuring
low, uniform wear of the most critical
head surfaces.
Also in the tape's running path is
a small, felt-covered post that wipes
dirt and dust off the passing tape.
The pad is rotatable, to expose all
surfaces, and is washable when it
gets all fouled up.
The drive system is a conventional
capstan-and-pinch-wheel arrangement,
but the capstan itself has to be seen
to be believed. Its entire surface,
even the part that contacts the tape,
is pock-marked with tiny dents that
make the rotating capstan feel ( to
the finger) as if it just came out of a
rather poorly-polished mold. Indeed,
our first thought on seeing this was
that we had gotten a production
reject as our test sample, but when
we contacted Dynaco about it, all
they would say was "Don't worry
about it; just test it for flutter." We
did, and we were convinced. Our
tests showed this to be one of the
smoothest-running transports we've
tested.
We did not make wow or flutter
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measurements, so we can't quote
figures. We can say, though, that the
most critical listening tests—a 3,000cps sine wave, sustained piano chords,
and certain reedy organ stops that
have proven to be even more revealing
than piano—showed this to have the
lowest speed variation of any tape
machine we have ever encountered,
and this includes some of the big
studio Ampexes. In addition, scrape
flutter or "violin" flutter, which causes
a subtle roughness in the high-end
range of virtually every other machine,
was as low in the Beocord as we
have ever heard it. Some new professional° machines—from Magnecord
and Ampex, for instance — have
achieved comparably low levels of

DIN microphone connector, as used for
the Beocord's stereo input connectors.
scrape flutter, but the Beocord has
every other home machine soundly
licked in this department. The effect
is a clarity and transparency that is
rarely heard even from a good professional machine running dual-track
at 15 ips.
The motion control is not all that
positive, though. It is possible to
spill tape on the Beocord by slowly
moving the control stick from a fast
mode to the Stop position, but as long
as the control movement is reasonably
rapid, tape handling is positive and
smooth.
Playback response from an Ampex
31321-01 test tape revealed a very
slight low-end rise and a somewhat
greater rise at the high end. Overall record/play measurements using
Ampex 600 tape ( which B&O adjusts
the bias for) showed the usual 4track low-end bumps and a marked
high-end rise at all speeds, as shown
in the curves below.
Sonically, the Beocord had the
transparency that we would expect
in view of its very low scrape flutter,
and it reproduced commercial 4-track
By "professional" we mean the type of
machine that makes no concessions to
the specialized needs of the home user.

tapes with better over-all quality than
we had ever heard from them. Its
slightly hard "transistor sound" helped
to offset the typical "velvet fog"
characteristic of commercial tapes,
but the high-end rise was audible as
a mild zippiness on most tapes. Bass
was deeper, and more solid, than we
have ever heard from commercial
tapes.
Its own tapes were noticeably more
lucid, but the rising high end from
these was felt to be annoyingly conspicuous, so we decided to work over
its bias adjustment to see what could
be done about it. B&O specifies that
the bias be set by measurement of
the bias current—a technique that we
have found to be of dubious value.
Bias current is critical at low recording speeds, and the requisite current
will vary from one variety of tape to
another. One advantage of a threeheaded tape machine is that it allows
you to measure the effect of bias adjustments while they're being made,
and we are surprised B&O didn't
avail themselves of this facility.
There are probably some tapes on
the market whose bias requirements
are such that they will give flat response from the Beocord, as delivered,
but we didn't experiment along these
lines. Instead, we readjusted the bias
for the Ampex 600 tape, to see how
smooth aresponse we could get. The
result was a set of high-end curves
for each speed that looked almost as
if they had been drawn with a
straightedge. Response curves after
adjustment are shown in Fig. 2,
and the subjective effect was predictable. Except for a marked dulling of
highs at 176 and a barely perceptible
loss of subtle details at 3% ips, tapes
made on the Beocord were virtually
indistinguishable from the original
program material. There was less of
the subtly grainy quality at 3% ips
than most 4-track machines produce
at U.
We also noticed something else
that we did not believe possible in a
4-track recorder without pressure
pads: There was not a trace of the
so-called "left-track malaise"—the occasional left-channel dropouts that
make many 4-track machines ( including the Ampex F-44) less than ideal
for mono or critical stereo taping.
Unfortunately, there are other
problems with the Beocord. Because
of the location of the heads, and the
absence of any fixed reference points
at the ends of the threading slot,
there is no way of marking the tape
with grease pencil for precise editing.

In addition, the normally-used Line
inputs ( the RCA receptacles) provide
inadequate gain for full-level taping
from a typical preamp's Tape Out
connection. The DIN Line inputs, at
the side of the recorder, have higher
and, in most cases, adequate gain, but
these provide 10k ohms of termination
and this is low enough to cut the lowend response from some input sources.
A special printed-circuit booster
module, for increasing the gain of
the Line inputs, is available from
Dynaco on special order, and at no
extra cost if it is ordered soon after
purchase of the recorder. The booster
module is easily installed, and simply
plugs in place of the passive conductor
strip that is normally supplied in the
Line Input position.
The recording level meters on our
sample Beocord were rather badly out
of calibration, giving consistently low
indications. On most meter-equipped
recorders, the "Zero-level" point represents an average peak level for
essentially distortionless recording,
and there is enough headroom above
this point to accept an occasional 4
to 6 db of additional level without
incurring severe overload. This is not
the case with the Beocord. In this
unit, the top of the "Normal" range
is pretty close to the overload point;
distortion becomes quite conspicuous
when the indicator moves into the
red "High" range, which might better
have been designated the "Overload"
range. We advise using the top of
the "Normal" range as the absolute
upper limit when taping. Some
signal-to-noise ratio will be lost, but
there's plenty to spare; we measured
47 db of s/n ratio relative to the Zerolevel reference of astandard test tape,
which corresponds to arecording level
(on the Beocord) of about 5 db
below the top of the "Normal" range
on the meters.
We don't normally mention instruction booklets, but this one warrants
it. It is quite complete and detailed
(36 pages), but poorly organized. A
booklet this size, for a product as
complex as the Beocord, should at
least have an index for quick reference. The booklet itself is put together like a paper-back book, and
is just about as durable. Ours started
losing pages after three perusals, and
is now best described as a loose-leaf
folder. Fortunately, alarge laminatedplastic chart is also supplied for ready
reference, to identify the multitudinous buttons and controls, and this is
invaluable.
In comparison with its closest

competitor, the Ampex F-44, we'd
judge them to be a toss-up. The
Ampex is easy to edit on, easy to
service, and has some of the professional-type adjustments that allow a
recorder to be set up to precise performance standards, but it does have
that infernal left-track
problem,
particularly at its slower speed, and
its sound is not as transparent as that
from the Beocord. The Beocord has
more control flexibility, and it includes
the best power amplifier section
we've ever found in a tape recorder,
but again, the Ampex is considerably
simpler in design and operation.
Since the Ampex is now adiscontinued
item, though, the Beocord 2000 looks
as if it may have the field to itself
in the $500 price class. The likeliest contender at present is the Uher
9000, which we have not as yet tested
(but hope to in the near future).
MEWS COISMENT: We are glad to see
that the Stereophile noted the clarity
and
transparency
of
the
reproduced
sound, which is the result of the Beocord's very low modulation noise—a
difficult-to- measure but very significant
determinant of a recorder's sonic performance.
Since the first Beocords were released,
we have changed our procedure for bias
adjustment, with results closely comparable to what you indicate. The high end
rise was the result of undue reliance on
raw
measurements
from
alignment
tapes. We soon learned that, while the
manufacturing tolerance of top-quality
alignment tapes is ± 1.5 db, storage conditions and repeated use can alter their
high frequency characteristic.
The machine is virtually spill-proof if
you do not impede the motion of the control lever when you return it to stop.
You can move it slowly into the fastwinding modes, for high speed cueing,
but the control must be disengaged
cleanly.
The standard Radio or Line input sensitivity is 0.5 volt, to prevent possible
overload of transistor stages. The plugin module 602L31X should be specified if
0.1 volt sensitivity is needed. We doubt
that the low-Z DIN Line input on the
side will be used, but these connectors
were retained primarily for the convenience of multi-mike users.
The suggestion to add an index to the
operating manual is an excellent one.
This will be included, and the admitted
problems with the binding hopefully
eliminated, when the manual is next
printed.

Hartley 220MS/Holton B
Speaker System
SIPE'S SPECS: A 10- inch " true coaxial"
speaker in completely enclosed cabinet.
Impedance: 8 ohms. Frequency response:
16 to 20,000 cps. Magnetic suspension.
Trlpolymer plastic cone. Power capacity:
25 watts. Dimensions: 34 inch H by 24
W
by 13 D, over-all.
Price: $ 245.00.
BIM: Hartley Products Co., Barnert
Pl., Ho-HoMus, N. J.

As the last issue went to press, we
had just had the opportunity to listen
briefly to Hartley's latest version of
the 220MS speaker system, and were
unable at that time to determine
definitely whether the very softsounding high end was due to extreme

smoothness and freedom from distortion or to freedom from highfrequency output. Subsequent tests
have shown that neither is exactly
the case.
The current-model 220MS has two
unusual—perhaps unique—design features worthy of note. First is its socalled magnetic suspension, which is
an arrangement whereby magnetic
forces ( rather than compressrd air or
aflexible material) are used to supply
a major part of the restoring force
that is needed to keep the cone
vibrating symmetrically around its
normal "at-rest" position. The manufacturer claims that the magnetic
suspension provides more rapid restoration of the cone, resulting in reduced hangover. And although we
can see no reason, theoretically, why
a magnetic suspension should be
superior to the acoustic suspension
principle ( air pressure), for instance,
the fact is that this Hartley system
does have a tighter, better-defined
low end than any acoustic suspension
system we've heard, and it goes very
nearly as deep as the best of them.
The "true coaxial" designation is
actually an accurate description of
the driving system. Most coaxial
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Cross-section of " true coaxial" cones.

speakers are coax only insofar as the
tweeter is on the same axis as the
woofer. The tweeter's output may
pass through the center of the woofer
voice coil ( as in the Altec 604), but
not since the RCA LC- 1A and its
offspring has there been a true
coaxial driving system. The Hartley
is just that. The woofer's voice coil
is wrapped right around the tweeter
coil, and is separated from it by a
thin sleeve of compliant material, and
both coils occupy the same magnet
gap. At low frequencies, both voice
coils move as a unit, but in the high
range, where total mass becomes important, the tweeter coil ( which
drives asmall area at the apex of the
main cone) is able to vibrate on its
own, decoupling much of the woofer
section's high mass from the system.
The crossover is thus purely mechan7

ical, and occurs at around 1500 cps.
Sweeping an oscillator through its
range, the 220MS/Holton B system
was found to be moderately smooth
from 1 kc down to around 50 cps,
where there was a slight response
hump followed by a gradual rolloff.
Response remained subjectively linear
down to around 45 cps, and output
was still significant at 40, which was
judged to be the useful lower limit.
At 35 cps there was still detectable
sound pressure in the listening area,
and a larger room ( ours is 25 feet
long) might well produce more 35cps output. But although the cone
still vibrates healthily, and cleanly,
at 16 cps, we seriously doubt that the
system could put out a usable 16 cps
under even the most ideal conditions.
There was no audible distortion at
any test frequency, but we did find
two minor response humps at around
300 and 500 cps. Above 1 kc, subjective response was quite smooth out
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Measured high-end response of Hartley
220MS ( solid line), compared with
that of a good electrostatic tweeter.

to around 4500, but from 5 kc on out
to 10 kc, there was asignificant "hole"
in the response amounting to an
average of about 12 db below the
1-to-4-kc level. At 10 kc, the response
rose back to the zero line, dropped
back to about the —5-db level at 12
Ice, and continued on out at about
that level to well beyond 15 kc.
Subsequent tests using a good condenser microphone verified the results
of the subjective sweep tests and
confirmed our impressions of the
amplitudes of the deviations.
This, then, would seem to explain
our initial impression of the system's
lack of highs. It is not really a
limited-range speaker; its output
beyond 15 kc corresponded fairly
closely with the known response of
the test microphone. But in the
range where many of the most important musical overtones occur—the
4-to-9-kc range—the speaker is significantly down. This, plus the contrasting rise at 10 kc gives the system a
soft, yet very subtly wiry character.
Other
observations:
Bass performance, as in the previous model
220MS systems, was outstandingly
8

good; full, deep, solid, and very
nearly as detailed as anything we
have ever heard. Middles seemed
oddly colored—not conspicuously, but
with a mild "awk" quality that gave
many non-brass instruments a somewhat brassy timbre.
Our conclusion about the earlier
model was that we would like to see
the middle range smoothed out a bit,
maybe even at the cost of some high
and/or low-end range. This one is at
least as good as its predecessor at the
low end, but it is only slightly
smoother in the middles and, in our
opinion, has traded-in too much in
the way of useful high-end contribution for the subtle mid-range improvement.
itYli'S COMMENT: The speaker that
you tested was sent out to you last
August, and was the result of our hurry
to get the new model into production in
time for the New York hi-fi show. We
caught the "hole" in the upper- range response in mid-September, and changed
the stiffness of the high-frequency cone
to raise the response in that region by
about 5 db. We had been waiting for
delivery of a new calibrated condenser
microphone for test purposes, and your
sample speaker was shipped before the
mike had arrived, in an effort to get the
report into your September issue.
After mid- September, our production
incorporated the improvement, as letters
and later equipment reviews will attest.
We are shipping you a current model so
you may check this for yourself.
Reviewer's Addendum: The later model
proved to be almost totally free from
the "hole" noted in the first sample, but
was slightly more elevated in the 10-kcand-above range. It was otherwise identical to the first sample. Over-all Judgment: Superb low end, subtly forward
middles, sweet and unusually smooth
throughout most of the high end, but
with a slight trace of "whiskers" at the
extreme
top.
An
excellent
system,
slightly higher-priced than the Janszen
Z-600, not as detailed, as smooth ( at the
top) or as lucid as the Janszen, but a
superior bass reproducer with a warm
over-all character that many listeners
may prefer to the Janszen's more neutral
quality.

KLH Model
System

Nine

Speaker

PR'S SPECS: A stereo pair of fullrange electrostatic speakers.
Amplifier
power requirements: 30 watts minimum,
75 watts
maximum, per channel. Impedance: 16 ohms nominal ( 30 ohms
max),
primarily resistive.
Polarizing
supply: separate for each speaker, 115
volts AC, 5 watts. Dimensions: each
panel, 70" H by 23% W
by 2% D.
Pinish: Choice of mahogany, walnut or
oiled walnut Price: $ 1,140.00.
XPR:
KLH Research & Development Corp, 30
Cross Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

Editor's Note: Although this product
has been available for several years,
it is being reviewed in considerable
detail because it is a strong contender
for the title of Best Available Loudspeaker System, Regardless of Cost,
and because we plan to review some
of the other contenders for the same
title within the next few issues. We
feel that since all of these systems

represent a considerable outlay of
money, prospective buyers should
have a thorough understanding of the
merits and demerits of each system,
so they will know what to expect from
them in the way of performance
capabilities and operational requirements.
The following report is longer than
usual, simply because the closer a
reproducer comes to approaching
theoretical perfection, the more it
benefits from attention to small details in its installation and use.
Other top-rated loudspeakers are
covered in "Once Over Lightly" capsule reports in this issue, on page 12.
In theory, most of the benefits accruing to the electrostatic principle are
in the high-frequency range, where
smoothness, extended range and good
transient response are difficult to
achieve in a dynamic speaker. This
has prompted most designers to limit
their electrostatics to the middle and
upper-frequency ranges, while relegating the low end to a conventional
cone-type woofer. The KLH Nine is
one of the few existing designs which
strives to span the entire audio range
with electrostatic elements.
The complete KLH Nine system
consists of two large, flat panels,
closely resembling decorator - type
room-divider screens both in shape
and in appearance. Each panel is
framed with finely finished wood, and
the front surface is covered with
boucle° fabric. The rear surface is
covered with afinely perforated metal
screen, and a similar metal screen lies
behind each grille cloth, to protect
the radiating elements.
Each panel contains acomplete twoway full-range electrostatic system. A
small square panel at the middle of
one edge serves as a tweeter above
about 2 kc, while the entire lower
range is handled by eight large strips
of diaphragm material that almost
completely cover the remaining frame
area. The two panels are mirror images
of one another; one has the tweeter
located at the left, the other at the
right.
Each panel has its own polarizing
supply ( 6,000 volts), and hermetically
sealed into a heavy metal case that
attaches to the rear bottom of the
panel and serves as abase to support
the panel upright on the floor. Each
power supply draws 5 watts at 115
volts AC, and 15-foot AC cords are
supplied. The supplies are fully fused.
•Pronounced "boo-clay," according to
our office dictionary.

on very rare occasions—on some
useful 35 cps, but were unable to
KLH suggests achoice of two basic
original, ungimmicked organ tapes,
elicit much of anything from it below
setup arrangements: with the speakers
for instance—did we notice that some
that. There was no low-end fluttering;
side by side in ashallow V configuraextremely deep notes were coming
when it dropped out, it just went
tion, or separated by some distance,
through less strongly than on some
silent.
for wider stereo spread. Because of
other systems we've heard ( the
Note that the foregoing observations
their two-sided radiation, however,
Janszen Z-600, for instance), but the
about
the
KLH
9's
low-end
performthey should not be located closer than
superior low-end detail of the KLH
ance apply when the two panels are
about 4 feet from any parallel wall
Nine made us more than happy to
placed side by side. Unfortunately,
surface, as this will inhibit low-end
forego part of the energy from one
this arrangement tends to kill most of
radiation and may cause mid-range
or two musical notes on one recording
the
stereo
effect
except
when
listening
standing-wave problems.
out of every fifty or so.
from a distance of eight feet or less,
For the initial tests on our KLH
In listening to the KLH Nine, we
and when the panels are separated, to
Nine, we placed the panels together,
were more conscious than ever before
improve the stereo spread, the sysusing the special metal straps that
of the ginímicicing that goes on in
tem's entire low end was noticeably
are provided to couple the frames,
most commercial recordings. The
impaired. Instead of linear response
and located the system near one end
system's remarkable reproduction of
to 40 and asharp drop-off below that,
of a 20-by- 13-by-9-foot room, in an
depth perspective makes it clearly
the whole bass range below about 70
area that has proven to be satisfactory
apparent which instruments were
cps exhibited a slow rolloff. There
with other speakers. An oscillator
close-miked and which were coming
was still usable output at 40, but it
sweep failed to reveal any audible
through the general-pickup mikes, and
was weak, and there was virtually
peaks or dips or harmonics, but we
when an accent mike was suddenly
nothing below it. The effect, of this,
did find one spot near the low end
turned up, the over-accented instruin most rooms, was an impression of
where there were loud metallic rattles
ment would protrude from the mass
slightly excessive brilliance and lowfrom the edge of one of the perforated
of sound like a luminous proboscis.
end deficiency. Placing the edge of
rear screens. For some reason, slight
On the other hand, inherently natural
each panel right against awall of the
twisting of the panel frame eliminated
recordings came through with greater
room helped to bring up the bottom,
the rattles, and they have never since
depth and naturalness than we had
but not to the degree of linearity that
recurred.
thought possible.
was obtained with the panels together.
High-frequency distribution was
Careful placement of the KLH Nine
And the against-the-wall arrangement
judged to be quite poor. Each small,
has a great deal to do with its pernecessitated putting the speakers too
flat tweeter panel radiates an informance—more so in fact than with
far apart for adequate center fill-in.
creasingly narrow beam with arising
most speakers, because its two-sided
On the basis of this, we placed the
response at frequencies above about
sound radiation makes it responsive to
panels together for the rest of our
2 kc. At 5 kc, the beam was judged
acoustical conditions behind it as well
listening tests.
to be about 30° wide, while at 10 kc
as in front of it. It is possible to
To date, nothing we had found
it was barely more than about 10°.
introduce audible response colorations
seemed to suggest that this system
The speakers can be aimed so that
by locating the panels where reflecwas worth anywhere near the $ 1,140
neither beam reaches alistening area,
tions from walls behind them tend to
the manufacturer asks for it. We
and this will offset most of the highaugment or cancel certain mid-range
changed our mind, though, when we
end rise, but unless some care is taken
frequencies. A few degrees change of
heard music through it. This was the
to do this, stereo imaging will be quite
angle or a few inches change of
first
time,
since
we
started
dabbling
in
poor and the sound will be excessively
distance with respect to the nearest
high fidelity in the early 1940's, that
wall will generally lick the problem.
toppish.
we
have
ever
felt
we
were
really
The system's over-all response, off
When using the hardware supplied
listening through a loudspeaker inthe tweeter axes, sounded almost perfor fastening the panels together, the
stead of to it; the system has adegree
fectly smooth from well beyond
radiators are angled slightly outward.
of transparency and detail that we
audibility ( 14 kc in our case, and
This directs the tweeter beams away
simply did not believe possible. Our
verified to beyond 20 kc with aconfrom the listening area and, in some
long exposure to the openness and
denser microphone) to around 40 cps.
locations in some rooms, broadens the
lucidity of Janszen electrostatic tweetThere was aslight high-end rise above
apparent stereo spread by bouncing
ers had prepared us for the kind of
about 3kc, but for some reason, this
the treble beams off the room walls.
upper-range transparency we heard
did not add any spit or sizzle to the
It does, however, also tend to reduce
from the KLH Nine, but to hear
sound; it just seemed to impart an
the, system's upper-mid-range radialower
middles
and
deep
bass
reopen, airy quality to it. There was no
tion to aslight degree, for these freproduced
with
the
same
entirely
efslow rolloff or humped response at
quencies, too, arc somewhat direcfortless clarity was a hair-raising exthe low end; it hit 40 cps and then
tional and tend to follow the paths of
perience. No matter where we placed
dropped off very rapidly. ( We should
the treble beams. The losses are
the speakers, we could not get boomy
point out that, of the other systems
slight, but the system is so close to
bass out of them. Bass transients—
that extend significantly below 40,
being perfectly linear that they may
plucked basses and the impact tranpractically all of them have apeak at
be quite noticeable in some rooms.
sients of tympani—were solid and en40 or above, which acts to exaggerate
If a bit more "presence" is desired,
tirely free from hangover, and when
lows and to mask the audibility of
place the panels in a straight line,
organ pedals and bowed double-basses
the extreme lows.)
edge to edge. Incidentally, when the
alternated, there was simply no quesWith some experimentation, we
panels are used together, they should
tion
as
to
which
we
were
hearing.
We
were able to place the KLH Nine
be arranged so that the tweeters are
could, almost literally, "count the
where its low-end radiation throughlocated at the outer edges of the
cycles" of abowed double-bass. Only
out the room extended down to a
9

paired panels, for maximum ster
eo
we've heard every likely contender
put in our two cents' worth. This,
spread. When the panels are us
ed
that's in commercial production . It
to us, is how home high-fidelity equipspread apart, tweeter location does n't
does notf
avor some instruments over
matter ( although their direction s
ment should look; simple, uncluttered
till
others, but seems t
o ma k
e everyt h
ing
does).
and just downright handsome, withsound almost perf
ec tl y natura l
.
out either the medical-laboratory look
Efficiency of the KLH Nine is verY
It is not enti rel
y wi
th
out its own
of professional equipment or the junky
low—in the vicinity of 1%, which puts
sonic cha ract
er , th ough. A l
though
juke-box
look of the typical home
it about on apar with the best of the
there is nothing about its sound that
appliance.
acoustic suspension systems.
Th e
we would describe as a coloration ,it
manufacturer recommends aminimum
In the case of the Model Eighteen,
does tend t
o move thi ngs sli gh
tly back
of 30 watts per channel, and to tin
this functional simplicity is reflected
s
from the listener, "placing" them abit
i
we add a caution about the kind o
n the electronic design, too. The
f
farther behind the surface of the
amplifier that should be used. Lik
controls
are basic and simple, provide
speaker than is the intent of the rei
all good electrostati cs ,the KLH Ni n
ng those functions that every stereo
cording. The effect is much like that
e
does not need the hardness of
FM tuner needs (plus one that no
a
of moving back about ten rows in a
t
typical transistor am plifier t
o gi
ve i
uner needs, which we'll mention
1
t concert hall, and since either spot
adequate crispness, and it repro duce
ater).
The tuning knob is aplanetarys
can be a perfectly good seat from
t
every nuance of dist
orti on f
ed to it
ype vernier, with just the right
. which to listen, it is fair to say that
a
We know of only t
wo manuf
acturer
mount of drive ratio to allow fairly
s
this characteristic of the Nine does not
whose amplifiers and preamps fully
nick scanning of the dial ( acomplete
impair the rea li sm of the sound.
meet the necessarystandards: Dynaco
than three
This is not the ki nd ofl
ou dspea k
er
rcan takes a bit more
and Marantz. There may be others
evolutions of the knob) or easy tun, that everyone will like on firstheari
ng.
but we haven 't f
oun d th
em yet. And
Its major poi
nt
s of superiority—its
mng of a station, and a zero-center
if you're wondering about some of
transparency and detail— are not
T eter is included to facilitate tuning.
the new transi st
or un it s, fi nd out what
readily appreciated until you've lived
t he meter is very accurate except in
their measured IM distortion is below
hose relatively few instances when
with them for a w hile, andi
t demands
t
the 5-watt power l
evel, If it rises to
uning to a weak station right next
better associated equipment and more
to
above 0.20% at an y poi
nt b
el
ow 5
A small neon lamp
careful room placement than many
b a strong one.
watts, with a 16-ohm l
oa d
,f
orget it.
users are willi ng t
o provid e f
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XLII Model Eighteen Tuner
the control all the way up. Neither
moderate size. But be careful with
ou tput is at what would be called a
arrive SPECS: Frequency response: -± 1
continuous tones; much of the "hordb, 20 to 15k. =PIE sensitivity 4 uv.
nt
low impedance, but even the 20k outrible" sound peopl
e have reported
a!
put is low enough to avoid audible
st ereo ne.8%.5ielec
from these speakers i
s due to a damtivitr: 35 db. Capeare ratio: .4.5 db.
treble losses as long as the output
Separation: 35 db at 1 Ice; 20 db at 10
aged crossover net
work
. Th e power
ice. Dimensions: 9 inches W by 4% 1-1
cables are kept to less than 10 feet
21y 5% D. Price : $ 116.95. ICANIIPACin
supplies and radiators ,on the other
length.
TUBER: KL1.1 Research & Development
hand, appear to be atl
eas tas rugge d
Corp., 30 Cross St., Cam bridge, Mass.
T
he tuner handled well and perand
dependable as conventional
This
is
a
fully
t
rans istorized
FM
form ed better than anything we have
dynamic speakers. We have heard of
stereo tuner of functional design and
ever encountered in a tuner of this
only one case of electrical breakdown ,
highly
attractive
appearance.
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Price
. Sensitivity was quite high, aland that system had been used w here
rarely comment on a com ponen t's
thou gh noticeably less so than the
it was repeatedly exposed t
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any prospective buyer can see an d
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ificantly more). Selectivity was
speaker we have ever heard, and
the KLH Eighteen,we are obli ged to
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ed to be very good, and capture
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Drossage DR-100 Rockratio ( the ability to select the weaker
of two stations coming in at the same
Solid-State Stereo Amplifier
frequency) was very good—a shade
MEWS SPECS: Power output: at least
better than the Dyna but noticeably
12 watts per channel with both channels
less good than the Sherwood.
driven. Prequency response: M5 cps from
10 to 3 decibels, with tone controls set.
Sound quality was excellent—clean
Distortion: 22 db below full output, with
recommended load.
Output impedance:
and detailed, but with a very subtle
1 to 3 ohms, MIS. Source impedance:
optional, at no extra cost. Inputs: R & L.
edge of crispness that tended to make
Controls: Volume/AC power; separate
distortion in the broadcast signal
bass and treble-control sections, ganged
for both channels. Low-frequency stasound abit more brittle than it might.
bility: Rock-solid. Dimensions: 3 inch
high by 11 wide by 9 deep, over-all.
We did find one minor problem, if
Price: $ 39.98. MANIYEACTIII&Elb: Drossage Company, Oak Dr., Drossage, N. Y.
it could be called that. Switching the
Stereo-Mono switch caused apop that
This handsomely-styled control ampliwas loud enough that it could damage
fier is designed for the buyer who
an underpowered loudspeaker if the
wishes maximum performance for a
volume were set fairly high. This is
minimum outlay of money. It is fully
one reason why we advise never using
equipped with tubes and a full
any speaker with an amplifier that
complement of two inputs ( one per
is capable of popping it on a brief
channel), plus separate controls for
overload.
volume/AC and for tone. Input selecSCA interference is no problem
tion is accomplished by plugging and
with most FM stations. Only a few
unplugging inputs.
stations in a given area transmit
On instrument tests, our sample
simultaneous background music sigmeasured only 14.7% distortion at 0.6
nals, but when you're tuned to one
watts output, which of course will be
that does, lack of SCA filtering will
inaudible under musical listening
cause an undercurrent of strange
conditions. Other measurements conburbling noises. The Model Eighteen's
firmed the manufacturer's claims.
SCA filter reduces the interference
Hum was 70 db below full rated
almost to the vanishing point, but it
output,
and hiss was only 3 db above
is not quite as effective as the equiv12 watts, with the volume control all
alent filters we've encountered in some
the way down. The full-volume setother tuners ( i.e., the Dyna and
ting increased this by less than 8 db,
Sherwood, again), which drop the
which of course is insignificant.
noise to well below audibility, even
At low frequencies, the DR- 100
at high listening levels. In most stereo
maintained
a state of rock-solid stabiltuners, this filtering is not switchable;
ity, as claimed by the manufacturer,
it is in-circuit all the time. An SCA
but we did find a slight tendency tofilter does cause aslight loss of stereo
ward full-power high-frequency oscilseparation, but since the remaining
lation under some conditions, such as
separation is still usually much greater
with a loudspeaker load. Stability
than that of the broadcast material,
was excellent with a resistive load.
there is no advantage to be gained in
The sound was fine. At normal
switching the SCA filter out of the
listening levels, we found it quite easy
circuit. KLH might just as well have
to distinguish between the timbres of
saved the cost of the switch.
instruments such as piano and tromAt $ 117, nobody could expect this
bone, and were readily able to hear
the violins too. We do not advise
to be the last word in performance,
buyers to drive the Drossage DR- 100
but at the price, it has no right to
to very high levels, however, as this
be as good as it is. On the basis of
makes it a bit difficult to distinguish
sound alone, we would be inclined to
the fundamental pitch of instrumental
choose the Dyna or the Sherwood
notes, and may cause the output
S-3000-V, but the difference is minor
transformers to catch fire.
and, in some respects, the KLH surAll in all, this is a fine, versatile
passes the less costly of the other two,
piece of equipment, which is well
the Dyna. The Dyna in kit form is
worth serious consideration by the
the best buy of the three, but excludbudget-conscious
hifi enthusiast.
ing the kit aspect, the KLH is the
best bargain in a moderate-priced
MPS'S COIESEBET: Thank you for your
tuner that we've found.
The mfr's comment for the preceding
two reports was mailed to us via Special
Delivery, and had not arrived by final
deadline, ten days later. It will appear
in the next issue.

fine review of our fine new rock-solidstate amplifier. We are glad you agree
with our own evaluation of this precision instrument, and are gratified to see
that our advertising campaign in your
fine magazine has truly succeeded in
demonstrating the manifest merits of
the DR- 100.

Euphonics Addendum
The Manufacturer's Comment for the
Euphonies "Miniconic" pickup report
in the last issue raised some questions
that we should have answered but
were unable to because of lack of
space. The points in question are
answered below.
Italics indicate statements from the
Manufacturer's Comment.
"We call attention to the fact that,
for over 10 months now, the CBS
STR-100 test record has had almost
2db of channel imbalance."
This is not pertinent to our tests.
Our channel balance measurements
are made with band 7-A of the CBS
STR-130 record. This is alateral cut,
which should provide equal 45-degree
modulation for any vertically-oriented
stereo pickup.
"Higher effective tone arm mass
most certainly will affect high-frequency response. Arm mass determines the amount of compliance ( especially vertical) that can be incorporated in the cartridge. When arm
mass is great ( and even our ultralight Miniconic arm could be lighter),
mistracking and distortion result, especially at high frequencies."
Our highly favorable comments
about the Miniconic's tracking ( at all
frequencies) were based on its use
in a relatively high-mass arm. We
found no evidence of significant "mistracking and distortion" at any frequency.

Once Over Lightly
Grado Model A Pickup
One of the best pickups we've heard
to date, the Grado A was introduced
with some fanfare in the fall of 1964
and then, for no apparent reason, was
withdrawn just one year later. It is
probably still available, though, either
used or, discounted, as new stock at
some dealers.
This is ( was?) the cleanest-tracking
pickup we have tested to date, by a
small but perceptible margin, and unlike most ellipticals, its high end is
extremely smooth, with no audible
rise at all. A slight, broad response
dip centered around 5 kc gives it a
somewhat soft, receded quality, while
apronounced low-end rise ( apparently
not just an arm-resonance peak) makes
thin speakers sound fuller and full
speakers sound bass-heavy. The rise
hits its maximum at around 35 cps.
It is normally supplied with adual
11

matching transformer, to step up its
very low output, but unlike the Ortofon, the Grado's transformers are
separate from the pickup. They plug
in between the tone arm's output
cables and the preamp inputs, thus
holding the pickup's weight down to
an acceptable figure for use in most
tone arms. ( Many arms will not
counterbalance the Ortofon without
an extra counterweight.) The Grado's
output, without the transformers, is
adequate for feeding a few high-gain
low-noise preamps ( like the Dyna
PAS-3), and the sound is somewhat
more transparent when it is so used.
Under these conditions, transparency
Rating the Pickups
Below is an up-dated listing of
our relative ratings of the pickups we have tested in The
Stereophile, listed in descending
order of preference. The ratings
are based on the performance of
each pickup under optimum
conditions—that is, with a complementary tone arm and asuitable turntable—and are heavily
weighted to favor tracking ability, naturalness and smoothness
throughout the audible range.
Price is not taken into account.
The order of preference shown
may not necessarily reflect the
suitability of a given pickup for
use in a given system. Other
factors, such as high hum fields
and tone arm compatibility may
swing the balance of preference
toward other, lower-rated models. For this reason, we suggest
referring to published reports
on a pickup before deciding to
purchase it. Some compatible
pickup-arm-turntable combinations are listed in the "Recommended Components" section on
the facing page.
(1) Decca Mk II
(2) Decca Mk IV
(3) Grado A
(4) Ortofon SPE
(5) Shure V-15
(6) Euphonies Miniconic
(7) Shure M55E
(8) Decca Mk III
(9 ) Weathers PS- 11
(10) ADC Point 4/E
(11) ADC Point 4
(12) Shure M44-5
Some of the listed pickups are
discontinued models, but may
still be available used or at
heavily discounted prices.
12

is about midway between that of the
Ortofon and the Decca Mk IV. With
the transformers, it's about on a par
with the Shure V-15.
The original new price was $50.
Don't pay it.
Incidentally, we phoned Grado
Labs more than two months ago to
ask if we could borrow a Model A
and one of the new Model B units for
comparative testing. They agreed to
send them, but have not done so as
of this time, despite an unanswered
reminder ( via the mails). This sort
of thing makes us wonder.
We'll endeavor to borrow a Model
B locally. Or, would some reader care
to loan us one for testing? We promise to return it intact. Check with us
first, though; we may already have
obtained one.
Decca ( IMF) 78-rpm Pickup
A forerunner of the top-rated Mark
II stereo pickup, this is amono model
equipped with a 2.5-mil diamond
stylus for playing 78-rpm discs. The
2.5-mil radius is considered standard
for European 78's, but does in fact
work better on used U.S. pressings
than the American standard 3-mil
stylus. ( Perhaps this is because it
plays a part of the groove that remained relatively unscathed by repeated playings on 3-mil styli.)
This is about the smoothest, cleanest-tracing 78 pickup we've ever come
across, rivaling the smoothest of the
old Weathers FM systems and surpassing the majority of them ( which
were not always terribly smooth).
Unfortunately, the Decca 78 head,
like the Mark II, will fit only its own
tone arm or an SME arm with the
appropriate adapter, and the SME
has too much inertial mass to track
the wobble warps and eccentricities
of many 78-rpm discs.
With its own arm, and a suitable
filter for erasing surface noise above
7 kc, the Decca head will give about
the best sound that it is possible to
extract from 78's, including thoroughly
beat-up ones.
It is thus highly
recommended for those people who've
been hanging onto their 78-rpm collection until they found a pickup good
enough to allow them to dub them to
tape with a minimum loss of quality.
Like the Mark II, this one has a
fierce magnetic pull, so use a nonferrous turntable platter or a %"-thick
spacer mat.
The price for the head is $40, and
it can be ordered directly from IMF
Products, 7616 City Line Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Top-Rated
Loudspeaker Systems
(Listed in alphabetical order)
Mee A-7
A highly efficient horn-loaded system for use in large to very large
listening rooms ( at least 15 feet from
the listening area), or for very highvolume "Row-A" listening. Excellent
woofer-tweeter blending, moderately
deep ( useful 45-cps limit in most
rooms) and very taut, well-defined
low end. Highs smooth and slightly
soft, yielding most natural high-end
quality at high listening levels. Middles smooth, rather forward, placing
closely-miked instruments somewhat
in front of the system itself.
A very lifelike, natural-sounding
system in most acoustical environments. Stereo imaging good but not
phenomenal; system configuration allows placement against one wall, for
adjustment of stereo spread.
ElectroVoice Patrician 800
A highly efficient, corner-type horn
system for use in very large listening
rooms ( at least 20 feet from the listening area) or for very high-volume
Row-A listening.
Driver blending ( 5 units) moderately good. Bass ( in corner location)
slightly heavy and "wooly"—not outstandingly well damped—good to a
usable 20 cps in asuitable room. Wide
range of driver level adjustment provides choice of very forward, hard
sound, dull, heavy sound, or just about
anything in between.
Individual
drivers are moderately smooth, but
with some colorations of their own.
With balance set for "Row-M" perspective, sound tends to be somewhat
rough and confused. Over-all realism
improves, up to a point, as balances
are set for more forward sound. At
optimum settings ( dependent on room
size and acoustics), sound is "authoritarian"—realistic, fairly natural although slightly favoring brass instruments, and quite "immediate,"
yielding astrong illusion of "performers in the room." Disc surface noise
slightly exaggerated, with a predominantly "papery" coloration.
Corner placement will generally impair the stereo imaging, but the systems may be placed flat against the
wall at the expense of some deep-bass
response. Over-all low end sound will
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